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SUMMARY • .

1. STATEMENT STATUS

( ) Candidate ( ) Draft (X) Final

2. NAME AND STATUS OF ACTION

Space Shuttle Program at VAFB, California

(X) Administrative C ) Legislative

3 DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTION

The proposed action comprises construction, activation, and operation of
Space Shuttle facilities at Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB) and Port.

Hueneme harbor, California. ere are seven elements in the proposed

action, namely:

- Landing strip extension and other modifications at Vandenberg
airfield to accommodate Orbiter landings.

- New Orbiter processing facilities adjacent to Vandenberg air-
field. :

- New facilities at Port Hueneme harbor to receive, wash, and
disassemble recovered spent Solid Rocket Boosters (SRBs)
delivered by sea.

- New Marine Facility on the VAFB coast for receipt of Shuttle
External Tanks (ETs).

- A tow route and tow road, partially using existing roads, for
transporting, respectively, (1) the Orbiter from the processing
facility at the airfield and (2) the External Tanks from the
Marine Receiving Facility and Tank Storage and Checkout Facl.li-
ty to the launch pad at Space Launch Complex No. 6 (SLC-6).

- Modified, expanded support facilities at and near SLC-6 for handling
of cryogenic propellants, and ET and SRB storage and processing;
and at Coast and Mesa Roads near SLC-4 for receiving, inspec-
tion and storage of Titan III Solid Rocket Motors.
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M odifiled, expanded launch pad facilities at SLC-6 to accotmmodatej ISpace Shuttle buildup, countdown, and launch.

4. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

The environment may experience impacts of insignificant to substantial

magnitude by one or more of the following aspects of the proposed actiont

* Appropriations expenditures Orbiter servicing
Personnel Subsystems servicing
Demolition Dockside activities
Blasting Marine facility preparation
Dredging Marine, rail, air, truck transport
Utilities realignment Barge docking, disembarking
Clearing, grading, excavation Solid Rocket Booster servicing.

Drainage system development storage
Paving, grooving External Tank servicing, storage
Heavy equipment operation Component integration
Pile driving Payload preparation, handling
Riprap emplacement Propellant handling
Concrete preparation Auxiliary power unit operation
Structures erection Deluge water use
Equipment Installation Rocket engine operation
Fencing Shuttle launch, ascent
Revegetation/landscaping Shuttle abort
Waste disposal Orbiter descent, approach, landing
Commuting traffic Pad refurbishment
Existence of facilities Parachute refurbishment
Maintenance Hazardous area clearance
Supporting traffic Wastewater handling, disposal
Orbiter ferrying, mating, Spectator activity

demating Accidental spills, fires, explosions

The environmental factors to be impacted by the above includet

Shoreline stability Rare, endangered, threatened species
Topography Archaeology
Soils Economy
Hydrology Employment
Water quality Industry
Air qunlity Population
Microclimate Housing
Noise Land use
Terrestrial flora Urban services
Terrestrial fauna Transportation
Aquatic flora Recreation
Aquatic fauna Aesthetics, serenity, well being
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5, PROBA"LE ADVESR DMVIROWEAL FFECTS

Presently Identifiable adverse impacts that could occur as a result of the
proposed action and potential accidental occurrences associated with it
includet

- Minor alteration of shoreline stability and topography in
relatively small areas for marine facilities construction*

- Mechanical removal of *oil in relatively small areas.for
facilities construction.

- Possible chemical changes in soils in limited areas as a result
of minor spillage associated with construction activities and
operational accidents.

- Minor changes in drainage/runoff patterns in relatively small
areas.

- Transient and perhaps recurrent minor degradation of water
quality in limited areas resulting from construction site
runoff and operational accidents.

- Transient, recurrent elevation of noise levels in Lompoc and
environs (northwestern Santa Barbara County).

- Occurrence of sporadic to periodic sonic booms in various
areas of the region.

- Permanent removal of common and special interest vegetation/
flora in relatively small areas for-facilities construction.

- Transient and possibly recurrent exposure of agricultural
crops, common native and exotic vegetation, and special
interest vegetation/flora in limited areas to small concen-
trations of toxic rocket exhaust products.

- Permanent removal of faunal habitats for facilities construction
in relatively small areas, and associated increases in human
disturbance to fauna in adjacent areas. However, none of these
areas are designated as critical habitats.

- Transient recurrent exposure of fauna in limited areas to
sonic booms and high intensity rocket noise.

- Transient and possibly recurrent exposure of fauna in limited
areas to small concentrations of toxic rocket exhaust products.

- Possible wildfires.

- Disturbance of archaeological resources in some construction
areas.
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-Temporary, recurrent curtailments of recreational uses of
beach areas (Ocean Beach, Jalama Bach),during launches.

- Short term, incremental contributions to the decrease in
serenity in northwestern Santa Barbara County.

Land use changes (small amounts of agricultural land
converted to residential and other urban. uses).

Minor increase in demand for urban services in adjacent
communities.

6. ALTERNATIVES

Various alternatives to the proposed action were defined and investigated.
Th" major classes of alternatives are listed below:

- No action

- Delayed action

- Alternative to the VAFB launch site

- Alternatives to the proposed launch complex

- Alternatives to the proposed landing complex

- Alternatives to the proposed ET delivery

- Alternatives to the proposed intrabase transport of Space
Shuttle components at VAFB

- Alternatives to the proposed SRB processing

7. AGENC IES- ftOM WHICH COMMEN4TS HAVE BEEN RECEIVED)

Copies of the Draft Environmental Statement (DES) were provided for
review and comment to Federal Agencies, State and local government,
and the general public. Written comments were received from the
following:

FEDERAL AGENCIES

Department of the Army U.S. Department of Commerce
Los Angeles District, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Corps of Engineers Administration
P.O. Box 2711 National Marine Fisheries Service
Los Angeles, CA 90053 Southwest Region
FROM: Hugh G. Robinson, Colonel, CE 300 South Ferry Street

District Engineer Terminal Island, CA 90731
FROM: Gerald V. Howard

Regional Director
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FEDERAL AGENCIES (Cont'd.)

U.S Department of Commerce Department of the Navy
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Office of the Assistant Secretary I
Administration (Manpover, Reserve Affairs and

National Marine Fisheries Service Logistics)
Marine Mammal Division Washington, D.C. 20360
7600 Sand Point Way, NE FROMt Everett Pyatt
Seattle'"WA 98115 Principal Deputy
FROMII George Y. Harry, Jr. Assistant Secretary of the Navy

Director, Marine Mammal Division (Logistics)

U.S. Department of Commerce Department of Transportation
The Assistant Secretary for.Science Federal Aviation Administration

and Technology Western Region
Washington, D.C. 20230 P.O. Box 92007
"FROM: Sidney R, Galler Worldway Postal Center

Deputy Assistant Secretary Los Angeles, CA 90009
for Environmental Affairs FROM: We. Bruce Chambers

Regional Planning Officer
U.S. Department of Commerce
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Department of Transportation

Administration United States Coast Guard
National Ocean Survey Eleventh Coast Guard District
Rockville, 1D 208S2 Union Bank BuildingFROM., Gordon Lill 400 Oceangate4

Deputy Director LongBecC 902

National Ocean Survey FROM: R.C. Hertica
Captain, U.S. Coast Guard

Department of Health, Education, Chief, Marine Safety Division
and Welfare By direction of the District

Office of the Secretary Commander
Washington, D.C. 20201
FROM: Charles Custard Advisory Council on Historic

Director, Office of Preservation
Environmental Affairs 1522 K Street, NW

Washington, D.C. 20005
U.S. Department of the Interior FROM: Louis S. Wall
Office of the Secretary Assistant Director, Office of
Washington, D.C. 20240 Review and Compliance
FROM: Larry E. Meiorotto

Deputy Assistant Secretary Marine Mammal Commission
1625 Eye Street, NW

National Aeronautics and Space Washington, D.C. 20006
Administration FROM: Robert J. 1ofman

Washington, D.C. 20546 Acting Executive Director
FROM: Nathaniel B. Cohen, Director

Office of Policy Analysis
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STATE GOVERNMENT ANb AGENCIES

California Coastal Commission University of California, Irvine
1540 Market Street Department of Ecology and Evolutionary
San Francisco, CA 94102 Biology
FROM: William R. Ahern School of Biological Sciences

Porte and Energy Coordinator Irvine, CA 92717
FROMt R.L. Pitman

California Coastal Commission M. Naughton
South Central Coast Regional Commission P. Kelly
1224 Coast Village Circle A. Martin
Suite 36 B. Burgeson
Santa Barbara, CA 93108
FROM: Philip C. Berry The Resources Agency of California

Staff Planner Office of the Secretary -
Resources Building
1416 Ninth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
FROM: L. Frank Goodson

Assistant Secretary for Resources

LOCAL GOVERNMENT, CIVILIAN AGENCIES AND CENERAL PUBLIC

County of Santa Barbara County of Santa Barbara
Office of Environmental Quality Department of Transportation
105 East Anapamu Street Court House
Santa Barbara$ CA 93101 Santa Barbara, CA 93101
FROM: Albert F. Reynolds FROM: Leland R. Steward

Environmental Quality Coordi- Director of Transportation
nator

County of Santa Barbara
County of Santa Barbara Health Care Services
Board of Supervisors 4440 Calle Real
105 East Anapamu Street Santa Barbara, CA 93110
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 FROM; Lawrence Hart, M.D., M.P.H.
FROM: Harrell Fletcher, Chairman Director

County of Santa Barbara County of Santa Barbara
Health Care Services Office of Environmental Quality
Air Pollution Control District 105 East Anapamu Street
4440 Calle Real Santa Barbara, CA 93101
Santa Barbara, CA 93110 FROMt Cecilia Ann Terry
FROM: John B. English

Director, Air Pollution Control
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C LOCAL GOVERM3 , CIVILIAN AGENCIES AND GENERAL PUBLIC (Cont'do)

County of Santa Barbara California Wildlife Trust
Department of Planning 3435 Hermosa Avenue
Engineering Building Hermosa Beach, CA 90254
123 last Anapamu Street FROM: Edward S. Loosli -'
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 Director
PROMN: Kim Skinnarland

Project Manager Lompoc Valley Economic Development
Local Coastal Program Association• 205 North H Street

Santa Barbara County-Cities Lompoc, California 93436
Area Planning Council FROM: C.C. Carmichael

1306 Santa Barbara Street Director i
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 31

FROM: Clifford Petrie Mr. John E. Eastin
Executive Secretary 1100 La Salle Canyon Road

Lompoc, CA 93436
The American Cetacean Society
National Headquarters
P.O. Box 4416
San Pedro, CA 90731
FROM: Millie Payne

-Executive Secretary

8. DOCUMENT AVAILABILITY A

Copies of the FES and background Environmental Baseline Studies have
provided for the convenience of the general public at the locations 21
listed below.

USAF INFORMATION OFFICES

p Information Office Information Office
Vandenberg AFB, CA 93437 HQ Space and Missile Systems Organization

P.O. Box 92960, Worldway Postal Center !
Los Angeles, CA 90009

LIBRARIES

Lompoc Public Library San Francisco Public Library
601 East North Avenue Civil Center
Lompoc, CA 93436 San Francisco, CA 94102
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LIBRARIES (Contrd.) t .

Santq Maria Public Library U.C. Riverside Library
420 South Broadway 7,th and Oranse/lox 468t
Santa Maria, CA 93454 Riverside, CA 92502

University of California at Santa Oxnard Public Library
Santa Barbara 241 A "C" Street

Library Oxnard, CA 93030
"Oolieta, CA 93017
St a rPl LryVenture Public Library 771
; Santa Barbara Public Library 651 Ea•t Main Street, Box 771
4040 East Anapamu Street, Box 1019 V.iwra, CA 93001
Santa Barbara, CA 93102

Santa Barbara City.College Library
Los Angeles Public Library 712 Cliff Drive '

630 West 5th Street Santa Barbara, CA '93109
Los Angeles, CA 90017 -~i

San LuiA Obispo Public Library

University of California at Los San Luis Obipo, CA 93401
Angeles

Library
405 H111guard
Los Angeles, CA 90024

U.C. Berkeley Library
2090 Kitterage StreetBerkeley, CA 94704: "°

9. DOCUIM FILING

The DES and lES were filed with the President'* Council on Environmental
Quality in August 1977 and January 1978, respectively.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION TO THE PROPOSED ACTION

S1.1 THE PROPOSED ACTION

The proposed action is the development and operation of a Space Shuttle

Program (hereil referred to as the Space Shuttle or Shuttle) at Vandenberg

Air Force Base, California (see Figure 1.1-A). The U.S. Air Force Systems

Command (AFSC), representing the Department of Defense (DOD), is the
proponent of this action. This Environmental Statement has been prepared

by the AFSC Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO), which is the

lead DOD agency for Space Transportation System (STS) planning.

1.2 PURPOSE

1.2.1 SPACE SHUTTLE SYSTEM AT VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE

A new generation of manned space flight will begin in 1979. The first manned

orbital flights of the Space Shuttle will be launched from Kennedy Space

Center, Florida and will be conducted by the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA). Restrictions on overflight of land during ascent

limit launch azimuths at Kennedy Space Center to between 35 and 120 degrees.

The resulting orbits will be of low-to-mid inclination; that is, they are

generally restricted to the equatorial plane.

The purpose of the Space Shuttle at Vandenberg is to provide a substantially

different range of launch azimuths. The location of Vandenberg--140 miles

north of Los Angeles, California, on the Pacific Ocean coast (see Figure

1.2-A)--permits Shuttle launch azimuths of 158 to 201 degrees, which will

allow high orbital inclinations that will be required for specific missions.

These high inclination missions will include pole to pole orbits that

provide perpendicular coverage of the entire planet, which is required for!N
defense, weather or earth resources surveillance, communications relay,

navigational systems, and other scientific purposes. Another important class

of high inclination missions is the sun-synchronous mission in which the orbit

maintains its initial orientation relative to the sun.

I L
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Development of the Shuttle at Vandenberg entails a A-year development program

of construction, support equipment installation, and facility activation.

Construction will begin in 1979 and will be completed by the end of 1982.

During this period, the existing runway will be rebuilt and lengthened, new

facilities will be constructed, existing roads will be modified for use as

a tow route, a hovercraft facility will be constructed, and existing facilities

will be modified. Construction materials will be delivered by rail, truck, ~
and possibly aircraft.

1.2.2 ENVIRONMENTALSTATEMENT

The purpose of this Environmental Statement Is (1) to continue environmental

planning for the Shuttle at Vandenberg and supporting actions at Port Hueneme,
California, and (2) to formally document the anticipated environmental effects
of the proposed project.

The Air Force, which is tite Department of Defense executive agency for thei'IShuttle rgrm will have responsibility for all Space Shtl eil

lanhsfo anebr.Ti Environmental Sttmn elcsthe goals
presented in Air Force Regulation (AFR) 19-1, "Protection and Enhancement of

Environmental Quality," and complies with AFR 19-2, "Environmental Assessments

and statements," as amended, and AFR 19-7, "Environmental Monitoring." These

regulations constitute U.S. Air Force directives for compliance with the

National Environmental Policy Ac~t of 1969. Provisions of the California

a Environmental Quality Act of 1970 are also addressed in this Statement,

IThe subject of this Environmental Statement is the development and operation

of the Shuttle at Vandenberg and supporting actions at Port Hueneme, California.

ASimilar actions planned for the John F. Kennedy Space Center (KSC) in Florida

have been addressed in Amendment No. 1 (dated August 1973) to the basic KSC

10C institutional Environmental Impact Statement (originally issued in August

1971). Moreover, the environawntal effects associated with global aapects

of the Shuttle (including rocket exhaust in the upper atmosphere, reentry ofii Space Shuttle Vehicle components, and ocean impact/recovery) subsequent to
proposed launches from either Vandenberg or KSC are documented in the July
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1977 Draft Environmental Statement for the Space Shuttle Program, prepared

by NASA. Finally, anticipated effects associated with the development and

C operation of an Interim Upper Stage (IUS)--a vehicle which can be integrated

with the Space Shuttle to effect the placement of payloads into high energy

orbits or on interplanetary flight trajectories--are addressed in an October

1977 Canditdate Environmental Statement prepared by SAMSO.

In light of the nhove, it Is necessary to realize that the Space Shuttle

System is an advanced state-of-the-art program that will utilize new materials,

innovative processes, and high technology support equipment and subsystems,

Extensive planning and testing of the launch vehicle and subsystems have been

underway since 1969, leading to the current proposed program at Vandenberg.

Further studies and planning are continuing as necessary to finalize facility

and subsystems details prior to actual design and manufacture.

Baseline data for facilities and systems used In this report. reflect the

latest planning status as of November 1, 1977, and adjustments to this data

usae, pertiosand possible futuare changes thereof are not expected to
significantly alter the enviranmental setting reported herein. Supplements to

this Statement will be issued should this situation change.

1.3 OVERVIEW

1.3.1 NATIONAL GOAL

On January 5, 1972, the President announced thnt the U'nited States should

proceed with the development of an entirely new type of space transportation

system, one designed to place an emphasis on the utilization of space for

more directly beneficial endeavors rather than on the pioneering explorations

that have characterized this country's manned space flight programs to date.

1-4
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J. The Department of Defdame has determined that the Space Shuttle will be a

cost-effective mans of transporting defenme-related payloads to and from

k space and viil provide an improved operational capability to make more 4

effective use of space. Accordingly, following development flight testing

by NASA, the Space Shuttlt' will be operated by both NASA and the Air Force

to accomplish those missiuns required by each agency.

1.3.2 NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PROGRAM

NASA and the U.S. Air Force have jointly established program objectives,

priorities and the overall allocation of resources for the STS. Development,

operations, and logistic requirements will be shared by these two agencies.

The Air Force is responsiDle for developing the Interim Upper Stage (IUS),

which will be carried in the payload bay and used to boost spacecraft from the
low earth orbit of the Orbiter to higher orbits, and the ground support systems
at Vandenberg. The Mr Force will be the launch agent (organization

responsible for Shuttle operations at a Launch/Landing Site) at Vandenberg.

In the near term, all Space Shuttle flights will be controlled from the

Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas. For the far term, a separate Depart-

ment of Defense Mission Control Center will be developed.

Currently, projected missions can be grouped into five basic categories: (1)

the placement and zecovery of satellites in low earth orbit, (2) Orbiter

delivery or retrieval of a propulsive upper stage (which may be the Interim

Upper Stage) and a satellite in low earth orbit, (3) the use of Orbiter

itself as an orbiting satellite, hosting observation sensors and other

mission equipment, (4) use of Orbiter as a space lab and test bed, and (5)

use of the Space Shuttle for the inspection, servicing,'and repair of

satellites in low earth orbit.

The first orbital Shuttle flight will be conducted from Kennedy Space Center

in March 1979. The initial operational capability of Vandenberg for the

Shuttle program is scheduled for June 1983.
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1.3.3 SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE

The Space Shuttle Vehicle or Space Shuttcle, will consist of the manned

reusable Orbiter, an expendable liquid hydrogen/liquid oxygen External Tank,

and two reusable Solid Rocket Boosters. At launch the Orbiter and Boosters

will be clustered abo'ut the External Tank, as illustrated in Figure 1.3-A.I

The Space Shuttle is 184 feet high and has an overall width of 78 feet, as

coprdt the Saturn V's 363-foot height and 33fo imtr h Space

Shutl wllwegh4. mllonpounds at'lift-off and wildvlp6.4 million

pouns ofthrust at sea l.evel.

From Vandenberg, the Space Shuttle can carry up to 32,000 pounds of cargo,

including 7 persons, aboard the Orbiter into a low earth orbit approximately

100 nautical miles above earth. It is designed to support its crew in space
for up to 30 days.

fAt launch, the two Solid Rocket Boosters and the Orbiter's three Space Shuttle

main engines (drawing liquid propellants from the External Tank) w 11 operate

Booster casings will separate from the Space Shuttle Vehicle at an altitude

of about 150,000 feet approximately 124 seconds after lift-off (exact flight

profiles are specific to each mission) for a parachuted descent, ocean

propelling the Orbiter and the External Tank to between approximately 300,000

and 500,000 feet, which would be reached between 500 and 550 seconds following

Cutoff for a planned impact into the ocean. Two Orbital Maneuvering Subsystem

engines will provide the additional thrust necessary to place the Orbiter into

a low earth orbit. It will remain in orbit until its mission is completed

and then will reenter the atmosphere, landing on a runway at its recovery

site.

Thet descending Orbiter will be in radio blackout until it reaches an altitude

of about 160,000 feet, approximately 280 nautical m~iles from the landin& site.

After blackout, the Orbiter will receive guidance signals from the Microwave

Scanning Beam Landing System (MSBLS) and the Tactical Air Navigation (TACAN)

system located at Vandenberg.
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The Orbiter will begin to uue the MSBLS, an automatic landing (autoland) system,

-at an altitude of 12,000 feet when it is 5 to 6 nautical miles from the runway.

The Orb.ter will descend on'a 24-dtgree glide slope (that is, the acute angle

between flight path and extended runway center line) from the beginning of the

autoland sequence until it reaches an altitude of about 2,000 feetwhere it

will transition to a 3-degree glide slope. This will occur about 7,500 feet

from the runway and 30 seconds prior to touchdown. A final flare maneuver

will be made prior to touchdown, about 3,100 feet down the runway, Flight

"operations are considered to end when the Orbiter comes to a stop on the

S. runway.

The mfjor components of the Space Shuttle Vehicle are:

I (1) Orbiter--Orbiter is 107.5 feet long (122.3 feet long

with tail empennage used during ferrying), 78 feet

across from wing tip to wing tip, and 56.6 feet high

at the tail. Figure 1.3-A illustrates the size of

the Orbiter in comparison to commercial airliners. I i
Z

(2) External Tank--the tank is roughly cylindrical. 27.6 feet in

diameter, and 153.8 feet long. Within the outer skin are

two cryogenic fuel tanks, one for liquid hydrogen and the

other for liquid oxygen, which are the fuel and oxidizer,

respectively, for the three Space Shuttle main engines carried

onboard the Orbiter. The External Tank is the only major

component of the Space Shuttle that is not recovered for reuse.

(3) Solid Rocket Booster--two 12.2-foot diameter and 149.2-foot long

Solid Propellant motors will be part of each Space Shuttle

1.3.4 SPACE SHUTTLE OPERATIONS

The scope of activity associated with operation of the Shuttle is separated

into Flight and Ground Operations. These are interrelated actions but are

1-8



fundamentally different. Flight Operations will encompass all activities

related to flight for a particular misuion, from the moment of rocket

engine ignition on the launch pad until the returning Orbiter rolls to a

atop on the runway. Ground Operations will. include all actions from the

time the Orbiter comes to rest on the runway until the next Space Shuttle

is launched.

1.3.4.1 Flight Operations

Typical Flight Operations at Vandenberg will commence with the ignition of the

threeSpace Shuttle main engines and the two Solid Rocket Boosters. Flight

Operations are described in Section 1.3.3.

1.3.4.2 Ground Operations

Activities required to support Space Shuttle Flight Operations are termed

Ground Operations. At Vandenberg these will encompass all actions necessary

to receive, refurbish, store, subassemble, and check out major Space Shuttle

components, including the Orbiter, External Tank, and Solid Rocket Booster.

Ground Operations will also include the buildup of the Space Shuttle Vehicle

from major components on the launch pad, as well as required support and

logistic services. ~

Ground Operations have four distinctive cycles or sequences of activity. The
Orbiter, External Tank, and Solid Rocket Booster all have their own activity

cycles. These cycles merge as each component is delivered to the launch pad.
The fourth activity cycle encompasses launch pad operations. The four

cycles are completely described in Section 2.0.

For each launch, Ground Operations related to a specific flight terminate at

lift-off and recomence when the Orbiter lands. However, during the flight

period, Ground Operations will continue with many concurrent activities in

preparation for other flights.

1-9
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1.3.5 SITE AND SURROUNDING REGION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

The proposed project site is at Vandenberg Air Force Base in northern Santa

Barbara County, within an area commonly referred to as California's Central

Coast region. Support for Solid Rocket Booster recovery will be provided

at Port Hlueneme', in Ventura County. The locations of Vandenberg and Port

Hueneme are shown on Figure 1.3-B.I

San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, and Ventura Counties comprise most of the

south Central Coast and the northern portions of the Southern California region

and are often called the Tri-County area. These three counties are grouped

together because they have many similarities and ties. Most of the activityI
generated by the proposed project probably will occur within the Tni-County
area. The description of the existing environment presented in Section 3.0

focuses on this region.

The geographical location of Vandenberg is unique to its mission, Vandenberg

has special importance because it is located on a promontory along the

California coast where missiles can be launched westerly and southerly over4

the Pacific Ocean. The ability to launch over water is considered critical

to the maintenance of a positively controlled missile flight safety program.{ The Base provides the only location on the West Coast where hazards from

overflight by large boosters containing explosives and toxic fuels can be

reduced to acceptable levels. In general, the Vandenberg launch azimuths

are complementary to the over-water launch azimuths available at the Eastern

Test Range in Florida.

Vandenberg APB is assigned to the Strategic Air Command (SAC). The principal
tenant is the Space and Missile Test Center (SANTEC),, an element of SAMSO,

Air Force Systems Command (AFSC), which operates the Western Test Range.IA
As host command, the 1st Strategic Aerospace Division is responsible for
providing management, operational analysis, and material support for allý

SAC and over 40 Federal and Civilian tenant agencies located at Vandenberg

as well as for controlling and conducting SAC's Intercontinental Ballistic

Missile (ICBM) operational flight tests into the Western Test Range.
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A variety of apace and missile systems operate from this Base. To' provide

for this level of launch activity, extensive launch and technical support

facilities exist at Vandenberg AFB.

IPresently air traffic volume at Vandenberg is considered to be low, with annual

takeoff. and landings at about 6,750 operations, However, total operations of

all types, including touch and go radar approaches, approximate 27,000 per year.
Vandenberg has no assigned fixed-wing aircraft and has three attached H-1

* helicopter.. The existing airfield runway at Vandenberg is approximately 8,000

feet long and is considered adequate to handle large transport-type aircraft.

I A
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2.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

The proposed action involves the development of Space Transportation System

(STS) facilities and operation of the Space Shuttle Vehicle from Vandenberg

Air Force Base. Details on the facilities and activities required to operate

the Space Shuttle are presented in this section. Most of the data presented

are taken from STS planning information of October 1, 1976. Overall construc-

tion requirements and the STS implementation schedule also are discussed.

The proposed action has been divided into four basically independent sequences l
of activities required for Orbiter, Solid Rocket Booster, and External Tank

preparation, and Launch Pad operations (see Figure 2.0-A). A brief narrative

at the beginning of each sequence orders and relates the activities of the

sequence. The location of facilities associated with the particular sequence

is presented on Figure 2.0-B. Also shown is the proposed location for a new

Receiving, Inspection and Storage (RIS) Facility necessary for processing Solid

Rocket Motors (Sills) in support of the present Titan III program; this proces-

sing activity is currently carried out at SLC-6 but must be relocated to make

way for Shuttle processing requirements. i1

Is planned that all four sequences of all activities from one launch to

a. ner can be completed in as few as 208 hours (8.7 days). In other words,

two successive launch operations could be scheduled within 208 hours of each

other Figure 2,0-C illustrates a composite time schedule of events described

later in this report.

f Certain fuels, propellants, and processing fluids and gases, which are toxic,

t explosive, or caustic, will be involved in the four sequences of activity.

These are listed by name on the summnary sheets; quantities are listed, if

known.

This report utilizes a systematic methodology to explain and summarize data

required for analysis of impact and explanation of the proposed action. A

standardized data form is used; these forms are referred to as data briefs.

These sheets detail program activities and facilities, and summarize data that

is considered pertinent to evaluation and analysis with regard to the environ-

mental impact of the proposed action.
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The following information is contained on each summary sheets graphic
representation of the activity or facility being described; brief description

of the activity or facility; summary of actions that will be associated with

the activity or performed at the facility; sollds/liquids/gases that will be

involved with the action or stored In the facility; noise sources; construction

information; construction and operational manpower levels; identification of

natural features that may be altered; emissions from construction and
operation, including nonoperational emissions which could occur as a result

of accidental events; and general comments, where special items are noted. The

order in which the summiary sheets appear is consistent with STS planning and

is intended to aid understanding of the proposed action. Additionally,. these

sheets may be referred to for details of specific activities, equipment, or

facilities during consideration of the following sections of this report. A

brief narrative introduces each of the four sequences.

2.1 ORBITER SEQUENCE

The sequence of activities necessary to prepare the Orbiter for launch pad

operations will begin with one of two possible activities. The first is

receipt of the Orbiter by ferry atop a specially configured 747 carrier

aircraft. The second and more usual activity is the Orbiter's return from

space and runway landing. Both activities will take place at the Vandenberg

'I airfield.

Fiiure 2.0-A Illustrates the sequence of the Orbiter-related activities. All

activities will be interdependent except hypergolic servicing. The hypergolic

servicing activity will not be performed on the Orbiter itself (that Is,

-U hypergolic modules will be detached from the Orbiter for servicing); servicing

• •will be performed on a continual basis.
!II .I

The first activity of the Orbiter sequence will-be receipt of the Orbiter by

ferry mode (an artist's conception of the Orbiter in ferry on the carrier

aircraft is shown in Figure 2.1-A). This could occur in three cases: (1)

shipment to or receipt from Edwards Air Force Base, the Orbiter test site;
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(2) transferral from an alternate airfield (at Hawaii or Guam) where it landed
in an emergency or because of adverse weather conditions at Vandenberg; (3)

transferral of Orbiters from Kennedy Space Center. The only facility associ-
ated with this infrequent activity will be the Mate/Demate Facility used at

the airfield to connect or disconnect the Orbiter and 747 ferry aircraft.

The more usual initial Orbiter sequence activity will be reentry of the Orbiter

from a space mission and its descent to the landing site. For purposes of

this report, descent is used to describe activities between 85,000 feet and

12,000 feet altitude. Airfield approach activity will follow descent and is
defined to begin at an altitude of 12,000 feet and terminate as the Orbiter's
landing gear touches the runway. Runway landing operations activities will

include Orbiter roll to stop, all ground servicing on the runway, and towing

of the Orbiter to the next activity--safing and deservicing. Figure 2.1-B

is an artist's conception of the Orbiter on its approach to Vandenberg Air

Force Base.

At the Safing and Deservicing Facility, residual cryogenic and hypergolic fuels
will be removed, and protective works will be installed. The Orbiter's interior

will be cooled and vented. Data stored electronically will also be immediately
removed.

Next, the Orbiter will be towed to the Orbiter Maintenance and Checkout

Facility to remove a payload, if required, and to complete various tests,

inspections, and maintenance activities in preparation for the next mission.

An ongoing function directly related to this will be the servicing of hyper-
! golic propellant components. The hypergolic components of the Orbiter are:

(1) propulsion units utilizing propellants that combust spontaneously upon

mixing and (2) hydraulic system power units that utilize the catalytic
decomposition of hydrazine. Subsystem components will be removed from the

Orbiter and trucked to the Hypergolic Servicing Facility where they will be

maintained and repaired. They will then be returned to the Maintenance and

Checkout Facility for reinstallation on the Orbiter.

Finally, the Orbiter will be towed from the Maintenance and Checkout Facility

to the launch pad area. The tow route will, for the most part, consist of
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existing Base and public roads that will necessarily require some modification.

Constructicp of a new connecting road (between the airfield area and an existing

Base road) will also be required. Large side and overhead clearances will be

needed because of the envelope created by the Orbiter's wing span and tail A

height and will involve modifications such as pavement widening, tree removal,

overhead powerline modification, and clearar~ce widening.

Figure 2.1-C shows the proposed location of facilities that will be associated

with the Orbiter processing sequence: airfield, Safing and Deservicing Facility

(SDF), Orbiter Maintenance and Checkout Facility (OMCF), Hypergolic Service

Facilities (HSF), and the towway and tow route.
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Data Brief 2.1-1. ORBITER IK,
6JL~egth: let ft

0r~we~ht 110,.00 Ill
paylood capecit*. UAW00 lb (31.000 lb IvoVAFW1
RaYlaed Cvrt?"k; W0 ft A 11i it diameter

UPWAR OF F11P~tLLMtWtld~lOw$/OASEs

pnolo Ihom Ceia nf 1ooatmaQuastIty Abot,rat eidual ftmi esIdual

Plainl prpulsion iudeya L~ 3,401 I'Sll Nglible
hiudbdoglly (Lii) t1 *1 Nglg 0l

Orbital "n"Mietrng toM I ~ i138ll

Reactioni Cootral 11i1trogew tetroolde, (IV ~) 4.580 3,300 2.31PO(Foteerl AMd Aft) NoeAaothylhydralint LO) .41 2,200 I'm6

Aualllry, powr units li*lin.llo (1 2H 4 ilia 437
13 units)

16 WIESt Ri. forward reactia. csolntr knife., Hlydraulic flulid 416 lb 0Oygoo: I ,562 lb4 forward tutelage. 3 - ai fuselage. z -autos,9 - orbital sumsevernr lgsystem pads, and I aft Nydmoun: 184 lb
Witetge 111414 tota r of it sq in. Water produce.. from fuel

tell rooctian

None gear a~ledk 'eleaun. External Teak attack paints, liquid goygenliquid hydroge umbilical. fire estingpisaiag syttue,. v i
Crew 4-porsom flight crew and up to 3 pAtangars. kength of space missilwon:an. orbit to 30 days.

Data Brief 2.1-2. ORBITER FERRY

- 231FT 1 INOrbiter Is attachsed to 14-10l0 carrier' aircraft
on top of tbe fuselage, 14attei0~te Facility %L
carrieto aircraftA

ACTIVITY

Fe rry q? Orbittw bet.een VArP alys fdoardk
Ar, Californiat Kesnedw Space Crotw,7 Floridai, or auxiliary laixllod %t#le.

* __ ____All Orbiter slYstet oAM deacttivated and Isort,

lb Orbiter oparatisa:o nomal 142.100 operatiorwil mite.
CONSTruuCII N. PAWNER. 11TOAl. FEATURES TO It ALTERED:

Not So~o) C:1,

Oparatioelwl Hoe. uther' than Normal 141.100 eahoast,
Nooparatimnalt Accideetal crash ot 1417/Orbiter.

first ferry flight to VAPI, Maorch l9111
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Data Brief 2.1-3. MATE/DEF4ATE FACILITY AND OPERATIONS

404. 0LCit wideby20 long by 10()ft hig open steel

s1 tructue -4~
i Vat.p and deneto Orbito. with 74? aircraft.

SOLIOS/LIQUIDSiGASES:t

Construction otattrials required for iotel tractio ad7
toncritta found Limi Hydraulic fluid rewaired for17i
lift mectI'*nlsni

Construction: Pilo driving and typical tni¶,troctinn
equipment for stool erection and conicrete work.

MANPOWER:

Constructionl Av.raqv 41 Operation: 20 (ast-).

EMISSIONS;..

______Oper a tionalI None,

I- tiomoppratlonAl Accidental fire.

U..

pile fouxidatioo At) 1.50 it dVI'ti, SLeni erection~ a 1!4 aiel~rti~

,' . 'ibitor, 747,100 Ferry Aircraft, MattIL'aomto device,

"~~ WI' AC~IVVlt:.

atr raft no$* stabillioation, and placement of

*~,*I wer Orbiter twntc stabilizing jaclks, deploy

le1t dingq goarl, tow Vi Orbiter Maintenance and

Voperationso reeredNOISE:
(j) ~Crane mechanical enim to tract.'cor angina noise.

t Mortoperational: ACcidVon #I fire.

SOL.I OSIL 11ifWS/GASES:

COSRV ,MANPOWIER, IIATQRAL FEATUESt~f o BE

ho~t applicable.
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Data Brief 2.1-4. ORBITER DESCENT OPRAnTIONS~

OESC IPTON:
30 k.eT 'rallr 8S,000 to 12,000 ft elevation,

£008 TWO 'Yo--. temina Area ltoargy owanagneent maneuvering,

polo ACTIVITY:
simmim f ALTOOrtiter descent from 81.000 ft *lowvttion of
APPOM 6 iatmopheric r"entry followling mission completion.

4 ~to lending site, final approach altitude of
It,.0onft. lielcent to 'inal approach initilat.
8 to 7 nautitsitvleiir from ,.adof ",nmoofl~U.

Nm ~ WW , ( Pyodrsdas

,ori i ar rsidals ot*Orbier onilingSummry ý.I

Sonic bow Appronieattiy 2.0 lb/sq ft. main .lngiiie and orbital M"'41"aivofi snoothes are anpMantd aAUXIiary pooer Unit.4

CONSTRAUCTION. 00UKI, NATURAOL FFA7RC*S To BE ALzTERE:
Not applicable,. -

*XISSIOS:
Opertional: Auxoiliary Near unit exhaust, tut-ifating of hot thermel protection SYSteM; aeroYnm11C cotrol nw-faCet1 ore only wmeant of Orbiter

flight control. ..

bNnpereianalo Accidental mid-air collision with other aircraft.

urieo, f Tominl Ara lmt~ Is o prfor flghtmaccavers to "dJust flight speed. altitude. and direittion to match final approach reqiAira-
9 soots. ..

Data Brief 2.1-5. ORBITER APPROACH OPERATIONS

MWISKIIUDESCRIPTION:
Ti 800 Pt 100 O maL ecent from 12,000 ft elevation to raimay.

ACTIYITYi

Terminal lopprolaci andi toyjchdiew an runway.
START KM OWOrbilter is anpowerod.

( 1000 FT MMI (00')Ooda 
rplt.ta(m OhtrRnakadn

VARIAMU WITH MINN SOL IDS/LIOUIDS/tiASES:

KAN numm) OISE;

(S TM 10 K)Engines are nonopfrativei veiocity at 12,000 ft

10 F 
SATCLL 

elevationto 29 0 knots almil iory power unit
~ ~ TMYMLUP A operation %wind noine possibly perceived at

FINALI8 P- RJEUCT SKEDBARS grcond leoei. ._wPL fTME OI

ýIAt SEC)E

L00 fT3. 24 Ht applicahle.

OlO~f -*-ItOOPT

ElqtSSIOaS:

=Oprtional: Auxiliary power omit exhoavti ntat-ning of hot thermal protection system.
lpoipestional: Accidental Crash, tire,l exploalont accidental release of meidaaal fuels.. ,
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.- ';ý.Data Brief 2.1-6. AIRFIELD LANDING FACILITY

A
LS

LLI
,U 4 Ma? LR " ' 1, 111''

SlI i
" , ._'Is-m, pt •'s I~ M-

" ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ale" IllAI•Imw€llllI•U~ m IMPA s40 PAV MOT~

" 1 ' • J ' +,OMCF _--0P
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Disposal of exctes concets, asphalt. lime, Sand, ad other conitt on materials.I

Mile s r# vMtel breaker, ripper, loaderi,•truck., other Iobil t consttruction 4ulsP•,elQt. pamsso•n groovitg •c•iacb•ii, and concrete batch plants.

CONSTRULiCTIdh

Je•v-. *1p rotitttr•,y 1.4 x 116 si ft hb 0I-ich thick Istisii rlIouy or?,' ifaIt Ant ntilltd los, cnnsol I, ilslosl ocr.. to t
Older1 i .1 a t, l ý t con c 'ej e b ol(h p•aoit •; tr ' l•o 't t ti t ' stoy l t'i' i t i l ; l l !1 l ' t11 '1 I ( * II 'I %I I t. :telo )t,' , ltýt l I

.tilltiies, compact, rmve p 3 ex l tb sii it wlth 14- ot li-loch tlhi k poi tla.wj cr,'iit O I 1 lW %q it mi '. "iit, -ii I tih.i. L h 1 itv ito lt, Q
+ , q~ro•oves in the+ rtuAy; inswu|I eletrlti(nl M~U11otl•+tll

Contstruction ,Avrage: 164 Operation: 72.

IATIRAL rEATlUiS TO 01 ALTERtO:

CGully at northwest end of rurtay partially filled In witlh disposal mwtertlal increased runoff waler,, 16-mi.11101 sq ft area cleared; borrow ted spoll
d ISpotl 0S4 requird. ;

OperatiotAl: (lost froi concrete batch plant and cleared land areast dust ratted by equipmetit on graded readt; stll from pvemtnt grooving, solid
letes;saseoac omissiont from asphalt ted construction nqaiieint,

Nonaptrational: Gasoli ne and diesel fual spills; *cdidontal fIr•m. esploslon.

SL OTHER:

Construction sthedse: April 1579 - Septtrlob 19Htl
Possible disruption to aviation activity.
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Data Brief 2.1-7. ORBITER LANDING OPERATIONS

CCE

DE(SCRIPTION: 2

Orbiter Access Platform (l)X Tractor (2). Ground Coolant Unit (3). Elm trical/eCoolant/'u&Il Umilical boom (4). Ground Power Unit (5), Purge Unit (6).
Purog/0xidlitr Umbilical boom (7). Crash Truck (8), Pneumatic Pre.surlzation Unit (9). Mobile Fan (10). Tow Tractor (11). Air Conitioning Utit (12).
Crow btu (11), Oxidizer Waste Tank (14). Fuel Weste Tank (i5).

ACTIVITY: ,

After touchdown. Orbiter rolls to stop at end of ruemy; crash/fire/reserve units follow Orbiter down runway. Auxiliary pow units shut dow within
one minute after stop. Ground service units cobnect to Orbiter. Corew eress. Preliminary safety Inspection for propellant leaks (see 'Other." 2),
Towed to Safing and Deteviciog Facility with ground equipment at speeds below 5 miles per hoar,

SID S/L IQItS/GASES: 4i

Set Orbiter Data Sumary Sheet for typical and abort residuals.

Ground service equipment engines and compressors. Orbiter auxiliary power unit turbines (shutdowns within on• minute following Orbiter stop).

CONSTRUCTION, INUIPMER, NATURAL FEATULRS TO BE ALTERED:

Not applicable.

[MISSIONS:

OperatlonalI Tire scrubbing at touchdown* out-gasing of hot thermal Proe tion Wystau venting from cooling operationi auxiliary power unit
exhaust-. Ground Support eqaM i ot exhaust.

Ionoperatioatal: Fire, emplosion, or accidental release of residual fuels.

OTHER:
1. During landing operctions. Microwave Scanning teas, Lending System is operational.

2. If propellant leakage is discovered during Inspection following landing and it is determind to be hazardous, propellant sy ,ast are immediately
off-loaded Into standby mlesbl tanks.

3. Possible accidental dOer strikes,

Ihbwr te Parentheses corresponds to equlpment noler shown in Graphic.
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Data Brief 2.1-8. ORBITER SAFING/DESERVICING FACILITY AND OPERATIONS

Orbiter rdnanceWing.An two ioates

41riigfotlcowima touchdown, Coal Orie
in~teror with blowers, deal" residual tuols.

SttLiraAs&$ 600, cui it t6,)O psi and pad frtne

pad for~ wate tanker
"Pa stm tY*d4 fo ortne
IatsooA *tx', (002 Pad far tanker

'Construc~tion Aleftp1 30 0"rittow It4 pow, shift st hifts),

IlA ItARMIES TO It ALflTIRM
FACII Ity constructed tim level ayaa with low vaptAtion Adjacent to 0171%tin airfielad failities,

Opavat:oia l etl b Se Ite ainit *aw Dstolodigti satiry shvot.

Nomporatlonal: Ityper0011 an'd toxic fluid splill t~oxi "I etotinlms,

OTWttR

f t souvi~fty feIw* surround facility 4fw apwealwatily 360 by 710 Mt haiting to accommdate 180 pusonviel. Noitrmttio" schodole:

ltSCRIP1i1ii4 I
e Orbiter' In Sat 

t
no land Det~ryiclni Facility,

$4ativi And Iosotflc Ing After initial vool Ing
on rmiy;~1 Purv etV c~oll tow Or'biter' to~

z "Al'Ift"nan9 and Checkout I mt$tt followaingf

0 dwtol'viviatg

Li_ 104 1 JHI Reidual qwfltiti~o as liltt#. AV, Orbaiter' tiA Summary Sheet

Q i. gtt Industriall

COIISIUUCTWIO, Mi0UIf, MPAUIA PIAIURES 10 PE WPMlIV
Not app) icabloW

0povattomelz Vent air fme Wltdling Drained Ilpiqlds and Ism in mobile tanks,
lbngp~tioAct cidental release Of residual 4eantitits, of liquids and "%wot Accidental fir., or "Ponpimt

11 f tmgeooimip , deitecdA latea And 1letiqudo ill be otffloaded to mbil. taaa&Oo Inaterior peta.a ai~ andoolboraelciln racilitywilt) hewaictab fire a het .o"tt "Imp orlitersw tu atti , Vapo r a tilbui aVd I 14id cootalwieat sYstemo Instal led for ont or famil release%, Waterthpdubia
tyset o ireutpropohat spill,
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Data Brief 2.1-9. ORBITER MAINTENANCE/dHECKOUT FACILITY AltO OPERATIONS

$=Me~l~tbiemSe e4

Ago M, I"
'mil VA Nhilog.

1114 e j/ A, Hndling egaerationi equipment end porionmel ert
4ei~ W CA "h 01OF. 110"Il of t*peylued, .

Orbiter mainteamnce And system Checkeut,
iaitalat" n 111f1. Spain Shetti in tooth*%as md

10ayloads, launch ProcesIe ntolaie
of landing. mte/duytot. Orbiter aed bypeipolic
syitmal ctieckout,

W ea Ie IsIW pad for tanker

Typical,

Constryction Avragez SO Operation: 140 We shift (Z shitts).

MlolIBAi 7tAT1WfS TO BE ALTIEREO:
Facility constvmcird on Ileell or"a with low Vegetation adJaCent to eXIWtin airfield faclailtis.

EMqISSIONS:
bfnsporatiomaI: Accidental leakage o.* spill of gons nar liquids, .

OTHIER:

uecm vtwee# swrrounds facility are. of app~roximately 550 by 400 ft. parking to Accommodate I00 personnel. Construction Schandult:

__OrbitertIn Maintenanc and by ekouset faceldty.

'And Wnndestfnictive testing. as necessary.repafr/replace Thermel protection System tiles;peform detailed Inspection of SublystamsJ '
__ ioad rvwal//install~tIs)ni test fuel cells;

PATA__ T c Active Tharmal Control System, Amini-phoine Revitalization System and other systems;Ireplalib consumablax. pralitarlie :2 battles.connect ordsnenta perform integrate Preaflighit
Checkout Facility to SLC-6 launch p4d on whealadteast.oriter tyoieed frt Iaitnractar.

Im~mi SO 3~I0SL lI.iIOS/fi 4

< Nitrogsen' tnsvlda (ii2Oa) Gatam iol hlee" 10" Cear" ieix do-Of t dG o

gm aseous, hydrogens 4hiij 11$ bondinae ria t 4 ft-do a1,t
10 .1oa sienn oxyge 14% TP$ inter-tile lntelatien mterial Potable water

Freon 71 i.sse7lud CrL i

Hoist:

COaSTAIKTIONI thPB, MAMM IA S NA11 EATURECS I -CIIII(51

Hot applicable.

EMIISSIONIS:
1ealee: Solvent veporst dr*IWa Ilyjids and rias In maile tonk%.

=l"emperational: Accidental release of gases and liqudid listed obovet occidental firoltxplonnina contamoinated waste water from %pill cleanep,

If demasg or, leakael Is detected, residual laies and liquids will be afflooded to moblil tanks. If require-d, the following Iopnats will be
4 eeforued. remove hy Irolc modules. chong main engine, rmve/evaaptata Orbiter cempoenets, instahIIripiqueaeir ferry kit,S o scrubstbrz and

Haypeo lie water, fl.1ush ytae will he Instal led for gas at propellant loaks,
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Data Brief 2.1-110. ORBITER HYPERGOLIC SERVICING FACILITY AND OPERATIONS,

- d I-
'S. god~a 44 ..pS eveicinp wads.

Tiear dnwn.lnspett, ciean. reassemble and test
the Orbiter payload bay kit, forward reaction I
control subsystemn, aft propilsion subsystem,

ýiftIDSýIQUINIMSS: a Iliary power unit subsystemns and hypergolic

dalie "41 P uohe padpropulsiofl and altitude control subsystems
Heh 5in (??A)wse tan ke Pd bor upper stAges.

Helium (e) tanke

___ roorl *n'da cohol vns.)ldb taikr TyIc

j ~ CcOrcsed
AeTaiing. t~ilq n i conditioning equipment.

MANPOWER:

L e Construction Average: 21 Operation: 36 per shift (2 shifts),

N4ATIRiAL 1`1AZU~k TO BE AITERtO:
facility constructed on level area with low Vegetation Adjacent to existing airfield facilities.

'SonupeAtiongl: Leakage or &pill of gases or liquids.

OThkh

Parking to Acconmmodate 32 cars, Construction Schedule: July 1980 July 1901.

PRIMARY THRUSTERI (14)

ACCESSIO:

ItDZN AKTAKRS PROPELLAN4T Orbiter hypergolic propellant nodule and

RC$ HEtLIUM TANKS MqANIFOLD VALVES component servicing.

VERNIER THRUJSTER (2) *.Seroicing of Orbiter detachable hypergolic
nodules such asz Payload Bay kits, aftz ,ROELN propulsion, subsystem, forward reaction

___ control subsystem, and auxiliary puaar unit
lb STB componens,1 l4intenance and Checkout of th-se

~j T K - (12 PER A PT POO) 5 s hy emss i not rel at ed so sequence of
Ourbtter. Components hauled by truck from and

lea10 to rbiter Malniteunce andCheckout racility
VE N E S or Sa in fl , And De ser n icing facility.

(t PER AlT 8000) SOLIDS/LIQUIOS/GASES:
ac ~C~Aseus helium ItOe) Isopropyl al:.hol

"U.1~S- t C ~ B SYT M olisnoethylhydraoina(lHei) Freon TF
RCS PRESSURIZATION CWOMPONNTS III rogen ttoie JN204)

CONTROL Vaseoul nitrogan (t)

Shop noise.

CONSTRUCTION, MANPOWER, NBATURAL PEATURIES TO BE ALTERED;

Not Applicable,

EMIISSIONS:
Operational: Solvent vapors..drioled liquids Avid gas& In tanks.
Noenperationol: Accidental release of gasas and liqa dst release of contaminated waste waters frc.e spill wawidown; fire, explosion.

OTHERz

Tet calls will be maintained at less than aselbent pressure. Other areas will S. maintained at greater than ambilent prassure. Fuel vupor detection
unTs an ndzrvprdtcinuiswl einstalled. Fuel vapor scrubbers, water deluge, and waskdown ailb tadoiie ao eeto nits wiulbetillood for &pill&, leako, or
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Qets Brief 2.1-11. SPACE TRANSPORTATIOW'SYSTEt4 TOW ROUTEI

Cp.~~~atiors* a"ee patfll Ott It"~ "Wowedpo~edth~l.

b pvt Olittvi f 4d.Y 11111 Id,)tvas tr .? po w ii 20.~mpto um natr" te~ ri a~.,t o td rt~dfg a moc I. rt~

Cam rwt I ol Coestulra osructio n materical s.Mf~IO ~iiE.O~t
%orlwp.ation: OaitI EcgMrA spent Soldft~t 114r t0 1%SMMsidut propellants and eat~iitA i~,*pOrsi~t.

I gstr timn lydi1 pia l fisa l Atos t ion raise.Opraio: smoykgý1% A 3d a~rmpoerd ~LilsI . ICTONVA VOIofc 801i w oa ) )Ipooss oo lvn AW400 1awsprdwdh2 t
Mewlmmp *v~kft^%s m mt~k*wmpwotooObia ifeoc rmletcve o

I" 41bfp aet
mtiila toMIsjuo 3 tetbrd %gotl ~t A

t"010d0*trI O"
Wityto vric S prtu 0orCWotalm

MTUMFEAM VQ E AL10-0ij Ito 0m;ramy n dacb orl.Psil irpint ntrlfaue dae ofosicldn rmooia i% I~oq
"ttom aw M4 radt 4m be sbstntialy maitIed
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2.2 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER SEQUENCE

Two Solid Rocket Boosters will be used for launch assist on the Space Shuttle
Vehicle. These will be jettisoned during ascent, will parachute into the

ocean, be recovered at sea, and then be refurbished for reuse. The Solid

Rocket Booster will be composed of several segments that will be assembled on-

site prior to launch. Recovered boosters will be towed to Port Hueneme and
disassembled after recovery. The solid propellant sections will be shipped by 3
rail to the manufacturing facility. Following casement examination and pro-

pellant replenishment, the segments will be returned by rail to Vandenberg.

INonpropellant components will be transported to and refurbished at the Base.

The Solid Rocket Booster activity sequence is depicted in Figure 2.0-A. For

purposes of this report, this sequence will begin with marine operation

following recovery of the casings about 150 miles offshore. The sequence will

be completed when the Solid Rocket Booster segments are. ready for launch pad

operations (this will include buildup into a complete booster on the launch

mount). Figure 2.2-A indicates the location of facilities associated with
the Solid Rocket Booster activities.

This report does not consider the rail shipment of the rocket booster segments

between Port Hueneme and the manufacturer nor between the manufacturer and

Vandenberg. Solid Rocket Booster splashdown, ocean recovery, and tow to the

Port Hueneme entrance channel are also excluded. These aspects of the STS

operation are a portion of the Space Shuttle Program and are included in the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Space Shuttle Program

Environmental Impact Statement.

The first activity of the Solid Rocket Booster sequence will take place just

outside Port Hu--eme Harbor. Here the recovery vessels, each towing one

floating spent booster, will be met by workboats to maneuver the booster

casings for harbor entry and subsequent lift-out onto a dock. Ship berthing

and maintenance will be required for the recovery vessels. An existing wharf

facility will be modified to accommodate these activites.
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tobe__________

FIGURE 2.2-A. Location of Solid Roc~ket' 'B'ooster processing facilitiles.
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Next, the boosters will he hoisted from the water at the recovery wharf. At iii
the same time, the parachutes that were rolled onto reels at sea during

recovery will be transferred from the recovery vessel to the dock. Parachutes

vill be washed at Vandenberg in a separate activity. After each booster is

hoisted onto a transporter on the dock, the ordnance system will be I
disconnected and the outside casing rinsed. It viii then be towed to the

Disassembly Facility where txpoaed surfaces of the booster will be subjected

to high pressure vashdown. The spent boosters will be disassembled into

segments, final washed, dried, and prepared for shipment. The propellant

sections, which will be essentially 12-foot-diameter steel tube sections, will

be shipped to the Solid Rocket Booster manufacturing facility by rail. The

remaining inert components of the booster, such as the forward skirt, nose

cone, and aft skirt, will be trucked or railed from the Disassembly Facility j
to the Solid Rocket Booster Refurbishment and Subassembly Facility, located

at the launch pad .area on Vandenberg.

The activity related to the washing and refurbishment of recovered parachutes i
probably will include the transport of these parachutes by truck or railroad

to Vandenberg. Once at Vandenberg, they will be trucked to existing Building

Number 1728. This building will be modified to accomodate the washing,

rinsing, drying, and repacking of the parachutes for the next mission.

Titan III Solid Rocket Motors (SRMs) will no longer be processed at the launch

complex intended for Shuttle use. Instead, a new Titan III facility will be

built to accommodate the receiving, inspection and storage of the SRMs. It

is currently proposed to locate this facility about 5 miles north of the

Shuttle launch area, near the junction of Coast and Mesa Roads. Titan III

SRM segments would continue to be delivered by rail from the manufacturer.

Upon arrival at this facility, each will be uprighted and inspected. Compo-

nents will be subassembled and integrated, if required. The segments will

then be stored until needed at the Titan launch pad.
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The next activity will be the receipt of replenished booster sections received 1
by railcar from the manufacturer and subassembly of refurbished components In

preparation for Solid Rocket Booster reassembly. All sections will be stored,

ready to be transported to the launch pad for assembly into complete Solid

Rocket Boosters. Propellant sections will be stored both within the Solid

Rocket Booster Refurbishment and Subassembly Facility and on railroad cars

outside the facility. The smaller .nonpropellant sections will be stored,

within teeitnSoiRoktBserStorage Facility. Assembly of the

Solid Rocket Booster on the launch mount is considered to be a launch pad

operations activity.

Data Brief 2,2-1. SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER

10UlRTOt MT ORSTE~ 001LE VC Ec ose s 149 ftlong and 12 ft in

Gross weirs (each): 12117l;$14poeln
(eah) O111.3411 .

ACTIVITY:
Not apolicabile.

HIPAIROIlO MOTORS IN U M

RECUR AVIWII alI SIX4't
~~~0LVt lousy~I0/GV
l.IV,3Y l ofamulunperhloete AlTh PlN bne odpoeln e ose.Cgt2,0 btrs ea~lnmtr e oseEh

hntr otan ahyralmine a ol l pUvRi ,n I ART. VOIC N

KMI&rI IA 11" N
I"StMNT2-21
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Data Brief 2622.2 PORT HUENEME HARBOR--SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER RECOVERY

W W. .pnmtmak no It. by 150 It. by 200 It. ttifsoilar
4= A Wetp AMhud 44 IMP wihvakltes ate, amid I

conneting oilksdem ll m laduing t* tnitial Weaktpastility and etoasteDiasml Facility,

Failt Nodliteation/Oontuiattion

RoomSUCIN osoigcodmd arvoo A ansi C, neach *,piroit1
WtQLY ISO to 300 ft. in length. ARA part of eultating

La1wngi ship tank CLS!), Dtadga to tS it, below mean
Lower Low vator (1LUM) at ftse aS exititng whatres,

LS ksa atett new 50 It, vide by 100 It. long LOT rasp,PA KMcopatam a nk &d $rad* ap on e~tL a.ann.
sntairstotdrainage., atilitles.. leastnet now
wherf and LOT rup. Intall taterfatiiity

nilmeline,

himpnosa tit d.'eIishod titagir 4ovio, rtorso usphalt, and idrad 3. m~tvrinlm, "Iir"Otnths of bott,,e a3ttmente. H
(~.wtt In iiftsattnA dirthi.

j L motts.a tpi tapis, heat filtisttlnp WuiArvtst 14 and 0. 1"A Ls rmp

v~u'.atntiotasi Isinitiv* smthii -sdt*Au ftitortl ktat osls

Loveultesatw. ýmrtosimov tua~dity~ and water qntolit~y dlo~aAedtionj Imsalkoadi hiuta ansi habitat dAviati..

100 !uoviey v@11111, "oth with Omfoati %001111,us
Set it Ratka otu kmtov Witt Im aW Woikb04 %,
100 to" ieavy bar" tram~ i0460 ombiiu triio tsa ll

4WI tAmo'stwteu, I I "

Wauibadt S ran01fttssa, tith Solid %ftlitt swiana ml., ! y
Wastll po~itltmi boositt., utiawl 416"Ild@ swows 1y"'mI.oi my*n l~ob port, ANd paltio" lifsil., at dack-

aid. ' hi oimlu aftil wItaalmov..

HoIitloq of fOall CONs 01%011111 4%d lideat,100 FrOM
ion ealan to dotv. oltititsi of fi~lei at i

oft~k~t floostor f"t a~ wate AM u I uallt501tioml a-0oe I d Rocet~n Rosterta tawa to Valli far I Ity,

hutsldsAl ,olOuisa.IA"t4 water snlud inifti sol id
%atk*t 106%ter lit~ws ,silol, Also e-aidi y~t
tad four spowitlopovat'llui onto, Will Pepootitlsti,

Sthip #1141"o "sal, fromu mlsaoilaO 6petatlorijaU ha~~ltlc tlia.lrk tttuie sq,j ov"sio

a~nxt~u ita'awa, lAnju ktAlUitrs to' It Atitilto:

opuut'Otleml: tklhaauttsehioa p, boat, ont tvarve Meg@9 ao5itnfl. I'uil~loomy @xI4ltl bootor~ ceoilll rilm Wator. AI1l1npitai

Vslvitemki. aild torthimq of recaoveyvsols otoaia tboats, and aaootelatd lrecover wqapmat will hes provided at patolm hewarn. tbat.1 loet'itJitan
ha.. at twa 40asolped to date,
tamt~alm ieat~ o voora a. f tina oldu t sapoy have.t ha It.olsaia,. to at""n to 410t~tall q lvltla 1144:1M 0 t-M4 treat Is owittotin at aiihnum".



Data Brief 2.2-3. SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER WASH FACILITY AND OPERATIONS AT PORT HUENEME

- u1.smrn11p outSTSUM1II

O~~~~~r.I~~~~~~~w~~~i See~* *stop store tak riateI rllr iemad ae pa. Ad oirlu

Typicaledo on4. Transportter.io

Coacilitym Till.a wit cnstallatio gof~ wndter

%tort"tlo Acerage -D 40,00 galnwxmd Ie~

SOLlM/iQ0(1/AS caill10 1befll dashr~l~ of battern grdcitingieUS iayCntac~iItal~Cne.Potiun
pow abow~ater 1,99te Wild~t "ionizemd wate %hilt watwti ll. ei.i.dno'la .eaaa ai4ru

Ic i en a Ie a l aI iu d au i figid.te r Com p e te " GRn..
0~ l4l ~g~ fcaalaa ae. Aci~tiepalnIa roac aii. 90llg wate nlal mrle syse msv ch icai,. moiePu

S. Cn tr~ta Pleasedle Ocoe adK Inero oft~ boate 1
Sal d Scke h~te wi th soe liwdi prplanted soat lin d proiaa pellant Icmbustio frod huct% Vdtur ontro Uyita9 an p~~lu Sf alomto rdnaceryScttfler (NA),l pratecl %i trogSte.nt in GN prgve. bresidual prtareist eco ater sr . vessel tme wt btabi. War Iie Iselanled eat ser. ai

Can triaction: Tyicll0 buldngr~twt cnstruc tlon nois level%.enlln trg fclt n 11alueacr.wrlr

Opraio: ih oie ot ro hg pesur " %an wte pry.Ai2-23 osos
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N, -IRAP W11
Data Brief 2.2-4. SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER DISASSEMBLY FACILITY AND OPERATIONS

ACTIVITlY:

lrecaipt of washod spent Solid 40101tBooster rising, dis~tombetly of tKooster snttioiis,
finel wishi shipping preparation, loading of s.eimits on r4II/trock trninsprters.

Potable water

SV'factar's (00tergenitll
WnittIewater contaminated with solid propuellant and solid proisettiot combuiutlon piroduct%.

Mnchsanical noise from disassembsly operations and segment handlinlg.

Typical steel tram*, building construction with installation Of notorlor ýrld~v Crane supports.

Construction Average: t9I (Olt I'shifts.

'AIURAL FEATUREtS It' Of ALTERFtt

r fifityi will be comstitnsatwe am existine qraded sire at ith U.S C~in wc w an 1tontal elo ear, aret ibN-i~.

Oprtii~onal: 4 ltw -ccr.

iNonoperational: Hlydraulic fluid.

- Construction Schedut.o: October 19M1 Septrembe 1981.

IIISCRIIPIII11t

andl argplirutione of pronseratlMe to mptni surfa.es,
truespirit of fIM paiiaat swe awrepromiiamt ciuq'oeet"t.g j f ,Ealin towed ta facililty frea ini1tial Wash fanility.

a~~~4441 IS" "jlal 1 . ] aouuos.P~ 9yoats shilpped got by ril. T o nI pe I c~omwmtq tra~siprted borai or0t=,.t
I Seil114RAcket Reenter service Aind relarbinknt fwnI-

SOL IDS/QU4IiiVS/ASFS:
'ueo. ~lgB ooster TheresalI Protection system Insulation. spentlaa -440$4MN oil res Idual Solid fo' ket propellant. surfactant,

'delgojizad wa ter,.n etol preservative&.

1101st:

LAJ tight indostrial noise. nigh pressure wash water

smeenensemane aitosysteem, forced air blowers.

CONSIRKJCIOh, MANiPOWER, NIATURL FfATtACS TO BE ALTEREDt:

lNot applicable.

f ~EMISSIONS:
operational; Dies'l enI net enisaus fvom tractor and locomotivew used to transport Solid Rocket Bloost*- casing and components, tWash end rinse

lionoperationalIýAcdna arel ',a hot conami atd wa~shrnewater, Spillage of metal preservative coemiculn.

Solid Rocket Boosters are disassembled by jacking aptrt major booster %eveants and float disassembly of coepinients. Noitle, propellant Section%, cnd
various mwatter subassoewies, shipped to booster manufacturer by railroad on dedicated railcar%. Aft wand forwerd skirt, frustum, and various small
"sNassowblits transported to SLC-b booster refurbishaent facility. Various other subasseml ies scrapped.
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I rief 2.2-5. PARACHUTE REFURBISHIMENT FACILITY AND OPERATIONS

DESCRIPTION:

N Catestrucit Ion Modify in terior of VAFII
Nlewh~i.Blg Root viiltliinguiidt 1Inc, Add washer And

V. utn its , de neralteerd wae strage

onn uur 0.1 Oprration Itnete dry.Wol air

* ACTIVITY:
Construaction: Cquillwnl installation/ereitcton.

*Operation. Rieceive ieeled parachutes, unreel, defoul. rfc/wash and dry on monorail system; repair as nectesnry, repack,

SOL IOS/1-l1)lOV/IIASVS:
tim~intraliled water. cleaners, wastewater-

NORISE:

* Construction: Typical fabrication noist- Operatiun: Dryer hluwers, trucks.

CON51RTOUCIRIe.
Astmbly of equloleet for wuuvrall transporte~r. Aiadlication oft utillllrs. oettuis of tanks, Installation of waisher and dryer units. Possible
dooelltionirecoifIlgurat ton of builldiog interior.

MANPOWE:

Coinstruction Average: 2' iest.).
Lia Operation! 10 lostl.)

MATURAL FEATURES TO 11t A11110):I

EMISSRVNSt
OperAtional: Dryer ..h ...t air. iiostruatfr ctintatiiing %alt. oil, sand, and marine residue.

Nonuopertilonat: Wastewater containing Aslt, oil, sand, and miarine reslidue.

OaTHER o t IdRetket Booster lids three parachutes which are 1i'? ft In diamieter; have Iý, suplis~le~ot lines 143 ft in length. Dry weight 1.05 l~b b. wet

DESCRIPTION: 
I

Thre parachuites per booster are received on i
reels. Each parachute i 1% ?2 ft in diameter
with 143 V t bolpeesion linesl1

ACTRVRTY:

Receive wet reeled parachutes from sual d
rucket recovery vessel at Port RNfe,
t-ansship to VAIA parachute refurbilshNin
facility tu be: deloaled. riesed, dried.t
repaired. and repacked, RetarblIsh reconery
fluat and %hip renronery compsonents to Solid
Roecket Rooster Receiving and Suasasembly

contaminated ocean water.

gir fens and wash water pangin.
I CONSTRUCTION, MANPOWER, NiATURAL FEATVRES TV

Of AtItTItED

LI.1 Notaplcbe

EMIlSSION$S:
Operational: Contaminated wastewater. IvAporation freeh forced air dryer.
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Data Brief 2.2-6 SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER REEVNREFURBISHMENT, AND

Modified misting facility i tfel-fraWe
-7 7 tructure consising lo nf o, main areas:

an W4, by ) t0 y 5 thigh Low Say;
and at. 84.5 by 66 by IM~ ft hiigh igh 4qy.
ACTIV8ITY:

All onsite Solid Rocket RMatter segment operations
mecla,,ding 10.1nt booster disassebly and buildup of
the biost.r are accomplished within this Waili ty.

1101SE:trtin is lei.

Construction: Steel mrection and typical con,-

SOLlDt/iIWUDS/GASES: operation: Industrial shop noi$e levels.
Potable water Gaineas helium Wia* Metal 7*servatines

Dinedete Gamm00 hydrogen 6118 Hydrat ic fluid
Compressed a I Pai nt

to= CONSTRUCTION:

"V "pand inditing building with XISt f ;t estenit of existing S5 ft high facility and add 86 it Highs Oy3 with lýO ft height, Install new cranes and< suppert*" eqaenit. ExIs ting parkbIng are adjacent to the building on the east side of Road C mll be enlarued.

Construction Average: 2Z Operation: l16 (Z shifts).

NAWRIAL r[ATi*ES TO Rt ALTEEftI

Existing facility located at Si.C-6, ~
Opertional; facility exhaust air, dPaintland grinder booth OXhaustat~
Nlonoperatioala: Accidental ignit in on bu rning of solid rxc'ct propeliat

OTHER:

Cnnstruction Schedule: April 1980 - March 1981,

Stnrer of 4 forweard and 8 center sewnts wilIl be prnnided outsida the facility and 4 aft Se9emntS Withint the facility. Total Storage Capacity
is oqu va1ent in 4.3 millione pounds of solid propellant

DESCRIPTION:;

Aft and forward solid Rocket Rnoster skirts in I~
Solid Rocket Rooster receiving una subaustaxly

AWiVllY: I i
Receive from booster dlisassmbndly facility and
refurbish aft and forward skirt subassemblies, and
varioas subassaemblies. Receive Solid Rocket
Rooster propellant segeunts (harizooital on rail-

road car and subsiseeduIeI from emanufacturar.
crarl storod at SLC-6 storage fad *tj and Inspa t.
Sausab 0* total aft and Trwarr sk rts In

I!ý rparation of Solid Rocket booster assembly on

SOLIS/LQUID/GAES!Light industrial noise.

O Hydraulic flluids = letChnici
Patahle water leossia per,.hlorate Al with PDAN bindeir Solid Rocket Booster propel lant.

CONSTRICTION. IMANPOWER. NiATURAL. PCAMPS TO It AILTERED:

Rot applicahle.
j EMI1SSIONiS:

=O lonatnl: Enhaust from paint beoths and grinders.
Roiopratiooal: Accidental ignition and burning of solid propellant. Spillage of imetl preservativea chemilcals, hydraulic fluid.

Refarbisiment of Solid Rocket Rooster sybasseabies at SLC-6 facility inclades: Inspection, electrical checkoat, replacement of defective elemets,
minor damage repair, touch-up paieting. and packaging.A
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Data Brief 2.2-7 TITAN HID RECEIVING INSPECTION AND-STORAGE FAIT

Aý

DESCRIPTION:

2 New structural frametmetal sidina structure with 143 ft by 85 ft by 55 ft
high bay assembly/storage area and 22 It by 31 ft and 42 ft by 32 ft by 20 ft II
high low-bay support/storage area,I CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY:
Construct new building: provide access roads. paved parking area. fencing,
railroad spur, utilities. fire protection system~and 50-ton monorail crane.

OPERATION ACTIVITY: i

Receive, inspect and storage Titan 1110 Solid Rocket Motor segments.
Transport segments to Space Launch Complex No. 4 on as needed basis.f ~MANIPOWER:
Construction: 22 (est.) Operations: No change from current levels.

NATURAL. FEATURES TO BE ALTERED:

Upward sloping natural terrain requires excavation and grading.

SOLIDS/LI QUIDS/GASES:

Disposal Of excavated dirt. Chemical spillages. solid propellant, fuel,'oll leaks,

NOISE.

Typical construction noise during building erection. Light industrial, vehicle.xi~rail and crane noise during operations.
EM4ISSIONS:

-. Dust materials during construction. Vehicle exhaust emissions during construction
and operations.
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2.3 EXTERNAL TANK SEQUENCE

The External Tank will be a large integrated assembly consisting of two separate

tanks--one for liquid oxygen and one for liquid hydrogen. It will be mated

to the Orbiter and will supply propellant to the three main engines through an

umbilical connection. The External Tank will be jettisoned at approximately

500,000 feet altitude with a tumbling motion to impact into a remote targeted

ocean site; it will not be recovered.

External Tank activities leading to the integration of each tank with the

Space Shuttle Vehicle are identified in Figure 2.0-A. Also, the proposed

locations of facilities associated with these External Tank activities are

shown on Figure 2.3-A.

The tanks will be manufactured in Louisiana and transported by sea through the

Panama Canal to Vandenberg on a ballasted, tug-towed barge. The tanks will be

shipped under moderate inert gas pressure. Four tanks will be delivered per

barge shipment. Upon arrival at Vandenberg, in the nearshore vicinity of the

Boathouse, the barge will deballast. Accompanying tug boats will then maneuver

it into the embayment.

Once dockside, the barge will reballast until it rests firmly on the submarine

bottom. The ETs, on their wheeled transporters, then will be towed from the

barge to the External Tank Storage and Checkout Facility near SLC°-6.

When the SDB is ready to depart it will be deballasted to its shallow draft

configuration. Harbor tugs will maneuver the SDB while the ocean tug tows it

out of the embayment for its return trip to the External Tank manufacture

site. At the planned maximum launch rate of 20 launches per year, the SDB will

make 5 round trips to VAFB annually.

Storage and Checkout activity for the tanks will include inspection, pressure
and humidity tests, and cleaning. The tanks will then be stored, ready for

transport to the launch pad. When required, an External Tank will be towed to

the launch pad for buildup of a Space Shuttle Vehicle. Activities that will

follow transport to the pad are part of the launch pad operation sequence.
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TOW ROUTE

11I
S ISVAFB

TOW ROAD LiA
ALONG EXISTING STORAGE AND

COAST ROAD CHECKOUTFACI LITY AGEL
•j BOATHOUSE

SHALLOW DRAFT

BARGE FACILI

PACIFIC OCEAN

I ;;I I I I I I I

SCALE IN FEET TWRA

(NEW)

FIGURE 2.3-A. Location of External Tank Handling Facilities.
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Data Brief 2.3-1. EXTERNAL TANK

I I ON1I TI I LEuD. P*ESSUmIZATION DESCRIPTION!
ArT TTAH--Length!: 153 ft 10 in,

Diawter, 27 ft 7 in. (Without exter'nal

ct/01esjrre INTEGDAI Insulation)

E 'ty wit: 76,365 lb

tT/SUTWO ATACHACTIVITY:

Lot LOSHNotapplicabl1..

SOLIDS/LIQUIDS/GASESt A-Ct
VETLiquid hydrogen (LW~ 2,06l

FARN M AKLiquid oxygen (1.02) 1"127,000 lb

NOISE. CONSTRUJCTION, MANPOWER, NATURAL FEATURES TO BE ALTERED, EMISSIONlS!I Not appiiCabe..

Data Brief 2.3-2. EXTERNAL TANK STORAGE AND CHECKOUT FACILITY/OPERATIONS AT VANDENBERG

DESCRIPTION:

Steel frame building 180 ft by 260 ft by 50 ftj
high with attached 180 ft by 80 ft by 20 ft

high office facility; 40.000 sq ft asphalt
maneuvering apron; 6,000 sq ft asphalt storage
apron; and 20,000 sq ft asphalt parking area.

~, ,..*~V-*ACTIVITY: *
Visual Inspection and Initial storage of
External Tanks Imniediately following receipt

CONSTRUCTI0Nz at Vandenberg from manufacturer. Electrical
and instrumentation test. Leak test of

Typical construction techniques for steel frame industrial building. liquid oxygen and hydrogen tanks. Tank
pressure and humidit~y tests. Tanks stored .

NATURAL FEATURES TO BE ALTERED: until needed. Tanks individually towed on
wheeled transporter to launch pad by diesel

Facility to be constructed on existing gently sloping terrain near SLC-6. tractor on as-needed basis,

MANPOWER:

Construction Average: 30 (eSt.I*
Operation Average: 7 (est.i

SOLIDS/LIQUIDSj'GASES:

Gaseous nitrogen at 6±t0.5 psig for liquid oxygen tank leakage tests.
Pressure Is reduced to 3.7 ± 1.3 psig for storage.Freon gas tracer for leak test. Heimused for hydrogen tank test and storage at above pressure.

NOISE;

Typical construction noise from steel erection. Five motor driven roll-up doors; heating, ventilating,
air conditioning unit operation.

EMISSIONS:

Operational: Dust materials during construction.
Nonoperational: Purged gaseous nitrogen from test pressure to storage level with traces of freon.

P urged helium from pressure tests. Accidental releases of gaseous nitrogen, helium,
and freon.

OTHER:

Construction Schedule: October 1980 Septewhler 1981.
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I -
Data Brief 2.3-3. SHALLOW DRAFT BARGE DELIVERY FACILITY/OPERATIONS

TOW ROAD TO TSCF AND SLC-6 -, EXISTING A7CICUS •AD
_ - NEW PARKING EXISTING BUILDING& ..

• " I

NEW DOK -- EXISTING BRIEAKWATIER

SHALLOW DRAFT BARGE

Rcorelvial took, 100 ft wietoto m0 ft o tow.v road. 14 ft wide with 4 ft &Moldeirs. Kisvigitionet aids. Sutalltoble
treehplmttt barge. a ft w•d• by 408 ft 1U",.

COUSThUCTZ ACtIYIfl:
linac *si•e abtti e m% ey t pier &A. atit•thet bothece. ted pprouieateiy 0.00 Ci yES *t oaterial fro'm Lbout S acret of
sebtili •tottam, (aeta tt 1 6.00 cu yos of airial from ii .000 so ft of coastal terrace for tos road cut, Mt 040

otesaittito of sheetp1ling, earth fil, and ashttict cover. Pave tow rood with atsphat,

P(IATIQN AC TV:Ti

Dobalilmt tra4os iet barge outside harborr, kawr barge to dock asing thallt. draft tu vesttsol. k41tod ITt and to.
to TScr, •b•lood t tryl7portrt, tballait barp and nmmrrer tow•iE for tlir-up with ocean-going twg vettel.

HAWTUK FATU1U TO it AJIT!R(zO
lbnaymment aul-ime t•poraphyi 1,00 ft towg Cto thrugh sl.reline bluof inte coasttatl terrace,

Stt DtflOU•bS/Wl$z

Fluting Iitie dtbrit, ISnamwapen sedtieta, DOetet feel end oil luhkages,
NOWS,

Nelse froa blatting aid dredging. Dietel aaaglee M•ile frm eexcavation and road way eobiplet tags aid tsa tractor.

veailet missiore, fogitlve 41it, 0"r maotrial eden.

Cb~i

Lecellied incrillted tubidity end water eollity degrdative; tocalined hiatk aod hahitt tango.j
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2.4 LAUNCH PAD OPERATIONS SEQUENCE

The Space Shuttle will be composed of four specialized elements that will be

mated to form the vehicle. These are the Orbiter, which will contain K

personnel and payloads, two Solid iocket Boosters for initial boost, and the

External Tank, which will supply propellant to the Orbiter main engines.

All four majo'r elements of the Shuttle Vehicle will be brought together in
sequence on the launch pad at the existing Space Launch Complex No. 6, which

will be modified for use in the STS program. Figure 2.4-A shows the launch

pad as it will appear.when the proposed modifications have been completed

and with a Space Shuttle Vehiclke on the launch pad. Figure 2.0-A illustrates

the launch pad sequence of activities. The mating of all four elements directly

at the launch pad is termed the Integrated-On-Pad activity. This concept.

differs from the Integrate-Transfer-Launch system (that is, offpad integration

"in a remote building with subsequent transfer to the launch pad on a mobile

launcher) used by NASA at the Kennedy Space Center.

The major modifications to Space Launch Complex No. 6 will be conversion of J

the existing concrete underground rocket flame diverter to accommodate the

configuration of the Solid Rocket Boosters and Orbiter main engines, j I
excavation to accommodate an extension of the trackage to retract the Mobile

Service Tower to a clear launch-ready position, addition of an underground

payload preparation facility and a mobile Payload Changeout Room, and

construction of cryogenic propellant storage tanks. Figure 2.4-B shows I
the proposed location of facilities at the launch complex.

The Shuttle .launch pad will be a concrete hardstand with a launch mount and

underground flame diverters, a fixed access/umbilical tower with swingaway

j arm, separate trackage for the Mobile Service Tower, which will roll back to

the east of the pad, and the Payload Changeout Room, which will roll back to

the west.

Launch pad operations will commence with the Mobile Service Tower at the launch

mount. The west side of the Mobile Service Tower will have doors that can be

opened to accommodate the Space Shuttle and closed to protect inside activity

2-31
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II
i ;J TOW ROUTE

GAS STORAGE AREA

IF---LIQUID HYDROGEN
I• IWEI TANK

SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER RECEIVING
AND SUBASSEMBLY FACILITY

tI• • ~~,',#\ ,l•

LAUNCH CONTROL CENTER .; __

"PAYLOAD PREPARATION A
ROOM/PAYLOAO4'
CHANGIc)UT tOOM

LIQUID OXYGEN TANK

LAU•NCH MOUNT

MOBILE SERVICE TOWER .-

0 4000 am0 12000

SCALE IN FEET

FIGURE 2.4-B. Location of facilities situated at the Shuttle launch complex.
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from strong winds and windborne debris. Bridge cranes will lift the booster

segments, External Tank, and Orbiter.

The first activities of the launch pad operations sequence will be receipt of

Solid Rocket Booster segments from the storage facility and simultaneous build-

up of two Solid Rocket Boosters in place on the launch mount. Next, the External

Tank will be received from its storage and checkout facility. The tank will be

hoisted to a vertical position from its wheeled transporter by an erection

strongback hoist on the mobile Payload Changeout Room. It will then be posi-

tioned and mated to the two Solid Rocket Boosters housed within the Mobile Ser-

vice Tower. The mating activity will continue when the Orbiter is received from
the Maintenance and Checkout Facility. The activity sequence for Orbiter mating
will be the same as described above for the External Tank.

Finally, the payload will be received at an underground Payload Preparation

Room, transferred to the aboveground mobile Payload Changeout Room, transported

to the Orbiter inside the Payload Changeout Room, and inserted into the Orbiter
under clean room conditions.

Hazardous servicing will be suspended until the Payload Changeout Room is re-

tracted about 5 hours before launch. Countdown will begin 4 hours before launch

(T-4 hours) and will include main propellant loading, crew and passenger load- .

ing, payload cryogenic loading (if required), and the terminal countdown. If,

after fueling but prior to launch, a mission abort were to take place, the

propellants would be off loaded and recycled for later use.

The launch activity will be predominantly computer controlled and monitored.
Spac: Shuttle main engines will start at T-4 seconds and reach 90 percent

pwrat T-0.13 seconds. The Solid Racket Boosters will1 be ignited and the

holddown hardware released pyrotechnically at T-0 seconds. The launch activity

J
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is defined, for the purposes of this report, to terminate when the tail of

the:Spce Shuttle Vehicle has reached a height equal to the top of the accessI

tower.

The next activity--ascent--will include the 66-second sequence wherein the

Space Shuttle will accelerate from 70 miles per hour at 280 feet elevation

above the pad to 1,180 miles per hour at 50,000 feet elevation approximately

4 miles downrange.

Prior to and during the launch, high pressure water will be sprayed on the

access tower and onto launch pad concrete surfaces, including the flame

trench, at a rakze of 650,000 gpmn for less than one minute, to minimize

1.2-million-gallon tank situated on a hill near the launch pad. The tank
is uppiedfrom the Base water supply and possibly from return water

collcte Inthe flame trench. Plans are for the latter to be treated

adsubsequently recycled or disposed.

The final activity of this sequence will involve all operations required to

refurbish the launch pad area in preparation for the next launch. Figure

{ 2.4-C summr~rizes the time sequences o~f all launch operations activities.

1. Ito IM Ito Ionto

iuinin m I C , AI I. 1
It Ntn

oeiAPP I. Inn '.

S qt

ollYl IAVL ' IIIII ,I. t

SIMIALIAIIli 14 r(. ý t

1 K' ' ,It

': . 'kK 0otg1

o i0' PAP &%Me Io

Launch. pad1 prcssn timeline.el 4a
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Data Brief 2.4-1. LAUNCH PAD FACILITY

Nptat lathittl (owlet No. a, .an etinti launna
piti tat lily develotped for the t'amoelwd Ptatrtinl
O1+1tlAl laltiraltiry tit',gtam. will lie moiOllei. to

cm W "I ., "rnel an IIh. Space hitlotlel Vehicle lauochi Mtl.

owme~m, tItintrlion: Ismlenin oodilitalion ifi ptiotiti
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Data Brief 2.4-2. MOBILE SERVICE TOWER FACILITY

UESCR IPll ON:

txisting 82.5 by 135.b bl.315 ft high steel from
enclosed structure capabe of ft, oftenl over rails.

ACTIVITY;
Construction: Modify, Interior of tower to provide

&4cc,%% platforms compatilbe with Spa~ce Shuttle
Vehicle, Increase height 21 ft to a¢como~dato newCranes, extend tower ralway to the test. provide

Increased structural strength, repac eisoIxting
sl pac vehicle doors.

Operataa B: .obil- OBrvLce ToSer encloeW lauFIh
mOnlot, fecillt'Rt Spabl Shtutle Vehicle buo ildup
and ce ckput. Rocll eAst to pwrking poshtlon fo

launc:h

S• ~UI DSIL IQU| Dq/GASES :
VeiSee launch pad facility 1

Cosrcipac : v hi e doo nr uclo.o t

-Opration; Li ht inedustrlil nolsn,

(04S•TRICT ION:

Extonslv structural moditfication of existing Maniied Orbital Laboratory prog-am Stibile Sorvi- cmver, provide new tie-down anchor points. extend raills
we oxmtey 130 ", tet excovate hillside I 'ie mmediately east of the 144fnch Pad to extend existing 430 ft elevitlon at vast edge of pald to aPo in t co i ncid i ng w ith ex i tleg 4 80 ft e le v ot io , P'rov id e d ra i nta g con tro l abo ve n w cuu.d

KANIPOWE R:
Construction Ae: 36 Oeurttooni l aeaurrnpeo|n •l inluded in total launch pad requirements.

•, •ILIPAL FEATURES TO BE ALTERED:Extensive excavation and recontooring of hillside located east of the launch pad. Alteration of existing dralunge patterns.
EMISSIIONS:

Opratiorml/kNorperationl: Nonfrom ftrbiall .SvrVico Toweor, See launch pad oper'ations far, Space Shuttle Vehicle buildup and checkout missions.

T(ContucCtorn Sthedule: Aeral 1980 -tSepteber 191e

Data Brief 24-3. SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER BUILDUP OPERATIONS

tobble Service vowr In ponition over vacant launch

ACTIVITY:

I ndividu I Solid Rocket Booster Segment& arrive itpad oisrten car4 to be stacked/m ted, Bof . pdto abuilt up siw ltaneousI ly. Thrtst vector control

i$O�'VIc A ae bptterieo installu.e oa trlcrl tuoenerniou
to V oPitorn , ordnance p nst.lled, Verification and
c•heckout of subsystem,

'. S~~50 1 I D S / L IQ U I D 'L/I A S ES : •
I.10104B:b ammonium At Perchlorate with IBAN

bindlr-o id propellant par booster, Hydralic|

fluud, Gaseous nitrogen,

NOISE:
Crane mnechanical noise, Switch engine/rail n~oise.

a a B f 2CO.4 3RUCTION, SOLIDOWER, RBTURAL FBATURUES TO O RE

•i•'" Not applic~able.

EMISSIONS!
operational: S itch engpiie exhausto

ionopeeotlo mal: Combu stio n products from accidental solid propellant Ignition and burning i Hydraulic fluid spill,
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Data Brief 2.4-4. EXTERNAL TANK MATING OPERATION

DIESCRIPTIONI:
Two Solid Rocket losttri stacked on launch •ount
'V thin NobilW, Srvice Twor.

1IltVIVVI
oclol"~ OW oIstilea itllt Ali Tent. Ilol*t took tO

vertical willow W oist "sbile Paylod tOs1Cso't
Name. iate twiS with boosterls at launch Pd. ,troct
Elei et To &W ci.. Nnollio Service lower SOws,
Attah electric chbllt. ._

501.195/1.1QUlDS/GASES:
3.1 f. 1.3 ptig of helium in liquid hydrogen tank.
3,? i 1.3 pslg of nitrogen In liquid oxygen tank.
Se. Solid Rocket Booster swummry shoot for solid
propel lento,

NOISE:
(ratV MfInulCl noiu.. Too vehiCle *n yin O io.

COSTIIUCTION. MANPOWER, NATURAL FEATI•ES TO BE ALTERED:
Not appllcable,

ENISSIORS:
No•operatioawl: Leakage of helium/nitrogen. See Solid Rocket booster launch pad operations summary she*t for additional nonoperational mission%.

Data Brief 2.4-5. ORBITER MATING OPERATION
1011Im: I

•- U~ESCRIPTION~r:

Two Solid Rocket Boosters a,'3 i'ted External Tank on It
louojt Wount within Moblle Service Tower.

ACTIVIT'f:

1to•tive Ond Position rIter, Hoist Vehicle to V
vertical posltlow agalans "obile Payload thami-out lo•o. lostoi t•olr with Watrho lonk itImotadh . ISetroct Chuq1st RNoo aed Close
HOhW@ Se4vi l OorS. Por itioe oKCeel
sqwl�ipww�wtComack Orrilter electrical cables,

I i, I ItI fsloa 1% an

isteOIKce tetlol. Iiotail W"daoe. Poil back
11151111 servicelowm from Ilavk man~t to launch

Mooowthyihydratine HMi) Hlydrazioe (11214) Ammonia fNy leu onyc (GO2) Luke oil5
Nitren totroxd IN204) Catein as hydrogen Gi Hydraulic fluid
See Solid Rocket Booster and Exteral tank sumnry shaets for propellIont/pressurvnt$.

lllll

Cram& mhWsicIl mRist. low v91iciO 09im1 mai2.

CONSTRUCTION. W•0t4IER. INATURAL FEATURES TO BE ALTERED:

Not applitcble.

EI41SSI•:
iooioperationwl: Accidental leakage of post&/liquids lilted abovo. Se. Solid Rocket booster and External Tank launch pad operetlon sumusry ýheett for

additionl noonoperatioial amlssioný.
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Da ta Brief 2.4-6. PAYLOAD PREPARATION AND CI4ANGEOUT FACILITIES

Motile It It byS f, t by W5 ft hip, Payload CtisheOut
Rune. ane 102 Itb q 0 INI! by l it ft ign. partioll'y Dociw pay-

loooPreprat onRw.

".Artruction Cmontruct ePraratlem Re~am associetmo
access rop ama amobilo, C"Aeoul-f" struture,

4' 0 tl~h Panleeda 410llnerO by truck Rom raw, threpagI Ilock ilate Peulsat Pr~~etiaatto 4W to be servw~cefted . ptdS4 ho " inti oil Payvload Oha"au how. 5mm
rOlls am raills to launch Mufvet. Us oOrbiter,
Ienset layload let car" bay, &No roturhs to Peittan
Over P"Poratiom RUN. ClismPaut aom also used to
haist aiml Mate txtanmeT Itam the Oittar it Yaweg We

SO.LID/L~I0UIDS/GASES:
Gaxtous oxygen (GOZ) Aammnia (NI)p
Cateous nitrogen 0112) Hydra oin(N'lf4)raseous hydrogen L(ll1  Nonomethylh~ irdzlto liki)

*Liquid hydrogen (LHZ) Cunplri,- a Ir

Construaction: Heavy conxlructiji noise Operation: tight 1tidutrial noise.

CONSTWUCTON:
Clear area, excavate to about 60 ft. construct Peinforced concrete Preparation Roomt ani associated 310 ft long by 40 ft wide ramp leading t,'ul,surface to f!,nero at depth of 52 ft, Construct steel frame Mubile. ChangfeOst Room tower, install trdeks from Preyiaratfon Room to launch Mount.
Provide flaw access rood to ramp,

Construction Average: Paylc-aJ Pfeparation Room AS4 Operation: Requiremenit is Included In total launch pad requirements.
Payloid Cliangeou t Room so5

NIATURAL FEATURES~ TO BE ALTtllfl:
facility will be eemtrwqtsdo at 9xisting Caumlepai S.t.6 area, Pay)load Champeout Roam will be 1P4 ft hip.ý

EMI OSIONSz
Operational: Exhaust conditioned air.
Nonoprational: Accidental leakage Of lIqufds/gases noted above. Accidental fire, explosion of upper propulsive stage.
OTHER:
Payl oad Preperation Room Construction Schedule: April 199D . May 1981.
Payload Changeout Room Cor~structisn Schedule: October 1980 - tlecenter 1991.

Data Brief 2.4-7. PAYLOAD INSERTION OPERATIONS

DESCR IPTION:

Haeting and buildup of Space Shuttle Vehicle has been

ACTIVITY:
Payload deIlivered by truck to Payload Preparation
Room at launch pad. Payload positioned for hoisting
in Payload Changeout Room where clbeckinq and
Inspection is completed. Mobile room Is rolled to
launch Mount and Changeout Room !;euls to Orbiter
followed by Insertion and mounting of payload In
Orb iter cargo bay,

SOt.LoDS/LIQiJIDS/GAStS:
.0-000Not applicable,

NOISE:
Payload Changeout Room rolling on steel rail. Crane
mechanical noise.

CONSTRUCTIONI, MANPOWiER. NATURAL. FEATURES MTOfS Ai.IERED.
Not applicable.

EMISSIOS16:
None,

OTHER:
Payload mateaials and churactenittitCs other titan Propellent% &re not included herein.
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Data Brief 2.4-8. LAUNCH PAD PROPELLANT SYSTEM

lIEStRiPlION:
I iquil hydrog~oi stoanriq tankis) of 80,00lO gallon
taOdc I y, Liquidi oxygen slt-rage tankts) of 300,01,10

9a lion capacity, pooepo, And distribution system,.

Cyontru -tiont Erection of tanks and Installation (if
distrl bu IIofl sy stem.

Operation! fill tanits from tanker lruckr, %t1010

Prpespllents, and supply propellallts to Space"ilhuttle Vehicle at the lAunch pad.
SOtLoCS/IUIO~SIGASES;

Laiquid hydrogen (Ot.142

Gaseous hydrgen (682~

(Onstr-irtion: 
T
ypical construction wits heavy steel erection.

opneration: Propellant Purr~s, varitr Soil 5ff.

torthworl. (cut, fill. * rad log trenc hing). assenble and erecnt tatnks. Instl pui p I ts, mnifol01ds, di stributilon piping iit 11 I ties/ Inlst rumentation, *And
access toads.
MANPOWER:

Coontructlont, See launch pad construction, Opera t ion: Control led Proow lAunutl control cenler.

NIATURAL FEATURES TO OF ALIEREO:
1i.14 Tank area to he cot from' existing hillsiden northeast of launch pad.
tO; Tank Area to be filled oan esisting slope southwnest of launch pod.
lilast reaioning wall to be contrutcoted between lI quid hydrogen Tank And launch podl.

Opertioml; Flared gasecois hydrogen (6il?ý) ... Vnsted gaseous oxygeno(0)

Nonoperational: Gaseous hydrogen (OGly) -- aseoti. -yqnltiet% (G, -- Epliosion.

Data Brief 2.4-9. LAUNCH PAD FUELING OPERATIONS
Mtobile, Service lower his been tyllal ted it, Ijlauch
Position. PdylloAd has been Inserte'd And P'ayload i
Chooveout Roopt is at pod.

ACTIVITY:

l oad fuelI col1 111111d oxygen and hvdtoyeti; loadnolOnonthyl~hldtri 211w; load osygien. ni ttrotin heiuIm
Iv sils retract payoload (lijoorotut HoklnI; (niti'1,1

10 10 kint10.1 o d ; purge liqu id o001011 and Iiqold
hyd'awn tei 0 ng iys tells with gaseu nit0 11rogen aii11
a eat'os helium, roet~ivtielyi load s,-en.

$01.1 0/I. QUIOS/OGASCS:

Space Sh~uttle Vlehicle is launch roady and contains solid/liq~uid gas .is described on general descrlyllon sounmary shoots fot Orbliter, Liternal Tank.
ti Aod Solid Rovcket Booster (2).

N~ow, from propellant loading puepos I Ines, and vents, Noiuse froml mvtovent of Payload tllalgeout Roll t0 launch position.
r CPLSýTRUCTICN, MIANPOWE1R, NATURAL FEATURES TO BE ALT1REO:

UI ISS 10: 'I

CpeatatonaI: Ytested gaseous nitrogen. hel ium, and oxygen. Vylited oasoros hlydrogenl rooted to boll, l1i~d for disposal by corlwttstiol, 11111 11(111.
also used to unload propel lants If launch Is aobrted prior to ignition,.

fllonopplration~la: Burn pond used fur dispotlng of liquaid hydeooen (III?) emrgerncuy spills or' excess. pllets pit usedI for disposing of li111d0111 o5nl
(10 2) emeargency spill or excess, Accidental release of Any of above listedl materials. Accidenotal lire, exposolnil.

Vapor scrubber unit and vacuan used to control hyperoollc propellant Vapors and splillvfi liquid, Maximume fueling rate for liiluid oxygen And litloid
hydrogen Is S400 gallons per mlnute' and 12,000 gallons net mionute, respectively.
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Data Brief 2.4-10. LAUNCH CONTROL CENTER FACILITY

C~isting 110 by 140 by 40 ft high partial ly buried
reinforced concrete Waill building,

ACTIOIT~i:'
Construction: Retonfigiurt interior. erect earthen

blst barricade. install Support eqeivilnt.
operation: Meanitor compnent and launch vehicleH

Consrucion farhinvin eqipuet niseforearten les baricae cnstucton, quie tesdtingr, condro i ontaldtown andtloyncise

* 'Sol id wastes from Interior modifications.

operation: Ventilation system, hazard waurings, paging system.

CONSTRUJCTION:

Erection of blatt barricade between building and launch pad. Removal and reinstallation of interior wall% and floors, installation of mechanical
systemo. installation of electrical 1qaipuent.

Constrnuction Average: III (est.) Operation: 114 par shift (two shifts).4 1
NAURL FAI TiURoE$ TO DE ALTERED. EMISSIONS:
Earthen blast barricade will be a now topogreapiical feature.

Construction Schedule: April -Doc~amar 1979,

Data Brief 2.4-11. SUPPORT EQUIPMENT BUILDING AND'AIR CONDITIONING SHELTER

oESCRIPTIMh:i

Eoisting two-story concrete Meowed Orbital Laboratory
program 'AGE Saildling" and adjacenttsteel frame
structure approoimately 46 by 130 ftII ACTIn IT~t
Support aqaipment building and air conditioning shelter
Ate, existing buildings lncated at SLC-6 adjacent to
the Oki~ktinq launch platform. minor modifications will
be mede to interior layout and facility services.

NIiSEi

Light construction noise, equipeent delinery.

SOLIDiSLIQUIDS/GASES!

CONSTRUCTION:
Minor alteration of interiors,

Canst~rction: Construction activities will be integral With lauinch pad modifications.

Operation: None,

NATURfAL. FEATIIRIS TO SE AL.TERED, EMISSIONS;
Met appuicbilai.
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Data Brief 2.4-12 SPACE- SHUTTLE VEHICLE LAUNCH

01CR IPTION;
TenM .lats prior to l ift-ott (I-10 min) thorugh tower

,clearance ao Sipace Shuttle Vehicle ascent.

ACTIVITY:

RPM EXAURTorbiter auxiliary "oer units initiate operation at 1-5SIM vX UST mný soi d oeraetilon s auilar poe unitt
inititopratio at DO sec. S oli okt loosner

i uni
tor re at 'I-S set. Pad dolor wsatr system

dic arg nitiated at siow rote at -to soc Increased
\rto fuil rate at T-4 %ac. Space Shuettie main engines

bowl rl.. sat-up Initiated at T-4 sec, reich 00 peceont power atI
-0.13 sec. Solid Rocket Rooster Ignition ted hold-down

from vertical ascent to flight-path aOng a after cleiaring

ENGINE EXHAUST tnternol Tank, and Solid iRocket Booter (2).

tios on shuttle clintt' away vt prod t51 ronsition
te ten"Zt Strod Jot. 'coite source occurs.

coNStTtIctNa. MtiOCIlVdth, 010011FEATURES TO BE ALTEtREDz
naot applicoble.

fperational, Space Shuttle main englnes and Solild Rocket Iktor exhaust. Vapor from horning points, cables, etc, on lauonch pod. Contaoinaetd deluge
wa ter contained in flame detec;tor trench.

heOISSI hoSS; eIfeotoa IsterinacaSutled Vctiemaeias

I Roopeatinal: It aunc astermnatd. ryniac fools will he unloaded and recycled for toter use. Explosion or crash sell)

eater deluge system utilizes 1.25 million gallon water took with head pressure ot launch pad of ?S0 psig. tllt~r:.- COs-:. circuit Inlenision usued to
detect hydrogen fie R te onnoisihir comtuulioei; watar, foam, dry powder ronotoly controlled tiret ruiiiquitlel. sysIcos at bauvch NaW.

t 44
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Data Brief 2.4-13 SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE ASCENT

DESCRIPTION:
600 ft above pad (Tower Llbaroince) to 10,000 ft *leva-
ion.,

ACTIVITY:

Ascent coincel with vehicle clearing access tom'.-
Wich occurs 6 SeOcid$ after lift-off at a velocity of70 miles per hour. Ascent to 50,000 ft altitude occurs
7z seconds after lift-off at a Velocity of 1,1#0 miles
per ihour and 4 miles doerrange.

' 

S~~OL I OSL IQUII &/G•,ES[!

$ee ieneral description ummary sheets for the Orbiter,
External Tank, Solid Rocket toaster (2),

NOISE:
€c %p linset for noise contours for Sp.;.c ShttIL

Vehle at 15,811 ft oleovtion.
VAFO CANTONMENT CONSTRUICTION, MAIMIEOIR, NATIUM L FEATURES TO BE ALTERED:

Nost applicable.
EMISSIONS: 

.•

Operational: Space Shuttle main eagin. and SolidRocket Roaster exhaust.

414 "honoperetione;l Explosion or crash would release all
Space Shuttle Vehicle materials.

At 149,000 ft altitud., Solid Racket Boosters serarate
from vehicle and return to Pacific Ocean, 120 tu 1sa
downrange. for recovery. At approxiatOly W00.000 ft
altitude, External Tank separates from Orbiter and
tumles to a romato ocean site,

_I 

is_

NOMINAL a144T1M @AIPt COMTOIIS. T.ae T 0W. ALTITU61
M61 Ii MMC A AIIA CAMMINDAINS IC

J

i!24
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Data Brief 2.4-14. ABORT DURING ASCENT

DESCRIPTION:

-.... . . ... Return to Launch Site (WkLS) abort; Abort Once
ov-spoi MENArbond (6O).

ACTIV ITy: I,
If one of the three Space Shuttle's w•i engi•s (liquid
IrorI lant oggne) falls on lift-off, &n OTLS abort
it.occur. TIs Involves utilization of the Orbitalt - MneuvringSystem *vg~inen (hypergol ic propelliantengine) to provide required thrust, Jttiron of S1lld

BOOsters, in-piano turn with remlaning wei engines
firing, raieee Of External link when empty, and

0 ! Ibw.landing Of Orbiter at VAF6 airfield. If proplulsion

failluri occurs later during ascent, the Orbiter will
continae to fly around the earth on a tub-Orbitalsees trajectory and land it the VAFB airfield after one
revolution of earth,

we ev 0""

QM I I I !, \

SOL IOS/LIQUIIOSIGAO S
Votownof Materials onhonrd th Spie Shuttle Vehicle during abort will vary from neer pre-launri quantities to Orbiter residual quantities,

MN0in level field will he altered by an abort situation ot launch due to operation of different rocket engines.

CONSTRUCTION, 1ANPWt-R. NATURAL FEATURES TO BE ALTERED:
Not applicable,

Operatinaal: TL$S abort reduces emissions from one oxygen/hodrogen burni,,g engine and adds emissions from hypergolic nydraIvhe/nitrogen titroxide
burning engines. AOA abort is similar but would occur at higher altitudes,

NonoperatIoneeI Aborts are emergency situations with increased risk of explosioin nd/or crash.

Data Brief 2.4-15. LAUNCH PAD REFURBISHMENT OPERATIONS

OESCRIPTION:
Pad in launch confiquration following launch of
Space Shuttle Vehicle.

co ACTIVITY:
Verification of extinguifhtent of all flresý drainand purge propellant lines and refurbish as required:

poswer down electrical/electronic cqnipment; turn off
all hand actuated valvesi refurbish umbilic l tower;
mnintenance of Mobile Service Tower, doorm and
electrical equipment and reposition launch wucot;
refurbish launch mount and flame trench; refill wuter
reservoir,

SO1 IOS/LIQuIaO,/GAS1S$

LqudGaous nitrogn ie n trogn tetroxode (N,(i4)
Liquid t hel retardotns foIa, dry poder
Gaseous hydrogen (6112) honomethyihydrazine Conta••nated weter from blastS~ NOISIz

General maintenance and light construction repair.

CONSTRUCTIOII. iANPOMER, NATURAL FEATURES TO BE ALTEREf:
Not applicable.
EM ISSI ORS

Operational: Small quantities of •seOUs nitrugen and heliumn from maintenance operations. ODus from cOn:truction activities.
Nonoperational: Propellant releases fioe meenteonanc activlties.

OTHERS:

Water reservoir, i supplied from both VAFS supply a.,d recycled water from flame trench. Repleonlh propellants by tanker truck,
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2.5 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT

Implementation of the proposed project includes ongoing studies and future

design, construction, activation, and operation. A study of the STS was

initiated in 1972 and is currently continuing with a Ground Support System

Study. Key milestones including both Vandenberg and NASA Space Shuttle

activities are shown on Figure 2.5-A. The initial operating capability

(1C) for launch of the Space Shuttle from Vandenberg will occur in

June 1983. The launch rate will increase through 1984 and reach an operational

limit of 20 launches per year.

2.5.1 CONSTRUCTION/ACTIVATION j
During the 1979 to 1982 construction and activation period, facilities at

Vandenberg will be established, modified, or expanded. Construction of new

facilities will typically involve the following activities: clearing and

removal of vegetation from the construction site; rough-grading of the exposed

soil; excavation for below-grade rooms, foundations, and underground utility

lines; grading and finishing surface drainage systems; preparation and

pouring of concrete; erection and completion of the structure; installation

SPACE TRANI•PRTATION SYSTEM DATE ANA PACE SHUTTLE DEVELOPMENT

AT VANDSNRIRG AFISAND KENNEDY SPACE CENTER OPIRATIONS

t SAV, LAUNCHED PROM VAPl B44 Io 2 SSVI LAUNCHEO FROM KWC

4 E4V.M LAUNCHED PROM VAPE 1113 21 SSVLAUNCHED FROM KSC

10C FOR VAFG JURI Wit

FIRST EXTERNAL TANK AT VAFl A)NIF 1942

FIRSTSOLID ROCKET 40STERISAT VAP1 MAY 1W I
APRIL 1962 115V, LAUNCHEODURIING I51 1•21

FIRST ORIITER AT VAFIl MARCH 1942

APRIL I9 IOC. SV. HAUNCHSD IN 1960

BEGIN STSCONSTRUCTIQN APRIL 191V FIRST SSV MANNED ORBITAL FLIGHT

X It"P FIRST APPROACH AND LANDING TEST

P64m W FIRST CAPTIVE TEST FLIGHT

Wt TI1 COMPLETE CONSTRUICIGON OF FIRST ORITtER

P BEGIN GROUND SUPPORT SYS t MS STUDY JULY te74

IOC IS INITIAL OPERATIONAL CAPASILITY

SSV ISPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLE

FIGURE 2.5-A. Key Space Transportation System

miles tones.
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of pavement; landscaping of the area; and cleanup and disposal of construction

debris., Construction of specific facilities may also require pile driving,

blastwall or barrier erection, heavy steelwork, and fence equipment.

Modification of existing structures will range from rearrangement of interior

partitions to significant facility expansions. Modification activities may

involve any or all of the activities required for construction on new

facilities plus demolition actions. Facilities activation will encompass

equipment installation, equipment interconnection and checkout, testing of
interfacility networks, and maintenance of the facilities from the completion
of construction until the initiation of Space Shuttle operations. Unusual

or specific facility construction and activation activities are identified

on the data brief sheets. The overall scope of construction is reflected

on the individual data brief sheets and is briefly described in the
following paragraphs.

Of the existing 8,000-foot-long by 200-foot-wide runway located on the north

portion of the Base, 6,000 feet will be removed and replaced, and a 7,000-foot

extension will be added. A new towway will be constructed to'connect the

runway with the nearby Orbiter processing facilities. The Mate/Demate Facility

will be essentially a 100-foot-high open steel structure supporting a winch

assembly. It will be supported on 40-foot-deep piles and will be used to

offload or onload the Orbiter atop a modified Boeing 747 ferry aircraft.

The Safing and Deservicing Facility is to be a ?6-foot-high steel frame hangar-

i type building with a technical services area. The Orbiter Maintenance and

Checkout Facility will be used for payload removal and inspection, maintenance,

and repair of the Orbiter in preparation for the next launch. The Hypergolic
Service Facilities are to be steel and concrete wall buildings in which the

Orbiter's hypergolic propulqion and power units will be serviced. These three

facilities are classified as hazardous (because toxic and explosive materials

will be present) and will be designed accordingly. The Safing and Deservicing

Facility, the Orbiter Maintenance and Checkout Facility, and the Hypergolic

Service Facilities will be secured by controlled access such as fencing and

closed-circuit television. Parking areas will be provided at each facility.
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[ The tow route from the Orbiter processing facilities to the launch pad area

at Space Launch Complex No. 6 will, for the most part, utilize existing roads.

These rodvillib modified toprovide aminimum wdhof 24 feet, reinforced

as necessary with an additional thickness of asphalt. Intersections will be

modified to accommodate the turning radius of the transporter. Utility lines 7

will be relocated. Roadside obstructions, including vegetation, will be removed,
and narrow roadway cuts will be enlarged to provide required clearance for

Orbiter transport,

Construction proposed for South Vandenberg will consist of the development of

a Shallow Draft Barge Facility at the existing Point Arguello Boathouse facility,
installation of an External Tank Storage and Checkout Facility immediately south

of Space Launch Complex No. 6, development of a tow road connecting Space Launch

Complex No. 6 with these two facilities, and extensive renovation and expansion

of facilities at the launch complex itself. The Shallow Draft Barge Facility

will consist of a 100 ft wide dock for receiving of the barge and unloading of

newly manufactured External Tanks. The existing semi-protected embayment willI

be dredged as is necessary to accommodate ingress and egress of the barge and

associated maneuvering tugs. Topographic cuts and fills will be accomplished

for the connecting tow road. The External Tank Storage and Checkout FacilityI

will be a 5-bay steel frame structure scheduled for location on the Point Arguello

fConstruction at Space Launch Complex No. 6 will encompass both supporting

5' facilities and the launch pad itself. The existing Solid Rocket Booster Facility
will be enlarged through the addition of a 55-foot-high steel frame bay. A new

steel frame Solid Rocket Booster Disassembly Facility will be constructed near

the existing booster facility. An existing building located in the Base canton-

ment will be modified to receive and refurbish the Solid Rocker Booster recovery

parachutes. The existing Launch Control Center and Support Equipment Building

will be modified internally. An earthen blast harrier will be placed southeast

of the Launch Control Center to provide added protection in case of an explosion

at the launch pad. A new cryogenic propellant system will be installed. A

portion of this system will include a liquid hydrogen storage tank located

northeast of the launch pad. The existing hillside will be excavated for this

tan~k. A smaller liquid oxygen storage tank will be located on fill material
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southwest of the launch pad. A hardstand for pressurized Sas storage will be

located northwest of the launch pad.

The existing Space Launch Complex No. 6 launch pad, originally constructed for

the cancelled Manned Orbital Laboratory program, was designed for the Titan IIIM

space launch vehicle. It will be extensively modified to accommodate the Space

Shuttle Vehicle. The launch mount will be relocated approximately 150 feet east

of the existing mount. New exhaust ducts will be constructed to conduct the

exhaust of each Solid Rocket Booster. The single existing exhaust duct will be

modified to extend beneath the new launch mount and will conduct the exhaust

from the Orbiter's three cryogenically fueled main engines. A new access umbi-

lical tower about 165 feet high will be constructed adjacent to the launch mount

to provide access to the Orbiter crew cabin. The existing Mobile Service Tower

will be modified through the addition of new overhead cranes and reconfiguration

of work platforms to permit buildup of the Space Shuttle on the launch mount.

Additionally, the trackway on which the Mobile Service Tower travels will be

extended to provide a pull-back position about 400 feet east of its present

position. This extension will require significant excavation. A new payload

preparation and handling facility will be constructed west of the launch mount.

The Payload Preparation Room will be partially below grade, with a Lruck ramp

leading from an access road to its receiving area 55 feet below the surface.

A mobile Payload Changeout Room and associated trackway running from the payload

preparation facility to the launch mount will be constructed. Infrastructure

requirements such as new roads, utilities, and drainage control systems will be
installed within the launch complex area.

Two new facilities will be constructed at Port Hueneme on property owned and

used by the U.S. Navy. A steel frame structure will be established for initial

external washing of spent Solid Rocket Boosters recovered at sea. Another steel

frame structure will be constructed for the disassembly and final washing of

booster segments. Existing port facilities will be modified to support the

booster recovery vessels and booster liftout operation. A rail spur system will

be installed to facilitate intrafacility movement of the recovered boosters.

Additional facilities may also be constructed (other existing buildings may also

be modified) at Vandenberg to support Shuttle operations. These will include

facilities for the flight crew and for components storage. Moreover, use of
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the existing Titan 71lt) Solid Rocket Booster preparation facility for the Shuttle

will require that a new facility be constructed near Space Launch Complex No. 4

to support the ongoing Titan 111D) program.

2.5.1.1 Construction/Activation Implementation Schedule

Design for Space Shuttle facilities at Vandenberg began January 1977. Con-

struction activity for the runway, Mate/Demate Facility, tow route, launch

complex facilities, and utilities is scheduled to begin April 1.979. Construe-

ti-n st the remaining Shuttle facilities should be initiated in 1980.

Figure 2.5--B is a detailed master development schedule denoting periods of

design criteria planning, facilities design, construction, support equipment

installation, and system testing for each facility.

2.5.1.2 Summary of Direct Costs for Construction/Activation

Table 2.5.1-1 summarizes annual cost estimates by categories. As noted, an

investmen-t of about $658 million (1975 dollars) will be required for construction -

of facilities, purchase and ins , Lation of support equipment, other procure-

leat, and activation (including the initial launch) of Shuttle capability at

Vandetiberg, The projected funding buildup starts from Fiscal Yeai 1976. The

peak years, with regard to dollars invested, will be Fiscal Years 1980 and

1981. It is in these years that most construction and procurement funding will

be concentrated. Activation appropriations will be more broadly distributed
temporally.

In terms of program year dollars, the aforementioned investment costs will total

approximately $1,046 million. Moreover, portionN of the expenditures will

necessarily take place in ';arious locations. Estimates of expenditure portions

for the regionalit•ed impact area (Santa Barbara County, the Tri-County region,

and the five-County region) are summarized on an annual basis in Table 2.5.1-2.

The remainier, $248 million, would be spent outside the Five-County area.
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Table 2.5.1-2. PROJECTED REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION EXPENIDITURES
(in thousands of 1975 dollars) RESULTING FROMTHE CONSTRUCTION/ACTIVATION PHASE OF THE
SPACE SHUTTLE, PROGRAM AT VANENBERGnoi

L Impact region
Fiscal i:
Year Santa Barbara Tri-County Five-County

County r egion region

Prior years 28,434 28,632 29,600
1978 25,794 26,597 29,475 ;i"

1979 38,312 39,527 45,350 t

8198o 4,758 94,896 127,350

1981 78,310 82,853 104,625

1982 44,026 49,738 53,150

1983 20,100 20,100 20,100

Total 319,734 3421743 409,650

For Fiscal Years 1976 through 1978 and in Fiscal Year 1983, projected expendi-

tures will be low relative to the 1979 throw jh 1982 Fiscal Year period.

2.5.1.3 Manpower Summary for Construction/Activation

Direct employment for the Construction/Activation phase of the Shuttle Program

proposed for Vandenberg will arise from expenditures of funds from two appro-

priations categories, namely, the construction portion of the construction

and design category and the entire activation category. Figure 2.5-C

sumarises this expected employment distribution on a Fiscal Year basis.
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FIGURE 2.5-C. Annual direct labor required for construction

and planning and activation categories for
Shuttle project.

Construction employment will consist of about 57 percent craft labor and

43 percent supervision, inspection, and overhead (SIOH), and the peak labor

force will be required in Fiscal Year 1980. Activation labor will be required

from Fiscal Years 1976 through 1983 and will include contractor personnel

involved in ground support system planning.

The total direct labor requirements of this phase for Vandenberg and/or Port

Hueneme for any particular year can be determined from Figure 2.5-C by sum-

ming the appropriate combination of construction and planning/activation bar-

graphed data. Thus, in Fiscal Year 1980 (the peak program year), the direct

labor requirement will total 1,995 manyears. Ninety percent of the employment
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opruiyfor that yerwill ocu at Vadneg n the ~not potion of SantaI

Barbara County (referred to as the North County). North County employment will

reach a peak in 1981. Peak employment at Port Hlueneme will occur in Fiscal YearI 1980.
2.5.2 OPERATIONS

The operation of the STS at Vandenberg will reduce, and eventually eliminate,

I activities associated with the Titan III unmanned nonrecoverable space launch

I program. Preliminary plans have been developed to phase out expendable launch

vehicle programs. The Shuttle. may be used exclusively as operational maturity
is gained and actual capabilities of the STS are demonstrated.

f 2.5.2.1 Operations Implementation ScheduleA

Full operation of the Space Shuttle from Vandenberg is projected to begin in

i. Fiscal Year 1983. Operations will continue as long as the STS is technologicai.Ly

and economically viable, with the annual launch rate depending on the economiee

ofTh operation at any particular time.

Teschedule of launches currently planned for the Shuttle at Vandenberg is

~; I summarized in Table 2.5.2-1 along with the winding down of the expendable

launch program. The first Shuttle launch, schedule for 1983, is categorized

as part of the activation portion of the Construction/Activation phase discussed

in Section 2.5.1. The remaining launches are to be part of the Operations phase
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Table 2.5.2-1. PLANNED SPACE SHUTTLE LAUNCH SCHEDULE AT

VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE

Expendable vehicleFiscal Year Shuttle launch rate luc ae

1980 7

1981 11

1982 8

1983 4 +1 o~ 6
* 11984 9 2

1985 13 2

1986 15

1987 18

1988 18

1989 15

1990 16

1991 17

aInitial activation launch (not part of Operations phase).

Four launches are scheduled f or Fiscal Year 1983, and nine are planned for

Fiscal Year 1984. From Fiscal Years 1985 through 1991, the average annual

launch rate is to be 16 missions per year. Excluding the Initial Operational

Capability (IOC) first launch scheduled for 1983, a total of 128 launches are H
initially planned as part of the Operations phase of the proposed action. The

transition from expendable vehicles to Shuttle Operations between 1983 and

1985 permits a shifting of personnel levels from one program to the other. I
2.5.2.2 Susmmary of Direct Costs for Operations

Estimates of the direct costs of operations are detailed in Table 2.5.2-2.

As noted, about $710 million (1975 dollars) in expenditures will be required

to support the 128 operational launches scheduled to occur at Vandenberg.

The projected funding buildup will begin from Fiscal Year 1983. Peak expendi-
4 tures of about $90 million will occur in Fiscal Years 1987 and 1988. On a

cost per launch basis, the higher values in the earlier years will be due

primarily to an anticipated need for more personnel to make the new system run

smoothly. In terms of 1983 program-year dollars, total operations expendi-

tures will equal almost $1.2 billion.
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Table 2.5.2-3 sumasrixes the antfc'pated annual distribution of operations

expenditures within the regionalized impact area (Santa Barbara County, the

Trt-County region, and the Five-County region). Inasmuch as all expenditures

are anticipated within the Five-County region, the annual totals for this

region equal the expected total annual expenditures shown in Table 2.5.2-2

for project operations. Approximately 72 percent of the total expenditures

are expected to occur in Santa Barbara County. Differences between expendi-

tures in Santa Barbara County and the Tri-Counties are small ($35 million total).

The only expenditures projected outside of Santa Barbara County are for consum-

ables and the Port Hueneme facilities; collectively, these expected costs amount

to about 28 percent of the total projected cost.

Table 2.5.2-3. PROJECTED REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF EXPENDITURES
(in thousands of 1975 dollars) RESULTING FROM
THE OPERATIONS PHASE OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM
AT VANDENBERG

Impact'region

Fiscal Year Santa Barbara Trn-County Five-County
County region region

1983 28,578 29,820 35,500

1984 48,328 50,367 61,800

1985 65,048 67,989 86,500

1986 64,796 67,869 87,800
1987 63,020 68,234 89,900

1988 63,110 68,324 89,900

1989 63,100 68,300 87,600

1990 62,057 67,184 88,400

1991 60,091 65,056 85,600

Total 518,128 553,143 713,000

1 2.5.2.3 Manpower Summary of Operations

Figure 2.5-D summarizes the expected employment distribution at Vandenberg

and Port Hueneme on a Fiscal Year basis. A constant number of 98 jobs is pco-

jected for Port Hueneme beginning in 1985, with 31 manyears in Fiscal Year 1983,
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and 63 manyears for Fiscal Year 1984. At Vandenberg, however, job numbers

are expected to reach 1,585 in Fiscal Year 1985.

The personnel that will be involved in operations and maintenance during the

operating period will be split into two shifts. The makeup of the 1,585 man

force estimated for Fiscal Xbear 1985 is shown in Table 2.5.2-4. Direct

labor constitutes 88 percent of the total with management and administrative

support making up the remaining 12 percent.
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3.0 DISCRIPTION OF THE EXISTING ENVIRONMENT

The following section presents a description of the existing environment.

I:nformation presented herein provides the foundation for the analysis of

environmental J pacts presented in Section 5.

This section divides the environment into two general categories. The physical,

chemical, biological, and archaeological characteristics of the existing

environment are described in Section 3.1, and the socioeconomic characteristics

are described in Section 3.2. It should be recognized that these two sections

are not Independent of each other. For example, archaeological material that

exists on Vandenberg constitutes a physical resource and is discussed in

Section 3.1; however, the actual importance of this resource is related to its

cultural value. Many aspects of the social and economic environment either

are or have beeu shaped by the physical character of the region, and vice

versa,

The information presented in the following sections can be considered an

Inventory of various characteristics of the existing environment. However,

it is also an analysis of the Important interrelationships 
that are acting in r

the existing environment. Such an analysis is necessary to understand how the

proposed action might affect these relationships.
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3.1 PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL, AND ARCAEOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT

Most of the impacts discussed in Section 5 will affect only the Tri-County

region. Many of these Impacts will focus on areas smaller than the total

region because the extent of an area described in relation to one impact may

vary slightly from another affected area and because different impacts affect

different ranges of study areas. Most of the following discussion, therefore,

centers on the Vandenberg and Port Hueneme areas, including the Lompoc Valley,

Burton Mesa, lower Santa Maria Valley, and the Oxnard coastal plain areas.

3.1.1 TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOMORPHOLOGY

3.1.1.1 Topography

Mainland. The project region lies in parts of the southern Coast Range and

Transverse Range, 2 of 11 major geomorphic provinces in California.

The rugged Coast Ranges extend from sea level to maximum elevations of 6,000

to 7,000 feet, averaging about 2,000 to 4,000 feet, and are separated by short,

narrow valleys. Near Santa Barbara and Ventura Counties, the north-northwest

trending Coast Ranges abut the east-west trending' Transverse Ranges. A topo-

graphic map of the Vandenberg area is presented as Figure 3.1.1-A.

Two main flood-plain valleys, the Santa Maria and Lompoc-Santa Ynez, lie

between the two provinces and are separated by Burton Mesa, the Purisima Hills,

and the Casmalia Hills. The Santa Maria Valley flood plain ranges from an

elevation of 300 feet on its eastern end to sea level at the coast. The

elevation of the Lompoc-Santa Ynez Valley near Lompoc (about 10 miles from

the coast) is approximately 100 feet.

Vandenberg Air Force Base is located on Burton Mesa, which is about 400 feet

in elevation. South of the Base, the east-west trending Santa Ynez Mountains

(the western edge of the Transverse Ranges) form a narrow, continuous range

parallel to the coast. Mount Tranquillon, the highest point on the Base

• 342t
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(elevation 2,150 feet), is part of the Santa Ynez range. At the north end of

the Base are the Casmalia Hills, with an elevation of approximately 1,600

feet. The Purisima Hills, east of the Base, rise to approximately 1,500 feet

in elevation.

Port Hueneme lies south of the Santa Ynez Mountains on the flood plain of the]

Ventura and Santa Clara Rivers.

Coastal. Coastal terraces, rocky promontories, high sea cliffs, extensive sand

dunes, and wide beaches are all found in the coastal area from Port San Luis

to Point Mugu. North of Vandenberg, the coastline from Monterey Bay to Point

Sal is generally rocky with high cliffs and numerous rocky promontories. South

of Vandenberg, a coastal terrace generally lies between the Santa Ynez Mountains

and the shoreline from Point Conception to Rincon Point. From here to the city

of Ventura the terrace disappears, and the flat, low-lying depositional flood

plain of the Ventura and Santa Clara Rivers spreads from Ventura to Point Mugu.

ijt '
The following is a brief outline of the prominent features along the Vandenberg

coastal region, from Point Sal in the north to the Sudden Ranch in the south,

covering approximately 35 miles of coastline:

(1) Point Sal to Purisima Point--the rocky headland to Point Sal
. is over 1 mile long and rises to elevation 1,625 feet about

3 miles inland; the long, shallow cuspate beach with sand
dunes extending inland is fully open to prevailing swells.
About 4 miles south of Point Sal is Lions Head, a rocky
reef extending 0.3 mile offshore.

(2) Purisima Point to Point Pedernales--Purisima Point is low
and rocky, with reefs extending southeast for 0.3 mile; its
north side has extensive inland dunes. The long, shallow
cuspate beach stretches to Bear Creek. Ocean Beach is
about 4 miles south of Purisima Point and extends to Point
Pedernales. The Santa Ynez River mouth at the north end
of Ocean Beach is usually blocked by a natural sand bar that
acts as a barrier forming a small inland lagoon; the barrier
remains intact except during heavy stream flow. Intertidal
and offshore rocks lie at Honda Canyon just north of Point
Pedernales.

(3) Point Pedernales to Point Arguello--this area has rockbound,

4-•; coastal cliffs that extend south for 2.5 miles. Point
Arguello is narrow, rocky, overhangs the water's edge, and

3-5
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is divided by gullies on the north and south sides; there
is a large tidepool area with scattered rocks and boulders I
at the headland; irregular ridges, shallow offshore reefs,
and exposed rocks modify the surf. 4

(4) Point Arguello Boathouse (south of Point Arguello) to Point
Conception-beaches and exposed bedrock lie along the base
of rocky cliffs.

Topographic features in the immsediate vicinity of the proposed shallow draft

harbor site include narrow beaches; a small jetty which extends a few hundred
yards offshorr; rocky coauLal cliffs; a small, gently sloping terrace; and

the nearby foothills of the Santa Ynez Hountains. A photograph of the area

depicting these features is presented In Figure 3.1.1-Aa,

This site is on a terrace adjacent to the existing buildings of the (abandoned)

Coast Guard life boat station and extends onto the rocky beach and shallow

aemiprotected area on the lee side of the existing jetty. The terrace in this

area slopes north-south from the foothills to the sea cliff at a rate of about

6 feet in elevation per 100 feet horitontally. The cliff itself is about 40

to 60 feet in height. Large talus cones are present in many areas along itst

base. Below the cliff are rocky intertidal zones sepaxrated by an occasional

narrow beach. The embayment area behind the existing jetty is shallow (less

than about 12 feet in depth) with occasional outcrops of bedrock and boulders

protruding through sand covered bottom, A narrow, steep, and unpaved road

cut extends from the terrace adjacent to existing structures to the Boathouse

behind the jetty.

Submarine. The bathymetry or submarine topography of the offshore area from

Port San Luis to Point Mugu is shown in Figure 3.1.1-B. From Pismo Beach south

to Point Conception, the continental shelf between the 600-foot depth contour

and the shoreline is approximately 10 to 15 miles wide. A series of submarine

J icanyons occurs on the continental slope about 5 miles west of Point Arguello,

where the continental shelf narrows and turns into the Santa Barbara Channel.
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The Santa Barbara-Oxnard Shelf trends northwest-southeast and is about 25 mile~s

long, with a maximum width of about 16 miles. The total area from Point

Conception past Port Hueneme that is shallower than 325 feet is approximately

300 square miles.I

Offshore Islands. The Channel Islands lie on an east-west axis 19 to 27 miles

from the mainland. The major islands adjacent to the Santa Barbara coast

consist of San Miguel, Santa Rosa, and Santa Cruz. To the east of Santa Cruz

Island on this east-west axial line lie the Anacapa Islands. The Anacapa

Islands, along with Santa Barbara Island, form the major part of the Channel

Islands National Monument.

San Miguel, the westernmost island, has an area of 14 square miles. It is the

smallest and flattest island of the three and is approximately 4 miles wide

and 10 miles long, attaining a maximum height of 831 feet. Prominent rocky

headlands dominate the eastern half of this windswept island. High, rocky

cliffs occur in the western part of the island.

Santa Rosa Island lies about 4 miles to the southeast of San Miguel Island

and attains a maximum height of 1,040 feet. It is approximately 17 miles

long, 10 miles wide, and has an area of 84 square miles. Santa Rosa Island is the
most rugged island of the three and has well-developed beaches on its eastern

shore and steep canyons on its northern and southern shores.

Approximately 8 miles to the east of Santa Rosa Island lies Santa Cruz Island.

It is the largest of the islands, with an area of 96 square miles, and is

approximately 24 miles long and 8 miles wide. The shore is composed mainly

of bold, rocky cliffs, some rising 500 feet from the sea. Generally, beaches

are small and limited to those found at the mouths of canyons, but some

larger stretches of sandy beach do occur along the western edge of the island.

In the west-central part of Santa Cruz Island is a central valley that runs

from the mountainous central part of the island almost due westward to the

coast.
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Santa Barbara Island, with an area of about 1 square mile, and tiny Sutil

Island nearby, are about 100 miles southeast of Point Conception. Both are

composed of basaltic lava flows that have been cut into steep cliffs as high

as 500 feet. There are no benches on either island.

S3.1.1.2 ',omorphology

The Transverse Rangets and the Coast Ranges provinces (see Figure 3.1.1-C) in

Santa Barbarat County have complex geoitorphic histories. Mountain building

processes are still occurring in the region. Expressions of extensive folding

and faulting are common. .1

I Many landforms follow the underlying geologic structure, indicating that

erosion in some areas has not yet altered the topographic expression of the

underlying geologic formations. In the San Rafiiel Mountains, however, where

folding may be much older than in other areas near Vandenberg, topography does

not conform closely to the underlying structure (for example, Cachuma Mountain

is synclinal).

ridges, mountains, and V-shaped canyons. The hilly areas, such as the lower
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3.1.2 GEOLOGXY

The following discussion of regional geology is intended to provide an overview

of the Tri-County arva, i with emphas is on Vandtnberg Air Fort'ce Base and

immediate ly adjacent area,

3.1.2.1 Surface Geology

The surface geology around Vandenberg reflects the existence of two geomorphic

provinces, tihe southern Coast Ranges and thL Transverse Ranges, and two major

stratigraphic provinces, tihe Santa Ynez Mountains and th, Santa Maria Basin

(see Figure 3.1.2-A). Extensive folding and faulting throughout the area

formed four general structural provines,

(1) Santa Ynez Mountain uplift--rock units uplifted along the
Santa Ynez fault and subsequently folded.

(2) Lompoc Lowland--an area of low relief, comprising Burton
*Mesa and Lompoc Valley.

(3) Los Alamos syncline--a deep syncline traversing Los Alamos
and Upper Santa Ynez Valleys.

(4) San Rafael Mountain uplift--mountains uplifted by faulting.

The Channel Island are geologically the westward extension of the Santa Monica

Mountains and have been separated from the. mainland for at least 100,000 years

or longer. During this period these northern Channel Islands were probably A
interconnected and did not finally separate until the most recent interglacial

period, about 18,000 years ago.

The surface geology of the three major islands exhibits more evidence of

volcanic activity than appears on the mainland. The small islands of Santa

Barbara and Sutil are composed entirely of basaltic lava flows that have been

cut into steep cliffs along the coastline, Santa Cruz Island possesses a

wider variety of rock types than most of the Santa Barbara County mainland.

3-
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Much of the coast of Santa Crus Island consists of volcanic rock, although

extensive stretches of coastal cliffs are formed from the Monterey Formation.

The coastal cliffs on Santa Rosa Island are also cut from the Monterey Forma-

tion, but this island has a more varied lithography than the mainland coast or

Santa Crux Island. San Miguel Island has prominent rocky headlands on the

eastern half of tite island that are formed chiefly from volcanic rock. In the

western part of the island, the rocky cliffs are cut mostly from relatively

durable Cretaceous and early Tertiary sedimentary rock which is generally more
resistant and firaily cemented than that of the Monterey Formation.(72)

3.1.2.2 Subsurface Geology

The Santa Ynez Mountains and the Santa Maria Basin, stratigraphic provinces

south and north, respectively, of Vandenberg, are roughly divided by the
V Casmalia and Solomon Hills and presumably overlie the Franciacan ForMation

basement rock. The formations that make up the Santa Ynez Mountains were

deposited in the Santa Barbara embayment during Cretaceous to Pliocene time.
The Santa Maria Basin was formed during the Miocene and was heavily sedimented

throughout the Pliocene and Pleistocene.

The subsurface geology of the Channel Islands is similar in some respects to
that of the mainland, despite the fact that these inslands are assumed to be a

geological extension of the Santa Monica Mountains located south of the study
area, The Monterey Formation appears on the islands of Santa Crux and Santa

Rosa. On Santa Rose Island most of the coastal cliffs are cut from the
Monterey Formation, which has a more varied lithography here than on the main-

land coast or on Santa Crux Island. In addition to the typical siliceous and

diatomaceous shales usually present in this rock unit, it includes a coarser-

grained sandstone, breccia, and conglomerate, plus a considerable thickness

of tuffaceous rock indicating a more voluminous contribution from volcanic 1
sources than is characteristic of the mainland Monterey rocks.( 7 2 )
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S3.1.2.3 Soils

Soil composition and thickness in the project region vary widely because of

differences in slope gradients and underlying rock types. The primary con- I
stituent of soils on the Base is Pleistocene terrace deposits of sand and

alluvium. Extensive soil borings have proven these to be predominantly silty

sand. A generalized soiL map for the immediate Vandenberg area is shown on

Figure 3.1.2-B.

The composition of the alluvial soils on the Base ranges from very young

I active dune sands and soils found along stream channels and flood plains, to

older, strongly developed claypan soil. The loose surface soils on the Base

range from 2 Zo 4 feet in depth and are overly cemented materials that prevent

adequate drainage and cause stands of water during heavy rainfall (especially

on Burton Mesa, near the Vandenberg runway).

The major soils of the northern and central Vandenberg areas are the well-

"drained shaley clay loam and silty clays on the uplands; the somewhat poorly

drained to moderately well-drained sands and loamy sands on terraces, coastal

dunes and sandy beaches; and the well-drained to somewhat poorly drained sandy

loam. to silty clay loams and excessively drained sands normally found on mesas

and dunes.

Soils in the South Vandenberg area generally include deep, permeable, and

agriculturally productive soils of alluvial fans; poorly drained, dark-colored

soils found in basin areas; compact, slowly permeable, highly erodable soils

of old terrace deposits; coastal beaches; dune sand; excavated land; fill; and

tidal marshes.

Two significant soil associations occur in the immediate area of Port Hueneme--

the Camarillo-Hueneme-Pacheco and the Riverwash-Sandy alluvial land-Coastal

beaches group. Both are found on level to moderately sloping lands such as

alluvial fans, in basin areas, and on plains.
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A map of the various agile series present on and adjacent to the Point Arguello

terrace is presented in Figure 3.1.2-Ba. The predominant soils on this terrace

are members of the Arguello series. These soils formed on old alluvial fans

and stream terraces from materials washed from Santa Lucia soils. In accordanceI
with Figure 3.1.2-B, they would be classified as members of the Shedd-Santa

Lucia-Diablo association. Other soils in the immediate area of the site

include members of the Elder, Baywood, Sorrento, Montezuma, Jalama, Watsonville,

and Tangair series. Some areas consist'of rough, broken lands where no true

soil cover exCists.

The soils on the Arguello terrace vary in their capacity to support vegetation

(typically annual grassesi, herbs, shrubs, arnd a few trees). Although some of

these soils have limited value for agricultural production, those of the

Arguello and Elder series (the predominant soils of the site area) are suitableI
for a wide range of crops, provided that irrigation is employed.

The siasoitosof the Chne sad r iia otoeofte

mainland. Beach and dune sands predominate on the coasts, especially on the

north shore of San Miguel Island, the east and west shores of Santa Rosa

Island, and the north shores of Santa Cruz Island, and the Anacapa Group.

Terrace soils appear on San Miguel Island and along the north and south shores

of Santa Cruz Island. Soils derived from volcanic rock appear on all three

main islands, particularly on Santa Cruz and San Miguel. The central valley

of western Santa Cruz Island contains alluvial soils. Rough, broken, and

stony land predominantly occurs on rugged Santa Rosa Island.

Parts of San Miguel Island are landscaped with deposits of calcium carbonate,A
called "caliche," which have formed In the shape of tree trunks. These

deposits, formed thousands of years ago, are very fragile, despite their

mineralized compositon.
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All three of the nearby Channel Islands have been faulted to some degree.

Faulting on San Miguel Island has been minor, but major faults cross Santa

Rosa Island and Santa Cruz Island.

Preliminary studies by the California Division of Mines and Geology indicate

that In the inland portion of Vandenberg, the probable maximum intensity of
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1 3.1.2.4 Geologic Hazards

Significant geologic hazards can occur in the immediate project area. These
include earthquakes, soil liquefaction, landslides and soil creep, expansive
soils (all discussed in this section), tsunamis (see Section 3.1.4.4), and

flooding (see Section 3.1.3.1).

Seismic Hazards. Major earthquakes in the Santa Barbara County area were

recorded as early as 1769. Since that time a major earthquake has occurred in

this area about every 15 to 20 years. Although Vandenberg is located in a

historically earthquake-susceptible area, no damage has been recorded at the

Base. (138)

Near the project area, strong shaking and major damage from earthquakes have

occurred several times since the quake of 1769, which is the earliest definitely
dated earthquake in California.

The major east-west fault in the Vandenberg area, the Santa Ynez, extends from

the upper Santa Ynez River, westward along the north slope of the Santa Ynez

range near Gibraltar Reservoir, to Gaviota Pass. Here the fault branches,

with the south branch extending out to sea approximately two miles west of

Gaviota Beach. The north branch continues westward and joins the Pacifico

fault (see Figure 3.1.2-C).

The Honda fault is important because of its proximity to SLC-6 (about 1.5

miles away). However, this fault, which roughly parallels Honda Creek from the

coast east for about 7 miles, is classified as inactive.

Nine faults in the Santa Barbara County are considered active (movement in the

last 11,000 years): Big Pine extension, Graveyard-Turkey Trap, Mesa, More

Ranch, Nacimiento, Pacifico, Santa Cruz Island, Santa Rosa Island, and Santa

Ynez. (72)Wth the possible exception of the Big Pine extension, none of
these faults extend on Vandenberg.
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earthquakes would be VII to VIII on the Hodifled Mercalli scale. Earthquakes

of this intensity would be felt by all persons in the area and damago would be

expected to range from moderate to considerable in ordinary well-built structures.

However, much of the coastal zone (including SLC-6 and Port Hueneme) and the

Channel Islands could expect earthquakes with higher probable maximum intensities

of IX or X. Earthquakes of this intensity would destroy most masonry and frame

structures.

Other Hazards. Soil liquefaction and landslides and soil creep may cause

significant hazards on Vandenberg. Soil liquefaction occurs when the soil
looses its shear resistance and flows like a viscous fluid as a result of

the loss of intergranular pressure. It occurs in saturated granular soils and

can be induced by earth tremors. Soils typically prone to liquefaction are
found along beaches, river mouths, estuaries, and below the water table within

the project region. The complete loss of a soil's integrity during liquefaction

can result in dramatic failure of strutoures construct. d on these soils. A•Lhough

no data were available concerning damages by soil creep or landsliding on

Vandenberg, landslides and mass earth movements have damaged structures and

caused significant problems in Santa Barbara County.( 7 2 ) The potential for damage
does exist on Vandenberg and immediately adjacent areas; however, areas where

evidence of landsliding and soil creep can be found are generally steep and

undeveloped, and will not be affected by planned Shuttle activities.

4
3.1.3 WATER RESOURCES/pUALITY

3.1.3.1 Surface Water

Surface water supplies in the Vandenberg area are limited by seasonal stream

flow, and Vandenberg presently does not use surface water for domestic purposes.

However, in Santa Barbara County, water is stored in the upper Santa Ynez Valley

in Jameson Lake, Gibraltar Reser-'oir, and Cachuma Reservoir and exported pri-

marily to the Goleta, Suvmmrland, Montecito, and Carpinteria areas.

Fresh water occurs in small permanent lakes, streams, and ponds in the Vandenberg

area. The five lakes in the area have a combined volume of slightly over 200
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acre-feet; they are Punchbowl Lake (covering 13.6 acres), Mod III Lake

(covering 9.6 acres), and Upper, Middle, and Lower Canyon Lakes (covering a
(16)

combined area of 27.3 acres).

Three major streams, San Antonio Creek, the Santa Ynez River, and the Santa
Maria River, plus n~umerous small creeks drain surface runoff in the area (seeI

Figure 3.1.3-A). The flow in all the streams is seasonal; high discharge

flobding may occur from November through May, and little or no discharge occurs

in most streams during dry months.

San Antonio Creek, the smallest of the three major streams, is about 28 miles

long, drains about 154 square miles, and terminates in a small freshwater lagoon

on the coast. Small tributaries carry stormwater runoff to the creek from

Burton Mesa and the eastern part of Vandenberg Air Force Base.%
II, -\ I
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A
The watershed of the Santa Yneu River Is about 70 miles long and between 8 and

20 miles wide, draining an area of about 900 square miles, The average flow

rate of the river is about 51.5 cfs. The basin can be separated into the

following five distinct subareas based on hydrologic and topographic charac-

teristics:

(1) The headwater subarea contains the storage reservoirs--
Jameson Lake, Gilbraltar Reservoir, and Cachuma Reservoir.
About two-thirds of the precipitation in the total valley
occurs in this subarea.

(2) The Santa ¥nes, Buellton, and Santa Rita subareas lie be- I
tween Lompoc and Cachuma Reservoir. Data from a gauging
station on Salsipuedes Creek, one of the tributaries of
the Santa Ynez, range from a frequent minimum discharge
of 0 to the maximum recorded flow of 11,400 cubic feet per
second (cfs) that occurred in March 1962. The river itself
shows a similar pattern, ranging from no surface flow during
the dry months to a maximum of 100,000 cfs that occurred
during the January 1969 flood.

(3) The Lompoc subarea extends from State Highway 1 to the

Pacific Ocean. Much of the South Vandenberg area drains
to the Santa Ynez River through small tributaries, such as
Santa Lucia Creek, in this subarea.

The Santa Maria River located north of the Base, has a drainage area of about

1,740 square miles. Its average annual flow is about 33.4 cfs. The Santa

Maria River bisects the Santa Maria Valley ana meets the coast near Point Sal.

The smaller streams of importance include:

(1) Shuman Creek--9 miles long; drains about 21 square miles;
no water quality data available.

(2) Caftada Tortuga--intermittent creek about 2 miles long,
drains south and west side of Vandenberg airfield; no data
available on precise drainage area, discharge, or water
quality.

(3) Bear Creek--drains only a few square miles; no data on

discharge available.

(4) Cafiada Honda Creek--over 8 miles long; discharge data
available from 8.47 of 12 square miles drained; flow has
ranged from 0 in dry months to peak of 2,120 cfs in
February 1962; summer flow comes from seeps and springs
along canyon walls.
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(5) Jalaen Creek--about 10 miles long; drains about 24 square
miles; water flow data not available; has a small lagoon
at its mouth.

(6) Numerous small ephemeral crooks--southern slopes of Santa
Ynes Mountains; typically drain about 1 square mile;

typical slopes about 0.01 ft/ft, all confined within
steep canyon walls.

Streams in the area can flood during heavy precipitation, and the general
slope of creek drainages contributes to rapid runoff and peak discharge to

the ocean. However, little data are available on floods outside developed
areas. Recently, the Santa Yneo River flood of January 26, 1969 had a peak

discharge of 100,000 cfa. A smaller subsequent flood on February 25, 1969
had a peak flow of 70,000 cfs.(144) Both of these floods caused damage, but

floods of these magnitudes are rare. Figure 3.1.3-B shows the approximate
1OO-yoar flood-plain boundary for the Santa ¥nez River below Lompoc. Water•
velocities averaging as high as 11 feet per second (fps) in the channel were

•I COWuLad rti such a flood.

3.1.3.2 Groundwater

_iccurrence. Several rock formations in the region provide groundwater for

local wells. In the Santa Wnoe upland area, the Paso Robles Formation yields

water to numerous moderate capacity wells, and, in the Lompoc area, it supplies
water to a few wells with fair yields. A few wells penetrate to the Orcutt

sand In the Lompoc valley and terrace areas. Terrace deposits in the Santa
Ynex upland yield moderate supplies to wells. Young alluvium of the valley

floors (%'..ýurring downstream from the San Lucas Bridge) are the principal

water source in the Lompoc valley and plain. Finally, the loose, unconsolidated

river cbnnel deposits supply a few wells in and upstream from the Buellton

area,

Activities at Vandenberg are concentrated in the Lompoc subarea and the

western portion of the San Antonio basin. Here groundwater is supplied by a

combination of rainfall, excess irrigation water, connate water, and sub-
surface inflow from adjacent areas.
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V
Precipitation varies from a mean annual value of about 14 inches near the coast
to about 40 inches in the headwaters of the Santa Ynez River basin. For the
Lompoc plain area, less than 8 percent of the precipitation is potential
recharge to groundwater, and the rest is lost by evapotranspiration.(6

Most water pumped from the Lompoc subarea is used for irrigation. These waters
percolate back into local aquifers and form a major source of recharge. The
amount of pumped water used for irrigation has decreased from over 90 percent[ ~ in 1957 to less than 60 percent in 1965, which could indicate greater storage

depletion in the future. (26) However, the total amount of water pumped for all
purposes has increased.

Most of the annual recharge in the Lompoc terrace (south of the Santa Ynez
River from La Salle Canyon to the ocean) is supplied by a limited amount of
precipitation falling directly on the sufc. Although the aquifer in
this area is in hydraulic continuity with groundwater in the Santa Ynez Valley,
water levels are much higher than in the Santa Ynez Valley. The we er
generally moves away from the terrace to the north and west, occasionally

Iii discharging into Bear Creek Canyon and Lompoc Canyon.

Use. Currently, Santa Barbara County's water resources are derived from about
80 percent groundwater anid 20 percent surface sources. 56  An overdraft is

occurrin in the Lompoc plain area, however, both the valley and plain are
sources of supply for Vandenberg. Groundwater use in the San Antonio Valley

is 0,00 are-eetperyear compared with the supply of 14,500 acre-feet per
year. On teLompoc plain, about 16,000 acre-feet per year are used and

1540acre-feet per year are supplies.

All Vandenberg water is supplied from aquifers underlying the Base and vicinity.
In the Santa Ynez River area, four wells were operated in 1975, yielding a
total 4,430 acre-feet per year. This amounts to almost 30 percent of the

current use of the Lamp:: plain supply.J

South Vandenberg's water comes from aquifers in the Lompoc terrace. Average
1975 yield was 230 acre-feet per year from two wells. Recharge to the aquifer
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Is unknown; however. the usable groundwater in storage is an estimated 60,000
acre-feet. (2~)Assuming the groundwater basin exctends over an area of 4,800

acres and the average specific yield is 12 percent, the water table decline

would be about 0.40 foot per year. (2)This value is close to the rate of
0.375 foot per year reported by Vandenberg.(18I

The Base also receives water from wells along San Antonio Creek. In 1975 two

wells produced a total yield of 2,580 acre-feet per year. Based on the total

annual use of 10,000 acre-feet per year, Vandenberg is withdrawing over one-HI
fourth of this amount.

3.1.3.3 Water Quality

IAll streams in the Vandenberg region generally show highly mineralized water
as a result of groundwater inflow and irrigation return flows. Table 3.1.3-1I and Table 3.1.3-2 present water quality data for the San Antonio and Santa '

Ynez Rivers, respectively. These table. reflect typical water properties inA
the site area. High dissolved solids (usually over 500 ppm) and high hardness

are comsmon. Smaller streams in the Point Arguello area have somewhat higher
water quality than the major streams. In these smaller streams, TDS, salinity,

and chloride concentrations range from 25 to 650 parts per million (ppm), from

240 to 1,270 ppm, and from 46t 8 prespectively.() In addition,

water originating at high elevations in the area generally has lower mineralrconcentrations. It is to be noted that surface waters of San Antonio Creek

and the Santa Ynez River below Cachuma Lake are not used for domestic purposes.

Generalized groundwater quality data in the San Antonio Creek and Lompoc areas

are shown on Table 3.1.3-3 and Table 3.1.3-4. Groundwater In the Vandenberg

area is high in dissolved solids, chloride, sulfates, and hardness. For
drinking water purposes, maximum levels of 500, 250, and 250 mg/l are
recommended for TDSO chloride, and sulfate, respectively.

Water quality data for the area offshore of Vandenber-g is shown on Table
3.1.3-5. The locations of sample station& are presented on Figure 3.1.3-c.

(Stations 5 and 6 are located imediately offshore of Ocean Beach.) The
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Table 3.1.3-3. QUALITY OF GROUNDWATER SUPPLY AT VAFB FROM LOMPOC

AREA, JAN4UARY 1975

Lo~ooSource
__ _L.ompoc plain_ _ Lompoc terrace

Call•a L0 55

,eieatn s 4•0 20

Sodium 140 90

Su•fate 230 94

Chlortde 260 L3O

T abge1de 0.1 S .P 3i

Inran 0,49 6,6o

,Mantanes 0. 50 0.03

Dissolved sold 1'., .110 $33

TotaI hardness 590 230

alka•linity 286 16 7

phi 7.2 7,1

'%/l, ,exceptd pit.

efrance: U.S. A :: .ore*, Vandenberg Air po ge ease, Air9.

Table 3.1.3-4. QUALITY OF DOMESTIC WATER SUPPLY AT VAFB FROM
SAN ANTONIO BASIN GROUNDWATER

Constitu•ents ConcentrC ation

M apoilus, 14

Sodiumt 60

Sulf'ate 71

Chloride 72

fluoride 0.r2

Irm• 0.20

,Manjan~ 0.0s

Dissolved solids 432

Total hardness 230

PH 7,.3 .

Referencet U,$, Air iroTce.,.Vandenberg AiLr force
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TABLE 3.1.3-5. COASTAL WATER QUALITY IN THEl PROJECT REGION

5 0,4 ,5 3.6 3,6F's V. 4 1.5 . 1I

t.. 410 41,V11

4.. 33 6.tq1*~34, 6 .0 19.0 1416A 111.1 .1. WO, 1 .0

""10 seo, "to tel 1 0 -11 'Il -1. -

6 - 1 - -l3 - -, 7

ow It -I'

.6:.,6 9.61 0. 0 9.30. 0.10

.6P1 01 ,56 336 O S 3, .3 N 01 1 6. 19 - pe 01

ft ,-*.. poll., 0t -1 . -1 66? 9 0 , 6.1 3 .3

ro T~5W v60 .0' -01 - -. 1 0
01,4.3 roll 30. 3.6 V11,0 "A. 1"A. 604 6.3 0.S 6.3 6. 0111

at-44. 36 .30.16 6.610 .12 !!%. . 1.6 2. 0

"ISsn""t vla3Wss 6wd C19901, top]

2. STMR ANT ABR

VANUR VADNEG

SANSNT SANTABARAI

RSANT CUZ1

025 so

References: Williams and Clegern, 1973.(t4
Rodrigue. at al, 1974 and 1976.~~ 9 12
Southern California Coastal Water Research Project, 1973.

FIGURE 3.1.3-C. Coastal water quality data locations.
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marine environment in the vicinity of Point Arguello Is essentially pristine,

and sources of man-induced pollutants are insignificant. The embayiiient water

quality, as indicated in Table 3.1.2-5, Station 8, does not reflect contamin-

ation. No beneficial uses of coastal water are impaired. Under natural

conditions, nutrients, oxygen depletion, and turbidity may be locally

increased by periodic surface runoff and sea conditions.
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3.1.4 OCRANOGRAPHY J
3.1.4.1 Currents and Circulation

Two principal currents affect the Vandenberg coastal area: the offshore

California current (resulting in part from the general clockwise [anticyclonic]

winds), with an average velocity of 0.25 to 0.5 knot, and the counterclockwise

Southern California countercurrent that prevails in the Santa Barbara Channel

southeast of Point Conception and north of the Channel Islands (see Figure
3.1i.4-A).

POINT CONCEPTION

30 SANTA MONICA

'~SAN DIEGO

3 24 , LEGEND:3 E.NSEN&AD

"-DEPTH IN METERS , //

APPROXIMATE
DIRECTION OF FLOW N%

0 100 200

30' Miles

124" 122 120 118 116 w

Reference: Jones, 1971.

FIGURE 3.1,4-A. Surface circulation in the Southern California Bight.(0 to 100 m)
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The surface current over the Santa Rarbara-Port Hueneme shelf area is generally -
part of the Southern California countercurrent. Studies in this area indicate

that the currents are complex (with mid-depth and bottom current speeds often
exceeding surface speeds)* Currents over the inner shelf are predominantly

parallel to shore, and current speeds are higher in the winter than in summer. I
Currents near Port Hueneme are strongly influenced by a submarine canyon iI
extending from the harbor entrance. Currents inside the harbor are believed
to be dominated by wind generated local circulations f *

The Roathouse area Is protected by Point Arguello to the west and Point
Conception to the southeast. Hence, wave access is limited to headings between West
and Southeast. High swells occur in the area as a result of severe storms

approaching from the south. Observations made on an offshore drilling plat-

form off Gaviota during the year of 1970 showed that the maximum wave height

was 14 feet with wave period of 10 to 12 seconds for a severe storm from the II
south. 1 8 ) "

S3.1,4.2 Tides ' 11

Sea level vw-.iations are primarily caused by tides. Significant meteorologically

induced tid&a fluctuations along the Vandenberg coastline are rare and thus
relativel4 -ý,important. Astronomical tides, however, do affect the area, and

they result from the passage of two harmonic tidal components, one with a
period of 12.5 hour's Aid the other of 25 hours. This tidal fluctuation usually

consists of two highs and lovs daily.

Tide-level statistics from Los Angeles to Avila (north of Vandenberg) show little
variation. However, because the Los Angeles tide station has the longest period

of record (53 years), the tidal elevations at this station are considered most

reliable and are believed to correlate well with levels along Vandenberg. Tide- I

level statistics for Los Angeles are shown in Table 3.1.4-1, Tides are semi-
diurnal at Point Arguello and other locations on the California Coast. Tide

elevation data presented in Table 3.1,4-1 for Los Angeles# California should
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be multiplied by a correction factor of 0.96 for application to the Point

Arguello area.

3.1.4.3 Seas and Swells

According to reported data, 52 percent of the waves off the California shore

are from the northwest, 17 percent from the north, and 17 percent from the west.

Wave heights are less than 4 feet for 50 percent of the time and less than 7 I

feet for 85 percent of the time.( 1 5 1 )

Refraction analyses weze conducted for Ocean Beach and the Point Arguello Boat-

house area. At Ocean Beach, the nearshore wave energy comes largely from the

west and northwest, but Purisima Point shelters the area, thus reducing the wave
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Table 3.1.4-1. TIDAL ELEVATION DATA, LOS ANGELES, 1923 to 1975

114vetion
Tide IoainDate
Tide___ ___ ___(in feat) Da_ e _ _

Extrme high water +7.8 1/8/74

Mean higher high vater +5.4 N/A

mean see level +2.8 N/A

Mean lower low water 0 N/A ,=

Shtrema Low water -2.6 12/26/32
and12/17/33

MoNan diurnal range 5.4 N4/ !A

"al.eiod of reoord., 1923 throug 197.,*

Raference Summary of data from U.S. Department of Commece, 1975.1)

energy from both directions. At the Boathouse, the wave access is between the

vest and southeast, but Point Arguello shelters the site from predominantly

northwesterly waves.

The limited data available on the Santa Barbara-Port Hueneme area indicate that 11
half of the time the wave heights in the area are less than 2 feet.( 8 5  I
Because the submarine canyon at the entrautce to Port Hueneme disperses the in-

coming wave energy, wave conditions there are expected to be much less severe

than at other locations along this stretch of coastline.

No records of surf observations are available for the Vandenberg coastline;

however, at Pismo Beach, due north of Vandenberg, the mean surf height was j
2.67 feet. Other points in the Santa Barbara Channel area show that mean surf j
heights vary between 1.9 and 3.5 feet.( 1 4 3 ) The Vandenberg coastline between

Point Sal and Point Arguello is more exposed to northwestezly waves. Thus, it

is expected to experience higher surf than areas east of Point Conception that

show mean surf heights between 1.9 and 3.5 feet.
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3.1.4.4 Tsunamis Ii

Tsunamis (sea waves associated with of fshore earthquakes) along the Central and

Southern California coasts have not been well recorded and documented until

recently. Since 1946 only five significant tsunamis have been recorded and

each warn associated with distant earthquake epicenters. Tsunami flooding of

the Vandenberg coastline can occur in low-lying areas such as the mouth of the

Santa The: River. However, the recurrence intervals for tsunamis have not been

predicted for the VAFB coastline.

3.1.5 SEDIMENTOLOGY

3.1.5.1 Erosion and Transport

Inland Runoff. Erosion on Vandenberg and surrounding areas is a significant

problem because most local soils are highly susceptible to erosion. Severall

types of erosion are comon in the region; however, erosion caused by surface

runoff Is the most Important. Within the study area, the most important factors

influencing surface runoff are soil or vock characteristics, slope gradients,

and vegetative cover.

Rapid sheet flow on moderately sloping land has led to severe gullying on

some portions of Vandenberg. Recently, the use of off-road vehicles has been

restricted and a requirement for digging permits has been implemented to reduce

potential damage to soil and ground cover on Vandenberg.

Shoreline Bluff Erosion and Weathering. The erosion of sea cliffs is usually

caused by undercutting from ocean waves, slope failures, weathering, and seismic

actions. Estimates made by Bwnand Imnin 196 of shoreline bluff erosion

of fot pr yarorless. Estimates for cliff erosion from Point Con'-

ception east t icnPoint are about 1/2 fotpryear.(ll)
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River Transport. Two major rivers are the prime sources of sediment supply f or

the Vandenberg coastline: the Santa Maria and the Santa Yneu Rivers. Most

sediment Is brought down to the beaches during major floods, and much of this

material Is distributed along the adjacent beaches by waves.

Quantitative estimates of the sediment load in rivers are difficult to develop,

an~d investigators often obtain divergent results. Based on the U.S. Geological

Survey's stream gauging and sediment sampling data from October 1968 to

September 1971, a 1976 study estimated that the Santa Maria River carries

250,000 cu ydj'yr of sand to the beaches and that the Santa Ynez has a similar
sedientyield. (131)

Wind Transport. The well-developed sand dunes around Point Sal, Purisima

Point, and the lower Santa Ynez River suggest that onshore winds cause con-

siderable inland sand movement. Estimates of wind transport at Ocean Beach

idicate a net inland transport of about 3 cu yd/yr for each foot of beach

frn.This estimate generally applies to beaches between Point Sal and Point

Arguello. From Point Arguello to Point Conception, transport becomes negligible

because, with the change in shoreline orientation, the predominant winds blowI

Littoral Transport. The longehore sand transport, commonly called littoral

drift, is caused by waves striking the shoreline at an angle and thereby

generating a longshore component of wave energy. Along the Ocean Beach area,
(13l)~

the ntsoutherly littoral transport was an estimated 180,000 cu y/r

At the Boathouse area, the net transport was an estimated 152,000 cu yd/yr.

4These figures, however, can fluctuate significantly from year to year. T

Although the littoral drift for other parts of the Vandenberg coastline has

not been investigated in detail, it has been established that drift increases

eastward from Point Conception as the supply of littoral materials becomes

more available from local streams. (131) Dredging records at Santa Barbara

Harbor show that as much as 300,000 cu yd/yr of sand pass through the area.

4
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Offshore and Onshore Transport. On the California coast, the summer swells tend

to produce onshore transport and *and buildup on beaches, and the winter storm i
waves tend to generate offshore transport of 'beach material, resulting in more

eoded, steep beaches. Beach profile change. were surveyed north of the Santa
YnsRiver between November 1974 and June 1975.(ll The results show signif i-

cnt accretion from November to December and from January to February and *
significant erosion from December to January. Profile changes from February to

June were relatively minor. Monthly beach elevation changes reached a muaximum -

of 2 meters, while relative shoreline positions moved about 30 meters. Although

the survey did not include the summer months, the data indicate a typicalI

seasonal cycle of change.1

13.1.5.2 Sediment Budget

The net sediment balance will determine if Ak certain section of shoreline will

accrete, remain stable, or erode. A sediment budget toi a bookkeeping technique

that quantitatively describes the supply and demand of sediment material for

a specified reach of coastline. q

The sediment budget at the Ocean Beach area is complex and is not clearly

understood. The supply of littoral material from upcoast is an estimated
(131)70,000 cu yd/yr. The Santa Ynez River contributes an average of about

250,000 cu yd/yr of material. Because much of this sediment is transported to

the coast under flood conditions, an estimated 120,000 cu yd/yr would over-

shoot the shallow beach area and would be lost (at least temporarily) in

deeper water. The onshore wind transport for the Oce-an Beach area Is an

estimated 20,000 cu yd/yr. Littoral transport is estimated at about 180,000

cu yd/yr. Thus, it is believed that this area is stable or nearly stable.

The sediment budget at the Boathouse also appears to be In balance. It is

essentially governed by littoral transport alone because there is no influx

of sediments from streams, and wind transport and cliff erosion are

negligible. Littoral supply is an estimated 151,000 cu yd/yr; littoral

drift is an estimated 152,000 cu yd/yr.(4
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3.1.6 METEOROLOGY/CLIMATOLOGY

3.1.6.1 Regional Climatology

The climate from Monterey south to the Mexican border is categorized as a dry

subtropical (Mediterranean) climate. Vandenberg and Port Hueneme both lie in

semiarid zones bordered by a subhumid zone. Based on a rainfall classification,

the dry subhumid zone has an annual rainfall of 20 to 30 inches, while the

semiarid zone has 10 to 20 inches. The subhumid zones are the result of

orographic lifting of moist air over the coastal hills.

The most characteristic climatic feature of the Southern California coastali
area is the persistent night and morning low cloudiness and fog, followed by

sunny afternoons. These conditions occur most often during spring and summer.

As a result of the moderating effect of the ocean, coastal temperature remains

comfortable all year, with occasional temperatures above 85*F or below 45*F.

Daytime winds are generally from the west, while nighttime winds are often

from the east and north. Severe storms, thunderstorms, and tornadoes are

rare in this area of California. During the fall and early winter (and

occasionally during late spring and early summer), strong, dry northeasterly
Z'winds (known as Santa Ana) occur.

The Southern California coast is affected by the stable eastern end of the

subtropical Pacific High, a high pressure center located at about latitude 300

to 40' N. During summer', Southern California is influenced by dry, stable

tropical air and during.winter, by less stable moist marine air. Air

circulation in the area is influenced by the Pacific High, the cold

California current, and inland topography.

Temperature Inversion. The air circulation at the southeastern quadrant of

the Pacific High has a descending motion that causes a subsidence inversion

along the coastal area of Central California. This inversion, with a base
averaging 1,000 ft aboveithe ground, is very persistent during the simmer, but is

frequently absent during other seasons. During the autumn, winter, and spring

surface inversions frequently form in the early morning as a result of radia-
tional cooling under clear skies.
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Seasonal Climate. Seasonal variations in the local Southern California climate

are not as sharply defined as those of continental climates. The wet season

(winter), from November through April. consists of generally fair weather
interspersed with short periods of cloudiness and rainshowers. The <*1
dry season (summer), from June through September, is characterized by low

cloudiness and fog during the night, with sunny afternoons and little rainfall.

The months of April and October are conildered transition periods.

Thunderstorms are relatively rare; an average of two to three occur each year.

The periods of most likely occurrence are: (1) during winter, when storms are

associated with active cold fronts, and (2) in September, with the movement of

tropical moisture into the region from the southe'ast or south. However, these

storms are not as severe as those of most other regions, and hail occurrence is

(19)rare.*I

Tropical storms and hurricanes formed off the west coast of Central America have

never been recorded as far north as Point Conception, and, of the tropical

storms recorded withia 300 miles of the Southern California coast, all were

in the final, extratropical stages of dissipation and were rapidly losing

energy.(19)

3.1.6.2 Site Climatology

Vandenberg Air Force Base. Vandenberg's proximity to the coast results in

strong tempering influencea on both temperature and moisture content of the

air, and produces little range between extremes.

The average annual temperature is 556F. Mean monthly minimum temperatures

range from 43*F in January to 53*F in August and September. Average maximum

temperatures range from 59 0 F in March to 68*F in October. The lowest temper-

ature recirded from 1958 to 1970 was 26*F; the highest was 100*F. Temperatures

are seldom low enough for a long enough time Lo cause substantial crop damage.

The annual growing season in the coastal areas of Santa Barbara County varies

between 300 and 350 days.
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The total average annual precipitation for the Vandenberg region is 12.7 inches.

Rainfall maxima coincide with extratropical storms that move inland from theo

southwest in winter. February Is geuerally the wettest month, with 2.60 Ifiches

of precipitation; July Is usually the driest month, with 0.01 inch of precipi-

tation as the monthly mean value.

The annual mean surface wind speed is 6.1 knots from a predominantly northwest

direction. Maximum mean gusts of wind up to 41 knots have been experienced

during January, February, and March.

Wind speeds and directions over the Base vary greatly as a result of the widely

varying terrain. In general, wind speeds are stronger on the higher ground,

along the beaches, and on Sudden Ranch. It is of particular interest that the

average maximum diurnal wind speed (about 15 knots at 3 p.m.) at southern

Vandenberg is greater than that at the northern part of Vandenberg (about 5 to

7 knots at 4 p.m.). (1 10 )

The mean annual relative humidity rpdorded at the Vandenberg airfield is 77

percent. (69) Monthly variations are small as a result of the stabilizing j
influence of the offshore California current. Occassionally low relative humidity

(less thau 10 percent) occurs during Santa Ana winds.

Advection and radiation coastal fog accounts for a large percentage of

the reduced visibility in the Vandenberg region. Occurrences of fog

at Vandenberg's airfield are greatest during July, August, and
Septemrbr. November through March is relatively clear, with fog

~II (69)
occurring about 12 percent. Ground fog is usually confined to late

evening and morning hours, but frequently persists in the nearshore area

throughout the day.

Low visibility at Point Arguello usually occurs between July and October,

particularly during the early morning hours when visibilities of 0.25 mile

or lower occur approximately 5 percent of the time. In July and August

the visibility Improves considerably in the afternoons. Low visibility at
the Boathouse is more pronounned in winter months than in other seasons. (41)
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The cumulative average annual cloud cover is 48 percent. (158) Although

this average value is not representative of sky cover at any given time,

it does indicate that clouds are common in the Vandenberg area. (The
total cloud cover is greater at northern Vandenberg than at southern

Vandenberg, especially during summer.) The annual average

ceiling height is approximately 1,000 feet, depending on the base height I
of the inversion. In general, cloudiness decreases inland.

Port Hueneme. Like those at Vandenberg, meteorological conittions at Port

Hueneme are relatively consistent, with little range to the extremes due to the

tempering influence of the Pacific Ocean. Point Mugu meteorological data are
(48)used to summarize conditions at Port Hueneme as follows:

S(1) The average annual surface temperature is 59*F. Mean
monthly minimum temperatures range from 44"F in January
to'57*F in June, July, and August. Average maximum
monthly temperatures range from 62*F in January and
March to 72°F in September.

(2) The total annual precipitation for the Point Mugu region
I averages 10.55 inches. January is usually the wettest
"T month, with 2.57 inches of precipitation; July and Augustr are the driest months, with mean precipitation values

of 0.01 inch.

(3) On an annual basis, surface wind direction ranging from
westerly through northerly predominates, with surface

Swind speeds ranging from 4 to 10 knots. 1he mean
|a speed of winds at Point Mugu is 8 knots.

(4) The annual mean relative humidity recorded at Point Mugu
is 75 percent. Humidity at Point Mugu, like that at
Vandenberg, is influenced by the cold California Current
and the hot Santa Ana winds.

(5) Cloud coverage is at a maximum in summer and at a minimum
in winter. Frequently fog or haze occurs beneath the
stratus clouds, making it difficult to determine the actual
cloud base. The dominant features are the diurnal vari-
ation in stratus clouds during the summer and the lack of
clouds during the winter. At Point Mugu, the greatestfrequency of overcast skies occurs around 6:00 a.m.
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13.1.7 AIR QUALITY

Vandenberg Air Force Base is located in the California South Central Coast Air

Basin where the predominant surface air movement is from the ocean onto the

land (see Section 3.1.6.2). Air quality measurements in the South Central

Coast Air Basin are relatively sparse. The area has a relatively low popu-

lation and limited heavy industry. Prior to June 1976, the Basin comprised

San Luis Obispo County and Santa Barbara County north of the crest of the

Santa Ynez Mountains, including Vandenberg north of Cojo Bay and Oak Mountain

summit. It now includes San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, and Ventura Counties.

Vandenberg curriently maintains an extensive air pollution and dust control

program and contributes only a small fraction (about 1 percent) of the air

pollutants in the basin.( 9 9 )(138)

The Santa Ynez Valley is generally a relatively clean area. During a 1974-75

field measurement program, only ozone, hydrocarbons, and suspended particulates

exceeded the national or California ambient air quality standards. Ozone

exceedances were frequent; suspended particulate exceedances were rare; and

hydrocarbon exceedances were frequent. Hydrocarbons throughout California
ordinarily exceed the standards (hydrocarbon standards are not directly related I

to health effects, but were established to control ozone levels). The area

sampled was approximately 25 miles east and 5 miles south of the Vandenberg

main gate, and the sampling was concentrated primarily in and around the

comunities of Buellton, Solvang, and Santa Ynez.

Hourly ozone concentrations measured at the Solvang APCD Station exceeded the

national hourly standard (0.08 ppm) during 3 percent of the 7,530 hours observed

and during 18 percent of the 309 days observed. During May through September, the

standard was exceeded during 36 percent of the days observed (monthly range, 27

to 45 percent); maximum hourly concentrations were between 0.12 and 0.17 ppm. The

standard was exceeded during at least 1 day each month except during December and

January. The highest concentrations were observed during the April-September period.4)

Standard ozone calibration procedures were changed in June 1975. The new

procedure produces measurements that are 0.8 times those determined by the

1974 method. Consequently, in relation to the air quality standard, the

values discussed are probably conaervative overestimates of the ozone concen-

trations. -
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State of California ambient air quality standards for carbon monoxide (CO) and

nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ) (40 ppm CO and 0.25 ppm NO2 , respectively) were not

exceeded at the Solvang APCD Station during any observed hour of the year.

On an annual basis maximum hourly average CO concentrations was 1 ppm, and

the maximum hourly average NO2 concentration was 0.07 ppm, well below the
standards.(4

Suspended particulate matter 24-hour averages were measured at the Solvang

APCD Station during 5 days each month except February (1 day), July (3 days),

and October (4 days). The California standard (100 pg/cu m per 24 hour period)

was exceeded on 2 days in July (maximum 116.7 pg/cu m) and on I day in August

(111.2 vg/cu m), and was nearly reached on 1 day in September (99.6 pg/cu m)). (4)

Three-hour average (6 to 9 a.m.) nonmethane hydrocarbon concentration measure-

ments at the Solvang APCD Station frequently exceeded the national standard

(0.24 ppm) by factors of approximately 4 to 16. On approximately 65 percent

of the 203 days observed, the standard was exceeded. The highest concentrations

were observed during the August to January period. The standard was exceeded
1 (4)on all 112 days observed during September through January. a

In addition to the aforementioned air quality data for the region surrounding

Vandenberg, a preliminary air quality sampling program was initiated at four

stations on the Base to supplement the available data. This initial program

consisted of air quality sampling one day per month during May, June, and July

1976. Results of the air quality sampling program for the area are as

follows:( 3 )(I15)

(1) Ozone 1-hour average concentrations during June and July
were less than 0.01 ppm, far below the national standards
(0.08 ppm). (Ozone measurements were not accomplished A
during Hay.)

(2) Carbon monoxide concentrations (instantaneous) were
measured between a low of 2.2 and a high of 21.7 ppm (June).

All were below the one-hour California standard (40 ppm).

(3) Nitrogen oxide concentrations (instantaneous) were 4
measured between a low of 0.0020 and a high of 0.0180 ppm
(June). All were well below the California hourly *1
standard (0.25 ppm).
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(4) Suspended particulate matter 24-hour average concentrations
were lowest in June when they averaged between 20 and 32
Ug/cu m, well below the standard. In May, measurements
ranged from 64 pg/cu m to 99 pg/cu m approximating the 24-hour
California standard (100 pg/cu m). In July, the measured
concentrations exceeded the California standard by factors
of 10.1, 8.1, and 5.9. Such exceedances commonly occur
in coastal agricultural regions and are typically associated
with wind-blown dust or sea salt aerosol during windy periods. A

3.1.8 NOISE

The following discussion of the ambient noise environment of Vandenberg and

surrounding areas is based on limited existing data; therefore, various

assumptions have been made concerning probable noise produced by natural and

man-made sources. For this report, the term noise is used to represent any

unpleasant, distracting, or unwanted sound.

Sound pressures heard by the human ear vary over a wide range. To make this

range easier to study, sound pressures are converted into units called decibels

(dN). However, because the human ear does not react to sounds at low

frequencies in the same way as it does to sounds at high frequencies, the
character of the sound must also be evaluated. A special electronic network

Sis used in sound level meters to reproduce the filtering effect of the human

ear. This network is referred to as the A scale or the A-weighted network. The
,resulting sound measurements are expressed in units of dBA. These levels are

used to evaluate the effect of noise on humans. The dBA units range from 0,

the threshold of hearing, to beyond 140 dBA, the threshold of pain. An

example of typical A-weighted sound levels is given in Table 3.1.8-1.

The tolerance an individual will have to noise may vary according to the

duration of exposure. There are many conmmonly used measures of noise exposure

that consider not only the A-weighted decibel variation of sound, but also the

duration of that sound. The California State Department of Aeronautics has

adopted the Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNRL). This is an average noise

level which weights noise occurring during evening hours (7:00 p.m. to 10:00

p.m.) by 5 dB and noise occurring during late evening and early morning hours

(10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.) by 10 dB, relative to daytime noise levels. Thus,
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Table 3.1.8-1. COMPARISON OF VARIOUS NOISE SOURCES, NOISE LEVELS, AND
LOUDNESS

Sh~Dcibel rati~ng|a
" d bO nO rall Outdoor note* aomoree8 1.0todne..

130 Jet aireraft take-otf with
after-burner

120 Uncomfortable 32 times as !nud

Turbo-prop aircraft at

"16 time 49 loud
Jet fly-over 0 1 .00 ft r

100 Very loud 1 t0e0 an loud
Power "warc

Diesel trqtck at 40 mph 0 21 ft
motorcycle 0 25 ft A timem as loud
Camolino powered trucks @ 25 ft
Car wash f 20 ft

SO Prnprllor plane l~y-ovor 0 1'000 I~t 2 times on 1011d

hoderately Automobile at 65 mOh P 2V 1 Refer noItee

loud High urban ambuevt nound

Air conditioning unit 0 10o ft 1/2 ae laud

Qi Large transformre @ 100I ft 1quiet 1/4 as loud

Bird calls, lover limit

40 It as loud

Jat audibleS10
Threshold of
hearing

F 0

the CNEL is an average (weighted) daytime-nighttime noise level. The United

States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) frequently uses a similar noise

measurement, the Day-Night Average Noise Level (Ldn) • This measurement differs

from the CNEL only by the elimination of the 5 dB weighting factor applied to

noise that occurs during the evening hours (7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.). For

sources of noise in the areas that imediately surround Vandenberg, the two

measures, CNEL and Ldn, are about equal. (40)

CNEL data is used in this discussion to document the baseline character of

noise in the areas imdiately surrounding Vandenberg (Lompoc Valley and the

Santa Maria-Orcutt area). Figure 3.1.8-A shows CNEL values for typical out-

door locations. Outdoor CMXL values that fall below the 65 dBA contour are

normally considered acceptable for residential land Use.(s0)
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Fildw on Farm
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Reference: J.J. Van Houten, 19A4.(40)

FIGURE 3.1.8-A. CNEL ,-l.ues for typical outdoor locations (dBA).

No measurements were made for the purposes of this study. Data presented in

this section were extracted from the existing literature. Figure 3.1.8-B

shows projected CNEL contours for the Lompoc Valley. This map was constructed

from an analysis of no'•, produced by traffic on primary and secondary arterials,

train movements, and aircraft operations. Although no similar map is

currently available for VAFB or the Santa Maria Valley area, it is expected

that CNEL contours would be much like those shown for the Lompoc Valley.

(Generally, the relative magnitude and orientation of contours associated with

rail rights-of-way, arterials, and aircraft flight paths would be similar.) J
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3.1.8.1 Noise in the Rural Environment

The CNEL contour map shows that noises in the rural portions of the Lompoc

Valley, which are removed by a mile or more from major transportation corridors,

are less than 45 dBA. It is expected that there would be significant daily

variation in noise levels (to as high as 70 dBA) for all isolated rural areas

as a result of such things as winds and storms. W
3.1.8.2 Noise in the Urban Environment

Automobiles, trucks, trains, and aircraft are the most important sources of

noise in the project area. The lowest CHEL contours in Lompoc occur at maxi-

mum distances from the major transportation corridors. Typically, these

levels are shown to be about 45 to 55 dBA on Figure 3.1.8-B. CNEL contours 4

above 65 dBA are generally located within 100 feet of an arterial centerline.

It is expected that the major contributor to noise on Vandenberg and in the

Santa Maria-Orcutt area would also be vehicle traffic.

Although traffic on arterials is responsible for most noise in the project

area, increase in average daily traffic (ADT) over the next 10 years would notA

be expected Co appreciably change CNEL contours shown on Figure 3.1.8-B. A

study prepared for Lompoc indicates that if traffic on primary and secondary

arterials increased by a factor of over 1.3, the corresponding change in CNEL

contours would be less than 1.5 dBA.

Noise from stationary sources such as industrial facilities was not considered

in the preparation of Figure 3.1.8-B. Such sources do contribute to the

existing noise environment of the Lompoc area (and on VAlE and the Santa Maria-

Orcutt area). However, the contribution of noise from commercial, industrial,

and agricultural sources in the Lompoc Valley is not considered excessive.4~

Any impact on noise sensitive land uses that is now occurring in the study
area from stationary sources is likely to be localized and, thus, relatively

unimportant.

Rail service in the Vandenberg-Lompoc area is provided by the Southern Pacific

Railway. The main line generally follow's the coastline from Ventura to
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Casmalia. In the Vandenberg-Lompoc area, three branch lines connect to the

Southern Pacific main line. These include a line 10 miles long beginning at

Surf and extending eastward to Lompoc (a spurline 3 miles long connects the

Lompoc branch line to the Johns-Hanville diatomaceous earth mining plant), a

short branch line connectinA the Base with the main line, and a branch line

connecting Santa Maria with the main line.( 3 5 )

Noise generated by trains is intense and can propagate for considerable

distances. In the Vandenberg-Lompoc-Santa Maria area transient train noise

is part of the existing environment. However, this area does not now experience

any significant exposure to noise produced by thru traffic because the urban

areas are well removed from the coast main line. Activity on Vandenberg and

in Lompocand Santa Maria consists of Spurline traffic, which is generally

less.noisy than faster moving traffic on the main line.

However, within Lompoc and Santa Maria spurline traffic does cause noise(40) (10O3)
impact. Rail rights-of-way pass through both cities and several

train movements per day occur on each of these lines. Some residential areas

adjacent to these spurlines experience noise levels in excess of 80 dBA. In

Lompoc, a study prepared for the noise element of the General Plan suggests

that, "adding cars on existing trains will not substantially increase the

exposure levels now being experienced." However, it explains that, "additional

train movements are undesirable and will probably cause some citizen
concern. "(40)

Three airports exist in the immediate Vandenberg area at Lompoc, Santa Maria,

and Vandenberg. The Lompoc airport is a small uncontrolled field with no

scheduled commercial service. The Santa Maria airport is controlled and

provides both private and scheduled commercial operations. The airfield at

Vandenberg is also controlled, but serves only military traffic.

Annual traffic volume at the Lompoc airport (take-offs and landings) was

estimated at about 15,300 operations in 1975. Annual traffic volume at

the Santa Maria airport was estimated at about 58,000 operations.(35) Operations

at both airports do not cause significant noise impact for their respective
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to 1990 time frame should not create additional noise Impact if noise sensitive

land uses are not allowed to develop adjacent to these facilities. (0t3

Noise near Vandenberg is confined to the southwestern part of Lompoc and the

Immediate airfield area on the Base. (CNEL contours for the Lompoc Valley are

shown in Figure 3.1.8-B.) CNEL contour patterns for the Lompoc Valley are

lufluenced by aircraft approaching Runway 30 from the southeast. This approach

path brings aircraft over the southwestern portion of Lompoc at minimum alti-

tudes of 3,000 feet above sea level. Traffic using this approach includes

mostly jet and large transport type aircraft. No fixed-wing military aircraft

are currently based at Vandenberg, and air traffic is considered light. Annual

traffic volume is about 6,500 operations per year.

3.1.8.3 Other Noise in Rural and Urban Environments

Another noise source affecting both the rural and urban environments is missile'

'launchings at Vandenberg. Noise produced by current missile launches at

Vandenberg does not appreciably affect the GNEL contours for the Lompoc Valley.
This Is due to the relatively infrequent launch occurrences (less than 50

launches in 1975) and the short temporal existence of corresponding emitted
noise. Although a variety of missiles Is launched from Vandenberg, the pre-

dominant vehicles are Minuteman and Titan III.

Minuteman launch facilities are located adjacent to Point Sal Road in the

northernmost part of Vandenberg. During a launch., a missile's ascent is

assumed to be essentially straight up during maximum noise production of the

engines. Thus, typical noise level contours of equal intensity are approxi-

mately circular and centered on the launch site (see Figure 3.1.8-C). It

should be noted, however, that the contours presented in this figure do not

consider the influences of terrain.

The, only active Titan III site Is in the westersk portion of southern
Vandenberg and Is designated SLC-4.
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FIGVRE 3.1.8-C. Predicted maximum noise level contours for Minuteman
missiles from a coastal launch site.

Acoustic measurement stations were set up at six locations to monitor Titan

III levels during ignition and liftoff (see Figure 3.1.8-D).(12)

Station I La Purisima Hills

Station 2 Building #934 (Radial 1)

Station 3 Far Fallback (Radial 1)

Station 4 Tracking Site 45 (Radial 1)

Station 5 Building #657 (Radial 2)

Station 6 Central Avenue-Lompoc (Radial 2)
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VA N POINT
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0 12,0O'q 30000

Reference: U.S. Air Force. 97(15

FIGURE 3.1.8-D. Locations of aco~ustic measuring stations and approximate
Titan III OASPL contours from SLC-4.

I ~Figure 3.1..8-E shows the predicted overall. sound pressure (OASP) levels (dBi

and dBA) expected fromo Titan 111C, hTID, 111K lauvich vehicles at different

distances from one lm,'nch site. The OASP includes contributions from all

octave bands. The individual octave band levels are, therefore, lower than

the overall, level. Superimposed on Figure 3.1.8-E are measurement data for

two dates obtained at the stations shown in Figure 3.1.8-Dl.
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The figure In basically valid for all ground locations, although it assumes
that the frequency attenuation in constant at all frequencies whatever the

distance to the ground station.
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FIGURE 3.1.8-3, Predicted OASPL from Titan IIfC, D, I launch versus ground
distance from launch site.
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3.1.9 BIOLOGY

The biota of the project region Interact with many aspects~ of the physical

environment and various man-related disturbances. On land, climatic influences

and the diversity of geologic substrates, historical factors, and human

activities create an environment dominated by various vegetation types that

support characteristic assemblages of animals. In the sea, V~he ortentatior.

of the coastline. diversity of geologic substrates, offshore islands, and

nearshore and offshore currents give rise to a similar diversity in the marine

biota. Meteorological and biological investigators cotonxonly characterize the

project area as a borderland, a biogeographic boundary area between coastal

Southern California and the Central California coast.

I Wherever the discussion pertains to the biota, the terra "project area" generally
connotes that portion of Santa Barbara County west of 'Highway 101 and south of

the Santa Maria Vailley, while the term "project regionL" connotes coastal

southern San Luis Obispo County, Santa Barbara County, the northern Channel
Islnnds, and coastal Vetu aCunty (e iue131)

3.1.9.1 Terrestrial Biota

Disturbance History. The project region has been subjeCLed to extensive and I
intensive man-induced disturbances for over a century. These disturbances

have had significant effects on the vegetation, fauna, and landforms in many
locales and are at least partly, responsible for the current distribution ofI
vegetation types and fauna. Exotic species have been introduced either

accidentally or for a variety of purposes such as erosion control, timber

production, dune stabilization, and agricultural production. In the major

valleys (Lompoc, Santa Rosa, Santa Rita, Santa Ynez, Los Alamos, and Santa

Maria Valleys) and their tributaries, extensive areas have been modified by

the destruction of the local biota in preparation for agricultural and urban
(16) (107) (132) (133)development.
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Outside these developed areas, fires and grazing activities (mostly by

cattle) are the major disturbance processes affecting the biota. They have

resulted in large-scale modification of the vegetation and, hence, the fauna.

The biota has been additionally modified by pollution, hunting, domestic/feral

animals, and human activities.

Vegetation and Flora. Each vegetation type represents a generalization based

on recurrent physiognomic and floristic plant assemblages. These assemblages

were identified through interpretation of aerial imagery, onsite field studies
(16)(17)

(including quantitative vegetation analysis), and secondary source research.

The distribution of these vegetation types on Vandenberg and in the Santa

Barbara region is presented in Figures 3.1.9-A and -B. The dominant species i
in the vegetation of the project area are listed in Table 3.1.9-1.

Intwdu&ed Ptan". Introduced plants significantly affect portions of the

project region. Some of these plants have become naturalized members of the

native vegetation. An excellent example is ice plant, which has become a

codominant on stabilized dunes. The best example of complete naturalization

is the grassland, where the dominant grasses and forbs are introduced species

from Eurasia. Most of the plants of ruderal habitats such as dumps, graded

roadsides, spoil banks, and similarly disturbed sites are introduced species.

CommexciaUg Impo'tant Sp•ecie. Agricultural crops represent a significant

proportion of the total biologinl and economic production in the project

area. Intensive agriculture such as that of irrigated truck, field, orna-

mental flower seed, orchard, and vineyard crops is prevalent in areas where

soils are good and where irrigation water is readily available. Extensive

irrigated pasture/forage and dry-farmed grain and beans occupy areas

where soils are less capable or where irrigation water is not readily
available. (132)

Another group of commercially important species is the introduced annual

grasses and forbs (grassland) of the region's grazing lands. Some of these,
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FIGURE 3.1.9-A. Distribution of generalized vegetation types on Vandenberg Air Force Base.
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Table 3.1.9-1. DOMINANT SPRCUZS OF THE VEGRTATICR IN THE PROJECT AREA

Coastal Strand

Abvroa ZlafOU Yellow sand verbena
A. ,s a leach sand vbena Subjected to nearly

continual salt spray
A. wnbet.ata Dune sand verbena and physical disturbance

caused by movement of
CakiZe u5iti~m2 Sea rocket sand by wind and storm
ConwZvunu *0UkdsZ14 Beach morning glory waves.

Pi-moepla ohmteionie
including esp. Beach bur
btip'nnataseot~a

Stabilized Dune
(coastal se scrub)

Hcz,0•pup .~ooise8 Reather-leaved golden- Transitional gradient of
bush vegetation between

Lupinu.• cahmesaom8 Beach bush lupine coastal strand and
Canrpob2otus ~duces Ice Plant coastal sage scrub.

Coastal Saga Scrub
(normal phase)
Artewiai4 oatfrn Coastal sagebrush

Bacchai p • sap. Widespread throughout the
,os Coote abrush region;dominates the sides

N~eu• • • ssp.of many canyons and
WmL e urntace sp Lompoc monkeyflower various lower elevational

areas.

Toe• •~bu Poison oak

Coastal Sag•e Scrub
(purple asae phase)
Sa~ta Zeucophy•ll Purple sage Found on many south-facing

slopes, rldges near Point

Sal, and the lower slopes of
ce•a oaZi a Bush sunflower the Tranquillon ridge.

Grassland

Avera barbata Slender wild oats

A. fatua Wild oats A result of man-induced

Bromue moli Soft chess disturbances such as the
removal of native vegetation;

B. rigidue Ripgut dominated by introduced

B. ruben Red brome 'annual species.

Efdwn oioutavul Redstem filaree

Continued next page
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Table 3.1.9-1 (Cont'd.). DOMINANT SPECIES OF THE VEGETATION IN THE PROJECT AREA

Grasuland (Cont'd)

Rordawz app. Foxtail

LoZZai muZtifZoz2n Italian ryegrass

Mfedoago hisepi&a Bur clover

Chaparral

Adenoutoes fasoiouZ•tvm Charise

f Az'ootaphy Zo peoho•n•Ls oo msnsanita Thick-leaved, deep-rooted,
var. vri&8sima mostly evergreen, native

shrubs; grades into coniferous
. Sor oak woodland or tanbark

Cetnothus rmuZosue var. oak forest..f'aaf~uT~as 'Buckbrush
fasaiaular,!

Qzw2ua wi'•ateni• var. Scrub oak
Irescens

Oak Woodland

Q&wz-w2c agifoia Coast live oak Common in valleys and on
moister slopes; grades into

Q. ZValley oak chaparral, coastal sage
To¢4oo d Poison oak scrub, grassland, or tan-

divereiZobw bark oak forest.

Coniferous Woodland

C Sinus muroata Bishop pine
P. Wortrta Santa Cruz Island pine

A'O~to. yZ pchooes oo z itConiferous phase of relic-
vAt.r phy.os8eos Lompoc manzandta tual north coastal flora;var. vir~dasimin the Purisima Hills and

A. z'udie Shagbark manzanita on the Lompoc terrace.

Ceno'thus ppiZZoeus Tranquillon ceanothus
var. orwe'•usu

Vaccinium ovatwn Huckleberry

Tanbark Oak Forest

Lithoea'puw dmneifora Tanbark oak Found on north-trending slopes

SH bof Tranquillon Mountain,
•Huckleberry Sudden Peak, Oak Mountain,

GaZthe••a eha•Zon Salal Jualachichi Summit, and Palo
Alto Hill; dominated by
relictual north coastal flora;
frequent exposure to fog and
dritzle supports large popula-
tions of mosses, lichens, and
fungi upon and around the
trees and shrubs.

Continued next page
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Table 3.1.9-1 (Cont'd.). DCMINANT SPECIES OF TEX VEGITATION IN THE PRWECT AREA

Riparian Woodland

Ao•i' nl*Ql~fO 8p. California boxelder
oatifomiovnAZnue n'bifoUm White aldIncludes dense understory of

1 n aIifornioa Southteaern calioria herbaceous and shrub species

ruqma oaX, ifornioa Southern California along river courses, stream-
walnut beds, and in areas where

the water table lies close
POPUZUB t2-, " Black cottonwood to the surface.

SaZix Zasiandm Willow

Toxiioodndron•'o. •:d~er, a'•Poison oak

diverrei Zobwn Plo a

Riparian Scrub/Freshwater
Marsh

Salix Zasiandma Willow

S. Z4aio~spie Arroyo willow

Naturitiwn offiainail Watercress Mostly perennial herbs

SoaIrpua ocaUfoznioua California bulrush and shrubs; grades into

S. robus to Pacific coast bulrush ripar'an woodland.

Typha mg0at.foba Narrowleaf cattail

T. latifoZia Broadleaf cattail

Salt Marsh

At mouth of Santa Ynez

PFrw*nia groufoZia Alkali heath River; low growing

Jcawwa camoaa Jaumea perennial herbs.

SaZicornia virginica Pickleweed
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am well as other introduced and native species, have commorcial significance

as weeds In croplands and pastures and as alternate or intermediate hosts for

pests and diseases of the agricultural vegetation.

SeecXted Ftoumt' Taxa ol Specitt Intete in the poject Region. The species

listed in Table 3.1.9-2 constitute much of the unique flora of the mainland

project region. No law currently designates any mainland plant species rare,

endangered, or threatened in California; Powell (1974) is considered the
(23) (93).definitive listing of special interest species in California.

Ptzt•i..ma HMZU CoiU.etouw Woodta.id and DWAA Cha. vtat. In the Purisima Hills,

an extensive stand of bishop pine contains a unique relictual group of Douglas
fir trees that constitutes the southernmost outpost of this latter species in
California. Santa Crux Island pine, another relictual species, and Eriodi.ty•n•9

capitatum are endemic to this habitat. In some areas, this coniferous wood-

land intergrades with special interest coastal chaparral. Such chaparral

occurs mostly on sandy substrates (ancient dunes) and dominates parts of

Purisima Hills, Burton Mesa, and the Lompoc terrace. It is dominated by

several species listed in Table 3.1.9-2 that are restricted to similar
scattered coastal locales in Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo Counties.( 56)

"Re.L•ctwt No•.h Coa,4tat FRou. The relictual north coastal flora comprises

species that less than 10,000 years ago(during a cooler, moister climatic

period) were widespread throughout Southern CaliforuL.- Conspicuous species
P� in the flora include tanbark oak, sword fern, salal, and huckleberry. Bishop

pine and Santa Cruz Island pine, as well as other species including madrone

and Douglas fir, may be considered members of this relictual flora. (108)

These species occur primarily in chaparral, oak and coniferous woodlands, and

tanbark oak forest. Some occur in coastal sage scrub. These areas of occur-

rence have been designated "ecological communities of greatest interest" and
"areas of particular ecological interest" in the Conservation Element, Santa

Barbara County Comprehensive Plan (1974). (56) These locations are charac-

teriatically moist canyons, and north slopes and ridges that have a high -ýA

incidence of summer fog.
3-61
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Table 3.1.9-2. SELECTED FLORAL TAM OF SPECIAL INTERESTA

scufm c o USCL no ~ KUAn.E =01==D IT VOXWOU&L ASSCTAZOI"

Aswevis 3w"Vew* K over's bomagrana

ftet nsteisiaata I
Ar~oAy~* ~Sbagbawk somiaa~ta,

paintbrusha

Ckmem; bogffdeig Inander water havlock

,;* Wt mmiw SAIt maris bird's beak

~ p~y Ua1  UaaCei*3 bac"baster aa
D~aiNU oaA29~aamresam diceatra a

~oohý Ci d0Wtuaft California 41ahomdraa a a

vat. bAIo@Ama S-esm eti aa

&qdfatwo witw Lompoc yotba smatsaa

Vpoq ,iiww.rw Crisped butgrniha a

Lompoc wallflower a
vev. S!ompoaeaetbue a

muolamM1 Sean Luis smardella C

S~r~p5aZ43' 0 Slack-flowaerd fipeo~. aa

$YW~i4 5Iochaman's buterawoeda

ahead~AR% Tao inaomale la *1p. 4

"eA Smith (1976). 1)om,3(3 gl
ba Two an ..Very "Toar nd "ato and judangered pUuu, 110%.03



Fauna. The vegetation/habitats of the project region support a broad variety

of fauna. The prominent faunal species of couserclal importance are intro-

duced domestic cattle (beef and dairy), horses, dougs, cats, and, to a lesser

extent, poultry, goats, sheep, and rabbits. Honeybees are agriculturally

important as pollinators and honey producers. Other introduced and native

species have commercial importance as pests to crops, grazing lands, and

domestic life. These species include nem~atodes, insects, a few otherA

invertebrates, certain birds such as starlings and crows, rabbits, and some

rodents. Recreationally important species include mule deer, feral pig

(wild boar), quail, doves, rabbits, fox, badger, raccoon, and water fowl.

Some of these and other species that are prominent on VAFB are listed in

Tables 3.1.9-3 and -4.

Biota of the Channel Islands. The biota of the Channel Islands is generally

similar to that of the nearby western Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo coast.4

However, notable and significant biological differences do occur. Historically,

including cattle, has had a devastating impact on portions of the islands,

especially in areas that have burned. They have been responsible for the

destruction of much of the native vegetation and for the associated success

of many introduced herbs (weeds and grasses). Recovery of the native

vegetation is occurring where the feral sheep have been removed. (
111)( (92) i

on the islands, relictual populations of species and divergent forms (sub-

species, races) persist in isolation from the current centers of their

distribution. Some species are relicts of formerly widespread populations

that are now extinct or nearly extinct throughout the rest of their former

ranges. Other forms represent variants of mainland forms preserved or

developed on the islands. These islands represent a unique biological

4 ~~resource; their greatest values may be derived from their scientific study.~ 2

comparable to those on the mainland (see Figure 3.1.9-B). They include

coastal strand (dunes), coastal sage scrub, chaparral, oak woodland,

coniferous woodland (closed-cone and Torrey pines), riparian woodland,

riparian scrub/freshwater marsh, grassland, and planted trees and ornamentals.
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Ta~bl* 3.1.9-3. SMLCTED FAUNAL SPECIES PROMINENT ON VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE

SCIlMFtIC MAW& COMM YANKtO ~ U bc S ~M r

AMPHISIANS

Meauuti e"Oh~ohlie4 Roneattes ****
utrwach?*01 46tkWsItI.5 CallifIrta slender * ****C

AmoI~ss £aeWhbPi5 Arboreal salamander *C****
&ftf oresao Western toad* *C*C C*
Mi4la rvitza Pacific tr~eh.,og * C****C

&V wvq5d-1,Ued Itog$

RKPTrLES

L'1dfew5 marewrutrt Western pond turtle *

&V d* skiftmlirmgartsern sk nake.

ti*6I~d t~e terrestrial garter ***~

sov omatu Ornate shrew C* **
S.tobi1iiTrwbtidleae hrow It *** *
SO~z~z~t~aLutiRmuS rosd-footed moCC *C
Sypt~ mibni Desert cotton~tail :* :* :***

Ljj%* o,1lft.nomios black-tailed jackrabbit* * * * * *I
9S,o~phlad baeohAyi California ground sq~uirrel

'p ~ soit* twis oss Western grey squirrel C*

T~rehwvas ..tbrinwoi Southern pocket gopher ***C**

DipaqeU a MlaAile kangaroo rat ** **** **
ResthrocR9MV*oq MlatOti& Western harvest must At ****

Ponpomeoalfou" California wouae *

P. 52tyusidtt beeinonmuse ********* *

Ne'tmu usa Duaky-footed woodra%

Nworo1tus viijbfO u~Id~ California volo

aOsto'r (\Vtadeie~I Deaver**
emtts ltmztu* Coyote** *******
t~oyo'Pt Cneo()ar~;envwe (,ray fox 4 * 4 C

hP0ayion Z1tor Raccoon* ****
Mistet l~ta jr~at Long-tailed weasel * CC***CCC
2bxidoa to,4ra badger * C *C.1' i ~ ~ ~ Mphitist t.,j~titf $triped skun~k* C * C C*

Lynxpi *40k Bobcat
"No vrofa Foulede pit* ** **

ORw' Riparian woodland. Wo-Osk woodland; Wt-Tanbark oak forest. WcuConlfwous woodlmand-. CChaparrat
CavCoastal upg scrub (all phaseI.) SduCossaal attend and daan4ee; Smocoestal ealt marsh, RgoRlparla sctubj
freshwater mush, It"e, sand pond*; GrGrassland. Cl-Channel Islands.

So Species known to occur:(2). Species euxpected, ('4)*- Species. obearved."U))
Refuenneiss Coualombe and Cooperi, 1976.'"') Comaiob.end Mahrdt, 195 (7 Philbrick. 1967,92)

Hadl and Kelton, 1959.(12) Stew,,bM 1954.(i 26)
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Table 3.1.9-4. SELECTD MVAN SPECIES PROMINENT ON VANDXNS3EG AIR FORCM UASEV

3CiIRITIVlC __ Oil ANK(I ancaM IVNAPITATR - - -

7;_lP.T-78 7- I~te

Ift~,q~a dG~~~Fi Pdll grab#
ib~t~i~e~,ea ~~Ue~gePled-ba liii greb. *

to''t aji0, h.stwotor*

I.~'v.. ~~d~iiata grewm pelic~an 0
I~d,~~~o4%a~6.9t~~dM SAtit 'a coreuront S

Arilva herG.Jiaa tirW blue he* S

Aw. Hal4Ir~t hlorblld gul

Anu .tip'IfWt1ew Cin.aet tool

t'~p~a'rtb .5.tij~JI,~OIm altfra u l0 ~~~~I Is'ub~ 0un~ dv

Clhmariu tNOwifem KlIattltkuae is

.~Dv'u~z imitIk tkitne wt Is *
TN rl,,vwd.01. 1 va.'f'kim PWhimbl% wt"* * *

WdlatltJJJS~ t~itu~r~. Icarbl led eaal V. * *
okfutelr~i~iiu Vtdltoc .athitft 4 * * S~npl~

~tui.atvt td ~ d k t orn ea dfa k

mlifNi.Ia attcmie* Clinus I ntoh qui Is 41 At*
rem., ftirotttgebtasi lMoutcua-ad.. ov e e
K,9wopl 'I"It hol~~towe e k*ifiP *6 *6 Is

I~t~er~'aI~ag~gq~,,Ana~g %avwwh .parm.u *

aR.3.wrouwoobd Mains woidhMUSWS makoktmEW~otiu todm;C~hpnI
i* lip~ Wýimat 4  2ommon. buahtit ntabgg(~0kiw'

CT~xioulolotmb.r Lnd Mhgdt,2915 Mevarir 1972 (U
ftwo~mmrfalpf~w VlilrnU hydl"O
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Chaparral and woodland vegetation types are essentially absent from San Miguel

and Anacapa Islands. Several endemic species occur only on the islands.

Fawia. The faunal communities of the Channel Islands resemble those of

similar habitats on the mainland. Fewer species commonly occur in the island

habitats than occur in similar mainland habitats. Consequently, individual

species often utilize habitats on the islands that they seldom utilize on

the mainland. (168)

The terrestrial avifauna of the islands generally resembles that of similar

habitats on the mainland; however, the Santa Cruz Island Jay (a subspecies

of the common scrub Jay) and several other avian taxa are recognized as

subspecies of mainland forms. (2 )(168) Oceenic and shorebirds are relatively

common on the islands. California's only nesting colony of brown pelicans

(endangered species) occurs on West Anacapa Island, and in recent years on

an islet adjacent to Santa Cruz Island.(13)(68)

Twelve introduced species of terrestrial mammals have been reported from one

or more of these islands in recent times. The islands are known to support !

10 native species of terrestrial mammals. These taxa represent subspecies

or races of nearby mainland forms that are endemic to the islands. Their

natural history and ecologic relations, as far as is known, closely resemble

those of their mainland counterparts.(92)

Endemic races of the Channel Islands fox, a rare species, occur in stable

populations at the carrying capacity of their habitats on San Miguel Island

Santa Rosa Island, and Santa Cruz Island.(13) The islands include some of

the most important California breeding grounds (rookeries) for (pinniped)

marine mammals.(22)(92)

Rare, Endangered, and Threatened Terrestrial Vertebrate Species. Nine

terrestrial vertebrate species (7 bird species, 2 mammal species, and 1

reptile species) that occur in the project region are designated rare (R)

or endangered (E) by the California Department of Fish and Game, or
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endangered (En) or threatened (T) by the U.S, Fish and Wildlife Service

and are listed In Table 3.1.9-5.(13)(154)(155)(221) No terrestrial Inver-

tebrates or amphibians that occur in the project area are known to be

similarly designated.

Table 3.1.9-5. RARE, ENDANGERED, AND THREATENED SPECIES OF TERRESTRIAL VERTE-
BRATES IN THE PROJECT REGION.

CATEGORY SCIENTIFIC NAME COMMON NAME STATUS

BIRDS Gymnogypa oaZifo.nianua California condor En, E,T

HaZiaeetus Zeucooephalu'
Zeuoocephalue Southern bald eagle En, ET

Falco peregrinus American peregrine
aawn :+falcon En, EOT

Falco mexicanue Prairie falcon T

Cooymyus mnericanus Yellow-billed
oco•identalue cuckoo R

TERRESTRIAL Laniue Zudovi•i.anua San Clemente loggerhead En
MAMALS mearne•i shrike

Amphiespiza beZi San Clemente sage T
olemente sparrow

Urocyon Zittoralis Island fox R I
Cevus nannodee Tule elk R

REPTILES Ktauberina riversiania Island night lizard T

Endangered, Threatened, and Special Interest Invertebrates. Populations of

two gastropod mollusks, laplotrema minin, (snail) and Heeperarion hemphilli

(slug), are located in the tanbark oak forest on Tranquillon Mountain, many

miles south of other nearest known populations (northern San Luis Obispo

County). Another snail species, Haptotrema duranti, occurs in riparian habi-
tats along Santa Ynez River (and probably other streams on VAFB); the nearest

known populations are in northern San Luis Obispo County. HeWinhogZypta
fieldi (snail) has 75 percent of its known range on VAFB at Surf and near the

mouth of Santa Ynez River. A species proposed for federal endangered status,

HeZminthoglypta walkeriana (Morro Bay banded dune snail), may occur in the

dunes on VAFB.(1 7 1 )

Several butterfly species that have been proposed for federal threatened or

endangered status may occur in the project area and are discussed below: (170)
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1. Plebejue (loaricia) ioarioidee mor'oanis (Morro Bay blue) In

known only along the coast of San Luis Obispo and Santa

Barbara Counties where the larval host plant is thought to

be Lupinu8 ohieonia, a stabilized dune dominant.

2. Panoquina panoquinoides erma• (salt marsh skipper) occurs

from Santa Barbara County into Mexico; its larval host

plant is Diatichii epicata, a (Santa Ynez) salt marsh

dominant.

3. Euphbdrlas editha wrighti (Wright's checkerspot) and E. e.

monoenisi (mono checkerspot) may occur on VAFB and in

the Santa Maria area where E. editha specimens (not iden-

tified to subspecies) have been collected. The larval

host plants were Plantago spp. (plantains) in marshy
habitats.

Endangered and Threatened Plants. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has

recently designated four plants as endangered species. These are the San

Clemente broom (Lotus soopariu8 asp. traakiae), the San Clemente Island

bushmallow (Ailacothamnus eZementinus), the San Clemente Island larkspur

(Delphinizu kinkienae), and the San Clemente Island indian paintbrush

(Caetilleja grisea). These four species have the distinction of being the

first plants to be added to the U.S. List of Endangered and Threatened
Wildlife and Plants.(2)

3.1.9.2 Freshwater Biota

General. The freshwater biota of the project region comprises the organisms

of lakes and ponds, streams, freshwater marshes, and riparian scrub and wood-

land. (Coastal lagoons are discussed in Section 3.1.9.3.) The extent and

composition of these aquatic assemblages are strongly influenced by water

management, agricultural development, cattle grazing, effluent discharge, and

the introduction and eradication of species.
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Six stream (Caftada del Norte, San Antonio Creek, Santa Ynez River, Caffada

Honda Creek, Caftada del Jolloru, and Jalama Creek), their tributaries, and

five lakes (Hod III, Punchbowl, and Upper, Middle, and Lower Canyon Lakes)

constitute the major freshwater habitats of the Vandenberg area. The biota

occurring in these habitats are discussed below. (16)(17)(163)

The non-vascular aquatic vegetation is dominated by diatoms and green algae.

The vascular aquatic vegetation is dominated by floating ferns and duck weed,

baccharis, poison hemlock, rushes, watercress, beardgrass, pondweeds, docks,

willows, bulrushes/tules, bur reed, cattails, and nettle. (See also 3.1.9.1,

riparian vegetation.)

The aquatic insect fauna is dominated by water beetles, fly and mosquito larvae,

and various water bugs, mayflies, stoneflies, caddisflies, dragonflies, and

damselflies. A large variety of other invertebrate taxa also are widespread;

prominent among them are crayfish, freshwater scud, water fleas, snails, and

worms.

The fish fauna includes steelhead trout, carp, flathead minnow, channel cat-

fish, mosquito fish, arroyo chub, threespine sticklebacks, bluegill, red-ear

sunfish, largemouth and smallmouth bass, black crappie, and tidewater goby.

Other prominent vertebrate species are listed in Tables 3.1.9-3 and -4.

Rare, Endangered, and Threatened Freshwater Vertebrate Species. Recent studies

have demonstrated that Gaaterosteus acuteat•s wiZ•namsoni, unarmored threespine

stickleback, occurs in San Antonio Creek and El Rancho Pond, waters in which a
subspecies G•. a. micoeooal~u8 is currently absent. (16) Previously, this sub-

species was known only in the Los Angeles, Mojave, San Gabriel, Santa Ana,

Santa Maria, and Santa Clara Rivers where it hybridized with subspecies G. a.

microceph)ue. It is designated endangered (E) by the California Department

of Fish and Game, and threatened (T) by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service. ( 13 ) (154) (155) These inconspicuous, nongame fish represent the

only rare, endangered, or threatened species of fish expected to occur in

the project region. (16) However, certain rare, endangered, or threatened avian

species discussed under Terrestrial Biota and Marine Biota occasionally occur

in freshwater habitats.
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3.1.9.3 Marine Biota

Point Sal to Colo Bay. The intertidal zone from Point Sal to Cojo Bay comprises

a complex of habitat types, including rocky shores, sandy beaches, and lagoons.

North of Point Arguello the biota is generally typical of that which occurs

elsewhere along the Central California coast. 96

During an intertidal survey at the Point Arguello Boathouse 69 species were

recorded in the semiprotected rocky intertidal zone. Thirty-two species were

animals representing 6 phyla, and the remaining 37 species were plants

representing 4 divisions. Red algae, gastropod mollusks, crustaceans, and

polychaete worms comprised the majority of species; nearly 50 percent of the(95)
animal species were gastropod mollusks." ,

In the intertidal zone of the sandy beach at Ocean Beach, 14 species of

animals, representing 3 phyla, were recorded. Six species were annelids,

7 species were arthropods, and 1 species was nemertean (proboscis worm). The

number of species and the number of individuals per species recorded at any

particular time were highly variable throughout the year. The greatest animal

t ~densities occurred at the high-tide level. Crustaceans, especially sand crabs,

were the predominant organisms. The microscopic interstitial biota of sandy

beaches is poorly known, but diatoms, protozoans (especially ciliates), nema-

tode worms, and copepod crustaceans constitute the more common taxa that occur.

The nearly total absence of all organisms at all intertidal levels in March was

probably due to the effects of storms that occurred during late February and

early March. Recovery of certain dominant species took place within a month.

The lagoons in the project region vary in size as well as in species composition. i
Lagoons characteristically are estuarine, euryhaline, or hyposaline habitats.

Therefore, they commonly exhibit gradients in water quality and biota that .range from marine at the ocean to progressively fresher water farther inland.

SThe subtdal region between Point Sal and Cojo Bay varies greatly in habitat

types and biotic composition. At Ocean Beach, inshore dominant species of fish

include shiner perch and spotfin surfperch. Spotfin surfperch, curlfin turbot,

plainfin midshipman, and dark-blotched rockfish are dominant offshore. j A
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Planktonic organisms characteristically exhibit patchy distributions,

primar-Ily because of variations in ocean currents, food supply, nutrient supply,

and predation. The structure of planktonic communities may undergo marked

seasonal, daily, and diurnal variations.

At least 297 species of marine fish occur in the Point Arguello region.00)

The most diverse groups are the surfperches, rockfishes, sculpins, clinids,

and flatfishes. Fishes of commercial and recreational importance are dis-

cussed later in this section.

Three species of sea turtles are the only marine reptile species that are

expected to occur in the project region. Vagrant loggerhead turtles, leather-

back turtles (DermocheZye ooriaea; endangered species), and green turtles

(CheZonia myda•s threatened species) may occasionally occur as far north as

the project region.(126)

A large variety of marine birds occurs in the project region. These species

include truly oceanic birds, shorebirds, and a variety of species that

frequent coastal lagoons. Forty-three species were observed in coastal

lagoons around VAFB. Shorebirds and gulls were most abundant. These and

other prominent marine species are listed in Table 3.1.9-4.(17)

California least terns, an endangered species, have recently established new

nesting colonies at the mouth of the Santa Ynez and, possibly, San Antonio j
Lagoons. Also, about 25 pairs have been found nesting on the south side of

the Santa Maria River mouth. Another endangered avian species commonly

observed in the Vandenberg region is the California brown pelican. The

savannah sparrow (Paseerculus eandwifchensis bryanti) is reported to occur in

the project area. It is not known whether the endangered subspecies P. a.

beZdingi occurs there also. However, P. a. beldingi does occur in

the project region.

A variety of marine mammals occurs in the project region. California sea lions

haul out on the beaches at Vandenberg. Harbor seals are reported to breed on

Vandenberg in rocky areas. Steller sea lions, California sea lions, and

northern elephant seals have breeding populations at San Miguel Island.
Northern fur seals, which breed on San Miguel Island, may sporadically occur
on the mainland. The project region is within the former breeding range of

(threatened) southern sea otters and (rare and threatened) Guadalupe fur seals,

and the (rare) tule elk.
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Neither species is known to breed in the region at this time, but suitable

habitat is present and the species may sporadically.occur.( 1 3 )(l 6 )(17)C22)

Cetaceans (whales, dolphins, porpoises) also occur in the region. Gray whales

are probably the most conspicuous species. During bhe spring and fall,

migrating individuals and small groups are frequently seen in the project

region.

Biota of the Channel Islands. Seabird populations of the Channel Islands have

been examined in a recent study funded by the Bureau of Land Management. That

investigation has shown that although the four Northern Channel Islands provide

essential feeding, nesting, and breeding areas for both resident and imigrating

seabirds in the Southern California Bight, San Miguel supports the largest

colony in both numbers and in numbers of species. The list below shows which

species breed on each particular Island.(187)

Island Breeding Species

San Miguel Ashy storm petrel, double-crested cormorant, Brandt's
(Prince Island, cormorant, pelagic cormorant, western gull, pigeon
Castle Rock, guillemot, Xantu's murrelet, Cassin's auklet, blackRichardson Rock) oyster catcher, snowy plover, Leache's storm petrel.

Santa Rosa Brandt's cormorant, pigeon guillemot, pelagic cormorant,
black oyster catcher, snowy plover.

Santa Cruz Ashy storm petrel, brown pelican, pelagic cormorant,
(Gull Island, western gull, pigeon guillemot, Cassin's auklet, black
Scorpion Rock) oyster catcher, Brandt's cormorant, double-crested

cormorant, Xantu s murrelet, snowy plover.

Anacapa Brown pelican, double-crested cormorant, western gull,
black oyster catcher, pelagic cormorant.

Santa Barbara Ashy storm petrel, double-crested cormorant, Brandt's
(Sutil Islet cormorant, western gull, pigeon guillemot, Xantu's Iand Shag Rock) murrelet, black oyster catcher, double-crested cormorant,Cassin's auklet, black storm petrel. I

San Nicholas Brandt's cormorant, western gull, snowy plover.
(Begg Rock)
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Santa Catalina Western gull, double-crested cormorant, Brandt's
* (Bird Rock) cormorant, black oyster catcher.

San Clemente Western gull, pelagic cormorant, Brandt's cormorant,
(Castle Rock and black oyster catcher. A

N.W. Harbor Islet)

Numerous other sea and shore-associated avian species use the islands and sur-

rounding waters as feeding and resting sites. These include loons and grebes,

shearwaters, herons, ducks and geese, rails, plovers, sandpipers, phaleropes, .-A

jaegers, auks, and many species of gulls and terns. A discussion of the seven

most significant breeding species occurring in the San Miguel area is provided

below. (208)

Leach's Storm-Petrel (Oceanodromna Zeacorhoa). Leach's storm-petrels

were found to breed in the Channel Islands for the first time in 1976.

This species breeds abundantly north and south of the Southern

California Bight, but the tiny polulation at San Miguel Island is

probably the only one in the Channel Islands.

Ashy Storm-Petrel (0. homochroa). The entire world range of the Ashy

storm-petrel is contained off the coast from central California to

northern Baja California. The largest breeding colony is on the

Farallon Islands, and the second largest colony is at San Miguel

Island. Though not endangered, the entire world population of Ashy

storm-petrels may only number 10,000 - 20,000 individuals.

Dquble-Crested Cormorant (Phaiacrocorax aurit~u). The 60 pairs that
breed at Prince Isiand--a rock off of San Miguel Island--comprise
what is probably the largest colony in southern California and one

of the largest in the state. Numbers and breeding success of this

beleaguered species have been steadily declining in recent years,

and double-crested cormorants may become one of California's next

Endangered Species.
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Brandt's Cormoragt (Pha,.oaooorax eto0,lZ,•te). Nearly 77 percent

of the Brandt's cormorants that breed In the Channel Islands occur

in the San Miguel Island area and alons the north side of nearby

Santa Rosa Island.

Pelagic CorM6rant (Ph4ZaodOP0 PzZO~if). Two-thirds of the Channel

Islands population of this species breeds at the San Miguel complex.

Pigeon Guillemot (Copphge oOZ7mbq). This species has its southernmost

.range in western America in the Channel Islands; the bulk of the

population is found in San Miguel.

Cassin's Auklet (Ptychdagcue aZeutioua). 11,000+'pairs breed on two

offshore rocks at San Miguel Island. This constitutes over 98 percent

of the breeding auklets in the Channel Islands.

Table 3.1.9-U indicates the specific seabird pairs breeding on particular

islands in 1976.
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At Santa Barbara Island, there exists the only known breeding colony of black

storm-petrels in the United States. Also the Xantus' murrelet colony located

on Santa Barbara Island is the largest in the United States and possibly the

world. During 1976 it was found that these murrelets consistantly foraged

in waters off the northwest side of the island, towards San Miguel.

In addition, myriad seabirds use the Bight annually as feeding grounds during

the non-breeding season; mapy northern breaders winter in the Bight and

southern hemisphere breeders summer there. For at least two species--black

brant (B&anta bernicula) and pink-footed shearwater (Puffinus creatopus)--it I
is possible that at certain times of the year the majority of the world popula-

tion may be traveling offshore of that area.

The Channel Islands and surrounding waters support one of the world's most J

diverse assemblages of marine mammals. Historically, seal and sea lion popula-
tions in the Southern California Bight were much larger. Pinnipeds once bred

in great numbers along the southern California mainland coast and still do in

areas north of Point Conception where little or no human activity is present.

Human activity in southern California has disturbed these marine mammals to

such an extent that they no longer breed at their previously established coastal

rookeries. Today, seals and sea lions breed and pup almost exclusively on the

Channel Islands.(187)

The most thorough study to date of the marine mammals inhabiting the southern

California waters and offshore islands is being conducted under the auspices

of the Bureau of Land Management baseline studies program, by contract with

scientists at the University of California, Santa Cruz, and Irvine. The six-

month progress report characterized the pinniped population as follows:

"Many thousand seals and sea lions are found in the Southern

California Bight either as year-round residents or as seasonal

transients. Major populations of the northern elephant seal,

i•rounga augustirostris, the California sea lion, ZaZophus

Californicnu8, and the harbor seal, Phoca vituZina, pup and breed
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each year on the rocks and beaches of the Channel Islands.

In addition, the northern fur seal, Calarzhinue uwainue, and

the Steller sea lion, Eimetopias Jubatc, have the southernmost

extension of their breeding range in these islands. With the

presence of rare Guadalupe fur seals, Arctocephatus townaendi,

an endangered species, the Southern California Bight possesses

the largest and most diverse pinniped community in temperature

waters."

From census data contained in the above report, major breeding and haul-out

areas have been mapped. Highest densities of animals are found on San Miguel

Island, where a survey at the peak of the sea lion breeding season found

15,337 pinnipeds, primarily clustered on the west end. San Miguel Island and

its associated rocks form the most important pinniped habitat in southern

California. Six species of seals and sea lions inhabit the island, the five

breed there. According to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, San Miguel

Island has an ideal environment for pinnipeds because of its climate and the

configuration of its low, sandy beaches. Because It is located where warm
il I: and cold currents meet, the island demarcates the southern range of norther

species of pinnipeds and the northern range of southern species.

Pupping and breeding for sea lions and fur seals occur from May 20 to August

20 whereas northern elephant seals range from December 20 to February 20.

H These periods are particularly critical because disturbances at these times

may cause the animals to stampede and increase the chances of mortality to

the young.

Biota of the Point Arguello Boathouse Embayment. Subtidal habitats in the

Boathouse Embayment consist of a rocky boulderfield which covers the shore-

Sward half of the bay and a sandy bottom habitat over the outermost portion.

A third prominant habitat is located under the existing pier and includes

caissons, pilings and miscellaneous riprap.
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The organisation of the exposed open-coast rocty areas are characterized by

their staying power and resistance to shock wave. A characteristic assemblage

of animals in the exposed intertidal area is the (MytiZus-PoL'Zicipes-Piseater)

association, composed of the California mussel, the Pacific goose barnacle,

and the common, purple, or ocher seastar. This is fairly well restricted toT

the lower two-thirds of the intertidal zone. Many other organisms, including

red, brown, and green algae, surf grass, and abalone, may be found to occur

with this association. Dense algal growth covers much of the rocky substrate

habitat within the embayment. These primarily consist of red algae (Rhodophyta).

Several brown algae species are presented, including Mac2-ocystis pyrifera,
Egregia menzesii, and CVstoeeira oemundacea which provide the greatest standing

I crops and protective cover for kelp fish. A flowering plant, Phy~lospadix

torreyi, is also common. Only 2 species of green algae (Chlorophyta) have been

observed.

The greatest biological diversity within the embayment is in the boulderfield

habitat. Total algal cover there is nearly 100 percent. Most of the benthic

invertebrate species within the embayment inhabit this area. A snail, Mitrel.a

"carinata, and a seastar, Patiy-a miniata are the most abundant species. A

total of 12 benthic invertebrate species have been documented within the pier

habitat; of these, P. miniata was most abundant. A
The subtidal sandy bottom surfaces within the embayment contain numerous species

of benthic invertebrates as well as many infaunal invertebrate species beneath

the surface. Average infaunal density (to a depth of 17 cm) is about 315 inver-

tebrates per square meter of sediment. Two polychaete worms (Axiothella

,irubrocincta and Lunbrineris zonata), a burrowing shrimp (Callianassa californi-

ensie), and a clam (Tellina modesta) are most abundant.

Many species of fish pass through the mouth of the embayment. The majority

consist of inshore schooling species dominated by the walleye surfperch

(Hyperprosopon argentewn), topsmelt (Atherinops affinis), and pile surfperch

Wom(roalichthys vacca). Resident harbor seals (Phoca vitulina) have been observed

within and around the embayment on occasion.
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Areas outside the embaymenc embayment appear to have greater subtidal species

richness and diversity. A brief examination of an outer rocky reef showed 45

species of benthic Invertebrates present with a sea anemone (Corynacoie cati-

fornioa), two species of polychate worms (Wisetylia poZlyorpha and Spirorbie

op.), a bryozoan (Bugula neritina), and two species of seastars (Leptaeteriae

heaotie and Pratiri miniata) the most abundant. Fish are numerous and

variant around this habitat.

Fort hueneme. Port Hueneme is located in the warm temperature marine zoo-

geographical region of the northern hemisphere. The shoreline in the Port

Hueneme acea includes sandy beaches and two rock jetties through which ships

pass into the mud-bottomed Port Hueneme Harbor. The harbor sediments and

waters are polluted by shipping and other activities, yet little information
bot.(20) (46) (145)

is available concerning water quality and the marine biota. No

rare cr endangered marine algae, invertebrates, or fish are reported to occur

in this area.

The rocky jetty at the entrance to Port Hueneme Harbor supports marine organisms

typical of exposed rock substrý.a on the Southern California coast. The

diversity of organisms is relatively low because these protected waters are

away from the ocean and are strongly influenced by shipping activities and
pollutants.

Approximately 176 species of fish from 65 families may occur near Port Hueneme.
(70) The most important inshore fishes are surfperch, drtms, sanddabs, and

anchovies. Dominant fishes that occur farther offshore include flounders,

midshipmen, and rockfish.

Phytoplankton that pr.dominate in waters off Port Hueneme include diatoms, i

euglenoids, and dinofiagellates. The most abundant zooplankton just southwest

of Port Hueneme are copepods, cladocerans, and larvaceans.

Port Hueneme handles substantial local fish hauls as well as larger fish hauls

from surrounding regions. Annual fish catches landed at Port Hueneme in 1970

ranged from 347,137 pounds (local catch) to 372,N42 pounds (northern waters
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catch) and 1,943,460 pounds (southeastern waters catch). The dominant commercial

species, in descending order of abundance, include rockfishes, rock seabass, and A. as(12) 4

barred sand bass.

Approximately 53 species of marine birds occur in the Port Hueneme region. The

marine avifauna is similar to that in the Vandenberg region. California brown

pelicans and California least terns are endangered species that are expected to

feed and rest in the Port Hueneme area. Harbor seals are the only marine mammals

that are common near the harbor. They may occasionally enter harbor waters.

Commercial and Recreational Aspects of the Marine Environment. The project

region contains extensive marine resources. It also serves as a recreational

area. Among the major resources of potential use to man are beds of giant kelp

that have served as an alginate source for many industries. The following dis-

cussion is derived largely from Best and Oliphant (1965).(12)

Some species of mollusks such as abalones, clams, and squid are harvested com-

mercially. Octopus is sometimes taken for food. The crustacean harvest in the

Point Arguello region is minor in comparison with the fish and mollusk catches.

j: j Several species of crabs are taken, as are limited numbers of spiny lobsters

and shrimp.

Among the most important commercial fishes are flatfishes, rockfishes, and

several other inshore and offshore species. The most valuable flatfish is the

SCalifornia halibut. Other economically important flatfishes include a variety
!i! • of soles, flounders, and sanddabs. •

Flounders, kelp bass, lingcod, and rockfishes represent 64 percent of all party-

boat catches. Between Port San Luis and Point Sal, angler effort is high. South

of Point Sal, this activity diminishes somewhat until Point Conception is reached,

where party-boat fishing increases again.

Anadromous steelhead trout are occasionally taken offshore in the San Luis

Obispo area and near Jalama Beach. Surfperches constitute most of the fishes

cavght by shore anglers between Avila and Point Conception.
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Numerous species of shore and ocean birds and marine mammals have aesthetic and

recreational importance. Of particular interest are sea otters, sea lions, ýJ.
harbor seals, and gray whales. An estimated 2,900 to 4,500 gray whales pass
Point Arguello each migratory season; at that time many sport-boat operators .-

conduct excursions during which these animals can be observed.

Rare, Endangered, and Threatened Marine Vertebrate Species. Sixteen marine

vertebrate species that occur in the project area are designated by the California

Department of Fish and Game as rare (R) or endangered (E), or by the U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service as endangered (En) or threatened (T). (13)(154)(155) These

special status species are listed in Table 3.1.9-6. 1

Table 3.1.9-6. RARE, ENDANGERED, AND THREATENED SPECIES OF MARINE VERTEBRATES
IN THE PROJECT REGION.

CATEGORY SCIENTIFIC NAME COMMON NAME STATUS

REPTILES Owlonia mydas Green turtle T

DePmo-helly corizea Leatherback turtle En
BIRDS Pelf u ocointalia California brown

Petifornios e pelican En, ETot

RaZlue longir'otris Light-footed clapper
I.eipee rail En, ET

LateraZlue jowioenoie Black rail RT

Sterna albifrona California least
1)bro.ni tern En, ET

Passer'onue andzwioheneie Belding's savannah
beldingi sparrow E

MARINE Phyeeter catodon Sperm whale En, TMAMMALS Megaptei•a novaeangliae Humpback whale En, T

Balaenoptera boreaZie Sei whale En, T

N Bataenoptez'a muaoutua Blue whale Er, T

SBalaenoptea physalua Finback whale En, T

ftbalaenaseieboldii Right whale En, T

Esohriohtiua robustue Gray whale En, T

Arotooephalus phiZZipi Guadalupe fur
totonsendi seal En, RT

Mthyda Zut2ris ner'ie Southern sea otter T
Miminga agusti s Northern elephant seal ER
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3.1.10 ARCHAEOLOGY

3.1.10.1 General Archaeological Setting

The project area comprises a portion of the land occupied during late prehistoric

and historic times by the Chumash Indians. "Chumash" is a linguistic term tha:

is applied to the people who inhabited the Southern California coast from Malibu

to Estero Bay, including the Santa Barbara Channel Islands. They lived in

large permanent villages and, in the late Chumash period, produced ornamental

'artifacts of shell, bone, and stone.

Although sporadic contact between the Spanish and these Indians occurred from

the mid-1500s on, the first historical accounts date from Portola's expedition

of 1669. The first mission in the area was established in 1787, but the major

effects of the later missien program were disruption of the Indians' traditional

way of life and reduction of their population through disease. Organized Chumash

culture no longer existed by 1840.

The locations of Chumash villages have been established from accounts of I
expeditions along the Vandenberg coastline in the 1770s and from Spanish mission

records. Seven known Chumash village locations are found inside or within 1

mile of the boundaries of Vandenberg Air Force Base. These villages had a
combined estimated population in 1760 of between 415 and 720 persons.(9 Some

archaeological sites in the Vandenberg area have been identified as the remains

of specific villages. Thus far, 1,000 to 1,200 archaeological sites have been

located in Santa Barbara County, and, of these, 460 are within the Vandenberg

boundaries.

Sites within the project area are representative of all three periods recognized

in the prehistory of Santa Barbara County: Late Horizon (Canallto or Chumash),

1000-1850 A.D.; Middle Horizon (Hunting or Intermediate), 3000 B.C. to 1000 A.D.;

and Early Horizon (Oak Grove or Millingstone), 6000-3000 B.C.

A previous study formulated a tentative reconstruction of settlement-subsistence

patterns in the Vandenberg-Lompoc area, and data gathered during 1974 were used

to refine this model. (114) It related settlement patterns in the Vandenberg

area to the location of four resource zones that differ in the availability of
(29)

various flora, fauna, and mineral resources. Archaeological sites in these

resource zones include villages, characterized by sedentary or semisedentary
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occupation, and secondary sites, which were occupied temporarily or seasonally

and represent a range of functional types.

Population centers were generally located several miles inland from exposed

westerly facing coasts. These villages were situated in valleys with major

* I perennial streams where food resources were continuously available and abundant.

The inland climate is also more suitable for year-round living than is the rocky

foreshore. Small temporary-use sites, characterized by the presence of shell-

fish remains, occur in linear patterns connecting the rocky coastal zones and

the interior population centers. These probably represent established routes

of travel.

Where coastal areas are southerly facing, with protected sandy and rocky fore-
shores, villages were located on the coastal plain near the mouths of small

perennial streams. These villages were more sedentary than those in the

interior. Here, abundant marine resources were found, and terrestrial resources

were available a short distance from the coast.

3.1.10.2 Vandenberg Archaeological Sites

Some 80 archaeological sites are known to exist within or near the boundaries

anof proposedinvdul project uiu sites.reoce() Each ih ofth thesepoeta archaeological cnrbtn o sites Isinomto considered

leading to better understanding of the archaeological system in the region.

Nine of these sites are of particular significance because of their location

near proposed facilities. These are SBa 534, 539, 654, 670, 678, 680, 682, 931,I
and 1128. Five additional sites, which are not located adjacent to proposed
facilities, are of particular significance because of their importance within

the total cultural and ecological system which constitutes the archaeological

setting. These are SBa 210, 551, 552, 662, and 1040. (SBa is the official '
California designation for archaeological sites in Santa Barbara County.) The
California State Historic Preservation Office and the National Park Service indi-

c~ate that these sites do meet National Register Criteria. In accord with National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and guidelines on 36 CFR 800 procedures, nomi-
nation forms have been submitted to the California State Historic Preservation
Office for their opinion. These forms will subsequently be submitted by the Air

'I Force to the National. Advisory Council on Historic Preservation,

-~Twenty-five archaeological sites are known to exist on the Point Arguello
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636, 637, 638, 639, 643, 648, 651, 653, 712, 1105, 1106, 1107, 1108, 1109, 1110,

1111, 1114, 1116, 1.117, 1118, and 1148. Included are village sites, which are

I located on the coastal plain along the southerly-facing portions of the coast,
as well as limited activity and temporary sites of various types. All are

considered part of the larger settlement-subsistence pattern of the Vandenberg-

Lompoc area. (6)In addition to these known sites, unknown archaeological

resources, including buried sites along the shore and underwater sites, may exist

in this area.

The existing environment also includes an abandoned Coast Guard station, boat-

house, and associated pier, which were constructed in 1934. This facility is

not an historical place and does not appear to meet the criteria for such

designation as established in the National Historical Preservation Act of 1966.

3.1.10.3 Port Hueneme Archaeological Sites

According to available records, site maps, and manuscripts on file at the

archival facility of the UCLA Archaeological Survey, no archaeological resources

are known to exist in the area to be modified or utilized by the project.

This area has not been subjected to a systematic on-foot field survey; however,

a number of Late Chumash village sites are found at nearby Point Mugu, partic-

ularly in the area south of the lagoon.

3.1. 10.4 Channel Islands Archaeological Sites

on the Channel Islands. Only the Santa Barbara Group (San Miguel, Santa

Rosa, Santa Cruz, and Anacapa) are considered close enough to be within the

project area. Sites found on the islands include villages, characterized

by sedentary or asmisedentary occupations and secondary sites, which were

occupied temporarily or seasonally (representing a range of functional types).
The three larger Islands (Santa Cruz, Santa Rosa, and San Miguel) apparently

supported hundreds of Canalinos prior to the Spanish period. San Miguel

which is the most westerly island and is closest to Vandenberg contains

roughly 580 archaeological sites.
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3.2 SOCIOECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

The following description of the existing socioeconomic environment presentsth
adiscussion of the effects region for potential Shuttle impacts. Althoughth

Shuttle project at Vandenberg could be expected to induce national and evenI

international social and economic effects, discussions presented in this report 1

focus on the area near Vandenberg where effects are most likely to be measurable.

3.2.1 THE EFFECTS REGION

The Space Shuttle project will hive measurable social and economic effects in

an immediate area, an intermediate area, and a regional area relative to the

location of Vandenberg. The following section provides a description of the

social characteristics, land use, housing market, econouidc profile, public

services, and cultural amenities of these three effects regions.

3.2.1.1 Immediate Effects AreaH

Host of the Shuttle project's social and economic effects will be concentrated

within the immediate effects area. As shown on Figure 3.2.1-A, this area liesA

adjacent to Vandenberg Air Force Base on the north and east. Major subareas of

the immediate effects area are the Lompoc and Santa Maria Valleys.

Lompoc Valley

A survey in 1974 indicated that 60 percent of the Base w~orking population

living offbase resided in the Lompoc Valley, primarily in the community of

Lompoc and in the unincorporated communities of Vandenberg Village and Mission

Hills. (3)Three main roads connect Vandenberg with the Lompoc Valley--the

Lompoc/Casmalia Road, the Santa Lucia Canyon Road/Pine Canyon Road, and State

Highway 246, also known as Ocean Avenue. The Lompoc area, with an gstimated

1973 population of 36,900, provides a full range of economic services and

T includes a major shopping area.
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Santa Maria Valley

The 1974 survey also indicated that over 35 percent of Base employees living

offbase resided in the Santa Maria Valley, and almost all of theme resided in I
either Orcutt or Santa Maria. The primary roads into VAFE are Highways 1 and

135 and the Lompoc-Casmealia Road. The Santa Maria area, with an estimated 1973

population of 53,100, provides a full range of economic services, and Santa

Maria-Orcutt comprises a major shopping area.

...... LEGEND4

VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE

SANTA MARIA VALLEY STUDY AREA

LOMPOC VALLEY STUDY AREA
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PACIFIC OCE A N "

Reference: Henningson, Durham & Richardson, 1976.( 3

FIGURE 3.2.1-A. Immediate effects area of Lompoc Valley, Santa Maria Valley
and Vandenberg Air Force Base.

3.2.1.2 Intermediate Effects Area

The intermediate effects area includes San Luis Obispo County, Santa Barbara

County, and Ventura County, collectively termed the Trn-County area (see
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Figure 3.2.1-B). Although these counties are divided by political and

physical boundaries, they are economically and socially very similar. They

are united by U.S. Highway 101, State Highway 1, and the Southern Pacific

Railroad, and all are coastal counties with important economic activity in

agriculture and services, particularly tourism. The Shuttle project will be

located in Santa Barbara County, but certain aspects of this project will

involve Port Hueneme in Ventura County; also, the Santa Maria Valley (which is

in the immediate effects area) extends from Santa Barbara County into San Luis

Obispo County. Social and economic effects of the project are therefore likely

to be measurable within this region.
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Reference: Henningson, Durham & Richardson, 1976. 5

FIGURE 3.2.1-B. Intermediate and regional effects areas.
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3.2.1.3 Regional Effects Area

A five-county regional area is formed by the Tri-County area and Los Angeles
and Orange Counties. All five counties are linked by U.S. Highway 101 and

the Southern Pacific Railroad (see Figure 3.2.1-B) Los Angeles and Orange
counties are the major source of goods and services, particularly manufacturing

and transportation, for the entire Southern California region including

Vandenberg Air Force Base. In fact, over two-thirds of the known Space Shuttle
contractors in California are located in this area.

3.2.2 SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

For the past 30 years, the dominant social characteristic of the effects
region has been rapid population growth, stimulated by climate and economic

opportunities, particularly in the aerospace industry. In the early 1970's

however, growth eased somewhat, reflecting national trends.

Within the Five-County region, the areas likely to experience project related
"population shifts are in northern Santa Barbara County and specifically in the

Lompoc and Santa Haria Valleys where growth has traditionally been in close

accord with activities at Vandenberg (see Figure 3.2.2-A). Consequently, the
following discussion focuses on these areas.

The 1960 to 1970 percentage change in population for the areas shown on Figure
3.2.2-A is presented in Table 3.2.2-1.

Table 3.2.2-1. POPULATION CHANGE IN SANTA BARUARA COUNTY, 1960 TO 1970
Region 1960 1970 chne

• -,-

North county 75.707 113.80 so

Leopoc Valley (2C2354) (47,729) (69)

Lompoc (17,194) (31.163) (81)
SVandenberg (11.040) (16.566) (50)

IISanta IHeria Vall y (39,667) (56,630) (43)

Santa aera ( 23.938) (33,295) (39)
Otcutt (11,539) (19,477) (69)
Guadalupe ( 4,190) ( 3,856) (-4)

tSanta Ines Valley (6,462) (6. 326) (29)

Central Valley ( 1,344) ( 1.212) (-10)

South Coast Area 93,255 150,425 61

County total 166.962 X64.324 56
Wefe6ea004 IAll&a and others. 197.)
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IGAAU

0,0

S~Reference: Wallace and others, 1975.(162)

SFIURE3.2.2-A. Population growth analysis areas.

FIA R tauainof the annual growth in the North County and in both valleys

* bewe 90ad1973 iprvddin Table 3.2.2-2. As shown in Table 3.2.2-3,

Srecent cou~nty growth has failed to meet projections; a primary factor is a

S~reduction in the birthrate and average household size.

S3,2. 2.1 Demographic Profile

SDemographic information in the Five-County region is summarized in Table

r 3.2.2-4. Daafor the picalcities of Santa Barbara Conyaeshown in

S•: Table 3.2.2-5. The rapid growth that has characterized the region can yield

• a very dynamic demographic profile, but in recent years much of this growth

•r h as leveled so that 1970 census data are believed to be representative of
i: ~ current patterns. This is substantiated by data from the 1975 special

census. (91) 3-81
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Table 3.2.2-2. POPULATION GROWTH IN THE IIYEDIATE EFFECTS AREA AND SANTA
BARBARA COUNTY, 1960 TO 19 7 3 a

Year Vandenberm Lompoc Santa Maria North County Santa Barbara

County

1960 12.519 14,415 20.027 75,707 166,961
1961 15.879 18,000 23.250 85.264 182.812
1962 20,485 2100 OO 25,625 96,943 200,9 31

1963 20,534 23,250 29,156 104,378 216,250
1964 20,406 24,000 30,261 107,776 227,8121965 17,292 24,373 31,031 109,668 236,344

1966 18,$17 24,625 31,469 110,872 243,562
1967 19,132 24,812 31, 644 111,792 249,812

1968 17.689 24.969 32,156 112.583 255,750

1969 16,039 25,094 32,406 113,241 260,312
1970 13.568 25,284 32,749 113.899 264,324
1971 12,035 25,469 33,250 114,873 268,719

1972 12.44.1 25,625 33,625 113.781 272.761

1973 11.564 25.750 33,781 116,656 276,531

aet data are eatimates.

bAverage votking population not including onbase dependents.
Incnludes Lompoc, Santa Maria, Saeta tsIn, and Central alleys.

Rferentcet Santa Barbero County Board of Suaea rstaov, 1974.(
U.S. Air Force, 1974-(141)

Table 3.2.2-3. PRELIMINARY GROWTH FIGURES FOR SANTA BARBARA COUNTY
AND CITIES, 1975

coqmatyatlu Poertin e1/1s a460
Anaa i4/1/10Lo come"3C~~m pro:jected :Qtoal

APea 4/1/n0 Ce..m c p73camott d;i"I*a bctap
V~iO~iq 1,51 3.31 10.t044 -3s.•? -36. 0

Wa1see ItS.354 atom00 24.2:37 +2•.6 -4.2

lanma HuLa 32.749 34,.00 33,443 +•4. *.2,7

QuadleI 3,14S 3.2241 3.063 *4.3 -2.d

na sexbezrba 70.2tS 7?,7S 72,216 401.2 .2.4
Santa &"bars CoUnty 24".324 363, 11 160,401 .. 1.

Refer"amee C. Iftloy. 1975.()
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'A
Table 3.2.2-4. DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF THE REGIONAL EFFECTS AREA, 1970

Criteria Santa Barbara Son Luot Obtipo Ventura L.on Angeles Orange A i

Total Population 264,324 105,690 376,430 7.003,066 1,420,386

Prtcent Feoale 50.7 47.4 50.3 41.6 50.9

Percet lon-White 4.4 4.8 3.8 14.3 2.5

Percent Nrried 59.8 58.2 65.2 59.2 65.8
(14 end over)

Number of fPamilie 63,721 25,630 91,366 1,769,331 361.062

Averape Number of Persons
pe oui~ nt3.1 341 3.3 2.8 3.2per Noustns Unit ,.4

Age Profile

Percent 0- 3 7.9 6.5 9.6 8.3 8.9
Percent 5 - 18 25.0 21.7 29.8 24.0 28.0
Percent 18 - 64 58.0 59.5 54.0 58.4 56.2
Percent 634 9.1 12.3 6.6 9.3 6.9
Median Age 26.2 28.9 25.1 29.6 26.2

References U.S. U1partwent of Commere., 1973(14 a 19?1j

Table 3.2.2-5. DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF PRINCIPAL CITIES OF
SANTA BARBARA COUNTY, 1970

Criteria Lompoc Sata Maria Saute Barbara

Total Population 25,234 32,749 70,215

Percent Venal* 48.5 51.1 54.2

Percent lon-White 6.4 5,3 4.6

Percent Married 64.9 64.9 53.8
(14 and over)

NuAber of ftelJlies 6,.40 8,241 18,053

Average Number of Persons 3.4 3.2 2.5

per Bouost* Unit

Age Profile

Percent 0 - 5 10.2 5.9 8.6
Percent 5 - 18 26.7 18.6 2"1.5
Percent 18 - 64 58.9 55.1 59.4
Percent 65+ 4.2 20.4 5.5
Median Age 23.6 34.9 25.3

.lefereuce. U.S. Department of Commrce, 1973 (1T)snd 1971(141).
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Income Levels I

Income and its distribution are among the descriptors used in measuring

community welfare. Because people in different income groups have different

spending patterns, income distribution is also related to economic development.

Both Santa Barbara and Ventura Counties had special censuses in 1975. Some

of the preliminary results of these censuses are displayed in Table 3.2.2-6.

I Table 3.2.2-6. HOUSEHOLD INCOME DISTRIBUTION IN SANTA BARBARA AND VENTURA
COUNTIES, 1974

Under $46,00 $10,000 $15,000 Over Medin
tret4,000 t - Sample

Area $$10 15,000 $,025,0O $,000 household
(2) (Z) (2) (2) (X) income

Carpinteria Valley 10.3 31.2 25.2 23.4 8.6 659 $11,627
Nontecito 3.7 15.4 15.2 26.6 39.1 407 $21.071

Santa Iarbara 20.3 36.1 20.3 13.8 7.7 4,934 $ 8.854
Goleta Area 13.9 23.1 20.4 28.9 l1,4 2,872 $12,682 iSSanta Tofa Valley 13.3 29.5 23.4 31.6 12.1 653 $11,536

Lompec Area 10.8 32.2 20.4 24.0 7.6 1,807 $11,643

KVandenberg, 1.1 11.6 30.5 50.5 6.3 9S $16,167

Santo Hart* Area 12.4 32.8 291 22.0 3.7 1,330 $10,814

Orcutt Area 5.4 12.1 26.9 37.7 12.9 613 $15,145

Guadalupe Area 19.5 50.9 20.3 9.3 0 118 $ 7,676

Cuyame Valley 15.2 36.9 23.4 15.2 8.6 46 $ 9,571

Total County 14.8 30.6 22.6 22.5 9.5 13,534 $11,017

Ventura Countyc 10.5 26.3 26.3 27.7 9.1 90,423 WA

InClude9 Mission Canyon.

bDoes not include persons living onbase.
VIn Veture County, family income rather than household income war eatimated.

Rtefereces: Santa lkrbara County Planning Department, 1970102)Venture County Planning Department, 1975.(160)

Relative to national trends, per capita income in Santa Barbara County, as

well as in California as a whole, has fallen since 1950. Income in Santa

A Barbara County has declined relative to statewide averages. A recent publica-

tion of the Bureau of Economic Analysis shows that, taking the United States

average per capita income (in constant 1967 dollars) as 1.00, the record and
' (149)

projections for California and Santa Barbara County are as follows: i
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Year California Santa Barbara

1950 1.24 1.34

1969 1.14 0.95

1971 1.12 0.94

1980 1.11. 0.96

1990 1.09 0.96

Occupation by Categor

In occupational distribution, the immediate and intermediate effects areas are

similar (see Table 3.2.2-7). The Lompoc Valley had larger fractions in the1:
r professional, technical, sales, clerical, and craftsmen categories than Santa

Maria Valley had in 1970, while the latter led in operatives of all kinds,

laborers, and service workers.

-i
Table 3.2.2-7. OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF WORKERS (16 and older) BY

AREA, 1970 _

Lompoc Santa Santa San Luis Ventura
Occupat tons1 category Valley8 ai mbaa Olp County

pret Valleyb County Count y (percent) icup(prcteorent) (percent) (percet) (percent) (perent

Professional, Technical, 24.3 18.1 20.8 15.7 18.8.
and Ktndred

Managers, Administrators, 10.1
including Farm 10.0 9.9 10.5 11.9

Sales and Clerical
Workers 28.3 21.8 24.6 22.2 23.4

•-*.:Craftsmen. Foremen,
Crtand Fonrem, 14.7 12.7 11.4 11.9 13.8
and Kindred

t Operatives, including
OpeTranotioncludg 11.0 15.3 10.4 10.2 13.6
Transportntion

Laborers, includingFam5.5 9.7 7.6 9.2 8.4

Service Workers,

Including Iiou,.hold 6.0 12.5 14.7 19.0 12.0

Total' 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.1 100.1
•' ~Total nu.!,er of .

Tworkers 9,728 18,948 94,980 35,687 131,901

alncludes the City of Lompoc, Vandenberg (U), Lompoc N (U), and Lompoc NW (U).

bIncludes the cities of Santa Hala and Guadalupe. Orcutt (U), and Santi Maria S (U).

Ctay not sum to 100.0 percent due to rounding error.

Reference: U.S. Department of Commerce, 1971.(148)
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j 3.2.2.2 Labor Force Size and Availability

The Five-County regional labor force in February 1976, including employed and

unemployed, is sumiarized in Table 3.2.2-8. The Tri-County intermediate effects

area made up 7.6 percent of the regional labor force, 7.6 percent of the

region's employed, and 7.7 percent of the region's unemployed.

In the immediate effects area, General Research Corporation in 1971 estimated

the economic split between the North County and the South Coast in Santa Barbara

County. Of those employed in contract construction, about 38 percent were

estimated to work in the North County. ( 25 ) Assuming that relationship still

held in February 1976, about 1,140 would be so engaged (by place of work) in

the North County. i i

In December 1975, a survey of local construction labor unions indicated that

current and future construction projects in the area are not fully utilizing

the available supply of skilled craftsmen. Several unions indicated that

numerous craftsmen (including plumbers, electrical workers, plaster and cement

masons, laborers, operating engineers, carpenters, and painters) are locally

available for any job, but other categories of craftsmen would have to be

drawn from beyond the Trn-County and even the Five-County regional effects

area. These workers may include ironworkers, millwrights, boilermakers, and
[ asbestos workers.

Table 3.2.2-8. REGIONAL LABOR FORCE, 1976 (in thousands)

Civilian , Unemployment NonesriculturalCounty labor Baployment Rate Bel and Contrtact

force Number (unndj1d) al .ed Construction
employee*

Los Appeles 3,245.8 2,920.3 325.5 10.0 3,055.7 69.9

Or*-ip 797.0 736.6 60.4 7.6 586.3 21.2

Venture 171.2 153,4 17.0 10.4 111.4 3.4

Santa Barbara 116.2 105.4 1.0.8 9.3 94.3 3.0

San Luis Obispo ,6.5 43.1 3.4 7.3 33.1 2.6

Total 4,376.7 3,958.S 417.9 9.5$ 3,683.0 120.1

Referenceet state of California. 1976.W(1 7)(1T ) (t18 ) ( 10)-
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3.2.3 EXISTING LAND USE PATTERNS

Vandenberg Air Force Base is located in the northern part of Santa Barbara

County and comprises 5,6 percent of the 1,753,370 acres in the county. Land

use in the remainder of the county is devoted primarily to the Los Padres

National Forest (44 peruent), to agricultural grating and cultivation (40

percent), and to urban development (about 2 to 3 percent). Urban development

in the county is concentrated primarily in the Santa Maria, Cuyama, Lompoc,

and Santa Ynez Valleys, and the southeast coastal plain.

3.2.3.1 Land Use in the Immediate Effects Area

The land along the northern and eastern boundary of the Base Is primarily

open space and grazing land. The nearest urban areas in the Santa Maria

Valley are Casmalia, adjacent to the northern boundary of the Base; Guadalupe,

4.5 miles north of the Base; and Santa Haria-Orcutt, 2.5 miles northeast of

the Base (see Figure 3.2.3-A). The Vandenberg Village-Mission Hills area,

which is about 1 mile east of the Base, and the City of Lompoc, which is 5

miles southeast, form the major urban areas in the Lompoc Valley. One

additional population center adjacent to the Base is the Federal Correctional

Institution, which occupies 3,500 acres of land between the Base's eastern

boundary and Vandenberg Village. Large agricultural areas common throughout

the region form a buffer between these urban centers and Vandenberg.

Current land use patterns on and near Vandenberg are presented in Figure
3.2.3-B. Onbase, a central area--called the cantonment area--is dedicated to

Base support and includes Air Force facilities, contractor areas, and housing

and living support. An airfield is located a short distance northwest of the

cantonment, while the remaining southwest and northwest Base areas are

dedicated to missile launch facilities. A large portion of the Base is open

space. A coastal corridor through the Base is allocated to the Southern
(137)

Pacific Railroad. (
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.t- ~Reference: Henningson, Durham, and Richardson, 1976.(5

[I.I

.•FIGURE 3.2.3-A. Incorporated and unincorporated communities in the immediate
S~effects area.

t3.2.3.2 Future Development

I

SThe key variable in determining future development patterns in the county as

Sa whole is the future stability of agricultural uses in the vicinity of urban .

Sareas. This, in turn, will depend upont (1) the development policies of

S~Santa Barbara County and the five incorporated cities, (2) the possible

! limitations of future urban growth in the South Coast region by continuing

S~restrictions on land, water, and existing public services, and (3) the economic

viability of continued agricultural uses in selected areas.i
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The recent history of land use changes in the Lompoc and Santa IMaria-Orcutt

area indicates that agriculturally zoned land has gradually been developed

for urban use. From the late 1950s to the early 19609, significant urban

expansion occurred simultaneously with the activation of Vandenberg Air Force
Base. Lompoc's most significant expansion in the last 15 years occurred in

the early 1960s..

The map of the Lompoic urban study area (see Figure 1.2.3-q) shows that 790I

almost one-half are used for irrigated truck and ornamental crop production.

L D.

U. - -- 1LI

AIR FORC RARET

Refernce: iennngson Duram, ad Ricardsn.......~

FIGUE 3..3-C Suiabilty o lan forurba devlopmnt i th Lrmpo uba
study area

.. . ...... 3-90 a



The Open Space Element states that the great~est opportunities for urban
expansion In the county exist in the Santa Maria-Orcutt study area, Over
3,500 acres are ranked as very highly suitable for urban expansion (see Figure
3.2.3-D). Urban development of the lands around OrcutL and the airport would
not involve conversion of irrigated agriculture, but. approximately half of the
very highly suitable land northeast of Santa Maria Is irrigated farmland.
Overall, about 60 percent of the very highly suitable lands are not In
agricultural use.

a a .I
I A I I

Reference: Henningson, Durham, and Richardson, 1976. (35

FIGURE 3.2.3-D. Suitability of land for urban development in the Santa Maria-
Orcutt urban study area.
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Several development proposals have been maed for areas east and south of

Vandenberg. These Include on- and offshore oil drilling, recreational X

facilities (including a& marina), a nuclear power plant, and a liquefied natural

gas (LNG) terminal. The power plant, marina and most other recreational

facilities, and onshore oil exploration are not currently In active planning

states. Offshore, some oil wells are already producing, and exploration for

new fields is continuing. Further discussion of proposed development is

provided in Section 4.0.

All

3.2.3.3 Land Use in the Port Ulueneme Area

Port Hueneme harbor is the site of the U.S. Navy Construction Battalion Base.

The City of Port Huenemne provides housing and services to the naval personnel

associated with the Base.,

As shown in Table 3.2.3-1, land uses in the surrounding area are predominantly

agricultural open space, although recent years have seen a shift toward more

residential and service/government uses. These changes represent a gradual

t~.k change from a rural setting to a low density suburban pattern, and these

trends are expected to continue. (0

In the Port Hueneme harbor area, the potential for expanded industrial land

use is moderate to high. The redevelopment plan for the city (adopted In

1972) calls for the demolition or rehabilitation of approximately 270 acres

of land adjacent to or near the harbor. Forty acres of the land adjacent to

the harbor were designated for industrial uses related to the harbor itself.

The harbor has a moderate to high potential for storage and staging of marine

related activities and facilities.

I3.2.4 HOUSING

Table 3.2.4.1 shows a summary of the number of housing units by dwelling type

with associated vacancy rates for the communities in the immediate Vandenberg

area. Data presented in this table do not include military and rent-free

housing. As of October 1975, there were 2,085 family housing units (about
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1,800 were single family dwellings). 200 units of mobile home space, 1,429 2.

permanent barracks spaces, 83 bachelor officers' quarters, and various

transient and student housing facilities located Oo Vandenberg.

Transient housing is provided in the immediate areat| by apartments, motels,

trailer space in mobile home parks, and campgrounds. Total numbers of

apartment units in the communities surrounding Vondenberg are shown on Table

3,2.4-1. Santa Maria supplies the largest number of motel rooms in the

immediate area with a total of 1.161 rooms; the Lompoc area provides 309

rooms; and the Buellton area supplies 218 rooms.(104)(58)( 36) Some mobile

home parks in the Vandenberg area do provide spave for transient trailers and

other recreational vehicles. Although no data for the Lompoc and Buellton

areas were available, Santa Maria provides only about 10 to 15 spaces from

the total of 14 mobile home parks in the area. In addition, there are only

three campsites within 25 miles of the maingate at Vandenberg that provide

spaces for trailers. These include Colson Canyon campground (10 spaces)

located about 10 miles northeast of Sisquoc, Gaviota Beach State Park (59 *

SplCes) at Caviota, an4 ,alama Pench County Park (100 spaces) located about

15 idles south of Lompoc.

Table 3.2.3-1. LAND USE CHANCES FOR PORT HUENEME-OXNARD
AREA, 1959 TO 1973

(in square o11.)

19S9 1971 19?3

ndeveloped Open Space 5,81 Z.03 .. 03

Pasture l.,3 7.01 7,01

Cultivated twkd 100.90 69-, Wal8 :

Restdontial 7,42 21.13 22., 0

$Srvice /Gaveowmmnt 10.67 16.72 16.72

Comerci.al 1,65 2.-2 2025

extra•tive Mlning 0.26 0.33 0133

Industrial .79 1, 3, 1, 37

Toial 140,02 1W02 140.01
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Table 3.2.4-1. SUMMARY OF HOUSING UNITS AND VACANCY RATES IN
THEI=ISDATZ EFFECTS ARMA. 1975

:awl iiow~
" imp Mil MON UA

v a n " ttA 0 1 0 a* 
G Imiw. 1Sum 6.9 .4 'A., $.1 1.4

too"S so e Ilov GO

tw",f4ou 2. 10.3 0.6 0.W 1.41

W W leeto (8) 31.0 WO S 9.6 14 1.

Az~ ovrall ictur of "lth cur.n dit.buio of1 dwelin untsi.O d

ofut"I S.1 OMCA. MAN V WN . 197 0

Ponee .1 3.1a 53.3 54 6

Yammit 73mv o" 4 Ion. 56

VetrPr Huteneme, land entr onya awoeunldigtalr n

43 . 4

POMNAat . total 33.3 7.6 62.1

Yassay rate (S) 11.0 4.7 a.s

Ptma~t of total 10.0 100.0 10.0
Yvmut 734 6139 10493
Vaeamy rate (1) 14.69.43

oblames PuluralOsi vltllm.. em.195 10

___~ume __ __ __ __ __ __ __ _ __ _ __ ___0
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3.2. S •ONOMM, PROFILE

3.2.3.1 Regional avd Intermediate Effects Area

A breakdown of personal income and labor earnings by industrial sectors (per

the~~~~~ra secndord (nptrerCasiia•i
the Standard Industrial Clasuification) of the Five-County region in 1972 in
provided in Table 3.2.5-1. Another ma"or dimension. employment, Is displayed

in Table 3.2.5-2. A primary reason for including L.os Angeles and Orangef Counties in the regional effects area was their large manufacturing capacitieg

and special and highly developed aerospace products. Much of the ground support

equipment procurement, in scale and kiod, would be beyond the capabilities of

the manufacturing firms in the Tri-County area.

3.2,5.2 Santa Barbara County

Since January 1974, labor force statistics for Santa Barbara County (and for

all other California counties) have been compiled by the State of California
Employment Development Department. As in employment data reported each month

for the United States, employment includes: (1) those who worked as paid

employees, or in their own business, profession, or on their own farm, or who

worked 15 hours or more as unpaid workers in a faally enterprise, and (2) those

who were not working but who had jobs or businesses from which they were

temporarily absent because of illness, bad weather, vacation, labor management

dispute, or personal reasons, whether or not they were paid for the time off.

Unemployed persons comprise all those who did not work during the survey week,

those who made specific efforts to find jobs within the prior 4 weeks, and

those who were available for work during the survey week. The unemployed are

counted by place of residence.
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Table 3.2.5-1. ?EMOSAL INC , By INDUSTRY, IN PMV-CO~3TY REGION IN 1972 (in
w~11iong of 1972 dollars)

amIo~tng 199 .1 1. 0.0 "A. 1.9 14-s9 SA Ws 0.1

Wilii. 44 $A) Is,9 p 9. 0.0 0.4 ,9. 4.1 1.40.9 C19

30.9 II! 1. 10 404 4.0 0,919.1 10.1 1,401114 V's -

%at IhXs~s 8.. - 04 1.9 11.9 1.1 I'm01. 1 4.1 pit.) %.I

to) - . , 0.9 W4 I 01 1. 0.4

110640 and two$ Afw.,inee I1, WIN I04 94 .4 310 1,11%. .9 009$11.4 999

V"4.1 bp plaen of teftb~. W.9.9 me- " 4. ,1'"1.0 M .4, ,0.0-

Vo.9149 *m of" -1 960, .9 the C... ".e9p944.1eel

'o"ud. 4 ...*41~n e4m, o mf"".1 tile. pCoal 9.1e.1 mut fwtoivmsftpiý

Table 3.2.5-2. DOWLARIG, BY INUSTRY, IN FIVI-COWITY REGION FOR AUGUJST 1975
(to thousands)

No," ftff44 km0f htu4~r ft"".t NW&ON fattest *466f 10#c..

6mSWte .'. 44 34 94 9, 9. . , .

momfoetovtsg 9v1.0 91.1 9.9 4.1 Is.s 90,4 16400 11.) 1.4 0,

10.149.. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Me (M.I) (41600) (.) (0.9 (.9(941 .9) (10119) (9
90d 9. 4.0 MO.9 (0,9) (a. 1) W31116,4 (113.9 I.3) 1164)4 (.19)

ii .0 .3 1.4 0.4 4.. 4 4 99.4 11.01 91.1 3,

wake.9. "imed 3.0 1, 1.0 3.) . Ito, I. 11 01. 1 4.A

WWI.3 ?,ed91. It.) 1. .10. 1401 410.4 91.1 199.4 .10.4

Floom Ife lso. O 4.9 4.1 1.0 1.9 4.1 1.60. .1 39.4 .

04.1 04,0 0.? 90.4 99.0 94.4 0199 MO, 194.4 99.1

,ine 013 11.0 100 09930.99. 441.1 31.3 91.) 1 4It (.09o1.99 (0.6 411.0) (. (1414) (*A) MG0.9) 99
0944, ad 9.tI (0.9 9.0 t 419.0. 491.10 1118.3)) M 9.) (

toiI 9.9 10090 36.3 460.90 11101.9 10,9' W.03. If*4. A00.
*00 amin ammo so eee.at an o rmt~ (1i)10f(0RU4(1
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The revised procedures have been applied back to 1970 for Santa Barbara County,

and the results are shown in Table 3.2.5-3, in which the first four caLegories

are listed by place of residence and the balance by place of work. The past
•: ~earnings by Industrial division (in 1967 dollars) for selected years and •

Sprojections ahead to 1990 are presented in Table 3.2.5-4. The earnings data,

by industrial division, are listed by place of work.

Economic data usually are provided at the countywide level of aggregation and,

Ito a lesse extent, for selected cities. Table 3.2.5-5 contains an estimate

of the division of economic activity between North County and South Coast in

Santa Barbara.

t

Table 3.2.5-3. EMPLOYMENT IN SANTA BARBARA COUNTY, 1970-1975
t (_in thousands)

Category 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

(Civilian labor force 98.8 103.9 106.1 107.2 112.7 113.5

Employmenta 93.6 97.1 100.2 100.9 106.0 105.1

UnempIloymenta 5.2 6.5 5.9 6.3 6.7 8.4SUnamplayuont percenta 5.3 6.3 5,6 5.9 5.9 7.4

Wage and Salary 81.a 81.6 84.6 90.1 91.9 93.0

mrining 1.0 1.0 0.8 2.07 2.7 2.7

S .Constdrult Ion 3.6 3.4 3.3 3.6 3.4 3.2

Matnufa lt urin g 10.4 9.6 10.6 12.2 13.3 12.3"•:Transportat ion. roemunteationos . 4 34.3.2 31 10
and Utilities3.3. 3. 2 31 30

Ag Trade 18.3 18.8 19.7 2.1 20.9 21.0

Financial, Insuriace, and ,;:Real Rotate3.3. . 4 1 4 2 4 1

i: •services 20.0 20.5 21.3 23.0 23.7 24.1

iT eda rm G ove rnment 4.2 4.0 3.9 3.9 3.7 3.8

AStutrb.6.6 .5 ,6 .7 .State. and Local Government 17,2 17.6 18.0 18.3 110.9 20.8

B~y place of residence.

ST h By place of work.

Referencest Security Pacific Bank, 1975.(los)

State of Californta, 1975 (123) (124)
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Table 3.2.5-4. PAST AND PROJECTED EARNINGS, BY INDUSTRY TYPE, IN SANTA BARBARA
-tll ands of 975 dol lars)

Caeoy1930 1969 l9ll 1980 1990

A4rultur '8,432 30,3$5 36.122 26,500 23,500

""las 1,978 10M373 8,626 7,400 7,300

Contract Construction 13,794 43.713 38,141 61,600 67,900

hanufactturing 30,543 94,943 83,793 111,100 138,700

Ttansottat io, Coemunicat to, 9,719 27,763 28,649 46,400 6s,o00and "tcube tilities

Wtolesale and Retail Trade 44,439 106,137 111,694 163,000 216,800

PRnanecal, Ineuranee, *nd 7,778 25,423 27,064 49,000 77,800
Reial aitae

Servieto 38,936 168,167 173,IS11 318,400 497,000

Federal 0overnment 5,016 33.444 36,804 34,800 82,500

State and Local Government 15,510 93,447 105,698 183,400 288,200

Federal Military 6,940 45,216 41,009 64,400 94,400

Total earninas 223,085 684,224 689,356 1,088,400 1,582,800

Total personal incom 273,632 853,373 888,646 1,406,900 2,062,500

Reference. U.S. Department of Commrce, undated,(149)

Table 3.2.5-5. SANTA BARBARA COUNTY EMPLOYMENT DISTRIBUTION,

1971
Industry ot ot Total prcadt of

.~ _ _ _ _st County oa

Agitculture 2,652 3,749 6,401 $8.6

Hising 332 391 923 64.0 i:

Construction 2,379 1,460 3,839 38.0

tbsutacturlma 4.738 4,861 9.579 s0,s

Transportation, Ci mutnii o, 1,907 1,234 3,141 39.3antd IPubut Utilities

Wholesale Trade 2,065 1,160 3,225 36.0

E£taLl Trade 8,001 6,169 14,970 41.2

'Inurace. and Real 2,285 728 3,013 24.2

Servicam 13,051 6,109 21,160 28.9

Other 8,300 4,000 12,300 32.3

I Goveenmnt

F ederal - Defaeua - 1,800 1,800 100.0

aldedral - Nodefoena 1,349 831 2,200 38.7

state 400 200 600 33.3

Special District 300 200 300 40.0

County 2,465 433 2,900 13.0

City 730 870 1.600 34.4

mlie Education 6,773 12,427 9,200 26.4

Total 80,527 36,824 97,351 37.8

Refaenmeas B.S. DOdwe mad eothe, 1972.(253)
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3.2.6 PUBLIC SERVICES

Public services such as education, safety, transportation, and communication

are provided by both governmental agencies and private industry. Changes in

the cost of services related to the Shuttle project are unlikely to be notice-

able beyond the immediate effects area of the Lompoc and Santa Maria Valleys.

* Consequently, the focus of this section is on those areas, although some

comments on possible overflow areas are also included,

3.2.6.1 Education

In October 1975, the county of Santa Barbara had a public school enrollment of

57,088 students, contained in 80 elementary and 35 unified and secondary
-schools. The county is serviced .also by 17 parochial and 32 private or

special s chools, with total Fall 1974 enrollments of 3,207 and 5,442,
respectively.

The Lompoc Unified School District has 3 senior high schools, 2 junior high

,schools, and 13 elementary schools with a total. Fall 1975 enrollment of A

10,976, including 5,307 elementary and 5,669 secondary students. The

elementary and secondary schools have a current capacity for 8,800 and 6,560

pupils, respectively.

Schooling for onbase personnel is provided by the Lompoc Unified School

District. There are three elementary schools and one junior high school on

the Base. Los Padres Elementary School, which is combined with the Martha

Negus Orthopedically Handicapped Center, had a Fall 1975 enrollment of 365,

with a maximum capacity of 570. Data on the other two elementary schools were

not available. Vandenberg Junior High School had a Fall 1975 enrollment of

700. Base high school students commute to Cabrillo Senior High School in

Vandenberg Village. Two parochial schools are also located in Lompoc.

Maximum capacities for these schools are unavailable.
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Twenty-five schools in six elementary distr~icts serve the San~a Maria area.----

All of these districts together form the Santa Maria Secondary School District

p.for grades 9 through 12. This district has four high schools, with a total

1975 enrollment of 4,775. At this time, both the elementary a±nd secondary

schools In Santa Maria are filled almost to capacity and, in a recent election .
a boad Issue to finance new construction failed..I

The Santa Barbara School District supported 4,901 etudents in 15 elementary

schools and 13,047 students in 8 secondary schools in Fall 1975. The

elementary and secondary schools have a current capacity for 5,925 and

13,414 pupils, respectively. The Goleta Union School District had 6,243

pupils in 12 elementary schools In Fall 1975. with an enrollment capacity of

7,170.

The Solvang School District had 3,681 students enrolled in its elementary-

junior high school in Fall 1975.. The school probably could increase its
enrollment by 40 to 50 pupils.

Several institutions provide higher education in Santa Barbara County. The

largest of these is the University of California at Santa Barbara, with a 1
total Fall enrollment of 14,384. The city of Santa Barbara also has a city

*I~ ~ college with a total Fall enrollment of 9,079. Santa Marie maintained a

total Fall 1975 enrollment of 9,076 at Allan Hancock Junior College.

More than 2,000 students attend college-level programs at the education

center onbase. The seven colleges providing these programs are Allan Hancock,

I IChapman, Golden Gate University, La Verne, University of California at Santa
Barbara, University of Southern California, and United States International

University. Courses are designed primarily for the needs of the military

personnel and their dependents$ but are also open to civilians In the

surrounding communities. Associate, Bachelors, and Masters degrees can be

earned in residence. Courses are also offered toward a Ph.D. in some selected

fields.
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3.2.6.2 Medical Services

In Santa Barbara County there are 10 acute care hospitals and 18 nursing care

facilities currently in operation, as well as many ambulatory care facilities,

The Health Manpower Education Consortium for the Channel Counties concluded

that there were approximately 194 dentists and 562 physicians and surgeons

practicing in Santa Barbara County in 1975. This would allow for about 2

physicians or surgeons per 1,000 people.

.!t

Lompoc has one hospital with 129 beds that provides acute, skilled, and intcr-

mediate care. The Vandenberg Air For'e Base 50-bed hospital serves both active

and retired military personnel and their families. The hospital has the

capacity to expand to 125 beds in present facilities.

Santa Maria has three acute care hospitals and four nursing care facilities..Marian Hospital, with 125 beds, usually has full occupancy. Santa Maria

Hospital has 56 beds and is currently operating at about 75 percent capacity.

Valley Community Hospital has 48 beds available and operates at about 50

percent occupancy. By the criteria of the California Health Plantning Standard,

the facilities in Santa Maria are adequate.

Arroyo Grande Community Hospital is also in the Santa Maria Valley (in San

Luis Obispo County) and has a capacity of 49 beds.( 1 3 7 )

3.2.6.3 Police Protection

The County Sheriff's office served the residents of Santa Barbara County with

a staff of 242 officers in 1975. This allows for 1 officer for 1,157 county

residents, or 0.9 officer for each 1,000 persons.

Santa Maria had 46 police officers to protect its 1975 population of 33,645.

This average of 1 policeman per 731 persons provides a ratio of 1.4 officers

for 1,000 persons. The smaller City of Lompoc supported a police force of

30 officers for its 1975 population of 24,200. This provides 1 policeman for

every 806 persons, or 1.2 officers for 1.000 persons.
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3.2.6.4 Fire Protection

Santa Barbara County hus 175 firemen providing fire and rescue service for

some 1,322 square miles. As of Fall 1975, there was a ratio of 0.6 firefighter

to 1,000 persons. Santa Maria has 14 fulltime firemen and Lompoc has 19, for

firemen per capita ratios of 0.4 and 0.8 per 1,000. respectively. Reserve

personnel are available in all areas to provide added protection.

3.2.6.5 Electrical Utilities

Two companies provide electrical service to the immediate effects area. The

Pacific Gas and Electric Company serves San Luis Obispo County and north Santa

Barbara County, including Lompoc, Santa Maria, and Vandenberg. Southern

California Edison serves the southern half of Santa Barbara County and all of

Ventura County. Neither company reports any problems in providing electricity

to current or projected customers at this time.

3.2.6.6 Water Supply and Distribution

Information on water supplies in Santa Barbara County is discussed in Section

3.1.3.

3.2.6.7 Wastewater Distribution and Treatment

Wastewater treatment facilities in the immediate effects area currently include

city-owned plants at Lompoc and Santa Maria, government-owned plants at

Vandenberg and the Federal Correctional Institution, and the Laguna Sanitation

District plant serving rural Santa Maria Valley. The Naval Center at Port

Hueneme is served by the City of Port Hueneme' s sewage treatment plant. The

south Coast area of Santa Barbara County is served by a variety of local

public works departments and local sanitary districts.
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Sewage from the cantonment area of North Vandenberg is transported by gravity

and four lift stations to the main treatment plant. Built in 1942, with a

j capacity of 3 mgd, the plant still is adequate for the average base flow of

1.3 mgd, and maximum flows of 1.6 mgd. During periods of excessive rain,

infiltration amounts to 0.3 mgd. Discharge from the plant currently is via an

18-inch ocean outfall, which will be replaced by a land disposal system that

is currently under design. When the system is completed, the ocean out-

fall, will be abandoned and land disposal adpe.Operating at normal

efficiency, the plant will adequately serve a Base population of 30,000.

Thus, excess capacity is available to accommodate expected growth.

The South Vandenberg industrial area collection system is connected into a

main interceptor sewer which discharges Into a series of ýwo raw sewage

lagoons. The larger lagoon consists of approximately 3.2 acres and the

smaller unit is approximately half that size. Raw sewage flowing into the

lagoons receives treatment by sedimentation arid by biological action of

aerobic bacteria. There normally is no discharge from the lagoons except

during extremely wet weather. Additional ponds are planned to eliminate this

problem by providing expanded storage space. It is estimated that the SouthI

Vandenberg industrial area treatment system could serve an equivalent

population of approximately 1,900 people. (137)

A new regional wastewater treatment facility was completed in 1977 in Lompoc. The

facility provides excellent secondary treatment and nitrification increases the

city's capacity from 1.7 mgd to 5 mgd. Vandenberg Village has been connected to I

the Lompoc system, adding an additional 0.5 mgd. Vandenberg Air Force Base has

negotiated for connection to the Lompoc system. Originally the facility was

designed to include service for the Federal Correctional Institution (FCI) at

Lompoc; however, the FCI developed plans for a separate system. The new secondary

treatment facility at FCI has a 0.3 mgd design capacity to serve a maximum of

2,350 people; no future expansion is anticipated. Average daily flow is expected

to be 0.25 mgd.
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The Laguna County Sanitation District near Santa Maria has Just completed an

addition to its sewage treatment facility. The facility presently accommodates

a dry weather flow of 1.37 mgd with a dosign dry weather flow capacity of

1.6 ingdo The district presently serves an unincorporated population of about
1900(216) .

A city-owned facility serves the incorporated areas of Santa Maria (approxi- / Z

mately 35,000 people). Average daily flow in 1975 was 4.5 mgd with a peak

flow of 7 agd. Capacity for secondary treatment is 6.5 mgd. Santa Maria 4
is studying proposals for expansion, but no decisions. have been made. (195)

The Port iHueneme Wastewater Treatment Plant a secondary treatment facility

serves a population of approximately 21,000; Its service area includes the. city

of Port Hueneme, the Silver Strand and Hollywood-by-the-Sea beaches, the I As,

Channel Islands harbor area, and the Naval Construition Battalion Center at

Port Hueneme. The Naval Center abandoned its treatment plant and d.verted Ii
Its sewage to the Port Hueneme treatment facility in 1971. At presant, there

are proposals pending to reroute some wastewater from the Port Hueneme plant to

the nearby Oxnard plant for treatment.

The Department of Public Works of the City of Santa Barbara in presently ex-

panding and updating its system. A new plant under construction will accom-

modate a population of 86,000 persons and provide secondary treatment. The

Goleta Sanitary District provides sewage facilities (primary treatment) for

the approximately 65,000 residents of Goleta Valley. Studies are being

completed for updating the system.(l88) Other local districts include the

Carpinteria, Summerland, and Montecito Sanitary Districts. Each provides

service to small, unincorporated communities.

3.2.6.8 Solid Waste Disposal

There are 10 solid waste transfer and disposal sites in Santa Barbara County.

Each of these sites has 4 remaiunin life of at least 10 years, and with ex-
pension of several sites and future resource recovery programs. These existing
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sites would adequately serve the residents of the county for a considerable

length of time. It sould be noted that both Santa Barbara County and Vandenberg
Air Force Base have active recycling programs. Both programs are designed to

play increasingly important roles In the handling of local solid waste.

3.2,6.9 Naturtl Gas Supply

The natural gas supplier in the iumediate effects area and in all of Santa

Barbara County is the Southern California Gas Company. At this time Southern

California Gas provides service to existing customers in the area and will

provide hookup for new commercial or residential users.

3.2.6.10 Telephone Coumunications

Telephone communications are provided to the Lompoc-Santa Maria area, including

I Vandenberg Base housing, by General Telephone Company of California. Service

to nonresidential Base facilities is provided by the Air Force.

3.2.6.11 Highways

The major highway in the Los Angeles to San Francisco coastal transportation

corridor is U.S. 101 (see Figure 3.2.6-A). The highway is either freeway or

expressway through the entire regional effects area, with the exception of 6
blocks in the City of Santa Barbara. In addition, state highways such as

1, 135, 154, and 246 fill out a network that adequately serves the area.

30

.1t
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FIGURE 3.2.6-A. Major highways and average daily traffic (ADT) volumes in
~ Ithe vicinity of Vandenberg Air Force Base.
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Average daily traffic (ADT) counts in the vicinity of Vandenberg also are

shown in Figure 3.2.6-A, while Table 3.2.6-1 shows the numbers of vehicles

entering various gates on the Base. To minimize congestion, work starting

times are staggered at 15-minute intervals, with the peak traffic load

occurring at 7:30 a.m. Those living onbase and those using car ppols orF I public transportation to reach work (approximately 25 percent of the work

force) were not counted in the survey and are not included in the table.

The limiting structures on highways near Vandenberg (for vehicles approaching

from the south) are the Gaviota tunnel and the connector bridge from U.S. 101
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to'State 1 near Las Cruces. The tunnel is two lanes wide, with vertical

clearances of 16'3" on the left edge of the pavement, 22'3" at the center

•nie, and ,4'2" at the right edge of the pavetsent. The connector bridge is

19 feet wide. lissile-parts up to 19 feet (at legal height and weight) have

been permitted to travel on U.S. 101, State 1, and State 246 to the Base.

Table 3.2.6-1. MORNING TRAFFIC VOLUME INTO VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE

- 0715 Time of day _

0700 075 0730 0745 0800 Total

?IVA Canyon Gate 160 484 728 618 460 2.450

Main Gate 1244 582 1,130 600 900 3,456

Utah Gate 0 8 22 2 6 38 A

Titan Gatu 6 20 196 2 146 370

S13th Street Cate 38 W5 142 184 130 652 A

South Gate 20 38 244 160 154 616

Total 468 1,290 2,462 1,566 1,796 7,582
Reference: U.S. Air Force, 1975.(1)

3.2.6-12 Rail Transportation

Three railroads provide service in the vicinity of Vandenberg: the Southern

Pacific, the Santa Maria Valley, and the Ventura County Railroads. The

Southern Pacific Transportation Company lines serve as the backbone of the Los

Angeles-to-San Francisco coastal rail transportation corridor. Freight service

is provided to most of the cities along the coast. AMTRAK passenger service

is available in Oxnard, Santa Barbara, and San Luis Obispo,

Three branch lines at Vandenberg connect to the Southern Pacific main line.

The Ventura County Railroad connects the Southern Pacific main line in Oxnard

with the harbor facilities at Port Hueneme. The Santa Maria Valley Railroad

connects the Southern Pacific main line to the Santa Maria Valley.
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On the Base, Southern Pacific tracks pams directly between the launch

facilities and the ocean and are therefore overflown on all launches. To

minimize the potential risk to people and property, trains are not subjected I

to overflights. This is accomplished through close communications between

the trainmaster at Surf and launch personnel at Vandemnberg. An electronic

ii

fOurthlargeste hss arbor Southern scidis alf oradia ct( y b etween the au al

pr onjcltoe r and the rceasns ir the nearefure o ithedou epnsionz ofvexistigt

poaciilities. (

2n.6the nea ftuen S th arine Tr ansportation ay be

aT ee major prh• the is Copos ed projs (1) shPo met wofAaichanis oltoe

ou thern California (2) delount ofnol ad gasfresoues in hle) Sthrnnu

Caifrnei a ouer Ctons iPotal Shenlf, and 3d) imoutation0of niqueed natourna lS~ gst(a C)ionmse Sou ther Craliforni. Dvlpeto the Paerruulls d hto :nue ayoilferldst
onAlaska 19s4orth e T Porti result isn ansimated averageincreaseinf0.

Sfoilrthakerst pe rbr dyin Southern California wayters. (53 Foutueptoe)Anuam

projected traffic increaser in the near future wCthout expansion of existing

welld i a cpfacilities.

In the near future, Southern California marine transportation may beA

affected by three major proposed projects: (1) shipment of Alaskan oil to

Southern Califorria, (2) development of oil and gas resources in the Southern

California outer Continental Shelf, and (3) i dportaaion of liquefied natural

ees (LiG) to Southern California. Development of the Prudhoe Bay oil field A

on Aleka's North Slope will result in an estimated averaoe increase of 0.ndi

oil tankers per day In Southern California waters. Future petroleum
production on the Southern California Outer Continental Shelf will involve

survey and workboat traffic crotsing shipping lanes, platform construction,

well drilling, and construction of pipeline or transshipping facilities.

If any of the LNG terminal proposals is approved by the FPC, several very

larges LNG carriers per day will be arriving in Southern California.

S~Accurate estimates of the nunber of arrivals per day are not available; how-

ever, if the largest LNG carriers being considered are useed exclusively,

there could be 425 arrivals per year at the proposed Point Conception part

alone, resulting in a daily Increase in traffic of 2.3 carriers (considering
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SThe impending developmet of the Elk MlIlo Naval Petroleum Reserve may

involve Port Huenems as the transshipment point for loading of oil tankers.

If loading occurs lu the port, development of Ilk Hills vii require up to

J .3 small tankers (35,000 deadweight tons) a day (6 tanker movements).

Wm weather along Southern California's coast is dominated by stiff north-

westerly winds and waves ast of the year. North of Point Conception, this

Southeast of Point Conception, some shelter from the weather is provided by

the intervening land mas. The nearest leeward hasards are the Channel

Islands. The area Is also noted for its frequent dense marine fogs, zequiring

radar for safe navigation. Offshore islands, rocks, and oil platforme

present additional hasards to navigation. Use of designated shipping lanes

In the Santa Barbara Channel reduce the chance of collision.

I
Current space and missile operations at VAFl require the designation of

danger tones. Marine traffic is advised by radio broadcasts, announcements

in th l•ottoe to Mkww., current status announcements at local harbors, and

sea and air patrols to avoid these danger sons&. Launches are programed to

confioe potentially dangerous debris to these danger nones, although some I
debris may fall outside the designated areas. There are no known instances

of missile debris from Vandenberg Impacting or threatening marine traffic.

3.2.6-14 Air Transportation

There are seven active airports in the vicinity of Vandenberg Air Force Bass

(see figure 3.2.6-1): Santa Barbara Municipal, Santa Ynes, Lompoc, Santa

Maria Public, Ventura County at Oxnard, Point Mugu Naval Air Station, and

Vandenbarg. Flight operations include jet air carriers, air taxis, and

tilitary aircraft, but the vast majority of operations are general aviation.

It is to be noted that the Lompoc and Santa Ynhe airports do not provide

scheduled commercial service and Point Mugu Naval Air Station is used only by

military traffic. Operations are summarized In Table 3.2.6-2.
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Reference; Southern California Association of Governments, 1973.(ll

IFIGURE 3.2.6-B. Air transportation corridors and Vandenberg Air Force Base
E launch azimuths.

I There are four offshore aircraft control zones between San Luis Obispo County
and Orange County (ate Figure 3.2.6-B), deaignat~d Control 1155, 1176, 1316,

z and 1177, from north to south, respectively. All exceipt Control 1155 are over-

I flown by missiles on southerly launch azimuths. Because of the potential

danger to aircraft, these three control zones are closed during launches.

Control 1155 is available for aircraft during launches and is sufficient to

handle traffic for the short time period required. Airspace directly over

the Base is restricted at all times.
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Table 3.2.6-2. ANNUAL AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS IN THE INTERMEDIATE
EFFECTS AREA

-. - Airfield Location Usead aircraft Annual. everattie"

Vandenberg 11 6,754

L6e~ 0 -15,300

Santa Ibria 91 56,000

S :anta ae 2 30 13,000

Santa Barboara2 105,000

Vye•0Tra CA,"Aty 200 105,000

. . NAb 35 ,0 0 0c

&DSnot ±na'uia touch-And-8 IQoperat±On.
bNot avalable..
0elacludes military nad civilian.

Referies: U.S. Depawt t oef TransprtatiLn. 1973(156)

3.2.7 CULTURAL AMENITIES

3.2.7.1 Public Recreation

Community parks, public beaches, golf courses, and wilderness areas are all

found within the i--ediaite Vandenberg-Lompoc-Santa Maria vicinity.

Recreational activities at these facilities include swimming, boating,

surfing, fishing, hiking, biking, camping, barbecuing, field sports, golfing,

picnics, and riding. Activities, facilities, and acreages for parks within

.the immediate effects area are summarized in Table 3.2.7-1. Although camping

areas are usually filled during the summer season, other facilities are

generally uncrowded.

For public safety, it is sometimes necessary to close one or more of the

three nearby parks when missile launches from Vandenberg are scheduled. The

type of missile and direction of the launch determine which parks, if any,

need to be closed.
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3.2.7.2 Vandenberg Air Force Base Recreation

Vandenberg has its own recreation facilities that are, with some exceptions,

open to Base personnel and their guests only. Theme include a campground,

four major picnic grounds, extensive equestrian and nature trails, designated
off-road vehicle ares, and an 18-hole golf course. In addition, hunting and

fishing are permitted at Vandenberg.

* 3.2.7.3 Marine Sport.fishing

Although there is no marina development at Vandenberg, some private fishing

boats from San Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara visit the area.

Any pleasure craft or fishing vessels in the Vandenberg area present a

potentialsafety hazard during launches. Notice of a possible laurch is posted

in various ports and in the Notioe to Mariners, but occasionally vessels are

noted in the danger zone for a particular launch. If this occurs, the Base

will send helicopters to notify the boat by loudspeakers and will attempt to

notify by ship-to-shore communications or citizen band radios. If a vessel

refuses to move or is slow to move, the Base normally will notify the

California Game and Parks Commission or other enforcement agencies. There

have been missions considered so important that launches have been made

directly over the craft that have refused to leave the restricted area. The

probability of damage to these vessels is considered to be very small, but

the Air Force attempts to reduce even this small risk by not having vessels

in the area.

3.2.7.4 Historical Setting

The earliest known permanent settlers in the area were the Chumash Indians,

who used the varied food resources of the land and ocean. La Purisima

Mission was founded near a Chumash village in 1787. A small town grew up
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near the mission. Later, American settlers gave the town the name of Lompoc

after the Indian village. Santa Maria also can trace its beginning back to

the Chumash Indians.

La Purisima Mission State Historical Park, located just northeast of Lompoc

(Table 3.2.7-1) is the only nationally recognized historical site in the

Vandenberg region. :t is registered as California State Historic Landmark

No. 340 and is included in the tationa RegisePr of Historic PLaces. La

Purisima is the only completely restored California mission.

Other sites of historic interest in the immediate effects area include

Artesia School, a Santa Barbara County landmark relocated to downtown Lompoc

(formerly on the outskirts); Jesus Maria Rancho Adobe, located near Casmalia

Road on the eastern edge of Vandenberg Air Force Base; Point Arguello, a

historic shipping point; the Elizalde Adobe in Betteravia; the original site

of La Purisima Mission located just south of the present day City of Lompoc;

the Santa Maria Adobe located near the town of Garey; Sisquoc Church, a county

landmark in the Sisquoc area; Manzana School also near Sisquoc; the Wickenden

and Foxen Adobes in Fox Canyon; and the San Julian Ranch 10 miles south of
(6)

Lompoc.

The currently unused Coast Guard Station (and Boathouse) located approximately

3 miles southeast of Point Arguello on Vandenberg was constructed in 1934 and

used as a base for Coast Guard personnel who tended and operated the support

facilities used for safety and rescue operations.

3.2.7.5 The Channel Islands

The Channel Islands, except Anacapa, have little public access. Anacapa Island

and tiny Santa Barbara Island (which is part of the Catalina Group) have been

designated as a national monument. Public access to Anacapa Island is provided by

commercial boat from the Channel Islands Harbor in the Ventura-Port Hueneme area.

Yachtsmen and fishermen utilize the surrounding waters of all the Channel Islands

for commercial and recreational fishing. However, lack of public access to most

of the Islands precludes their general use. The fact that the larger islands have
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remained relatively undisturbed does enhance th ir potential value as a regional
-- or national cultural resource. The islands do possess unique physical, biological,

and cultural (historic and archaeologic) resources and several proposals are
pending to establish one or more of the Islands as State or National Parks.

3.2.7.6 Aesthetics

--The boundaries of Vandenberg Air Force Base enclose a wide variety of terrain.
Rocky ocean points, sandy beaches, mesas, rolling hills, and flood plains can
all be found within Vandenberg's 98,400 acres. The variation in terrain ins
matched by that of the flora. Chaparral, coastal sage, oak woodland, and
grassland are represented. The facilities at Vandenberg occupy a relatively

small portion of the total land area. The cantonment near the airfield on

North Vandenberg represents the only area of extensive development. The

terrain, flora, and comparative openness contribute to the interesting and
occasionally spectacular visual appearance of Vandenberg.

Launches usually are visible from some distance. The effect is short term
and intermittent, but occasional launches just after sunset have created
unusual, multicolored displays. Sightings from Los Angeles, San Francisco,
and even Las Vegas have been reported. Day or night launches. are of very

short visual duration.

While the visual effect of missile launches is generally viewed as aesthetically
positive, noise effects are largely negative. The largest and noisiest missile
launched to date from Vandenberg has been the Titan III. Sound levels near the
launch can be very high, but the large open space onbase serves as a sound
buffer zone for the nearest communities,

A1



4.0 RELATIONSHIP OF PROPOSED ACTION TO LAND USE PLANS, POLICIES,
S ~ AND CONTROLS,

The following Section presents a discussion of local land use plans, policies,

and controls as they relate to the proposed project. Further, this Section

describes the compatibility of the construction and operation of the proposed-
S project with these plans, policies, and controls. Additional detailed

discussion is provided in the Reference Document for this Statement. Discussion

.of existing land use patterns In the project region is presented in Section

3.2.

The proposed Space Shuttle project will be developed entirely within Vanden-

berg and Port Hueneme harbor. Construction of new facilities or the

modification of existing facilities at Vandenberg will not result in any

significant or incompatible land use changes onbese. Land use change offbase

is expected to occur as an indirect consequence of the proposed project, but

this change will be small in extent and effect.
t T '

4.1 RELATIONSHIPS ONBASE

Construction and operation of Shuttle facilities at Vandenberg will not alter

the relationships of the three general land use areas that havebeen designated

in the VAFB Master Plan (the principal document guiding onbase land use).(139)

These three areas are the Launch Area, the Base Support Area, and the Technical

Support Area (see Figure 4.1-A). All three categories incorporate developed

and undeveloped lands. Launch Areas are located along most of the Vandenbergcoastline. Lands designated as Base Support are located in and adjacent to

the cantonment area and Base housing areas. The Technical Support Areas

occupy lands that buffer Launch Areas from the Base Support Areas. In

* additionlands devoted to Technical Support also buffer the railroad mainline

from the Launch Area and occupy areas not suitable for extensive development

because of their topography or geology. Thus, these land use areas constitute

the zoning for VAFB, which is based on the need to segregate launch facilities

from those common facilities necessary to operate and maintain a military
base. (139)

4-1
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Facilities planned f or the Shuttle project have been sited according to theme

existing land use zones. Consequently1 , development of Shuttle facilities at

Vandenberg will not be in conflict with onbase zoning criteria.

Local and county land use plans, policies, and controls do not apply to federal
lands. Consequently, there will be no direct conflict with any state or local
land use regulations. It should be noted that county and state agencies cannot

make legally binding land-use policy for Vandenberg.

Nevertheless, the California Coastal Zone Conservation Commission has proposed

to support onbase efforts to achieve various objectives that include the pre-A

servation of coastal dunes and strand, coastal salt marsh, the intertidal zone,4

and such relatively undisturbed natural upland areas as the coastal terraces of

South Vandenberg. These proposals may conflict with the present or future

mission of VAFB. It is to be recognized that the implementation of this action

may be contrary to the objectives proposed by the State Coastal Commission

bec?'use the Shallow Draft Barge harbor site at Point Arguello extends across

.1i intertidal zone and occupies part of an undeveloped coastal terrace. Also,

it --possible that the development of Shuttle support facilities in this area

wouid attract further development on the terrace. The proposed harbor facili-

ties are planned to have a single function (which is to serve as an ET unloading

point . .r the barge). In the future, however, it is likely that the improved

harb tacility could have some additional utility for other project or non-

project related activities at Vandenberg. Thus, the existence of the facility

could provide an incentive for further development of the area which could be

inconsistent with the objectives of the State Coastal Management Program.

1 ~ Construction of additional facilities on the terrace would increase the extent

of land-use change and the probability that the objectives of the State Coastal

Commission would be disregarded.

One special consideration that may influence use of offshore Vandenberg relates

to the ownership of subtidal areas. Development of the proposed harbor in the

Boathouse embayment may be subject to controversy because the State Lands

Commission has jurisdiction over areas offshore of Vandenberg within 3 miles

of the coast.
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This-ownership includes the tidelands that exist within 300 yards of the
(176)coast. The State has augg..ted that any devalopment within that area

-would require a permit from the State Lands Commission. As such, an addi-
Stional review step at the State level will be necessary prior to modification

of the Point Arguello Boathouse harbor.

S4.2 RELATIONSHIPS OFFBASE A

-Offbase, the two basic tools which local governments have to guide land use

.are the General Plan and zoning. In recent years, the statutes of the State

of California have been amended in ways that require General Plans and zoning

to be consistent. As a result of this and the need to periodically update

planning documents, elements of the General Plans for Santa Barbara County,
Santa Maria, and Lompoc are currently in the process of revision. The

status of these three General Plans is shown in Table 4.2-1. The plans for

Santa Barbara County and Santa Maria are generally out-of-date and will soon '

be superseded by major revisions being prepared but currently unavailable.I

However, officials do indicate that zoning will probably be used as the t
primary tool for a moderate growth policy in Santa Barbara County.i

f Because both the Santa Barbara County and the Santa Maria General Plans are

currently being revised, a detailed discussion of existing zoning and planned
land use patterns in the immediate effects area would be misleading. However,

it is possible to state that the proposed Land Use Element of the County's

General Plan suggests that significantly less urban land than is projected

in the current General Plan will be required to satisfy growth. Table 4.2-2

provides a comparison between'the lands required to accommodate projected

urban development under the new proposed Land Use Element and the existing

General Plan.

The proposed Land Use Element points out that much of the land that the

present plan proposes for development lacks water supply facilities and could

not be supplied from minimal extensions of existing facilities. This fact,

-in conjunction with lower growth projections, has influenced the extent and

location of projected urban development. As described in Section 3.2.3, the

Lompoc and Santa Maria-Orcutt areas have large acreages of lands considered
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Table 4.2-2. COMPAkZSON OF EXISTING AND PLANiED (1990) LAND USE IN
SANTA BARBARA COUNTY BY CATCORT (in acres)

Lend Ustoth coast "toa Tons lranta plarta Sasato of
ooreotl Octt Cornty

fssetina LOW Wte, -2,60 1,60 3,4N0 5,360 3,400Proposed4 aer1 plan al,630 1, 7" A'&"0 1, 6"0 ,note
itt va Opet Plan 40,2l0 4,000 10,590 13,220 4,460,

Comercial and Otlte*1d

saint t b.ll 1,420 230 210 550 40
Proposed Generla Plan 1,430 to0 440 610 t0
Paintting Osoi Plla 114"0 4A" 600 1,140 130

Indusutral

Shinttingl Land e Sol" 33 330 7.110 mehltq 1.e ussb 2 ,120 110 s ,is 700
Proposed (aseral PIca 2.600 220 670 3,330 930ltletinl Gerareal Plait 2t130 *0 11100 7,110 9650

Ibtaltif Ite L 06hoeb 26,300 |I0110 4,340 11,230 4,140
Propos.ed Geelral Plan 31,640 3,290 31960 1$36610 4,710
Meting Gee~ral PISh4,4 4,ll noM 11.,9" I1,410 5,510

lInlumes streets, school. parka, and other emtlty faclities.
ebtimated Sorensos derived frm tabulatlion of the Rumor of sld calls tos oft land mo catelgyol total
lacludas streets.

tbhaldls resldential on Vadenberg M Porce as.
dlae1tadss hoetls, moetls, and "wregts,

Includes public utilities end traoeportlatloaUt l•&ties. a,

Vstaeeae, vsa stnlout and blessay ii.~ 197 j )

highly suitable for urban development. In fact, the greattast opportunity for
urban expansion in Santa Barbara County exists in the area between Orcutt

and Santa Maria,( 4)

In Lompoc, the recently adopted (1974) land use policies and standards are

generally indicative of how the community will develop in the next several
years. The objectives for land development in the city enumerated in Lospoc's

Land Use Plan Element provide for a linear trade district for the Lompoc
Valley, prevention of incompatible land uses, and the preservation of agri-

culture as one of the basic land uses of the planning area.( 57) Further,
new comwercial and residential development will be planned to in-fill existing
undeveloped urban areas, rather than displace agricultural lands adjacent to
the city. The standards which the City of Lompoc adopted to realize these
general objectives include a projected population of 58,000 in the planning

area by 1980 and 71,000 by 1990. Control of land use is to be achieved

through the provisions of the aoning ordinance. Growth of the city will be
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generally northward, with significant amounts of lend restricted for industrial

use, prime farmland east and west of the city will be protected from develop-

emt. Population will be concentrated in three areas of the Lompoc Valley

much as it is today. In addition, Vandenberg Village and Missions Hills are

planned to be incorporated into the City of Loampoc before 1990. (57)

As an indirect consequence of construction and operation of the proposed

project, some additional urban land will be required in northern Santa Barbara

County. This land requirement will result from growth pressures induced by

the Shuttle project at Vandenberg. Expected Shuttle-related urban land

requirements have been measured against the projected urban land require-

meants for the North County presented under the moderate growth scenario of '1
the Santa Barbara County Proposed Comprehensive Plan. A comparison of pro-

jected Shuttle-related land requirements with those projected in the County

Proposed Comprehensive Plan is presented in Table 4,2-3. Data presented in

this table are for the 1990 time frame. However, it is expected that all of

the urban land development required as a consequence of the proposed project

will be realised by 1983 (the beginning of the operations phase).

Table 4.2-3. NORTH COUNTY OFFBASE LAND REQUIREMENTS FOR PROJECTED
DEVELOPMENT TO 1990

Ln s o "Additional land required (acres)Land use category

Without Shuttle For Shuttle With Shuttle

Residential 1,961 .67 2,028

Industrial 64 11 75

Retail Trade 77 2 79

Commercial 31 0 31

Office 13 1 14

Reference: Henningson, Durham & Richardson, 1976.
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As discussed in Section 3.2.3, ample developable land exists in both the Lompoc i.
and Santa Haria-Oructt areas to accommodate Shuttle *ad non-Shuttle related

growth without significant encroachment upon existing agricultural lands. In

the Lompoc area it is expected that future residential development will be

concentrated near Vandenberg Village and Mission Hills because of their prox-

imity to Vandenberg and the many recent residential construction starts in

these two areas, Industrial development is more likely to occur closer to the

cityIn the area near the airport, Office development probably will occur as
nin-fill in the downtown area along Ocean and H Streets where neceasary zoning

exists. In the Santa Maria-Orcutt area, Shuttle related development is likely
to occur around Orcutt, which is closer to the Base than Santa Maria and which

has recently experienced residential and commercial-industrial development.

Shuttle related land use change is expected to constitute a relatively small

percentage (less than 10 percent) of the total new urban land requirements

in the 1975 to 1990 time frame.(0 5 ) Consequently, the indirect impact of the

proposed project on offbase land use is considered small. Assuming that

agriculture continues as a viable land use (both the Santa.Barbara County Pro�

posed Comprehensive Plan and the Lompoc General Plan support the preservation
of agricultural lands), little conversion of agricultural land to urban uses

would be expected. In addition, it is to be noted that North County areas,

particularly the Lompoc area (which is likely to experience the greatest

Shuttle related impact) are interested in attracting additional development

beyond that projected in the County Proposed Comprehensive Plan.(35) One
i objection to this plan has been an insufficient allocation for developmentin the Lompoc area. Thus, the proposed project will add somewhat to the pro-

jected urban development of the area and would help to bring Lompoc's growth

more in line with local preferences.(35)
tssf

An additional consequence of the proposed project relates specifically toS~the Operations phase. The region due south and southeast of the Base is

regarded as an area that could be subjected to hazardous overflights by

missiles. This area is designated in the Master Plan for VAFB as a region
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(1 9
where nondevelopment leases should be secured or retained (see Figure 4.1-A).(' 9

Although this area in a sparsely populated, unincorporated portion of Santa

Barbara County, future development there could increase the safety hazards

associated with existing or proposed launch programs at Vandenberg. Pressure

for development of this area is considered low, and as long as this situation

continues, land use (currently agricultural and open space) will remain com-

patible with VAFB operations. It is to be noted that the parks located at

Ocean Beach and Jalama are closed for some launches. It is expected that

proposed project operations will also require occasional closure of these

public recreational areas. Consequently, there will be an impact of minor

importance to the recreational utility of lands in these two areas.

In addition, an LNG ship terminal and processing facility has been proposed at

Point Conception. The Air Force has evaluated this proposal and considers it

compatible with existing and pl~anned operations at Vandenberg. Offshore oil

development south and west of the Base has also been evaluated and ts not

considered objectionable from the standpoint of public safety. However.

lease sales in certain offshore areas near Vandenberg have included stipula-

tions that require evacuation of plaxtforms prior to a launch.(2)

At Port Hueneme and in the surrounding communities, the construction and opera-

tion of harbor support facilities is not expected to result in any land use

change. The area where the Disassembly Facility and the Solid Rocket Booster

I-ash Facility will be constructed is already in an industrial land use.

Further, the construction and operations labor forces are small and any in-

duced land use change outside the harbor area (that is, project related in-

creases in residential land) are expected to be unmeasurable.

In summary, the proposed action will result in land use change in the immediate

effects area. However, the potential effects of the project are considered

generally compatible with existing plans, policies, and controls. Projected

Shuttle related development both on and offbase should not be extensive and

is not expected to cause significant impacts.
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5.0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT

The evaluation of the proposed project's impact on the environment covers both

construction and operation of the Space Shuttle ground support facilities at I
Vandenberg Air Force Base. Impacts associated with launch and ascent of the
Space Shuttle Vehicle and descent of the Orbiter are included only to the

extent of their occurrence in the lower atmosphere. Other system related

impacts (those that might occur in the upper atmosphere and in space, and those

that may result from atmospheric reentry and ocean impact of the External Tank

and Solid Rocket Boosters and recovery of the latter) have been addressed in

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (iASA's) Draft Environmental I
Statement of July 1977.

acin sacop!se

For this Statement, evaluation of the environmental impact of the proposed

action is accomplished with the aid of sevet. matrices (Matrices 5.0-A through !
-G), each representing a particular element of the project. These project

elements are listed as follows: A

(1) Modification and expansion of landing and taxiing facilities
and activities at the VAFB airfield.

(2) Orbiter processing facilities and activities at the VAFB air-S~ field.

I (3) Space Shuttle ground support facilities and activities at Port

Hueneme, California., A

(4) Shallow Draft Barge landing facilities and activities at VAFB.

(5) Modification and expansion of existing tow route, tow road, and
corridor between Shuttle support facilities and Space Launch
Complex No. 6 (SLC-6) and expansion of its use.

(6) Modification and expansion of SLC-6 support facilities and
activities and Titan III SRM Facility at VAFB.

(7) Modification and expansion of the existing launch pad facility

.and activities at SLC-6.



Each matrix was constructed in a manner enabling the impacts of specific aspects

of each project element to be identified. As noted in Matrices 5.0-A through

-G, both the construction and operational components of each project element

are separately represented. Impacting situations are denoted by the physical

presence of one or two symbols within individual matrix boxes.

Although all Impacting situations, regardless of type, were identified on the

-impact matrices, only those of a physLcal/chemical/biological/archaeological

nature were amenible to evaluation and, hence, rating on an individual basis; I

those of a socioeconomic nature were not because they were the indirect result

of groups of individual actions. Accordingly, the former are identified by
matrix boxes containing two numbers (ratings) separated by a diagonal line,

whereas the latter are identifted by matrix boxes containing the letter "i".

The numerical ratings represent "word weights" on a scale of 1 to 10 as follows:

Rating Numbers Word Weight

1 Insignificant

2 Minimal

3 Minor

4 Discernible
5 Moderate

6 Significant

7 Substantial

8 Great

9 Major

10 Extreme

The upper left-hand number relates to the magnitude (degree, extensiveness,

scale, probability of occurrence) of the impact on a particular environmental

factor. The lower right-hand number weights the importance (significance) of

the impact as it relates to the existing environment as a whole. For cases

where a particular Impact comprises both positive and negative attributes, a A

rating within a particular matrix box represents a summary of the net effect.

All impacting situations are negative unless otherwise indicated as positive (+). K
-,S

The positive, negative, and total results of each matrix are summarized at

the bottom (as the number of impacts per specific actiop), to the right (as

.:-2
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the number of impacts per specific environmental factor), and at the lower

right-hand corner (as the total number of impacting situations).

A discussion of the rated impacts (the physical, chemical, biological, and
archaeological impacts) is presented below in Section 5.1. In the Interest 0

of maintaining continuity with the matrices, words corresponding to the

numerical ratings are used as impact descriptors within the narrative. Socia-IAeconomic impacts are discussed in Section 5.2. A

5.1 PHYSICAL, CHEMTCAL, BIOLOGICAL, AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL IMPACTS

The physical, chemical, biological, and archaeological impacts resulting A

from the proposed Space Shuttle program at Vandenberg Air Forc Base irnclude

those on topography, soils, shoreline stability, geology, hydrology, water A

quality, microclimate, air quality, noise, terrestrial and aquatic fauna and

flora, rare and endangered species, and archaeological sites. Impacts on all

of these will occur In one form or another by one or more actions of the

proposed project. For the most part, their individual occurrences will vary

temporally and/or spatially with respect to one another. Details associated

with these impacts are contained in the Reference Document for this State-

ment. (136 ) Results are summarized below, first for the Construction phase

and finally for the Operations phase.

5.1.1 CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS

5.1.1.1 Impact on Air Quality

During construction, air quality will be affected in two primary ways: (1)

by unavoidable exhaust emissions from vehicles and heavy construction equip-

ment, and (2) by dust caused by operation of this equipment and other machinery.

Air quality will also be affected to a minimal extent by asphalt paving

operations associated with all project elements. Estimates are that the

temporal contribution of air pollutants from the Shuttle Construction phase

could equal the current Base contribution, the latter constituting about 1

5-10
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percent of the air pollutants in the entire South Central Air Basin. However, I

dust control measures (repetitive site waterings and equipment speed controls)

will be stringently practiced at all construction sites and should greatly

minimize the particulate contribution that would otherwise occur. Most generated

dust is expected to settle out within the confines of the Base with little carry-

over into offbase populated areas. Final revegetation of scarified areas should

effectively inhibit further related dust generation.

5.1.1.2 Impact on, Shoreline Stability

The only construction activity that is expected to affect shoreline stability

is the preparation of the SDB harbor area and the associated cut through the

sea cliff adjacent to the Boathouse. Expected impact would be insignificant in J

magnitude and importance. Dredging in the harbor could cause some slight I
interruption of normal littoral transport around the jetty. The result of this

could be a small and temporary deprivation of sand to the beach immediately

downshore of the harbor. This would occur during the time required to re-esta-

blish normal transport around the jetty and across the mouth of the harbor

(where dredging is proposed). During this time (estimated at a few months) some

additional erosion of the beach and the sea cliff immediately downshore of the

harbor could occur.

5.1.1.3 Impact on Topography and Soils

Impacts on,,topography and soils will occur in those areas where clearing,

grading, and recontc.-ing are required. These areas will include the proposed

runway extension, the sites for the airfield support facilities, the tow route,

the facility sites at SLC-6, and in the Boathouse area.

Impacts on topography will include the direct change associated with alteration

of natural contours and indirect change related to the modification of existing

drainage patterns. In the airfield area, which is located on the fairly level

terrain of Burton Mesa, all earthwork will be of a balanced cut and fill nature.
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Maximum cuts and fills are expected to be less than 12 feet in elevation. This
includes the partial filling of a small ravine located near the extreme northern
end of the runway extension. Drainage system development around the runway and
support facilities will not alter the general drainage pattern on the mesa. It

is expected that the recontouring required in the airfield area would not be

particularly apparent to the casual observer after revegetation of the construc-
tion areas.

Along the proposed tow route, topographic effects will generally be limited to

minor roadbed widening.and the removal of additional material primarily along

two existing road cuts to provide additional clearance for the Orbiter. One

primary cut is located on 13th Street about 0.5 mile north of the Santa Ynez
River; the other is located on Highway 246 about 2 miles west of the 13th Street

and Highway 246 intersection. The quantities of earth that will be removed from

these two cuts are not yet known, but net change is not expected to be especially
prominent bpcause both cuts already exist.

Topographic change in the immediate area of SLC-6 should not be prominent. The

launch complex is situated on a gently sloping coastal'terrace. Consequently,
development of facility sites will only require minor recontouring. Most of

the extensive earthwork will be associated with excavation for launch pad facl-
lities (subgrade payload preparation room and flame trenches), construction of
a large earthen blast wall, and the enlargement of an existing hillside cut

immediately east of the launch complex. Although quantitative estimates for

the proposed earthwork are currently unknown, excavation for the launch pad
facilities will be considerable. Ultimately, however, the excavation will be

concealed by the facilities themselves. The earthen blast wall will be con-
structed with spoil from nearby excavations and, when completed, will appear

as a small hill between the launch pad and the Launch Control Center. The
significance of its presence, however, will be minimal. The most discernible

topographic impact will be that associated with the hillside cut east of the

complex.

Actions causing impacts relative to the Shallow Draft Barge and ET facilities

will be associated with the clearing and grading of new sections of Coast Road,
placement of fill in small ravines along this roadway, clearing and grading the
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Tank Storage and Checkout Facility site, and constructing thea roadcut through

j I the sea cliff to the proposed harbor site.

Impacts to topography will, at most, be discernible in magnitude. The largest

amount of fill required will be placed across a small ravine (about 40 feet

deep and 50 feet across) located immediately south of SLC-6. Placement of fill

in this location will not interrupt the natural drainage because culverts of

adequate size to handle flood flows will be constructed. Other earthwork alongg

the improved Coast Road will be insignificant. Just south of the location where

I; the proposed tow road joins with Coast Road another small ravine (Oil Well
Canyon) will require filling. The amount of earthwork necessary at this loca-

tion is somewhat less than that required to cross the ravine south of SLC-6.

Appropriately sized culverts will ensure that the natural drainage is not

interrupted. The new section of tow road that will cross the Arguello terrace

(see Figure 2.3-A ) will be constructed approximately at grade with the terrace.
This will minimize the total earthwork required to prepare the roadway. Simi-

larly, the site of the Tank Storage and Checkout Facility will not require

significant grading. Construction of the road and the ET handling facility I-

could cause minimal alteration of the natural drainage patterns on the terrace,
but this would be insignificant in importance.

A large cut through the sea cliff (about 1,000 feet long and from 50 to 200 feet

wide) will be constructed to provide access to the shallow draft harbor. The

sea cliff at the location of the proposed cut is about 40 to 50 feet high. The

topographic character of the sea cliff and the terrace will be permanently

altered during construction. However, with the exception of a change in the

visual quality of the site, the cut will have insignificant importance. It is

possible that it would cause a minimal alteration of drainage patterns in the

immediate vicinity of the boathouse. However, little or no impact would be
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In general, no Impacts on topography vll occur that wll significantly change j
the character of the existing landscape. Furthe,,any alteration of drainage

that might occur from construction activities will be localized and of little -I

or no consequence. Impacts are expected to be no greater than discernible

in magnitude and minimal in importance. No topographic impacts are expected

at Port Hueneme because the proposed construction sites are currently near- .

level.

Soil impacts are expected in and adjacent to the construction sites described

above (including Port Hueneme). It is estimated that the total construction

programwill affect about 500 acres (less than 0.3 percent) of the land at.

Vandenberg and 2-4 acres of land at Port Hueneme. Changes in soil structure

and removal of vegetative cover during scarification and regrading will,

expose soil to increased erosion. In addition, soils will suffer some con-

tamination from incidental spills of concrete, fuels and lubricants from

construction equipment, and asphalt. However, such soil contamination is

likely to be very localized, and all areas of bare soil will be reseeded

following construction. None of the construction sites are in agricultural

use and any reduction In soil productivity as a result of contruction will

* be relatively insignificant. Thus, soil impacts at Vandenberg are considered

to range from insignificant to minor in magnitude and from insignificant to

minimal in importance. Impacts at Port Hueneme are expected to be insignifi-

cant or minimal because all construction sites are either graded or are

covered by existing structures.

5.1.1.4 Impact on Hydrology and Water quality

The physical alteration of existing topographic features (addressed in Section

5.1.1.3) as is necessary for construction will, in turn, result in the minor

localized alteration of existing drainage paths. Moreover, new pavement and

structures scheduled for presently unoccupied land areas at VAFB and Port

Hueneme will serve as percolation barriers and/or rainfall interceptors that

would accelerate runoff locally and reduce percolation. Estimates are that

about 200 acres of currently available infiltration area (99 percent at VAPB

and 1 percent at Port Hueneme) will be covered over with concrete, asphalt,

and the like. Overall new coverage, however, will pepresent only a fractional
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percentage of the total infiltration area available (tens of thousands of

j acres at VAFB and several hundred acres at Port Hueneme).

Although construction water needs have not yet been quantified, it is unlikely

that demands would exceed 0,5 million gallons per day (mgd). Water would

typically be required for such activities as dust control, subbase moisture

control, concrete preparation, and runway grooving. Thus, a portion of this

water will interact with prevailing hydrologic conditions at the various

construction sites. Although small quantities of water which become contami-

nated with use (such as in preparing concrete or in serving aa a coolanL during
runway grooving operations) will enter the soil matrix or be carried away as
surface runoff, perceptible changes in the quality of natural water systems

are not expected.

Activities such as clearing and grading will result in the temporary exposure

of land from which sediments may be eroded during heavy rainfall periods.

Accidental spills of fuels and lubricants may also contribute to runoff con-

tamination. Most rivers and creeks on VAFB are sufficiently remote from the

various construction sites that attendant water quality impacts are not

expected. Santa Ynez River and Honda Creek, however, are exceptions in that

they are proximate to existing roads of the proposed tow route. Hence,

contaminated runoff waters from nearby roadway construction sites would, upon

entering these streams, impact their water quality to some minimal short term

extent. Final revegetation of scarified zones will eliminate recurrences.

Construction impacts associated with the shallow draft barge ftviLities will

be most significant in the harbor area. Demolition of the existing pier will

generate waterborne pollutants such as dust, small wood fragments, or concrete

which may escape to the ocean, Minor spillage of diesel fuel, oil, and grease

from equipment used in the demolition process could create l.ocalizeId degrada-

tion of marine waters. Small quantities of debris may escape the harbor area,

but the impact on water quality outside the harbor will be negltgibl.e because

a barrier will be placed to contain the debris inside the harbor.4. '
L ; •;~~I'.¢ "



In addition, dredging the submarine bottom of the boathouse harbor and

excavating earth and rock for the dock will temporarily degrade nearby coastal

water through increased turbidity. Materials placed in suspension will even-

tually settle, depositing a silt layer on the marine surface below. Fuel, oil,

and grease spills from construction equipment also will contaminate local

water.

Construction activities at Port Hueneme will result in temporary water quality

degradation during pier alterations, dredging, and facility erection operations.

Dredge spoils may be unaesthetic and emit an undesirable odor. Construction.

''accidents may cause fuels, lubricants, or debris to spill into.'the harbor.,,K

These can degrade waters near the site, but should not cause long term water

quality problems. Temporary increases in turbidity will diminish as suspended

material settles and dispersesa.

Runoff from construction at the Solid Rocket Booster D isassembly Facility

carry increased silt into the harbor if heavy rain should fall when open soils

are exposed. Eroded soil as well as conmmon construction residuals could be

flushed.

.Paving and construction of buildings will generate minor wastes and spills

that may be carried in local runoff and flushed to the ocean. The amounts of

contimination will be minor, and because the materials are not expected to be

toxic or hazardous, the magnitude and importance of the impact will be minimal.
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5.1.1.5 Impact on Noise

Almost all construction activities will cause some temporary increase in local
noise levels adjacent to construction sites. These increases will be caused
by such activities as heavy equipment operation, pile driving, blasting, and

the use of miscellaneous power tools. However, most proposed construction

sites are weil removed from heavily populated areas, and typical construction

noise would be expected to attenuate to unobjectionable levels before reaching

such areas. For example, a particularly noisy activity associated with

construction of the Mate/Demate Facility at the airfield will be pile driving.

It is expected that impulsive sound of about 110 dBA would be produced onsite.

At the closest margin of the cantonment area, however, this sound would

I attentuate to approximately,62 to 65 dBA. It is estimated that this level

would be 6 to 8 dIA aboverambient. Although such sounds could be intrusive to

people working outdoors, it is unlikely that they would disturb people situated

in nearby homes or offices.

It is to be noted that portions of the tow route reqUiring modification do

transect the cantonment area. Operation of heavy equipment and pneumatic

tools along this portion of the route could cause short term noise intrusion

for people who work in nearby offices or other facilities. Land use in this

ea, however, could be categorized as industrial. As such, the area

occasionally experiences above normal ambient noise levels. Tow route con-

struction noises will therefore constitute a minor additional impact only.

On South Vandenberg, construction noise will discernibly alter the existing

noise environment in the immediate area of the construction sites. Heavy

equipment will be used to improve Coast Road, to construct the new sections of

tow road, and to excavate the cut through the terrace and sea cliff for access

between the harbor and ET storage facility. Some blasting also will be required
to facilitate excavation of the Shallow Draft Barge harbor bottom and the tow

road cut.

Blasting noise produced during construction of the harbor will occur only

infrequently over a fairly limited time period (estimated at 3 to 4 months).

The overpressures produced by blasting cannot be deteruined accurately because

data concerning charge sizes and other important factors are not available at
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this time. However, considering the remote location of the project site, it

is unlikely that these impulsive sounds would disturb either the visitors to
Jalama Beach or the permanent population of the Lompoc Valley.

The importance of the impacts caused by construction noise on South Vandenberg2
would be insignificant or minimal because only the construction personnel

themselves would be exposed to noise levels that would be significantly above
ambient. Further, access to the site will be strictly controlled and all

workers operating in particularly noisy environments will be required to wear

hearing protectors.

, I,

5.1.1.6 Impact on Biology

Consequential construction impacts on terrestrial flora will occur only from

vegetation removal on VAFB at the proposed construction sites. Less than 1
percent of the special interest coastal chaparral on Burton Mesa and other native

vegetation on VAFB is expected to be removed as a result of the proposed expan-
sion of the tow route, construction of additional airfield support facilities,

and facilities located on South Vandenberg. Further, a few individuals of the

special interest species listed in Table 3.1.9-2 (except those that occur only
in coniferous or live oak woodlands, tanbark oak forest, or coastal salt marsh)

will be removed where they are present on land that will be cleared and graded.
Results of a recent Inventory carried out to document the expected extent of this

removal are summarized in Table 5.1.1-Ip Although the impact is of some discernible
impiltance, Shuttle construction activities will not jeopardize the continued exis-

tence of any of these special interest pleat species on Vandenberg.(224)

Habitat removal (described above) and the accompanying effects on some resident
animals in zones of construction will constitute the primary impacts to terres-

trial fauna. Also, human presence, equipment movement, noise, and dust are

expected to disturb fauna in nearby areas. As stated above, the amount of
native habitat that will be affected is small. Moreover, some of the proposed

construction area has been substantially disturbed by past events. Conse-

quently, faunal impacts as a whole are expected to be no more than minor in

magnitude and minimal in importance at VAFB. Related impacts at Port Hueneme
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Table 5.1.1-1. SPECIAL INTEREST PLANTS TO BE IMPACTED BY SPACE SHUTTLE
"CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES AT VANDENBERG

--Scientific *1Names z

Shuttle N .• .

Cons truc tion
Facility : aSConstruction . .

Airfield Extension X X X X X X

Orbiter Processing
Facilities X X

Tow Route 30+ 5+ 5 10+ ? ? 28 23 35 22

SLC-6 X X X X X

Tow Road 50

Tank Storage and X
Checkout Facility IaI

Refer to Table 3.1.9-2 for common name of special interest plant.
Note:

(1) Numerical quantities refer to actual number of plants expected to be
removed.

(2) A plus (+) sign indicates that actual number of plants to be removed
is not precisely known but can be expected to exceed the indicated value
by a small additional amount.

(3) The "?" indicates that expected removal of individuals of the indicated
species is questionable but would constitute no more than a few.

(4) The "X" indicates removal of a small percentage (less than one percent)
of a very large number of plant individuals.

Data Source: Wooten, et al, 1977.(224)
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are considered insignificant because the proposed .sites of construction activity

are nearly devoid of biota. 7

In the Boathouse area there are some planted trees within 100 feet of the

donstructtOn zone. These trees are. important because groups of monarch butter-
f. iflies congregate in them Ouringwinter. However, no adverse effect on the

butterflies is expected if con'truction occurs during other seasons.

Water quality changes in Santa Ynez River and Honda Creek waters caused by tow

route construction activities constitute a potential impact to the resident

aquatic biota., Yet, as was dLscsed,, ,•d in ,Section 5.1.1.3, such changes would be

(at most) minimal and of short term extent. Associated impacts on aquatic

biota are therefore expected to be-insignificant.

Blasting and dredging of, approximately 4 acres of (semiprotected) intertidal

and subtidal habitat in theSDB harbor area would destroy or displace all biota

within that affected area, but *ould be expected to only minimally affect the

biota of the nearby coastline. A debris screen will be used to contain resus-
pended sediments within the dredged area.

The potentially affected marine area represents a minimal proportion of simi-

lar (although not as well protected) habitats along the coast between Point

Arguello and Point Conception. Nevertheless, recolonization of this small area

is expected to be rapid, and no rare, endangered, or threatened species are

expected to be appreciably affected. It should be noted that the destruction

of this subtidal and intertidal biota in this area is contrary to the intent

of the California Coastal Act of 1976, which is directed towards protecting such
undisturbed marine habitats. Connell and others also emphasize the special

character of this area even though it has not been included in the South Coast

Intertidal Preserve east of Point Conception. "The area provides a mainland
study area analogous (and complementary) to the Channel Islands Scientific and

Educational Preserve."' 8 8 ) Therefore, the importance of this impact may be as

high as discernible.

Construction of docks and loading/unloading facilities in Port Hueneme will

disrupt some habitat and destroy organisms found within the northeastern wharf
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area of the harbor. This area is presently out of service and not vulnerableOR

to further degradation. Less than a half acre of muddy bottom and inactive

pilings will be removed and replaced, making any biological impact insignifi-

cant in magnitude and importance.

Least terns and brown pelicans are the only rare, endangered, or threatened

fauna known or expected to appreciably use areas that will be affected by

construction. On coastal Vandenberg none of the construction activities and

attendant disturbances, however, are expected to pose a threat to the feeding

and survival habits or reproductive success of these birds. Consequently, the4

impact of the Construction phase on these animals will be minimal.

5.1.1.7 Impact on Archaeological Resources -

Archaeological surveys conducted thus far at VAFB indicate that there will be

no impact on known resources resulting from construction activities on North

Vandenberg. Recent surveys in planned construction areas on North Vandenberg

yielded no discovered sites.(l) Assuming no additional sites are located,

archaeological impacts, therefore, will be restricted to South Vandenberg.J

No archaeological sites are known to exist in the project area at Port Hueneme.
3 Impact at Port Hueneme is, therefore, not expected to occur.

Although extensive efforts have been employed to avoid disturbance to archaeo-

logical resources, current plans for construction along the proposed tow route

indicate that three sites will be affected by the proposed improvements along

Coast Road. These sites include SBa 539, 670, and 931. Of these sites, SBa

931 and 670 are especially important because they may contain key information

concerning the archaeological system of Vandenberg. Damage to there resources

is a result of road widening and realignment activities could be of substantial

magnitude and great Importance.

Twenty-five archaeological sites are known to exist on the Point Arguello

terrace in or near the proposed project boundaries. These are SBa-211, 551,

555, 635, 636, 637, 638, 639, 643, 648, 651, 653, 712, 1105, 1106, 1107, 1108,
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1109, 1110, 1111, 1114, 11.16, 1117, 1118, and 1148. Included are village sites,

which are located on the coastal plain along the southerly-facing portions of

the coast, as well as limited activity and temporary sites of various types.

All are considered part of the larger settlement-subsistence patterns of the

Vandenberg-Lompoc area, and none will be impacted by the proposed project. In

addition to these known sites, unknown archaeological resources, including 2
buried sites along the shore and underwater sites, may exist in this area.

The existing environment also includes an abandoned Coast Guard station, boat-

house, and associated pier, which were constructed in 1934. This facility is

not currently an historical place but may meet the criteria for such designa-

tion as established in the National Historical Preservation Act of 1966. A

study concerning this matter is currently underway.

j Mitigation measures including systematic removal of samples from site areas to

be impacted will be employed to reduce Impacts. A mitigation and data recovery

program currently is being developed in compliance with the National Historic

t Preservation Act of 1966 and in coordination with the California Historic

Preservation Office, the National Park Service, and Native American Indian

groups.

5.1.2 OPERATIONS IMPACTS

5.1.2.1 Impact on Air Quality

As noted in Matrices 5.0-A through -G, many operational aspects of the proposed

action will impact air quality. With few exceptions, however, the magnitude

and importance of most of these individual impacts will be minimal or

insignificant. Generally, impacts will be the result of emissions from project

related .kutoWtlep truck. aircraft ..-taf •m -dmarine traffio, Discharges
of gaseous oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, helium, and refrigerants are, also

expected from normal servicing operations. The receipt and handling of

hypergolic fuels (nitrogen tetroxide, hydrazine, and monomathylhydrazine) will
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occur only under controlled conditions and in accordance with established

safety procedetres. Because hydrauires (like many industrial chemicals) are

toxic and suspected carcinogens, accidental spillages will be contained and

neutralized, thus minimizing the release of deleterious vapors into the

atmosphere. It is to be noted that all facilities associated with the handling
of hydrazines either have been or will be sited to ensure that, in the event

of spills, populated areas will not be affected. On the whole, the average

contribution of air pollutants from the Operations phase will be no more than

5 percent of the current Base contribution, the latter constituting about 1

percent of the air pollutants in the South Central Coast Air Basin. Short

term contributions from rocket exhaust at launch, however4 are considered of

potential concern in small localized areas.

Five minutes before a typical Shuttle launch, the hydrazine fueled auxiliary

"power units in the Orbiter and Solid Rocket Boosters (SRBs) will be activated,

resulting in the discharge of insignificant quantities of amonia and nitrogen

to the atmosphere. At four seconds before liftoff, the three Orbiter main

engines (fueled with liquid oxygen and hydrogen) will be ignited. This will

result in the discharge of those constituents (mostly water vapor) listed in Table

5.1.2-1. Liftoff will occur almost simultaneously with the ignition of the SRB

motors (solid propellant fueled units producing those exhaust constituents listed

in Table 5.1.2-2). The proposed use of an ammonium perchlorate/aluminum/PBAN

propellant for the SRBs will result in the emission of three major byproducts of

combustion: carbon monoxide gas (CO), mostly converted to CO2 during afterburning;

aluminum oxide particles (A1 2 03 ); and hydrogen chloride gas (HCM). Additionally,

a great deal of heat will be released with the Orbiter and SRB exhaust.

During the entire ignition and liftoff sequence, emitted rocket engine exhausts

will be ducted under the launch pad and discharged to the side, whereupon the

plumes will rise and merge into what is called a ground cloud. The mechanism

causing this rise, and thus inducing the strong convective currents that will lift

and transport dust and debris with the cloud, will be the thermal buoyancy of the

hot (initially about 2,888*K or 4,729*F) exhaust.( 8 ) It is to be noted that this

is a highly localized and short term event. Substantial quantities of ambient

air will be entrained during the turbulent rise of the cloud to its stabilization

altitude (-1 km). Accom,)anying this will be a reduction in temperature and con-

centration of exhaust constituents. Beyond that time, further expansion and
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Aluminum oxide, in the form of particles, is commonly regarded as an inertI

nuisance dust. A substantial proportion of the nearly 62 tons of Al20 parti-

cles contained in the ground cloud will be approximately 10 microns in diameter,

and many such particles will settle out of the cloud within 5 to 10 km of the
launch pad. 8 2 8 3  However, some of the Al 03 will remain suspended in the

cloud as tiny particles with diameters of approximately 1 micron and smaller

that, if inhaled, would penetrate alveolar spaces in the lungs. (83)(86)(128)

Much of this small sized dust will be coated with adsorbed HCl, forming acid

particles (which may contain aluminum chlorides and oxychlorides). 8 2 8 3

Little is known about the behavior and effects of such acid coated particles,".-

and no air quality standards or recommended exposure limits exist for them;

studies in this regard are continuing. 83

Atmospheric diffusion studies conducted by NASA predict maximum exposure levels

and concentrations of Al 0, NO2  and CO near sea level and downwind froma
normal Space Shuttle launch that are far below levels allowed by California

and national ambient air quality standards.(7 ) 8 )lS No ambient air

quality standards for MCl or Cl have been established. 76  Table 5.1.2-3 1I
summarizes limits on exposure of the public to HCl and Cl 2 gases as recommended

by the National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, Committee on

Toxicology.~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Iniain r ht o yia htl anh h aiu
expected 10-minute mean concentrations of these gssat or below 500 feet (152 m)

above sea level will be less than half these lmt.(9(0(2(3

Figure 5.1.2-A displays the maximum instantaneous concentrations of HUl gas

predicted1 a ground level downrange from hypothetical Shuttle launches

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration/George C. Marshall Space
Center (NASA/MSFC) multilayer diffusion model was used to develop these pre-
dictions. This model is currently favored for simulation and prediction of
rocket exhaust concentrations associated with Titan T11 and hypothetical
Shuttle launches. it has been shown (for Titan III launches) to yield
conservative, but realistic, predictions over flat terrain. This model
has not considered changes induced by topographic variations such as those
existing at VAFE.
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Table 5.1.2-3. RECOMMENDED LIMITS ON PUBLIC EXPOSURE TO HYDROGEN CHLORIDE
(HCI) AND CHLORINE (Cl 2 )

Species Type of Dration T0Weited Commenth

Limit averate concenta toro

h10 ,,nutem 4.0 ppmvShort

Term 30 minutes 2.0 ppmv K'nurnionp above
PubhI1 60 ainutem 2.0 pr*v thtne levels are

Limit tikely to produce
I hour daily 2.0 ppmv objectionable adorn

Hydrolen (STPL) and/or irritation
chloride 5 hours/day.

3-4 days/month 0.7 ppmv

Public
Emergency 10 minute. 7.0 ppmv Possible temorary

discomfort at these
Limit 30 minutes 3.0 ppmv o bdt eff ect
(PSl.) 60 minutes 3.0 ppmv is reversible

short 10 mtnute. 1.0 ppmv 3,0 ppmvo

Publtl 3X) minutes 0.5 ppmv 1,0 ppmv
Limit 60 minutes 0.5 PPmv 1.0 ppmvo

Chlorine
(Cl2 )

Publi 10 mlnutso sO ppmPblienoy 
Lervc~l are colling

Limit 30 minutes 2.0 ppm limitt and should
not be exceeded

(PEI,) 60 minutes 2.0 ppm

%lecom..ded miulmnm allomwble tnstantaneous excursions. Ay excuraiom above the STIL should

be compensated for by sm equivale•t reduced exposure duties the applicable tim period.
Itaefrencet 11tltosal, Acea4• of Scieft.es-i11t tonal ftmeeatrch Couset1, 1971.(7 1973,(?1

simulated for six common generic meteorological conditions at Vandenberg.

Comparison of Table 5.1.2-3 and Figure 5.1.2-A shows that the predicted

maximum instantaneous HC1 concentrations (for all meteorological conditions)

result in values that are less than the 4 ppmv STPL recommended when inte-

grated over a 10-minute period. Moreover, the expected maximum C2

concentrations are also less than the STPLs (prt*J L ed C1 values will be

11.3 percent of HC1 values, as previously stated). The predicted NO2 values
(0.1 percent of HCI values) are anticipated to be less than one-tenth the

(0.1 ercen of (115)('127)
recommended STPLs. '1 12 Predicted CO levels are miniscule.

To provide further estimates of gaseous constituent contributions occurring

from periodic launches throughout the year, meteorological data from Vandenberg

(taken at 0400 PST, when the atmosphere is generally most stable) on 48 days

in 1974 were used in the NASA/MSFC diffusion model. (80) The results of these

computations for HCl are displayed in Table 5.1.2-4. In every case the

maximum ground level concentration and exposure are predicted to occur within N
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Table 5.1.2-2. EXPECTED SRB EXHAUST CONSTITUENTS (percent by weight of
nozzle exit plane flowa) i

Location

Constituent Nozzle exit Plane 1 km
plane downstreamb

Hydrogen chloride (HCl) 21.41 14.18

Chlorine (C2 0.008 1.60

Atomic chlorine (Cl) 0.246 0.013

Nitric oxide (NO) 0.001 0.989

Nitrogen peroxide (NO2) -0- 0.02

Carbon monoxide (CO) 24.36 0.052

Carbon dioxide (CO2) 3.33 30.85

Hydrogen (H2) 2.09 -0-

Hydroxyl (OH) and atomic hydrogen (H) 0.02 -0-

Nitrogen (N 8.78 8.26

Water (H20) 9.39 28.59

Aluminum oxide (A1203 ) 30.32 22.56
2l3

Aluminum chloride (Al C1 0.02 0.02

Iron chloride 0.97 0.97

Total 100.0 10 8 .1 C

Total mass flow (2 SRB engines) 9400 kg/sec.
bAf terburning complete.

CTotal is greater than 100 percent because of chemical addition of air
to form water, nitric oxide, and carbon dioxide.

Reference: Stephens and Stewart, 1977. 2 20 )
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Aluminum oxide. In the form of porticles, is commonly regarded as an inert

puisance dust. A substantial proportion of the nearly 62 tons of Akm0 parth-

cles contained in the ground cloud will be approximately 10 microns in diameter,
and many such particles will settle out of the cloud within 5 to 10 km of the

launch pad.8(83) However, some of the Al 0 will remain suspended in the
2 3

cloud as tiny particles with diameters of approximately I micron and smaller

that, if inhaled, would penetrate alveolar spaces in the lungs. (83)(86)(128)

Much of this small sized dust will be coated with adsorbed HC1, forming acid

particles (which may contain aluminum chlorides and oxychlorides). ( 8 2 )( 8 3 )

Little is known about the behavior and effects of such acid coated particles,

and no air quality standards or recommended exposure limits exist for them;

studies in this regard are continuing.( 8 3 )

Atmospheric diffusion studies conducted by NASA predict maximum exposure levels

and concentrations of A12 0l N02, and CO near sea level and downwind from a

normal Space Shuttle launch that are far below levels allowed by California

and national ambient air quality standards.( 79 )( 8 2)(I15) No ambient air I i

quality standards for HCU or Cl2 have been established.( 76 ) Table 5.1.2-3

summarizes limits on exposure of the public to HCU and C12 gases as recommended
by the National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, Committee on

Toxicology. Indications are that, for a typical Shuttle launch, the maximum
F expected 10-minute mean concentrations of these gases at or below 500 feet (152 m)

above sea level will be less than half these lindits.( 79)( 8 0)( 82 )( 8 3)

Figure 5.1.2-A displays the maximum instantaneous concentrations of HCl gas

predicted at ground level downrange from hypothetical Shuttle launches

1 The National Aeronautics and Space Administration/George C. Marshall Space
Center (NASA/MSFC) multilayer diffusion nodel was used to develop,.these pre-
dictions. This model is currently favored for simulation and prediction of
rocket exhaust concentrations associated with Titan III and hypothetical
Shuttle launches. It has been shown (for Titan III launches) to yield
conservative, but realistic, predictions over flat terrain. This model
has not considered changes induced by topographic variations such as those
existing at VAFB.
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Table 5. 1.*2-3. RECOMMENDED LIMITS ON PUBLIC EXPOSURE TO 1IYDR0GR?9 CHLORIDE
(HCi) AND CHLORINE (Cl2)

speciesm ii Duartio avmereage conen~tration

PE ~~~short 1 iue .

Limit -E ieyt rdc

(SPEL) I ho 2,0 tevrgo

Chloids oursday

Public "0miAtM

Limit 30minutes 3., 0 p

I: - aximm ~ rm Termn

maPanelumbl e 30 minutesma eboy th #51.0 ponyl

60 mconditionspW at0 pVanebe

over a10misnute 1 peinut 3.0ror~ the eLpec el maremu cl2n

peren o HLvauet a0slt: prvosyttd.0 The preicit:End Nhould lue
percnt o H~lvalu.) a~ anicipted o bele notha one-tienthth

recuxA0ed9TLS(l) (120 levelss are minicle

provide further alwbestImsantesoaseous owAnstituent bonetrbuto n ocurriOg

piuaedfriodic lucheso thnrougou mtheoryegiar, metordtologca datVanfrdeVndenrer

Compuatisons fof T Ca r iplyd*able 5.1.2-34. iue5..- hw Iha tevpry dicsthed

grudlvlconcentrations aelslsst and t eSposu arepredicted to occurs withine
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FIGuRE 5.1.2-A. Predicted maximum instantaneous MCI gas concentration at
ground level for six generic meteorological conditions
at VAFR.

about 10 km of the launch pad, either onbase or over the ocean. Moreover, the

predicted 10-minute time-mean HC1 concentrations are, in all, cases, loes than

one-half the STPL. Based on aforementioned percentage approximations, other

exhaust constituen~ts are predicted to represent even smaller fractions of their

%tandards.

The predicted maximum ground level 10-minute time-mean Al 03 concentration

approximates 800 pig/cu a and is much lesu than allowable exposuree1 for

occupational workers. Because of tho transient nature of the ground cloud,
_ _A

3The allowable daily 8-hour aver&&e concentration for nuisance dusts such as
Al 0 in occupational work atmospheres is 10,000 jig/eu m.2 3
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this corresponds to a 24-hour average of 6 pg/cu m--a 6 percent contribution

with respect to the ambient air quality standard1 for the State of California.

Relative to ambient conditions at Vandenberg (see Section 3.1.7) and considering
that the entire Base contribution to the total particulates in the South Central
Coast Air Basin is small (about 1 percent), launch induced particulate contri-

butions will be very slight.

Researchers are currently divided on the question of synergism resulting from

the mixture of aforementioned constituents. On the one hand, it is felt that

the presence of minute (less than 1 micron in diameter) HCl coated Al 203

particles (which may also contain aluminum chlorides and oxychlorides), NO2 ,

and Cl in solid propellant exhaust may impart slightly greater toxic effectsS2
in comparison with simulated exhaust containing like quantities of commercial

particles and HCl gas. 128) On the other hand, it is felt that
2 A203

individual constituent effects may, at worst, be additive, but only if toxicity

threshold levels for one of the constituents prevail.( 5 0 )( 16 6 ) Although

studies in both areas are continuing, the importance of either potential effect

on offbase populated areas (or cantonment populations) is expected to be

insignificant. The basis for this a3sessment primarily rests on the fact that

none of the ground level exposure predictions discussed above approaches a

toxic situation.

For the first several minutes following a normal Space Shuttle launch (and

perhaps much longer when the relative humidity is above 85 percent), much of

the HCl in the ground cloud will be in combination with suspended aerosol drop-

lets.(82(83Moreover, it has been postulated that the presence of Al203 in

the cloud may act as nucleating centers and be capable of enhancing aerosol

growth during this initial period. Under especially high humidity conditions

these aerosol droplets may enlarge and precipitate from the cloud (rainout)

as an acid rain. Alternatively, if an independent rain were to fall through

the ground cloud, the raindrops would absorb exhaust constituents (washout)

and become an acid rain. Studies of these processes are continuing. Figures

1The California ambient air quality standard for suspended particulate matter

is a 24-hour time-weighted average concentration of 100 pgfcu m.
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5.1.2-B and -C show rain acidity and HMl deposition (given three differential 4

I ~rainfall rates) predicted f or a hypothetical Shuttle ground cloud washout
under spring fair weather conditions at KSC. Some of these prediction curves

are for the first droplets only, while others indicate how subsequent drop-

lets become progressively less acidic. It is to be noted that imminent wash-

out conditions will most likely represent constraints for flight related

reasons; consequently, launches during these conditions are not likely to

occur.

In summary, it is felt that booster ignition and liftoff may have localized

transient impact of significant magnitude. The importance of this impact

would be discernible at mo~st. Air quality in communities adjacent to the Basej

usually will not be appreciably affected; long term and regional impacts to

air quality will be insignificant.

Local onbase air quality could be substantially altered for a short time

following a major hypergolic fuel spill or uncontrolled burn of solid rocket

propellant. Such occurrences are considered improbable (and so are rated

insignificant in magnitude). Estimates are that if the worst-case event (a

slow continuous burn on the pad) were to occur, a maximum instantaneous ground

level concentration of 6.66 ppmv HCl could be attained, but would occur within
(31)

5 kilometers of the launch pad. This concentration when time integrated

is below the recommended 10-minute PEL for this constituent (see Table 5.1.2-3).

Indications are that these impacts will not pose substantial hazards to nearby

uncontrolled population centers. The unlikely event becomes an impact of great

importance considering the harm that could be Imparted unexpectedly to nearby

M, unprotected operations personnel and the potential damage that could occur to

property and special interest vegetation in the event of a concurrent,
continuous rainout or washout.

5.1.2.2 Impact on Microclimate

Launches will generate transient and dramatic micrometeorologic changes in the

immediate vicinity of the launch pad. The rocket blast with its large

induced over-pressures (in the near field), extreme temperatures, turbulence,

* and humidity variations will cause a local change of significant magnitude.

Such changes, however, will not be appreciable outside the SLC-6 area,
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except in the immediate vicinity of the ascending Shuttle Vehicle. Changes at

or very near the pad undoubtedly would be so severe that they would be fatal

to man or animals. Temperatures of over 4,500*F are estimated to occur in a

.launch exhaust gas cloud. Because all personnel in the area during a launch

will be adequately protected, the importance of the temporary changes is consi-

dered minor. However, microclimatic changes would also occur in the unlikely

event of a catastrophic accident. Because there would be some potential for

impact to unprotected personnel, the importance of such an impact is considered

moderate.

5.1.2.3 Impact on Shoreline Stability

The only impacts to shoreline stability will result from the existence and

maintenance of the Shallow Draft Barge facility. Onshore-offshore transport of

sediments by summer swells would be affected to some extent because sediments

would be trapped in the dredged basin, thus reducing the supply of sand to

S beaches on the north side. Careful replenishment of north beaches by the use

of sediments periodically dredged from the basin would alleviate any possible

minor erosion problems.

5.1.2.4 Impact on Topography, Geology, and Soils

For the most part, proposed project operations will have littlepotential for

affecting either topography or geology. Operation of the Shallow Draft Barge

facilities would generate insignificant impacts to onshore or submarine topo-

graphy. Occasional maintenance dredging may be required in the harbor to clear

accumulated sediments generated by cliff and shore erosion, and from littoral

drift.

At most, minimal impact to soils would occur and be limited to the vicinity of

the facilities. Impacts could result from contaminated runoff and accidental

spills. Contaminants may include refined petroleum products, substances washed

off parking lots, and metal preservatives used in the Tank Storage and Checkout

Facility.
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The only changes to soil that might be expected to occur during project

operations would result from contamination by launch ground clouds and from

ýaccidental spills or project related wildfires.

Acid rainout or washout from a ground cloud conceivably could have some

ef fects on soil chemistry over a large downwind area (perhaps from 5 to 25

square miles), although no data are presently available to substantiate this.

The exact extent, the likelihood, and the severity of resultant soil damage

are presently unknown. It should be noted that most soils, including those

found in the Vandenberg area, do have a considerable buffering capacity.

Consequently, it is assumed that they could absorb some low pH rain or mist K
from one or more ground clouds without exhibiting any measurable change.

The potential for long term buildup of contaminants in soils affected by a

series of launches is considered low because most local soils would be

rapidly flushed by any subsequent rainfall. The probability of any permanent

change to soil characteristics, such as fertility, is considered to be

extremely low. It is conservatively estimated that impact, if it occurred,

would be no greater than discernible in magnitude and moderate in importance,

based on the relatively large areas that could be affected.

Impact to local soils as a result of accidental spills or a project related

wildf ire could be more important than contamination from normal launches.

Further, the possible consequences of toxic chemical or fuel spills is

considered of less potential importance than impacts associated with wildfires.

It is expected that even large spills of toxic chemicals would only affect

limited areas and that such areas could be expected to recover from any

resultant loss in fertility within several years. Although it is difficult

to estimate the scale of impact from a wildfire, it is probable that it

would be much greater than impacts associated with the largest conceivable

spills or other accidents.

Generally, a fire could make very large areas more susceptible to erosion

and could cause extensive loss of fertility from humus destruction. Because

such project related events would be rare, the magnitude of this impact is

considered insignificant. However, a large wildfire could have a significant

importance.
5-33
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5.1.2.5 Impact on Hydrology and Water Quality

Operation of the proposed facilities will have, at most, a minimal impact on the

hydrology of the Vandenberg and Port Hueneme areas. The existence of the various

Shuttle facilities will cause some effect on local runoff characteristics as a

result of a very small increase in the total amount of paved land (which pre-

cludes infiltration and accelerates runoff). Less than 200 acres of land will

be required for the entire project at both Vandenberg and Port Hueneme. Loss
of such a small amount of infiltration area is not expected to cause a measurable
change in groundwater levels, and provision of drainage systems at each facility

will eliminate any local increases in erosion. In addition, domestic and indus-

trial water requirements (including deluge water which will be treated and

reused for each Shuttle launch) are small and would not appreciably impact

available groundwater resources.

Occasionally, water quality in streams and lakes might be affected by normal

Shuttle operations. These effects would include incidental contamination from I
minor spills of fuels and lubricants and from fertilizers used for maintaining
landscaping. Small quantities of fuels and lubricants also might be spilled

during aciiisat PotHeeeo the SDB facility at VAFB. The consequences of
such contamination would be minimal and short lived. Another possible effect

on water quality in the harbor at Port Hueneme would occur if one of the nozzle
plugs were to fall out of a spent SRB during haulout operations, A worst-case

event could involve the spillage of about 175 pounds of residual propellant in
par tial solution with entrapped sea water into the harbor. Because the harbor

is subject to flushing by tidal action, such contamination would be expected to

dissipate rapidly and cause only minimal impacts (see Section 5.1.2.7). The

SRB washwater will be discharged to a treatment plant. Treated effluent will

SI be discharged into the Naval Base's sewerage system.

A The arrival, maneuvering, and unloading of External Tanks at the large dock

will entail tug and vessel operations as well as land transport. Maneuvering

operations are expected to generate turbidity and increase concentrations of

suspended solids within the harbor. Although the bulk of particles may be

redeposited in the immediate dock vicinity, some will migrate outside the

harbor and spread to other areas. Other operational wastes such as diesel fuel,
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oil and grease, if accidentally spilled, will enter and possibly degrade harbor

water. The amount of materials emitted will be small, and natural flushing

will dilute them to low concentrations. Ballast water will be of a marine

-water composition and will not introduce significant contaminants. No other

water quality impacts are anticipated.

Acid rainout or washout from the launch ground cloud may also contaminate
surface waters. Although it is difficult to evaluate the consequences of such

an effect, it is conceivable that small shallow water bodies could experience
some pH or chloride ion change. This is considered unlikely, but even if such

changes were to occur, the local su;bface waters are not used f or domestic

purposes. Any contamination from rocket exhaust would be expected to attenuate

rapidly as a result of natural flushing and dilution. Thus, the importance of

contamination from the exhaust cloud is considered to be minor.

Il
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Emissions resulting from operations accidents have a somewhat greater potential

for causing impacts to water quality. Although severe accidents are considered

very unlikely, the occurrence of such an event might cause an impact of moderate

importance. For example, the crash of a tank truck could dump a large quantity

of toxic hypergolic fuel into a major watercourse like the Santa Ynez River.

.Because hypergolic fuels are water soluble, they would be expected to diluteI

rapidly. It is possible that such an event could eause temporary contamination

-of an area perhaps as large as the Santa Ynez Lagoon. Further discussion of I
the consequences of this type of accident is presented in Section 5.1.2.7.

Other catastrophic events that could cause water quality impacts would include

a large wildfire or an accidental ignition of one or more SRB segments. Effects

of a wildfire are discussed in Section 5.1.1.4. The consequences of an acci-

dental booster ignition would be expected to be similar to those produced

during a normal launch, but concentrAtions of contaminants could be somewhat

higher. It is conservatively assumed that the small watercourses (and some

coastal waters) in the SLC-6 area could experience a temporary, but significant,

degradation in water quality. I
5.1.2.6 Impact on Noise

Impacts of normal operations primarily will be a result of rocket launch noise,

sonic booms and sound focusing produced during ascent of the Shuttle Vehicle,

and sonic booms produced during reentry of the Orbiter. Other noise effects

are expected to be minor compared to these three impacts of Shuttle Vehicle

flight.

The Shuttle vehicle will be considerably larger than any other missiles currently

launched from Vandenbergg therefore, the associated impacts resulting from

rocket engine noise are expected to be greater than those occurring from

current launch operations. However, in recent years there have been no

complaints concerqing noise produced during any launches. This can be attrib-

uted to the fact that the low frequency noises typically produced by rocket

engines are not particularly annoying. It is also believed that many people

residing in the Lompoc and Santa Maria areas closely identify with activities
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a.t Vandenberg and, as a result, are not annoyed by missile noise. 'Also, rocket

noise is a rather short-term phenomena, lasting at moat only a few minutes and

only occurs infrequently.4

During a typical launch, main engine ignition will occur at T minus 4 seconds

and will reach 90 percent power by T minus 0.13 seconds. During this very

brief interval, sound level~s on the launch pad are expected to reach an absolute

level of about 160 dB. a This sound will contain mostly low frequencies (<50 Hz),

and will be perceived in the Lompoc Valley as a distinct low rumble. In LompocI and in the Base cantonment area the sound pressure is expected to be as high as
105 to 110 dB.

Liftoff will occur almost simultaneously with booster ignition, at which time on-

site noise levels will rise to about 170 dB.~2 3  Estimates for Lompoc and the

cantonment indicate that these sound pressure'levels will have attenuated to as

low as the 130 level, as a result of distance alone. Coupled with the further

attenuating effects of turbulent mixing and topographic shielding, levels in

these two areas are expected to be about 115 dB. In terms of the absolute
increase in transient noise, this will represent an Impact of substantial magni-

Nouse levels from Space Shuttle launches will be 8 to 10.dB higher than Titan

III noise levels. This will be due solely to the greater thrust involved in a

typical Shuttle launch (6.4 million pounds versus 2.5 million pounds for the

Titan IIID). Peak sound pressure levels are expected to persist for approximately

10 seconds. Most of the energy will be in the near infrasonic range (less than

100 Hz), peaking at 20 to 30 Hz. Well-defihed guidelines established by the

USAF Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (see Table 5.1.2-5) and indications

by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency that. infrasound exposures below

130 dB present no serious health problems support the expectation that the maxi-[ mum perceived noise levels of 115 to 120 dB in Lompoc during Shuttle launches
will create no deleterious physiological effects. From an annoyance standpoint,

a~:e:u::c:Bcontent of sound produced by Space Shuttle Vehicle engines is

J unavailable at this time. Consequently, exact conversion of dB to dB(A) is

a gvendBvalue.
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however, there will likely be some people in the area who find this noise objec-

tionable--a factor of moderate importance.

of moderate importance.

Table 5.1.2-5. GUIDELINES FOR UNPROTECTED EXPOSURE OF HUHANS TO
LOW FREQUENCY NOISE

4,0180e Sound pwemesue
frequency levela Exposure limit
range (re: 20 N/sq a)
(hertz) (d;) .

1 - 7 150 4 min/day vith 24 hours rest

8 - 145 4 min/day with 24 hours rest

12 - 20 140 4 mtt/day with 24 hours aest

20 - 80 135 20 min/day with 24 hours rest

Aksound pressure levels apply to discrete single frequencies or to band
ebads of noise Including the stated frequencies.

Referencel U.S. Air Force, 1974. (134)

After clearing the access tower, the Shuttle Vehicle will gradually pitch

over and begin its ascent. As the Shuttle Vehicle climbs through the tropos-
phere in the 66 seconds following liftoff, perceived noise levels in the
Lompoc Valley and in other surrounding areas will steadily diminish. At T

plus 24 seconds the Shuttle Vehicle will have ascended to 5,340 feet and will
cause noise in Lompoc and the cantonment at an estimated 110 dB. By T plus 40

seconds noise produced by the vehicle will have decreased to about 105 dB in
I both areas.

Sonic booms are expected to occur during ascent, and substantial over-

pressures are expected to occur along the vehicle's ground track. Because

the Shuttle Vehicle will only use over-water launch azimuths, these booms are
not expected to affect populated areas. However, these booms may impinge on
one or more of the Channel Islands depending on the launch azimuths.

Substantial overpressures are expected for two reasons: first, sound focusing

will result from longitudinal acceleration and pitchover maneuvers; second,
the rocket exhaust plume will increase the effective vehicle sise (tests
indicate that a rocket plume may double sonic boom overpressures that would

be experienced from the vehicle alone).
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Sea level footprints of sonic boom overpressures resulting from VAFB Shuttle

launches from SLC-6 are shown in Figures 5.1.2-D, -E, and -F for three launch

inclinations (70", 90, and 98%, respectively). Typical overpressures expected

without focusing effects could be as high as 6 pounds per square foot (psf)

about 40 miles downrange, diminishing to less than 1 paf about 60 miles down-

range. However, focusing is expected to occur within a zone that could be

about 1,000 feet wide and extend 40 miles on either side of the ground track.

The frequency and severity of any focusing effect will depend on meteorological

conditions at the time of launch and on the exact ground track of the missile.

The focusing factor may be as high as 5 at the zone's center, but probably will

be about 2 at the lateral limits of the zone. Overpressures in the center of

the focal zone (typically located about 40 miles downrange) could be as high

as 30 psf, diminishing to about 10 paf at the lateral edges of the zone.( 8 1 )

It is a remote possibility that a ship at sea could suffer some minor damage

if it were at or near the center of the focus effect. Prelaunch safety

measures, however, call for clearing of craft from downrange hazardous zones.

In addition, the boundaries of the focus zone are expected to include the

Channel Islands. Potentially, some animals on these islands would be affected

by overpressures in the focus zone. The impact of sonic booms produced

during vehicle ascent is described as significant because it is considered

that this represents an upper bound on the importance that such events

could have, It is to be noted that studies concerning sonic booms and

sound focusing produced during Shuttle ascent are currently underway. These

studies will further define the extent of any effects associated with these j

phenomena.

The Orbiter, as it descends through the troposphere will propagate sonic

booms. Plots depicting areas and magnitudes of sonic boom overpressures

from Orbiter returns to VAFB are shown in Figures 5.1.2-G, -H, and -I for

normal end-of-mission scenarios and for Abort-Once-Around (AOA) and Return-

To-Launch-Site (RTLs) abort situations, respectively. Normal reentries will

cause booms of up to 1.5 psf to impinge in the area of Lompoc.(33) Over-

pressures of this magnitude might cause some minor damage to plaster and

vibrations of large glassed areas with some associated glass breakage.

However, sonic booms of this magnitude would be more appropriately regarded
(81)as a nuisance than a threat to property. Further, sonic boom footprints

having overpressures greater than 2.0 psf are only expected over ocean areas.
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FIGURE 5.1.2-I. Predicted footprint of sonic boom overpressures resulting
from in once-around return of Orbiter to Vandenberg Air
Force Base subsequent to an abort following a launch.
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These booms represent a significant instantaneous change over ambient conditions.

Because the consequences would be limited, the importance of sonic booms is
judged as only moderate.

Other noise impacts are expected as shown in Matrices 5.0-A through 5.0-G.

Briefly, the more noteworthy include;

(1) Insignificant noise increases in the Lompoc-Vandenberg
area caused by incidental additional air traffic at

VAFB in support of the Shuttle Operations phases.

(2) Insignificant noise increases due to the additional
traffic load imposed by the community operations work

force and other operation related traffic.

()Minimal noise near the ocean beach area produced by
infrequent hovercraft operations (30 per year).

(4) Insignificant to minimal noise produced by operations
of various kinds of equipment in the airfield and SLC-6
areas. Such equipment would typically include pumps,

t compressors, cranes, air compressors, and vehicles.

(5) Insignificant to minimal noise produced by operations
at Port Hueneme. Such operations would include the
use of various types of industrial equipment in a* setting that already is industrial.

(6) Possible temporary, minimal to minor increases in local
community noise levels due to increased tourism and
spectator activity.I(7) Insignificant noise produced during harbor operations
at the SDB facility at the Point Arguello Boathouse

I' i ~and the ET facility on the Arguello terrace.

None of these impacts have the potential for affecting large numbers of people,

and none are considered particularly objectionable.

One final category of noise impacts that could occur at Vandenberg would

involve the noise resulting from a highly unlikely catastrophic accident.
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One of the worst scenarios concerning operational impacts would be the explosion IA
of a Space Shuttle Vehicle on the pad. The fully fueled vehicle has an explosive

equivalency of about 300,000 pounds of TNT. (I If such an explosion were to

"occur, it would result in a blast wave of about 300 lb/sq in. at about 100

feet from the explosion. At 800 feet from the source, the overpressure would

dropý to about 5 lb/sq in. (masonry structures could be destroyed at this

- -distance). At 2,200 feet from the source, the overpressure would be about

-1 lb/sq in. (a pressure that properly designed. concrete structures can withstand,

but under which other structures with light curtain walls might fail). The noise

'equivalency at 100 feet, 800 feet, and 2,200 feet would be 220 dB, 184 dB,

-and 169 dA, respectively. Blast noise would be of short duration and

impulsive, and could cause loss of life among unprotected workers in the

immediate SLC-6 area. In Lompoc, blast noise from this event (estimated at

about 149 dB) could break windows, crack plaster, and produce a startle effect.

The magnitude of the impact of this event is considered insignificant because

its probability is remote. However, if it were to occur, there would be substantial 1

consequences in the nearsite area.

5.1.2.7 Impact on Biology

The continued existence of newly constructed facilities and facility addition

in support of the Shuttle Operations phase will preclude recolonizaton by

existing biota. On VAFB, this would constitute a long term ,loss of about 200

acres of native habitat, which is a small fraction of the several tens of

thousands of such acres on the Base; at Port Hueneme, 2 acres of poten-

tially reconstitutable land (that now is essentially barren) will be used.

Routine maintenance and/or ancillary support of ground operations, facilities,

and equipment are expected to generate slight transient impacts on terrestrial

and aquatic biota through disturbances from vehicle movements, noise emana-

tions, dust emissions, weed control activities, occasional animal-vehicle

collisions, and the increased presence of personnel. Overall estimates are
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that these Shuttle induced bitcdsuracswl increase no more than 10

percent (a minor magnitude) over current disturbance levels. On a distribu-

tioal asi, te mgniudeandsigifianc ofthis increase are expected to

be even smaller.

As noted in Matrices 5.0-A through -G, most of the other biota-impacting

situations caused by normal operations are considered low level. In general,

these situations will evolve from sporadically generated dust, noise, or water

quality disturbances caused by such activities as Orbiter ferry operations,

Orbiter mating to and demating from the Boeing 747 carrier; Orbiter servicing

on the runway and in related airfield processing facilities; dockside handling

of ETs anda SRBs at Port Hueneme; harbor navigation and berthing of required

operations craft in Port Hueneme; interfacility transport (either on land or

water) of Shuttle components; receiving and handling of Shuttle components atu

SLC-6; onpad integration of Shuttle components; receiving and pumping of pro-

pellants at SLC-6; clearance of hazardous areas; activation (5 minutes before

launch) and continued operation of onboard Auxiliary Power Units; refurbishment

of the launch pad subsequent to a launch; and handling and servicing of an on-

pad abort. In accordance with related air, water, and noise impact discussions

(Sections 5.1.2.1, 5.1.2.5, and 5.1.2.6, respectively), Shuttle induced changes

in these environmental factors will be slight and infrequent. Noise changes
might occasionally startle nearby terrestrial and aquatic fauna. Airborne I
dust changes would, at most, represent potentially small increases to amounts

that normally are deposited on plant foliage. Water quality changes induced

by accidental release (into Port Hueneme waters) of water propellant mixtures

from recovered SRBs, and unavoidable leaks of gas and oil from marine vessels

in Port Hueneme are expected to be very small. In the SDB harbor area it is

expected that minor emissions of such substances as diesel fuel, lubricating

oil, and antifouling and corrosion inhibit-ing compounds commonly would occur N

during operations. These substances may depress the occurrence and abundance

of particularly pollution-sensitive species (perhaps including nudibranchs and

many kinds of planktonic larvae) inside the harbor. Periodic tugboat operations

are expected to suppress the development of kelp forests and populations of

associated organisms. Periodic disturbance of local sea birds, shorebirds, and

marine maummals is expected during normal operatiorns. No rare, endangered, or

threatened species are expected to be consequentially affected in the SDB harbor

area. Impacts would, at most, impart a highly localized and transient effect
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to aquatic biota. The overall collective impact of the aforementioned distur-

bances to biota is expected to be minimal. Minor impacts of a similar type

are expected to reGult from low level noise and air quality changes induced by

Shuttle related spectator activity in areas off the Base.
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During a normal launch,, transient changes in microclimate (discussed in

Section 5.1.2.2) will occur within and near the ground area and air space

occupied by hot, turbulent exhaust. Bicta would be appreciably impacted by

this change only if they were present in severely affected spaces; unfortu-

nately situated organisms would perish. It is expected that a few smaller

animals, including insects, reptiles, small -- Imas and, perhaps, an

occasional bird would unavoidably perish during each launch. Observations H
by Base personnel indicate that larger maumals avoid launch areas, especially

during launch operations.

Besides changes in microclimate, the generation of a ground cloud during

Shuttle launch will impart short term changes to ambient air quality conditions.

Corresponding impacts to the biology of the area will be a function of

meteorological conditions during and after the launch, the temporal
behavior of the cloud, and the spatial location of biota relative to the

moving, diffusing cloud mass. Constituents within the cloud (see SectionJ

5.12.21) will include hydrogen chloride (lid)3 acid-coated aluminum oxide

(A120 ) particles, chlorine (Cl2), and nitrogen oxides (NOX). Biological IjA
contact (through diffusion, aerosol impingment, rainoutor washout) with

these constituents will constitute an impacting situation. Direct impact

-would occur through uptake by inhalation or absorption. Indirect impact

could result through cloud induced changes in water quality, soil chemistry,

and habitat suitability. Inasmuch as launch induced changes in water quality

and soil chemistry will be transient and, at most, minor (see Section 5.1.2.4

and 5.1.2.5), biological impacts generated by these changes will be

insignificant.

Researchers are currently involved in studies dealing with the potential

effects associated with the exposure of plants and animals to constituents

from rocket exhausts. These investigations have focused on determining I
constituent concentration and exposure thresholds necessary to cause biological i

damae o deth.Forthevariety of vegetation studied in this regard,

toleanc inicaorssuch as leaf tip burn, leaf damage, defoliation, twig

deah, nd lan dethhave beenusdToeac

indicators used in related animal studies have included respiratory

irritation, respiratory damage, skin damage, sight interference, blood pH
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change, and det.(8)16 Results from smer of the experiments

are summarized belowt

(1) From vegetation studies:

(a) Cosmos--a crop displaying the greatest sensitivity
to HCI tests conducted so far--exhibited traces of
leaf discoloration and tip burning following a 20-
minute exposure to 2 ppmv of HCI vapor in air.
(50) (51) (52)

(b) Aster, calendula, marigold, zinnia, and nasturtium
displayed leaf damage followingsa 20-minute exposure
to 2 - 6 ppmv of HC1 vapor in air,(50)(51)(52)(53)

(c) Centaurea displayed leaf discoloration following a
20-minute exposure to 7 - 14 ppmv of HCU vapor in
air. (50) (51)

(d) Nasturtium and marigold displayed no visible injury A
upon exposure to HCl and high concentrations (75 mg/
cu a) of A1203 , but only when the concentration of
HC1 was below the threshold level required to
initiate damage symptom. (50)

(2) From animal studies"
(a) Bobwhite quail and domestic chicken eggs displayed

a 50 percent mortality rate upon a single 15-minute
exposure to MCI gas in concentrations ranging from
168 to 260 ppuv. (128)

(b) Domestic pigeons exposed to 100 ppuv MCI for 6 hours

per day for 50 days displayed slight unrest, irritation
of the eyes and nose, and slightly reduced hemoglobin
concentratione. (76) (16

(c) Concentrations of MCI gas *bich produced 50 percent
mortality in laboratory mice were found to be 14,000
ppmv at 5 minutes exposure and 2,600 ppmv at 30
minutes exposure; for MCI aerosols, 50 percent mortality
was achieved at 11,000 ppav at 5 minutes exposure and
2,100 ppav at 30 minutes exposure. Higher concentra-
tions were required to achieve the sam results in rats"e1 )

(d) For the cotton muse Pewoi eowo gose8pimP , respiratory
distress was displayed upon 10-minute exposure to MCl

and A120 3 of 29 and 80 ppm,, respectively, per gran of
body weight; mortalities of 10 percent were achieved
when respective concentrations were ,increased to 39 and
111 ppuv per gram of body weight.( 8 6 )
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It is to be noted that cosmos (and other sensitive test .species cited above)

is presently grown In Lompoc Valley, 9-10 kilometers from the launch pad. In
accordance with VAFB Shuttle ground cloud predictions shown in Figure 5.1.2-A
(in Section 5.1.2.1), a peak instantaneous ground level concentration of nearly
2 ppmv Hl1 cl ild occur at this location. Computations on a 10-minute time-
weighted average basis indicate that the exposure would be 1 ppmv. On a
20-minute basis, the exposure would be even less, and substantially below the
2 ppav necessary to achieve leaf tip burn. It is to be recognized that the

sensitivities of several Lompoc-grown crops whose appearance is critical to
their marketability (celery, lettuce, cauliflower, broccoli, and spinach)

have not yet been determined. However, respective sensitivity values are not

expected to differ (at least on the downside) significantly from those for

cosmos. Hence, the highest ground level HC1 exposures predicted to occur in
valleys of the project region will be less than known or expected thresholds
required to initiate damage symptoms in plants. Based on aforementioned j
studies, additive damage effects resulting from the presence of suspended
A1 2 03 will not be induced. It may be noted that meteorological conditions

that would cause a ground cloud to move toward the Lompoc Valley are expected

to occur less than 5 percent of the time (based on meteorological records).( 8 0 )

Stands of relictual north coastal flora and other special interest plant
species occur in the nearby mountains east of SLC-6, less than 10 kilometers

distant. As such, HCl predictions applied to the previous discussion also 1
pertain herein, although with some qualification. At the higher elevations of
these stands, vertical distances between the ground cloud stabilization level

and ground level will decrease. As such, instantaneous ground level concen-
trations and corresponding time-man weighted average concentrations will

increase above those predicted by the NASA/4SFC diffusion model (which assumes
flat terrain). Lacking the tools to make predictions of the expected ground
level HCl concentrations, the impact associated with this discussion is

uncertain. The Air Force, however, is currently conducting limited recon-
naissance at VAFB in an attempt to detect exhaust induced effects from A

periodic Titan launches at SLC-4 (about 4 miles north of SLC-6). Thus far,

no biotic effects associated with the launches have been reported.
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Ralictual north coastal flora and other special interest plant species also
occur on the Channel Islands at elevations between 300 and 640 meters. Con-
sidering their distance from the launch pad area (50-70 kilometers), however,

peak instantaneous ground level concentrations of HEl gas at these locations 2

probably would be no greater than 1 ppmv (see Figure 5.1.2-A and Table 5.1.2-4).

Vegetation damage, therefore, is not expected to result from gaseous contact.

Rainout or washout of HM1 from a Shuttle generated ground cloud and the

attendant effects resulting from impingement of acid droplets on vegetation

are currently the subject of much study. According to the predictions 4

depicted in Figure 5.1.2-B of Section 5.1.2.1, the pH of the initial droplets I

during a washout will vary from 10.5 (for an occurrence initiated at or very

uekr the launch site) to 2.01pH%2.5 (for an occurrence initiated 100 ka from

the pad). The pH of subsequent droplets, however, will progressively increase

to more neutral levels as washout continues. Impingement of the initial

droplets on vegetation would therefore cause the larger impact relative to

that of subsequent droplets. The cumulative impact for any single washout

event, however, would be a function of rainfall rate and corresponding rate -

of dilution. In parts of the project area, natural vegetation damage-- I
caused by deposition of chloride from wind blown sea salt aerosol--periodically

occurs.1 8 811' Hence, rainout/washout events might be expected to cause

somewhat siLmlir 1avasge. Such damage could cover several tens of square

kilometers and would be either additive to that which already occurs or

introductory. In the latter case, a moderate impact would be expected. The I
significance of this impact may be substantial in that special interest flora

could be affected.

As with vegetation, faunal populations will occasionally be exposed to ground -

level concentrations of HC1 and A12 03 from a Shuttle generated ground cloud.

SlHowever, the expected levels of exposure will be substantially less than the

aforementioned threshold levels required to induce discomfort or death.

Even In the event of a rainout or washout, direct impacts on most fauna would

be unlikely. Exceptions might occur in instances of direct impingement of

acid droplets on such organism. as slugs, snails, amphibians, or on bird eggs;

under conditions of low rainfall rate, the progressive dilution of the more

acidic earlier droplets may be insufficient to prevent absorption of toxic
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quantities or dissolution of eggshell material. Such events would be of
importance inasmuch as isolated populations or endangered species (much as
nesting learnt terns at VAPI or brown pelicans on the Channel Islands) could be
affected. Another potential ground cloud induced faunal impact would be that
indirectly occurring as a result of exhaust constituent induced degradation
of vegetative habitat*

Commn biota and rare, endangered, and threatened species are expected to
experience impacts from rocket noise and sonic booms generated during a Shuttle

launch. The extent of the effect will be generally confined to the land area

s urrbunding SLC-6 and the downrange area to and including the 
Channel Islands

(see Section 5.1.2-6). Unprotected fauna situated within approximately 1,900
acres of land surrounding SLC-6 will be exposed to low frequency transient

noise levels between 145 and 190 dB, depending on distance from the launch pad.

I ~Ef facts associated with exposure of wildlife and domestic animals to these
low frequency noise levels are indefinite; there is an apparent lack of docu-

mented information in this regard. However, no noise induced biotic effects,
have been reported from the Air Force's current reconnaissance program of

IiTitan launches at SLC-4. Nevertheless, because of the element of uncertainty

associated with the effects of higher levels of Shuttle induced noise, a

conservative allowance for a moderate impact is assigned. The basis for thisj ~assignation includes possible decreases In reproductive success with an
accompanying reduction in fauna populations in the immediate vicinity of SLC-6.

Sonic booms generated by shuttle craft during launch and landing may impact

the living resources in the immediate vicinity of VAFB. All launches and
landings are planned to be over water for general safety purposes and to avoid

possible effects of sonic booms in high population density areas. However, as
indicated in Section 5.1.2.6 of this Statement, projected sonic booms will have

* I impact on several of the Channel Islands.

For both launch and landing, the trajectory inclination will range from 70 to
980. Inclinations at and near 70* are of primary concern, since above this

figure the predicted sonic boom footprint is over water. Figure 5.1.2-D demon-

strates that the "focusing" area is restricted to a band some 1,000 ft wide
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(relative to t..e path of the vehicle) at a distance of about 40 mi from the

launch site. In the focusing area, ground-level overpressures are estimated to

be, maximally, 30 psf. Potentially only San Miguel Island will be affected by

such overpressures. Beyond the area of focusing, overpressures diminish rapidly

from 4.0 to 0.5 psf at a distance of 60 miles from launch site. Laterally,

overpressures will diminish from about 4.0 psf (on or adjacent to Santa Rosa

Island) to slightly less than 2.0 psf (on Anacapa Island) over a distance of

50 miles.

The proposed program calls for 129 launches to occur between 1983 and 1991. Of

these, six may be on the 70* inclination flight path. Assuming that these will

be evenly dispersed over the eight year period, less than one per year will be

at or near the 70* inclination which would result in the generation of a sonic

boom of significant overpressure at San Miguel Island. Sonic booms associated

with normal re-entry will occur more often over this island; however, in no

Icase will resulting overpressures be greater than 2 psf. Re-entry sonic boom

overpressures over the other Channel Islands (Santa Rosa and Santa Cruz Islands

only) will be no greater than 1.0 psf.

The potential effects of sonic booms on the biota of the Channel Islands are of

Lit, two broad types and are of concern with respect to three groups of animals.

Overpressures may cause direct physical or physiological damage and may startle

Animals of concern include pinnipeds and seabirds breeding on the islands as well

as cetaceans in the adjacent waters.

Direct physical and/or physiological damage is not anticipated at the expected

maximum of 30 psf overpressure. The ear is the body structure most sensitive

to, and most easily injured by, overpressure. Yet, dozens of humans have beenq 4

exposed to sonic boom overpressures of up to 144 psf with only momentary dis-

comfort and a temporary ringing and fullness in the ear. (0)Marine mammals

*are expected to have the same reponse.J

Because of the impedance mismatch between air and water, 99.8% of the impinging

acoustic energy of a sonic boom will be reflected back into the air. Both

theory and some experimental evidence support the conclusion that the pressure

wave when entering water is rapidly smoothed and attenuated with depth, being

only 1/0t its surface amplitude at a depth of 20to 30~ fet
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Submerged pinnipeds and whales are not expected to suffer direct effects. Lab-

oratory studies on the effect of overpressure on sea otters were conducted

using explosive charges of various sizes. Results of tests on 12 animals indi-

cated that the highest overpressure permitting survival was 275 psig (36,000

psf). One sea otter survived 365 psig (52,560 puf) without ruptured ear drums.

Post-mortem examinations indicated that trauma to the lungs was responsible for

death in most cases.( 2 1 9 ) It was also reported that at 1 m from a seismic

"sparker" the peak sound pressure was 2,100 psf. At that distance, sensitive

fish species were not stunned and experiments with several invertebrates showed

them to be less vulnerable than fish to the overpressures.

The most serious effects of sonic booms are expected to be exhibited through

the behavioral "startle" reaction that is anticipated to affect both breeding

pinnipeds and seabirds. In nesting seabirds the most serious scenario involves

startling brooding adults, causing them to leave their nests. Unattended eggs

and young would then be exposed to predators and possibly suffer mortality.

Actual documentation of this sequence, however, is lacking.

Observations on domestic fowl exposed to sonic booms with overpressures of

approximately 3psf indicated that these birds generally respond more than

larger animals such as cows and horses. Their response ranged from flight,

running, crowding and covering to what was described as pandemonium--wild

scattering, flying and running--though no injuries or deaths were reported.(189)

Wild birds exposed to similar sonic boom ovorpressures were observed to react

more strongly if in flocks than singly. When exposed, birds usually broke off

whatever activity they were engaged in. Passerine birds on the ground usually

took flight, while gulls in flight jerked to the side with extra wing-strokes,

but quickly resumed their previous direction of travel.( 210 )

One field study included a test area subject to sonic booms created by aircraft

from a nearby AFB, and a control site not so affected. Approximately 35 booms

of greater than 1 paf impacted the test area during the four month study; one

may have occurred in the control area. Clutch site and hatching rates for the
bird species studied did not suffer between the two areas.(211)
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A laboratory study of bobwhite quail addressed the hypotheses that exposure of

eggs to above normal atmospheric pressure would decrease hatching success,

reduce growth rates and increase mortality. Test batches of eggs were submitted
Ato simulated sonic booms of 2.0, 4.0, and 5.5 puf, all at frequencies of 1, 2,

and 3 per day for 18 days. Although significant differences were noted in some

experiments with respect to dose or frequency, the results showed no trends with

increasing dose or frequency. The authors concluded that the pressures applied

had no effects on growth, reproduction and mortality of bobwhite quail.( 2 11)

t In another planned study (as opposed to casual observation) chicken eggs were
exposed to about 30 sonic booms per day during incubation; median intra-incuba-

tion pressures were 0.75-1.25 psf when pressures outside the building housing

the incubators were 5 ppf. For about the last half of the incubation period

outside pressures were raised to 17-19 pef. It was concluded that the over-

pressures involved do not lower or affect hatchability.( 1 9 2 )( 19 3 )

In 1969, a mass hatching failure (99 percent) in the Sooty tern population of
the Dry tortugas was reported to be attributed to aircraft sonic booms. His-
torical records showed normal annual productions of 25,000-30,000 fledglings.

The failure was attributed (circumstantially) to low-level, supersonic flights(209)
which might have produced overpressures of 100 psf or more. *

.. 1

An indirect, behavorial effect may also be projected for pinnipeds using San

Miguel Island as a rookery. In this scenario, the worst-case would be a general
2

"startle" reaction followed by a stampede to the water. In the process young

pups would be crushed to death immediately or separated from their mothers o

die later. Documented evidence concerning the effects of sonic booms on pinni-

ped behavior during breeding, pupping, and nursing are limited.

National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) biologists stationed on San Miguel

Island had the opportunity to observe the startle reaction and subsequent

behavior of pinnipeds to sonic booms. Two sonic booms occurred on May 22, 1975

and it was estimated that 75 percent of all California sea lions in the rookeries

were alarmed and stampeded to the water. Though the sea lions were pupping at

the time, no deaths or injuries to pups were reported in the stampede. On

another occasion, NMFS personnel also observed that up to 100 percent of 10,000

sea lions and fur Meals stampeded following a sonic boom. Pups were reported to

be crushed and separated from their mothers, though exact numbers are not indi-

cated.
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Finally, sonic booms, generated during the return of the Orbiter from space

(or from an ascent abort), will impact coastal habitats on the mainland (see

Figures 5.1.2-D, -E, and -F). Impacts, however, are expected to be minimal and

would consist only of short-lived startle reactions. Generally, birds will

demonstrate the greatest response to these events. Of discernible importance

in this regard are the least terns and brown pelicans that will be impacted.

Project related sonic booms generated during Orbiter return will not impact

the nesting areas of the endangered and threatened California condor.

Fires, explosions, and major fuel spills (all highly improbable events)

constitute potential biota-impacting accidents that could occur during the

Operations phase. Specific effects primarily would depend upon the location

and extent of the accident and the resultant primary effects (changes in noise,

air quality, water quality, and thermal surrounding),

Wildfires could begin at the airfield, on the tow route, or within SLC-6. If

not controlled, burnoff of large acreages of special interest habitat would

occur on Burton Mesa, adjacent to the Santa Ynez River, contiguous to the

Coast Road, or near SLC-6. Subsequent natural regrowth would occur but could

take-several (5 to more than 25) years. Fire control measures would reduce the

extent of fire damage, but the control measures themselves would have their

own attendant impacts. For example, construction of firebreaks would destroy

all plant life within the cleared areas. Given either fire or fir•ebreak, some

associated fauna would be destroyed.

A major spill of hydrazines could occur on the tow route or at the airfield,

SLC-6, or Port Hueneme. Unless immediately contained, such a spill would

result in the release of deleterious vapors that are suspected of being

carcinogenic. Nearby fauna exposed to these materials would be impacted.

Impacts on marine organisms would occur in the event of a major fuel spill

during hovercraft operations. The extent of the effect, however, would be

highly localized. Recolonization to pre-spill levels would likely be.rapid.

Explosions of cryogenic fuels could occur on the tow route, at the airfield,

or at SLC-6. The largest potential explosive source will be the integrated,

fully fueled Shuttle Vehicle on the launch pad. Most above-ground animals

within a few hundred feet of the blast would perish. Others nearby would

suffer serious harm. Startle effects would occur within several thousand feet.
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Ii Maximum peak ground level concentrations (6.66 ppmv HCI) resulting from a

solid propellant burn on the pad would occur within 5 km of the launch mite.

With slight deviation, these concentrations would persist for the duration of

the burn. Relative to aforementioned thresholds, highly sensitive plant spe-

f cies would suffer leaf or other tissue damage, and nearby fauna might experi-
once slight irritation. If a rainout or washout event were to occur along

with this burn (.an extremely improbable dual event), biological impact could

be substantial. The basis for this assessment is that a slow burn event would 4
ytend to prolong the duration of acid droplet fallout.

5.1.2.8 Impact on Archaeol~ogical Resources

Based on criteria provided by the National Historical Preservation Act, poten-

tial impacts on archaeological resources during operations are not considered

especially important. The existence of the tow route is considered a potential

beneficial impact of a minor nature because it would cover a portion of several

sites. Paving over portions of these sites will reduce access by vandals and I
will provide some protection from erosion. -

In the area of SLC-6, ground vibration caused by rocket motor operation will

not result in subsurface displacement of archaeological material. It is esti-

mated that rocket motors will produce ground motion vibrational velocities

approximating 0.02 inches/sec and accelerations approximating 0,002g within

the nearest sites. Considering the area's earthquake history, this represents

much weaker vibration than has recently occurred, and that is likely to occur,

during natural seismic events. The magnitude of the expected vibrational i
impacts is therefore considered minimal, although the importance of the impacts,

were they to occur, could be minor.

It is remotely possible that sonic booms produced during operations could

cause damage to archaeological or historical resources in the project area.

However, the likelihood of an impact occurring of more than discernible impor-

tance is very low. Energy transmitted to the ground from a sonic boom would

be very low and would attenuate at a rapid rate. It is possible that an arti-

fact eroding out of a hillside could be jarred loose or perhaps a fragile

article lying on the surface of the ground could be damaged by a boom. However,
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such occurrences (if they actually did occur) certainly would not constitute

important impacts to the archaeological system of an area.

Although it in considered unlikely, an acid rainout or washout could also

affect certain archaeological material like shell and bone in middens. It is
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believed that this type of effect would not extend more than a few centimeters

below the surface. At most, the importance of such impact might be discernible.

Finally, if operations were to result in a wildfire, the construction of fire-

I breaks might impact an archaeological site. Although it is difficult to

evaluate the nature of such an Impact, it also couild have discernible impor-
t tance. Preplanned location of firebreaks to avoid known sites would reduce the

potential for this impact.

5.1.2.9 Inadvertent Weather Modification

A recent study undertaken by NASA considered the potential for local weather

lt" modification resulting from the Al 03 particles found in solid rocket motor

exhaust clouds. The study concluded that for Kennedy Space Center launches, a

potential for weather modification might exist over the peninsula near KSC if

the Al20 particles in the Shuttle ground cloud could act as effective ice forming

nuclei. There is no scientific evidence to date that the Al 20 3 particles in the

ground cloud will act as such. The nucleating acrivity of the Al 03 particles

must be accurately dttermined in order to adequately assess the potential for

inadvertent weather modification.

Weather modification can be achieved by changing either the cloud condensation

nuclei and/or the ice forming nuclei populations (the addition of such nuclei

into a cloud is commnonly referred to as cloud seeding). An assessment of the

potential for weather modification from solid rocket motor nucleating agents i
(Al 0 ) suggests that weather modification could also occur at Vandenberg AFB.

Such modification could be in the form of either enhanced or suppressed precipi-

tation.

Experience in planned weather modification experiments has shown that ice nuclei

which function at temperatures warmer than -8*C are desirable for precipitation

t enhancement experiments; however, ice nuclei that function best at temperat-ures

colder than -15% tend to suppress precipitation. It has therefore been

suggested that in clouds with cold cloud-top temperatures the addition of arti-.

ficial nuclei only increases the competition for the available water vapor and

fewer ice crystals can grow to the size of precipitation elements. (8)Aluminum

I ~ oxide aerosols nucleate best at low temperatures; therefore, a decrease in

precipitation might reasonably be expected from the function of great amounts of

nuclei in cold cumulus clouds.
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California relies heavily upon winter storms and their attendant precipitation

for agricultural water and water for human consumption. Tropical air mansese in

summer also furnish water supplies far California. Space Shuttle launches from

VAFB could conceivably produce weather modification in both summer and winter.

Thk form of this modification could be either rainfall increases or decreases,

depending on the nucleating agent activity. To initiate such changes the Shuttle

launh tmeswoud hve o cincde wth he assge f castl rngeconvective

cloud bands accompanying winter storms or summer tropical air mass movements over

the coastol areas. The area that could be affected lies from 60 to 240 km down-

wind from the launch site.~~~ 16

Laboratory tests of the burning of solid rocket fuel have been conducted; how-J

ever, it is impossible to extrapolate ice nuclei activity or the number of

available nuclei for a large motor burn from such tests. (8) In addition, the

laboratory investigation did not test Al 0 -H 0-HCL interactions for possible
2 3 2

deactivation of the aerosol as a source of ice nuclei.I

The activity of the exhaust particles for ice nucleation an usquent weather

modification remains a major unknown factor. An additional unknown factor is i
the length of time that the exhaust particles preserve their activity (that is,

do they preserve their activity long enough to modify the weather?).

NASA is continuing to study the problem of number density, size distribution,

and ice nucleating activity-of Al 20 3exhaust particles. In conjunction with the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Weather Modification
Program Office in Boulder, Colorado, NASA plans to sample Titan exhaust clouds

at KSC and VAFB using NOAA aircraft equipped for an earlier weather modification

* project. The aircraft will fly repeatedly through the exhaust cloud gathering

samples of nucleating agents.

Post analysis of the data should reveal the nucleating particle size distribu-

tion, number density, and activity in the exhaust cloud. These data should

reveal the actual potential for inadvertent weather modification from Space

Shuttle launches at VAFB under various meteorological conditions. If the

*potential for adverse weather modification is significantly high under any of

these conditions, inadvertent weather modification will become a Space Shuttle

launch constraint.
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5.2 SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACTS

The socioeconomic impacts resulting from the construction/activation and opera-
S1tion of the proposed Shuttle program at Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB) will

T generally be beneficial. Project funds will be expended by the Air Force for

L employment and purchases. These effects will, in turn, have indirect impacts

on business activity, public revenues, population growth, land use, public

services, cransportation, and cultural amenities. Details associated with these

impacts are contained in the Reference Document for this Statement.(1 36) Results

are summarized below, first for the Construction/Activation phase and second

for the Operations phase. I
5.2.1 CONSTRUCTION/ACTIVATION PHASE I
Direct investment costs for the Construction/Activation phase of the Space

Shuttle program at VAFB are presented in Table 2.5.1-1 of Section 2. The ex-

pected distribution of these funds amongst Santa Barbara County, the Tri-

County region, and the Five-County region are summarized in Table 2.5.1-2.

Approximately $658 million, in 1975 dollars ($1,046 million in program year

dollars), will be required to build facilities, purchase support equipment,

and provide for activation of facilities (including an initial launch). Of

these expenditures, about $320 million, $342 million, and $410 million (in

1975 dollars) are anticipated to be distributed within Santa Barbara County,

the Trn-County region, and the Five-County region, respectively. The remainder

would be distributed outside the Five-County region. Direct labor requirements

for the Construction/Activation phase are shown in Figure 2.5-C in Section 2.

5.2.1.1 Indirect Economic Impact

The indirect economic impact of the Construction/Activation phase of the pro-

posed Space Shuttle program at VAFB was determined (for Santa Barbara County,

the Tri-County region, and the Five-County region) using the Regional Industrial

Multiplier System (RIMS). In essence, this indirect economic impact repre-

sents an estimate of the total increase in regional output stimulated by

project direct expenditures.
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The expected annual increases in regional output resulting from the distributed

direct annual expenditures of the Shuttle project are suumarized in Table 5.2.1-1.

As noted, the estimated increases in output are large for each region, with

more than $863 million projected for Santa Barbara County alone and over $1.6

billion for the Five-County region. Annual output will peak in Fiscal Year

1980-the year when annual expenditures will peak.

For the 1979 through 1982 Fiscal Year period, the average increased output in

the Santa Barbara County economy due to Construction/Activation expenditures

will be almost $170 million per year; the Tri-County and Five-County regions

will have annual averages of about $184 million and i31 million, respectively.

The annual and total increases in earnings (income) that are expected to result

from direct expenditures for the Constructiou/Activation phase are summarized

in Table 5.2.1-2. Averages of the expected increases in the 4-year interval

of Fiscal Years 1979 through 1982 are estimated to be about $62 million,

$66 million, and $98 million for Santa Barbara County, the Tri-County region,

and the Five-County region, respectively. By way of comparison, the 1972

earnings component of personal income was $600 million for Santa Barbara County,

$1,500 million for the Tri-County region, and $30,000 million for the Five-

County region. He-ce, during peak years, the Construction/Activation phase of

the proposed Shuttle program at VAFB would account for the equivalent of about

10 percent of the total 1972 earnings in Santa Barbara County, 4 percent in the

Tri-County region, and 0.3 percent in the Five-County region.

Previous studies of total economic activity in Santa Barbara County indicate a

40:60 division between the North County area (above the Santa Ynez Mountains)

and the South Coast. Assuming that the 40:60 division will apply to the

indirect portion of Santa Barbara County earnings, and that the entire direct

portion will accrue to the North County area because of proximity, estimates

are that, during peak years, the Construction/Activation phase will add about

$44 million annually to the earnings of the North County area. This amounts

to over 18 percent of the $240 million (40 percent of $600 million) earned in

that area in 1972.
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Table 5.2.1-1. PROJECTED REGIONAL OUTPUT (sales) RESULTING FROM ANNUAL EXPEN-
DITURES ASSOCIATED WI111 THE CONSTRUCTION/ACTIVATION PHASE OF
THE SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM AT VANDENBERG (in thousands of 1975

ddollars) • ••

Impact region.{ Fiscal Santa Ba1rbara Tr 1-County Five-CountyYear
YCounty region region

Prior
years 69,701 71,562 118,962

1978 66,335 68,826 117,923

1979 100,489 104,598 181,297

1980 247,524 274,049 508,853

1981 219,765 230,720 419,5b9

1982 110,712 12b,589 213,2h4

.1983 48,280 49,40b 80,782

Total 862,806 925,750 1,640,650

Reference: llenningson, Durham & Richardson, 1976.(35)

STable 5.2.1-2. PROJECTED REGIONAL EARNINGS (employment incomie) RESULTING FROMl

Tl5212 ANNUAL EXPENDITURES ASSOCIATED WITH THE CONSTRUCTION/ACTIVATION
PHASE OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM AT VANDFNBERG (in thousands.
of 1975 dollars)

Fis.al -Impact Region _:_S~~~~Fiscal ...... ;

Year Santa Barbara Tri-County Five-County
County region region I

Prior
years 23,034 23,499 35,093

1978 22,875 23,401 34,847

1979 35,180 36,004 53,589

1980 93,988 101,154 150,440

1981 81,287 83,120 123,374

1982 37,369 42,213 62,951

1983 15,643 15,958 23,831t Total 309,376 325,349 484,625

Reference: Henningson, Durham & Richardson, 1976.
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5.2.1.2 Indirect Employment Impact

The indirect labor requirements In the North County, Santa Barbara County, the

Tri-County region, and the Five-County region are summarized in Table 5.2.1-3.

Basned on the 1975 total employment base for each Impact region, the projected

increases reflect changes of approximately 2.9 percent for Santa Barbara County

(and Its North County portion), 1.2 percent for the Tri-County region, and

0.14 percent for the Five-County region.I

5.2.1.3 Impact on the Industrial Sector

The annual averages of the North County direct and indirect labor requirements
are presented in Figure 5.2.1-A. For the peak years (Fiscal Years 1979 throughi

1982), there should be an annual average of 2,628 worker-years of employment

in North County. Of these, 1,481 will be directly required for Shuttle project

construction and activation activities at Vandenberg Air Force Base. The remnain-

ing 1,147 will be indirect. i
Table 5.2.1-3. PROJECTED INDIRECT EMPLOYMENT RESULTING FROM ANNUAL EX~PENDITURES

ASSOCIATED 14ITH THE CONSTRUCTION/ACTIVATION PHASE OF THE SPACE
SHUTTLE PROGRAM t.T VANDENBERG (in worker-years)4

A

Fiscal _nd _re _ p_ o_ Impact region_
Year Santa Barbara Tn-County Five-CouatyPrior North Cointy County region region

years 442 1,105 1,162 1,989

1978 471 1,178 1,243 2,021

1979 685 1,713 1,812 3,009

1980 1,755 4,388 4,910 8,125
ar 1981 1,506 3,766 3,989 6,692

81982 640 1,600 2,021 3,486

1983 344 860 900 1,4, poe

Total l 5,843 14,610 16,037 26,776

H

Reference: Henningoon, Durham & Richardson, 1976.05~)
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FIGURE 5.2.1-A. Total North County employment resulting from Space

Shuttle construction and activation activities at
Vandenberg Air Force Base. Includes direct and
indirect employment resulting from local procurement
of P-3080 equipment.

The likely industrial breakdown of the average North County labor requirements

is summarized in Table 5.2.1-4. For comparative purposes, the projected employ-

p meat growth (to 1981) without the proposed Shuttle project is provided. Fiscal

Year 1981 was used as the projection basis for this table (and others presented

:1 1 in subsequent pages) because it is one of the four scheduled years during which

construction will be at its peak (see Figure 2.5-3 in Section 2) and best

reflects the expected construction industry shift resulting from Vandenberg

I construction activities. Because the Construction/Activation phase of the pro-

gram is primarily a manufacturing activity (.installation and check-out of support

equipment), construction and manufacturing industries will experience the largesti growth over this time period.
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Table 5.2.1-4. NORTH COUNTY EMPLOYMENT GROWTH BY INDUSTRIAL SECTOR RESULTING
FROM SHUTTLE PROGRAM CONSTRUCTION/ACTIVATION THROUGH 1981a

Imploysent (vorker-years) Percent change

Fdr 515 Projected Without1971baseined For STS Witth STS

without ST8 with STS STS

Agriculture 3,749 4,143 0 4,143 10.5 10.5

Mining 591 535 31 566 - 9.5 - 5.2

Construction 1,460 1,818 875 2,693 24.5 84.5

manufacturing 4,841 4,891 1,457 6,348 1.0 31.1Transportation, •
Co4munications, •

and Utility 1,234 1,464 75 1,539 18.6 24.7

Wholesale Trade 1,160 1,458 75 1,539 25.7 32.2

Retail Trade 6,169 7,352 422 7,774 19.2 26.0

Finance, Insurance,
and Real Estate 728 838 45 883 15.1 21.3

Services 6,109 6,745 422 7,167 10.4 17.3

aFiscal Year 1981 in one of the years during which employment vill be at its peak (see Figure 2.5-C

in Section 2).

I(Referen.*4 Ilenningeon, Durham 6 Richardson, 1976.05~)

5.2.1.4 Impact on Population Growth

New jobs in an area can generate population growth if the number of jobs is large

or if locally unavailable specialized skills are required. Analysis of the dura-

tion of project-related employment indicates that the growth aspects of crafts
and Supervision, Inspection, and Overhead (SIOH) jobs be separated from those of
activation and indirect employment. The former will have a short-term impact

while the latter will have long-term impacts.

Most transient construction workers can be expected to locate according to avail-

ability of accommodations and proximity to the construction sites. Therefore,

48 percent of the imported craftsmen are expected to locate in the Lompoc Valley,

32 percent in Santa Maria-Orcutt, and 20 percent in Buellton. Craftsmen imported

from Los Angeles are not expected to relocate their families because Los Angeles

is proximal enough for weekend trips home.

About 304 (90 percent) of the SIOH employees will be local hires and 34 (10 per-

cent) will be imported.( 4 7 ) Based on Los Angeles labor pool data, these

34 workers and their families will total 84 people. Assuming residential A
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preferences would be the same as for current non-military base employees, 50

people (60 percent of the 84 will locate in Lompoc, 25 people (30 percent) in

Santa Maria-Orcutt, and 9 people (10 percent) in other local communities.I

31
.All of the activation positions are expected to be filled by current base -

employees reassigned to the Shuttle project. In a worst-case analysis, however,

20 percent of the activation positions could be filled by people newly moved

Into the area. In 1981, the peak year, up to 212 imported employees can be

expected. With families, a total of 524 people could be anticipated: 210 in

Lompoc, 157 onbase, 105 in Santa Maria-Orcutt, and 52 distributed to all other

local communities. The 1979 to 1982 average level of 854 activation employees

would involve 171 new workers and, with families, a population increase of 422

people, 253 would reside in Lompoc, 127 in Santa Maria-Orcutt, anti 42 in other

North county areas.

As stated previously, total annual average indirect employment for North

County for the 1979 through 1982 period will be 1,147 jobs. A large proportion

(about 70 percent) of these jobs will go to current local residents. The re-

mainder, of 344 jobs, will attract new residents. Including families, about

850 additional people can be expected as a result of indirect economic growth

stimulated by the Shuttle program. Since this indirect growth will not include

military families, the residential choices should resemble those of SIOR em-

ployees. Lompoc can anticipate 510 new people through indirect growth, Santa

Maria-Orcutt, 255 people; and other local areas, 85 people. A total North

County growth of 1,356 people is projected as a result of the Shuttle construc-

tion and activation program at Vandenberg.

Population projections for Santa Barbara County and its cities are useful

for evaluating future incremental population changes resulting from the proposed

project. Santa Barbara County's Proposed comprehensive Plan developed by

Livingston and Associates, describes three alternative growth scenarios, each

with its own set of assumptions.(54) In the High Growth Scenario, there would

be a 2.4 percent average annual increase in employment and a 1.8 percent average

annual increase in population. In the Moderate Growth Scenario, the average

annual growth rate in employment would be 1.14 percent, and in population

would be 0.90 percent. In the Restricted Growth Scenario, the average annual

increase in jobs would be 0.88 percent, and the average annual increase in
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population would be 0.46 percent.(54) Of these three alternative growth

scenarios, the Moderate Growth Scenario was selected as the basis for population

distribution analysis.

The choice of the Moderate Growth Scenario was based on county resident prefer-

ences, consistency with environmental constraints, and preservat:io of the

County's present character.(54) Only in Lompoc does the Modernte Growth Scenario

forecast lower employment and population levels than those ve.eoxmended by General

Plan Advisory Committees appointed by the County Board of :bt;•ervisors. Projected

growth to 1981 (one of the peak employment years) was Interpolated from this

Scenario for the various localities listed in Table 5.2.1-5 and is compared with

expected Shuttle induced growth. As noted, the largest increased growth rate

over the 6 years from the 1975 baseline to 1981 is only 2.4 percent in Lompoc.

In most other areas, the increase in growth rate from the Shuttle program will

be about I percent.

In summary, population growth resulting from the Construction/Activation phase

will have only minor incremental effects on locally projected growth rates.

Changes are so small that they probably fall within the confidence interval that A

brackets the projections. Still, this incremental growth could have impacts on

other aspects of the community infrastructure. These possible impacts are dis-

cussed in the remaining subsections of this narrative.

Table 5.2.1-5. EFFECT OF THE SHUTTLE PROGRAM CONSTRUCTION/ACTIVATION PHASE ON
LOCAL GROWTH THROUGH 1981 _

Population Percent change

(e17 without Shuttle Shuttle with Shuttle Shuttle Shuttle
975) program program program (1981) program program

Loupoc 30,271 32,191 726 32,917 6.3 8.7

Vandenberg 13,616 14,342 126 14,468 5.3 6.3

Santa Maria/Orcutt 54,210 56,196 363 56,559 3.7 4.3
North County 114,295 119,589 1,356 120,945 4.6 5.8

Santa Barbara 75,608 78,929 574 79,503 4.4 5.2

Goleta 69,644 74,906 701 75,607 7.5 8.6
South Coast 166,290 178,094 1,275 179,369 7.1 7.9

Santa Barbara County 280,585 297,683 2,631 300,314 6.1 7.0

Port Nueneme/Oxnard 116.457' 126,995 85 127,080 9.0 9.1

&Baseline 1974 data adjusted to 1975.

Reference: Henningson, Durham & Richardson, 1976.05)
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5.2.1.5 Impact on the Housing Market

dS

Shuttle induced growth during the Construction/Activation phase will impose
a countywide requirement for 1,065 more housing units than are currently pro-

jected in the aforementioned Moderate Growth Scenario. Compared with pro-

jected housing requirements (from a 1973 baseline) without the Shuttle program, Ithis amounts to an additional change of about 1 percent. The largest project

induced demand (294 housing units) is projected for the community of Lompoc.

The remaining demand of 771 units will be distributed among Vandenberg (51 units)
Santa Maria-Orcutt (147 units), Santa Barbara (232 units), Goleta (284 units),
and elsewhere in North County (57 units). Additionally, 34 units will be re-
quired in support of the 21 months of Construction/Activation scheduled for
Port Hueneme.

5.2.1.6 Impact on Current Land Use

Land use impacts associated with the Construction Activation phase of the

proposed action are summarized in Section 4.0 of this Statement.

5.2.1.7 Impact on Public Services

Shuttle induced growth resulting from the Construction/Activation phase

will result in 482 school enrollments over and above that projected through
1981 without the project. This represents 40 students per grade level, assum-
ing even distribution across 12 grade levels. Proportionately, the largest
project induced change will occur in Lompoc-Vandenberg (134 enrollments) and
in Santa Barbara-Goleta (280 enrollments). Both areas will have sufficient
enrollment capacity to accommodate the change, However, 8 additional teachers
in the former area and 17 additional teachers in the latter area would be

required to maintain acceptable student-teacher ratios. Current projections
without the Shuttle program indicate that the Santa Maria-Orcutt area will
have no excess enrollment capacity. Yet, an additional 56 enrollment will be
imposed on the area as a result of the proposed action which, in turn, will
induce a need for 3 or 4 teachers to maintain acceptable student-teacher
ratios. Only 21 students are expected in the Port Hueneme-Oxnard area as a



result of the Construction/Activation phase and their presence will be of no

consequence to student-teacher ratios.

Hospital bed requirements from the Shuttle induced growth projections shown in

Table 5.2.1-6 were determined using the California Health Planning Standard of

2.4 beds per 1,000 residents. Accordingly, about 6 hospital beds will be

required to accommodate the expected countywide growth. This demand would

likely be evenly divided between the North County and the South Coast.

Sufficient beds-are now available in the communities of each region to meet

the requirements under total population projections with the Shuttle program.

In Lompoc, projected growth unrelated to the Shuttle program will necessitate

the expansion of the Lompoc Police Department by 3 police officers. This staff

buildup will be sufficient to accommodate the city's projected Shuttle Induced

growth. Expected Shuttle related growth in all other areas will not impose a

requirement for additional police officers. Additional fire protection per-

sonnel will not be required to accommodate any local Shuttle induced growth.

Housing growth (sumnarized in Section 5.2.1.5) will, in turn, place demands

on gas and electricity supplies and telephone service. Southern California L
Gas Company' would be able to provide gas service to the anticipated new house-

holds, with or without the Shuttle program. Southern California Edison and the

Pacific Gas and Electric Companies anticipate no difficulty in providing

electricity to current or projected households throughout the Construction/

Activation period. The General Telephone Company anticipates no problem in

providing communications service for future projected demands evolving from the I
Construction/Activation phase.

On a countywide basis without the Shuttle program, additional growth from ]
population increase alone will require about 1,915 acre-feet of water per year S

(based on a per capita water consumption of 100 gallons per day). Shuttle

induced growth will add 295 acre-feet per year to the domestic water demand,
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FIGURE 5.2.1-B. Shuttle and non-Shuttle related commuter traffic projections
for the Construction/Activation phase in 1981.

All materials and supplies for the Construction/Activation phase are

expected to be delivered by truck or rail transportation (the former is

not reflected iii Figure 5.2.1-B). Average truck delivery rates in the

North County area are expected to be low (5 to 10 deliverias per week).

Rail deliveries would be made over Southern Pacific Railroad trackage to

existing spurs located within VAFB. The expected average rail delivery

rate would be 2 to 3 train loads per week during peak years of construction.

Most truck deliveries will probably occur during the off-peak hours of

roadway traffic. Also, rail deliveries would be coordinated so as not

to interfere with normal rail traffic (2 passenger and 10 freight trains

per day). Resulting impacts are therefore anticipated to be minimal.
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Because Southern Pacific has right-of-way priority over its trackage, Shuttle

related roadway construction activities must be coordinated with railroad

scheduling. Other than inconvenience to construction and railroad personnel,

no impact is expected.

* Impacts on marine transportation in the Santa Barbara Channel and along the

* Vandenberg coastline will be small, and due solely to the movement ofj

vessels supporting nearshore construction activities at the barge landing

facility. Marine transportation in Port Hueneme may be impacted as a result

of activities associated with modifying an existing whi.rf to facilitate the

onloading/offloading of solid rocket booster components. During construction,

there may be some interference with contiguous dockside activities or neighbor-

19 ing vessel traffic. Such interference is expected to be minimal, however,
because construction activities will be of short duration and both the con-
struction schedules and the use of specialized equipment will be coordinated

with Port authorities. (146)

5.2.1.8 Impact on Cultural Amenities

A slght thughshort term, increase in the use of existing recreational

faclitesis expected to result from Shuttle induced increases in North

Conypopulation. Construction workers may choose to use campgrounds for

housing purposes. Except for holiday weekends, however, this usage is not

expected to create added stress or inconvenience to these or other areas of

recreational interest. No effects are anticipated in the Port Hueneme area.

Many aspects of the Construction/Activation phase will, in one form or

anoterimpact the aesthetic and serene qualities of certain areas. For example,

:1 the physical presence of workers, construction equipment, material stockpiles,
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denuded terrain, and structure In various stages of completion will detract

from the existing visual aesthetics of those areas where construction is to

take place. Construction materials delivery, equipment operation. and asso-

ciated exhaust and dust plumes produced by construction activities will

further add to this visual detraction. Aural serenity will be primarily

impacted by noises generated during construction, with demolition activities,I

heavy equipment operation, and pile driving activities constituting the bulk

of this disturbance. Mout of these impacts will occur in restricted areas (such

as the VAFB airfield, SLC.-6, and Port Hueneme) where public presence is sporadicA

and low. Moreover, the pleasant atmosphere of the beach area would incur some

qualitative degradation resulting from nearshore construction activities at

the barge landing site. The boathouse landing site is restricted for general

use due to its location. Hence the magnitude and importance of the impact is

expected to be minimal.

The aforementioned aesthetic and serenity impacts may, in themselves, con-

stitute an impact to the well-being of certain individuals. To others.

however, they may not. Further, all planned construction and activation

activities will necessar3.'ly involve expenditures for labor, materials, and
equipment which, in turn, will generate an indirect need for supportive

services. Both direct and indirect expenditures will therefore contribute to

the economic stability of involved communities. Certain individuals will

benefit from the jobs that become available while others will benefit from

related increases in business sales. The overall economic gains will con-

5.2.2 OPERATIONS PHASE

The Operations Phase begins in Fiscal Year 1983 and, except for the initial

launch scheduled for June of 1983, includes all Vandenberg Shuttle launches

of 1991 (see Table 2.5.2-1 of Section 2). Estimates of the direct cost of

operations are detailed in Tfable 2.5.2-2. As noted, about $710 million (1975

dollars) in expenditures will be required to support the 125 operational
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launches. Peak expenditures of nearly $90 million will occur in Fiscal YearsI 1987 through 1991. On a cost-per-launch basis, the higher values in the earlierryears will be due primarily to an anticipated need for more personnel to make the
new system run smoothly. In terms of 1983 dollars, total operations expenditures

will equal almost $1.2 billion; in project year dollars, the cost is $1.3
billion. Direct labor requirements for the operations phase are shown in

Figure 2.5-D of Section 2.

I5.2.2.1' Indirect Economic Impact

The indi~rect economic impact of the Operations phase of the proposed project

was determined using the Regional Industrial Multiplier System (RIMS), the

methodology for which is detailed in the Reference Document. (136) As such,

it represents an estimate of the total increase in regional output (sales)I stimulated by direct expenditures for project operations.
The expected annual increases in regional output (sales) that can be

attributed to direct annual expenditures for the operations phase are

summarized ix1 Table 5.2.2-1. In general, the annual increases anticipated

for the Five-County region are smaller than those expected during peak years
of the Construction/Activation phase. Yet, over the 108-month period of opera-I
tions, almost 2.4 billion dollars of output will be generated in this

Fregion. Nearly half (49 percent) of this total increase will occur in thed

Tni-County region, and most of this will accrue to Santa Barbara County.

The average annual output in Santa Barbara County that can be attributed iI
to Operations expenditures will be about $118 million. This represents a

$52 million (30 percent) decline from the average annual output expected

during the peak years (Fiscal Years 1979 through 1982) of the Construction/

Activation phase. In the Tni-County region, the average annual output during

operations will be about $129 million, a 30 percent decline from that of the

tConstruction/Activation phase. Thus, the economic expansion projected for

these two regions in the earlier Construction/Activation phase will contract

somewhat as the Space Shuttle program moves into the Operations Phase. In the

Five-County region, the earlier $331 million average annual output will

decline to about $262 million, a drop of almost 21 percent.
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Table 5.2.2-1. PROJECTED REGIONAL OUTPUT (sales) RESULTING FROM ANNUAL
EXPENDITURES ASSOCIATED WITHI THlE OPERATIONS PHASE OF
THE SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM AT VANDENBERG (in thousands
of 1975 dollars) -

Impact region
Fiscal-

Year Sa~ita Barbara Tni-County Five-County
County region region

1983 58,613 62,652 117,505

1984 99,121 105.821 204,558

1985 133,413 142,845 286,315

1986 132,897 142,593 290,618
1987 129,254 143,360 297,569

1988 129,439 143,549 297,569
1989 129,418 143,498 289,956J

1990 127,279 141,154 292,604

1991 123,247 136,683 283,336 i
Total 1,062,618 1,162,155 2,360,030

Reference; Henningeon, Durham &Richardson, 197035~)

The expected annual and total increases in earnings (employment income) resulting I

from the regional output (sales) of Table 5.2.2-1 are summarized in Table 5.2.2-2.

The average annual earnings from Vandenberg Shuttle operations will be about

$36 million in Santa Barbara County, $40 million in the Tni-County region, and
$80 million in the Five-County region, all in 1975 dollars. For each of these

areas, this represents about 6, 3, and 0.3 percent, respectively, of the total

earnings realized in 1972.

Earnings (employee income), outputs (sales), and expenditures projected for

Santa Barbara County probably will be somewhat concentrated in the North County

area, primarily because of proximity. The basis for this expectation is the

likelihood that the entire direct portion of Santa Barbara County earnings will

accrue to North County, and that the indirect portion of countywide earnings

will distribute on a 40;60 division between North County and the South Coast.
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Hence, North County earnings will decrease from the annual average of $44 million

attributable to the peak years of construction/activation to $23 million during

operations.

V

5.2.2.2 Indirect Employment Impact

The indirect employment requirements expected from the Operations phase are sum-

marized in Table 5.2.2-3 and will consist mostly of personnel working in supplier

industries. The average annual indirect employment from Operations expenditures

will be 496 jobs in North County, 1,239 in Santa Barbara County, 1,432 in the

Tri-County region, and 4,680 in the Five-County region. Based on the 1975 total

employment base for each impact region, Operations-related indirect employment

for Santa Barbara County (and its North County area), the Tri-County region, and
i the Five-County region will be about 1.2 percent, 0.5 percent, and 0.12 percent,

respectively. 1

Table 5.2.2-2. PROJECTED REGIONAL EARNINGS RESULTING FROM ANNUAL
EXPENDITURES ASSOCIATED WITH THE OPERATIONS PHASE
OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM AT VANDENBERG (in
thousands of 1975 dollars)

lmpact region

Fiscal
Year Santa Barbara Tri-County Five-County

County region region

1983 18,111 19,347 35,945

1984 30,628 32,678 62,574

1985 41,225 44,111 87,584

1986 41,065 44,033 88,900

1987 39,939 44,270 91,026

1988 39,997 44,328 91,026

1989 39,990 44,312 88,698

1990 39,329 43,588 89,508

1991 38,083 42,208 86,672

Total 328,367 358,875 721,933

Reference: Henningson, Durham & Richardson, 1976.
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Table 5.2.2-3. PROJECTED INDIRECT EMPLOYMENT RESULTING PROM ANNUAL EXPENDITURES
ASSOCIATED WITH THE OPERATIONS PHASE OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM
AT VANDENBERG (in man-years)

Impact region

FiscalYear North County Santa Barbara Tri-County Five-County

County region region

1983 376 939 1,016 2,298

1984 520 1,300 1,404 3,767

1985 559 1,397 1,522 5,025

1986 552 1,381 1,515 5,137
1987 509 1,273 1,538 5,318

1988 511 1,27C 1,543 5,318

1989 512 1,279 1,542 5,120

1990 485 1,214 1,471 5,189ý

1991 437 1,093 1,336 4,948

Reference: Henningson, Durham & Richardson, 1976.(35)

5.2.2.3 Impact on the Industrial Sector

Direct and indirect North County industrial manpower requirements generated by

the Operations phase at Vandenberg are presented in Figure 5.2.2-A. Based on

108 months of operations and assuming no phasing down of other ongoing launch

operations at Vandenberg, an annual average of 1,810 jobs should result in

North County. Of these, 1,314 will be directly required for Shuttle operations

at Vandenberg. The remaining 496 will be of an indirect nature. Only a small

portion of the direct positions are expected to provide new jobs.

Even if all of the above direct and indirect positions were to provide new

jobs, the net change in the projected growth rate in industrial sectors

would be small. This is evidenced by comparing the growth rate columns

in Table 5.2.2-4 which presents the likely distribution of these 1,810 Jobs.

By and large, the moderate shift of 21 percent in the
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FIGURE 5.2.2-A. Total North County employment resulting from
Space Shuttle operations activities at Vanden-

K berg Air Force Base.

manufacturing sector is reflective of all direct employment being considered

as new jobs. Otherwise, the induced growth would be less than 6 percent.

5.2.2.4 Impact on Population Growth

The preceding analysis is indicative of requirements that would be neces-.
sary if current operations underwent no change. However, the Air Force

anticipates that certain ongoing operations at VAFB will phase down

during the first few years of Shuttle operations and that no long term

change in Base population will occur (refer to Table 2.5.2-1). This
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Table 5.2.2-4. NORTH COUNTY EMPLOYMENT GROWTH BY INDUSTRIAL SECTOR RESULTING
FROM VAFB SHUTTLE PROGRAM OPERATIONS TO 1 9 9 0 a

Employment Percent change
Industry Baseline Projected For Projected Without With

(1971) without Shuttlh Shuttle with Shuttle Shuttle Shuttle
Agriculture 3,749 4,536 0 4,536 21.0 21.0

Mining 591 479 20 499 - 19.0 15 6

Construction 1,460 2,176 63 2,239 49.0 53.4

Manufacturing 4,841 4,941 1,017 5,958 2.0 23.1Ij
Transportation, Communications,
and Utilities 1,234 1,693 52 1,745 37.2 41,4

Wholesale Trade 1,160 1,756 52 1,808 51.4 55.9

Retail Trade 6,169 8,534 288 8,822 38.4 43.0

Finance, Insurance, and
Real Estate 728 948 31 979 30.2 34,5

I Services 6,109 7,381 288 7,669 20.8 25.5 1

Growth assumes no phasing down of other ongoing launch operations at VAFB. Also, growth caused by Construction/
Activation (see Table 5.2.1-4) is not reflected in this table. 

14Reference: Henningson, Durham & Richardson, 1976.

would mean that little or no change in net expenditures and, correspondingly,

indirect growth would result. Inasmuch as this is still uncertain, the analysis

presented below and throughout the remainder of this section assumes (as a worst

case) that 20 percent of the direct and 30 percent of the indirect requirements

will constitute new jobs.

it Table 5.2.2-5 summarizes the expected new growth in Santa Barbara under the

above described worst case condition for Shuttle operations. Employment pro-
Jections peak in 1985 with a total of 2,884 direct and indirect jobs resulting

from Vandenberg expenditures. Applying the aforementioned direct and indirect
new employment factors results in a peak of 716 jobs in Santa Barbara County.

Over the 108 months of operations, employment will average 637 new jobs in the

county.

Based on trends in the residential preferences of Base employees over

the past several years (1961 through 1974), the areas of Lompoc, VAFB,

and Santa Maria-Orcutt will likely be preferred by 40 percent, 30 percent,
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Table 5.2.2-5. SHUTTLE RELATED EMPLOYMENT AND NET EMPLOYMENT GROWTH IN SANTA
BARBARA COUNTY RESULTING FROM ANNUAL EXPENDITURES FOR THE
SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM AT VANDENBERG.

New direct New Indirect Total new
Fiseal Total direct Total indirect employment employment employmentYearyen employment employyentt

Year employment employment (orst case) (worst ease) (worst case)

1983 466 939 113 232 395

1984 954 1,300 191 390 58 aI

1985 1,487 1,397 297 419 716

1986 1,487 1,381 297 414 711

1987 1,487 1,273 297 382 679

1988 1,487 1,278 297 383 680

1989 1,487 1,279 297 384 680

1990 1,487 1,214 297 364 661

1991 1,487 1,093 297 328 625

Reference: Henningson, Durham & Richardson, 1976.

and 20 percent, respectively, of the direct operations work force that will be

newly required; the remaining 10 percent will distribute 1o other unidentifiable

local areas. No distribution of the required direct work force at Port Hueneme

was considered.

Indirect employees allocated to North County (40 percent of the total) are

expected to distribute themselves to local areas in the same proportions as direct

employees except that the option for onbase housing will not exist. Because

these Jobs are the indirect result of expenditures, and because of the predomi-

nating trend toward the Lompoc and Santa Maria-Orcutt areas, 60 percert of the

indirect employees in North County were distributed to Lompoc, 30 percent to

'-,Santa Maria-Orcutt, and the remaining 10 percent to other local areas. Indirect

employee allocations to the South Coast (60 percent of the total.) are expected

to be 45 percent to Santa Barbara and 55 percent to Goleta, in accordance with

the County Plan's Moderate Growth Scenario.(')

Based on the above analysis and applying Los Angeles work force statistics

(74 percent of the work force is married and 45 percent of those married have

2.21 children), community population growth projections induced by Shuttle
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operations at Vandenberg and Port Hueneme were derived to 1990. These are pre-

sented in Table 5.2.2-6 and are compared with Moderate Growth Scenario projec-

tions without the Shuttle. Accordingly, the Operations phase induces the largest

increase percentage changes in Lompoc (2.5 percent) and at Vandenberg (1.5 per-

cent). In all other communities, Operations induced growth would represent a

change of only 1 percent (or less) of that anticipated without the Shuttle .

program. Considering the Shuttle induced community population projections shown

in Table 5.2.1-5, projected growth from the Operations phase will be sufficient

to stabilize the pre-Operations growth which took place in Lompoc and Santa Maria,

but will not sufficiently compensate for that which took place in Goleta and

Santa Barbara. Any actual decline, however, would take place in construction

related industries wherein all projects and employment are relatively short

term.

Table 5.2,2-6. EFFECTS OF THE SHUTTLE PROGRAM OPERATIONS PHASE ON LOCAL POPULA-
TION GROWTH THROUGH 1 9 9 0 a

Projected with- For Projected
Community Curr ant out Shuttle Shuttle with Shuttle Without With

Program (1990) Program (1990)

Lompoc 30,271 35.070 662 35,732 15.8 18.0

Vandenberg 13,616 15,430 174 15,604 13.3 14.6

Santa Maria/Orcutt 54,210 59,175 214 59,389 9.2 9.6

North County 114,295 127,530 1,167 128,697 11.6 12.6

Santa Barbara 74,608 85,410 149 85,559 14.5 14.7

Goleta 69,644 82,800 182 82,982 18.9 19.1

South Coast 166,290 195,800 311 196,131 17.7 17.9

Santa Barbara County 280,585 323.330 1,568 324,898 15.2 15.8

Fort Hueneme/Oxnard 116,457b 148,071 106 148,177 27.1 27.2

aGrowth projectiona for the Construction/Activation phase (see Table 5.2.1-5) are not reflected in

this table.
Baseline 1974 data adjusted to 1975,

References Henningeon, Durham & Richardson, 1976.(3)
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5.2.2.5 Impact on the Housing Market

It is anticipated that activation personnel from the Construction/Activation

phase will continue on as operations personnel in the Operations phase.

Therefore, much of the total operations-induced housing demand within each

community will be offset by that which will have occurred during the

Construction/Activation phase (refer to Section 5.2.1.5). Accordingly, 430

fewer housing units will be required in Santa Barbara County than the earlier

phase. That is, the Space Shuttle operations phase at VAFB will create a

total countywide demand for 635 units-60 percent of the level required for

the construction and activation phase, and 0.7 percent above the projected

housing requirements (from a 1973 baseline) without the Shuttle program.
The exception to this reduced demand is Vandenberg, where 19 additional

housing unite will be required. In the Port Hueneme-Oxnard area, the

Operations phase will impose a demand for about 9 additional housing units

above the 34 required for the Conatruction/Activation phase.

5.2.2.6 Impact on Current Land Use

Land use impacts associated with the Operations phase of the proposed action

are summarized in Section 4.0 of this Statement.

5.2.2.7 Impact on Public Services

Operations-induced growth will result in 344 countywide school enrollments

above those projected to 1990 without the proposed project. Propor-

tionately, the largest induced change will occur in Lompoc-Vandenberg

(205 enrollments) and in Santa Barbara-Goleta (73 enrollments). An

additional 53 enrollments will be imposed on the Santa Maria-Orcutt area.
Actually, the expected 73 Santa Barbara-Goleta enrollments represent a

decline from the 280 enrollments anticipated from the Construction/Activa-

tion phase (see Section 5.2.1.7). This decline, corresponding to an
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expected decline in required indirect employment, will be offset by the

moderate increase (71 enrollments over the earlier phase) expected for the 1

Lompoc-Vandenberg area. That increase would exert a demand for 4 additional

teachers. In Santa Maria-Orcutt, a very slight increase (3 enrollments) will

occur over the earlier phase and will not exert a demand for additional

teachers. Overall, the expected 344 countyw~de school enrollments induced

by the Operations phase will represent a decline from the 482 enrollments

anticipated in the Construction/Activation phase. In Port Hueneme, only 23

new students (2 more than that induced by construction/activation) are expec .1.
from Shuttle related operations.A

By itsielf, population growth from the Operations phase would impose a

countywide need for 4 hospital beds (3 in North County and 1 in South Coast).

Inasmuch as this demand is essentially identical to that expected to be

induced by the Construction/Activation phase (see Section 5.2.1.7), no cumula-

tiye impact will occur. An adequate number of hospital beds are now available

in the communities of each region to meet thie needs of 1990 projected growth,

with or without the Space Shuttle program. Hospital facilities in thle

Port Hueneme-Oxnard area will not be impacted by the Operations phase.

North County growth evolving from the Operations phase (see Table 5.2.2-6)

would exert a need for 1 additional police officer and 1 additional fireman.I A

I The anticipated community distribution of this induced growth indicates that

this need would likely occur in the city of L~ompoc. Additional police offi-

cers and firemen (over and above that which would be required for non-Shuttle

f ~related growth) will not be required in the South Coast and Port Hueneme-

Oxnard areas as a result of the Operations phase.

GsCompany will be able to provide uninterrupted gas service to the anticipated

nwhouseholds (projected to 1990), with or without the Shuttle program. How-

eeSouthern California Edison and the Pacific Gas and Electric Companies

foresee no difficulty in supplying electricity to meet the projected total

1990 housing demand (including Shuttle induced demand). General Telephone

A' Company is aware of the potential Shuttle induced growth that is expected;

providing communication services for this growth is not anticipated to be a

problem.
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Assmin a ercapta omstic water consumption of 100 gallons per day (Spd),

V North County growth projected (to 1990) without the Shuttle program will induce

V 2; an additional need for 1,482 acre-feet per year of water for domestic use.

With the Shuttle program, the domestic demand will increase 131 acre-feet per

year (21 acre-feet per year less than that induced by the Construction/

Activation phase). 'The apportionment of this Shuttle induced domestic demand i
in projected as follows: 1

(1) Lompoc, 76 acre-feet per year (same as that induced by the

earlier Conslruc~tion/Activation phase);

(2) Santa Maria, 24 acre-feet per year (one more than that

induced by the earlier phase);

(31) Vandenberg, 20 acre-feet per year (19 more than that induced

by the earlier phase);

(4) Elsewhere in North County, 11 acre-feet per year
(same as that induced by the earlier phase).

On the. South Coast, Santa Barbara and Goleta can anticipate 
17 and 20 acre-feet I

per year, respectively, of domestic water demand from growth related to the

operations phase. both are reductions of 48 and 58 acre-feet per year,

respectively, in the growth induced domestic demands attributable to the

Construction/Activation phase. Overall, the water demand Induced through

Shuttle related domestic growth can be accommodated, along with that projected

without the Shuttle, through full exploitation of available local resources.

It is not expected that these Shuttle induced domestic water uses will impose

more than a minor incremental effect on wastewater treatment capacity currently

planned for the near future.

While the growth projections of local landfill demands do not specifically

provide for the Shuttle program, they do anticipate projects of similar size.V

Thus, the Shuttle Operations phase and its attendant projected growth will

have an Insignificant effect on the project life of existing solid waste dis-

posal facilities In the area.
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Demands placed on segments of the public roadway system by the Construction/

Activation phase (discussed in Section 5.2.1.7) will be replaced by those of

vehicular traffic from Shuttle operations personnel and truck deliveries of

consumables such as rocket fuels. Figure 5.2.2-B shove the most probable

routes to be used (routes established by the California Highway Patrol for the

transportation of explosives, such as fuels, are shown in red). Included are

data quantifying Shuttle and non-Shuttle related average daily hour traffic

conditions (categorically denoted with letters of the alphabet) indicate that
the desirable design capacity of the roadway system will only be exceeded in

Santa Barbara (where periodic short term congestion already exists). Exceptions

to this will likely occur during the first few months of the Operations phase

as a result of spectator traffic evolving from public desire to view a Shuttle~

launch. Estimates for cartage of bypergolic and cryogenic fuels through

Santa Barbara indicate a required flow of 53 tankers per week from Los Angeles

suppliers. All supplemental utilization of the countywide, roadway system for

Shuttle program purposes will impact roadway maintenance requirements and costs

to some unknown minimal extent. Periodic short term closure of the tow route,
including the Highway 246 portion, willbencsaydrgtieoShtl

launch and Orbiter transport between the VAFE airfield and SLC-6.

As part of the Operations phase, Port Hueneme is annually scheduled to co -

date (at a maximum) marine traffic associated with th~e receipt of an average

of 28 spent Solid Rocket Boosters (SRBs) from recovery points at sea (14 dual

A hip recoveries), and the eventual transshipment by rail or truck of cmoet

thereof to Vandenberg and the manufacturer, Although Shuttle induced vessel
traffic will add to future non-Shuttle related traffic densities within the har-

bor, the Port Hueneme Services Office has indicated that, as long as regular

schedules are established for these operations, the port can be scheduled toI accounodate the proposed usage. (6) ( 34) Plans are such that individual
Shuttle induced mar -traffic events will be temporarily intermittent through-

out any operations year. Hence, the impact on marine traffic in Port Hueneme

or the Santa Barbara Channel is expected to be minimal. Impacts on marine
transportation along the Vandenberg coastline will be small and due solely 2

to delivery of external tanks.
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External tank movement will be coordinated with train schedules so that towage 4
of the ET'S across Southern Pacific Railroad trackage near the boathouse does

not hamper the passage of trains.
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and resultant peak-hour levels of service in averaget

IOperations phase year.

I Tanshipentof spent SRB propellant sgets to the propellant manufacturer

[ and the return of replenished segments to VAFE, will be accomplished by rail.

Spur lines located within VAFB would be used for Base entry or egress. In

accordance with anticipated launch schedules (see Table 2.5.2-1), the max-
imum recurrence rate will be 18 SRB transshipment cycles per year. Conc

sidering the light rail traffic on Southern Pacific Railroad trackagesi
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through VAFB (2 passenger tains and 10 freight trains per day), the additional

SRI transshipment activities will constitute an impact of minimal magnitude.

As with the Construction/Activation phase there would likely be some use

of existing local air transportation facilities by operations personnel and

visiting officials. On the basis of population growth projections for the

Operations phase (see Table 5.2.2-6), this usage is not expected to impart a

* need for additional airport facilities. Air traffic movements into and out

of Vandenberg are expected to double (from the current 6,754) in support of

the Operations phase. No effects on air transportation in the Port-Hueneme-

Oxnard area are anticipated.

During final Shuttle launch countdown periods, the following transportation-

impacting safety procedures would be implemented:

(1) A portion of Highway 246 (from the coastline to some inland
point near Lompoc) and the .Jalama Beach road (from the coast-
line to an Inland point) will be closed to uncontrolled population.

(2) Upon notification of a scheduled launch, local airports would

be requisted to alter their flight activities as necessary to *
avoid hazards at the time of launch.

(3) Because Shuttle launch trajectories (see launch envelope in
Figure 1.2-A) cross aircraft control zones 1176, 1177, and
1316 (see Figure 3.2.6-B), air traffic controllers at Los Angeles
International Airport would, upon notification (by the Air Force)
of a scheduled launch, be requested to coordinate the diversionI
of associated commercial air traffic to control zone 1155.

(4) Appropriate maritime personnel would, upon notification (by
the Air Force) of a scheduled launch and its associated debris
fallout zones, inform jeopardized marine traffic to relocate to
nonhazardous ocean areas,

(5) The stationmaster at Surf would, through established radio
communication links with train engineers, monitor the
location of all nearby traint3 so that, at the time of liftoff,
none are within the launch hazard zone.
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It is to be noted that the above procedures represent a continuation of past and

present policy practices with respect to VAPE launches. The Impacts associated

with their implementation include the inconvenience of delays and the slight

additional costs for coordinating manpower efforts and diversionary travel.

5.2.2.8 Impact on Cultural Amenities

Existing recreational facilities (along with additional development already

planned) should be adequate to absorb the long term growth (see Table 5.2.2-6)

associated with the Shuttle Operations phase. During scheduled launches, it

will be necessary to close Jalama and Ocean Beach Parks, an established practice

for some of the existing Titan launch programs at VAFB. It is anticipated that

each closure would be for no more than one (1) day.

It is not anticipated that any known historic site in the area will be inten-

tionally impacted by any aspect of the proposed action. Unintentional impacts

could occur, however, depending on the circumstances surrounding the unavoidable

cause. Even then, imparted effects would likely be minor. For example, the

supersonic maneuvers of the Orbiter during its descent from space will unavoid-
ably cause sonic boom overpressures. Should these become focused in areasA

I' containing relics or structures of historic nature, damage to the more fragile
portions (for example, windows or light fixtures) could occur. As previously

mentioned in Section 5.1.1, normal sonic boom overpressures (generated during

Orbiter descent) are not expected to exceed 2.1 psf. La Purisima Mission,

a National Historic Place, conceivably could be exposed to these overpressures.

Therefore, windows of the mission would be most vulnerable to damage. All

artifacts located within the facility are housed in tempered glass cases and

would therefore be less vulnerable. Although most openings in the mission are

covered by wood shutters, those of the Chapel and administrative area are glassed.

All windows were installed during a 1930s restoration and consist of panes that

are relatively small in size (6 x 8 inches for the chapel and 16 x 24 inches

for the administrative area). Engineering calculations indicate that panes

of this size should adequately withstand the expected overpressures without

damage. This potential adverse impact has been coordinated with the State

Historic Preservation Office. If required, a mitigation program will be

developed ftr approval by the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation in

compliance with 36 CFR 800.
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Noise generated during a typical launch and/or sound overprescures generated

during Space Shuttle ascent or Orbiter descent may prove to be disturbing to

some individuals residing or working of fbase, particularly during nighttime

hours. A typical event such as crashes, fire@, and/or explosions may also

impart similar disturbances to serenity. Inasmuch its neighboring populations

have been and currently are periodically exposed to rocket noise from Titan

and Minuteman launches, the likelihood of general acceptance of Shuttle launch

noise is high. Unavoidable overpressures generated during a Shuttle ascent or

as a result of an accidental onbase explosion will likely be accepted for similar

reasons. Alternatively. descent overpressures will be audible in areas located

farther north of the Base. Inasmuch as current populations in these areas are

not normally subjected to sonic booms, some displeasure over their disruption

of serenity is expected.

* When viewed from a safe distance, a Space Shuttle launch with its rocket engine

* noise, ground cloud, and trailing exhaust plume will (for most people) be an

aesthetically pleasing and exhilarating event. As such, crowds of spectators

are expected to gather in the area for at least the first few of these events.

These crowds may, in many respect., be particularly annoying to local residents.

With them will come increased traffic congestion, attendant noise, littering,

and perhaps some unintentional property damage-all likely to be irritating to

some degree. This will likely impose some financial burden on those public

service departments which would be responsible for implementin- control, cleanup,

and restorative measures in accordance with the need. Alternatively, spectator

presence will provide some short-term economic stimulation through expenditures
for food, shelter, entertainment, and the like. Specific impacts will therefore

be variable, but the overall net effect on human well-being is expected to be

minor.

J
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6.0 ALTERNATIVES

This Section is divided into alternatives that deal with (1) Program Planning,

encompassing the overall program alternatives of no project, delayed project,

and alternate project sites, and (2) Facilities and Operations Planning, pre-

senting alternative procedures for implementing the program under Vandenberg's

authority.

6.1 PROGRAM PLANNING

6.1.1 NO ACTION

If the Space Shuttle program were not developed at Vandenberg, any adverse

environmental impacts that could result from the project would be precluded;

however, this alternative would conflict with the conditions that led to

the selection of Vandenberg as one of the two sites for Space Shuttle launches.

After carefully screening about 150 different sites throughout the U.S., aI

joint National Aeronautics and Space Administration/Department of Defense

Shuttle Launch and Recovery Board chose Vandenberg as a Space Shuttle launch

and landing facility. The Base was selected for several reasons, including the
following: (1) its coastal location makes available a large area for recovery

of the Solid Rocket Boosters and possible emergency jettisoning of the

External Tank; (2) of all the West Coast areas studied, it had the least

terrain limitations and the existing development around VAF'B does not impede

existing launch facility that could be modified for shuttle missions; (4) it

could provide complementary western and southern launch azimuths to balance

the Kennedy Space Center's eastern launch azimuth capability; and (5) potential

effects on population centers near Vandenberg would be small under normal

operating conditions because they are well removed from launch sites.

In addition, Vandenberg has an established space vehicle launch program with

more than 18 years of operational history. Because of its existing space
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vehcl programs, Vandener has qulified personnel that would be avilable

for the proposed Space Shuttle program.

Finally, halting developmmnt of the Space Shuttle at Vandenberg would

require an increase in launchings of unmanned military Titan III apace

missions to accommodate some DOD missions planned for the Shuttle. While

the environmental effects on the troposphere would be less than those pro-

jetdfor Shut tle, some increase over exsigefet ol result from

th rqurd nceseinmsson.Continuing an nraigteTitan

III program would result in increased cost of the unmanned military space

program and would preclude the economics possible through the Shuttle because

of reusability of Shuttle vehicle components as veil as many payloads.

6.1.2 DELAYED ACTION

The current proposed program scheduled for Vandenberg allows for an initial

testing and operation period for the Space Shuttle at Kennedy Space Center

prior to initiating operation at Vandenberg, Approximately 50 Space Shuttle

launches will be conducted at KSC before the first Vandenberg launch, ache-U duled for June 1983. Facilities planning and construction at the Base
j'ý alo willbe delayed to allow maximum use of data and design criteria

deveopedfrom the Kennedy Space Center program,

While further delay in the Vandenberg program could possibly yield additional

data from the K~ennedy Space Center program, delays also would increase the

cost of consti.uction and operation because of inflation. Additionally, the

expendable launch vehicle program (Titan) would have to be continued and

probubly increased during such a period of delay.

6.1.3 ALTERNATIVE LAUNCH SITE

During the study conducted by the joint National Aeronautics and Space

Administration/Department of Defense Shuttle Launch and Recovery Board on

proposed sites for the Space Shuttle program, an area was found near Matagorda,

Texs, hathad the potential to accommodate much of the total program. The site

apparently had clear areas for booster impact and recovery and was sufficiently
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free of existing development to warrant further investigation. After detailed

study, the board found no operational, economic, or environmental advantage in
establishing a now single launch site.

The environmental impact of establishing the Space Shuttle program on a

single new site, such as the Texas location, probably would be greater

than developing the programa at the two existing coastal sites (Kennedy and

Vandenberg). In addition, a single site would have more frequent launch

scheduling than either of the existing sites, hence a greater potential

for focusing operational impacts on one area. i
F urther, extensive construction and an influx of personnel to the local area

would be needed to develop a new site, thus increasing both the economic and
social cost of the program. An analysis prepared by the Board showed that a

new site would cost over $300 million (1972 dollars) more than the cost of

establishing the same capability at the two existing launch sites. The

analysis also demonstrated that the cost saving in operating a single site
did not overcome the significantly increased initial investment. Major 3.

facilities needed for the Space Shuttle program are currently available at

the two existing sites and would require only modification and/or expansion] to accommodate the program. The construction labor force needed at a single

new site probably would be greater than the combined personnel requirements

at Vandenberg and Kennedy. These personnel could put a greater burden on

l ocal coumunities surrounding the alternate site, and additional federal

funds might be needed to provide or improve community services.

Finally, a nev site could preclude or reduce Vandenberg's role aR a base for

military space missions. If Department of Defense plans for use of the

Space Shuttle in later military missions were switched to an alternate site,

existing operations might be gradually phased out. Undoubtedly, this would

result in significant economic decline in the communities surrounding

Vandenberg.
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6.2 FACILITIES AND OPERATIONS PLANNING

6.2.1 LAUNCH COMPLEX ALTERNATIVES

The launch complex for the proposed project will be an Integrate-on-Pad (direct

buildup of the launch vehicle on the launch mount) concept, using the existing
-Space Launch Complex No. 6 with extensive modifications.

6.2.1.1 Separate Buildup and Launch Facilities

One alternative to the proposed plan is an Integrate-Transfer-Launch concept,

where the Space Shuttle is erected on a mobile launch platform in the Vehic1e

Assembly Building and then moved on the platform to the launch pad. The

major differences between this alternative and the proposed concept are (1)

the existing unused Space Launch Complex No. 6 was designed as an Integrate-

on-Pad launch complex and would require more extensive modification than is

planned, and (2) the alternative would require an approximately 100-foot
wide by 8,000-foot~long transporterway, which would make extensive clearing

and grading necessary.

The main advantage of the Integrate-Transfer-Launch is that it reduces the

risk of losing launch capability if an accident occurs during buildup. How-

ever, developing this alternative would significantly increase the impacts on
biotic resources in the Point Arguello area and probably increase impacts on

archaeological sites during clearing and grading for the transporterway. The

Integrate-Transfer-Launch concept also would increase costs by about $20 million

(1975 dollars) more than the proposed concept because of more extensive

modifications required for the SLC-6 facilities.

6.2.1.2 Two Launch Pads

The second alternative is development of two launch pads, with the pads

separated by a minimum of 3,440 feet. After studying pad operations,

investigators concluded that a single launch pad could accommodate the
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projected schedule of 20 Space Shuttle launches per year. In addition, the

possibility of a major on-pad accident that could severely damage the single

pad was considered small. Having two pads would not reduce the risk of delaying

launches b'ecause, if a major accident occurred, all Space Shuttle operations

would probably be curtailed until a thorough investigation was completed and

any necessary corrections made. Developing two pads alco would produce addi-

tional construction impacts and costs not necessary under the current programI

schedule.

On the basis of theme considerations, the single launch pad appears to be

preferable to the two-pad alternative. However, future development may require

an additional launch pad; should the launch rate exceed the planned schedule and

?9equire a second pad, an environmental statement amendment will be developed.I

6.2.1.3 All-New Launch Complex

The third alternative is an all-new launch complex either near the existing,

unused Space Launch Complex No. 6 or at one of three other possible sites on

North Vandenberg, Bear Creek, or Sudden Ranch. Development at an alternate

site probably would produce greater construction and operation impacts; it

would increase the development cost of the Space Shuttle program at Vandenberg;

and it would leave the existing Space Launch Complex No. 6 unused, with no

apparent potential for use by other programs.

In addition, operations from the sites on North Vandenberg and Bear Creek

would have significantly greater potential for noise and air quality impacts inA

the Lompoc Valley. Construction on the Sudden Ranch site could pose significant

impacts because of its proximity to a particularly valuable archaeological Bite.

6.2.2 LANDING COMPLEX ALTERNATIVES

The landing complex for the proposed Space Shuttle program at Vandenberg will

be at the existing airfield on North Vandenberg. The proposed modifications to

the complex will involve the existing 8,000-foot runway, 7,000 feet of which is

asphalt concrete. A new portland cement concrete surface will be added as well

as a 7,000-foot northwest extension. A new towway will be constructed to

provide access to the Safing and Deservicing Facility, Maintenance and Checkout

Facility, and the Hypergolic Service Facility, all of which are to be located on

the southwest side of the runway.
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6.2.2.1 South Vandenberg Landing Comp~v..

One alternative to this plan is locating na ew- landing complex along the coastI

north of Point Arguello near the Space Launch Complex No. 6 site on South

Vandenberg. This alternative would (1) eliminate need for a transportation

route across the Santa Ynez River and for much of the currently proposed tow

route, (2) improve program security because the Orbiter would not be towed

over public roads, (3) allow more efficient use of manpower because personnel

could commute quickly from one facility to another, and (4) reduce noise in

the nearby city of Lompoc because the glide path approach to a landing area onI

South Vandenberg would avoid populated areas.

These advantages, however, are not considered sufficient to justify a new site

because of (1) the increased environmental impacts on archaeologic and biologic

resources caused by the increased construction required on South Vandenberg,I

(2) the increased risk of landing accidents as a result of adjacent steep

terrain and increased incidence of fog on South Vandenberg, and (3) an increased*

$12.6 million (1974 dollars) more than the cost to modify the existing North

Vandenberg airfield.~4 ~I

6.2.2.2 Alternative Modifications of L~anding Complex

The second alternative considered involves five different modifications of thej

existing airfield complex.

-(l) Studies were conducted to determine if the existing runway could
be used as part of the Orbiter landing runway. One study showed
that residual quantities of liquid oxygen onboard the Orbiter
during landing would be hazardous in the event of a spill.(66)
Under certain conditions, liquid oxygen saturated asphalt could
react violently to produce a spontaneous fire or explosion.
The existing runway, although structurally adequate, Is also

exhibiting signs of deterioration and advance aging (a brittle
condition exists throughout the depth of the asphaltic portion);
although the runway could handle a few Orbiter landings, major
rehabilitation would eventually be required during the Shuttle
program and would necessarily impose mission delays at a siza-
ble cost.(173) Further, a high potential for Orbiter tire
blowout and resultant gear failure from "digging in" on an
asphaltic concrete pavement places a high risk on Orbiter
survivability. All of the aforementioned suggested that the
existing runway would require some form of immediate
rehabilitation (using portland cement concretel prior to Shuttle
use.

(2) Because the Orbiter is designed to land on a 10,000-foot long
runway, consideration was given to limiting the runway lengthr
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to 12,000 feet. This proposal was deemed insufficiently I
conservative because of the lack of knowledge of the actual landing
characteristics of the Orbiter in an unpowered mode and the
possibility that arresting gear would be required to capture I
the Orbiter should it overrun the runway. Such equipment
could severely damage the Orbiter.

(3) Extending the runway to the southeast as well as to the north-
west would require a shorter northwest extension and avoid a
small topographic depression farther northwest. However,
large cuts would be required in the southeast extension, thereby
significantly increasing the cost by 3.0 to 5.4 million dollars.
A southeast extension would bring the landing threshold closer
to the Base cantonment, thus bringing the Orbiter over the
cantonment at a lower altitude. In addition, both the Orbiter
and possibly other aircraft using the new runway probably
would overfly Lompoc about 350 feet lower than current proposed
altitudes and could bring aircraft landing noise closer to the

civilian population. The added effect, however, would have
only a minimal impact.

(4) Also considered was combining the Orbiter processing operation
into a single facility rather than having the separate Safing/
Deservicing and Maintenance/Checkout Facilities. Such a
single processing facility will be used at Kennedy Space Center.
The two-facility concept will provide a relatively higher
safety margin by separating the hazardous initial deservicing
and safing operations from the more routine Orbiter servicing

Soperations. Potential environmental impacts during operation
will be the same as those for a single facility.

(5) The alternative of siting all the Orbiter processing facilities
on the east side of the runway adjacent to the existing air-
field control and service structures was considered. This
concept would allow for the clustering of airfield facilities
and Orbiter support facilities in a single locale. However,
it was determined that Public Emergency Limits for hypergolic
propellants could be exceeded in nearby downwind populated areas
in the event of a spill. Consequently, siting of the OMCF, SDF,
and •SF on the eastern side of the runway (closer to the more
Porulated Base areas) did not provide the safety margin for

exposure to spills that the proposed siting scheme provides.

6.2.2.3 Offbase Landing Complex

The third alternative is assigning the Orbiter landing to a site off Vandenberg1i •Air Force Base. Both Edwards Air Force Base, California, and Kennedy Space

Center were considered for alternate landing sites, and both have existing

Orbiter landing capabilities. Landing at one of these sites would eliminate

the need to modify the existing runway and construct a new Safing and

Deservicing Facility at Vandenberg. However, landing the Orbiter at either

site would require air ferry of the Orbiter to Vandenberg by the 747 ferry

aircraft for future launchings. Returning the Orbiter to Vandenberg would

result in additional expense and fuel consumption, and the added cost in lieu
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of direct return to Base probably would overcome any -savings in facility
construction. In addition, a landing capability would still have to be

I. provided at Vandenberg in case of a Return-to-Launch-Site abort. The Orbiter
could land at Edwards Air Force Base following possible aborts, but it would

overfly the greater Los Angeles area. The potential impacts of this alterna-

tive are considered substantially greater than those that might occur at

* ~Vandenberg. While overflight of populated areas by the Orbiter in normal

I flight during descent will occur at the end of most missions, such overflight

during emergency situations is considered hazardous. Also, if the Orbiter

experienced propulsion failure before orbital insertion but after it was too

late to return to the launch site, it would need an abort-once-around

trajectory. Because of the earth's rotation, the Vandenberg site would have

moved 1,100 miles east during the suborbital swing around the world. The4

Orbiter would have sufficient cross-range capability to travel the 1,100 miles

to Vandenberg, but Edwards Air Force Base (about 150 miles east of Vandenberg)

would be more than 1,200 miles off track. To enable the Orbiter to travelI

the additional range to Edwards, the Orbiter's thermal. protection system would

nave to oe mocizied to meet more stringent requirements, adding 800 pounds to

the weight and about $19.4 million more in development and operational costs. (8
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6.2 . 3 EXTERNAL TANK DELIVERY ALTERNATIVES

6.2.3.1 Different Delivery Vehicles and Onsite Fabrication

Two alternatives discussed briefly were the possibility of delivering the

External Tanks to the West Coast via some means other than ship, and the

possibiblity of providing onsite fabrication of the tanks at Vandenberg to

avoid transport from the manufacturer.

The 154-foot long by 28-foot diameter cylindrical tanks can only be delivered

to the West Coast by ship because the size of the tank precludes shipment by

truck, train, or special cargo aircraft. Delivery atop the 74Tferry aircraft was

investigated; however, the cost to modify the 747 was prohibitive, The

effort to duplicate an extensive manufacturer's installation to provide onsite

fabrication capability was not considered a viable alternative.

6.2.3.2 Direct Delivery to Vandenberg by Deep Draft Barge

Two sites at Vandenberg were considered for development and operation of a

new harbor-Ocean Beach (about 0.5 mile north of the mouth of the Santa

Ynez River), and near Point Arguello Boathouse (the abandoned Coast Guard

Lifeboat Station) about 4 miles southeast of Point Arguello. 4 Developing

a harbor at these sites could involve blasting and dredging activities that

would result in substantial adverse environmental impacts to the marine

ecosystems, particularly at the Boathouse where especially rich intertidal

and subtidal marine species are established.

At Ocean Beach, changes in sand transport patterns and shoreline stability

could significantly alter the coastal sand dunes and Santa Ynez Lagoon. Such

an impact, along with increased human disturbance and construction of access

roads, could interfere with use of the area by least terns (endangered

species). Least terns are known to nest at the mouth of the Santa Ynez River.

Adverse impacts on the Santa Ynez River salt marsh and the diverse dune flora

;4ould also occur.
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At the Boathouse, existing facilities would have to be at least partially

removed. Additional impacts caused by construction of the access roads would

also occur$ much like those described for the proposed action.

The weather conditions at both sites also would affect use of either harbor.

Operations will have to be suspended if offshore wave heights exceed 6 1/2 1
feet', wind speed exceeds 20 knots, or visibility is less than 0.25 nautical

miles.

Use of the Ocean Beach harbor, based on these restrictions, could only be

about 70 percent of the time, with monthly use varyin~g from 62.3 percent in

May to 82.9 percent in January. Use of the Boathouse harbor would be for

more than 70 percent of the time for 10 months a year, at least 75 percent

for 9 months, and at least 80 percent for 7 months. Neither site would be

open 90 percent of the time, as NASA requires. Delayed use of a harbor

would impose operational risks to the Space Shuttle program and potential

launch delays at both Vandenberg and Kennedy. Acquisition of a second External

Tank delivery barge to help alleviate this delay would increase the program

costs.

Development and operation of either harbor also would increase program costs.

The life-cycle cost at Ocean Beach is an estimated $41.3 million (1975 dollars).

This is $24.5 million greater than the cost of the proposed External Tank

delivery method, based on a partial life-cycle cost analysis that excluded

maintenance and support manpower costs. (5

* The cost at the Boathouse is an estimated $24.3 million (1975 dollars). This

is about $7.5 million greater than the cost of the proposed External Tank

delivery method on a partial life-cycle cost basis. On an expanded life-cycle

cost basis (including consideration of maintenance and support manpower costs),

this alternative would amount to $28.6 million (1975 dollars), or $4.6 million

* (65)
greater than the $18.9 million cost of the proposed concept.
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6.2.3.3 Direct Delivery to Vandenberg by Transoceanic Air Cushion Barge

An additional alternative involving the direct delivery of ETs to Vandenberg

Air Force Base by transoceanic Air Cushion Barge (ACB) was evaluated. Under
this concept, a large specially constructed barge-like craft would be used to

transport ETs from the manufacturer to Vandenberg Air Force Base. The ACBs

would carry four ETs at a time from the manufacturer to offshore Vandenberg

in the same way as a conventional tug-towed barge. However, upon arrival

in the nearshore vicinity of Surf a skirt system around the ACB would be

r deployed and an air cushion system would be activated. The levitated craft

then would be winched ashore through the surf zone.

This concept would require the construction of a small offshore mooring

structure, a launching ramp and pad in the dunes near Surf, a short access

road to the Tow Route, minor improvements to the Tow Route, and a relocation

of the External Tank Storage and Checkout Facility to a site immediately south

of SLC-6.

The ACB alternative would eliminate the need for a large new harbor at

Vandenberg. It would also enjoy an advantage over other alternatives involving

transhipment of ETs from Port Hueneme, because no new tank handling and storage

would be required at that location.'I
Because this alternative involves the use of a dedicated ACB vehicle for trans-

port to and fr- ,-idey* ý,ý delays in ET delivery schedules for reasons such

as poor weather would not impact overall STS program schedules (see Section

6.2.3.2). The capability of delivering four ETa at a time would also minimize

the possibility of launch delays at Vandenberg, because an adequate stockpile

of ETs (for contingency " .es) would be available between successive visits

of the ACB. Implementation of this alternative would impact archaeological

sites that are in the immediate area of the ACB landing ramp and pad at Surf.

In addition, construction/operations at Surf might necessitate the closure of

portions of the Surf beach area to the public. Some interuption of normal dune

migration would be expected because portions of the landing ramp and pad would
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be developed directly through the Surf dunes* This alternative would also

result in an aesthetic impact to the Surf dunes - an area that is used for

recreation by the public. Relocation of the External Tank Storage and Check

Out Facility from its proposed location near the Boathouse to a location

closer to SLC-6 would not result in any significant impacts relative to the

proposed action.

The construction/activation costs of the ACB alternative would be approximately j
$0.6 million (1975 dollars) less than the proposed action. This does not

include the cost of the ACB vehicle itself. Vehicle development and procure-

ment costs would be the responsibility of NASA.

6.2.3.4 Delivery to Port Hueneme/Transhipment to Vandenberg by Hovercraft

This alternative involves the shipment of tanks from the manufacturer (four at

a time) via an ocean going barge to Port Hueneme. Following arrival at Port

Hueneme the tanks would be transferred to a storage facility near the dock and

held for transshipment to Vandenberg AFB. One at a time, the ETs would be

towed from the storage facility onto a hovercraft barge. This hovercraft would

be considerably smaller than the transoceanic vehicle described in the pre-

viously discussed alternative, and would be capable of carrying only two tanks

at a time. The hovercraft would be towed to offshore Vandenberg like a con-

ventional barge. However, upon arrival in the nearshore area of Surf, hover-

craft fans would be aetivated and the craft would be winched across the surf

zone and up a ramp to a landing pad. The ETs would then be off loaded and towed

to a tank storage facility in the immediate area of SLC-6. The hovercraft

landing facility would be generally similar to that described for the ACB

alternative except that the ramp and landing pad would be somewhat smaller.

Little, if any, additional modification to the tow route would be required if

this concept was implemented.

This particular alternative also eliminates the need for a new or modified

harbor at Vandenberg and would eliminate the potential for program delays
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that are associated with the direct delivery of tanks by deep draft barges.

Because this alternative requires additional tank handling and storage at
Port Hueneme, there is an increased potential for damage to the ETs.

Construction and operation of additional facilities at Port Hueneme would

not result in significant environmental impacts. The impacts associated

with this alternative at Vandenberg would be essentially the same as those

described for the ACB option. The location of the landing ramp and pad in

the Surf dunes potentially would impact nearby archaeological sites. Also,

the landing facility could act as a barrier to normal dune migration. Imple-

mentation of this alternative would result in an aesthetic impact to this area

and it is possible that construction/operations could require the priodic

closure of portions of the recreational beach.

The cost of this alternative would be approximately $3.1 million (1975 dollars)

greater than the proposed action. This is mainly attributable to the increased

construction/operations requirements at Port Hueneme.

6.2.3.5 Delivery to A-lternate Port/Overland Transport to Vandenberg

Two alternate sites outside Vandenberg were considered for delivery of the

External Tanks: Port San Luis (about 25 miles north of Vandenberg) and Cojo
(117Bay (6 miles south of the Base, just east of Government Point). 17) Either

site would involve harbor construction and operations that would result in

adverse marine impacts.

Furthermore, the transportation route for either site would require modifica-

tions. From Port San Luis to Vandenberg, the route is by public road which

would require extensive modifications (such as utilities realignment, embank-

ment cuts, route realignment) to accommodate the ET clearance envelope. From

Cojo Bay to Vandenberg, the route is by rail, primarily requiring obstruction

removal. The modifications from Port San Luis would produce appreciable

impacts on terrestrial ecosystems, whereas the Cojo Bay to Vandenberg
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modifications would involve limited terrestrial impacts. In addition, IL
construction and operation along the public road from Port San Luis would f
produce periodic traffic congestion' and other interferences with civilian I
populations. Transport over either route would increase the risk of accidental

damage or vandalism to the tanks. In the proposed delivery concept, the tanks

would be maintained in restricted areas.

Use of the Cojo Bay site also might conflict with other planned uses, because

projects such as a major LNG ship terminal have been proposed in that area;

however, the compatibility of the Vandenberg project with such proposed
actions currently cannot be assessed. Acquisition of developmen•t rights for

privately owned land inland of Ccjo Bay would be required. The procedural

details for acquiring such rights have not been investigated, but it is

believed that land acquisition could cause delay in meeting project schedules.

The cost of the Port San Luis alternative is an estimated $28.9 million (1975

dollars). This is $12.8 million greater than the cost of the proposed

External Tank delivery method, on a partial life-cycle cost basis.(65) The

cost of the Cojo Bay alternative is an estimated $24.1 million (1975 dollars),

which is $7.3 million greater on a partial life-cycle cost basis.(6•)

6.2.3.6 Delivery to Port Hueneme/Transshipment of Single Tanks to Harbor
at Vandenberg by Shallow Draft Barge

Because of the potential risks, environmental impacts, and expenses of developing

a large harbor at Ocean Beach, Point Arguello Boathouse, Port San Luis, or Cojo

Bay, the established all-weather port at Port Hueneme was considered for use as

a transshipment point. Use of this harbor would allow the transoceanic delivery

barge to meet its schedule and would help avoid delays in planned launches.

Transshipment of the External Tanks from Port Hueneme to Vandenberg by small

shallow-draft barge would require new harbor facilities at Vandenberg; again,

Ocean Beach and the Point Arguello Boathouse were considered as candidate sites.
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extensive harb)or facility to accommodate all barges, regardless of size* This ji

not true of the Boathouse arna however. The reduced size and draft of the barge

intended for use in this alternative would enable the existing Boathouse embay-

ment to be used. Therefore impacts on -the marine environment would be lUss. than

those for the direct delivery alternative discussed in Section 6.2.3.2. However,

transshipment deliveties and the attendant operational impacts associated with

vessel movement and ballasting and deballasting within the embayment would occur

four times as often as those of the proposed action. .

The partial life-cycle cost of a small harbor at Ocean Beach is an estimated

$29.5 million (1975 dollars). This is $12.1 million greater than the cost of

the proposed External Tank delivery method. On the basis of an encpanded life-

cycle cost, the additional cost of this alternative is $14.1million.( 6 5 )

The partial life-cycle cost of the Boathouse harbor is an estimated $15.8

million (1975 dollars). This is $1.0 million less than the cost of the

proposed delivery method. On the basis of an expanded life-cycle cost, this -

alternative would cost about $2.4 million less than the proposed concept. 6 5 )

6.2.3.7 Delivery to Offshore Docking Facility/Airborne Transfer to
Vandenberg

A final alternative considered was delivery of the tanks by barge from Louisi-

ana to a mooring facility offshore at Vandenberg, then airborne delivery of

the tanks (one at a time) to an onshore location. Various airborne vehicles

were considered, including an Aerocrane, a Heli-Stat, and a Heavy-lift Heli-

copter--all conceptual.

All three vehicle concepts are unproven and require an unknown amount of

development. The Aerocrane concept is a hybrid vehicle combining a buoyant

(helium) airship and rotary wings (four wings on the circumference of the sphere,

with the entire spheroid/wing assembly rotating). The Heli-Stat is a hybrid

buoyant airship and helicopter vehicle based on the use of existing helicopter

parts. The Heavy-lift Helicopter, with a maximum payload of 35 tons, would 4
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canelliedta the progrna i an k Auus 1975. ihhlumt cieeteneesr
litmargin. The U.S. Army, which developed the Heavy-lift Helicopter concept,

c:an:::llha the Erternal Tan k beus f19d75hhlumt.cieeteeesr

Pursingany of these concepts would present a high risk to the initial delivery

schdue, ndto the ability to provide the system at an acceptable cost. The

Aeroraneconcept, which appears to be least costly, would have a partial life-

cyce ostofan estimated $25.3 million (1975 dollars). This is an $8.5

million increase over the proposed hovercraft delivery method. (65)

it is inferred that only minimal environmental impact would result from the

offshore docking/airborne transfer option. It is expected that the mooring

facility could be designed and located so that no appreciable impacts would

accompany its construction or operation.

___________________________________________________________J

6.2.4 ALTERNATIVES FOR TRANSPORT OF COMPONENTS ON VANDENBERG

The Space Shuttle program at Vandenberg requires that the components be

transported between facilities that are located as much as 17 miles apart.

Major components will be carried on a strongback frame with multiple commnercial

wheel dollies; it will be towed by a heavy-duty semitractor (altogether an

80-wheeled transporter) over a tow route consisting primarily of existing

roads (most of the route is shown on Figure 6.2-A). The following alternatives

I' ~~were considered during project planning. 61 64
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6.2.4.1 Alternate Tow Routes I

Two alternate tow routes starting at Tangair Road were considered: (1) New

Mexico Road/Terra Road (see Figure 6.2-A) to 13th Street then following the

remainder of the proposed route, and (2) California Boulevard to 35th Street,

across the Santa Ynez River by a new bridge, and then following the remainder

of the proposed route.

To prevent any grades from exceeding 6 percent and to allow for adequate support

of the Orbiter and transporter wheel loads, a minimum of 12,000 feet of road-

way along the Terra Road route (between 35th Street and 13th Street) would

require relocating and/or rebuilding. For the 35th Street bridge route,

.about 5,000 feet of roadway would require relocating along part of 35th Street.

This route also would require less traffic control than either the proposed

route or the New Mexico/Terra road alternative because it would not intersett

with as many streets.

I The relocation required for both alternate routxs would affect large areas of

unusual coastal chaparral. The 35th Street bridge route would affect

appreciable areas of Eriodiotyon capitatwn (Lompoc yerba santa), a special

interest shrub species. New bridge construction also would affect riparian
p and aquatic communities, whereas the proposed tow route would have more limited

impact on these environmental factors.

Although none of the tow routes have been surveyed to identify archaeological

sites along their routes, archaeological resources probably will not be affected

by any of the three routes. However, survey verification would be required as

an impact determining measure.

I Costs for the Terra Road route would be an estimated $0.5 million (1975 dollars)

more than the proposed route, and the 35th Street bridge route would be an

Ii estimated $1.3 million (1975 dollars) more.
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6.2.4.2 Alternate Transport Vehicles

Four different modes of transporting Shuttle components were considered. One

involved transporting the Orbiter on its own landing gear, but that possibility

was rejected in the design phase because:

(1) Towing requirements would limit the grades to 6 percent;
tthe actual grade along the 13th Street portion of the

tow-way is about 8 percent. This requirement would result
in more adverse environmental impacts during grading than
the proposed route.

(2) Orbiter landing gear width is 27 feet, but most of the
proposed route is 24 feet wide. Again, impacts would
be greater as a result of required widening of the
roadway.

(3) The Orbiter exceeds the maximum wheel and axle loading
capacity for the existing roadway.

(4) Towing the Orbiter over about 17 miles would risk damage
to its gear and tires.

4'The second mode of component transportation considered would be the use of
air cushion transporters to carry ETs (from Port Hueneme) and fully assembled

spent SRI casings directly to SLC-6. However, this option also was rejected

in the design phase because it was determined that wheeled transport after

component transfer from a hovercraft landing facility will also afford the

required flexibility. )

The third type of vehicle considered for component transport waa a modifiedA

version of the existing surplus missile transporters used for the Saturn II

and Saturn IC. This alternative was rejected in the design phase because of

high wheel loading, high maintenance costs, and the extensive modification

required. Mlodification would cost between an estimated $0.3 million and $0.54

million (1975 dollars) per transporter. (1

The last mode considered was by rail over existing railroad track& on the

Base. However, moving the massive Orbiter and l~xternal Tanks over this route

would involve obstacle clearance problems and possible railcar upsets because

of oversized loads on the narrow support system afforded by the standard rail3
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6.2.5 ALTERNATE SPENT SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER PROCESSINGJ

The proposed action includes delivery to Port Hueneme of the spent Solid

Rocket Boosters recovered at sea following a-launch. The boosters will bef

lifted onto a dock, ordnance will be disconnected, and the exterior of the
booster will be washed at a new Solid-Rocket Booster wash facility. The

spent boosters will be transshipped to Vandenberg by hovercraft barge and

be disassembled at a Solid Rocket Booster Disassembly Facility. The spent

propellant sections will be shipped by rail to the booster manufacturer in _

Utah for refurbishing and refilling with propellant. The nonpropellant

sections are to be moved to the Solid Rocket Booster Receiving and Servicing

Facility where they will be refurbished and stored for reuse. The large

Solid Rocket Booster recovery parachutes will be washed and refurbished at

a modified facility in the Vandenberg cantonment area. The following alter-

natives for spent Solid Rocket Booster processing were considered during

prolect planning.

6.2.5.1 Direct Delivery of Recovered Boosters to Vandenberg

Delivering the recovered boosters directly to Vandenberg would require a

protected area for docking and lift-out operations; hence, construction of

a harbor at Vandenberg would be a prerequisite. The impacts and costs for]

such construction are discussed in Section 6.2.3.2.

46.2.5.2 Booster Disassembly at Port Hueneme

If the booster casing were disassembled at Port Hueneme instead of at

Vandenberg, the empty propellant sections would be shipped by rail directly
to Utah and the nonpropellant sections shipped by rail to Vandenberg or an

offeite refurbishment facility. Although several ground and marine operations

required in the proposed action would be eliminated, no appreciable environ-

u,.ntal change, versus the proposed action, would occur, and some cost saving

'fitou34 result. Any cost saving due to a reduced requirement for booster
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handling at Vandenberg would be balanced out by the fact that if booster

disassembly were done at Vandenberg, personnel could be shared with nearby

facilities.

6.2.5.3 Offeite Refurbishment of All Booster Sections -

Instead of refurbishing nonpropellant sections at Vandenberg, these sections

could be refurbished at Utah with the propellant sections, or sent to
Kennedy Space Center. Offsite refurbishment of nonpropellant sections would
present no appreciable change in environmental impacts or significant risks

Knover the proposed option. Cost probably would increase by about $250,000

over a 20-year life cycle.( 6 2 ) I

6.2.5.4 Offsite Parachute Processing I
Parachute refurbishment could be done at an existing offsite facility at

Point Mugu or the Space Shuttle parachute facility at Kennedy. Both

alternatives may require expansion to accommodate the Vandenberg program

requirements. No appreciable environmental impacts versus the proposed
F action are expected. Modifying the existing facility at the Pacific Missile

Test Center, Point Mugu, California, would increase the cost by an estimated 4

$0.4 million (1976 dollars) over the proposed option. Modification at

Kennedy would cost an estimated $1.2 million (1976 dollars) more than the
(63)

proposed life-cycle cost.
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7.0 PROBABLE ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS WHICH CANNOT
BE AVOIDED SHOULD THE PROPOSAL BE IMPLEKENTED

7.1 UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE IMPACTS

The following probable adverse environmental impacts are unavoidably associated

with the proposed action. These impacts are grouped according to their general

importance. Impacts which are considered unavoidable, but are of a minor or

lower importance have not been discussed in this Section. However, they are

treated in Sections 5.1 and 5..2.

The five impacts listed below are considered to be discernible to moderate in

importance.

(1) Noise resulting from the operation of heavy construction
equipment will cause some annoyance to Base personnel who
work near construction sites. Support vehicle traffic
will also cause localized impacts adjacent to site access
routes. These impacts will be of a short duration, lasting
only through the construction period.

(2) The destruction of vegetation/flora, faunal habitat, and
P fauna on about 400 acres will result from the implementation

of the proposed action. This is a very small amount of the
total habitat now existing on Vandenberg.4

(3) An increased demand on the overburdened Santa Maria school I
system resulting from increased enrollments will occur.
The incremental increases due to influx of the children of
project personnel involved in construction and operation
will be small. The estimated maximum number of students
that the Santa Maria-Orcutt area will have to accommodate
is only 61.

(4) Periodic Shuttle launches will require the evacuation of

the public from Jalama Beach park. Closure of this recrea-
tional area will be infrequent (coinciding with scheduled
launches) and of short duration.

(5) Prior to Shuttle launches, marine and air traffic will be
.4 requested to divert around hazardous downrange areas.

This will result in a temporary disturbance of normal

traffic movements.
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The following six impacts are considered significant to substantial in

importance.

(1) Small portions of several known archaeological sites (and
possibly unidentified sites) wili be destroyed during
construction. The most important impacts that will accrue
will be a result of widening the tow route corridor near
the confluence of State Highway 246 'and Coast Road. EvenI with the successful completion of salvage operations
planned according to 36 CPR 800, some site information
will be irretrievably lost.

(2) Rocket engine noise will cause a disturbance to the
local population and to animals. Rocket noise is part
of the existing environment on South Vandenberg and in
the Lompoc Valley. The noise produced by the Shuttle
vehicle will be considerably greater and will occur
more frequently than the noise produced by current
launches of the Titan III (the largest vehicle now
launched from Vandenberg).

(3) Impacts to biological resources may be caused by rocket
exhaust emissions. Under certain circumstances (such
as rainout or washout events), the potential does
exist for damage to the unique floral resources of the
area. The expected rarity of such occurrences, however,

suggests that serious and/or permanent damage is
unlikely.

(4) Deleterious environmental effects may be caused by
accidents involving major spills of toxic fuels, fires,
explosions, or other catastrophic events. A worst case

Ievent could result in loss of life. However, the possi-
bility of such an occurrence is considered exceedingly
remote.

(5) Animals, including special interest marine mammal species
(pinnipeds) and endangered and threatened brown pelicans
on the Channel Islands, will be exposed to sonic booms
and occasionally, sound focusing overpressures of up to
30 psf generated during the Shuttle ascent. These over-
pressures could cause damage to fragile eggs and diarup-
tion of breeding activities to some minr extent.
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(6) Sonic booms from the Orbiter will impinge on the Channel Islands
-and populated areas during some normal and abort landings. The
maximum expected magnitude of these booms (2.0 to 2.1 psf),
although great enough to cause minor damage, will occur over
ocean areas. Overpressures over the Channel Islands will be less
than 2.0 psf. Pressure levels over populated areas are expected
to be no greater than 1.5 paf. These latter events could cause -

minor glass or plaster damage. However, such occurrences would
.be very infrequent.

M
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7.2 SUGGESTED MITIGATION MEASURES FOR AVOIDABLE ADVERSE IMPACTS

The following mitigation measures would reduce the severity of the adverseW

impacts listed below. These and many other measures are included for

consideration in the Space Shuttle Environmental Protection Plans (EPPs) which

are being employed to implement mitigative measures that are required by

current Air Force Regulations (APR 19-l.and 19-7). The EPPa are currently

being developed, and mitigative measures are being incorporated into facility

design criteria. A qualified environmental engineer responsible for the

implementation and success of the EP~s as well as the enforcement of allA

applicable regulations will be present onsite during both Construction and

Operation phases of the Space Shuttle Program. Additionally, a professional

archaeologist will be available on an on-call basis.

(1) Adverse Impact: Disturbance of areas containing important I
resources such as native biotic communities and archaeological

features adjoining construction sites.
Mitigation Measure:, Restrict all construction equipment,
materials, and personnel to designated construction areas
and transportation routes. If additional land must beI
used temporarily, such use should be restricted to barren
areas, ruderal vegetation, annual grassland, or otherý
disturbed areas rather than areas of native vegetation.
.Such temporary uses should be established only on land
that, on the basis of previous investigation, is not
expected to contain archaeological or special interest
floral resources. Wherever such features adjoin construc-
tion areas, these restrictions should be rigidly enforced.
Revegetation on or near areas of archaeological significance
should not employ discing or plowing; broadcast seeding
and hydromulching should be used to avoid subsurface
disturbance.

(2) Adverse Impact: Loss of archaeological resources impacted

by construction.

Mitigation Measure: Recover archaeological material
according to guidelines established by the Advisory

* Council on Historical Preservation (36 CFR 800) before
<I initiating construction. This includes the development of

a Data Recovery Program for review and approval by the
Council and the removal of the required material.

One of the specific duties of the archaeologist will be
the regular inspection of all construction sites for any
indication of unearthed archaeological materials.
Construction supervision will include the directive to
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workers to immediately reottedsovry of buried

Whe a indoccrswork at the site will be halted until
examination and appropriate mitigation of possible impacts
can be accomplished by qualified personnel.

(3) Adverse impact: Loss of special interest flora in areas
impacted by construction.

Mitigation Measure: For those areas where impacts toI special interest plants are unavoidable, the topsoil far
all stationary construction sites will be removed and
stockpiled prior to initiation of construction and put
back in place after the construction activity is termi-

* nated. Areas adjacent to construction sites will be pro-
tected by designating and clearly marking allowableA
construction zone limits and erecting light fences around4
known locations of special interest plants. Disturbed
areas will be reseeded with non-competitive native plant
species.

(4) Adverse Impact: Possible damage to La Purisima Mission in
* the form of window breakage from sonic boom overpressure.

Mitigtion Measure: Develop protective measures for all
mission windows in coordination with the State Historic
Preservation Office and the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation.

(5) Adverse Impact: Behavioral disturbance to biota of San
Miguel Island resulting from exposure to sonic boom i
focusing overpressures.

7Q0 inclination to times of the year when breeding and
rearing activities are at a minimum.

Mitigation Measure: Vary or alter the trajectory for those
launches scheduled at or near the 7Q0 inclination so as to
move the sound focusing region seaward of the Island.

(6) Adverse Impact: Demolition or relocation of the Boathouse pier
and supported lifeboat structure, thereby altering the natural
features of these facilities which may be eligible for histori-.
cal registration.

Mitigation Measure: Develop protective measures for these
facility components In coordination with the State Historic
Preservation Office and the Advisory Council on Historic Pre-
servat ion.
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"8.0 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOCAL SHORT TERM USE OF MAN'S
EXISTING ENVIRONMENT AND THE MAINTENANCE OF LONG
TERM PRODUCTIVITY

Current plans call for the Space Shuttle to replace at least a portion of the

current fleet of expendable launch vehicles in the 1980s. The proposed modi-

fication and expansion of existing facilities (as well as the construction of

new facilities) at VAFB and Port Hueneme, California, and the operation of

these facilities in support of the Space Shuttle program are compatible with

these long term plans. In general, the short term impacts resulting from

developing Shuttle launch capability at Vandenberg will be of minimal conse-

quence compared with the gains to be realized over the longer term.

In the preceding sections of this Statement, it has been demonstrated that the

undesirable short term effects resulting from construction of Space Transporta-

tion System (STS) ground support systems at VAFB and Port Hueneme are insigni-

ficant to minor, sometimes infrequent, and generally transient and nonpersistent-

Long term construction effects of a relatively minor consequence include the

small amount of essentially permanent development that would occur in neighboring

communities as a result of an influx of construction personnel and their families, I
and the irretrievable lossof fuels used in this development as well as in the q1

construction of STS ground support facilities. Removal of the pier and lifeboat

facility at the Point Arguello Boathouse can be construed as imparting a long

term adverse effect in that the potential for nomination of this 1934 facility

component--one of few remaining on the California coastline--for historic regi-

stration in the distant future would be precluded. Relocation of this structure

iV to a location somewhat east of its present position may obviate this effect. The

only other long term adverse environmental effect that could occur would be the

irrevocable destruction of small portions of known archaeological sites along the

tow route. Mitigative measures such as archaeological data recovery and close

construction monitoring by a qualified archaeologist will greatly minimize the

adversity of this impact.

Pursuant to the actions of construction will be the use of man's environment as

is necessary to carry out ground operations and attendant launches. For the

most part, short term effects will be insignificant to minor, transient, and

generally nonpersistent. Exceptions to this would be the moderate to significant
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short term changes in ambient noise and air quality conditions resulting from

either Shuttle rocket engine activation or ascent/descent maneuvering, or both.

Additionally, low probability short term events such as spills, fires, or

explosions could, if not controlled, impart impacts of consequential Importance.

These events and the aforementioned launch and/or descent noise and/or air

quality changes are of concern in view of the potential for longer term effects

*to the special interest flora and endangered fauna. All other long term effects

(such as land commitments and irrevocable energy and material use) are considered

*compatible with current plans for prosperity.

*one desirable long term effect of the Space Shuttle program is that it will

facilitate the maintenance of current employment and economic support levels in

Santa Barbara County and, to a lesser extent, other contiguous county areas.

Another is that the program will greatly reduce the cost of space exploration

and, at the same time, help expand the use of space for the protection and

betterment of mankind. Typical users of the Space Shuttle will likely include

federal and state agencies, county and city planners, public utilities, commiu-

* nications: networks, observatories, research foundations, universities, resource

planners, and manufacturing and transportation industries. Launch payloads will

provide practical data that will beneficially impact the daily lives and long

term future of mankind.
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9.0 IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COIIMMENTS OF RESOURCES

The major commnitments during construction Include the use of material and

other resources such as wood, cement, aggregate, plastics, steel, aluminum,

other metals., petroleum products, electric energy, natural gas, and human

resources. The resources, except for recyclable itemst will be irretrievablyI
lost. The land that will be occupied by the Space Shuttle facilities at

Vandenberg and Port Hlueneme could be returned to open space uses if buildings,

roads, launch pad facilities, and other structures were removed and the landH

revegetated. Alternatively, the facilities could be modified for use In

other programs subsequent to Space Shuttle program termination. Hence, it

cannot be said that the commitment of land to the Space Shuttle proj ect is

absolutely irreversible. Some irretrievable loss of archaeological materials '
will also occur from construction. Even if salvage operations are undertaken,

some percentage of each impacted site will be irreve~rsibly and irretrievably

lost.

The major comnitments of resources during operations include nonrecyclable

materials in Shuttle components (such as ETa), petroleum based fuels and

paints, solid and liquid rocket propellant, and human resources. Certain

exotic, unique, or particularly valuable materials or other resources (such

irretrevablylostinm adurpeing therfabricsatind ofmespecial apliato compondednts

asregoldablplastinu uind h ariaino special cermislndiemnt)ti beoependednds

of the Shuttle Vehicle or expended during launch operations. However, one

b goal of the program is to reduce the loss of these resources through their

reuse wherever possible.

Nost of the materials and resources that would be committed for the Space

Shuttle are not in short supply. Construction materials such as wood,

cement, asphalt, aggregate, paint, fuel, and structural steel are readily

available from suppliers in the region; their use for the project would not

limit other unrelated construction activities in the region. Rocket

propellants are manufactured from abundant chemicals.

The use of human resources for construction and operation of the Space

Shuttle project is considered an Irretrievable loss only in the sense that
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It will preclude the personnel from engaging In other work activities. This

to discussed in detail in Section 5.2.1

Construction of the facilities will remove vegetation/habitat and associated

fauna in the construction zones. The area that will be affected amounts to

less than I percent of the land area of VA7B, and although it could be

restored to its native condition following the useful life of the project1,

this would be highly unlikely.

Operations may cause the localized removal of certain flora or fauna. How-

ever, the permanency of this effect cannot be determined at this time. An

environmental monitoring program required under Air Force Regulation 19-7

will be Implemented, as planned. This program will identify the beginnings -

of any significant and potentially irreversible losses of environmental

resources in the study atea, should any occur during construction or

operations. Such timely warning will permit the implementation of

corrective/mitigative actions. In effect, this program will provide an

additional check on irreversible loss or damage to environmental resources.

Some growth of local communities with related conversion of agricultural land

to urban uses will result from the project, although this extent of change

[ I cannot be accurately determined from planning efforts to date. Such changes

will be irreversible for all, practic-al purposes. Even under the worst case

growth analysis presented in this report, the expected growth attributable

to the proposed action is but a fraction of the growth expected without the

project.
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10.0 CONSIDERATIONS THAT OFFSET THE ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

The potential benefits of the Space Shuttle program development at Vandenberg

are local, regional, and national in scope. At the local level, communities

surrounding Vandenberg will experience economic stimulation from increased

demands on goods and services and from increases in the tax base. Employment

and population growth are expressed goals of the Lompoc area, and the proposed

project will induce such growth. Further, implementation of the proposed

project would arrest and reverse adverse consequences to local economies that

a gradually declining work force at Vandenberg might cause. Without the

project, direct and indirect employment from operations at Vandenberg can be

expected to remain constant or possibly decline unless expanded or additional

programs replace those currently in effect.

Economic benefits and increased employment will also benefit the regional

areas as discussed in Section 5.2. Although such effects will not be as

visible as similar local benefits, they will still constitute considerations

that significantly offset adverse impacts.

National and international benefits of the STS program are discussed
inteJuly 1977 NASA Draft Environmental Statement for the Space Shuttle

program. Briefly, these benefits are: (1) the improved management

of the earth's environment and natural resources; (2) ability to launch

¶ and recover environmental and resource monitoring satellites expected to be

operational during the 1980s for various users such as the National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration and the Departments of Interior and Agriculture;
(3) continuing research and development of improved systems by DOD, NASA, and

the user agencies to provide a greater understanding of the processes that
govern the weather, improved prediction of weather and especially weather hazards,

monitoring and control of pollution, and an improved capability for inventory

vand management of the earth's resources on a national and even a global scale;

and (4) Increased productivity of the space systems themselves afforded by

the Shuttle in recovering, maintaining, and reusing them.
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Finally, STS activities at Vandenberg are critical to the satisfaction of

overall pro~gram goals. Because the types of missions that can be flown from

the Vandenberg AFB are different and complementary to those planned for STS

operations at the Kennedy Space Center, operations from both facilities will

be required to satisfy these goals. National and international benefits that

will be derived from the program will necessarily be a result of activities

~ 1 at Vandenberg.
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11.1 EERGY 11.0 ENERGY CONSERVATION

11.1 NERGYCONSERVATION REQUIREMENTS

An amendment to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires a

discussion of energy conservation measures in all Calif ornia Environmental

-Impact Reports. The California State Energy Resources Conservation and

Development Commission has developed energy conservation standards for design

* and construction of nonresidential buildings (such as the Space Shuttle ground

*facilities). The Energy Commission also is developing guidelines for EIRs

that apparently emphasize energy conservation measures for the project rather

than energy impacts on the environment.

lands and, therefore, exempt from these C~alifornia environmental requirements,

the Department of Defense policy is to comply to the utmost with state and

local environmental regulations. Air Force policy requires that every con-

'sideration be given to energy conservation in design and operation of Air

Force facilities. Therefore, the energy systems and programs used throughout

the project will be based on the most feasible, economic conservation measures,

using onbase facilities to balance public utility systems. This section is

limited to a discussion of energy consumption and conservation at Vandenberg,

in keeping with the Energy Commission's guidelines for EIRs.

11.2 ENERGY SUPPLY AND DEM4AND

11.2.1 ELECTRICAL ENERGY

Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) currently provides electrical service

to Vandenberg through two 69-KV transmission lines from the Orcutt Divide

substation, which has an estimated peak load of 95,000 KW (July 1976). Its

capacity is 160,000 KW. Power to the substation is provided mainly by PG&E'sA

Morro Bay power plant, a fuel-burning facility with a 990-MW capacity. In

addition, transmission lines connect the Divide substation with other sub-
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stations supplied by other area power plants, and this interlocking system

ensures that outages at the Morro Bay facility should have little or no effect

on Vandenberg's electrical supply.

Of the six power plants on Vandenberg used to supply electrical service to the

Base, two probably will be used to support the proposed Space Shuttle program.

Power Plant No. 1, on North Base, is a 4.16-KV plant consisting of six 1,000-

KW diesel generators. The planned installation of two additional l,000-KW
diesel generators and a new transformer will provide electrical service to

the airfield facilities. The new transformer will be connected to a new

switching station (12.47 KV) at the airfield, and transmission lines will be

connected from the commercially supplied substation nearby. The diesel power

would be supplied in parallel with the commercial power and would be the

f primary power source during critical operations. Commercial power would be

used as a backup source.

The second facility, Power Plant No. 6, supplying power to the Space Lau 'nch

Complex No. 6 area, is a 2.4-KV plant consisting of four l,000-KW diesel-a

driven generators. This power plant will be used as backup to the commercial

power substation in the area. In addition, a redundant power source will be

provided by connecting the second set of PG&E's 69-KV transmission lines to

the substation.

Southern California Edison Company will supply power for the Solid Rocket

lines on the U.S. Naval Construction Battalion Base.

Although the electrical energy demand required during construction is not

known, operational demand of the proposed Space Shuttle facilities is sum-

marized in Table 11.2-1. The total demand of 5,950 KW at Vandenberg represents

9 percent of the unused, available commercial power from the Orcutt Divide

substation. Use of Power Plants No . 1 and 6 could lessen the actual power

demand.
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Table 11.2-1. ELECTRICAL ENERGY SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE
PROGRAM

Electrical energy supply

Commercial electrical power available at Orcutt Divida eubetation 140,000 KW
Current peak load at Orcutt Divide substation 93t000 KW J-

Excess ckpacity at Orcutt Divide substation 65,000 KE

Electrical eenrgy demand - Vandenbera Air Force ase

Mate/Demate Facility 200 xv
Orbiter Maintenance and Checkout Facility 500 XW

Safin8 and Demervicing Facility 350 KXW

ftypergolic Service Facility 350 KW

Launch Pad No. 1 2,500 KW H
Launch Control Center 500 KV -2

SRB Receiving and Subassembly Building and Storage Facility 300 KV

Tank Checkout and Storage Facility 250 KW

Parachute Refurbishment Facility* 250 Mi
250 XV;

Titan TI• 53.4 Receiving, Inspection and Storage Facility Subtotal 250

Electrical snargy demand - Port Ruename

SPA Wash Facility 250 KW
53 Disaesembly Facility Total 5,3

*•ieting Facility, Adequate Power Currently Available (60)

Reterencat McDonnell Dougla Astronautics Company. 1976.

11.2.2 NATURAL GAS

Southern California Gas Company's supplies of natural gas to Vandenberg and11 the Naval Construction Battalion at Port Hueneme are limited as a result of
natural gas shortages at all levels. Future natural gas supplies are unpre-

dictable and will depend on proposals that include liquefied natural gas

delivery from Indonesian or Alaskan reserves and gas production by coal

conversion methods. The Federal Power Commission largely controls naturalgas availability through its allocation to Southern California's suppliers.

The gas company supplies all firm users and some small interruptible users.
Currently, curtailments for interruptible users are less than I week per year;

however, curtailments may increase significantly in subsequent beating seasons.

Representatives of the gas company estimate that limited curtailment of firm

users is possible by 1978 unless additional natural gas supplies become

available.
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Southern California Gas supplies natural gas to North Vandenberg airfieldI

through a 3-inch supply line. If available, gas could be used for general

heating at the Orbiter Maintenance and Checkout Facility, the Hypergolic I
Service Facility, and the Safing and Deservicing Facility. Special gas

requirements at the Maintenance and Checkout Facility include the thermal

protection system repair area and air conditioning for special equipment.

The Space Launch Complex No. 6 area is remote from the North Vandenberg gas{distribution system and, thus, relies on a self-contained low-pressure gas
system. Two liquid propane gas (LPG) tanks (5,500 gallons and 1,000 gallons)

currently service the site. Tank capacity will be increased if necessary toIsupport the Solid Rocket Booster Receiving and Subassembly and the Disassembly

Facilities areas. Diesel fuel, the only propellant allowed in this area, will

be delivered by tank truck.

At Port Hueneme, the Southern California Gas Company will provide gas used for

heating water at the Solid Rocket Booster Wash Facility through distribution

lines servicing the Base.I

Gas volume required to support ground facilities has not been determined;

however, the possibility of using Total Energy (power generation supplied atA

the site) or Selective Energy Systems (power generation supplied both at the

site and from a public utility system) to reduce or eliminat.p the need for

natural gas is being studied.

1 .A
11.2.3 PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

Gasoline and diesel fuel volumes required for facilities construction aud

t operation have not been studied. However, the Air Force intends to use diesel

fuel as the primary petroleum product for Space Shuttle ground operations at

Vandenberg, and it will be the only fuel allowed in the area of Space Launch

Complex No. 6.
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11.3 POTENTIAL MITIGATION MEASURES TO REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION

The Space Shuttle program will require significant amounts of energy duringI

facilities construction and operation. The Space and Missile Systems Organi- -

zation plans to promote an active program of energy conservation through

careful attention to design, specifications, and operations.

11.3.1 CONSTRUCTION

Based on the requirements in the Air Force Design Manual for Facility Design

and Construction (AF Manual 88-15), the following concepts will be explored..

11.3.1.1 Architectural and Civil Engineering Design

(1) Use topography and geologic features to optimize cuts and
fills and minimize earth transport and rock removal require-
ments.*

(2) Use prefabrication and modular construction.

(3) Use materials and methods of construction to provide walls,
roof s. and floor slabs with 'lull factors that meet Air Force
standards for Vandenberg and, as much as possible, California
nonresidential building standards.

(4) Preplan material movement to minimize power use.

(5) Select materials based on energy conservation considerations,
functional requirements, fire safety, and construction and

maintenance costs.

(6) Plan window use and orientation carefully.

*(7) Use double-pane insulating glass for windows and entryways
in air conditioned buildings.

* * (8) Fully weatherstrip doors and operable windows.

(9) Install reflective and double draperies for all public spaces.
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11.3.1.2 Plmabing, Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning Design

(1) Use comfort and ventilation systems designed to minimize space
conditions and conserve energy. A

(2) Provide automatic setback of heating during off-hour and

unoccupied periods whenever enconomical.

(3) Use insulation on ducts, piping, and equipment to reduce energy
exchange with ambient air.

(4) Design systems with equipment (such as charcoal and other filter
units) that minimizes fresh air use and optimizes air recircula-,
tion--considering energy conservation, economic feasibility, and
acceptable ventilation rates.

(5) Establish periods and capabilities of up to 100-percent
recirculation and low heat output during off-hour periods.

(6) Reclaim heat using waste-water heat collectors.

(7) Size ducts and grilles to provide economic energy use.

(8) Use radiant heaters, including portable units, for task area

heating.

(9) Use heat generated by lighting.

(10) Control hot water use and temperature to save energy while
providing reasonable comfort levels and meeting health standards.

(11) Provide automatic combustion control of heaters and boilers.

(12) Emphasize selecting energy-efficient, durable equipment.

(13) Use automatic exhaust fans where feasible.

(14) Use humidity or enthalpy control to conserve energy.

(15) Maintain domestic water temperatures and flow rates at

optimum levels commensurate with health requirements.

(16) Design low-water-use type plumbing fixtures.

(17) Provide for future installation of readily available improved
energy conserving systems and devices.
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11.3.1.3 Electrical Design

(1) Use efficient lighting fixtures and sources.

(2) Adjust design lighting levels to the task, avoiding over-
illumination.

(3) Use automatic lighting control in appropriate areas.

(4) Use low lighting fixtures in high ceiling areas.

(5) Use minimum cosmetic lighting.

(6) Use minimum, safe, outdoor lighting levels. I-

(7) Use the most efficient electric motors.

11.3.2 OPERATIONS

The following elements will be used or considered in the energy conservation

plan:
(1) Onsite fire protection, including fire line. hydrants, hoses

and extinguishers, alarm systems, and fire equipment and,
personnel.

(2) Onsite first aid facilities.

(3) Personnel work periods scheduled to reduce traffic congestion.

(4) Encouraged bus and car pool travel.

j(5) The most energy-efficient modes of transport (rail and marine)

for boosters, fuel tanks, and other expendable material.

(6) A continued energy conservation program promoted through:

a. Reducing heating levels when buildings are not in use.

b. Using outside air whenever temperatures permit.

c. Heating water during off-peak periods.

d. Charging batteries during off-peak periods..

a. Purchasing new-or replacement equipment based on energy
efficiency, operational economy, and pollution constraints.
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f. Turning off lights and equipment when not in use.

g. Monitoring and controlling lighting, heating, and humidity

consistent with comfort and energy conservation.

h. Recycling waste as fuel whenever feasible.

i. Installing automatic closers on exterior doors.

11.3.3 MAINTENANCE

The following will be used on a maintenance program to reduce energy consumption:

(1) Maintain and lubricate motor driven equipment properly.

(2) Frequently clean and replace air filters.

(3) Maintain heating, air conditioning, mechanical, and automotive
equipment properly.

(4) Frequently clean heat transfer surfaces and fluorescent light
fixtures.

(5) Frequently clean refrigerant condensers, coils, etc.

(6) Check for heat leaks.

(7) Periodically survey and balance plant loads.

11.3.4 OTHER ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES

Major energy saving during construction will be stressed to contractors,

construction workers, and supervisors. The Air Force is committed to energy

conservation but recognizes that strong leadership will be required to bring

about voluntary acceptance of such measures. A program to accomplish this

would include the following aspects:

(1) Encourage car pooling, small cars, and adherence to speed4
limits for personal transportation, delivery trucks, and other
vehic les.

(2) Promote good energy practices onsite, including shutting downA
equipment not in use, turning off lights, and accepting lower
light and heat levels in offices and winter work areas.I
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(3) Coordinate delivery schedules to minimize energy consumption.

(4) Use rail and ;marine transport for delivering major construction
materials.

(5) Schedule personnel work periods to minimize traffic congestion.

(6) Implement efficient, economic systems and equipment. I
(7) Organize construction activities to minimize onsite movement ofmaterials, supplies, equipment, and personnel.

(8) Provide materials storage to minimize rehandling and transportation.

11-9
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12.0 DETAILS OF UNRESOLVED ISSUES

One currently significant unresolved issue relates to General Accounting
Office's (GAO) suggestion that Congress consider delaying funding authority; j
(1) until the benefits of the STS program can be more fully substantiated,

(2) as a potential cost saving measure to eliminate concurrent development

and production, and (3) to provide anincreased opportunity to better define

'space transportation requirements during the 1980..

A full discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of delayed funding is

beyond the scope of this report. However, delayed funding could Influence

the scheduled timing of construction and operation of the proposed project.

This could alt~er associated impacts. For example, rescheduled construction

might require an increase in the peak labor force. Duration of certain impactsA

probably would be reduced, but teintensity ofeffects could ices.It

isntpossible at this time to actually assess the potential changes to

impacts described in this report that might result from program delays.

I; There are other issues not precisely resolved at this time that are related
to implementation of the project. The Space Shuttle project is an advanced

state-of-the-art program which will utilize new materials, innovative pro-

cesses, and sophisticated support equipment. Extensive planning studies and

testing have led to the current well-defined project description for STS

ground support facilities and activities at Vandenberg. However, further

studies and planning are continuing as necessary to finalize facility and

subsystem details prior to actual design and manufacture. Additional inf or-

mation will be generated during these ongoing efforts, although it is unlikely

that such information would significantly alter the conclusions presented in

As a state-of-the-art project, the Space Shuttle program is necessarily unique

and will have unique environmental issues associated with it, such as the

effects of the rocket exhaust ground cloud and the effects of sonic boom over-

pressures produced during Orbiter ascent and reentry into the atmosphere.

By and large, an assessment of these impacts has been determined using analytical
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tools and up-to-date information of a 'relative or comparative nature. In some

instances, worst-case assumptions were used to describe and evaluate environ-

mental consequences. At worst, this leads to a conservative overstatement of

impacts, particularly with respect to those of questionable occurrence or

definition.

For example, the potential for meteorological alterations associated with

nucleating agents (Al 03 particles) entrained within solid rocket motor exhaust

clouds remains largely unknown. Weather modification may or may not occur at

Vandenberg AFB in the form of either enhanced or suppressed precipitation.

Studies conducted by the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration

(NOAA) and NASA are expected to help reveal the potential for inadvertent

weather modification from launches at VAFB under various meteorological condi-

tions. At present, however, this still remains an unresolved issue.

Sonic boom impacts associated with sound focusing events--the specifics of

which are presently imprecisely defined, is another open issue. Nevertheless,

studies are currently underway to examine the possibility of altering either
the launch inclination and/or azimuth angles which create 

sonic boom over- A

pressures on the Channel Islands. Because each launch will have unique pay-

load and trajectory requirements, it is not possible to precisely define all

such parameters at the present time. Specific details incorporating altera-

tions to proposed launch trajectories which would affect sound focusing and

the sonic boom footprint over the Channel Islands must await final flight plan

preparations.

Additional information from ongoing studies and from actual launches of Shuttle

vehcle attheKenedySpace Center, scheduled to commence in 1979, may pro-

vide a basis for further analysis of impacts at Vandenberg. Any information

that would significantly affect conclusions in this report would be presented

and analyzed in supplements to this document.

3
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I 13.0 CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION WITH OTHERS

The data upon which the foregoing report is based were gathered from many sources.
A large proportion of the data warn gathered directly or indirectly through con-
tacts with persons who are familiar with specific aspects of the proposed project,
the project region, or the potential interactions between project elements and

environmental attributes. Some key personal communications are referenced

along with the printed data sources in Section 14, Bibliographic References.
The informative contacts that were made with many persons in various federal,

state, local, public, and private agencies were too numerous to reference,

therefore, only a listing of the agencies is presented below.

FEDERAL PUBLIC AGENCIES

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

Federal Correctional Institution at Lompoc

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center,.Texas
John F. Kennedy Space Center, Florida
Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama

U.S. Air Force, Space and Missile Systems Organixation

U.S. Air Force, Vandenberg Air Force Base Real Estate Office

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Los Angeles District, California

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Coastal Engineering Research Center,
Washington, D.C.

U.S. Department of Agriculture

Soil Conservation Service, Davis, California
Soil Conservation Service, Santa Barbara, California

U.S. Department of Comerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration

National Ocean Survey, Washington, D.C.
National Marine Fisheries Service, Southwest Region, Terminal

Island, California

U.S. Department of the Interior

Bureau of Reclamation, Planning Division, Sacramento, California
Geological Survey, Laguna Niguel, California
National Park Service, Western Region,

Interagency Archaeological Services
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Region I
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U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administration,
Santa Barbara Airport

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Western Region

U.S. Navy, Port Hueneme Naval Base, California

STATE PUBLIC AGENCIES

California Coastal Commission

California Department of Fish and Game

California Department of Fish and Came, Long Beach, California

California Department of Fish and Game, Wildlife Conservation Board,
Sacramento, California

California Department of Parks& Recreation, State Historic Preservation
O)ffice

State Office of Planning and Research, State Resources Agency.

California Polytechnic State University, Department of Anthropology,
San Luis Obispo, California

University of California, Institute of Archaeology, Los Angeles, California

San Diego State University, Center for Regional Environmental Studies

State of California, Water Quality Control Board, Los Angeles Region

University of California Cooperative Agricultural Extension Service,
Santa Barbara, California

University of California, Department of Anthropology, Riverside, California

University of California, Santa Barbara

Department of Anthropology Geography Remote Sensing Unit

State Lands Conmiission, Sacramento, California

LOCAL PUBLIC AGENCIES i

Alan Hancock Junior College

Goleta Sanitary District

Goleta Union School District

Lompoc Community Development Department

Lompoc Department of Public Works

Lompoc Fire Department

Lompoc Hospital District

Lompoc Police Department

Lomipoc Unified School District

Oxnard Planning DepartmentI 13-2
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Port Hueneme Planning Department A

Santa Barbara City College Department of Anthropology

Santa Barbara City Police Department . A

Santa Barbara County Assessor's Office

Santa Barbara County-Cities Area Planning Council

Santa Barbara County Department of Public Works

Santa Barbara County Department of Transportation

Santa Barbara County Local Agency Formation Commission A

Salnta Barbara County Office of Environmental Quality

Santa Barbara County Parks Department

Santa Barbara County Planning Department

Santa Barbara County School District

Santa Barbara County Sheriff's Office
31

Santa Barbara County Water Agency

Santa Maria Airport Manager's Office

Santa Maria Community Development Department

Santa Maria Dep. .....::nt of Public Works

Santa Maria Fire Department

Santa Maria Hospital

Santa Maria Joint Union School District

"Santa Maria Planning Department

Santa Maria Police Department

Solvang School District

PRIVATE AGENCIES

Aerospace Corporation, El Segundo, California

Archdiocese of California (Roman Catholic Church)

Association of Reat and Frost Installers and Asbestos Workere,
Local 5

Bookman-Edmonston, Glendale, California

Brown & Caldwell, Pasadena, California

Cottage Hospital, Santa Barbara, California

General Telephone Company of California, Santa Knxia-Lompoc, California

Goleta Valley Community Hospital, Goleta. California
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International Association of Bridge, Structural, and Ornamental
Ironworkers, Local 433

International Brotherhood of Boilermakers Local, Lodge 93

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local 413

International Brotherhood of Painters and Allied Trades, Local 715

International Union of Operating Engineers, Local 12

Laborers International of North America, Local 1222 A

Loudenclos Mobile Homes, Santa Maria-Orcutt, California

McDonnel Douglas Astronautics Company 1

Marian Hospital, Santa Maria, California i
Millwrights and Machine Erectors, Local 1607

Operative Plaster and Cement Masons, Local 341
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Santa Maria-Lompoc, California

Pinecrest Hospital, Santa Barbara, CaliforniaI

Ruth, Clarence, local expert on Indian historical resourcesI ~ ~(deceased) !

Saint Francis Hospital, Santa Barbara, California

Santa Barbara Botanic Garden I

Santa Barbara Museum of NKtural History

Smithsonian Institution, Washtington, D.C.
Southern California ECeon . ompany, Santa Marta-Lompoc, California

Southern California Gas Company, Santa Maria-Lompoc, California

Southern Pacific Transportation Company

Spanne, L.W., local archaeologist, Lompoc, California

Stearns-Roger, Inc., Los Angeles, California

United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America,
Local 1062

* Valley Co-mmunity Hospital, Santa Maria, California

Candelaris American Indian Council, Oxnard, California

Quabajai Chumash Associatlon, Santa Barbara, California

Santa Ynez Reservation, Santa Ynez, California

Central Coast Indian Council, Paso Robles, California
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15.0 GLOSSARY OF SELECTED TERMS

abort - the premature termination of an action, procedure, or mission relating to a
spacecraft or rocket.

abort-once-around - an abort in which, shortly after launch, the Orbiter falls to
achieve required trajectory or velocity and, without attaining orbit, jettisons
SRBs and ET, completes one circumnavigation of the earth, and lands at the launch
point associated airfield.

accretion -the gradual buildup of land aver a long period of time by the action of the
forces of nature, such as by deposition of water or airborne material on a beach,
or by reason of an act of man, such as the accretion formed by a breakwater or I
beach fill deposited by mechanical means.

adaptation - a human being's or a social group's ability to exist or coexist in a given
environment (physical and social); an organism's adjustment to a given set ofV
environmental condi tions,

agglomerate - rock containing a predominance of rounded or subangular fragments greater
than 32 mm In diameter.I

alluvial deposit - sediment (sand, silt, or detrital material) deposited in place by
the action of streams.

alveolar - pertaining to alveoli, the small sac-like chambers in the lungs in which the
majority of gas exchange takes place.

ambient - surrounding on all sides; an encompassing atmosphere; environment.

anticline - a convex upward fold in the earth's crust.

anticlinorium - a series of anticlines and synclines so arranged structurally that

anticyclon~e - an atmospheric anticyclonic circulation. A closed circulation (clockwise
In the Northern Hemisphere). With respect to the direction of its rotation, it is
the opposite of a cyclone. Because anticyclonic circulation and relative high
atmospheric pressure usually coexist, the terms anticyclone and high are used
interchangeably in commnon practice.

j aquifer - that stratum or zone below the surface which will yield water.

artifact - an archaeological find which exhibits any physical attributes that can be
assumed to be the result of human activity.

assemblage - in archaeology, all of the industries present at one site.
attitude - the position of an aircraft or spacecraft determined by the relationship

between its axes and a reference datum (as the horizon or a part icular star).

authigenic -generated on the spot. A term applied to growth in place of occurrence.

aziimuth - horizontal direction expressed as the angular distance between the directionIof a fixed point and the direction of the object; an arc of the horizon measured
between a fixed point and the vertical circle passing through the center of anI: object, usually in astronomy and navigation clockwise from the north point

backshore - that zone of the shore or beach that lies landward of the foreshore. and
that is usually dry and only affected by wave action generated by severe storms.

basin - an area having certain common features throughout, particularly a tract where
the strata dip from all sides toward the center.

4 bathymetry -the measurement of ocean depths and seafloor topography.

benthos -the group of organisms that constitute the aquatic bottom community.



.......

bight -a bend, especially in a river or mountain chain; a bend in a Coast forming an
open bay; a bay formed by such a bend.

biota - animal and plant life of an ecosystem.

blank - in archaeology, a preform of stone or shell that will later be manufacured into
a specific artifact type.

800 an abbreviation for biochemical oxygen demand which is the quantity ofioxygen
consumed in the biochemical oxidation of organic matter in a s pecifi c time, at at Ispecified temperature, and under specified conditions.

cantonment - the quarters assigned to millitary personnel.W

catchment - drainage basin.

climatology - the scientific study of climatel in addition to the presentation of i
climatic data it includes the analysis of the causes of differences of climate

*(Physical Climatology) and the application of climatic data to the solution ofspecific design or operational problems (Applied Climatology). Climatology may befurther subdivided according to purpose or point of view: ;licroclimatology,
Synoptic Climatology, and others.

COD -an abbreviation for chemical oxygen demand. This term is a measure of oxygen
consuming capacity of organic and inorganic matter present in water or wastewater.

cohort - a group of individuals having a statistical factor (as age or class membership)
in common in a demographic study.

coliforin - a group of bacteria which includes all aerobic and faculative anaerobicgram-negative bacilli that ferment lactose with the production of gas.

connate water - water entrapped in the interstices of a sdmnayrcatthe tm
the rock was deposited. sdmnayrc t tm

contour - a line connecting points of equal value, such as equal elevations on aI
topographic map or equal sound pressure levels on a sound intensity map. S1

con~ventional pollutants - phenols, phosphorous, nitrogen, iron, oil and grease, solids,
and heavy metals other than mercury.

cryogenic - relating to very low temperatures.

cuspate - crescent shaped.

demography - the statistical study of human populations especially with reference to
size and density, distribution, and vital statistics.

deployment - that time and function required for opening of the Orbiter doors, removing
a payload from the bay, placing it in the near vicinity of the Orbiter, and
detaching the payload from the Orbiter. In this definition, deployment is notcompleted until the Orbiter and payload are at a safe distance apart such that the
payload is assured table orbital conditions not to be further perturbed by
Orbiter operations.

dissolved solids - theoretically, the anhydrous residues of the dissolved constituents
in a water medium. Measured values generally include errors associated with the
presence of nonfilterable residue (that is, suspended material that cannot be
filtered from the water medium) and some retained water of crystallization and
occlusion, the amount of which is dependent on the drying temperature.

drift - (1) the speed at which a current runs; (2) also, floating material deposited on
a beach (driftwood); (3) sometimes used as an abbreviation of littoral drift.

ecosystem - an organic conmmunity and its physical environment.
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1~. *ubayintnt a n indentation in A shoreline forming an Open bay, term describing a
continental border area that has sagged concurrently with deposition so that an

unusually thick section of sediment results.

aeliasn (asol ian) - pertaining to transport or deposit by the action of wind.

ephemeral stream - a stream or portion of at stream that flows only In direct response
to precipitation. Its channel is at all tiniiws above the water table.

evapotranspiration - the combined processed by which water is transferred from the
earth's surface to the atinosphere; evaporation of liquid or solid water plusI transpiration from plants.

fecal coliforin - the portion of the coliforip bacteriol group piresent in the feces oif
warniblooded animals that produces gas from lactose at 44,5%,.

flake - in archaeology. a stone chip produced when a stone or core is hit at the edge
and the stone fractuires along the edge of the ripple.

fluvial -of. or pertaining to rivers..

foreshortr - that tone of the shore or beach lyinqj landward ot the shoreline whit'l isI usuaflly wet and directly affected by all wave action,

formnation -the primary unit Iin stratigraphy consisting of a succession of strata useful
for mapping or description.

geoomrphology - a branch of both physiography and geology that deals with the for~in of
the ea~rth, the general configuration of its surface, and the chAnges that take

t place Iin the evolution of land forms,

ground cloud - the rocket exhaust emitted during i ni tion/liftoff that coalesces into aii~cloud in the lower atmosphere (usually belowkil

habituate - to accustom or familarize; to frequenit.

hanminerstone - a rock used in% battering or haoinering,

hardness (of water) -. a phyical-chemical characteristic attributable to the jrsni
of alkaline earths (principally calcium and mnagnesium), expressod as equivalent
calcium carbonat (C 3).

haul out - the termn used to refer to seals or ýsva lions leaving the ocean and ascoonding
the shore.

:L headwate - upperfiIost area of a drainage basin. waiter here originates from springs,

rainfall, and melting snow,.
hertz (14) - frequency nwasuired in cycles per, second. I hert: - 1 cycle per second,
hoillclin groupl of Inclined beds of the sauiv di p. a struc tural vcondi Lion in which

the beds dip uni formly in one direct ion,

ý4 horizon - in archaeology, a cultural class which displays an extensive distribution in
.1space and a restricted d istrbto in tinte.

hydrogeologic - pertaining to groundwater, with particular, emtphasis on its chemistry,

K n~ode of migration, and Irelation to the geologic environment.,

hypergolic - igniting upon contact of cnonents without external aid (as a spark); of,
relating to, or using hypergolic fueS

isoploth - a line on a map connecting points At which at given variable has a constant

value, a line denoting equal quantity.Iileeward -being in or facing the direction toward which the wind is blowing; also,
being the side opposite the windward.
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littoral drift - the bottom materials moved in the littoral zone under the influence of
waves and current. Direction of moveownt or transport of littoral materials
depends upon wind and wave direction.

living terrace - an occupation level of an archaeological site,

low water datum an •approximation to the plane of ntwian low water that has been adopted
d.a standar'd reference plane~,

itkano - in archaeology, a hand-held grinding stone used in conjunction with a metate.
S,,~trotate - ,, .stone grinding slob. :

m nteorology - the study dealing with the phenomenat of the atnmsphere. This includes
f not only the physics, chemi.try, and dynamitc' of the atnmsphere, but is extended

to include many of the direct effects of the otnmosphere upon the earth's surface,
the oceans, and life in general,

midden - In archaeology, a deposit of occupational debris. rubbish, or other byproducts
of hulnki activity.

m1 illigr'ams per liter (,IN/1) - a unit expressing the concentration of chemical consti-
tuents in solution. Milliqrams of solute per liter of water--equivalent to ppm
in water quality.

morphology - the form and structure of an organism or any of its parts.

mnrtar - In archaeology, a bowl-shaped grinding implement used for processing acorns :
and seed materials.U nudstone - a general classification pertaining to ti deposit consisting of an Indefinite
proportion of clay, silt, and sand particles.

inodal zone - an area at which the predominant direction of the littoral transport

ophiolite - a basic igneous rock associated with qeosynclinal Nedinlnls, generally
altered to rocks rich in serpentine, chlorite, epidote, ond albite.

overpressure - pressure above what is usual or normal.

perennial - lasting throughout the whole year, persisting for several years.

permeability - the capacity of a material for transmitting a fluid; related to the
porosity, particle size, and hydraulic conductivity of the material. I

pestle - a nand-hold grinding implement used with a mortar,

physiography - the study of the genesis and evolution of land forms.,

piezometric surface - the pressure surface used in descriptions of confined aquifers.

plankton - irifting plants (phytoplankton) and aiiini•ls (zooplankton), usually
microscopic, floating or weakly switaning in the surface layers of a body of water.i

ppm - parts per million, milligrams of constituent per k1logrant of liquid medium.

rainout - the micrometeoroloyical process by which aerosol droplets/particulates withiin
a cloud enlarge and precipitate out of the cloud- also, the droplets/pirticu-
lates that have fallen out. of the cloud,

recharge - the process by which water is absorbed and is added to the zone of saturation,Seither directly into a formation, or indirectly by way of another formation.

rhyolite - the aphanitic equivalent of granite. (Aphanitic - pertaining to a texture
of rocks in which the crystalline constituents are too small to be distinguished
with the unaided eye.)
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riparian - relating to the bank or edge of a watercourse or body of water.

ruderal - where the natural vegetation has been disturbed by man; weedy,

serpentine - metamorphic rockes of greenish, blackish, or grayish color formed by the
alteration of earlier volcanic rocks.

"settlement pattern - in archaeology, the distribution of sites within a region with
respect to natural topography and resources.

horbent - a substance that takes up and holds by either adsorption or absorption.

specific conductance - a measure of the ability of water to conduct an electrical
current, expressed In micromhos per centimeter at 25"C, related to the number and
specific chemical types of ions in solution, and used for approximating the
dissolved-solids content in the water.

Li spoil - earth and rock excavated or dredged.

Standard Industrial Classification - a U.S. governmient code whereby an establishment may
be classified by type of ownership and type of primary activity.

stemmed point - in archaeology, an arrowhead with a basal stem.

stratigraphy - the arrangement of strata; that branch of geology that deals with the
origin, composition, distribution, and succession of strata.

'I stratosphere - an upper portion of the atmosphere that is above approxImately 7 miles
(depending on latitude, season, and weather) where the temperature changes little
with changing altitude and clouds of water are rare. i

structural province - a geographic area consisting of a characteristic or similar
geologic structure. *

substrate - any substance used as nutrient by a microorganism; the substances used by -i
organisms in liquid suspension; the liquor in which activated sludge or other
matter is kept in suspension.

syncline - a fold in rocks in which the strata dip inward from both sides toward the
axis.

synergism - a word describing a situation when two or more compounds administered
together produce an effect greater than the sum of the effects of each compound
administered alone.

synoptic - Oft'ording a general view of a whole; relating to or displaying atmospheric
or weather conditions as they exist simultaneously over a broad area.

system - in archaeology, a set of objections and their relationships between the objects
and between their attributes.

tarring pebble - in archaeology, a small pebble used to coat the insides of baskets with
tar so that the baskets will hold water.

P taxon - a named group of organisms, that is, a species, genus, family, etc; plural:
taxa,

troposphere - the portion of the atmosphere that is below the stratosphere in which
generally temperature decreases rapidly with altitude, clouds form, and convection
is active,

tsunami - an ocean wave produced by a submarine earthquake, landslide, or volcanic
action; popularly called a tidal wave when it overflows the land,
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washout - the micrometeorological process by which atmospheric gases/aerosols/particti-
lates are absorbed and carried to the ground by an independent overriding rain; I
also, the atmospheric materials so removed.

watershed - the area contained within a drainage basin above a specified point on astream. ,
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16.0 LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABIREYIATIONS

SACB Air Cushioned Barge ISTRAD First Strategic Aerospace Division
ADCWO Aerospace Defense CCIeMsld FES Final Environmental Statement
ADS Aerospace Defense Squadron FPC Federal Power Commission

ADT Average Daily Traffic
MAFM Air Force Audit Agency
AFCHD Air Force Contract Management General Accounting Office

Division GATR Ground Air Transmitter Receiver(station)
AFCS Air Force Comunications Service (Station)
AFLC Air Force Logistics Coumnd
AFR Air Force Regulations NSF Hypergolic Servicing FacilityAFSC Air Force Systems Command
AICUZ Air installation Compatibility C

Use Zone ICBM Intercontinental Ballistic Missile
AOA Abort Once Around ILS Instrument Landing System
APC Santa Barbara County-Cities Area IMF Integration and Mating Facility

Planning Council lop Integrate-on-Pad
APCD Air Pollution Control District IRBM Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile A
ATC Air Training Command ITL Integrate-Transfer-Launch
AUT Access/Umbilical Tower 1-0 Input-Output

IUS Interim Upper Stage
BEA Bureau of Economic Analysis
"BOo Biochemical Oxygen Demand JSC Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center L4

iC D central Business District KSC John F. Kennedy Space Center
,CEQA California Environmental QualityS~Act of 1970

CES Candidate Environmental Statement LAFCO Local Agency Formtion Conission
CNEL Community Noise Equivalent Level LCC Launch Control Center
COD Chemical Oxygen Demand Ld.n Day-Night Average Noise Level

. LEO Littoral Environmental Observation

DE Directorate of Civil Engineering LNG Liquefied Natural Gas
DES Draft Environmental Statement
DIS Defense Investigative Services LPG Liquid Propane Gas
OMA Defense Mapping Agency 1ST Landing Ship Tank

M DO Dissolved Oxygen MAC Military Airlift Command

0OD Department of Defense MDF Mate/Demte Facility

MLRA Mobile Launch Refurbishment Area
EBAS Support Equipment Building and

Air Conditioning Shelter MPT Missile Procedures Trainer
(environment)

EIR Environmental Impact Report MRAPCON Mobile Radar Approach Control
EIS Environmental Impact Statement MSBLS Microwave Scanning Beam Landing
EPA Environmental Protection Agency system

EPP Environmental Protection Plan MSFC George C. Marshall Space Flight
Center

"ERNEE Environmental Resources Manage- MST Mobile Service Tower
ment Elemnt

ET External Tank NAHB National Association of Home Builders
ETR Eastern Test Range NASA National Aeronautics and SpaceAdmninistration ,,i •
EO Bmergency War Order AAD Nination

NAVAIDS Navigational Aids
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NEPA National Environmental Policy Act SIWF Solid Rocket Booster Initial Wash
of 1969 Fac IIl ty

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric SLC Space Launch Complex
Ahminhstration SPL Sound Pressure Level

NOS National Ocean surveySeSRe Solid Rocket Booster

iSRM Solid Rocket Motor
OASPL Overall Sound Pressure Level
OMCF Orbiter Maintenance and Checkout SRSF Solid Rocket Booster Refurbishment

Facility and Subassembly Facility
OPSO Orbiter Processing Supply Building SSF Solid Rocket Booster Storage Facility

SSMO Summary of Synoptic Meteorological
Observations

PCR Payload Changeout Room SSV Space Shuttle Vehicle

PPR Underground Payload Preparation STC Satellite Test Center
Room STPL Short Term Public Limits

PRF Parachute Refurbishment Facility STS Space Transportation System
PSF Propellant System Facility

PST Pacific Standard Tim TACAN Tactical Air Navigation
PTA Potential Toxic Area 1OS Total Dissolved Solids

TOY Temporary Duty
R&D Research and Development ThCF Tank Maintenance and Checkout
RMS Root Mean Square Facility

RPIE Real Property Installed Equipment TNT Trinitrotoluene
RIMS Regional Industrial Multiplier TPS Thermal Protection System

Syste TSCF Tank Storage and Checkout Facility
RTLS Return to Launch Site TTI Tetra Tech1 |nc.

TYC Thrust Vector Control
SAALC San Antonio Air Logistics Center TTVOR Terminal VHF Omnidirectional Rang*
SAC Strategic Air Command
SACMET SAC Management Engineering

Squadron URF Ultra High Frequency

SANMSO Space and Missile Systems USNMC U.S. Naval Missile Center
Organization USPS U.S. Postal Service

SANTEC Space and Missile Test Center
SBAF Solid Rocket Booster Disassembly VAFB Vandenberg Air Force Base

Facility VHF Very High Frequency
SOB Shailow Draft Barge

SOF Saring and Deservicing Facility WTR Western Test Range

SIC Standard Industrial Classification

SION Supervisory, Inspection, and
Overhead
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COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

The following are public comments which resulted from issuance of the

Draft EIS. The public hearing for the Draft EIS was held on 28 September

1977. Text of the public hearing is included. Written comments were sent

to Headquarters USAF or Space and Missile Systems Organization/DEV in letter

form. Component coumments in the hearing transcript and in each letter have

been identified with a reference number to the left of the paragraph in which

the commnent appears. Air Force' s responses to the comments follow each ite~m

and are identified by the reference number.

Comments Received Relative to the Draft EISA

APPENDIX PACE

A Transcript of Public Hearing on Space Shuttle A-1 through
Program at Vandenberg Air Force Base held at A-63
Lompoc, California, 28 September 1977

B Comments from Department of the Arrmy, Los Angeles~ B-1 through '
District Corps of Engineers (in letter dated B-2
6 October 1977)

C Comments from Departme.nt of Commerce, National C-1 through
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National C-9
Marine Fiah#.ries Serivce, Terminal Island, California
(in letter dated 23 September 1977)

D Comments from Department of Commerce, National D-1 through
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National D-3
Marine Fisheries Service, Marine Mammal Division
(in letter dated 4 October 1977)

E Comments from Department of Commerce, The Assistant E-1 through
Secretary for Science and Technology (in letter E-4
dated 21 October 1977) and National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administraiton, National Ocean Survey
(in letter dated 13 October 1977)

F Comments from Department of Health, Education and F-1 through
Welfare, Office of the Secretary (in letter dated F-3
7 October 1977)

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ J~
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H Comments from Department of the Nterio, Office of G-1 through

the Assistant Secretary (Manpower, Reserve H-2
Affairs and Logistics) (in letter dated 12 October

I Comments from Department of Transportation, 1-1 through
Federal Aviation Administration (in letter dated 1-2
6 October 1977)

United States Coast Guard (in letter dated J-7

7 November 1977)

KComments from Environmental Protection Agency K-1

L Comments from Marine Mammal Commission (in letter L-1 through

dated 6 October 1977) L-4

M Comments from National Aeronautics and Space M-1 through
Administration, Office of Policy Analysis (in M-4

letter dated 1 November 1977)

N Comments from California Coastal Commission (in N-1 through
letter dated 2 November 1977) N-5

0 Comments from California Coastal Commission, 0-1 through
South Central Coast Regional Commission (in letters 0-6
dated 11 October 1977 and 1 November 1977)

P Comments from University of California, Irvine, P-1 through
Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, P-6
School of Biological Sciences (in letter dated
3 October 1977)

QComments from County of Santa Barbara, Office of Q-1 through
Environmental Quality (in letter dated 23 September Q-30
1977) and Board of Supervisors (in letter dated
20 October 1977)

R Comments from County of Santa Barbara, Department R-1 through
of Planning (in letter dated 30 September 1977) R-4
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S Comments from Santa Barbara County-Cities Area S-1 through
Planning Council (in letter dated 7 October 1977) 8-4

T Comments from Advisory Council on Historic T-1 through
Preservation (in letter dated 14 September 1977) T-2

U Comments from The American Cetacean Society, U-1 through
National Headquarters (in letter dated 30 September U-21977) •

V Comments from California Wildlife Trust (in V-1 through
. letter dated 5 October 1977) V-2

W Comments from Lompoc Valley Economic Development W-1 through

Association (in letters dated 30 September 1977 W-4
and 7 October 1977)

X Comments from Mr. John E. Eastin (in letter dated X-1 through
29 September 1977) X-3

Y Comments from The Resourqes Agency of California Y-1, through
,(In letter dated 5 December 1977) Y-9
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ii ENV PUBLIC HEARING

DRAFT ENIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTII SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM
t VAND4ENERG AIR FORCE BASE, CALIFORNIA

DATE: 28 September 1977

kTIME: 1900 HOURS (7:00 P.M.)

PLACE: Lompoc Civic Auditorium
h- 217 South L Street

Lompoc. California

PRESIDING OFFICER PROJECT OFFICER

Colonel Allen C. Smith Lt Colonel Earl H. Jones, Jr.
Chief Circuit Judge STS Environmental Project Manager

15th Judiciary Circuit Department of the Air Force
USAF Trial Judge Space and Missile Systems Organization (AFSC/DE)
Travis AFB, CA Los Angeles, CA
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TRANSCRIPT OF PUBLIC HEARING ON THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR
THE PROPOSED SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM AT VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE, CALIFORNIA

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH--Presiding Officer

First, I'd like to welcome you to this hearing. I'm Colonel Allen C. Smith,1*a military judge assigned to the 5th USAF Judicial District. I'm located at
Travis 'iir Force Base, California. I've been assigned the duty of conducting
this hearing here tonight on the draft environmental impact statement on the
proposed Space Shuttle System at Vandenberg Air Force Base, California.

Now, the proposed action comprises construction, activation, and operation of
Space Shuttle facilities at Vandenberg Air Force Base and Port Hueneme,

California.

My role in connection with this hearing is simply to conduct the hearing. I
have no knowledge whatever concerning the nature of the project or any of its
details. We do, howeverX have people here tonight who have such knowledge.
I have not participated in the development of the project nor given legal
advice concerning it, and I will not be making any recommendations or decisionsHon the project. So I am simply here to conduct the hearing.

Now, the purposes of this hearing are twofold. The first is to provide you
* with 'the opportunity to present your views to the Secretary of the Air Force

on the environmental impact the proposed project would have on your community.I
Tesecond is to provide the Air Force with an opportunity to present infor-

mation. on the project to you and to try and answer any questions you may have
regarding the project.

This hearing is being recorded verbatim by Mrs. Patricia Gonzalez, a qualified
court reporter, and the verbatim transcript of the hearing will be forwarded
to the Office of the Secretary of the Air Force for use in the decision making
process. Additionally, we have a tape recorder thking down everything that is
said, as a backup system.

At this time, I'd like to introduce or point out to you Lt. Colonel Earl Jones,
who is the Environmental Project Officer for the Space Shuttle Program.
Colonel Jones is right over here to my left. Colonel Jones will coordinate

the presentations to be made by several officers connected with the project
and those presentations will take approximately one hour. He will introduce
up to the podium.

adjourne

Te hearing convened at 1900 hours (7:00 P.M.) on 28 September 1977 and
adjornedlater that evening at 2158 hours (9:58 P.M.).
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Our agenda or plan of action this evening is as follows. First we will have
the presentation by Colonel Jones and the other members of his team. Second
we will have statements and comments from any individual or representative
of a group that desires to make such a statement. Thrwewl oe h
floor for questions. Colonel Jones, the members of his team, and othert experts that they have here will attempt to answer any and all questions that
you have.

Asfa as the ground rules regarding the statements, at the time you entered
otthere, there was a gentleman passing out cards to those of you that desired

them. Anyone who desires to make an oral statement should take one of those
cards, write their name, address, group affiliation or any other information
that is significant on the card, present it to the people picking up or passing1! out the cards, who also will pick them up out there, and they will present them
to me. I will call the names of persons desiring to make a statement in the
order that I receive the cards. At the present time I have the name of only
one person that desires to make a statement.) so apparently there aren't too
.many who have signed up so far. But in the event that you do desire to make
such a statement, please fill out one of the cards, give it back to the person
that gave it to you, and it will get to me. As far as time limitations, for
representatives of groups we will allow ten minutes; for individuals not
representing a particular group or organization we will allow five minutes.

information or data to be included in the hearing transcript and you have it
present this evening, present it to me and I will have it marked as an exhibit. I
Itwill be attached to the transcript of the proceedings. In the event that
yudesire to make a statement or present information or data concerning the

environmental impact of the proposed project on your community and you do not
haveit repred onihtthere are two courses Of action open to you.Th

first is that you may send it to the following address, SAIISO/DEV, Post office
Box 90009, Los Angeles, California. The zip code is 92960.* Any Statements
sent to that address should be received by next Monday, 3 October 1977.
Additionally, you have until 10 October 1977 to submit any written materials
to that address to be cor'sidered in connection with the transcript of the
hearing.

As to questions (the third part of the program this evening) from the floor,V
we have people who will be carrying portable microphones or handcarried micro-
phones throughout the audience. At that time we will have Colonel Jones and
the members of his team present on the stage here and people will be walking

4 through. If You could simply stand, identify yourself, name, address, group
affiliation, or any other information that you feel is significant and under-
standing the nature of your question, etc., and then give us your question4 through the microphone, and Colonel Jones and his people will answer any and
all questions.

I have no other inttoductory or beginning remarks here. AttiVie '

like to turn the hearing over to Colonel Jones. We will start off with

*J

This address is incorrect. Note corrections on page A-23.
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presentations from the members of the Air Force team. Once again, we welcome
you. Colonel Jones, your floor.

LT COLONEL EARL H. JONES. JR--Project Officer

Our formal presentation today will be in two parts. The first part will cover
the basic general and specific aspects of the program plan for Vandenberg Air
Force Base, and the second aspect of the presentation will cover environmental
impacts related to that program.

The first part of the presentation will be in two basic parts. The first part
will be the general aspects of the program, which will be presented by Colonel
Tom Sumner, who is the Program Director for the Space Shuttle Program and repre-
senting the DOD responsibilities for that particular program. The second part
of the program briefing, the specific aspects of the program at Vandenberg,
will be presented by Lt Colonel Aubrey Sloan, and I will present the environ-
mental aspects of the presentation.

At this time I'd like to present Colonel Sumner. j

COLONEL THOMAS SUMNER--Program Director

Thank you, Colonel Jones. As Colonel Jones mentioned, I'm Colonel Tom Sumner.
I represent the Department of Defehse's interest in the Space Transportation
System. It's become commonly knorhn as the Space Shuttle Progra:i.

As you will see, the Space Shuttle vehicle is but one element of the Space
Transportation System. I'll attempt to give you a brief overview of what
that system is. I have a brief film that I'd like to start with and then go
to some briefing slides. The film is short, only about seven minutes, but it
highlights some of the features of the system. Could I have the film now,
please.

[THE FILM WAS SHOWN]

Could I have the first view graph, please.
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[SLIDE #1 IS SHOWN]A

Well, you have been introduced to the program. That's thte' upper stage they
talked about (referring to Slide #l1 and this is to give' you an indi cation of
the trend we have had in rocketry and going into spa'ts In both the Department
of Defense and in the NASA. Heretofore, we've been i!,lying upon vehicles that
have been known as expendable launch vehicles. Ther'an a Titan III, that's an
Atlas (referring to Slide #1]. We've built a whtoln family of these vehicles
and they have served us well in DOD as well NASA for the past number ofA
years, but we are now moving into a new oer, t1.reusable vehicle known as the

Space Shuttle. Next slide please.

[SLIDE #2 IS SHOWN]

Le' talk about the major elements of the Space Transportation System,
reminding you again that this is a joint program between ourselves and the NASA.
The thing that's attracting the most attention in this program, of course, the
major element, is the Shuttle vehicle itself. The development of the Shuttle
vehicle is the responsibility of the NASA. The Department of Defense inputs

their requirements to the NASA so that the vehicle is being built to the spe-
cificAtions of both the NASA as well as the DOD. Now, NASA is going to be
responsible for constructing a launch and landing site on the East Coast at
Kennedy Space Center. NASA will also be responsible for developing a mission
control center at the Johnson Spacecraft Center right outside of Houston in
Clear Lake, Texas. This is the facility that NASA used to control the Apolloii and the Gemini and the Skylab projects. That facility will be modified to
exercise the necessary control of the Shuttle vehicle. So the elements that
you see in black (referring to Slide #2] are the responsibility of the Depart-
mient of Defense or the Air Force to develop. Those elements are a launch and
landing site here at Vandenberg Air Force Base, the upper stage that was
mentioned briefly in the movie to take our payloads and NASA's payloads into
higher energy orbits, and then, of course, to continue to develop payloads as
we have done in the past in our different programis such as that communications

Ilsatellite or navigation satellite that was mentioned. We also have an organiza-
tion known as the Air Force Satellite Control Facility. It has its center of4 operations up at Sunnyvale, California, and it will continue to work as it has
done in the past; and we will have to make some modification of that facility
so that it can talk~ to the Johnson Spacecraft Center in coordinating payload
deployment activities from the Shuttle. Now, what you don't see on the chart,
and it was not left off intentionally, is the fact tiAat NASA is also building
a whole series of payloads such as the Space Lab and I should have these
depicted up on there. Bear in mind then that the payloads will be military,
commercial, and scientific in nature. We, the Air Force, will launch our
payloads from both Kennedy as well as Vandenberg Air Force Base, and NASA will

employ Vandenberg Air Force Base as well as Kennedy. Next slide please.
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Let me expand a littlemoeowhttemvesiabuteSpcSutl
vehicle. It' a very exciting vehicle. It uses some new technology. On the

othr hndit lsouse a ot f arplne echoloy;and it's built somewhat
like an airplane, but it is half airplane and half spacecraft.. it's fairly
large, about the length of a DC-9 aircraft. It has a fuselage about the size

I of a DC-10 aircraft. It has a cargo compartment known as a payload bay, and
clam shell doors. The cargo bay is fifteen feet in diameter and sixty feet
long. The vehicle can place about 65,000 pounds into due east orbit out of
Vandenberg Air Force Base. It's being built by Rockwell Company. It uses
three large engines back here [referring to Slide #31 to help boost it into
orbit. Those engines burn hydrogen and oxygen. The hydrogen and the oxygen
are carried in this large external tank, which is being built by the Martin
Marietta Company in Michoud, Louisiana. The two solid rocket boosters are being
developed by the Thiokol Company in Utah. When you add up the total thrust
that these engines develop, plus these two solid rocket boosters, it comes to
about 6 and 1/2 million pounds of thrust. The vehicle itself weighs about

4 and 1/2 million pounds, so you've got considerable thrust to weight ratio.
That's why it comes off the ground and goes into orbit. All of the enginesI
are ignited on the pad (the three shuttle main engines that burn the hydrogen
and the oxygen, plus the two solid rocket boosters). The solids burn for about
two minutes; and when their propellant is expended, they are jettisoned away
from the Shuttle vehicle and then parachutes deploy to bring the solids down
in a sof t descent into the ocean. That'll be about 120 miles downrange. The
solids are recovered, they're refurbished, they're refueled, and then they are

P ~reused again. Now, the only part of the Shuttle vehicle that is not reusable
is the external tank. The tank continues to furnish fuel to the Shuttle main
engines, taking it into orbit up to near orbital velocity. And when the tank
is depleted of fuel, it comes off of the Shuttle vehicle and it is deliberately
re-entered into a broad ocean area down In the southern part of the world in
an uninhabited area. After the vehicle gets into orbit, the payload doors are
opened. The mission is then performed. Either the deployment of a satellite
or some captive mission such as a Space Lab vehicle, which will be contained
inside, stay inside the cargo compartment of the Shuttle. The Shuttle can stay
in orbit up to thirty days. Most missions will probably be in the neighborhood
of about seven days. Then the payload bay doors are closed up. The Shuttle
also contains a couple of other engines called orbit manuevering systems engines
that are on the vehicle. They burn fuel that's internal to the Shuttle vehicle,
not the hydrogen and oxygen in the tank. Those engines are used to get it the

final velocity it needs to make orbit and they are also used to deboost the
Shuttle vehicle so that it comes out of orbit and returns to the atmosphere.

In the early days of the testing of the vehicle, Edwards Air Force Base will be
used to recover the Shuttle vehicle. Then the vehicle is processed through a
facility or a series of facilities and it is prepared for another launch. So,
the vehicle is used over and over again.

One of the major differences between the way the system is being built at
Kennedy and the way we are building things here at Vandenberg is the fact that
the NASA, in the construction of their facilities at Kennedy, took advantage of
the existence of the Apollo facilities that were down there from the Apollo days.
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We are taking advantage of the facilities that were built for the Air Force's
manned orbiting laboratory. So, we have a slight difference in the way we
approach the problem. They integrate all their vehicle inside a large building
known as a verticle assembly building and transfer to a pad and launch it. We
will process the vehicle in different facilities here at Vandenberg and inte-

grate everything on the pad. Next chart please.

[SLIDE #4 IS SHOWN]

Thsis a look at the differences between Kennedy and Vandenberg as far as
lanc azimuths are concerned. Kennedy is intended primarily for equatorial
type orbits--ones that stay near the plane of the equator. The orbits that we
fly out of Vandenberg are intended to be more highly inclined, that is,
inclined to the plant of the equator (more nearly like polar orbits). So we
might launch anywhere from 158 degrees to a 208 degree azimuth, whereas at
Kennedy it can run anywhere from 120 degrees in launch heading up to 35 degrees

Kennedy is due primarily for equatorial and Vandenberg primarily for polar type

operations.A

Ir

[referring to Slide #5]. As you can see, going back to 1972 was when the

design and the program got started and there was an awful lot of activity.
t. The event that has received the most publicity just recently was the approach

and landing test which took place at Edwards Air Force Base just this summer.
There have been three of them conducted and NASA has planned two more of those
tests. The first orbital flight is planned to take place in the middle of
1979 down at Kennedy and then they intend to have about six or seven, you

k ~ might say, development flights and the system will be declared operational at

A tional date is planned for the latter part of 1982 or the early part of 1983.

Next Vu-graph.

[SLIDE #6 IS SHOWN]

This is what the Space Shuttle vehicle, or I should say the Orbiter portion of
of the Space Shuttle vehicle, looked like when it was on top of its Shuttle
carrier aircraft, the 747, when it was conducting its approach and landing
test at Edwards, and I think I've got another Vu-graph. Give me the next one
please.

*The current target date for initial operational capability at Vandenberg is

June 1983.
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[SLIDE 07 IS SHOWN]

It shows what it looked like right after it separated from the 747. The
purpose of these tests was to determine the handling qualities and the
stability characteristics of the Orbiter vehicle. And that's why they are
doing them at Edwards, because they've got the big long dry lake bed over
there. It gives them lots of tolerance to land the Orbiter vehicle in.

The next one, please, I believe shows the Orbiter vehicle with the gear down.

[SLIDE #8 IS SHOWN]

Here is a chase airplane back in the background [referring to Slide #8]. And
it's Just before it makes a landing, just a few feet above the ground, Those
tests have been going very well. Next one please.

[SLIDE #9 IS SHOWN]

Now, I'm going to introduce Colonel Sloan in just a few minutes and he's going
to explain the details of what we are going to be doing here at Vandenberg.II But, I put this up to give you some appreciation for the logistics that are
involved In the program. It is a fairly large program with a launch and landing
site at Kennedy. The tank, the big large external tank, is going to be manu-
factured in New Orleans and it will be taken by inland waterways on a barge to
Kennedy for those launches. For Vandenberg those tanks will come by barge
thatug wehae Poaw healdre.tl Porto Vanndenwllber AinvForved inasmuc as when thero
throug tehae oae Caaldrectl inrto Vaendmenwllber AIrnFored Bnasuc at then tharo
solid rocket boosters are recovered at sea, they will be brought to Port
Hueneme where we will do the refurbishment of the solid rocket boosters. The
large solid rocket motors will be transported by rail, or it's planned by rail.
It could turn out to be truck. Most likely they will be transported by rail
from the manufacturers to both sites. So the purpose of this, as I mentioned,
Is to give you some appreciation for the fact that it's a national program,
that it involves an awful lot of our geography in the United States.

Well, I'd like to turn it over now to Colonel Sloan, who will tell you about
what we are going to be doing here at Vandenberg, and then I'll come back an
the stage and answer questions you may have.

A-8
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LT COLONEL AUBREY SLOAN

Colonel Sumner has Just finished telling you about the glamour part of the
program. Quite obviously, watching that Orbiter land is something to behold;
but there is a lot of spade work that must be done before we ever reach that
stage. To set the ground work for what we are doing at Vandenberg, I'd like 7
to discuss with you very briefly our overall implementation philosophy for
the facilities and activities here at Vandenberg.

In general, we have three guidelines that we have been following. The general
requirement we have is to support up to two Orbiters here at Vandenberg and,
within that capability, to support up to twenty leunches a year through 1990.

Nothat is to be based, in turn, upon a five day work week, two shifts per
da.The primary driving goal behind implementing those kinds of requirements
isaneed to minimize the total cost for what we are doing here at Vandenberg
an ehave done that through two methods. The first is to use as much of

existing Vandenberg facilities and real estate as we possibly can. Quite
obviously, anything that's existing that we can use would minimize the cost

and minimize any kind of environmental impact as compared to constructing

something new. Second, our guidance has been to make as much use as possibleof existing NASA techniques, facilities, equipment as we can in the developmentof Vandenberg. As a matter of fact, the ground support equipment that weL t intend to use here at Vandenberg to support our activities is about seventy-
five to eighty percent In common with what NASA is using at Kennedy. Finally,
and of. more pertinence to this meeting tonight is the consideration of environ-
mental activities.

Back in 1972, we started our first studies for what we wanted to do here at
Vandenberg. An inherent part of those studies was the consideration of thR
environmental impact of them. In 1973 we started a series of data gathering4
activities that were multidisciplinary. They involved non-DOD governILnt
agencies, academia, as well as industry people to gather data to form a base

K line of environmental data for Vandenberg Air Force Base against which we
could measure our activity that we planned. That information and the resulting
analyses are reflected in the draft environmental statement.

[SLIDE #10 IS SHOWN]f

This map [referring to Slide #10] will give you an indication in overview of
the facilities we are planning to build at Vandenberg and their general loca-

mus buldbecause there is nothing here on Vandenberg that will satisfy those

uniqe rquirmens. Teseother items represented in clear blocks are items
that we are modifying, we can use with some modification. Now, In general,

altefacilities grouped here In north Vandenberg around the runway area are
associated with processing the Orbiter prior to launch. When that Orbiter is
ready, it will be toe vrteexisting road network, across the 13th Street
bridge, down Highway 246, and down the coast road here to the Space Launch

~1 Complex. As I am sure you are well aware, this was built for the Titan IIIM
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in the MOL Program. All the facilities then grouped down here around SLC-6
are those associated with processing the booster for launch. Not shown on
here are those facilities at Port Hueneme that will be used for recovery of
the solid rocket boosters, and I'll address that a little bit. later. I'll be
coming back to this map as I go through each facility here so you'll be able
to see what we are talking about and its relative location.

(SLIDE #11 IS SHOWN)*11
This [referring to Slide #11] is a map of the runway area at Vandenberg as it
exists today. You are looking toward the northwest on this map. Toward theI northwest are the existing tower sitting up here and the existing runway
facilities. This road coming down here is Tangair Road. Now, what we've done
is ask our artist to take that photograph and doctor it up as to what it would
look like.

ii[SLIDE #12 IS SHOWN]

litM Here is the same photo now where we've doctored In the proposed facilities
around the runway area [referring to Slide #121. As you can see, wev added

a little tow route here and four major facilities. In addition, there will be
a 7,000 foot extension to the runway, giving Vandenberg then a capability of a
15,000 foot runway. At end of mission, the Orbiter will land on the runway -
from either direction. At the end of roll out, ground power will be connected
to the Orbiter, the Orbiter will be shut down, the crew will be taken out of
the Orbiter, and the Orbiter will be towed off the runway, down the little
tow route here, into this first facility, which is called the Safing and
Deservicing Facility. After being processed here, it. will go over into this'ii other large facility, an Orbiter Maintenance and Checkout Facility. Some
systems will be removed in these two facilities and brought over to this third*111 facility, a Hypergolic Maintenenace Facility.

[SLIDE #13 IS SHOWN]

This is an artist's concept of the first facility, the Safing and Deservicing
Facility [referring to Slide #13]. We are talking down here in the lower

* lefthand corner. After the Orbiter comes off the runway, it will be towed
* into this facility. At this point, there are various pyrotechnic systems

aboard the Orbiter that will have to be safed. What are the pyrotechnics we
are talking about? There are various explosive devices aboard the Orbiter
that are used to insure separation of various systems in the event that normal
hydraulic or manual systems do not function. For instance, when the Orbiter
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lands, obviously the landing gear has to come down. If for soume reason that
did not work, the astronaut pilot has the option of firing a small pyrotechnic
device that explodes and releases the landing gear and locks it in place.
Likewise there are various things that stick out all over the Orbiter that
normally would fold back in for a landing. If for some reason that did not
happen, he could fire another explosive device that would literally separate
that system from the Orbiter while it's still in orbit. All these systems,
then, must be made secure after the Orbiter lands. In addition, in this
facility, any residual propellants left on board the Orbiter would be drained
and purged. Those fuels then would be stored in trailers and then removed and
suitably disposed of. Following safing and deservicing of propellant systems,
the Orbiter will next be towed to the Orbiter Maintenance and Checkout Facility,
the other green block. It's at the top of the chart, about in the center.

This is a new large facility. Once towed into this facility, the Orbiter will

undergo both scheduled and unscheduled maintenance. Periodically, certain
things must be maintained, lust like your automobile. In addition, just likeI
an automobile, certain things happen you didn't plan on and these must be
repaired prior to the next flight. If the particular mission the Orbiter was
on called for bringing back a payload, that payload would be extracted here
and taken to another facility for subsequent processing. The reverse case is
also done in here. Certain payloads, NASA payloads, will be installed in this
facility, and I'm talking primarily about the Space Lab. That is a large pay-

load. It will fill the Orbiter bay. It will be brought in here, inserted
into the Orbiter prior to transporting it down to the launch pad.

[SLIDE #14 IS SHOWN]

This is a photograph of the Orbiter when it was being towed from Palmtdale to
Edwards [referring to Slide #14]. What I wanted to depict here was not the
Orbiter but the transporter. In the Orbiter Maintenance Checkout Facility--after
the Orbiter has been prepared, closed out, and ready to move to the launch
pad--it will be jacked up and placed on this transporter; and a caravan similar
to this, then, would move the sixteen miles from the runway down to the launch
pad. And, again, this is merely to illustrate the type of transporter that
will be used to cover that sixteen miles.

[SLIDE #15 IS SHOWN]

This is a photograph of the launch complex as it exists today (referring to
Slide #15], and I'm sure you can all recognize the mobile service tower that's
out there now. But I do want to point out a few of the other major facilities
on the launch pad that we do intend to modify and use for the Shuttle. This
is the existing flame duct that was built for the Titan 11114. Here is the
Launch Control Center, and on the far left hand are some buildings that were
built to handle the Titan solid rocket segments. This same photo was doctored
up to illustrate what it would look like for the Shuttle.
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(SLIDE #16 IS SHOWN)

Here you see the Shuttle vehicle standing on the launch pad ready for lau.nch.
The modified mobile service tower is in a retracted position. This is a new
structure, payload changeout room, which I'll address shortly. Here is the
existing flame duct, which will be used for the tmain engines of the Shuttle,
And we will construct two new ducts, one here and one on the other side
[referring to Slide #16] to handle the exhaust of the solid rocket boosters.
You still see the launch control center in use. a new facility here for
handling external tanks, and a modification to the solid rocket facility down
here now to handle Shuttle.

[SLIDE #17 IS SHOWN]

I Taking a closer look at that launch pad, this is an artist's conception of
what that launch pad will look like [referring to Slide #17]. Again, the
mobile service tower is pulled back, the Orbiter is sitting on a new launch
mount, and a new access platform. This is the crew access arm through which
the astronauts will ingress into the vehicle. This large structure is called
a ayload changeout room and is going to serve several functions. While the

Orbiter, the'Space Shuttle vehicle, is being assembled on the launch pad, the
payload that goes into it is being brought into a new facility here called a
payload preparation room. The payloads will come in here in a shipping
container. Once inside the payload preparation room, that container will be .

washed down. We will establish a clean room atmosphere around it, open up
the container, remove the payload, and place it into a cell in one of these
buildings for subsequent checkout prior to launch. At that point in the
countdown when the Orbiter is ready to receive the payload, the payload change-

out room, a mobile structure, will roll back over the payload preparation room.'1 A crane will reach down through this hole and extract that payload, attach it
to a payload handling mechanism inside the payload changeout room. Next, this
whole structure will translate forward, enclose itself around the Orbiter. The
Orbiter payload bay doors will open. The payload handling mechanism will
insert the payload into the Orbiter bay. The doors will close. The payload
changeout room will move back, and the vehicle then will stand ready on the
launch pad for launch.

Now, quite obviously, the mobile service tower is a high visibility structure.
You've seen it around for a number of years. I' like to talk just a moment
here on how that structure is going to be used. We have a dual use for it.

itself on the launch pad. initially the solid rocket segments will be brought
out to the launch pad and through use of an overhead crane in the mobile
service tower we will lift them up and place them on the launch mount. Next,

teexternal tank will be brought to the launch pad and a strong back that
wilbe on the front side of that payload changeout room will pick the tank up,
moeit over to the launch mount, and attach it to the solid rocket boosters.

Finally, the Orbiter will be brought to the launch pad from north Vandenberg
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on that rubber tired transporter and in the same vein that strong bAck willcome down and attach itself to the* orbiter. It will rotate the Orbiter up.The system then translates forward again and mates the Orbiter then to theexternal tank. The final step then in the process as I described earlier into bring the payload in,

(SLIDE #18 IS SHOWN)

This is a photograph of the Boathouse area on South Vandenberg as it existstoday [referring to Slide #18). We plan to use this area, this natural littlehabr nhere, bymodifying thtmarine facility to handle the external tanks.Again, we've got an artist'r concept of what that would like in a similar view.

~' [PLIDE #19 IS SHOWN]

This [referring to Slide #19] is a large NASA barge that will bring theexterna~l tanks, four at a time, from Michoud, Louisiana, through the PanamaCanal, up the west coast of California, directly into the Boathouse area here
at Vandenberg. To appreciate the size of this barge, that's a little over 400
hundred feet and it's about 80 feet wide and about 35 feet tall. Here's alittle tug that will assist it in docking here and, as you can see in comparingit to the photo: as it exists now, a road will be needed from this littledocking lift to be put here to tie it back in to the launch pad at SLC-6.

[SLIDE~ #20 IS SHOWN) '
This is a photograph of Port Hueneme [referring to Slide #20). And just tobriefly mention our activities down there, the project area we are describingis within this black line. Why we are tising Port Hueneme? We are using it 1-because it is there. Again, maximum use of existing facilities. We have aharbor to bring back the recovered Solid Rocket Boosters. They will bebrought into an area that's located roughly back in here. The facility we arebuilding down there is called a Solid Rocket Booster Disassembly Facility andthe sequence here is, after the Solid has been towed into the harbor area, it'sbrought up beside the dock. A large crane will lift it out of the water, putit on little mobile dollies. It will be brought into this facility and washeddown, and the Solid Rocket Booster disassembled into its major segments. Now,'._this is a segment that was originally filled with propellant and was originallytransported into Vandenberg by rail. After recovery these segments are nowempty so after disassembly here, they will be put back aboard a rail car,shipped back to the manufacturer for subsequent refilling and then that will beagain brought back to Vandenberg and used for another launch. Some components
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of the Solid Rocket Booster that have been recovered and disassembled here
then will be shipped by rail, or by truck to Vandenberg for refurbishment and
again subsequent reuse.

ISLIDE #21 IS SHOWN]

I'd likt' to conclude with an overall schedule of our activities here at
Vandenberg. We've divided our activities into three growth periods, if you
will, a definition period that we are still in, ati integration period that we
are about to enter, and finally an activation period. And, as you can see,
there is some overlap on these activities (referring to Slide #21]. This shows
our current actl~ities in that we are still defining our requirements. And

what the environmental statement reflects is the best requirements we hAd at
the time the document was prepared. At the same time, based upon these
requirements, we dre preparing detailed specifications and design criteria
for both facilities and the support equipment that goes into those facilities.
We are in a design phase now of those facilities and that will continue into
1979. At the completion of this activity, about mid-1979, we will start
construction on the first facilitieu. And the first facility to be constructed
or modified right now, we plan to do the airfield, the lengthening of the air-
field. During this same time period, we will start the design of our support
equipment. We hope to get underway with this activity next month. That will
extend all djiring this period and will overlap with the actual building of the
support equipment. As I mentioned earlier, about 75 percent of that support
equipment, however, NASA has already designed and built. So we don't have to
repeat the design phase for those items. It's the other 25 percent that we
will have the responsibility for design of. During this period of time, during
construction and support equipment procurement, we have started our initial
development of the computerized launch system that will be used for the Shuttle4 here at Vandenberg. And the acronym here stands for Vandenberg Launch Processing
System. NASA at Kennedy is using a launch processing system, so we are using
major portions of that system. And to differentiate between the two we put a
V in front of it. We are going to start the development of the software portion
of that in the very near future, like next month. We are also starting procure-
ment of the actual computer itself from NASA next month. That computer hard-
ware thon will come in late 1978. It will be installed here at Vandenberg
while the bulk of our support equipment will start coming in here in 1980 as theV facility construction completes. This is why you see an overlap between those
two periods, because activation backs up into the first completion of facili-
ties. This activity will go on, then, and we go through some general systemsI tests of individual facilities as well as integrated systems tests to make
sure that all the facilities play together as a unit. When this is complete,
we will have achieved our first launch in late 1982 or early 1983.

[I I That completes my presentation. Colonel Jones now will discuss the environ-

mental impact associated with what we have planned here then.
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LT COLONEL E~ARL H. JONES. JR--Project Officer

As Colonel Sloan indicated, our current project description, which Is presented
In the Environmental. Statauent, which he just described to you, was developed
over a period of four or more year. of Intensive evaluations of numerous
alternatives for providing ground support facilities at Vandenberg Air Force
Base. Those studies have been supported concurrently by environmental studiesI
as well as environmental impact analyses. For our current project description,

we submitted an environmental impazt statement, a draft environmental statement,
to the Council on Environmental Quality on the 18th of August for public review
and commient. At this time, I would like to review our identification as well
as our assessment of the environmental Impacts associated with the Space Shuttle

ground support facilities and system operation at Vandenberg.I

[SLIDE #22 IS SHOWN)

This will be the general format of my presentation. I intend to discuss those
environmental impacts associated with each major aspect of the program at
Vandenberg. There are seven of those activities identified here [referring
to Slide #22]. 1 will end up the presentation with a review of some rather

c onstruction as well as operation impacts. When I get to the launch padA

activity, I will have separate discussions on both the construction as well
"'i as the operations of the launch pad area.

[SLIDE #23 IS SHOWN]

This indicates the airfield activities [referring to Slide #231. As far as
the airfield is concerned, our assessment of impacts there, as far as
construction is concerned, we indicate only two primary impacts. The first
impact concerns the removal of certain special interest plants. I would like
to say here that our identification of special interest plants on Vandenberg,
which has been the emphasis of the floral aspect of our analysis, was based
upon a list that was published by the California Native Plant Society as well
as lists published by the Smithsonian Institute. Now, certain species on those
lists have been published on proposed lists of endangered plants by the Fish
and Wildlife Service. We do anticipate that extension of the runway will
remove certain of these special interest plants in that particular area. How-
ever, our assessment is that these plants grow in some abundance throughout
Vandenberg Air Force Base and also the plants are iaot on the endangered list.
I would alsoi like to say here that these assessments have been accomplished
in coordination with various private and university agencies as well as the
Fish and Wildlife Service.
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The normal construction noise and spills will be impacts associated with just
about every construction activity. In each case, we find that these impacts
will be very localized and very short term in nature. Nothing unusual that
would not be associated with any construction activity that you might be
aware of.

As far as the operations impacts, the impacts in this area are primarily that
of sonic boomis in the local area. Now, at the current time, we do experienceI sonic booms from our current operation of the Titan program.. However, these
sonic booms are not normally heard in the local area. However, the return of
the Orbiter at subsonic* speeds as it approaches Vandenberg Air Force Base willI create sonic booms of-very small intensities in the area. Those intensities
are such that we do not anticipate any structural or physical damage. We
anticipate that those impacts will be of a startle nature only, and those startle
impacts can be lesaened. We do feel that they will be lessened because we do
intend to announce the events some time prior to their occurrence.

In the Orbiter processing area, we also anticipate some removal of certain
special interest plants. Again, none of these plants are on the endangered
list and, again, the plants grow in abundance throughout the base. So we do

not anticipate that we will endanger the continued existence of these plants.
And, again, normal construction noise and spills. And for this particular
activity we do not anticipate any operational impacts.

[SLIDE #24 IS SHOWN]

Ii As far as the tow route modifications are concerned, as Colonel Sloan indi-
cated, we don't intend to build any new roads. We intend to use existing

base road necworks. However, *the wing span on the Orbiter, as you can see
here [referring to Slide #24], is of such a nature that many of the existing
road cuts are simply not wide enough in certain cases. The road will have to
be widened in a few instances. Because of this, we've had to comply with the

t National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. We have done archaeological
surveys throughout the base and, as far as the program is concerned, we've
concentrated these surveys within the project area. We've identified eightyI I such sites located within a very broadly defined project area on Vandenberg

*1 and, if you read the impact statement, it indicates that there was a potential
of impacting or disturbing some eight of those sites. Now, we have coordinated

these impacts with the National Parks Service. We've coordinated them with
professional archaeologists as well as local native American Indian groups.
Now, I say local native American Indian groups because the sites represent and
provide values associated with historic and prehistoric Chumash civilizations.
So we have coordinated very closely with various native American Indian groups'I in the local area here. As a result of that coordination and working with the

2 The word "sbonc is incorrect. The speaker intended to use the word
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facility planners, we have reduced those impacts from some eight sites to
three sites. And those three sites which will be impacted, we have managed
also to minimize the impacts to those sites. So through the intensive or
aggressive implementation of a mitigation program, we have lessened tile impacts
and we do intend to continue compliance with the law by developing a datni

recver prgra; ad tat rogamalso will be developed in close coordination
and onsltaionwit naiveAmerican groups. Now, again, the tow route modi-

fications n odeteso@wl also impact a few special interest plants.
Again, none of these plants are on the endangered list and they also grow in
abundance throughout the base. We have also, in coordination with these
various agencies, realigned the road in such a way that we have also mitigated
those impacts by reducing the disturbance to a minimum.

* [SLIDE #25 IS SHOWN]

At. Port Hlueneme, the work we will do there concerns itself not only with the
construction of the disassembly facility for the Solid Rocket Boosters, but
it also involves the modification of some existing wharfs at Port Hueneme.
11th only construction Impacts associated with our activities at Port Hueneme
involve a modification of those wharfs. We do anticipate we will temporarily

A disrupt some biology, however, we feel historically that biology will. rapidly
rehabitato the area in tinte. So, our assessment of that impact will be very
minimal. We do not anticipate any operational. impacts at Port 1-lueneme.

(SLIDE #26 IS SHOWN)

Before I get into the impacts associated with our marine facility, I'd like to
again acquaint you with the existing facility as it is land its Colonel Sloan
showed you. However, on this particular photograph here (referring to Slidej

#211have shown, marked out in tape here, the particular specific area which
we will impact. Am far as our selection of the Boathouse area for this, we
not only considered the operational and economic considerations as far as
mission accomplishment is concerned, but we also wanted to insure from an
environmental point of view that we wore consistent as much as possible with

j the California Coastal Zone Plan. Now, although Vandenberg Air Force Base
is not part of the California Coastal Plan, we feel that in cooperation with
the State, we wanted to preserve those aspects of the Vandenberg coastline
which were consistent with that plan. So, we've looked at this existing
facility and we feel that, since there is an existing embayment facility there,
it wouild be less of an Impact to modify that facility than to develop a brand
new facility somewhere else along the Vandenberg coastline. So we intend to
cut in this area. We are concentrating alignment of that cut with an existing
road hero. And, again, I'll show you what the facility looks like as an

t artist's conception.
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[SLIDE #27 IS SHOWN]

Okay, let's get to our assessment of the impacts at that facility. Our
construction impacts would involve the disruption of some marine biology. In
our assessment, we feel that biology will rapidly restore itself in time. '
Historically it does that, and also the biology In the embayment is very small
in there in comparison to more abundant biology of the same type along other
parts of the Vandenberg coast. We are also concerned with the scenic impacts. -

A large cut through a bluff could have some pretty drastic visual impacts.4
Although we feel that Vandenberg is really visually inaccessible to the generalI public because it is a closed base, we were concerned. But we feel that, as
far as the visual impacts are concerned, that degradation will be very small.

What I'd like to do at this time is take you through a series of before andt after slides. I will show you. scenes taken from the water about 2,000 feet
out, from different views. You will first see a view taken from this side
looking askew into the facility [referring to Slide #/27]1. You will see another
view looking directly into the cut, and I'll show you anothier after view
looking at the facility from this side [referring to Slide #27 1. We have had
a very good artist to touch up a photograph for us and it gives you a good
idea why we feel the visual degradation will be very small.

[SLIDES #28 AND #29 ARE SHOWN]

Aganonyour left is the scene of that facility before the cut [referring to
Slie #8]again, and with the Boathouse in place. On your right is the area
withthecut in it and with the Boathouse removed [referring to Slide #29].

Okay. Let's look at that from another view.

This is looking directly into the area which will be cut on your left

(referring to Slide #30]. Again, looking at that cut with the Boathouse
removed on your right [referring to Slide #31]. Although I don't have a before
on the next slide, I would like to show you, by looking from this side
[referring to Slide #30], what that cut looks like from another direction.

[SLIDE #32 IS SHOWN]

yucnsee anindentation in the bluff here that currently exists and there
~u~~ca se er [efrrngtoSld #2] tisisrell teAut Bt8I



is very little demarcation between the two. So that's basically why we have
assessed the visual impacts as being very small, minimal. Again, from an
operational point of view, because of the "need to continually redress the
bottom, periodically we will continue to disrupt that submarine biology. But,
again, we feel that that disruption will be very small in proportion to the
total biology available. And we have found through surveys in the area that
there is no subtidal biology of any significance in that embayment area.

[SLIDE #33 IS SHOWN]

Now, this next slid* covers only the construction of the launch pad area. NoI
operations. As far as the construction of the launch pad area and other than
normal construction noise and spills which will again be local and short term,
we will also remove certain special Interest plants. Again, those plants are

abundant throughout the base. The base is very unique in this aspect. And >
also, none of these are on the endangered list.

[SLIDE #34 IS SHOWN]

Now, let's look at operational Impacts. During operations at Vandenberg,
again, we will be using larger boosters than we currently use on the Titan
Program; and the use of those larger boosters will result in increased noise
levels in the general area. We have assessed those noise levels in terms of
estimating the specific levels concerned and we find that those levels are
far below the standards established by the Environmental Protection Agency.t Sonic booms will be another impact not normally associated with launches hererat Vandenberg, at least not normally associated with those launches as far as
discernible by the local public. However, because of the large vehicle, because
of the supersonic speeds also associated with this vehicle, we havo- estimated
that sonic booms will impact the general area. However, these sonic booms
will not impact inhabited areas. Our concern with the sonic booms is that
they will impact the Channel Islands.,

We are not now sure what those impacts to the various forms of bloluJgy on the'4, 1Channel Islands will be. We are currently undergoing studies, initiating
studies to determine what those impacts might be. The primary concern there

are some very special interest forms of biology, special interest wildlife.
In particular, we have the Brown Pelican, California Brown Pelican. We have1. the Peregrine Falcon, and we have many other species of birds and mammals on
the Islands. Now, these species I have just mentioned are currently listed
on the endangered or threatened Federal list. Because they are, we are
coordinating with the Fish and Wildlife Service and we are also working with
various Federal, various university, and private agencies to help us in
assessing what those impacts might be. At the same time, we are also studying
ways in which we can completely avoid the Channel Islands in terms of sonic
boom impacts. Our current as~easment, however, is that the inclinations where
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these impacts will occur, and based on our mission models, those impacts will
be very infrequent. However, as I said, again, we are also looking at ways
in which we can avoid those impacts concurrent with studying the specific
nature of the impacts.

Dgradation of air quality. As you can see on the slide on your left here,
associated with the shuttle launches will be this ground cloud; and a ground
cloud will contain exhaust constituents, just like the exhaust out of an auto-

mobile. Now, the constituents here are quite different. There will be many
mny elements and many chemicals associated with that ground cloud which have
pollutant potentials. Now, only two are of concern to us in our impar'

analsis.These are hydrogen chloride and particulates in the form o1 7lumi-
num oxide. Now, for hydrogen chloride there are standards--national stand-
ards--for hydrogen chloride as far as impact on humans. Those national standards
are that a human can be exposed without any appreciable effect to an instan-
taneous level of some seven parts per million or on a time weighted basis can
be exposed to levels of four parts per million over a period of ten minutes.
Now, we have used a mathematical model developed by the NASA Marshall Space
Flight Center, and that mathematical model, which has been proven to be very
conservative, indicates that the maximum or peak levels anticipated in the
general Vandenberg-Lompoc area will not exceed two pares per million. Also on
a time weighted basis, no biology, including humans, in that area would be
exposed to levels more than one part per million over a ten minute period. So
we feel that as far as human impacts, there will be none because they are far
below those national standards. However, we have over the past several years
been looking at the sensitivity of various plants and-animals to hydrogen
chloride. The results of our studies so far indicate that plants, and we have

beenals lokin atplants specific to the Vandenberg area, as well. as animals
exhibit no effects to the kinds of levels that we anticipate to be associated
with the Shuttle program here. However, if that ground cloud were to encounter
rain, we have a phenomenon called HCl Washout. In this particular case, the
raindrops falling through the cloud will become slightly acidic. Now, we have
calculated the levels of acidity also using mathematical models, and the levels
of acidity that we have found or anticipate we feel will be very low. And we

t don't anticipate any effects on biology in this area. Again, NASA as well as
DOD is studying the effects of various plants on being exposed to certain
acidity levels. However, based on the meteorology in this area, we feel that
there will be very rare events when that cloud will pass over inhabited areas.
In fact, those events should not happen more than five percent of the time.

There is also a potential for modification of the weather. Now, the aluminum
oxide particles in that cloud also have a potential for being a source of cloud
seeding. I'm sure all of you have heard of cloud seeding. We are not sure
whether they do have this potential. We are doing some studies in conjunction
with NASA and the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration to
determine whether these particles do have that capacity. However, if the
capacity were there, there would be a potential of maybe suppressing rainfall
as well as increasing rainfall. However, that event would be very localized,
limited to the area of the cloud itself.

j The next unit of slides is socioeconomic in nature. What I tried to do here
is provide you a comparison of anticipated socioeconomic impacts during both
the construction as well as operational phases.
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L'SLIDE #35 IS SHOWN] ii

You see a few pluses over here (referring to Slide #351 because the program is
continually bigrfndand revised. And our current estimates are that our
total direct expenditures for construction and activation of the program will '
be some 800 million dollars. During the operations, there will be a total--over
the life of the operation period up to 1990--of some 1.1 billion dollars. And I
we also indicate up here how we anticipate those expenditures will be distri-
buted in the general area. Whenever you input a dollar directly into an area,
it also results in some multiplier effects, as I am sure many of you are aware
of. Those multiplier effects are indicated by the increased regional output.
In any case, they will be approximately almost a three to one ratio.

[SLIDE #36 IS SHOWN]

k Again, over here on your right [referring to Slide #36], we show increases in M
S income associated with the Shuttle program. The basic distribution of thatIincome on a total basis for the total period is indicated here, as well as on an

annual basis; and the figures I show here are averages throughout the program.

I show here are averages, annual averages; and the distribution shown here is

Sbased upon the general distribution of those kinds of expenditures today.

[SLIDE #37 Iý SHOWN] H
FOkay, on the left [referring to Slide #371, increased employment associated

with the program. During construction, an average of 910 people will be
employed. Here's the distribution of those people. And we also showed not
only direct employment but also indirect employment--those people that will be
generated throughout the community to support the construction as well as the

V ~operational personnel. Now, the figure shown here f or the operational personnel
Aindicates an additive figure. In other words, we show an employment of some2

350 people over and above the current levels at Vandenberg Air Force Base. We
feel that the employment levels at Vandenberg Air Force Base will all be
necessary to support the program. And, in addition, the program requirements
will generate an additional 350 jobs. And, of course, the distribution of those

S jobs is indicated up here also. You may find some differences in the Port
Hueneme figures than you read the environmental impact statement. Those
differences of the Port Hueneme statement reflect only the fact that we have
chosen to move our external tanks directly into Vandenberg rather than moving
those tanks by way of Port Hueneme. Again, whenever you add a body on a pay-
roll, he 'is going to bring in families and all kinds of other people. And there
will be some population growth as well. I show here generally what that dia-
tribution of population growth will be. Those people have to live in houses.

Wi
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[SLIDE #38 IS SHOWN)

An increase in housing demand I show in Operations here, and the additional
houses required over and above the homes generated during the construction
period* And also we show, we feel, that most of the socioeconomic impacts
will be beneficial to the area. We feel the demand as far as population growth,
demand on public services, demand on housing, will be insignificant impacts
based upon the capacity of the area to support this demand.

In summary, our impact analysis for the Space Shuttle Program at Vandenberg
again indicates a minor removal of special interest plants (and, again, none
of these plant. are endangered; they are very abundant), some minimal distur-
bance to archaeological sites, and we are working very diligently to minimize
.those impacts as they affect native American religious and heritage concerns.
We anticipate some increase in noise as well as introduction of sonic booms to
the area, some short term but localized degradation of air quality, and, as I
indicated before, economic stimulation.

That ends my presentation.

COLONEL ALLENC. SMITH-Presiding Officer

like to recognize several local personages who are present. First we would

like to recognize the mayor of Lompoc, California, the Honorable CharlotteN
Benton. Would she stand please?

[MAYOR CHARLOTTE BENTON STANDS]

We appreciate your coming.

We would also like to recognize the presence of Santa Barbara County Supervisor,
Mr. Robert Hedlund. If he is present, would he stand please?

(HR. ROBERT HEDLUND STANDS]

Sir, we appreciate your presence very much, and we thank you for your interest
in the program.A
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We are going to take a brief recess here of about ten minutes so we can set the
stage up for the questions and presentations by other persons. I would like to,
during the recess, call your attention to the pictures--the artist's conceptions
of the various facilities that will be involved--that are down here in the
orchestra pit. And, I would also like to correct a mistake that I made in
connection with the address at the SAMSO office. In the event that you desire
to submit written statements to be incorporated in the transcript of this hearing, 4A
they should arrive at SAMSO at the following address: SAMSO/DEV, Post Office
Box 92960, Los Angeles, California, Zip Code 90009. I had the Post Office Box
and the Zip Code reversed earlier. They should arrive there not later than
3 October 1977.

Let's recess ten minutes. At the end of the recess we will be ready to proceed
with presentations from other persons and take questions from the floor immedi-
ately thereafter.

[A RECESS IS HELD]

;.ONEL ALLEN C. SMITH-Presiding Officer
t

| . are now ready to begin the second aspect of the agenda for the evening--the

presentation of statements by individuals or representatives of groups. I have
several names here already, and we will get to them in just a moment.

Once again, if you desire to make a statement or a comment, please fill out one
of -ase small cards that the people at the entranceway have available, give it
back to the person that you obtained if from or one of the other personnelt going up and down the aisles; they will see that they get to me. Your name
will be called. And if you could step up to the podium on the opposite side of
the stage from where I am and make your presentation, we would appreciate it.

Once again, if you are representing a group or organization, we would appreciate
it if you would limit your presentation to ten minutes. If you are speaking as
an individual, we would appreciate it if you would limit your presentation to
five minutes.

I think we are ready to go. Is there a Professor James Pittman. present? He

was the first name that I had. The University of California at Irvine faculty,
Professor Pittman. Professor, we would like to have you come up to the podium.
Professor Pittman is, as I understand it, a member of the faculty of the Ecology

The hearing recessed at 2018 hours, 28 September 1977, and reconvened at 2031
Shours, 28 September 1977.
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and Evolutionary Biology Department at the University of California at Irvine.
Io that correct, air?

MR. PAUL KELLY (in place of Professor Pittman)
Dept. of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology[University of California at Irvinej

Irvine, California

MR. PAUL KELLY

No, sir. That is not correct. Actually, there must have been some misinforma-
* tion passed along. My name is Paul Kelly. I think the reservation for a pre-

sentation was made by Mr. Robert Pittman who is on the staff at the University
of California at Irvine.

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH--Presiding Officer

Welcomie. $
MR AUL KELLY

So as Paul Kelly I am representing myself and a few biologists on the staff of the

-Deartentof Ecology & Evolutionary Biology at UC Irvine, and We are associated
wit oterresearch staffs at the University of California at Santa C~ruz and other

Managuterent California. The study has been funded by the Bureau for Land
Mangemnt;and they have spent several million dollars over the past three years

to fund these studies. These stt dies have been funded because of extreme public
interest and also interest by State and Federal agencies in the marine resources
of Southern California, especially the potential impact on these resources by
oil drilling.

As experts on avifauna, marine birds on the Channel Islands, we were recently
invited to a meeting hosted by the Air Force and the environmental consultants
working for The Ralph M. Parsons Company that assisted in the formation of the
EIS.* We attended this meeting in El Segundo because we had an Interest in the
brown pelican, which was being addressed at this meeting, and the potential

The Ralph H. Parsons Company is responsible for development of Environmental
Protection Plans for Shuttle ground support facilities.
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impact of the Space Shuttle, in particular the sonic boomsn, on the brown pelican.
At the meeting we were particularly distressed to find out that San Miguel Island
was merely the focal point of some of the sonic booms that are anticipated to
occur over the Channel Islands. And these booms, we discovered, will be signi-
ficantly, actually extremely, stronger than normal sonic booms that we occa-
sionally experience on the mainland. We were particularly distressed to find

out that San Miguel was in this path because we have found, over the past few
years, that San Miguel is the home of the largest sea bird colony in the Channel
Islands. Actually the largest colony in numbers and the greatest number of
species occur at San Miguel Island. These species are particularly vulnerable
to any disturbance and, in fact, this colony, although it is the largest colony
in Southern California, represents only a remnant of former vast populationsI that inhabited the Channel Islands. These populations have been decimated by
human disturbance and particularly, in recent years, by introduction of pollu-
tants such as DDT in marine environment, other pesticides and oil spills, as you
are well aware here. In addition, many of the Channel Islands have been grazed.
They have been severely over.-razed by cattle, cats, rats, and many other feral
animals that have been introduced. So, marine birds are at an extremely low
population level and any disturbance could be particularly devastating.

We were also disturbed to find that in the initial draft EIS, particularly the
avifauna, the birds of the Channel Islands, had only been given a cursory <
mention. In fact, they were mentioned in one sentence that stated the birds
were fairly common on the Channel Islands. So, we are hoping to provide through

that we have addressed to the Air Force, some information on the sea birds of

the Channel Islands so that they can at least be given consideration in the I
V environmental impact statement, and perhaps measures can be taken to mitigate any

damage to these populations.

As an example of the type of destruction that can occur on these islands, we
have been present on the colonies when sonic booms have taken place. And the
result can be extremely destructive in that birds nesting on the surface tend

thncome in and devour the eggs of such species as the brown pelican and other
sufc esting birds.

Inaddition, the substrate island on which these birds are nesting are extremely

fragile, and landslides and rocks are easily dislodged. And we suspect that
sonic booms of this intensity may actually affect the geology of the island.
Some of the birds depend on the fragile topsoils and burrow in these topsoils;
and they might actually have the topsoil dislodged or destroyed by the sonic
booms.

In addition, a couple coimments about these species, which number about eleven v
or twelve at San Miguel Island in particular, and a few other species that areIscattered about in the Channel Islands. A number of these species have extremely
limited ranges, partly because of the environmental disruption that has already

I taken place, as I mentioned. And some of these species are potentially endan-
&gered. They have very limited ranges. Some occur only in the Channel Islands

and along very small portions of the California coast. They are certainly
potentially endangered and information is lacking at this time to really classify
them. Certainly the Brown Pelican, which formerly nested at San Miguel Island,
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I think as Lt Colonel Earl Jones mentioned$ will be potentially impacted by
the sonic booms, although it is on the outer fringes of the areas that will
experience sonic booms and so hopefully It will not experience such severe
disruptions as the animals at San Miguel Island.

we hope that, at least in the environmental impact statement, the flora and

fauna of San Miguel Island particularly, which Is to be acquired by the
National, Parks Service as part of the Channel Islands National Monument, will
be given complete consideration and that any damage to marine birds will hope-
fully be mitigated. Thank you.

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH-Presidinig Officer tersac

Thak yu vry uch Mr Kely.Our next speaker is a Mr. Robert B. Sech,
reprseningtheI.B..W.I mghtadd that even though Mr. Kelly indicated

tha hewasspekin onanindividual, I made an administrative determination
that he was representing a runamely the group that conducted tersac
that he was reporting. So. we allowed him beyond the five minute time for
individuals.

Mr. Sech, welcome.

CMR. ROBERT B. SECH
711 North Second Street{Lompoc, California t]

MR. ROBERT SECH

Thank you, sir. I am on the executive board for the National Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers and we are interested in the preservattion of all these plants
and fish and everything else. But we are also more so interested in our young
people. We need jobs and we need Jobs badly. I guess the big word for that is
socioeconomic.

Now, this town really needs that. And the other adjoining towns. Now, it is
sad to have our young people have to leave the area and go somewhere else
lookkag for jobs. So what I want to tell you is that we do need jobs here.
Now, we realize that we don't want our young people going away and we don't
know what environment they are getting into. Now, if they are closer to home,
if we had any of them that got real rough, we could send them up in orbit and
then we could see how they are behaving from the ground up.
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COLONEL ALEN C.:MITH--Pre:idingOfficer yu omns

The next speaker that I have listed here is a Mr. John C. Hartman of the Sierra
Club, Scenic Shoreland President, as I have it listed here. Mr. Hartman, weI welcome you to the hearing.

M.JOHN C. HARTMAN, Scenic Shoreland PeieE ierra ClubPrsdt
4 097 Solar Way

MR. JOHN C. HARTMAN

Mr. Chairman, this report was prepared by Mr. Fred Eisler of Santa Barbara,
California, who is president of the Scenic Shoreline Preservation Conference
and also Conservation Coordinator for the Sierra Club in this area, which is
known as the Los Padres Chapter. He mailed this to me and, since he couldn't
' be here, requested that I present this at this time.

The impact on the wildlife onshore and in the marine environment in the
vicinity of Vandenberg Air Force Base as well as the Channel Islands and
surrounding waters has not been adequately considered in the draft EIS.

The draft, Part 5, Page 33, notes that "sonic booms are expected to occur
during ascent and substantial overpressures are expected to occur along the '

I vehicle's ground track. These booms may impinge on one or more of the Channel
islands depending on the launch azimuths." The overpressures are estimated to
become as high as 30 pounds per square foot and we are concerned that such

C pressures can be substantial to the point of being disastrous to birds and
marine mammals and other species along the firing range.

Chemical concentrations from the Shuttle generated ground cloud can reach levels4of exposure resulting--according to the EIS, Part 5, Page 45--in the direct
impingement of acid droplets on such organisms as slugs, snails, amphibians and
birds' eggs. Such events would be of importance inasmuch as isolated populations
of endangered species such as nesting least terns at Vandenberg Air Force Base
or brown pelicans on the Channel Islands could be affected. Another potential
ground cloud induced faunal impact would be that indirectly occurring as a
result of exhaust constituent induced degradation of vegetative habitat.

The EIS refers in passing to the danger to wildlife of a major spill of hydra-
zines on the tow route or at the airfield or at Port Hueneme. Impacts on
marine organisms would occur In the event of a major fuel spill during hover-
craft operations.
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The EIS recognizes that the Channel Islands are the moat important sea lion and
elephant seal rooke tee In California waters and the only California nesting
colony of brown pe-i ans occur on theme islands. The Islands are probably the
most significant u~rine biological area,, we might 'add, available in the nation 1

for a national pal~ A bill now before Congress, H.R. 7264, would provide park
dedication of the 18lA&a. The Channel islands National Monument includes both
Anacapa and Santa Barb~f islands and surrounding waters. Navy-held San Miguel
Island Is the subject of a Memorandum of Understanding between the Navy and
Department of Interior to assure protection of the unique quality of this area
evidently to be heavily impacted by the proposed project.

The EIS, we believe, presents only the moat general indication of the Impacts
caused by the Shuttle program. We request that muore specific research studies
be conducted upon the impact upon specific sites, species, and habitats to
appraise in the detail required by law such ecological effects as sonic booms
and other noise conditions, overpressures, Shuttle generated ground clouds, fuel
spills and explosions, and weather modification. These studies should include
evaluation of damage to eggs; description of breeding activities; physiological
damage to pinnipeds, birds, and other wildlife; impairment of endangered species
and critical habitats; degradation of recreation and wilderness values of exis-

ting and potential national monument and park areas; and the many other factors
neglected in the draft EIS. The overpressure is estimated to be so high an to
have a potential impact on certain geological formations in the Islands, inclu- I
ding those sites penetrated by auklet burrows that might collapse from the
impact.

The marine environment and coastal wetland are increasingly being degraded by
urban developments. The people of California and the Nation have strongly
endorsed effective coastal protective measures. The Carter Administration has
reaffirmed this national policy in the President's Environmental Message and in
recent Executive Orders on wetland and coastal protection. The Solicitor of
the Department of Interior asserts in his opinion of August 1977 that Section 7
of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 unequivocally states that all federal
agencies and departments shall insure that activities authorized, funded, or
carried out by them do not result in the destruction or adverse modification of
critical habitat. The impact upon the habitat of the endangered brown pelican
at the rookeries on Anacapa Island, Scorpian Rock, Santa Cruz, and their flight

U and feeding areas elsewhere in the region should be specifically evaluated and
reviewed under the procedures of Interior Department regulations. The endangered
least tern and the ecosystem upon which it depends should be similarly researched.

J Other endangered species along this critical section of the Pacific Flyway and
in the transitional zone between northern and southern waters of the Pacific
Ocean in the vicinity of Vandenbeeg Air Force Base and the Channel Islands are
undoubtedly also affected by the project as more intensive research would
probably reveal. In the vicinity of Port Hueneme, especially at Mugu Lagoon,
are critical habitats that could be impaired by spills and other hazards asso-j ciated with the Shuttle project.

We would further like to request that the Coast Guard review-procedures under
the 4(f) provisions of the Department of Transportation Act be employed to
supplement other effective procedures as a means of guaranteeing the most
thorough possible evaluation of the Shuttle project.
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I thank you.

t ,
COLONEL ALLEN C. SNITH--Presiding Officer

Thank you very much, Mr. Hartman. We appreciate your comments.

Our next speaker is Mr. Tu Blu Jays, I believe the name is, a representative of
the Traditional Chumash Indian Tribe, in Santa Ynez, California.

S I might remind everybody, while our next speaker is approaching the podium, that
if you would like to present a written statement....Mr. Hartman had a letter he
was reading from--sir, if you could step around over to the podium if you can
make your way across the front up there, that will be alright--....that if you
will present the statement to me....apparently you are reading from a letter....
I will be happy to mark it as an exhibit and attach it to the transcript that I
will be forwarded tO the Office of the Secretary of the Air Force for considera-
tion in the decision-making process.

Welcome, sir.

[Santa Ynez, Californi 2

MR. TU BLU JAYS

I will try to read this in five minutes.

The following is for a matter of public record. It is a policy statement
regarding religious attitudes of Traditional Chumash People toward proposed

Ji construction at Vandenberg Air Force Base. It was presented to the United
States Air Force officials, civilian contractors, and interested people in the
Vandenberg Air Force Base area, prepared by Traditional Chumash People.

Preface. Traditional Native People accept the responsibility for the future
and past of their people. Their activities are guided by the future of the old
ones, the children here today, the children yet unborn, as well as native people
"passed on.

* Without the use of alcohol or drugs, the traditional people carry on their
daily life with the hope that the future of the children and old ones be made
vecure by having a safe place to live and learn the teachings of the old ones,
so as to have a better understanding of the meaning of their own existence.
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Introduction. This is a policy statement by traditional Chumash people,
regarding their religious attitudes toward the proposed alteration of the reli-
gious and culturally significant tribal land known as Vandenberg Air Force Base.

In attempting to commit traditional religious beliefs to paper, we encounter
the danger of those beliefs being misinterpreted or labelled political views,
since the values of traditional native people differ from those of most Ameri-

* cans. This is demonstrated by archaeologists, anthropologists, U.S. Air Force
officials--as well as civilian contractors directly or indirectly involved with
the projects taking place at Vandenberg--who focus their attention on interests A
which do not correspond with the basic values of traditional native religion.

In traditional Indian thought, all things of the earth are sacred and have a
balancing function in the universe. Trees, plants, herbs, animals of land and
air, nature's elements, the effects of the sun, wind, and water are all regarded
with equal respect. To abuse any of the Great Spirit's expressions would result
in the immediate activation of the law of ca'ise and effect. The balance and
respect maintained through the practice of traditional ceremonies has not
changed and is an integral part of the traditional way of life that has existed
for centuries.

The traditional Chumash people who have already passed into another dimension
are still affected by the alteration of their religious and cultural tribal
land. So it is the responsibility of present traditional Chumash people, as it
is of every race of people, to protect the religion of their ancestors as well
as their own, right here and now.

For these reasons, various interested traditional Chumash people, including
elder religious leaders, joined to discuss their concerns about the archaeo-
logical areas at Vandenberg. During these discussions the traditional people
voiced complete disapproval of all excavations, because the Chumash religion
strictly forbids all unearthing of Indian materials and remains. A violation
of this teaching carries a strong premonition of great harm to those persons

Unlike the prevailing non-Indian culture, traditional native people are not

concerned with the study of ancient cultures and peoples. Quite the contrary,
the excavating, examining, and preserving of ancient tools and bones is totally
alien to our thinking and is looked upon as barbaric.

The archaeological community is supposedly concerned with the retrieval of
artifacts and remains of human beings for the purpose of understanding the
religion and culture of native people--an endeavor which traditional people view
as amusing. An understanding of religion and culture through its artifacts is
still pure guesswork of an unexact science. Only by experiencing the culture
directly or through attending traditional ceremonies, without the participation
of any foreign religion, can an individual hope to grasp some understanding or
meaning of the spiritual teachings and values.

Therefore, the salvage and dating of retrieved artifacts, as stated previously,
violates one of the most sacred teachings of traditional native religion. So
it would be impossible to sanction the use of archaeologists to excavate and
study the various artifacts and burials present in the earth throughout Vanden- I
berg.
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The Chumash traditional people fully realize that the archaeological community
as well as others connected with the Space Shuttle-project will not support
these recomniendations; however, since the position taken herein is based com-
pletely on religious beliefs, the Chumash traditional people can form no other
attitude or conclusion.

The areas of proposed impact contain the remains of traditional Chumash people
who have been placed in the womb of Mother-Earth by other traditional Chumash
people in a religious and sacred manner without the use of man-made laws or
equipment. Since our religion teaches us multi-dimensional concepts, we know
that the dead are not powerless and that the bones and flesh of our ancestors
fertilize Mother Earth and should in no way be made to suffer exposure at the
hands of people now living. Therefore, we traditional Chumash people refuse

wish to violate our teachings and religious values or bring harm to any people

through such action.I

As far as the animals are going, the herbs and all that stuff, that includes
the pelican and the petregrine falcons, who have an Important role in our reli-
gion, the feathers and beads and stuff used for headdresses and everything like
that, they are also associated with us. The northern fur seals, stuff like
that, is also of concern. That's all.

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH-Presiding Officer

We thank you very much, sir. Once again, if you would like to submit a writtenI

statement, I can mark it as an exhibit and attach it to the transcript.

Ournex spakr tis venngis a Mr. Charles Carmichael, representing the

Lompoc Valley Economic Development Association. Mr. Carmichael, welcome.

MR. CHARLES C. CAMIHAL[205 South H Street
Lompoc, California

MR. CHARLES C. CARMICHAEL

Thank you, sir.

I think to properly view the Space Shuttle program as It affects Lompoc, we've
got to project our thinking back, to approximately 1957 when Lompoc had a popu-
lation of approximately 5,500, und it had three basic industries at that time--
the diatoimaceous mines, agriculture, and the military disciplinary barracks.
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Shortly after Sputnik and the Department of Defense moved into Vandenberg, the
populati'on exploded until about 1965, when we experienced a total valley popu-

lation of approximately 42,000.

Now, taking away Vandenberg Air Force Base, we have those three original basic
industries left to support the area. And I say, now, that we are dependent
economically on Vandenberg Air Force Base by well over 60 percent of the dollar
income coming into this community. Our unemployment figure is excessively high.
We graduate approximately 800 students a year out of our two high schools and
a large majority of those students have got to leave this valley to seek meanin-
ful employment or higher education.

I think it would behoove all of us to support this program in every way possible
and particularly when you think that many of the existing programs at Vandenberg
are due to phase out at some time in the future. If we don't look towards the
future and support a program such as the Space Shuttle program, then I believe
that we are missing a bet. I believe the Space Shuttle program as it was
depicted here today is really an extension of a very exciting future for the
city of Lomupoc. As you know, we carry the missile as part of our insignia. And
over the years I feel that Lompoc has joined hands with the Air Force at
Vandenberg and supported their programs out there. The community is pretty well
rounded out now, with the exception of some industrial facilities in support of
the programs at Vandenberg.

FreuenlyI believe, when these environmental impact studies come out, that

we are all prone to read them and say, "Yes, we agree with them." Or in these

have some specific objections; and certainly they should be listened to and try
to understand their objections on the matter on which they put forth. And I
t hink that in every case the objections can be mitigated. They should be, and
Ibelieve that the Air Force will do so. However, I again urge everybody who

has a copy of the environmental impact study to take a close look at it; and
don't just Ignore it and say, "Yes, we support it." Write a letter to the
address that was given to you previously and support it in writing as well.

I think that in the future, as this program develops and unfolds, we are goingg
to realize many benefits here in Lompoc as a result of it. And again, I ask
all of you to support it if you can in full consciousness. Thank you.

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH--Presiding Officer

Thank you very much, Mr. Carmichael. You had marked on the card here that you
are going to submit a written statement. Is that correct, sir?
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MR. CHARLES C. CARMICHAEL

..I will submit a written statement. Not tonight, though.

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH--Presiding Officer

Alright. We thank you very much. Our next speaker is Mr. Robert L. Hedlund,
Santa Barbara County.

Welcome, sir. We are happy to have you.

[H. ROBERT L. HEDLUNi
1301 West Guava ]
Lompoc, California J

MR. ROBERT L. HEDLUND--Santa Barbara County Supervisor

Good evening, gentlemen. Thank you. I think my comments will be directed
really-to questions; and I am hoping that I can get some type of response
either in writing or verbally.

First of all, I would like to say that I have had some experience with people
having problems with sonic booms--that is, windows cracked, plaster broken--and
I'm hoping that there is some kind of a reimbursement fund that will be avail-
able to pay for these damages.

In regard to the tow route modification, I am hoping that there will be an
archaeologist during the construction phase to catalog and identify any of the
artifacts that may be unearthed.

In regard to the marine facility access road, from the diagrams and the slides
it appeared that the cut was quite large. And I'm wondering, since this area
and the soils there are subject to considerable erosion, if you were planning
ground cover for that to mitigate that particular problem.

In regard to the total facility, I'm wondering what are your water requirements.
This area is one that lacks water. So we are hoping that if you are using
considerable amounts, that you would use reclamation methods so that we would
have an adequate percolation back into the ground water system.

In regard to the ground cloud. Wnien you were discussing the launch pad you

did mention that a human could be within that cloud for a period of ten minutes,
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I believe, and there was up to a maximum of seven parts per million of hydrogen
chloride. However, you also stated that there was aluminum oxide but you did
not relate that to the health. And I'm wondering if there is a health factor
there.

In relation to the socioeconomic impacts, you again on the chart, you stated
that there was 387 million dollars involved during the construction process and
1.1 billion during the operations process. And I'm assuming that the operations
figure includes the Shuttle itself. And I'm wondering if that is a legitimate
dollar amount to show f or actually pumping into the economy of this particularI
area rather than to where that Shuttle was constructed.

Also, you stated that there was, during the construction phase, 910 people
involved, at the 387 million. That would decrease during the operations periodI
to 350 people directly involved. Yet, again, it was a 1.1 billion increase.
So I'm wondering what the situation there is to cause that.

I think probably the most important thing I'm concerned about is that, as Mr.I
Carmichael mentioned previously, the Lompoc Valley has experienced a gigantic
increase a:ý_ a boom. And then we also experienced a decrease and it was an
economiic and social disaster. I am hoping fervently that this particular pro-
ject will not allow or will not provide this particular community to experience
that situation again.

Lastly, in regard to your draft environmental impact study. In relation to
what the county is doing environmentally and planningwise, has your environ-
mental impact study been coordinated with the LNG project on Point Conception?

Ji Has it been involved in the comprehensive plan for Santa Barbara County? Have
your officers been involved with the Citizens' Advisory Group to the compre-

hensive plan to inform them and assist them in understanding exactly what you

are doing, and also to hopefully bring it into conformance with what the county

Gentlemen, that's the only questions that I have. And I'm hoping very much
that you will work your hardest to bring the Shuttle project to fruition and
provide this community with a very good military project and it can also be a
very good technical project, and there will be, I'm hoping, a lot of spinoffs _

on that. Thank you very much.

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH--Presiding Officer

Thank you very much, Supervisor Hedlund. We appreciate your comments and your
questions. I'm going to ask that the members of the panel up here hold off on
answering for just a few moments. I only have one or two more speakers on the
list here. We would like to take them first. A

The next speaker that I have is a Marjorie Cushman and I have here a written
statement only. Mrs. Cushman, did you desire to make an oral statement? [pause]
Apparently there was a response. I didn't hear it.
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MRS. MARJORIE CUSHANE300 Nortrh Los Angeles Street I
Los Angeles, California 90053J

MRS. MARJORIE CUSHMAN

I said no.

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMTH-Presiding Officer

Alright. If you could get your written statement to me at any time, I'll mark
it as an exhibit and It will be attached to the transcript of the proceedings.

The final speaker that I have a card on at the present time is a Mr. Bruce Beebe
of 283 Regulus Avenue, Lompoc, California. We welcome you, sir.

M.BRUCE BEEBE:12283 Regulus AvnueI
Lompoc, California

MR. BRUCE BEEBE

I have at least one question. As a member of our community for the past few
years, I have been harassed from time to time with regards to low flying mili-
tary aircraft practicing at Vandenberg Air Force Base runway. And my question
this evening is what will be the anticipated nature of aircraft activity during
the Space Shuttle operations? Is it possible to get an answer now?

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH--Presiding Officer

Well, once again, I would like to hold off on answers. We will be just a few
moments more.
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MR. BRUCE BEEBE

Okay. I'll ask another question then. With regards to the disposal of fuel
from the Space Orbiter, could you please specifically tell me how the fuel will
bediscarded. Do you have a site in mind? How will it be discarded? That is

my second and last question.

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH--Presiding Officer

Alright. Thank you very much sir, for the questions. I have no other cards
filled out indicating that people desire to give statements or make comments
at this time for the record. In the event that you do, I'll call again for
statements or comments later on in the evening, assuming that the questions
don't take up all of the remaining time period that we have. If you desire toZ
make a statement or a comment, please raise your hand and someone will be there
shortly to give you one of the cards. Please fill it out. It will be presented
to me and we will call you to the podium to make your comment.

Now, the third part of the program this evening is questions from the audience.
And the team of Colonel Jones and other personnel here at Vandenberg Air Force
Base will give answers to those questions. We are now ready to begin with that.
Colonel Jones, you have a series of questions from the last two speakers. Would
you like to start off answering those before we start taking other questions?

fLT COLONEL EARL H. JONES, JR --Project Officer
I would like to say that on the stage here we have representatives of the various
Air Force organizations involved with the Shuttle program who will field your
questions. We have, next to me, Hr. William Fick, who is representing 4392nd

'I Aerospace Support Group. We have Colonel Edward D. Bailey who is the Deputy
Commander, 1st Strategic Division .... Chief of Staff, I'm sorry. Of course,
then, we have Colonel Joseph Mirth, who is the Deputy Commander of SANTEC. You
have met Colonel Sloan and you have met Colonel Sumner. And we have with us and
supporting us right here in our audience several people who have the capability
to answer, hopefully, your most detailed questions.

So starting with my conception of Mr. Hedlund's questions, he asked what pro-
cedures do we have f or processing sonic boom claims. I'm paraphrasing it and
if I'm incorrect, please correct me. What procedures do we have for processing
sonic boom claims. I would first like to say that the intensities we expect,
maximum intensities of sonic booms in the Lompoc area, should not exceed one
and a half pounds per square foot. Those low intensities should not cause any
structural damage in the area. However, there may be a case where you have
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buildings already previously weakened by other reasons--wear and tear. You may
get a little plaiter cracking or something like that. We do have an existing
claims procedure and I think that Major Cline can elaborate further on that. I

MAJOR CLINE (seated with the audience]

Yes, sir. There is a procedure within the Air Force that individuals who have
claims against the government for sonic boom damage to be investigated through
our own local legal office at the base. It's a matter of filling out a form
advising our office that you do have a potential claim that you would like to
report to them. They send out an investigator and you fill ouvt the proper
forms and the claim is processed from that point. So the funds do exist and
the system is in existence now.

* I LT COLONEL EARL H. JONES. JR.--Project Officer

Thank'you. 1- next question by Mr. Hedlund was related to a cut proposed in
the Boathouse area. He expressed concern about the size of the cut, the visual
impact of that, and asked whether we intend to mitigate that by plantings and
seedings. We do absolutely plan to do just that. The photos I showed do not
indicate that. The photos I showed up here indicated the cut without that
mitigation. The visual impacts, then, we anticipate will be very small after
the mitigation program. We do intend to use native plantings, native seeds
for that area. We anticipate the impacts will be smaller visually.

The next questions relates to water requirements. And I would like to address
this question - Dr. icka. We did address water requirements in the socio-
economic K--'r and ;Lknk you will find in there that the water requirement
is very small. I don't have the specific figures just at my fingertips now.
Dr. Vomacka?

DR. DAVID VOMACKA (seated with the audience]

I don't have the numbers at my fingertips either. Was the question related to
water requirements for construction needs or water requirements for additional
people who might be moving into the community, or probably a combination of
both of those?
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MR. ROBERT C. HEDLUND-Santa Barbara County Supervisor

I would say a combination.I

MR. ['AVID VOMACKA

As far as water requirments for the construction project itself is concerned,
we do not have appropriate numbers for those. They simply have not been devel-
oped yet that I am aware of. The largest single number will probably go into
the preparation of concrete for, the extension of the runway, unless that is
asphalt. Is that now asphalt? I'm sorry. I don't know the current baseline
enough. It's been both at one time or another.

LT COLONEL EARL H. JONE~S,_ JR -Project Officer

In our report we did make a stab at it. We made a stab at estimating the water
requirements. During construction, we estimated the population increase without I
the Shuttle will require approximately 1900 acre feet of water per year. As
fras Shuttle induced growth we estimate here, we say Shuttle induced growth

will add 221 acre feet per year to the domestic water demand, of which about
117 acre feet per year will accrue to the North County area, which is basically
the Lompoc-Santa Maria area. During the operations phase, the per capita
domestic water consumption, based on 100 gallons per day in the North County--you i
know, without the Shuttle program--the North County will need some 1482 acre
feet. And we only estimate some additional 18 acre feet more than the construc-
tion requirements, or an increased demand of some 135 acre feet during the
operations phase per year. The 1900 acre feet was without Shuttle and we indi-
cated 117 acre feet was additional Shuttle demand during construction.

~j The next question, if I recall it, related to hydrogen chloride and aluminum

oxide. I would like to correct Mr. Hedlund in that I think we said that the

seven parts per million of hydrogen chloride. Our estimates are, based upon
mathematical approximations of that, that [the] peak level would not exceed two
p arts per million. So, far below the public emergency limit requirements. As
far as the time exposure short term limit of ten minutes, this is the standard

I of ten minutes, which is allowed. Four parts per million is allowed. That
F means that you won't smell it and you won't, you know, get any other after-

effects from it. And as far as that time exposure, we don't anticipate levels
to exceed one part per million. That's compared to the four parts per million
that is standard.* We have performed considerable .studies on plants and wildlife.
Adother than a few species of flowers that may have some little tip burn, most

of the plants are very hardy and require very high levels of high concentrations
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!of hydrogen chloride before any damages are shown. So we are far below that.
And animals would be the same.

On aluminum oxide, I would like to refer the question on aluminum oxide to Dr.
Rodrigue, Tetra Tech Corporation.

DR. RAYMOND RODRIGUE [seated with the audience]

My recollection on the expected peak concentrations of aluminum oxide particles
in the air as the result of Shuttle generated ground cloud is about 800 micro-
grams per cubic meter; and this is a peak expected exposure over a ten minute
period. Eight hundredl Now, this is to be compared with occupation,'l limits
of 10,000 micrograms per cubic meter over an eight hour period. It is also te
be compared with the California Air Quality Standard of about 100 ni crograms per
cubic meter continuously for a twenty-four hour period. So the 800 generated
over a ten minute period is much lower than allowable standards for both occu-
pational workers as well as the general public.

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH--Presiding Officer

Doctor,' excuse me. Are you saying, in effect then, that there is no appreciable
hazard or danger from the aluminum oxide that will be generated by blast in
effect?

DR. RAYMOND RODRIGUE

In essence, the aluminum oxide can be considered really as nuisance dust and,
if up at high levels, a.s a nuisance to humans and animals. But the levels
expected are much lower than those allowed.

LT COLONEL EARL H. JONES, JR-Project Officer

The other question related to the operational cost-comparing the 910 million ..
dollars planned for during the construction and activation period, which extends -: :.,
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from 1979 to 1982, to Ithej 1.1 billion during the operational phase, 1982
through 1990-and whether that was a realistic figure if it included the

Orbiters. That figure only includes the operational costs of the system at
Vandenberg Air Force Base. It does not include other system costs which would

NASA, the NASA responsibilities. Only those operational costs associated with
the program operations at Vandenberg Air Force Base. -

Also he had a question on employment. Employment indicated the [pause] .... thej
other ftgure was 800 million for construction [referring to the discussion of
preceding paragraph] .... employment going from 910 people during the construc-
tion and activation period and down to 350. That slide did not indicate that
we would drop down to 350 people from construction to operation. It indicated

Vandenberg Air Force Base right now. Those employment levels, the total require-

ment, was also shown on that slide; and the total requirement should [on an]
average over the 83 months of operation during that planning period, should be
be approximately 1766 people, which represents a 350 increase in employment
level at Vandenberg.

Have we looked at the LNG? We have not worked directly with the people planning
the LNG. However, we have considered the siting of the LNG and we do consider
that site to be compatible with the Shuttle operations. We have accomplished
safety analyses. And, based on trajectories we do intend to use, we do not
see any inconsistency with the LNG siting and the Shuttle program.4

Involvement OJith comprehensive planning and the Citizens' Advisory Committee.
Throughout this program over the last couple of years, we have briefed various

U community groups, including county and local planning groups. I personally,
myself as well as Colonel Sloan, have briefed these groups; have briefed the

m Environmental Quality Office, County Environmental Quality Office. We have
provided information to them. Additionally, we have requested their comments
on the environmental statement; and we would hope that those comments on the
environmental statement would reflect those consistencies or inconsistencies
of the program with the commnunity plans.

I think that sums up all of Mr. Hedlund's questions. If I haven't covered
them all., please let me know.

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH--Presiding Officer[ He asked a question about archaeologists.
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L COLONEL EARL H. JONES, JR--Project Officer

I don't recall. Would somebody repeat that question?

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH--Presiding Officer

The question was whether or not the Air Force was making arrangements to employ
or utilize archaeological skills in the course of preparing the expansion of
the tow route facility and any other facilities where archaeological areas or
areas that have archaeological interest may be disturbed.

IN

LT COLONEL EARL H. JONES. JR--Project Officer

We have used professional archaelogists throughout the environmental planning
for this program. As a matter of fact, not only have we, in the Shuttle Pro-
gram,,used professional archaelogists, but also Vandenberg Air Force Base has
accomplished archaeological surveys as far back as 1971 on this base in coor-
dination with the National Parks Service; and we employed a professional archae-
ologist from the University of California at Santa Barbara--and he is currently
under contract with us in performing archaeological surveys and insuring that
we comply with the law and--to complete those requirements required by the law.
And that effort is currently underway. We will continue to employ professional
archaeologists throughout this program, including construction, especially
during the construction period.

S Any more? Okay.

I understand the gentleman asked a question concerning the level of aircraft
activity generated by the Shuttle program, and I don't have an answer. Does
anyone else have an answer?

COLONEL THOMAS SUMNER--Program Director

I'd like to answer that one.
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LT COLONEL EARL H. JONES, JR-Project Officer .

Okay, Colonel Sumner.

COLONEL THOMAS SUMNER--Program Director

At the present time, the only planned aircraft activity that would be directly I
connected with the Shuttle project itself would be 747 Shuttle Carrier Aircraft.
When we first bring the Orbiter to Vandenberg, it will be necessary to deliver
the Orbiter vehicle on top of the 747. If it should become neces.ary to ex-
change an Orbiter vehicle with another vehicle at Kennedy or move: n Orbiter to
Kennedy-we intend to have that flexibility, we will use the 747 aircraft.
That will be the only aircraft operations that would be directly involved in
the Shuttle flights themselves. Other aircraft operations at Vandenberg, I
presume, would go on as usual.

LT COLONEL EEL H. JONES. JR--Project Officer
H

I think Colonel Bailey has some additional information.

COLONEL EDWARD D. BAILEY

I believe that, as Colonel Sumner said, he mentioned the direct flights in
direct support of the Shuttle. We anticipate that there will probably be a
"slight increase from approximately 160 aircraft landings per month, which we
now have, upwards to about 200 a month. That would take into consideration all
of the support requirements attendant to contractors and the SAMTEC operations
as well as our own support operations. We presently have, and this is outlined
in the study, additional operations at the base which take into consideration
aircraft making touch and go landings and radar approaches. We don't anticipate
any increase in that type of aircraft activity. As a matter of fact, there
will be a period of time during the construction phase when that'will amost
disappear entirely; and the present level of 160 aircraft landing and the
operation and then takeoff per month will decrease as the construction actually
takes place.
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LT COLONEL EA&LH JONESL JR-Project Offic erI

I would like to refer the question on disposal of fuel to Mr, Fick. c. *

MR. WILLIAM FICK

The last gentlemen asked how we would dispose of fuel taken off of the Orbiter.
I presume he meant, when it returned, We have a fuel disposal program now; and
exotic fuels are either reprocessed if that's possible--if the conditions are
so they can be--or they are sold if there is someone who will buy it. We will
sell anything we can dispose of. If no one will buy it, then we pay to have
someone take it and dispose of it; and then the criteria [by] which they dis-
pose of it is to dispose of it in a Class A designated facility, wherever that
might be.

LT COLONEL EARL H. JONESs JR-Project Officer j
If I'm correct, that satisfies all the questions that were raised during the
presentations. j

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH--Presiding Officer

Alright, Colonel Jones. I have one more that was presented to me in writing
and it is as follows:

"My name is Joseph Toomey. I live at 952 La Salle Canyon Road,
which is directly adjacent to Vandenberg Air Force Base. I have
historically used the water from La Salle Canyon Creek on my
small farm. Will there be any adverse effect on my usage of this
water?
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MR. WILLIAM FICK

There is nothing in the environmental impact statement that would indicate an
adverse effect in the sense of contamination at La Salle Canyon.

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH--Presiding Officer

How about in the sense of the diminution of the water available, in other words,
uise of the water in connection with the project itself?

MR. WILLIAM FICK

The Shuttle will not. The water required 3n South Vandenberg to support the -

Shuttle will come from the present well fields that exist on South Vandenberg,
just as it would have come for the MOL program had it proceeded [and just]I as
it conmes dowil to the Titan program and all other facilities on South Vandenberg.

As to Mr. Toomey's use of La Salle Canyon water being affected by the Shuttle,
I can't see that there would be any; but I don't know what water he is talking
about, [that is] if he is talking about water in La Salle Canyon off the base
or on the base.

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH--Presiding OfficerA

Apparently, from your answer, it wouldn't matter. There would be no effect on
4. it whatever.

That completes, as far as I know, the questions that have [been] presented by
speakers and have been given to me. If we have people in the audience that
have additional questions, I think we now have people that are ready to carry
microphones for questions. Do we have any additional questions from the audi-
ence? If you could raise your hand. [Pause] Apparently we have a question
down here, and another one over there.

If you could state your name please and any other information of significance--
either address, group affiliation, whatever--it might lend guidance on the
question.
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MR. LEROY SCOLARI [seated with the audience] ,

Thank you. I am LeRoy Scolari, 423 North "G" Street, Loapoc, and Ian a
"neighborhood rancher to Vandenberg Air Force Base. There are several items of
concern which X raise questions over.

One is the weather modification liability. Suppose we have a launch right at
this time of the year when many crops are out and they sustain damage from
rain which may have occurred from weather modification, or on the other hand,
lose rain because of this? .

The second question. Is there any planning for resident evacuations in Over-
flight Zone A and B as shown in Figure 4.1-A, Page 42, and if so, consideration -
of lust compensation? We had this type of agreement with NASA during earlier
programs, and I was just wondering if this is being included in this.

And also, according to the Page 3-51 chart in regards to noise levels, what K
are the expected hazards in regards to the 108 decibel area? I! I I,

Thank you.

iti

LT COLONEL EARL H. JONES, JR--Project Officer

Okay. I think as far as the weather modification is concerned, I really can't I
answer your question as to whether your ranch will experience any modification
of weather or not. As I indicated before, whether there will be a weather
modification phenomenon is determined by the kind of activity of the particles--
aluminum oxide particles--(and) the nature of the effective ice nuclei activity
of those particles. We don't know what kind of particles we have or will ex-
perience with the Shuttle. We are currently, when I say"we" I mean NASA and the
DOD along with the National Oceanographic Atmospheric Administration, we are
monitoring some current clouds of Titan launches. As a matter of fact, we
just monitored clouds for those launches and we are trying to gather some data
to determine the type of particles that make up the aluminum oxide. Whether
these particles are active or not and will cause either suppression or whether
they will cause increased prer~ipitation in any given area will be basically
indicated by whether they will support these activities at certain temperatures.
Now, if they do support it and we do find that there will be a weather modifi-
cation potential that will actually happen as I indicated before, that modifi-
cation will be very localized. But I can't give you an exact answer now
because it will be quite some time before we will have definite answers on it.
But if it does occur, we don't anticipate that it will be either prolonged in

duration or that it will be very extensive an area of coverage*
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COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH-Presiding Officer

Colonel Jones, I think perhaps what Mr. Scolari is interested in is, let'sI.assume you have a launch on a day that it is not raining but the generation
of small particles similar to the silver iodide particles that are used

coummercially in weather propagation programs and so forth creates a storm or a
rain storm on his adjacent ranch land. Perhaps a more cogent question; Is

there any program or plan, claims program, whatever it might be, that would
compensate him for hay that he has cut that might mold, etc., on the ground?
That type of question. Perhaps Major Cline would be the best to answer that.

21

LT COLONEL EARL H. JONES, JR-Project Officer

Well, since this is a very new phenomenon, if it does occur, obviously we have
no claims procedure today. But in anything that can be directly associated
with an activity on the base, obviously there would be a claims procedure

established in order to handle that. And I think your question on claims pro-I

cedure also related to evacuation of areas in Zones A and B on the map, which
you indicated. Is that correct? On Zones A and B I'd like to refer that to
the current SAMTEC safety people. I'm not sure what we do right now, but it
would-be similar to what's going on right now. I would like to refer that to ~
Mr. Don Benn, who is head of our Safety Office.

MR. DONALD BENN [seated with the audience]

We have a current procedure for developing risk contours for every program
and we will do the same thing with the Shuttle program. Section A and B were
used before we had this procedure. We mathematically calculate a risk area in
which people must be evacuated and we do have an arrangement, the same arrange-
ment we had in the past, for evacuating and compensating people that have to

be removed from the area. Because this contour is calculated now and is much
smaller than it has been in the past, we haven't found it necessary for a few
years to do this. I presume the location of your ranch, the Scolari Ranch, ist still in a very safe area. And considering the launch azimuths we are talking
about for this vehicle, I don't think we will be causing you to evacuate.
However, this is evaluated on every launch, using the current predicted winds
and the performance of the vehicle that we are going to work with. At this
time I presume you won't be evacuated; but there is an arrangement to compensate
if you are evacuated.
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LT COLONEL EARL H. JONES-, JR-Project Officer

In regard to noise. I did indicate during my presentation that the noise
levels expected would be well below the EPA standards. Those EPA standards say
that no physiological effects should occur to human beings at noise levels at
these frequencies. And we are talking about frequencies in the infrasonic
range, which is below 100 cycles per second. Now, at these frequency ranges,
any levels below 130 decibels should cause no physiological effects. And the
levels we expect from the Shuttle in Lompoc should not exceed 115 decibels,
which is below the standard and represents an approximately 10 to 15 decibel

increase over the current noise levels associated with the Titan program.

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH-Presiding.Officer
Alright. I have the address here of Mr. Scolari on a card so that, Mr. Scolari,
I think we can say that we will get a written response to you with respect to
possible compensation in the event that, as a result of a launch, weather
damages crops. So we have the address and there will be a written response in
that regard.

There .was a question from somebody in this area.

MR. ROBERT PITTMAN [seated with the audience] ,.

Yes. My name is Bob Pittman. I'm a research biologist at UCI and I have been
working at Channel Islands for two years now; and I have a couple of questions.

At San Miguel Island right now, the largest pinniped rookery in the world is
out there. There are at least six species of pinnipeds that occur there. The

largest sea bird colony in Southern California is at San Miguel Island. And in
least potentially an area of high impact. The potential destruction of wildlife
at Vandenberg Air Force Base is probably negligible to the potential f or des-
truction at San Miguel Island. But there is nothing in the environmental
impact statement about San Miguel Island at all.

Also, at least two species of birds. It's probable that the entire world popu-
lation of these two species of birds at one time or another during the year
pass the Point Conception area. These are migrating species and they migrate
off the point there. At least one of these species of birds, the pink footed
sheerwater, migrates in huge flocks; and there is a potential for disaster
there. Can we look forward to seeing this situation remedied in a future EIS?
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LT COLONEL EARL H. JONES. JR--Project Officer

I would like to say that we have considered the pinnipeds in the EIS. If you
reread it again, it is there. We have referred the possible impacts to the
pinnipeds to the Marine Mammal Commisasion which is established in the Marine
Mammal Protection Act of 1972 and we have asked for their consultation and
assistance in defining the nature of the impacts to the pinnipeds on San Miguel
Island. We have not received that consultation yet, but it has been promised
to us. We. are also, as you know, we are studying the impacts or initiating
studies to determine the exact impacts to the avifauna as well as other wild-
life on the Channel Islands as well as sonic booms that might impact those
islands. We don't know what the impacts are; and I'm sure that nobody elsej
here can tell us what the impacts are. We can speculate a lot, but until we
complete these studies to determine the effects of these sonic boom intensitieson them, we won't be able to make an exact impact analysis. But when we look at
our mission model, we don't feel that the inclinations that indicate those
maximum impacts will ever be used in the program. It's very unlikely that those
inclinations will be used; so if those inclinations are not used, the impacts
will not occur to the islands. Now, if in any case those inclinations are usedIthough, we are also looking at ways in which we can alter the trajectory and
other manuevers that may move the sonic boom footprints away from those islands.
And we are seriously looking at that, but that also takes study and some time
to determine. We are dedicated to trying to figure out any feasible way, shortI
of just cancelling the program altogether, to avoid those islands. And we are
going to try to do that. But, at the same time, we are going to see, try to
determine, ih~ conjunction with you as well as other people in the scientific
community, just what those impacts might exactly be.

MR. ROBERT PITTMAN

Okay. I just have one more question. It is concerning these studies on sea
T. birds concerning the effects of the boom. You have mentioned that there are

studies or that perhaps there will be studies. Could you outline these for
me, please?

LT COLONEL EARL H. JONES. JR-Project Officer

No, I can't. Other than the outline which we provided last week, we haven't
J had time to initiate the program yet. The meeting we had last week which you

participated in and which Mr. Kelly participated in, that meeting was designed
to solicit your assistance in helping us outline such a program. We have those
in puts and we are using those inputs to develop a program right now. And we
wil11 provide you a copy of the program we outlined and our plans for implementingI ~ ~them. A4
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COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH--Presiding Officer

Next question.

MR. DON GRIFFITH [seated with the audience]

Since the question of weather modification came up, I thought maybe I could
make a couple comments. I'm Don Griffith. I work at North American Weather
Consultants in Santa Barbara, California, and we are involved there in cloud
seeding programs as well as a-'r quality studies. It is my understanding that
the releases from an Individual launch of a Space Shuttle would be on the order
of 160 to 170 tons of aluminum oxide and you are planning on twenty to forty
launches per year. If these particles do turn out to be effectivized nuclei,
then they do certainly have a potential of modifying the rainfall. Based on
the weather modification experience of the firm I'm working with, I would
certainly not necessarily agree that the potential effects of these particles
released into the atmosphere would be localized. Based on a research program
that we performed in Santa Barbara County in previous years, it looks like the
effects of releasing silver iodide particles extended downwind to maybe 100 to
150 miles. Therefore, I might suggest you consider mitigation measures, per-
haps consisting of considering launching your launches or timing your launches
where they would not coincide with the passage of frontal systems through the
area in the wintertime. I suspect you would find no problem in the summertime
since there is an absence of natural rainfall in the area. That's more in line
of a comment than a question, I guess.

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH--Presiding Officer

We appreciate the comment and Colonel Sumner has'a comment in that regard.

COLONEL TH014AS SUMNER--Project Director

The launch rate is predicted to be a maximum of twenty a year, not twenty to
forty. A maximum of twenty a year. In all probability, I doubt if we will
ever be launching into a frontal system because that would pose a problem to
the Shuttle vehicle itself. So the effects of going into dense moisture would
probably be minimized just based upon the fact that we would be desirous of
flying into safe weather conditions with the Shuttle. But I want to correct the
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misimpression you might have had about the launch. It's a maximum of twenty
a year. I a
LT COLONEL EARL H. JONES, JR-Project Officer

I'd like to also add that the total tonnage of aluminum oxide you indicated is
actually the total emission tonnage we are talking about. Many of those would
be particles of a size that-would diffuse out very rapidly, and it's a question
of how much will actually remain aloft as part of the cloud. Of course, as you
know, that's a function of the effects in terms of what kind of effects it will
have. We still have a lot of unanswered questions and we are currentlyattempting to answer those questions.

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH--Presiding Officer iiIA
Do we have any more questions from the audience? We have a question down here
In the center.

MS. AUDREY MARTIN [seated with the audience]

In the environmental impact statement, it says that sonic booms can go up to
maximum overpressures of 30 pounds per square foot and I know that normal sonic
booms are on the order of one to three pounds per square foot. I would like to
know when you start getting structural damage, when you get hearing damage, and
what does 30 pounds per square foot mean?

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH--Presiding Officer

Could you state your name please?
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MS. AUDREY MARTIN

S I'm sorry. I'm Audrey Martin. I'm a research biologist from the University
of California at Irvine.

I COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH--Presiding Officer
Colonel Jones?

S LT COLONEL EARL H. JONES, JR--Project Officer

I'd like to start out, before I turn it over to my colleagues. I'd like to
start out by saying and emphasizing that these sonic booms that you mentioned
Will not impact any populated areas. They will only impact the Channel Islands
and, of course, we have already heard the concerns there. There will be no

structures and no people other than the few people, of course, who manage the

talk as to the expected physical effects of thirty pounds per square foot?
t AT)

[Pause] We can't, so we'll have to provid~e you a written reply on that.

S MS. AUDREY MARTIN

Okay.

iiA

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH-Presiding Officer

We have a question in the back there apparently, behind you.
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MR. JOHN EDWARDS [seated with the audience)

This is just a statement about the effects of sonic booms. There was a test
done by the Air Force or NASA and in conjunction with the Air Force; and they
used overpressures of 144 psf over people that were in houses; and it blew the
windows out, but it didn't really have any effect on the people--the people who
were inside of the houses. There were cattle outside. The cattle were not!
affected. They didn't do any followup studies, so I couldn't really say if
they had hearing impairment or anything like that. People became more shell-
shocked; and they would anticipate the sonic booms as they came over. But
there didn't seem to be any bad physiological damage from it. That was 144 psf
with rise times similar to the rise times expected for the Shuttle sonic booms.

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH--Presiding Officer

We appreciate the comments, sir. Could you please identify yourself?

MR. JOHN EDWARDS

Yes. I'm John Edwards from Los Angeles, California.

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH--Presiding Officer

Thank you, sir. Do we have any other questions? In the very back.

MR. GLEN SEVY [seated with the audience]

I'm Glen Sevy, just a student at Alan Hancock. Can you assure me that sonic
booms will not have any more effect than the rockets that are presently sent
up that shatter our windows, rattle our doors, etc?
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LTCLNLER .JNS R-rjc Officer

We don't create any sonic booms in the local area with our current launch pro-
grams. The sonic booms that do occur, occur far out in the ocean and at very
high altitude.. You may hear occasional sonic booms from maybe a jet aircraft
in the area, but nothing occurring at Vandenberg Air Force Base.

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH-Presiding Officer

Any additional questions? I don't see any hands up right now. I do have one

more card from a gentleman who desires to make an oral statement. A Mr. Paul
Wack, who Is Assistant Planning Director of the Santa Barbara County Planning
Department.

MR. PAUL WACK [seated with the audience]

Sir, can'I speak from here?

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH--Presiding Officer1 1
Of course.

FrompAUviA:s testimony I think there is a little bit of confusion in the
orgaizaionof county government here. So I'll just clarify the point that
the ffic ofEnvironmental Quality is responsible for full disclosure documents
inteenvironmental area; and the County Planning Department is the lead agency[four alcounty planning. Related to that specifically, the data contained in

yordocument related to the comprehensive plan has undergone significant
modification, both in terms of the participants in the planning process and in

term ofthe data generated. So we would request that our department be added
to your list of contacting agencies so we can get that problem taken care of.
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And also of more immediate concern in cerms of growth inducement is that there
is a rezone study presently pending involving the Lompoc Valley, 134,000 acres,
in which the County Planning Department is in the process of hearing bids from
consultants to prepare an EIR. And that should have some kind of relationship,
you know, to the growth inducement factors of your Shuttle program. It' also
rather interesting that, just to show we never leave a stone unturned, is that
we have a zone change pending to rezone Vandenberg Air Force Base, for what it's
worth, and that's from the U-Zone. Mrs Fick is aware of this and the only
purpose of that is that we are in the process of removing all the U-zoning in
the area. So I doubt if that will have any kind of impact on your program.

Thank ybu.

COLONEL ALLEN C. SMITH--Presiding Officer

Thank you, sir.

Any other questions or any other comments that people desire to make concerning
the program? We can take comments from where you are seated in the audience
if you would like, rather than coming to the podium. Apparently no additional I

I questions; no additional comments.

I ave a couple of matters to remind you of. First, Colonel Jones arid the
people present will be around and available to answer informal questions for a

few minutes f or a short while after the adjournment of the formal hearing.

jNext, I remind you that, with respect to written materials, if you desire to
Ihave any item attached to the transcript of these hearings, if you could present

it to me and I will be availabl.e for a few minutes after adjournment as well.
For a short time after adjournment. I will mark it as an exhibit and give it
to the court reporter; and it will be included in the transcript of the hearing.

Now additionally! If you desire to present a statement, information, or data
at a later date and you don't have it available tonight, two alternatives are
open. First, if you can get it to the address that I gave you earlier by
3 October 1977-and that address is SAMSO/DEV, Post Office Box 92960, Los
Angeles,-California 90009, So, statements may be sent to that address. If
they arrive by 3 October 1977 they will be attached to the transcript of this
hearing. Additionally, you have the alternative of sending statements directly
to the Office of the Secretary 'of the Air Force. The address there would be
SAF/MIQ* Washington, D.C. 20330; And you have until the 10th of October 1977
to submit statements to be considered in this matter.

Reference has been made by numerous speakers here tonight and by, I am happy
to note, many people in the audience to the environmental impact study. And
you have seen people around with the large blue book. Colonel Sloan has one
here. Copies of this document are available in your libraries and other
academic institutions in the Lomnpoc general area here. It is a rather lengthy
document and it is very very detailed. In the event that you have specific
questions, you might find that they are answered by referring to copies of
this document.
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Once again, any additional questions; any additional comments or statements
that anybody would like to make? Have I overlooked anybody that turned in a
card and I haven't called?

LT COLONEL EARL H. JONES. JR-Project Officer

May I make a comment? In addition to the environmental impact statement, you
will notice, if you read the statement (that] it refers to a reference document.
For those of you who feel that there are certain areas In the document that are
not adequately coveredt For the make of brevity and being concise, we have
tried to eliminate much of the superfluous data that we normally generate to
support a statement like this. However, we have included that data in a
separate document, which we refer to as a Reference Document to the statement;
and if you wish, you can contact the same SAMSO/DEV address for a copy of that
document.

_ __NE ALE C.IIH-rsdn fie

Oneagain. Any comments, questions before we adjourn the hearing? I don't

seayhnsuanweein the auditorium.4

Onbehalf of the Air Force, I wish to express my thanks and appreciation for
al fus to those of you that made comments, presented questions and state-
mnshere this evening; and we certainly appreciate your interest in the

proposed Space Shuttle project here at Vandenberg Air Force Base. We thank
you very much for your participation, and this hearing is adjourned.

[THE PUBLIC HEARING IS ADJOURNED*]

The hearing adjourned at 2158 hours, 28 September 1977.
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RESPONSE TO THE PUBLIC HEARING ON THE
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE

PROPOSED SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM AT VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE* CALIFORNIA

GENERAL RESPONSE TO CONCERNS EXPRESSED DURING THE PUBLIC HEARING

Inasmuch am the proposed Space Shuttle program at Vandenberg is part of an

advanced state-of-the-art Space Transportation System proposed for this Nation,

subjects of apprehension and concern, such as those brought forth in the public

hearing, wiii. necessarily evolve as the project moves from initial conceptuali-

zation through the planning phase. Extensive planning for this program has '

been underway since 1969, and throughout the course of this activity, numerous

problems of varying concern have arisen. However, it has been an established

*program'policy-not only to pursue and define these problems but to develop and

incorporate program measures aimed at alleviating the associated concerns.

The Shuttle exhaust ground cloud, for example, became a subject of concern very

early in the planning phase. As a result, a number of studies were initiated

to gain insight into the problem. Thermochemical studies were carried out,

first, to determine the product makeup of the rocket engines' exhausts at the

exit planes and, second, to define each product's concentration. Followup

studies were similarly undertaken to Incorporate afterburning effects in

4 conjunction with the presence of variable amounts of added deluge water. Con-

commitant with this effort were several development and refinement studies aimed

.i~ Iat producing a reliable numerical model exhaust ground cloud subsequent to its
t discharge and attainment of stabilization height. Studies were also initiated

to define biological tolerances to the various rocket exhaust constituents so

aA to gain insight into the impacts that would likely occur. Supporting this

effort have been numerous field reconnalssanr~e studies to seek out evidence of

ground cloud biological damage resulting from ongoing missile launching programs.

Although information resulting from all of the aforementioned studies has been
utilized in arriving at the conclusions presented in the Environmental Statement,
further model refinement and biological studies are continuing in an effort to

bring final resolution to the issue. To date, it appears as though the concerns

related to the direct ground level effects of the cloud's gaseous constituents

were somewhat overrated.
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M
The acid rain phenomenon and, most recently, the potential weather modification

phenomenon have evolved during the course of prior ground cloud study programs.

Studies related to the former have only recently resulted in the spacial defi-

nition of the occurrence, were it to occur. Perturbation boundaries associated

with the triggering and prolongation of an acid rain occurrence, however, are

currently under investigation. The potential for weather modification is also

currently under investigation. Supplements to this Environmental Statement will

be prepared to inform interested parties of the latest findings in both regards.

Shuttle generated sonic booms are another environmental impact that evolvedI early in the planning phase. Initial study efforts were confined to defining

the required launch inclination and return flight path schedules desired for

the Operations phase of the Shuttle program. Subsequent studies were carried

out to define abort return flight path scenarios. Meanwhile, investigators wereIitasked with numerically simulating the various launch and return scenarios so as

to define the spacial distribution and boundaries of expected ground level sonic

boom overpressures. The results, as displayed in Figure 5.1.2-D through -1,
represent the most recent (June 1973) evaluation of this effort. Based on thisA

j information, launches to or near the 70' orbital inclination currently represent
aproject aspect of concern, primarily from the standpoint of sound focusing.I

However, many of the researchers involved in these Shuttle sonic boom studies

feel that the maximum expected sound focusing overpressures of 30 lb/sq ft is

f ~an overprediction. Investigations are continuing in an effort to resolve this

question. Meanwhile1 , a study has been initiated to determine the feasibility

of varying or altering the launch azimuths of those launches currently scheduled

to or near the 70' orbital inclination* so as to move the sound focusing zone to]

low impact ocean areas. Moreover, studies are planped first to determine if and

Z" to what extent faunal behavio~ral effects will occur on the-Channel Islands as a

result of exposure to sonic booms, and second to define the consequences of such

Loccurrences. Supplements to this Statement will be prepared to Inform Interested

parties of the latest impact findings. Section 5.1.2.7 of this FEIS has been

updated to include an up-to-date analysis of biological impacts expected to

Of the 129 Shuttle launches currently scheduled for the Operations phase at
Vandenberg, only 6 are scheduled to occur at or near the 70' inclination.
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occur from,. Shuttle generated sonic booms in the event that the program and

defined overpressures remain unchanged.

IGENERAL RESPONSE TO TU BLU JAYS' POLICY STATEMENT _Pa&c,_A-29 through A-31

The Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO), United States Air Force at

Los Angoles, California, is responsible for development of Ground Support
Facilities at Vandenberg AFB, California, in support of the Department of :

Defense (DOD) Space Shuttle Program. Space Shuttle operations are scheduled

to begin at Vandenberg in June 1983. I

As part of the environmental planning and impact analysis required by the

National Environmental, Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 and the National Historical

Preservation Act of 1966 , a comprehensive archaeological survey was accom-

plished for the Shuttle Project areas. The survey identified some 80 archaeolo-

gical sites which provide information on prehistoric and historic Chumash

settlements along the Vandenberg coastline. This effort was accomplished

through the Interagency Archaeological Services, National Park Service in San

Francisco and was closely coordinated with the California State Historical

Preservation Office.

Initial planning indicated that seven to eight of the sites identified would be

unavoidably impacted by proposed construction activities. Efforts to develop

a Data Recovery and Mitigation Program required by the Historic Preservation

Act were initiated by the Air Force based on guidelines issued by the Advisory

Counc~l on Historic Preservation.

The Air Foc' commitment to develop alternatives to avoid or reduce impacts

has already reduced these impacts from eight to three sites. Disturbance to

these also will be limited to areas of least significance.

This response pertain. to those concerns expressed during the public hearing
of which were not specifically addressed in the text of the Final Environmental
Statement (FES).
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In order to Insure that Native Americans are involved in the Data Recovery and

Mitigation as well as the impact analysis as early as possible, the Air Force

initiated efforts to coordinate with and solicit the input of groups in the

Vandenberg region during May 1977. The first such meeting was held on 11 May

1977 and subsequent meetings were held on 10 June 1977, 12 July 1977, and

12 September 1977. These meetings have been designed to orient Native American

Groups to the Shuttle Program and archaeological findings to develop alternative

plans and mittgations to avoid and reduce impacts to sites, to obtain cultural

and religious coments, and to identify a representative cadre of Native Ameri-

cans who can represent and speak for all the groups concerned.

To date, representatives of the following organizations and councils have

participated in these meetings:

Central Coast Indian Council

�tWhite Oak Foundation, Santa Ynez Reservation

Quabajai Chumash Association

Candelaria American Indian Association

I Santa Barbara County School

Chumash Owl Clan, Santa Ynez Reservation

I Red Wind Foundation

The Air Force policy on Space Shuttle archaeological impacts and mitigations at

Vandenberg are as follows:

(1) To fully comply with the letter and intent of NEPA and the
National Historical Preservation Act.

(2) To fully comply with Executive Order 11593.

(3) To fully comply with guidelines established by the Advisory Coun-
cil on Historical Preservation.

(4) To comply with State laws to the maximum extent practicable.

(5) To avoid disturbing any site where practicable.

(6) To insure that Native Americans participate in all archaeological
surveys, data recovery and mitigation planning, data recovery
activities, and coordination meetings.



(7) To insure Native American representation on site during all
.construction earthmoving activities.

(8) To rebury all artifacts and human remains recovered and to
.designate an inviolate site on Vandenberg for that purpose.

(9) To' allow Native Americans on Vandenberg to perform religious
ceremonies at selected sites within the constraints of safety
and security requirements.

(10) To delay actual data recovery operations until the U.S. Congress
takes final action of FY 79 Military Construction Program.

The Air Force will- continue to explore all avenues for mitigating the impact
of construction activities on archaeological sites and respecting the religious

beliefs of the Native Americayk people with regard to these sites.

RESPONSES TO SPECIFIC QUESTIONS ADDRESSED DURING THE PUBLIC HEARING

A.1 MR. LEROY SCOLARI, pg A-45

As was stated by Major Cline at the public hearing (see page A-37 of Public
Hearing Traliscript), there is an Air Force established procedure through
which individuals can file claims against the government for damages associated

with Air Force activities. Such claims, of course, are subject to investigation
to ascertain pro~bable as well as responsible cause. Under probable cause, a

damaging event not only must be one that doubtless could occur under given

conditions existing at the time of the event, but must be ascertained as having
occurred and having caused the stated damage. Moreover, the damaging event

must be one that did either directly or indirectly occur as a result of an Air

Force activity.

A Presently, the scientific community has neither proven nor disproven that

weather modification could occur subsequent to and as a direct result of a
Space Shuttle launch from Vandenberg Air Force 'Base. Studies are currently

underway to resolve this question as it relates to the gamut of possible

environmental conditions that might occur at times acceptable for a Shuttle
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launch* It is anticipated that, before the first planned launch at Vandenberg,

sufficient facts will be available to define an "occurrence window" (should
one exist) of a potential Shuttle induced weather modification event. Such
Information should prove useful in establishing a valid basis for what only
can be categorized. presently, as potential future governmental damage claims.

A.2 MS. AUDREY MARTINp pg A-50

,Structural response to sonic boom overpressure is highly dependent (1) upon the

structure's location and orientation relative to a propagating boom; (2) upon

the structure's size, shape, makeup, manner of assembly, integrity, state of j
repair, and age; (3) on the form of the overpressure signature and its

variation over the structure; and (4) on the frequency response characteristic

of the structure or any of its components to the impulse of the overpressure

or to induced energy transmitted seismically. Hence, the initiation of

structural damage will depend upon the susceptibility of apriu ar tru-

ture to the characteristics of a given sonic abprtcuarr.

With respect to man-made structures, buildings appear to be most susceptible,

with damage apparently being confined to the more brittle secondary structures

such as glass and plaster.() McKinley found little evidence to indicateA

that sonic boom generated overpressures between 1-5 lb/sq ft caused any

damage to modern residential buildings other than to plaster or window glass

components.A) Controlled tests by Parrott in 1962 had demonstrated that
I I window glass can be shattered by sonic booms, but only when the overpressures

exceeded 20 lb/sq ft. (A)Wiggins has produced regression curves showing the
probability of glass damage as a function of overpressure; these curves
indicate that for an overpressure of 30 lb/sq ft, probable glass damage would

be about 0.05 broken panes per pane per sonic boom (that is, one broken pane
(A9)

out of every 20 panes). The Biomedical Laboratory of the Aerospace Medical
Division carried out a series of tests dealing with sonic boom generated over-
pressures of up to 144 lb/sq ft; they reported that damage to structures was
principally confined to glass breakage, plaster cracking, light bulb breakage,

(A6)and furnishings falling from shelves.A) It should be noted that, on an

average, glass windows are currently installed to withstand wind pressures of

70-80 lb/sq ft
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II
The- susceptibility of natural structures to sonic boom induced damage is quite

dependent on the degree of vibrational instability or particular structural

status of the feature. A general result of terrain tests summarized by the

IACO Sonic Boom Panel was that induced particle velocities of about 0.002 to

0.02 in./see were associated with nominal peak overpressures of 0.5 to 5.0

lb/sq ft. (A2) A logarithmically linear extrapolation of these data would

indicate that peak overpressures of 30 lb/sq ft would induce particle

velocities of about 0.12 in./sec in any impacted terrain. Considering the

area's earthquake history, this represents a much weaker vibration than has

recently occurred, or that is likely to occur, during natural seismic events.

Crowley et al. state that particle velocity criteria for minor damage to weak
resiental srucure is boul.O n./ec.(Al)
resiental srucuresis bout1.0in./ec. This is almost an order of

magnitude higher than that expected from Shuttle generated sonic booms.

Humans and animals appear to be quite tolerant, physiologically, to sonic boom

overpressures. During the aforementioned tests carried out by the Biomedical

Laboratory of the Aerospace Medical Division, bioacous tics personnel were

exposed (without ear protection) to sonic booms ranging in peak positive

pressure from 50 to 144 lb/sq ft. Results showed that some momentary dis- ý

comfort, fullness, and ringing of the ears were experienced with the more
intense booms. In that same study, cinematographically reco~rded exposures ofI
several nearby groups of cattle and a corraled horse to these events showed

that responses were either unrecognizable or consisted of an apparent alerting

response accompanied by trotting off a short way. (A)The National Academy of

Sciences states that: "Dozens of individuals have been exposed to sonic boom

overpressures from 35 to 120 lb/sq ft with no worse effect than momentary

discomfort and slight temporary ringing and a sense of 'flnes in the ears.

The margin of safety is very wide indeed.IA)() White's criteria for effects

on young adults applicable to fast-rising, short- and long-duration overpressures

in ambient air indicate that the threshold for eardrum rupture is 720 lb/sq

ft-almost 25 times the focal overpressure expected from Shuttle launches. (A8

Similar criteria for effects on fauna are unavailable; it is reasonable to

expect, however, that hearing damage is not likely to occur as a result of
Shuttle generated sonic boom overpressures.
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APPENDIX B

COMMENTS FROM

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

LOS ANGELES DISTRICT CORPS OF ENGINEERS

(Letter dated October 6, 1977)A-



V°'TJ..o o..,..

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
LOS ANGELES DISTRICT, CORPII OF ENGINXERS

P.o. Box 27110LOS AN"GELS. CALIFORNIA 90018

SPLED-E 8 October 1,977

Honorable John C. Stetson

Secretary of the Air Force (SAF/MIQ)
Washington, D. C. 20330

Dear Mr. Secretary:

This is in response to a letter from your office dated 12 August 1977
which requested review and comments on the draft environmental impact
statement for the Space Shuttle Program, Vandenberg Air Force Base,
California.

The proposed plan does not conflict with existing or authorized plans
of the Los Angeles District, Corps of Engineers. We have no comments
concerning the environmental impacts of the proposed plan.
Any filling in wetlands or waters of the United States and any work in

navigable waters will require a permit from the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers as required by Section 404"of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act Amendments of 1972 (FWPCA) and Section 10 of the River and
Harbor Act of 1899. Under provisions of Section 404 of FWPCA, an9 filling
of wetlands must be avoided if possible. We suggest that Mr. Charles M.
Holt, Chief, Navigation Branch, be contacted at (213) 688-4933, regarding
requirements for filing permit applications.
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on these reports.

Sincerely yours, j

G. OBI ON
Colonel, CE
District Engineer
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RESPONSE TO CMCKETS FROM
DEPARTMENT 0r THE ARMY

COR~PS OF ENGINEERS
-LOS ANGELES DISTRICT-

3.1 No activities currently associated with Space Shuttle deployment at

Vandenberg APE, California, require any filling of wetlands. For any

activity that might have imapact on navigable waters, permits will be

obtained in compliance with the appropriate statute.
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APPENDIX C

COMMENTS FROM j
I

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATIOh

NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE

SOUTHWEST REGION

(Letters dated September 23, 1977 and June 3, 1975)
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U.B. DEPATMrNT OF COMMERCE
National Oseanli end Asmosphorie Administration
National Marine Fisheries Service
Southwest Region -•
300 ,South Ferry Street

Terminal Island, California 90731 •,

September 23, 1977 PSW33/RSH

Mr. James F. Boatright _•_.Si,,: ,
Office of the Secretary of the_.., •Air Force (SAF/MIQ)
Washington, D.C. 20330

Dear Mr. Boatright:

Thank you for sending us a copy of your Draft EIS for the
Space Shuttle Program. If you have not already done so,
please also send copies and a request for comments to the
Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Environmental
Affairs, U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
20230. Doing this will ensure that your Draft EIS will
receive full and timely consideration by all appropriate
components of the Department.

In order to provide as timely a response to your request
as possible, we are submitting our comments to you directly,
in parallel with their transmittal to the Department of
Commerce for incorporation in the Departmental response.

General Comments

Potential adverse impacts of the Space Shuttle Program on
Smarine mammals should be examined in more detail. The

cumulative effects of low level concentrations of HCI, ClC.1 A1 2 03 , and NOx on pinniped physiology have not been consii-
ered. Similarly, visual and olfactory senses may be
impaired by the exhaust products even at low concentrations.

A reevaluation of the adverse impacts of sonic booms and
sound overpressures generated during the shuttle ascent
should also be considered. The effects of these disturbances
on marine mammal populations inhabiting the Channel Islaude 1
(especially San Miguel Island) have not been discussed in

c.2 sufficient detail. These disturbances may cause a change in
normal behavioral patterns resulting in massive stampeding
towards the water. Substantial numbers of pups could be
crushed in any large scale movement of animals. Therefore,
the assignment of only "moderate" impact from shuttle induced

, r
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sonic booms may not truly reflect the potential impact the
noise disturbances could have on existing marine mammal
populations.

Specific Coiments

2.0 Description of the Proposed Action

2.2 Solid Rocket Booster Sequence

Page 2-18, paragraph 4. Ship berthing facilities necessary
for recovery Vessels should be described in this section, I

c.3 particularly if new facilities requiring construction are
planned.
2.5 Implementation of the Proposed Project

2.5.1 Construction Activitation

Page 2-47 paragraph 2. Further description of the proposed
hovercraft facility and associated offshore structures should
be included in this section. Specifically, the dimensions

C.4 of the concrete loading platform and the type of offshore
structures planned for construction should be described in
further detail.

3.0 Description of the Existing Environment

3.1 Physical, Chemical, Biological, and Archaeological
Environment

3.1.9 Biology

3.1.9.3 Marine Biology

Page 3-74, Table 3.1.9-6. The California Department of Fish
C.5 an- Game lists the northern elephant seal as rare and en-

dangered and, therefore, should be included in this table.

5.0 Environmental Impact of the Proposed Project

5.1 Physical, Chemical, Biological, and Archaeological
Impacts

5.1.1 Construction Impacts

5.1.1.6 Impact on Biology

C.6 Page 5-16, paragraph 3. The size of the area to be impacted
as well as the time period necessary for the construction of
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the hovercraft landing facility should be included in this
section. Without this information any evaluation as to the

*effects of construction on the existing marine biota is of
questionable value.

5.1.2 operations impacts

5.1.2.7 Impact on Biology

Page 5-39, paragraph 12. Designating the construction of the
off shore mooring structure at the hovercraft landing facilityI as a beneficial impact is strictly a subjective determination.

C,7 It is true that the placement of riprap material will serve as

a new rocky habitat for colonization, however, displacement
and burying of the existing sandy beach fauna will also occur.
Pae5-40, paragraph l. The statement that "biotic disturbances

W increase no more than 10 percent (a minor magnitude) over
C.8 current disturbance levels" should be substantiated,, especially

since operation impacts on marine mammals have not been discussed
in detail.

6.0 Alternatives

6.1 Program Planning J

6.1.3 Alternative Launch Site

Page 6-3. An alternative utilizing a launch trajectory to the
C.9 west, us avoiding impacts to the Channel Islands which are

important marine mammal habitats, should be investigated.

7.0 Probable Adverse Environmental Effects Which Cannot be
Avoided Should the Proposal be Implemented

Page 7-1, paragraph 5. The sonic booms and overpressures
associated wi the sEuttle ascent may have greater thanr "discernible" or "moderate" impacts on marine mammal species
which occur on the Channel Islands. High sound pressure
levels may induce a stampede and escape response to the water.

c~io Should this occur, pups may be crushed by the large scal.e
movement of animals. Similarly, females could conceivably
lose track of their pups during these conditions (see attached
letter, dated June 3, 1975). The intensity of the sonic booms
described in the DEIS may also be potentially deafening to
these acoustically oriented animals.

7.2 Suggested Mitigation Measures for Avoidable Adverse
Impacts

P ae-74. The adverse impacts of sonic boom overpressures on
C.11 mainel miiammal populations could be mitigated by a change in

trajectory to a more western direction. This would result in

C- 3



a reduction in noise level which would occur otherwise over
the Channel Iulands (particularly San Miguel island).

.:Thank you for allowing our agency the opportunity to review
-this draft EIS. We would appreciate receiving a copy of the
Final EIS upon it's issuance. .i
ýSincer

Ge•i ld V. oward
Regional Director

C-1
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.une 3, 1975

Com•-anding Officer
Pacific Missile R-ýngeeaPt. m•ugU,sr California 93042. :• .

Dear Sir:

i:e have .zivcd a rcport from Bud Antonelis and Zaard
Jauleyson, of the Nortlhwest Visheries Center, Marine HamTnal
Division, San Miguel Island research station, that at 1453
and again at 1457 hours on M~ay 22, 1975, a sonic boom of
high intensity occurred over the westerA portion of San
'israel Island. These booms were observed to have caused

' - a pronou ', distribance to the California sea lions on
Pt., Bennett rookeries. It was estimated that 75y of all
anL-;als on the rookery beaches were alarmed by the booms
and subsequently stampeded to the water. California sea
lions are pu;ping on San I.Iliguel Island at this time and
disturbances of this type can ba expected to increase
mortality of the young. Disturbance of this magnitude
can be considered a violation of the .larine klaiial Pro-
tection Act of 1972 (public law 92-5221 section 102), and

6'I t the regulations promulgated thereunder (section 216.11)
copies of which are enclosed. we bring this to your at-
tention not as a threat of legal action but to show cause
for our concern. In addition the northern fur seals at
San Miguel Island are protected by the Convention for
Conservation of the North Pacific Fur Seal, andinter-
national convention signed by Canada, Japan, the USSR
and the United States. The small fur seal colony at
San Miguel Island has become recently etablished dnd
is being intensively protected.

iLarge concentrations of seals and sea lions in California

are found only on those Channel 1slanft und'zr control of
the Navy. This has resulted from the protection frow'hbumanA I disturbance afrorded by Naval administration. We hope that
the Navy will continue to afford protection by reducing or
elimi.nating the sonic boo:,s in the vicinity of scal rookeries
in the Channel Islands.U ~ C-5
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If this should not be possible, operations involving the
creation of sonic boomns might be schcduled to concide ,with
periods when seals are not pupping or breeding. ror San. Rnii.;el
and San Nicolas Islands ptipping and breeding activity occur
•from 20 May to 20 August for ana lions and fur scale# and fr'om

about 20 December to 20 February for northern elephant sanls.
Thus these 5 months of the year are the most critical, with 4
disturbance having greatest deleterious effects on seal pop-
ulations. Disturbances outside the pupping and breeding -Ca-
sons are expected to be of lesser significance. lius, if
operations tLat create sonic booms could.be restricted to the.
periods 20 August to 20 December and 20 February to 20 I.Iay tV.e
deleterious effects to seal populations wvould be minimized.

ire thank you for your cooperation in the past and hope that
this request will be favorably considered.

Sincerely.

Gerald V. Eo-,ard
Regional Director

Enclosures: (--ote: copy of .!arine .aimmal Protection Act
with appropriate sections marked.)

Dr. George Y. Harry, Jr. , Director* Marine Xamtal Div.,.1AA'C
Cdr. Robert 0. Baker, code 3250-1. PHR

but GCX3
C. Fiscus
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RESPONSE TO COMOINTS FROM
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE
-SOUTHWEST REGION-

C.1 To our knowledge, data dealing specifically with HC1, Cl 2 , A1 2 03 and

NOx effects on pLnniped physiology and visual and olfactory senses

do not exist. Yet, with respect to the Shuttle program at Vandenberg,

it is doubtful that any problematic impact will occur. As stated in

Section 5.1.2.1, expected peak concentrations of HCI, Cl2 and NO x
at ground level (500 ft above sea level) will be well below the short

term public limits (STPL@), and oredicted ground level concentrations

of A1 2 03 (a nuisance dust) will not be contrary to State or Federal

standards. Considering the distances involvod to areas where pinniped

species congregate, expected sea level concentrations of these consti-

tuents will be no greater than about 20 percent of the predicted

maximums. This is well below any concentration levels presently known

by researchers (who have dealt with related physiological and sensory

effects in studies on other fauna) as representing an impact.

C.2 A discussion on the effects of sonic booms on marine mammal populations

of the Channel Islands has been incorporated in Section 5.1.2.7 of the

Final EIS.

CA3 Facilities for berthing the SRB recovery ships currently exist at

C.3 Port Hueneme. No new berthing facilities are planned. However, an
existing wharf will be modified to accommodate the recovery operation.

Information associated with this proposed modification has been added

I to Data Brief 2.2-2 in Section 2.

C.4 The proposed hovercraft facility at Vandenberg is no longer being planned,

A decision has been made to adopt the Shallow Draft Barge SDB)

concept (discussed in Appendix B of the Draft EIS) as the favored method

of External Tank delivery to the Base. This EIS has been changed to

reflect that decision.
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C.5 The northern elephant seal has been included in Table 3.1.9-6 of this

Final EIS.

C.6 Refer to Response C.A above.

C.7 Refer to Response C.4 above.

C.8 -The statement in question refers to ground support activities and

not to actual operations of the Shuttle. The primary impacts on

marine mammals will be effects of sonic booms over the Channel

Is;ands,'which are discussed in Section 5.1.2.7 of the Final EIS.

The maintenance and support of these ground operations should not

grossly affect the resident biota. This can be inferred from the

fact that Shuttle ground support activities will actually represent
much less than a 10 percent increase over current launch support

levels.

C.9 In order for the Shuttle to achieve earth orbit with a westerly

launch trajectory, it would first have to be accelerated to a

speed which overcomes the earth's easterly rotational speed, and

further accelerated to a final speed necessary to maintain orbit.

The weight of the additional fuel necessary to accomplish the

first feat would be such that carriage of the planned payload
weights would not be possible. This would defeat the purpose of

the Shuttle program.

C.10 The key word in the statement to which you refer is the word

"importsnce." Referencwude ossible to the discussion (on page

5-2 of this document) which delineates the meaning of the word

"importance" when used for purposes of defining an impact. Use

of this word relates to the significance of the impact as it

relates to the environment as a whole. Matrix 5.0-G on page 5-9

of the FEIS portrays the impact of "ascent through the troposphere"

as being of "moderate" importance for non-endangered aquatic fauna

and of "significant" importance for endangered species. In view

of the newly incorporated discussion (presented in Section 5.1.2.7

C-8 ':•'
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of the FEIS) on sonic boom impacts on the Channel Islands' biota,

it is felt that these ratings are justifiably reasonable. Reference

is made to Response A.2 of Appendix A for a discussion pertaining

to potential hearing damage.

C.11 Of the 129 planned Shuttle launches, only 6 will pocentially occur

on the 70 degree inclination. All others will be at higher incli-

nations, resulting in (1) a more westerly trajectory with respect

to the ground track and, therefore, (2) a reduction in expected

overpressure levels over the Channel Islands. Studies are currently

underway to assess the possibility of etther varying the trajectory

so as to move the overpressure focal region downrange or adjusting

the trajectory slightly upwards so as to move the focal region

westerly. Precise definition of these potential mitigating measures

will be made once a detailed flight plan has been defined. These

studies are presently scheduled to be completed by December 1978.

2-

1 '
I
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APPENDIX D1

COMMENTS FROM

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE K
NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATIONj

NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES DIVISION-IAIN MAMLIISO
(Letter dated October 4, 1977)



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Easionel Oseunle and Asmmeepherle AdminlmltumtIm
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE

NOA&NAu•ATIONIAL MAN= MMA.DVINIU FSIg sMRYK XWi•"t ,r

7 WAD M'ONT WAY. fJl i

October 4, 1977 IMAM wA.•WGMK gs

Jamess.F. Boatright
Deputy Assistant Secretary
Department of the Air Force
Washington, D.C. 20330

Dear Secretary Boatright:

We have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for The
Space Shuttle Program Vandenberg AFB, California, dated August 1977.
We are concerned about the disruptive effect of focused sonic boom and
engine noise on the breeding populations of seals at San Miguel Island,
California. Your report states that the focused overpressure could
approach 30 psf. Focusing of sonic boom overpressure at San Miguel Island
appears most severe on the space shuttle launch with inclination angle of
70 degrees (page 5-34A). Apparently given these launch conditions the
maximum estimated overpressures will be experienced at or very near San
Miguel Island.

"We have had a biologist on San Miguel Island during the months of
May-September each year since 1969. They have recorded the effects of
sonic booms from aircraft and missiles on seals. The startle effect of
sonic booms on the animals is considerable, with up to 100% of the sea lions
and fur seals (approximately 10,000 animals) stampeding to the water;
causing at least temporary disruption of the reproductive social structure.
It is not possible for us to know what the boom from a larger overpressure
will do, but we expect an even more dramatic startle and stampede reaction

D.1 from the California sea lions and Northern fur seals. Pups are sometimes
crushed in the stampeded and are often separated from their mothers. Most
pups older than one week of age will eventually reunite with the femalej
however, if newborn pups are separated from the female, abandonment and
death of pups can result. The pups of California sea lions gre born from
20 May to 20 June and those of northern fur seals from 1 June to 1 August,
thus the most sensitive period is 20 May to 1 August for sea lions and fur
seals. If there is flexibility in scheduling shuttle launches, we request
that launches which would focus large sonic boom overpressures at San Miguel
Island would not occur between 20 May and 1 August.

We 'originally feared the projected maximum sonic boom overpressure
might. cause physical damage to seals ear structures resulting in hearing

S.2 impairment. Though reading the proceedings of the 1965 Sonic Boom Symposium
(Journal Acoustical Society of America, 39:Sl-S80), we find that humans
have been exposed to sonic boom overpressures exceeding 100 paf without
hearing damage. Therefore we would not expect damage to seals hearing from

D-1
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a single sonic b•om of 30 pof, but are cOncerned about the possible"

long term effects of repeated expIosure to lage overpressures.

Sirncerely yourn, 
V

George Y. Harry, qr.Q
Director, Marine
Mammal Division

.71
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RESPONSE TO COM MEN TS FROMV
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE
-MARINE MANML DIVISION-

D.1 A detailed flight plan has not been defined for Shuttle launches at

Vandenberg. However, current traffic projections indicate that, of

a total traffic projection of 129 launches at Vandenberg, only 6 would

potentially occur at or near the 700 inclination. It is on this inclina-

tion that Shuttle generated sonic booms could focus ,on San Miguel Island.

Studies are currently underway to assess the possibility of varying the

trajectory associated with- this inclination so as to move the focal

region away from this island. Precise definition of this potential

mitigating measure, however, is not possible at this time. Consideration
will be given to your request to schedule launches on this trajectory at

times other than between 20 May and 1 August. However, chances are that,

of the six currently forecasted launches' on this inclination, only one
or two might occur between these dates. This is based on the assumption

of an even distribution of the six launch events over the operation

period (1983 to 1991).

D,.2 As stated in the above response, large overpressures on the Channel
Islands, specifically San Miguel Island, are expected to occur infrequent-

ly in view of current traffic projections for launches at or near the 70*

inclination. Asstming an even dimtribution of these six launches over

the operations period, it is probable that the impact would occur no more

than once every year. At this frequency, it would appear that the
"cumulative effects" impact (about which you are concerned) would be

negligible. It is to be noted, however, that factual test data (on seals)

specifically supporting this allegation is unavailable. However, some

insight on the subject might be obtained from the discussion contained in

Response A.2 of Appendix A.

D-3 .2'*
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APPENDIX E

COMMENTS FROM I
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE I

THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

(Letter dated October 21, 1977)

AND

NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION

NATIONAL OCEAN SURVEY

(Letter dated October 13, 1977) ii
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMEINNT OF COMMERCE1
m Ammstant SecraearV far science aind TechneisgyC*) Washington. D.C. 20230

(2021 377-S8r'JJ
October 21, 1977

Office of the Secretary
Department of the Air Force (SAF/IKQ)I; Washington, D.C. 20330
Gentlemen:

This is in reference to your draft environmental impact
statement entitled, "Space Shuttle Program,, Vandenberg
Air Force Base, California." The enclosed comments from
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration are
forwarded for your consideration. Even though coumments
from the Southwest Regional Office of the National

I Marine Fisheries Service have been previously sent
directly to you, their comments are also attached for

your ready reference.

Thank you for giving us an opportunity to provide these
~tcomments, which we hope will be of assistance to you.

U We would appreciate receiving five (5) copies of the

final statement.

Sincerely,

I Deputy As stat, Secretary
for Environmental Affairs

A.

I.IEnclosures -Memo from National Ocean Survey, October 13, 1977

Memo from National Marine Fisheries Service,
September 23, 1977

E-1



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Oceania and Atmospheric Admin~stration
NATIONAL OCEAN SURVEY
Rockville. Md. 20852 C52/JLR

OCT 13 W?

TO: William Aron
Director I
O f ce of Ecology and Environmental Conservation

FROM: oaon LiI I1:

Deputy Director
National Ocean Survey

SUBJECT: DEIS #7709.24 - Space Shuttle Program
Vandenberg AFB, CA

The subject statement has been reviewed within the areas of NOS
responsibility and expertise, and in terms of the impact of the
proposed action on NOS activities and projects.

The following comment is offered for your consideration.

Geodetic control survey monuments may be located in the proposed I
project areas. If there is any planned activity which will disturb

E.1 or destroy these monuments, NOS requires not less than 90 days'
notification in advance of such activity In order to plan for
their relocation. NOS recommends that funding for this project
includes the cost of any relocation required for NOS monuments.

(EI
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FOR REPERENCE MEM4O FRcM ThE MA3IniE FISHERIES SERVICE I•
i ~PLEASE SEE APPENDIX C

II
ii
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RESPONSE TO CGOEMENTS PRCM
U..DEPARTMENT OP COMMERCE

THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
AND

NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION
-NATIONAL OCEAN SURVEY-

El1 Geodetic control survey monuments are Indicated on site plans for construction -

areas. The Corps of Engineers has procedures that are followed for timely

modification to NOS if these monuments need to be removed.

E-4
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COMMENTS FROM
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON, D.C. M01

AF PREV OCT 7 1977
The Pentagon
Room 5D431

Wasnington, D.C. 20330

Dear Sir:

Thank you for the opportunity to review the draft Environmental
Impact Statement on the Air Force Space Souttle Vrogram, Vandenberg
Air Force dase, California.

The proposed expansion of the Vandenberg Air Force Base for the
purpose of lawicninp tae Space Shiuttle will probably have no
si•nificant effect on the Public licalth and Safety of the population
in the subject area provided that:

F.1 1) Launches are not carried out more frequently than the
stated 208-hour intervals;

F.2 2) Technological advancements or changes are not imilemented
without a new or anwnded environmental impact statement; and

T,•F.3 3) No accidents occur. Since tiiis cannot be predicted, we
would suggest that continpency plans for emergency water
supplies in the event of contamnination be addreised in
the final .IUS, including emergency procedures for evacuation
in tne event of a transportation misnap. Thiese continrency

plans should include the duration of contamination in ihours
or days (rather than tne use of tat teir -- "temporary").

tae degradation products of the chemicals iivohved in
various probable scenarios nind plans for evacuation and/
or provision of temporary saelter and subsistence.

i:.'e recognize the anticipated noise proilem as well as tac sonic boom.
rite iiealta risk seems to have been minimized ta1rouga location and
choice of flight patti.

It has been noted that the decision to proceed wit!i this iroject at
this site has been made and that it may be difficult to incorporate
changes in the program at this late stape. We would hope t.lat any
alterations in the program will 6e discussed sufficiently ea,,ly to
avoid circumvention of t-ne NEPA process so that we are not faced with
the review of a "fait accompli."

Sincerely,

Charles Custard

Director
Office of Environmental Affairs

F-1 -



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS FROM

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE
-OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY-

F.I 208 hours represents the minimum practical. turnaround time between

launches. In other words, two successive launch operations could be

scheduled within 208 hours of each other. The annual la nch rate at
Vandenberg is not projected to exceed 20 operations per year. . Consequent-

N ly, the average interval between successive launches during peak activity

yvar. would be approximately one launch every 18 days (see Tab Il. 2Tab5l2-1e

In the FEIS).

F.2 Air Force regulations require the preparation of addendums or supplements.

to the EIS if the scope of the Shuttle program at Vandenberg changes, and

if that change results in a significant increase in expected impacts or

impacts that are controversial in nature. Minor changes and refinementsil [in the project can be expected. Such changes would not merit further

description. llowever, the Air Force will prepare and publish supplement-

* !to the FEIS when major changes are considered*

F.3 Land use planning (and existing zoning) for Vandenberg is based on the

concept of buffering populated areas from those areas where hazardous

operations occur. Over 90 percent of Vandenberg is devoted to open space

for this reason. The launch site was selected for its remote location,

and transportation routes for hazardous substances (such as hypergolic

fuels) have been chosen to minimize the exposure of the general public in

the event of an accident. Possible accident scenarios have been prepared

and evaluated as described In the FEIS. The public would be excluded or

evacuated from areas that are considered hatardous during operations.

For example, certain downrange areas such as Jalama Beach would be evacuated

prior to certain launches. in addition, the Air Force is in the process

of developing plans designed to mitigate environmental damage from

accidents such as spills or wildfires. Contingency planning to insuret,

public health and safety has been a primary criteria during all phases

W Iof the project.

F-2



.
In addition, surf ace waters on an immnediately near Vandenberg are not'

used for drinking. Considering the current project description, there

are no accidents that have a reasonable potential for impacting domestic

water supplies.

It should be noted that almost all of the conceivable accidents associated

with the proj ect would occur on Base in remote areas, over low populated

regions, or over the ocean. Vandenberg Air Force Base does have plans

for handling local disaster although the details of these plans go beyond

the scope of the FEIS. These plans include the provision of emergency

medical service, temporary housing, and subsistence.

F.4 As stated above in Response F.2, the Air Force requires environmental

assessments of all significant or controversial impacts that might arise

as A result of a change in the proposed project. Air Force environmental

regulations have been prepared to comply with the National Environmental

Policy Act. These regulations assure that the environmental impact

analysis process Is not circumvented.

F-3
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II

-United States Depa'rtment of the Interior

-"" "+ ";"" ' ~ WASHINGTON, D,C. •20240,==D• I= ...

} 7p-'7/865 
SEP 1 3 17 " • m '

Mr. James F. Boatright
Deputy for Tnstallations ...

Management
Department of the Air Force
Washington, D. C. 20330

Dear Mr. Boatrigbt:

This is in response to your request of August 12, 1977*
for the Department of the Interior's review and coimnents
on a draft environmental statement to Space Shuttle
Program at Vandenberg AFB, California.,

This is to advise you that the Department will have
comments on the draft statement but will be unable to
reply by the date requested since we have just received
the documents. Please consider this letter as a request .< _
for an extension of time in which to comment. Our com--
Sments should be available by the end of October.

It would be appreciated if, in the future, all such
requests for review were directed to the Office of
-Environmental Project Review with all copies of the 4

statement being sent to that office in order to achieve
a coordinated Departrintal response. Ten copies of such
documents are needed.

n y yours,

! / £ Bx'uce Blane~ard, Director

S"•~Environmental 
Project Review : °

G-1
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F. ~~Unite~d Sta~tes IDeparmiicitt of the Interior

OFFICIE OF 'T'HUl SVRI.TARY _. __.......__

WASHINGION, I)M, 20)240

ER7/86I
NOV 8 1971

Mr. James F. Boatright
Deputy for Installations, Management

Department of the Air Force
Washington, D. C. 20330

Dear Mr. Boatright:
Thank you for your August 12, 1977 letter requesting our

review and comments on a draft environmental statement for

California.

2. Description of the Proposed Action

We are concerned with the preservation of cultural resources
in the vicinity of the proposal. *1
The cultural resources sections of the draft statement are
inaccurate and need up-dating to reflect potential construc-
tion impacts. Final survey andodata recovery plans are

sently being revised by the Space and Missiles Systems
ganisation, the Air Forae, and the National Paiik Service's

Interagency Archeological Service Office. These groups are
working together to resolve any other problems relating to
the cultural resources. The final statement should
accurately reflect impacts, status or compliance* and
mitigation plans.

In addition to the sections of the proposed tow route and
runway extension areas discussed in the draft statement,
the following areas should be surveyed also:

1. Proj•ct wae at Port Hueneme. Page 2-48 discusses two
new facilities to be constructed at Port Rueneme that
could adversely affect cultural resources, if any are

a.1 found to be present. Although existing records do not
document any previously located resouroes, an intensive
survey should be conducted to confirm the presence or
absence of significant cultural remains.
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2. Nearehore area proposed for construction of mooring
structure. As stated on page S-17, the possibility exists

S G.2 that submerged cultural resources may be disturbed during
moowing operations. An archeologist, knowledgeable about
underwater conditions in the area, should be consulted
concerning the necessity for an underwater investigation.

3. Alternate tow route sections. In addition to the
unsurveyed two route section, the two alternate tow route

Sc.3 sections should be surveyed. All other aspects being
equal, we recommend the alternative that would have the
least impact upon significant cultural resources be
selected.

The disposal of water from the flame trench that is not
G.4 recycled (see page 2-35) and that may contain significant

conoentrations of toxic substances should be discussed.

3. Description of Existing Environment

We believe the possibility for significant impact to the
resources of the Channel Islands from ionic boom over-
pressures has been understated. The Channel Islands
contain extremely fragile outstanding biological resources,
including one of the largest pinniped rookeries in the

G.5 world and one of the major sea bird rookeries in the
western United States, housing large numbers of different
broeding species. At present Ancapla Island and Santa
Barbara Island are designated as a National Monument.
Additionally, other Channel Islands have been proposed as
a national maine park.

Hav infomation on the resouroes of the Channel Islands
should be included in Chapter 5. A list of sea birds
which br"ed on the Islands and estimated population sizes

G 6 should be provided. Rookeries whioh support large num-
bers of breeding birds or rare speices should be described.
The sea bird rookery on Prince Island, which is not
mentioned in the draft statement, is of particular
importance to several species.

While the pinniped rookeries on San Miguel Island are
Smentioned (see pges 3-66 and 3-77), more detail is noces-G.7 sary. In addit on to the species noted, northern fur
seals and harbor seals also breed on this island.
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Castle Rock, immediately to the northwest, is also a very
important rookery. An estimate of populations of differ-
ent species which bear young on the Island, numlbers in
the tens of thousands, should be provided to give some
indication of the importance of this area.

,Geological and archeological resources on the Channel
Islands should also be discussed. In particular, the' fragile oaliche forest and the roughly 560 archeological

sites on San Miguel merit attention.

Under Cultural Amenities, the Channel Islands !ational
Monument should be included. It should be noted that
trhere are 12 structures on Anaca Island. Many of these
stract'4res are eligible for listing in the National
Register of Historic Places. If there is any possibility

9of impact to these structures, both the State Histcric
Preservation Officer and the Advisory Council on Historic
reservation must be contacted concerning appropriate

mitigating measures.

It is stated on page 3-76 of the draft statement that thus
far 0 ~archeological resources are known to exist within
or near the boundaries of proposed project sites. Fourtee:n
of these resources have been evaluated for their National
Register of Historic Places eligibility and have been
devermined by the State Historic Preservation Officer ic.
-e eligible for inclusion. From the descriptions included
ia, the 1974 archeological report (Reference 114), it

•. ould a-pear that many of the remaining 86 identified
cuIltural resources possess qualities that meet the
criteria for inclusion. Although not directly affected by
the proposed project, in order to ensuire that the valuable
informAtion inherent in these resources is protected and
preservedw the resources should be evaluated for their
inclusion in the National Register. The appropriateness
of a district nomination for the significant cultural
resources in the project area should be considered in
_nsuitation with the State Historic Preservation Officer,

Pace 3-7% also states that ý of the identified cultural
resDoures are of particular significance due to their
Idprcxi-ty to proposed facilities. Adverse impacts,

* *~ resulting from construction of the tow route and hover-
craft landing facility, will affect 7 of these resources;
however, the nature and extent of impacts to Ssa 534 and
SBa 539 is not identified.
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We understand that the Point Arguello boathouse shallow
draft barge option is being considered rather than the
hovercraft facility which might impact archeological site
Sba 684. Should the latter option be reconsidered,
however, it will be necessary to develop plans to mitigate
adverse construction effects at the site. Regarding
operational effects, it is not appropriate to deposit sand
from hovercraft *lean-up operations on site SBa 684. A
more practical alternative would be to select another
location to deposit the sand, or to jonsider the feasi-S G13 bility of data recovery at the archeological site.

We awe unaware of any specific proposals to cover any sites
with paving and, for the present, we 4o not reommend this

G.14 as a viable option.

4. Relationshik of ro med Action to Land-Use Plans.,
o- caes and controls

S~This chapter should include a discussion of proposals to -
Sdesignte the Channel Islands an a national marine park

or a marine sanctuary. Five of the Channel Islands,
inc'luding San Miguel, anta Rosa Santa Crumb Anacapa,
and Santa Barbara, are included In the Act sent to the
Co roess under the General Authorities Act (S. 3430) as',•~ afst* which nay have potential for inclusion in the

G.15 Rational Park System. The National Park Service is study-
ing the Islands at this time. Furthermore, they have
recommended that these islands and the area eight miles
out to soe from each Island be designated a marine

, •sanctuary. The State of California has issued a more
encompassing proposals including 3 additional islands
San Nicholas$ San Clemente, and Sanrta Catalina - and
offshore waters extending 12 miles from each island.
5. Environmental Impact of the 0roeosed Project

Impacts to the resources discussed in the previous
paragraphs should be included in this chapter. We
question the Judiment that impacts on breeding bird and

G.16 pinniped populations would occur only "to some minor
extent" (page 5-46). It should be noted that pinniped
populations are extremely sensitive to human disturbance.
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It is possible that a loud sonic boom would startle adult
populations and cause trampling of the pups. Disturbance
of sea bird colonies during the nesting season causes
many sea birds to fly off the nest, allowing gulls to ruoh

G.17 in and eat their eggs and chicks. The scientific litera-
ture provides other examples of negative impacts of air-
craft noise on bird populations. We are also concerned
as to the possible impact of acid rain, resulting from
hydrogen chloride in the exhaust, on island flora and
fauna, particularly bird egg shells, and would like moru
information about this discussed in the final document.

The possible impact of sonic booms to cetacean populatioiis
concerns us also. Large dolphin populations are found
immediately east of San Miguel Island, near the focal
point of a sonic boom resulting from Vandenberg Air Force

* 8Base shuttle launches on a 700 inclination (Figure 5-1.2-d).
It is possible that sonic booms could also impact migrating
whale populations. More information should be provided
regardinp the relationship of whale migration paths to
areas which would be affected by large sonic boom over-
pressures and the possible impacts which might occur.

Figure 5-1,3-g should be replaced with an accurate detailed
figure since it is impossible to determine from the

G.19 present one to what degree, if any, the Santa Ynez Indian
Reservation would be impacted by sonic booms.

* Section 5.1.2.8, Impact on Archeological Resources,
should also mention possible impacts to archeological sites
on San Miguel. Some of the sites are located on eroding

G.20 cliffs or steep, unstable inclines and could be disturbed
as a result of sonic booms.

Consideration of potential damage to sand castings of
ancient trees in the caliche forest on San Miguel Island

G.21 and pousible impacts to historical structures on AnacapaG. 21Island from sonic boom overpressures should be discussed
in this chapter also.
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7. Unavoidable Adverse mpacts

We feel that, unless more evidence is ovided to thecontrary, possible impacts to the pinnpeds and sea
4. 2birds which breed on the Channel Islands should be con-

sidored "significant and substantial in importance" and
not "discernible to moderate in importance" (pages 7-1
and 7-2).

We would hope, however, that mitigating measures can be
developed to decrease the intensity of sonic boom over-
pressures which would occur over the Islands. Preferable
possibilities would include using an inclination large
enough so that the focal point would be to the southwest
of the Channel Islands or in some other way altering the

G.23 ground track so sonic booms resulting from launching will
not occur over the Islands. Another possibility would be
to bshedule any sonic booms over the Islands in the fall,
from October to early December, when pinnipeds and sea
birds are least active in bearing young. Migrating whale
populations and those of other marine mammals, however,
might continue to be affected at this time.

We hope these comments will be of use to you in preparing
the final environmental statement.

Sincerely,

1!rr k. Nicievott8

SECRETARY
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RESPONSE TO COMM4ENTS FROM
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

G.l As is stated in Section 7.2 of this statement, Space Shuttle Environmental

Protection Plans (EPPs) are being developed, and impact mitigative measures

are being incorporated into facility design criteria. Moreover, a

qualified environmental engineer will be present onsite to oversee this

effort during the construction phase of the program at Vandenberg as well

as Port Hueneme. Backing this effort will be a qualified archaeologist

who will be available to support this effort on an on-call basis. In the

event that cultural resources are located at Port Hueneme during the

various phases of the Shuttle program, actions detrimental to the find

will be halted until examination and appropriate mitigation of possible

impacts can be accomplished by qualified personnel.

G.2 The proposed hovercraft facility at Vandenberg which included the mooring
structure ic no longer being planned. A decision has been made to adopt

the Shallowd Draft Barge (SDB) concept (discussed in Appendix B of the

Draft EIS) as part of the proposed action. This FEIS has been changed to

reflect that decision. As such, the suggested underwater investigation

at Surf will not be necessary. However, an underwater archaeology survey

has been scheduled for the boathouse area location in support of the

I, Shallow Draft Barge concept.

G.3 Areas for tow routes were surveyed for archaeological sites by a professional
.4 archaeologist walking over the proposed tow routes. No sites were found.

GA4 Design specifications for the launch pad call for provision of a method of
sampling water properties prior to returning what remains from the 80,000

gallons of deluge water to storage or disposing over grade. The water will
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be neutralized to soil pH before discharge. Examination of the possible

constituents of the exhaust (see Table 5.1.2-2) shows that no substances

of great hazard would be present in the water. Chloride, alumina parti-

culate, iron chloride, carbonate, and possible nitrate would be the main

exhaust products in the water; none of these is of any particular hazard

biologically. If neutralization is not possible, contaminated water will .

be hauled to an acceptable disposal area.
ti

G.5 A discussion of sonic boom impacts on the biological resources of the

G6 Channel Islands has been incorporated into Section 5.1.2.7 of this PETS.

G.6 An expanded discussion of the existing Channel Islands environment has

been incorporated into Section 3 of the FEIS and includes a detailed bird

listing. Reference is also made to information provided by the California

Coastal Commission (see letter in Appendix N) and by the University of

California at Irvine (see letter in Appendix P).

G.7 More detailed information concerning Channel. Island pinniped populations

has been incorporated in Section 3 of this FEIS.

G.8 A discussion of the existing geological and archaeological resources of

"the Channel Islands has been incorporated in Section 3.1 of the FEIS.

G.9 A discussion of the Channel Islands National Monument has been incorporated

into Section 3.2.7 of this FEIS. i I
Reference is made to the discussion on sonic boom related structural.

Idamages presented in Response A.2 of Appendx A. Reference is also made

to the discussion on the expected frequency of sonic booms over the

Channel Islands during the launch program (see Responses D.1 and D.2 of
SAppendix D). Both the State Historic. Preservation Officer and the

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation have been contacted for

assistance regarding the minor damage to structures on Anac4.pa Island

that could occur from the infrequently expected 2 lb/sq ft overpressures.

G.10 The Air Force will consult with the State Historic Preservation Officer

regarding additional archaeological sites to be nominated to the National

Register of Historic Places. Vandenberg AFB has a plan In effect to

protect and preserve identified archaeological sites,,
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G-l1. Although Site SBa 534 is proximate t%. proposed facilities, it will not

be impacted by Shuttle related construction or operational activities.

Impacts to Site SBa 539, however, are expected as a result of tow

route construction activities, and information in that regard has been

incorporated into Section 5.1.,1.7 of this Final Environmental Statement,

Section 5.1.1.7 has also been modified (as a result of recent studies)

to reflect the fact that Sites SBa 654, 678, 682, and 1128 will not be

impacted by proposed Shuttle activities. For additional information

dealing with sites to be impacted at Vandenberg, reference is made to
the general response (contained on page A-58 of Appendix) to Mr. Tu

Blu Jays' policy statement presented in the DES public hearing.

G.12 See above Response G*2*

G.13 See above Response G.2.

V,.14 The Air Force has no present plans that require paving archaeological

sites. We have been advised by archaeologists that paving over sites

may be desirable under certain conditions. The determination as to

whether such action is a viable option must be considered on a case

by case basis.

G.15 Recent proposals to designate the Channel Islands as a national marine

park or a marine sanctuary are discussed in Section 3.2.7 of tOe FEIS.

It should be noted here that, as of this date, these proposals are

still pending.

G.16 A more detailed discussion of the anticipated sonic boom impacts on

the Channel Islands' biota is presented in Section 5.1.2.7 of the FEIS.

G.17 Information on the expected effects of sonic booms on the biota of K;
the Channel Islands has been added in Section 5.1.2.7 of this State-

ment.
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Flrland faunal impacts associated with acid rain fallout from a

Shuttle ground cloud are addressed in Section 5.1.2.7 of the EIS are

based on available published material. Information specifically

dealing with studied effects on the biota of the Channel. Island,

however. is presently unavailable. Related studies are currently

underway. As new information becomes known, better def:Lu.t~ion of

the potential impacts will be possible.

G.18 A discussion of sonic boom impacts to cotaceail ptoilations has been

incorporated into Section 5.1.2.7 of this FI.

C. 1.9 Figures 5.1.2-D through -I are amended irn ;Iiv FHIS to shov' the

location of Santa Ynez. The Indian reservation is located adjacent

to the community of Santa Ynez and is outside the lateral cutoffs

for Shuttle vehicle or Orbiter induced sonic booms in all cases.

* Data presented in the above mentioned figures are general, butI

represent the best available information at this time. It should

be noted that the sonic boom footprints and overpressures depicted

I, on these figures are considered conservative estimates of the actual
overpressures that would occur during Shuttle operations.

-M,

G.20 Reference is made to Response A.2 of Appendix A for a discussion on

the potential for sonic boom damage to natural features or structures.

G.21 Refer to above Response C.9.

(1,22 Refer to Response C.10 of Appendix C.

G.23 Reference is made to Responses D.1 and D.2 of Appendix D for a dis-

cussion of potential mitigation measures currently under study as

well as current traffic projections and expected frequency of events.

A discussion of sonic boom impacts on the marine mammals of the

Channel Islands and migrating whales has been incorporated into

Section 5.1.2.7 of the FEIS.
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COMMENTS FROM

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY

(MANPOWER, RESERVE AFFAIRS AND LOGISTICS)

(Letter dated October 12, 1977)



DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY Aw
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY ---- __ _

(MANPOWER, RESERVE AFFAIRS AND LOGISTICS) .,
WASHINGTON. D.C. 2031b ""

i.

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE ND
FOR INSTALLATIONS AND MANAGEMENT

S Subj Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the Space
Shuttle Program, Vandenberg, AFB, California

Ref: (a) Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for
Installations and Management ltr of 12 Aug 1977

Reference (a) requested review of the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (HIS) on the proposed Space Shuttle Program,

Sk Vandenberg AFB, California.

The construction of facilities and the space shuttle
operations at the Naval Construction Battalion Center, as shown
In the draft EIS, do not reflect the current planning as pro-
posed by the Air Force Space and Missile Systems organization
t(AFSC and concurred In by the Navy.

It is therefore requested that the Environmental Impact
Statement be revised to include the latest proposals for con-

H. struction of facilities and operations at the Naval Construction
f, H. 1 Battalion Center by the APSC in Los Angeles. These proposals,

which have been tentatively approved by the Navy, are set forth
below for ready reference.

f a. Reconstruct wharves B and C, and a Landing Craft Ramp
to support the solid rocket booster (SRB) and parachute recovery
operations, homeport berthing for the two SRB recovery vessels,and general support for the Naval Construction Battalion Center's
port operations.

b. Construction of an SRB high-pressure wash facility near
1 wharves B and C.

c. Construction of an SRB desafing and disassembly facilitynear wharves B and C.

d. Construction of & Marine Operations Center.

AFU/PRE I
--- DIP Dir ---------_.Dep Di.---------

o.. erf
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RESFONSE TO COMMENTS FROM
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECREATRY
(MANPOWJER, RESERVE AFFAIRS AND LOGISTICS)

H.1 The latest AFSC proposals for construction of facilities and operations

at the Naval Construction Battalion Center are included in Section 2

of the FEIS.

* qt

I
Iý
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COMMENTS FROM

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

(Letter dated October 4, 1977)
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EOPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FDRLAVIATION ADMINISTRATION

WISTUN BIG"
P 0 00 SMO? WOIDWAY POSTAL CINTIP

October 4, 1977

Office of the Seoreta.r"y
of the Air Force (SýAPAQ)

Wahington, B. C. 20330

Gentlemen:

An requested in your letter dated 12 Augst 1977 we have now completed
a review of your Daft Environmental Impaot Statement (NIS) on the
proposed Space Shuttle Program, Vandenberg APf, OA.

Our findings indicate that this proposed project will not present any
problem fm an environmental viewpoint to any existing or presently
planned FAA facilities.

We appreciate the courtesy extended in bringing this matter to our i
attention.

I~Sincerely,

Regional Plannin Officer

II
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RESPONSE TO COMMIENTS FROM
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

No response required for these comments.
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
UNITED STATES COAST GUARD CO..NDepR

CIL:NVIATNYCO::? gUARD 0I8TRICT
UNION &AMR BLOG,

LONG SEACH, CA, 90312 -
thone: 213-590-2301

Il-,1 /'cr
16475 -A

Office of the Secretary S~of the Air Force (SAF/MIQ)
Washington, D. C. 20330

Dear Mr. Boatrichtt

As requested in your letter dated 12 August 1977 the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) on the Proposed Space Shuttle Program at Vandenberg
Air Force Base (VAFB), California dated August 1977 has been reviewed and
comments follow.

One of the concerns of the Ciast Guard with regard to this project is the
reentry of the Space Shuttle Vehicle components and ocean impact/recovery
operatiies., Your Draft EIS stated that the environmental effects associ-
ated with these reentry and recovery operations are documented in the
July 1972 Final EIS for the Space Shuttle Program, prepared by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). A copy of that ELS-has been
requested, however, it has not been received as yet. In an effort to
respond within the 45 days requested in your aforementioned letter, comments
(if any) on the reentry and recovery operations will follow separately upon
receipt and review of the 1972 NASA EIS.

From the limited amount of information in your Draft EIS regarding the
ocean impact/recovery operations we can determine that these operations
will impact on marine traffic and of course increase the potential for

:j.1 oil spills in the operational area. Although these recovery vessels will
have to cross the traffic lanes and this area is especially sensitive to
pollution, it is anticipated that if normal mitigating measures are taken
significant adverse impacts will be avoided. These operating guides and
mitigating measures should, however, be addressed specifically in your EIS.

It cannot be emphasized enough that one of our main objectivesis to pre-
vent oil spills and when needed, insure that the most expedient, effective
cleanup measures are taken. It is also noted that some of the statements
in the Draft EIS sound as though there is no concern for spills that dilute
or are 'flushed out to sea by tidal action. The National policy on pol-
lutants expressed in the Federal Water Pollution Control Act is that no

.2 discharge is acceptable and that a conscious effort must be made to clean
up all spills. It is suggested when revising this Draft HIS, that when
addressing the topic of degradation of water quality, more quantitative
Information be included on spill potentials, probability and adverse impacts;
and less qualitative adjectives such as minimal impacts, minor contamination,
moderate importance and insignificant effects. In addition, exception

J • -1 J
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is taken with the term "unavoidable" as it is used on page 5-14. InA
this context It is felt that there Is no such thing as an unavoidable
spill; accidental, yen, but not unavoidable.

In addition to the reentry and recovery operations, there are other ele-
ments of both the construction phase and the operation phase of this
proposed program that represent potential sources of pollution including;
construction equipment and operations at Port Hueneme, hovercraft, barge
operations and construction equipment of hovercraft landing facility.
This pollution potential would also exist if either of the two options
(Air Cushioned Barge and Shallow Draft Barge) for delivering External

j.3 Tanks and Solid Rocket Boosters from Port Hueneme to VAFB are adopted.
As has been done by other igencies in the past a pollution contingency
plan might also be advised in this SIS for spills of lube oil. fuel oils
and hypergolic fuels. The intentions here are not to site this potentlal
pollution as a problem to the proposed program but rather to urge you to
include further data in this Draft NIS to show how this potential will
be dealt with,

The unavoidable adverse Impacts of diverting or halting marine traffic
around hazardous downrange areas prior to 20 Shuttle launches per year I
is considered significant. Depending on the inclination taken from the
Space Launch Complex sonic boom overpressures resulting from both launches
and reentries cross the Southern California Traffic Separation Scheme in 7
the Santa Barbara Channel. As stated on page 5-34 of the Draft XIS these

v overpressures could cause damage to vessels at sea. Because the Coast
Guard's expertise does not include effects of sonic booms, it would be of
interest to us to know move details abouit the possible severity of damage
to vessels or platforms at sea.

Althougb every effort will be made to clear the hazardous zone of all
craft this could not be guaranteed and therefore, realistic details of

j ~~worst case situations would seen appropriate. From the Coast Guard on
of view the sonic boom overpressures resulting from a launch on a 70 in-

J5clination as shown on page 5-34&A would have the worst effects on the
tvaffic lanes and parts of Los Angeles Harbor including Coast Guard facili-
ties in that area. Page 3-107 addresses some of the specifics of designat-
ing "danger zones". It appears that the Air Force plans on operating in
the same manner they do during current space and missile operations. The
probability and magnitude of adverse impacts associated with the Space
Shuttle program seem to be so much greater than those of missile operations
that it might be warranted to look at further ways of insuring the clear-
ing of danger zones.

Page 4-8 of this Draft NIS states that the Air Force has determined this
proposed project to be compatible with the planned Liquefied Natural Gas

35 through 5-37 showing overpressure footprints resulting from returns of
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Orbiter to Vandenberg show the proposed LNG site in the area affected by
the sonic boom. In addition, there are Coast Guard facilities on Point
Conception and Point Arguello that appear to be affected.

It looks as though these sonic booms will also affect areas leased and to
be leased by the Bureau of Land Management for offshore oil development.
Page 4-8 of this Draft SIS states that the Air Force has also determined

J.7 this project is not in conflict with Outer Continental Shelf development,
however, lease sales in certain offshoro areas near VATB have included
stipulations that require evacuation of platforms prior to a launch.

Another factor that would be significant when determining the impact to
marine traffic would be the amount of time this hazardous zone would have
to be kept clear with each launch and reentry including circumstances that
may affect that time such an poor weather or other factors postponing the
launch. Also, in the event of an abort following a launch how much time
a is there before reentry on both the non-orbital and once-around return of

Orbiter to VAIB? What would this mean in terms of delaying marine traffic?
Would the Shuttle components (SRB8 and IT) be jettisoned the same time as a
normal launch and thereforo impact the ocean in the same areas?

An briefly mentioned on page 3-38 of this Draft HIS the VAFB region is
subject to reduced visibility due to fog. It is felt that the occurrence

4of fog and other adverse weather conditions are significant enough In theJ*9 Shuttle's marine operational areas to warrant a plan of rules and restric-
tions for marine operations during these adverse conditions.

For purposes of bridge administration, Coast Guard bridge permits will be
required for the construction or modification of any bridge or causeway
over a navigable waterway of the United States. Specifically, a bridge

.ia 10 permit may be required for modification and expansion of the bridge over
the Santa Ynez River on the Proposed tow route road between VAIB airfield
and the Space Launch Complex No.6. A determination of navigability will
be made to determine if the waterways along the tow route are navigable
waters of the United States.

The opportunity to comment on this Draft SIS is appreciated. Please for-
ward a copy of the Final HIS completed.

Captain, U. S. Coast Guard
Chief, Marine Safety Division
By direction of the District Comsander
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RESPONSE TO COMIENTS FROM
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD

J.1 Effects of STS opsrations (including effects and mitigation of ocean

impact/recovery operations) on marine traffic are addressed in the

National Aeronautic and Space AdministratLon's Drnft Environmental Impact

Statement dealing with the Shuttle program as a whole.

For a launch azimuth of 1580 the relatively small (about 23 NM) circular

area for SRB impacts is genqrally south of Warning Area (W-289) in PMTC

Warning Areas A and B and more than 35 NM from the nearest land, e.g., San

Nicolas Island. A sector of potential launch azimuths between 158* and

2010 will be available to the STS Program. The 23 NM hazard circle will

be within that planning sector but along the chosen launch azimuth. For

the highly improbable, nonnominal case, the SRB jettison would be at

approximately 125 seconds; however, the impact area could vary greatly within
the zone defined by the Space and Missile Test Center as safe for impacts.

In both nominal and nonnominal (abort) cases, it is highly improbable that

any interfetence would occur with ocean traffic. The area is west of the

oil exploration operations on the Tanner-Cortez banks. The W-239 area
is routinely used for missile launches and flights, bomb drops, gun-

firings, and other hazardous operations which cause surface impacts.

J.2 No statement in the Draft EIS should be interpreted to mean the Air Force
is not concerned with spills. During both the construction of facilities

and operation of the Shuttle program, extreme care and safety precautions

will be taken to prevent accidental spills. Under normal operations, no

measurable spills should occur. Accidental spills will be cleaned up to

minimize their areal extent, volume, and containment concentration. It

should be noted that there are no major sources of marine oil spills

associated with Shuttle operations. Vessels will carry fuels and

lubricants in support of their own operations, but not for supplying

Shuttle-associated vehicles.

ii J.. ..~..
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The paragraph containing the word "unavoidable" has been revised.

J.3 Pollution contingency plans are being developed as part of the overall

* Shuttle program. Environmental Protection Plans (EPPs) are a part of

facility design specifications and were developed to address mitigation

Smeasures for spills associated with probable accidents. Detailed descrip-

* tions of spill contingency plans are not available at this time. However,

it should be noted that large marine oil and fuel spills are not considered

probable Shuttle related accidents. Marino transport of hazardous materials

Ii and fuels will not occur during the construction or operation of the proposed

project, It is possible that land based spills could be washed to the

ocean through local drainages, but the quantities of materials that would

likely be involved would be small. As stated in the EIS, land based

spills (depending on the type of material spilled) could be dealt with in

several ways. These would include chemical neutralization, dilution, and

removal of contaminated earth to suitable disposal sites. Containment of

land based spills will be discussed in the EPP for the Shuttle program.

J.4 Additional research and study into the magnitude and effects of sonic

overpressures are currently underway. Some insight into the potential-for

sonic boom damage can be obtained by referring to the structural, response

4 discussion presented in Response A.2 of Appendix A.

S J.5 The Code of Federal Regulations (Title 33-CFR 204.202 and 204.202a)

I established danger zones along the Vandenberg Air Force Base coastline

extending seaward about 3 NM. These segmented, 3-mile wide coastal areas

were designed primarily for the safety of small boat operators fishing

along the coastline. Very seldom does a sizable vessel venture away from

the established shipping lanes to within 3 NM of the coastline near

Vandenberg Air Force Base. The at-sea areas around the SRB impact points

are more appropriately called "hazard areas" and will be designated as4 temporary hazard/warning areas in public notices to both mariners and

1 aviators.* I
In addition to the maritime notices (discussed in forthcoming Response J.8).

* the hazardous area is searched by aircraft (visual and radar) to
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ensure ships are clear, The SRI recovery ships themselves will be radar
equipped and able to report any shipping within their range of coverage, ~
'A Consolidated Area Summary Position Estimate Report (CASPER) is requested

.from the U.S. Navy Shipping Data Center in Hawaii. prior to each missile

launch operation. All ships complying with the Automated Mutunl Assistance

Vessel Rescue (AMVER) reporting system and/or filing sailing and movement

reports as well as other ship positioning indicators are included in the I

CASPER system. A

If, despite all of the aforementioned precautions, surface traffic appears <
to be entering a highly hazarded area just prior to launch, the SAMTEC I

operations are held until the ship hit risk is again reduced to a reason-
able devel These systems and procedures have been in effect for years in

avoiingsignificant adverse effects on traffic and have provided for safe,

efficient, incident free "Joint-use" of the broad ocean areas.

I J96 Potential effects of sonic boom overpre~ssureR on the proposed LNG site
and on Coast Guard facilities at Point Conception and Point Arguello

can be extrapolated from the discussion contained in Response A.2 of

Appendix A. Overpressures of no more than 2 lb/eq ft are expected
to impact these facilities. As such, damage occurrence would be

limited (if it occurred) to brittl~e secondary structures such as glass

or plaster.

J.7 The evacuation of platforms in certain areas prior to launch is a

prcuinr measure. As stated, the Air Force has determined that the

propsedproject is not in conflict with outer continental shelf

development. Sonic booms are one hazard associated with existing and

proposed launches from Vandenberg. However, other hazards include

* exposure to toxic exhaust and debris fallout. it should be noted

that Shuttle operations will not result in the designation of any

new areas where evacuation of platforms would be required. it

should also be noted that lease sale permits allow evacuation at

the SAMTEC Commander's discretion, but do not require evacuation

as a routine precaution.
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-T.8 Mariners are advised several days in advance of operations that

hazard a specific surface area. If a hazard occurs within a

coastal "Danger Zone," that zone will be closed to entry by public
notices. Notices to Mariners, HYDROPACS, NAVAREA 12 Notices,

LONOTES, Pacific Edition - Daily Memorandum from the Hydrographic

Center, and broadcast notices on marine frequencies all advise
mariners of the area to be avoided, This advance notice coupled

with the relatively small hazard area allows all ships to plan

courses around the area with negligible interference to the missile

or shipping operations. Prior studies by SAMTEC involving inter-

views with several mariners from freighters, tankers, and ships
of the Military Sea Transportation Service indicate a willingness

to accommodate these pre-planned minor deviations that do not

add appreciably to sailing time.

In the event of an abort followhig a launch, surveillance of
hazardous ocean areas would continue until such time as the emer-

gency situation poses no threat to the passage of marine traffic.

Such a situation would cease to exist once the Orbiter has safely1< landed. At worst, a once-around return would be carried out

within a time frame of about two hours following launch. The
duration of a non-orbital return would be slightly less. During
either situation, SRBs will be jettisoned at burnout within drop

zones that are essentially the same as in a normal flight. The
External Tank will be jettisoned only when empty in either the

preplanned impact area or in ocean areas nearer to the launch

site but situated within the launch corridor where clearance

advisory warnings have been issued and surveillance is being main-
tained.

J.9 Marine operations such as docking and maneuvering in nearshore
areas could be hazardous during especially adverse weather condi-

tions. Rules and regulations governing operations during such

conditions would be developed prior to the implementation of the

proposed action.
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J J.lo Because no determination has yet been made concerning the navi-

gability of the Santa Ynez River, it is still not clear if a

Coast Guard Bridge permit will be required. However, if a permit

is required, the U.S. Air Force will submit any necessary appli-

cations. The current project description does not include a

modification to the 13th Street bridge over the Santa Ynez River.

The environmental consequences of the proposed bridge modification

on State Highway 246 are discussed in the FEIS.

I i
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COMENTS FROM

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
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RESPONSE TO CO IMENTS FROM
UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACENCY

As of 14 Dec 1977, Official Comments from Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

had not been received. If comments are subsequently transmitted, they will be I
reviewed and responded to in the future supplement to this Document.
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APPENDIX L

COMMEN4TS FROM

MARINE MAMM(AL COMMISSION I
(Letter dated October 6, 1977)1



MARINE MAMMAL COMMISSION
1625 EYE STREET, N. W.
WASHINGTON, DC 20006

7 October 1977

Lt. Col. Earl H. Jonese Jr.
SAMSO/DEV

4 Los Angeles Air Force Station
P. 0. Box 92960
Los Angeles, California 90009

Re: DEIS on Vandenburg
Space Shuttle Program

Dear Col. Jones:
The Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 recognized

that certain species and population stocks of marine mammals
are, or may be, in danger of extinction or depletion as a
result of iuan's activities, and established a national policy
to protect and conserve marine mammals and the ecosystems of
which they are a part. Among other things, the Act states

H that: -"In particular, efforts should be made to protect the
rookeries, mating grounds, and areas of similar significance ~
for each spec ies of marine mammal from the adverse effect
of man's actions" (Section 2 (2)).

The Act established the Marine Mammal Commission (Section.
201), and charged the Commission with overseeing all Federal
activities which affect the cosrainand protection of
marine mammals (Section 202(a)). Pursuant to our responsibilities
under Section 202(a) of the Marine Mammal Protection Act, the
Commission, in consultation with the Committee of Scientific
Advisors on Marine Mammals, has reviewed the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (DEIS) for the proposed Space Shuttle Program, '
Vandenberg AFB, California, and offers the following comments.

Item 3 on page 7-1 of'the DEIS states that:

Animals, including special interest marine
mammal species (pinnipeds) and endangered
and threatened brown pelicans on the Channel
Islands, will be exposed to sonic booms and
sound focusing overpressures generated during
the Shuttle ascent. These overpressures
could cause damage to eggs and disruption of
breeding activities to some minor extent
[emphasis added].



We find nothing in the DEIS to substantiate the conclusion that
pinnipeds on the Channel islands will be affected only "to
some minor extent."

San Miguel Island, the western-most of the four northern
Channel Islands, is used by six species of pinnipeds f or
breeding and/or hauling-out. The commission believes that
San Miguel is unique in that it is the only island in the
world to carry such a wide diversity of pinnipeds. The Island
lies near the northern end of the breeding range of three
species and near the southern end of the breeding range of
the other three species.

The DEIS states (p. 4-45) !that.- "Sonic booms and sound
focusing events (the latter producing maximum overpressures
estimated at 30 psf) will likely impact the Channel Islands

to occur from both events." "Startle effects" are not defined
andthefrequency thtlaunch and landing paths would pass
L.2 ove Sa MiuelIslndare not projected. Sea lions and

harbor seals are known to "stampede" when "startled", and such
stampedes could haeasignificant avreimpact on populations
of these species residing on the Channel Islands. Stampeding41sea lions will crawl over pups, crushing them, and repeated
disturbance may cause one or more of the species to abandon
pups or to abandon traditional haul-out and pupping sites.

'i;Since presently available information is inadequate to
determine whether the proposed action will adversely affect
pinniped populations on San Miguel Island and the otherUChannel Islandst we request that you provide us with, and
include in the final EIS, definitive information on: (1) the

L.3 frequency, by month and year, with which the sonic booms are
expected to impinge on the Channel islands; (2) the exact levels
of sonic overpressure that can be expected on the Channel
Islands; and (.) how each of the pinniped species that reside
on these islands will react to the expected noise levels.

If the information you provide indicates that there is a
reasonable expectation that pinnipeds on San Miguel island will
be adversely impacted, and if the launch and recovery azimuths
cannot be controlled to avoid adverse impacts, we will formally
recommend, pursuant to Section 202(.&) (4) of the Act, that the
Space Shuttle Program be shifted to an alternative launch site
(re; Section 6.1.3 of the DEIS). if data you provide appear
to substantiate the conclusion that pinnipeds on the Channel
Islands will be impacted only to a minor extent by the proposed
action, we will recommend that monitoring studies be carried
out during the life of the Shuttle Program to insure that marine
mammals and other marine resources are not adversely impacted.
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We also advise you that the proposed option described in
Section B.2.0 could adversely affect harbor seals. As noted
above, repeated disturbance could cause harbor seals to
abandon preferred haul-out and pupping sites and we, therefore,
recommend that you determine the importance of the Point

L.4 Arguello Boathouse area as a harbor seal haul-out site before
giving this optionafurther consideration. The results of
the harbor seal investigation should be included in the final
EIS.

If you have any questions concerning our comments or ii
expressed concernsa,please contact me (202-653-6237).

Sincerely,

Robert J. Hofman, Ph.D.
Acting Executive Director
Marine Mammal Commission

iIL.
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RESPONSE TO COHWTS FROM
MARINE MWOAL COMISSION

L.1 A discussion of sonic boom impactu on the biota of the Channel Islands

has been incorporated into Section 5.1.2.7 of the FEIS,

L.2 See above Response L.l.

L.3 Reference is made to Pigures 5.1.2-D, -E, -F, -C, and -H for best

estimates on expected levels of sonic boom overpressures on the

Channel Islands. A presentation of exact levels, as requested, is

not possible using current state-of-the-art predictive tools.

Reference is made to Responses D.1 and D.2 of Appendix D for a dis-

cussion on the expected frequency of occurrence of the anticipated

worst-case situations. A discussion of expected impacts on the

pinnipeds of the Channel Islands is presented in Section 5.1.2.7 of

the FEIS.

L.4 The Point Arguello Boathouse facility is visited by Air Force

personnel on almost a daily basis. To our knowledge, this site is

not one where pupping takes place nor is it a preferred haul-out

location. Seals of various type, including the harbor seal, have

been observed within and near the embayment's waters. It would

seem reasonable to assume that they do haul out on the nearby shore

on occasion. Construction activities, therefore, would discourage

this nearby activity for a short period of time (3 to 4 months).

Disruption of this activity during the Operations phase would occur

no more than 5 times per year (one to two days per occurrence).
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(Letter dated November 1~, 1977)
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National Aeronautcs and .1
Space Administration U-se, .

Washington, D.C.
20546 .

RuplytoAlinof Al- .*ovember 1, 1977

Office of the Secretary
of the Air Force

Washington, DC 20330

Dear Sir:

NASA personnel have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS)v Space Shuttle Program@ Vandenberg Air
Force Base, California. The following paragraphs represent' ~the consolidated comments of the bMSA reviewerst •

1. On pages 1-4. 5-1, and 10-1, the reference made
to the NASA 1972 Space Shuttle EIS should be deleted and

reference made instead to the July 1977 NASA draft EIS
for the Space Shuttle Program (copy enclosed). There may

! be other places in the USAF draft where reference to the
1972 NASA document in madej in each instance the reference
should be changed to the 1977 reference.

2. On page 5-19, paragraph 3, line 10, it should be
noted that the cloud concentrations referred to in this

M.2 sentence are concentrations at the exhaust cloud center
Li and fall off to mero at the edge in a somewhat gauosian

;i I manzer.

3. On page 5-20, table 5.1.2-2 should be replaced
with the enclosed table, since it contains the latestI' I values for exhaust constituents produced by solid-fueled

M.3 propellant units. The values used in this table are
those used by NASA in its draft EIS for the Space Shuttle
Program, July 1977.
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4. On page 5-19a, second sentence, the discussionI regarding approximating the concentrations of minor con-
stitixents in the ground cloud is obviated when table

M.4 5.1.2-2 is replaced with the enclosed table, as suggested
in comment #2. It is thus recommended that the whole
paragraph on page 5-19a be deleted with the exception of
sentence 1, and that sentence I be modified by adding
"(see table 5.1.2-2)" at the end of the sentence.

5. On page 5-26 paragraph 1, lines 2, 3, & 4 are
somewhat misleading; please rewrite to read "predicted
for a hypothetical Shuttle ground cloud washout under

.5 spring weather conditions at KSC. Some of these predic-
tion curves are for the first droplets only, while others
indicate how eubsequent droplets become progressively less
acidic."

We appreciate the continual consultation with us on this
matter and the opportunity to comment on this draft EIS.

S~ Sincerel•y,

ii

i athaniel B. Cohen, Director
Soffice of Policy Analysis

j. Enclosure

i!!
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TABLE4 --.-- -EXHAUST PRODUCTS FOR NORMAL BURNa

(Percent by weight of nozzle exit plane flow)

Product Nozzle exit Plane 1 kmb
plane downstreamb

SRM (total mass flow .9400 kg sec-1 for 2 motors)

Hydrogen chloride 21.41 14.18

Chlorine (j1 2 ) . .008 1.60

Chlorine (Cl) .246 .013

Nitric oxide .001 .989

Nitrogen peroxide 0 .02

Carbon monoxide 24.36 .052

Carbon dioxide 3.33 30.85

Hydrogen 2.09 0

Hydroxyl and atomic hydrogen .02 . 0

Nitrogen 8.78 8.26

Water 9.39 28.59 1
Aluminum oxide 30.32 22.56

Aluminum chloride .02 .02

Iron chloride .97 .97

Total 100.0 C108.1

Orbiter main engines (total mass flow 01410 kg sec- 1 for 3 engines)

Water 95.9- 1?8IHydrogen 3.5 0

Argon, nitrogen, other .6 .6

Total 100.0 C12 8 . 6

aFrom reference C-2.

bAfterburningcomplete.

CTotal greater than 100% because of chemical addition of air to form
water, nitric oxide, and carbon dioxide.
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RESPO1NSE TO COMMENTS FROM4
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

-OFFICE OF POLICY ANALYSIS-

Li1 Reference has been changed as indicated.

M.2 Suggested notation is included in this document.

M4.3 Table 5.1.2-2 is replaced with table indicated.,

M4.4 Sentence has been modified as suggested. Balance of paragraph has been
revised to reflect view percentage. of minor exhaust constituents as a

function of the HCl-concentration at any point, in the ground cloud at

any time after stabilization.

14.3 Specified lines have been rewritten as indicated,

.7
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COMMENTS PROM
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA EDMUND 0. MROwN JR., oowmor

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
1640 MARKET STREUT. Wn P1.00K
SAN PRANCIISCO. CALIFORNIA 64103

N4ovember 2, 1977

Major Re W~ooten
Depart~ment of the Air Force

I P.o. Box 92960
'7 Woridway Postal Center

Los Angeles, CA 90009

Subjeeatt Draft Enviromentsl Impact Statement, Space Shuttle Program

Dear Major Wooten:

As agreed upon in discussion October 31, we are forwarding the California Coastal
Commission Staff comments on the DEIS direct3yv to your office. The opportunity to
comment at this late date is greatly appreciated.

Staff is concerned with the alternative that has apparently been selected for delivery 1
of external tanks to Vandenburg AFB, and with the inadequate connideration given to
the. effects of sonic booms and sound focusing events produced by Space Shuttle fly overs.

Implementation of the Shallow Draft Barge (StB) concept, as indicated to staff of the
CCC in a meeting with you on October 27, will require extensive excavation of a coastalf terrace, as well as blasting and dredging of approximately 4 acres of intertidal and -
subtidal habitat that support biotic communities considered to be unique because of ,
their abundance, diversity and undisturbed quality. (MEIS, B-28) Under Section 30233 of 1

* the California Coastal Act of 1976l the dilding, filling or dredging of open coastal waters
may be permitted only where there is no feasible less environmentally damaging alternative,
and where feasible mitigation measures have been provided to minimize adverse environmental.
effects. The SI)B concept, as presented, is the least desirable of three alternatives

The California Coastal Act of 1976 also requires that marine resources be maintained,
enhanced, and$ where feasible, restored* Special protection shall be given to areas and
species of special biological or economic significance and uises of the marine environment
shall be carried out in a manner that will sustain the biological prodactivityv of coastal
waters and that willmaintain healthy populations of all. species of marine organisms'1 ~ adequate for long-term. commercial, recreational# scientific, and echic'ttional purposes.
(Section 30230)

It appears that due to severe sonic effects during ascent of thei Shuttle Vehicle, the
maintenance of healthy populations of certain marJlzte organisms as required under Section
30230 of the Act would be severely threatened. Bath pinnipeds and seabirds breeding on
the Channel Islands are known to be extremely sensitive to disturbance of any sort during %4critical reproducotive stages of their life cvol e. The prdced snicboo vepesue

focl non (an ijel slnd)an 2 t helateral liiso h oe(Anac" p san)
Santa Rosa Island and Santa Cruz Island would suffeor Sonic effects somewhere between 2
and 30 paf. Since it is known that typical sonic booms range fronm 1 to 3 pft, and eardrum

damage may occur at 7 pet, the threat to the reproductive potential of several important

species is very significant. -



Majotr 4. Wooten
Page 2
November 2, 1977

According to the Marine Mammal Commission, the Channel Islands and surrounding waters
support one of the world's most diverse asseablages of marine mammals. Historically,
seal and sea lion populations in the Southern California Bight were much larger. Pimi-
peds once bred in great numbers along the southern California mainland coast and still do
in areas north of Point Conception where little or no human activity is present. Human
activity in southern California has disturbed these marine mammals to such an extent that
they no longer breed at their previously established coastal rookeries. Today, seals and
sea lions breed and pup almost exclusively on the Channel Islands.

The most thorough stud to date of the marine mammals inhabiting the southern California
waters and offshore islands is being conducted under the auspices of the Bureau of Land
Management baseline studies program, by contract with scientists at the University of
California, Santa Cruz, and Irvine. The six-month progress report characterized the
pinniped population as follows:

Many thousand seals and sea lions are found in the Southern California Bight
either as year-found residents or as seasonal transients. Major populations
of the northern elephant seal, Mirounga atirostris, the California sea
lion, Zalophua californianus, and the harbor sealp Phoca vitulina, pup and
breed each year on the rocks and beaches of the Channel Islands. In addition,
the northern fur seal, Calla rhtns ginus, and the Steller sea lion, Eumeto as
Lubata, have the southernmost extension of their breeding range in these islands.
With the presence of rare auadalupe fur seals, Arctoceohalus townsendi, an
endangered species, the Southern California Bight possesses the largest and most
diverse pinniped community in temperature waters.

From census data contained in the above report, major breeding and haul-out areas have
been mapped. Highest densities of animals are found on San Miguel Island, where a survey
at the peak of the sea lion breeding season found 15,337 pinnipeda, primarily clustered
on the west end. San Miguel Island and its associated rocks form the most important pinni-
ped habitat in southern California. Six species of seals and sea lions inhabit the island,
and five breed there. According to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, San Mlguel Island
has an ideal environment for pinnipeds because of its climate and the configuration of
its low, sandy beaches. Because it is located where warm and cold currents meet, the
island demarcates the southern range of northern species of pinrdpeds and ther-orthern
range of southern species.

Unquestionably, the greatest known danger to pinnipede is disturbance during critical
periods in their life cycles-breeding, pupping, and mnrsing.

The four Northern Channel Islands and surunding waters also provide essential feeding,
nesting, and breeding areas for resident and migrant seabirds in the Southern CaliforniaBight. These pelagic (open ocean) birds comprise such large species as shearwaters, petrels,

murrelets, auklets, and gulls. Some of these birds Spend most of their lives on or abovethe open ocean, coming ashore only in selected areas to breed and nest.

The marine auaml/seabird baseline studies being conducted under the auspices of the Bureau
of Land Management has begun to quantiAfy, for the first time, mubers, species, and habitat
requirements of these birds, and to demonstrate the importance of the Charnel Islands to
their survival. Their ai*-month progress report characterized the state of aquatic bird
populations this way:
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Major R. Wooten
Page3'
November 2., 1977

FinalUy, the avifaunr is complex; perhaps 150 species occur more or less
abundantly in the Southern California Bight... (but) for many nesting sea-
birds of the Channel Islands, the present populations are remnants of
once much larger populations. The health of the present populations in
many cases is not good; disturbance, chemical pollution, predators, and
perhaps other factors are resulting in reproductive failure. The future
of these populations appears to be In jeopardy, and they should be
protected from future insult if they are to maintain viable populations
in southern California.

As can be seen from the accompanying, figure, accordin to the California Department of
Fish and Game, all of the eight offshore islands in Southern California are major seabird

rookeries. The list below, compiled from several sources, shows which bird species breed

on each of the Channel Islands.

Island Breeding Species

San Miguel Ashby storm petrel, double-crested cormorant, Brandt' s.
(Prince Island, cormorant, pelagic cormorant, western gull, pigeon 1
Castle Rock guillemot, Xantu's murrelet, Cassin's auklet, black oyster
Richardson Rock) catch, snowy plover, Leache's storm petre; Brandt's

cormorant

Santa Rosa Brandt' s cormorant, pigeon guillimot, pelagic
cormorant, balck oyster catcher, snowy plover

Santa Cruz Ashby storm petrel, brown pelican, pelagic cormorant,
(Gull Island, western gull, pigeon guillimot, Cassin's auklet,
Scorpion Rock) black oyster catcher, Brandt's cormorant, double-

crested cormorant, Xantu's murrelet, snowy plover

Anacapa brown pelican, double-crested cormorant, western gull,
black oyster catcher, pelagic cormorant

Santa Barbara Ashby storm petrel, double-crested cormorant, Brandt's
(Sutil Islet cormorant, western gull, pigeon guillimot, Xantu'1
and Shag Rock) murrelet, black oyster catcher, double-crested

cormorant, Casein'e auklet, black storm petrel

San Nicholas Brandt's cormorant, western gull, snowy plover
(Begg Rock)

Santa Catalina western gull, double-crested cormorant, Brandt's
(Bird Rock) cormorant, black oyster catcher

San Clemente western gull, pelagic cormorant, Brandt's cormorant,
(Castle Rock and black oyster catcher
N.W. Harbor Islet)

Numerous other sea and shore-associated avian species use the islands and surrounding
waters as feeding and resting sites. These include loons and grebes, shearwaters, herons,
ducks and geese, rails, plovers, sandpipers, phaleropes, jaegers, auks, and many species
of gulls and terns.
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'Major Re Wootan
Page 4
"November 2, 1977

We hope that the above information about the Channel Islmdas md the potential effect
of this project on the integrity of its breeding populations of seals, sea lions and
seabir'ds will prompt~ the Air Force to reconsider the propriet~y of using launch azimuths
that would have severe sonic impacts on the Channel Islands without much more consider-
ation of both potential effects and adequate mitigation stratb~ges.

Although the Coastal Commission has been enjoined from exercising the consistency provisions
of Section 307 under the Posstal Zone Management Act of 1972, the requirement that Federal
activities affecting the coastal zone shall be, to the maximum extent practicable,
consistent with approved state management programs is one that we realize the Department of
the Air Force has tried to comply with from the beginning on this project.

We appreciate your cooperative spirit, and this opportunity to comment at such a late date.

Very truly yours,

WII=M R. AHNU4
Ports and Energy Coordinator

I

II

1i1
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RESPONSE TO COMOENTS FROM ~L
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 1

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COWISS ION

'N'J The matter of launch azimuths has been carefully examined. A review of

Shuttle traffic projections indicates that of the 129 total launches over

the program life, a potential of only six will follow the 70* inclination.

Assuming these particular launches are randomly distributed over the 1983

through 1990 program period, they would be expected to occur less than

once per year. Depending upon the duration of critical life cycle stages

of pinnipeds, the probability of disturbance by sonic booms may be veryq

small.

Launch trajectories may be adjusted somewhat to move the focal region

further downrange. The 1Aui~ch inclination may also be increased, thereby

moving the entire foci1 region away from critical areas of the Channel

Islands. Because these measures to alleviate sonic boom overpressures

over the Channel Islands depend upon specific performance requirements

for each launch, formulation of mitigation must await a detailed flight

plan definition. Any modification in this regard will be described in an

supplemental to the EIS. Consideration will be given to such measures

as the scheduling of those launches planned for a 700 orbital inclina-

tion to times that would avoid certain critical biological cycles.
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STAT I OF CALIFORNIA EDMUND 0. SROW JR.. GO~W&V.,

Calfomlw' Coastel Commision
SOUTH CENTRAL COAST REGIONAL COMMISSIONI 1224 COAST VILLAGE CIRCLE, SUITE 36
SANTA BARBARA. CALIFORNIA 93108
(SO6) 9664823

October 1.1, 1977''.

Office of the Secretary of the Air Force
•, SAFIMIQ

Washington, D.C. 20330

Dear Sir: c'

As you know the California Coastal Commission was mandate by
the People of the State of California under Proposition 20 and

tthe California State Legislature in the 1976 Coastal Act to i
protect and enhance Coastal Resources and provide for and pro- t
tect public access to the coast. The State and Regional Comims-
sions have accomplished this through a permit review and analysis
process. More recently the Coastal Commission has begun the
Local Coastal Programs (LCP's). The local jurisdictions working

# with the Commission will develop Land Use Plans and Implimenting ,
Ordinances in compliance with the 1976 Coastal Act. The County
of Santa Barbara is in the process of doing the Land Use Plan
portion of their LCP at this time.

Our concerns and comments are two fold: the protection and
enhancement of Coastal Resources and Public Access to the Coast;
and the County of Santa Barbara's ability to do their LCP without 1
decisions and land use commitments being made which would preju-
dice that ability. This Program would appear to have some possible
impact on both.

Although Vandenberg Air Force Base is exempt from the 1976 Coastal
Act and State Review, we trust that the activities at Vandenberg
Air Force Base, particularly theSpace Shuttle Program, will be
sensitive to these concerns.'

r We have reviewed the Draft E.I.S. and attended a public hearing
on it in Lompoc, California. We request that the following
questior,, and concerns be addressed in the final E.I.S. and
development plans.

1. We are concerned about the sanctity of the Channel Islands
0.1 habitats and the recreational boating activities in their vicinity.

The stated magnitude of the sonic booms (30.0 psf) over the Islands

0-1
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could have an adverse effect on both. Can the launch azimaths be
altered to avoid the Channel Islands? If not how many of the
Channel Islands will be effected? Is a closure or evacuation from
this area expected?

2. With expected increased tanker traffic, including possible LNG
tankers, in the Channel, are launches expected to have impacts such

0.2 as delays or closures? If so, for how long? Has an accident prob-
ability been calculated? If it has, what are the chances of an
accident?

3. On page 4 - 8 there is a very short paragraph relative to the
possible LNG site at Point Conception. LNG due to its extremely
hazardous nature is of particular concern locally. This short

0.3 statement doesn't fully evaluate the potential relationship be-
tween the possible LNG site and the Space Shuttle Program. Since
the likelJhood of Point Conception being the selected site a full
evaluation should be undertaken.

4. The frequent or periodic closure of public beaches is un-
exceptable. This adverse impact could be lessened by not sched-
uling launches an weekends or holidays and by opening more Federal

0.4 land to public use. The latter would also seem appropriate with
an increase in population and potential beach users generated by
the Program. What will be the frequency and duration of public
beach closures?

5. Weather alterations can have very serious impacts on the
agriculture, economy and flora and fauna of the South Coast.
This potential adverse impact should be fully understood and present-
ed in public forum prior to exceptance of the Final E.I.S. and
approval of this project. This question seems to have been too
lightly dismissed as an unknown at this time.

We hope our review and comments will prove useful in preparing
the Final E.I.S. We are looking foreward to assisting and/or
working with you in cooridinating planning efforts on this and
future coastal projects.

I would like to request the full and complete Draft E.I.S. on
the Space Shuttle.

Sincerel

Philip G. BerryStaff Planner

PGB/cm
cc: Madge Strong - State Coastal Commission

Kim Skinnerland - LCP Project Manager,
Santa Barbara County.
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i uifomna Coastal Comm=ssion
IOUTH CENTRAL COAST REGIONAL COMMISSIONt-M COAST VILLAGE CIRCLE. SUITS 3
tNTA SBARMAA. CALIFORNIA 9310o
oft) 9049626

November 1, 1977

Lt. Col. Earl H. Jones, Jr.
SANSO/DEV
P. 0. Box 92960
Los Angeles, CA 90009

Re: Draft EIS for Space Shuttle Program, Vandenberg Air Force Base

Dear Lt. Col. Jones:

Extentlon of the final date for submission of comments is appreci-
ated and provides the opportunity for one further statement, This
comment is in regard to the abondoned Coast Guard boathouse and
pier at Pt. Arguello. Although we cannot disagree with the dis-cussion on page B-32, the boathouse is somewhat unique in Spnta i

Barbara County. Physical appearance of the structure is interest-
ing and attractive. Therefore, the following recommendation is
being made:

Relocation of the boathouse and pier to the left or east
would provide for its retention, allowing at the same
time, the use as proposed for the barge.

The proposed cut through the bluff with its direct visual i
0. 6 impact could be further mitigated by relocation of theS o.6 boathouse. The boathouse providing an additional point

of visual focus attracting the eye away from the proposed
8 bluff cut. Thus, being more 4n conformance with PRC Section

30251, Scenic and Visual qualities of coastal areas. TheIi effect is apparent from the before and after photographs
used to illustrate the bluff cut.

There is always the possibility, within the distant future that
the land maybe opened to the public. The boathouse, because of

o.7 its interesting architecture and outmoded use, could become a focal
0.7 point of public recreation and access. This should also be con-

sidered in the review.

Thank you again for the extended opportunity to reply. Your con-
sideration of this and the previous comments is appreciated.

Sicre

4hil 5YG. Berry
Staff' Planner

PGB/cm
cc: Madge Strong

Kim Skinnerland
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RESPONSE TO CO1NTS FROIM
CALIFORNIA COASTAL CO1MISSION

SOUTH CENTRAL COAST REGIONAL CIOMMISSION

0.1 San Miguel Island in the only one of the Channel Islands that could

potentially be impacted by the expected sound focusing overpressures

of 30 lb/sq ft. Other islands such as Santa Rosa and Santa Cruz

could be impacted by overpressures of up to 4 lb/sq ft. Anacapa Island

might experience overpressures of no more than 2 lb/sq ft. Refer to

Responre4 D.1 and D.2 of Appendix D forea discussion of the expected

frequency of these events. Closure or evacuation of these islands

will not be necessary.

0.2 The U.S. Air Force has examined the proposed construction and operation

of an LNG terminal at Point Conception, and has determined that there

will not be a conflict with Shuttle operations. At the present time no

accident probabilities have been calculated, but it is believed that the

possibility of an accident is extremely remote. This is based on the

fact that the launch site is well removed from the proposed LNG site

and the fact that marine traffic will have advance notice (through the

Notice to Meriners System) of hazardous Shuttle operations. The Notice

to Mariners will contain a description of the time and area where

hazardous operations will take place. However, transit of marine

traffic cannot be restricted through such areas. The duration of Shuttle

related operations that might pose hazards to marine traffic will be

short--estimated at about 30 minutes. If a ship followed the recommenda-

tions published in the Notice to Mariners, it is likely that the maximum

delay would be less than an hour. Notice will be published well in

advance and in most cases marine traffic could be expected to re-schedule

transits through hazardous areas, in a manner that would eliminate delays.

0.3 LNG facilities of the type contemplated for Point Conception have been

in operation at various locations in the United States, Japan, and other

overseas locations for several, years without record of any major incident.

0-4



t
I A full evaluation has been undertaken by numerous agencies at.the Federal,

State, County, and City levels of government, various segments of industry,
and the scientific conmmunity. The results are before the Public Utilitier
Commission at thi's time and it appears that the risks of an incident areA

reasonably low (less than one in ten million).

0.4 Current launch programs require the closure of Jalama. Beach an average of

2 or 3 times a year. It is anticipated that this frequency will continue.

In order to reduce the adverse impact on the public, launches are planned

f or weekdays.

0.5 The discussion of inadvertent Weather Modification (IWM) in the Draft

Environmental Impact Statement presents the corporate scientific knowledge

presently available on t~he subject. Potential impacts of IWM are currently

under intense investigation by scientists at the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration (NASA), the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admini-
stration (NOAA), and the Department of Defense (DOD). The potential

adverse impacts, if any, will be fully disclosed in a supplement to the

Environmental Impact Statement.

0.6 The current Shuttle baseline concept of delivery is the Shallow Draft I-

Al Barge at the Boathouse. In order to accommodate the barge, it is proposed

to remove the existing pier and boat storage structure. This is necessary

in order to locate the landing site as far west as possible and thus bene-

fit f~ully from wave action protection from the existing breakwater.

Locating the landing east of the existing pier structure would necessitate

dredging of an area of the beach which has been much less disturbed than

14 the area around the existing pier. From past studies, it is known that
this area also possesses a much richer and varied benthic life than the

area immediately west of it (closest to the pier). Location of the

landing, east of the proposed location, would probably require the exten-

sion of the breakwater in order to provide the necessary protection. Such

an extension would necessiLtate significantly more dredging and heavy

construction than is currently planned and, consequently, greater environ-

mental dist-urbance of the entire area.
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The visual impact of the proposed cut in the bluff has been a major

consideration during the planning process of this facility. Computer

programs were utilized to provide accurate before and after impressions

*of the facility as viewed from offshore. These studies indicate minimal

ývt.4ual impact. The effect will be further mitigated by landscaping the

sides of the cut to match existing bluff vegetation. It is expected that

the cut in its final state will resemble a small canyon opening in the

palisades--many of which occur throughout the area.

0.7 Air Force use of the Boathouse is compatible with future land uses.

Recognizing that possibly within somewhere in the distant future this 7

area may become public, all-efforts will be made to preserve the cultural

integrity of the complex. The main building (the Boathouse) will be

fully restored, maintained, and used for the project. The relocation in

an easterly direction of the dock and the boat storage building is not

considered an acceptable alternative at this time because of the great

costs involved and attendant impact on the marine biota resulting from

additional dredging and heavy construction.

The Air Force has requested the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO)
to evaluate the Boathouse complex for recommendations under the National

Historical Preservation Act of 1966. Based on the fact that an identical

complex designed and built at the same time frame, 1934-1936, as the

Humbolt Bay Boathouse was nominated, the SHPO has recommended that nomi-

nation forms be prepared for the Boathouse complex. The Air Force initiated

action through the NPS. Archaeological Services Branch, to contract for a

professional historian to evaluate this complex. If it is determined that

the Boathouse complex does meet the criteria as a national monument,

jrelocation of the Boathouse and pier will be considered as an alternative
£~f or its preservation. One professional group (American Society of Civil

Engineers) determined from its evaluation that the structure was not

unique oro itrclsgnificance. .
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APPENDIX P

COMMENTS FROM

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY AND EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY

SCHOOL OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

(Letter dated October 3, 1977)
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE

• D mA • WINS LOS ANGUMS • NUM SAN, WO * SANl FIrANCUMOSANTA DAMAH SAW'A CRUZ

DEMARTMENT •IF ECOLOGY ANDi IRVINE.CALIFORNIA 92717
[ VooNAR SOWNGY 3 October 1977

James F. Boatright
Deputy for Installations Management
Office of the Assistant Secretary
Department of the Air Force
Washington, D.C. 20330

Dear Mr. Boatright: I

We are writing to you in response to your request for comments on the draft
environmental impact statement concerning the proposed Space Shuttle Program at
Vandenberg AFB, California. As employees of Dr. George L. Hunt, Jr. at the
University of California, Irvine, we have just completed a three year baseline
study of the seabirds of the Southern California Channel Islands (Contract # AA550-
CT6-26). This study is part of a multi-million dollar effort funded by the
Bureau of Land Management to assess biological activity in the Southern California
Bight prior to the development of offshore oil resources. Since the Channel Islands
are among the areas to be affected by the proposed project, we feel that our
information may be of use to you in evaluating your alternatives.

At present, the United States Air Force is considering deploying a Space
Shuttle Vehicle from Vandenberg Air Force Base, in northern Santa Barbara County,
and one of the proposed flight paths is a course directly over San Miguel Island. i
According to the Environmental Impact Statement Draft Summary (EISDS), the main
effect to the Channel Islands, and San Miguel Island in particular, will be the
sonic booms and sound focusing events pro uced by the fly-overs. These booms may
produce maximum overpressures of 30 lb/ft (psf). Since typical sonic booms range
from 1-3 psf overpressure and eardrum damage may occur at 7 psf, a boom of this
magnitude has great structural and biological destructive potential. However, the
present EISDS fails to adequately outline or mitigate the possible detrimental effects
of these booms on the breeding seabirds of the area. It summarizes the status of
the marine avifauna in this affected region with a single sentence: "Oceanic and
shorebirds are relatively common on the [Channel] islands" (p. 3-66). The potential
impact on these birds is handled in a single paragraph (p. 5-45) which briefly alludes
to startle effects and "minor" disruptions of seabird breeding activities.

In this letter, we hope to communicate the importance and the vulnerability

of the seabird populations in the Channel Islands. For brevity, we have concentrated
on the San Miguel Is. area, since it is prospectively the most highly impacted and
is by far the largest most diverse seabird colony in southern California. To
illustrate the latter point we have attached a preliminary report of our findings
concerning the distribution and numbers of seabirds breeding on the Channel Islands.
In addition, details on the seven most significant breeding species that occur in the
San Miguel area are provided below:

1) Leach's Storm-Petrel (Oceanodroma leacorhoa). Leach's Storm-Petrels were found
to breed in the Channel Islands for the first time in 1976. This species breeds
abundantly north and south of the Southern California Bight, but the tiny population
at San Miguel Island is probably the only one in the Channel Islands.

P.1I
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Mr. Boarright -2- 3 October 1977

2) Ashy Storm-Petrel (0. homochroa). The entire world range of the Ashy Storm-
.Petrel is contained off the coast from central California to northern Baja California.
The largest breeding colony is on the Farallon Islands, and the second largest colony

is at San Miguel Island, Though not endangered, the entire world population of
CA•shy Storm-Petrels may only number 10,000-20,000 individuals.

3) Double-crested Cormorant (Phalacrocorax auritus). The 60 -pairs that breed at
Prince Island, a rock off of San Miguel Island, comprise what is probably the
largest colony in southern California and one of the largest in the state. Numbers
and breeding success of this beleaguered species have been steadily declining In
recent years, and Double-crested Cormorants may become one of California's next.

Endangered Species.

4) Brandt's Cormorant (Phalacrocorax penicillatus). Nearly 77 % of the Brandt's
Cormorants that breed in the Channel Islands occur in the San Miguel Island area
and along the north side of nearby Santa Rosa Island (also potentially heavily
impacted).

* 5) Pelagic Cormorant (Phalacrocorax p)lagicus). Two-thirds of the Channel Islands

population of this species breeds~a~the San ,Migqel complex.

6) Pigeon Guillemot (Cepphus columba). 'This species has its southernmost range
in western America in the Channel Islands; the bulk of the population is found at.

San Miguel.

7) Cassin's Auklet (Ptycheamphus aleuticus). 11,000+ pairs breed on two offshore
rocks at San Miguel Island. This constitutes over 98% of the breeding auklets in the A
Channel Islands.

Clearly, destruction of this colony would dramactically alter the marine avifauna

in southern California and for some species, in the world. Such destruction is

possible under the present Space Shuttle program. Outlined below are a number of
specfic contingencies which have not been addressed by the EISDS and which we feel
are real potential threats to the survival of these birds. This lest is by no means
complete.

1) By far the overwhelming majority of seabirds that breed on San Miguel Is.
occur on two offshore rocks (Prince Is. and Castle Rk.). These islets are extremely

sensitive to physical disturbance because of their delicate and precarious structure.
These colonies are so fragile that the effects of a single person walking around
can cause appreciable damage through displacement of large rocks and landslides.
We believe that the proposed 128 flyovers and their concomitant near-seismic booms
could reduce these islets to piles of rubble. (The Shuttle landing will also entail
a tremendous sonic boom; its re-entry path has not been determined yet, but one of
the proposed courses is directly over San Miguel Is.) Destruction of these islets
would eliminate the breeding habitat for nearly all the birds in the San Miguel area.

2) Even if the islets remain standing, many species nest in burrows excavated in
loose top soil and in rocky crevitces. During the course of the non-breeding season,

normal weathering often causes collapse of many of the burrows in the honey-combed
hillsides, Cassin's Auklets nest in the most fragile habitats, and a sonic boom-

induced collapse at a time when thousands of auklets are incubating could mean
disaster for this species in the Bight. Other burrow and crevice nesters in thb

San Miguel area that could also be affected are Leach's and Ashy Storm-Petrels,
Xantus' Murrelet and Pigeon GuillemoL.
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Mr. boatright -3- 3 October 1977

3) Considerable time was opent at the El Segundo meeting discussing the possible
effects of the sonic boom on Brown Pelican eggs. Brown Pelicans nest in what
would be a low to medium impact area (Anacapa Is.). Probably as important a problem
is the effect on the eggs of the huge numbers of other breeding seabirds that occur
in the expected high impact area of San Miguel. There is also a possibility that
an instantaneous increase in the ambient pressure by 30 psf will stun or even kill
any birds (or other animals) in the affected area. Cormorants jarred unconscious
over water would quickly succumb to feather wetting and drown; birds on nests would
tumble from cliff nest sites.

4) Another potentially serious problem is ear damage to the birds due to the terrific
pressure change associated with the sonic boom. Nocturnal nesting seabirds (these
include both petrel species and Cassin's Auklets) identify there own species
and locate their mates by calling around the colony at night. Most social
communication, including much of courtship, is vocal in most species of seabirds.
Massive damage to the hearing of these birds has the potential of incapacitating
reproduction in many of them.

5) A major problem for surface nesters is the predation of exposed eggs by

Western Gulls. Cormorants and Pelicans are particularly susceptable to
disturbance, and they flush from the nest readily. We have seen large numbers
of cormorants desert a roost because of "normal" sonic booms. Gulls sweep down
on unguarded nests, including other gull nests, and devour eggs left unattended.
A single well-timed disturbance of this sort can totally forfeit the reproductive
efforts of these species for an entire season.

6) At present, launches have been scheduled at Vandenberg AFB at rates up
to twenty per year from December 1982 through 1990. Disregarding the disastrous
possibilities described above, regular disturbance of breeding seabirds throughout
a long period such as this, even at low levels, could sufficiently discourage
breeding in some species as to result in their effective disappearance from the
San Miguel area.

Other comments not specifically related to San Miguel Is. are also relevant
here. At Santa Barbara Is., there exists the only known breeding colony of
Black Storm-Petrels in the United States. Also, of more importance, the Xantus'
Murrelet colony located on Santa Barbara Is, is the largest in the United States
and possibly the world. During our 1976 field season we found that these
murrelets consistantly foraged in waters off the northwest side of the island.
towards San Miguel. The impact here may only be slight, but these are important
populations and should be given consideration.

In addition to the breeding species described, myriad seabirds use the Bight
annually as feeding grounds during the non-breeding season; mady northern
breeders winter in the Bight and southern hemisphere breeders summer there. The
potential impact of the Space Shuttle on these populations and on huge flocks

of seabirds migrating north or south around the Pt. Concepcion area is potentially
catastrophic. In the case of at least two species (Black Brant, Branta bernicula
and Pink-footed Shearwate, Puffinus creatopus) it is possible that at certain
times of the year the majority of the world population may be traveling offshore
of that area.

P-s %



Mr. Boatright -4- 3 October 1977

It is our considered opinion that the draft of the present Environmental
Impact Statement is somewhat less than adequate in its assessment of impact for
the Space Shuttle Program. We hope that the information and concerns we have
presented here will be of assistance in formulating the final EIS and mitigation
program. The natural resources of San Miguel Island are manifold, and the colonial
seabirds are only a small part. It is our sincere hope that all these resources
be given some consideration before they are dismissed. If we can be of any
additional help, do not hesitate to contact any of us.

Sincerely,

R.L. Pitman M. Naughton

P. Kelly Martin

B. Burgeson

cc: Lt. Col. Earl Jones, Environmental Coordinator, USAF
John Edwards, Environmental Engineer, R.M. Parsons Co.
Fred Eissler, Sierra Club, Santa Barbara, CA
Dr. Richard Martyr, Audubon Society, Sacramento, CA
Dr. Dan Anderson, U.C. Davis
Dr. G.L. Hunt, Jr., U.C. Irvine

Dr. Joseph R. Jehl, San Diego, CA
Dr. H. Lee Jones, U.C. Los Angeles
Thomas Dohl, U.C. Santa Crux
Ken Briggs, U.C. Santa Crux.
William Ehorn, Superintendent, National Park Service', Channel Islands
Bureau of Land Management, Los Angeles Office
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PRELIMINARY REPORT

Table Number of Seabird Pairs Breeding in the Channel islands in I976

Island PTLH PTAS PTBL PELB COD COB COP GUW OP MLX AKC

L. San Miguel ? +? 0 0 0 62 78* 10 200* +? ?

Castle Rk. ? +?J 0 0 0 363* 34* 50 100* +? l000+*

Prince Is. 2+* 200+* 0 0 60* 590* 10 500 150* 75 -i0,000"

2. Santa Rosa ? ? 0 0 366* 24+ 15 125+* ? ?

3. Santa Cruz ? ,+ _- 0 0 45 25 100 200+* ? +

Gull Is. 0 0 0 0 0 55 0 50 0 1 70

Scorpion Rk. 0 + 0 0 0 0 0 125 +? +? 50

4. West Anacapa -? _? _? 417* 7 0 0 ? _?

4. Middle Anacapa 7-? ? _? 0 0 0 0 2500 5 ? _?

4. East Anacapa _? _? _? 0 0 0 0 1 _?

5. San Nicolas -? _? -? 0 0 165 0 935 0 + -?
1000-*

6.. Santa Barbara ? +? ?* 0 10 73 0 1,125 45 5000 ?

Sutil Is. -? 25 25* 0 30 70 0 75 15 75 35

Shag Rk. ? ? ?* 0 0 0 0 9 ? 15 0

7. Santa Catalina -? -? -? 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0

Bird Rk. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 0 0 0

8. San Clemente -? -? -? 0 0 15 0 32 0 0 0

Bird Rk. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 0 0 0

* These constitute the most important 6olonies

Both the Brandt's Cormorants and Pigeon Guillemots nest on the north side of
Santa Rosa Is. and would be contained within the heavily impacted area

Key to Codes:
+ present -? probably not present

+? probably present 0 not present

PTLH- Leach's Storm-Petrel COD-. Double-crested Cormorant GP- Pigeon Guillemot
PTAS- Ashy Storm-Petrel COB- Brandt's Cormorant MLX- Xantus' Murrelet
PTBL- Black Storm-Petrel COP- Pelagic Cormorant AKC- Cassin's Auklet
PELB- Brown Pelican GUW- Western Gull
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS FROM
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY AND EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY
SCHOOL OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

P.1 The impacts associated with potential sonic booms on the biota of the

Channel Islandshavebeen incorporated into Section 5.1.2.7 of the

FEIS. Reference is made to Responses D.1 and D.2 of Appendix D for

a discussion of mitigation measures currently under investigation.
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APPENDIX Q

COMMENTS FROM

COUNTY OF SANTA BARBARA j
OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

* (Letter dated September 23, 1977)

AND

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

(Letter dated October 29, 1977)
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COUT1TU OF SBIRT'R D.1IIBJIR1I

)nrnontal Quality COOtUinatot

105L. Aflapatmu ~ 1
in%&lierabata, Calif. $3101

Telephone liai toil1

OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

Septartir 23, 1977

Office of the Secretary of the Air Force

Washingtcai, D.C. 20330.

Attention: JanwS F. Boatright

Dear Mr. Boatright:.

As Evirm-etalQualty or ant BararaCottyI a
assentiling this County's otmients on the Draft EIS for the Vandenberg
Space Shuttle.

Ibere are a n~mter of County departnmnts and deciuicn-i~wes who need
to review the draft. Since we received only tw copies of the document, Iit will be bqpossible for us to omiplete our review by the October 10thdeadline (even though SAMSO is sending us an additional six copies).

We would greatly appreciate a fifteen-day extension to October 25th

Thank you,

Albert F. Feynolds

Environmental Quality Coordinator
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CHARRLFITCHE HO WARD C. MEN ZE1C~hairman• County, Clork-Recotdor
SFifth District and R*-Officio

"ROBERT E. KALLMAN Clerk of the
Vice-Chairman Bod of Superv
Second District

DAVID YAGER STelephone (SO$) 966b161 A
First District Ext. 2 7!

WILLIAM 3L WALLACE .. i
- Third District

ROBERT L, HEDLUND COUNTY OF SANTA BARBARA
Fourth District BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

IOS EaSt AnaPairU Street

Santa Barbara, California 93101

October 28, 1977

ITO: Office of Enviromrerital Protection
Space and Missile Systems Organization
Department of the Air Foroe

Ff04: Harrell Fletcher, Caixnnan
Board of Supervisors
county of Santa Barbara

1M: Ozuments Regarding Adequacy of the Draft EIS for the Space Shuttle
Program, Vandenberg AFB, California

Enclosed are the amments of the County of Santa Barbara and its various
Ideparbents concerning the potential enviomrnvtal iTpacts whic are
associated with the proposed Vandenberg Air Foroe Base Space Shuttle
program. These amments have been cr•piled for the purposes of fulfilling
Cbunty requiremlents as an affected local jurisdiction under the provisions
of the U.S. National Enviromental Policy Act. It should be noted here
that these ummmnts are solely directed at the adequacy of the EIS and do
not necessarily reflect the pros and cons of the Vandenberg Air Force Base
Space Shuttle Program.

Air Pollution Control District

The county Air Pollution Control District (APD) offers its omuments and
concerns with regard to two general categories in which the project will
affect air quality: 1) overall afbient air quality in the 1mYIoc region,
and 2) the effect of "hazardous" pollutants upon population in the vicinity
of Vandenberg Air Force Ba during Spae Shuttle Launches. With respect
to the first category, particular concern is expressed with regard to the
potential for local damage resulting from ncentrations of hydrogen chloride
and subsequent acid rain. Also, the APCD notes that the Space Shuttle
launches will introduce a significant anou~nt. of NOX, a precursor of oxidant,
into region where the oxidant air quality standard is cu~rrently violated.

The AFM notes that it is very difficult to suggest mitigation umeasures for
these Uacts.
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OffOica of Envircmental Protection Page 2

Depatztwt of anrotin

S The County Department of Tranxportation (DOT) indicates that the Draft EIS
"does not contain a sufficiently detailed analysis of the impacts on the local
road system from~ the increaseid traffic which~ would result from increased
enploynent" The DOT offers emments in three areas of local road inpact which
need revised treatent in the EIS: 1) existing roadays and current traffic
problem, 2) projections of future traffic (both volumes and their distribution)
and its inpacts on traffic operation, and 3) possible mitigating measures relative
to traffic impacts.

The DOT indicates that, from the local viewpoint, the Draft EIS is currently
lacking in important areas of information. Although the DOT mnaa to the Office
of Envirocuntal Quality dated Octber 13, 1977, specifically pertains to the
transportation-related Impacts associated with th e Shuttle Programs it
should be pointed out that the DOT c==nt regarding the need for information to
sport the assu sn potential now employment (p3, agraph 2) is critical
to many other Inpact areas such as popilation growth and distribution. Accord-
ingly, this topic requires careful, detailed treatent in the EIS.

Enviror pntal Health Care Division

The County Envirotmental Health Care Division offers ouents on the adequacy of
the Draft EIS in regards to noise, water resources and quality, solid waste, and
land use. - Particular attention is given to the need for verification of the
potential impacts of the Space Shuttle program upon ambient noise levels, focusing
upon possible public health and welfare issues associated with increased vibrations

Sand utilizing the State Mtdel Noise Ordinance as a reference point. The need for
a delineation of project-related impacts upon future increases in air, vehicular
and railroad traffic--with a description of their associated effects upon the H
Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL) contours in the Irzpoc Valley is crucial
to an adequate noise assesmmt in the EIS.

W strmgly reoummend that the EIS characterize the projected increases in water
demiands associated with the Space Shuttle in conjunction with the proposed State
Water Project for Santa Barbara County. This should include sufficient detail
to adequately contrast State Project Water with local alternatives, such as
c•njunctive use and water recluamtion.

LN Missile Rp~ct Risk Assessment

Safety considerations associated with the proposed Liquified Natural Gas facility

near Point Conoeption in Santa Barbara County and its interrelationship with the
Space Shuttle Program must be adequately explored in the EIS. Documentation of
the probability of a missile fragment striking a sensitive area of the LM facility
should be accurately presented in the EIS.

Assessment of Potential Ipacts n Biology Agriculture and Human Health

Issues regarding the potential effects of the HCL and AL203 upon biotic communities
of biological interest are not adequately explored in the EIS. In addition, there

Q-3
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COUNTY OF SANTA BARBARA * HEALTIH CARE SERVICES
AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICT

4440 CALUC REAL, SANTA IARSARA, CALIFORNIA 03110 * PHONE (0) 944161111

LAWRENCE HART, M.D., M.P.H. JOHN B. ENGLISH

OiR tCTOR DOiR1CTOR. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

MEMORANDUM

DATE: September 26, 1977

TO: Albert F. Reynolds
Environmental Quality Coordinator
Office of Environmental Quality

FROM: John B. English
Director, Air Pollution Control

SUBJECT: Draft EIS on Vandenberg Space Shuttle

We have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the pro-
posed Space Shuttle Program, Vandenberg AFB, with interest, and have
the following comments.

There are two general categories of air pollution which the Space
Shuttle Program will impact and about which we are concerned. We do
not have mitigating suggestions for these impacts, other than the "No
Action" alternative (which we are not seriously suggesting), but we
feel that these impacts should be made more clear in the Impact State-
ment, so that the effects on the environment in Santa Barbara County
are more fully covered.

The first category, of those we refer to above, is the overall air
quality in the region. The Impact Statement discusses air pollutant
concentrations in the shuttle launch ground cloud as percentages of
the hydrogen chloride concentration (in the range of 40 ppm) becauseof the concern about local damage from this pollutant (acid rain).
The air quality in the region will be impacted by the large quantity

Q.1 of NO in the ground cloud; it appears that this amount of NO will
be inXthe range of 5 tons (3 ppm in cloud). To put this numbIr in

SI perspective, our rule covering new sources of air pollution coming
into the Lompoc and Santa Maria areas limits the emission of NO to
5 or 10 pounds per hour unless the applicant supplies an air quglity
impact analysis (computer modeling study) showing that the expected
NO emission will not adversely affect the NAAQS. The air quality
standard for oxidant, for which NO is a precursor, is currently
violated in Santa Maria and the Sofvang/Santa Ynez area.

The socond area of concern is the effect of "hazardous" pollutants

Q-'



Albert F. Reynolds - Environmental Quality Coordinator
September 26, 1977

on residents or spectators who may be impacted by the fallout from the
ground cloud. As is noted on page 5-21, some of the 60 tons of aluminum
oxide in the grrund cloud will be 1 micron or smaller in diameter and

Q.2 probably coated with adsorbed hydrogen chloride. If these particles
are inhaled, they will penetrate the alveolar spaces in the lvngs. In

ýthe absence of knowledge about the effects of exposure to such particles,
would it not be best to evacuate the public who might be exposed to this
ground cloud, in the same manner that the public is evacuated from areas
under the flight path?

The discussion of the receipt and handling of the hypergolic fuels
(nitrogen tetroxide, hydrazine and monomethyihydrazine) does not really
present the whole picture of environmental impacts. Vapors vented
from the storage of these fuels (normal operation) must be disposed of

Q.3 in some manner. Scrubbing or incineration are two approaches that
minimize the hazardous pollutant, but there is some residual in the
scrubber water or the incinerator stack gases; these should be covered
in more detail than "minimizing the release of deleterious vapors into
the atmosphere".

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this Draft Environmental
Impact Statement.

John B. English
Director, Air Pollution Control

JBE:ce
cc: Dr. Hart, APCO

Q
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COUNTY OF SANTA BARBARA

CALIFORNIA

Department of Transportation
COURT HOUSE, SANTA BARBARA. CALIFORNIA 93101

TELEPHONE (805) 966-1611
LELAND R. STEWARD

44RECTOR OF TRANSPORTATION ASSISTANT DIRLCTOR Of TRANSPOCTA7I10
ROAD COMMISSIONER AS4ISTANT ROAD COMMISSIONER

MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. Albert F. Reynolds, October 13, 1977
Environmental Quality Coordinator

FROM: Leland R. Steward, -

Director of Transportation

SUBJECT: Draft EIS for Vandenberg Space Shuttle

After reviewing the Draft EIS for the Space Shuttle Program at
Vandenberg Air Force Base dated August, 1977, we have several
comments regarding the adequacy of the document.

In general, the report does not contain a sufficiently detailed
analysis of the impacts on the local road system from the in-
creased traffic which would result from increased employment.
We have comments in three areas of local road impact which need
revised or more detailed treatment:

1. Description of the existing road system, including current
traffic problems related to VAFB traffic.

2. Projections of future traffic and its impact on traffic
operation.

3. Possible mitigating measures relative to traffic impacts.

1. Description of the Existing Road System

The discussion in Section 3.2.6.11 omits several County High-
SI -ways-Which provide primary access to Vandenberg Air Force Base,

c I •incljding Vandenberg Road, Lompoc-Casmalia Road, Floradale Ave-
S94 -nCentral Avenue. The only mention of operational effi-

•::Q-.4 nci . . in this Section is a statement that the area is "adequatelyseIved". From the local viewpoint, operational problems already
C)(•JexI-sýon these routes which will be aggravated by the proposed
'J-:action. Two which immediately come to mind are the intersection
"-of:Vandenberg Road and Lompoc-Casmalia Road at the Main Gate,

Q.a.. CZ L"
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where peak hour demand exceeds the capacity of the intersec-
tion, causing daily congestion, and the Santa Lucia Canyon
and Lompoc-Casmalia intersection, where commuter traffic
must turn left across approaching traffic on a high speed
expressway type facility. Section 3.2.6.11 should contain
a discussion of these routes and operational problems, in-I cluding their peaking characteristics and the role they
play in Vandenberg commuting patterns.

2. Projections of Future Traffic and its Impact on Traffic Operation

Section 5.2.1.7 of the D.E.I.R. contains statements regarding
the impacts of Shuttle related traffic, which are somewhat mis-6
leading and which, at least, need treatment in greater detail.
Some of the statements are repeated in Section 5.2.2.7. First,
we take exception to the commuter routes shown in Figure 5.2.1-B.
In other Sections, the D.E.I.R. projects the housing impacts in
terms of additional housing demand and number of employed per-
sons for various communities. It is debatable where additional
housing may actually be built, and the D.E.I.R. supposition
that a certain percentage will be located in Lompoc may or may
not prove correct. There is no doubt, however, that the major
current and planned new housing construction activity in close
proximity to the base is in the Vandenberg Village and Mission
Hills areas North and West of Lompoc. These areas utilize

Q.5 Lompoc-Casmalia Road and Santa Lucia Canyon Road for access to
routes and their existing operational problems will undoubtedly
be impacted by Shuttle commuting traffic, yet they are not shown
in Figure 5.2.1-B nor are these impacts discussed. The left
turn traffic on Lompoc-Casmalia Road at Santa Lucia Canyon, for
instance, is certain to be affected. Assuming that the majority
of the new jobs will be at South Vandenberg or in the main can-
tonment area, it is reasonable to assume that much of the com-
muter traffic will use this route, as it does now. Similarly,
congestion problems at the Main Gate will be aggravated by the
increased traffic projected for Vandenberg Road and Lompoc-

fl Casmalia Road.

The statement on Page 5-59 and repeated on Page 5-74 that in
no case will Shuttle-related traffic exceed the desirable de-
sign capacity of the roadway system needs qualification, as

-A do the levels of service shown on Figures 5.2.1-B and 5.2.2-B.
We question the appropriateness of the terminology "desirable
design capacity of the roadway" when discussing operational

,6 levels of service. The analysis should not have consisted of
assuming that a certain percentage of the ADT occurs during
the peak hour and comparing the assumed volume to a theoreti-
cal capacity of, say, 1800 vehicles per hour per lane, for
*example. Such an analysis often ignores variations in peak
hour percentages such as occur near Vandenberg, where peak
hour traffic is as high as twenty percent of daily traffic
(forty percent on portions of Santa Lucia Canyon Road) and

Q-9
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AI
variation in the peak hour demand rate, which can vary widely
within the peak hour. Level of service is really an instan-
taneous qualitative description of operation and should be used
as such. Additionally, it appears that the level of service
computations used to describe future operation were performed
for sections of roadway uninhibited by traffic conflicts and
intersection controls, which are the most common determinants
of capacity in the operational sense, except in isolated road-
way sections. It is possible, using isolated roadway sections,
to deduce that future operation will be at a high level of
service when, in fact, serious operational problems could exist
at certain locations which should be considered in the analysis

of impacts.

one additional comment regarding traffic-related impacts con-
cerns the transportation routes for explosives shown on Figure
5.2.2-B. An increase in the transport of explosive material.
to some extent increases the chances of serious accidents, In-

Q.7 creased auto traffic increases the chances further, especially
at locations such as the intersection of Santa Lucia Canyon I
and Lompoc-Casmalia Road, where the left turns across a high
speed facility constitute a hazard. This potential impact
should be mentioned within the D.E.I.R.

All of the above impacts are dependent in terms of severity
on the extent to which the Shuttle Program actually increases
traffic, especially commuter traffic. It appears from the

~ I discussion in Section 5.2.1.4 on population growth that cer-
tain assumptions were made relative to the percentage of new
jobs which will be filled by current residents and base em-

Ifteprojected shuttle-related traffic is based on these
assumptions (i.e. that 70 to 80 percent of the jobs will. be

filld byexisting employees or residents),-some indication
shoud begiven to support this assumption as to which current
progamsor jobs will be reduced to provide the labor force
forthenew jobs with only a relatively small net increase in

p employed persons. Otherwise, it should be noted that traffic
impacts could be greater than those anticipated.

one final comment on transportation related impacts involves
the Lompoc Airport. To what extent would increased air traf-

Q.9 fic affect operations at this County facility?

3. mitigating Measures

The traffic-related impacts of the Space Shuttle Program could
be mitigated by appropriate modifications to the road system.
Modifications# while not anticipated to be numerous, would be

detrmiedaccording to the severity of the problem and the

Q-10
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cost and effectiveness of alternative solutions.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Space Shuttle
Draft Environmental Impact Statement. We trust our concerns
will be given adequate attention in the Final Statement.

1I

,I i
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COUNTY OF SANTA BARBARA * HEALTH CARE SERVICES

'4S40 CALLI REAL, SANTA BARBARA, CALIPORNIA 03110 * PHONE (405) 904-084-

LAWRENCE HART. M.D, M.P.H.
DIRECIOR

MEMORANDUM

TO: Albert P. Reynolds
Environmental Quality Coordinator
Office of Environmental Quality

PROM: Lawrence Hart, M.D., M.P.H.
Director

DATE: 17 October 1971

SUBJECT: Draft Environmental Impact Statement
Space Shuttle Program
Vandenberg AFB, California

Environmental Health Services has reviewed the subject environmental
impact statement and has the following comments on the impending qual-
itative changes in the environment in regards to noise, water resources
and quality, solid waste, and land use.

NO0ISE
At--' is time, the County of Santa Barbara has not adopted a noise ordin-
ance. Therefore, Health Care Services has utilized the State Model Noise
Ordinance and the Guidelines for the Preparation and Content of Noise
Elements of the General Plan (from the Office of Noise Control) as a
guideline for its recommendations, the latter in this particular case.

The Office of Noise Control recommends the following sound levels for
the specified land use. See Table 1 - Land Use Compatability for Commun-
ity Noise Environments.

Assessment of the Community Noise Equivalent Level (hereafter referred
to as CNEL) contours for the Lompoc Valley (Figure 3.1.8-B) indicate
numerous areas which have exceeded or are approaching the recommended
levels for compatible land use. However, there have been no provisions

Q.10 made for the projected increase in air, vehicular or railroad traffic
as a result of the Space Shuttle Operations. At the same time, the traf-
fic data on which these noise contours are based on are not specified;
that is, what are the average daily traffic (ADT) figures and are these
noise contours based on 6,750 or 27,000 air operations per year? There-
fore, it is strongly recommended that projected CNEL contours for the

Q-1 2



TABLE 1
LAND USE COMPATABILITY FOR COMMUNITYf NOISE ENVIRONXDIS

COMMUNITY NOISE EXPOSURE INTERPRETATION
Ldn OR CNEL, dlBLAND USE CATEGORY 5 6 65 7 75 0

- - - NORMtALLY ACCEPTABLERESIDENTIAL '-LOW DENSITY Specified land use is satisfactory, baud
SINGLE FAMILY, DUPLEX, -upon the assumption that any buildingsMOBILE HOMES - -l involvedl are of normal conventionalconstruction, without any special noise

RESIENTIL -MULT. FAILYInsulation requirements.
RESIDENTIA -MUTI FAIL

TRANIEN LODINGCONDITIONALLY ACCEPTABLE
MOTELS. HOTELS New construction or development should

be undertaken only after a detailed analysis
of the noise reduction requirements Is madeSCHOOLS, LIBRARIES, - -and needed noise insulat Ion features IncludedCHURCHES. HOSPITALS, - -In the dlesign. Conventional construction, butNURSING HOMES with clo=e windows and fresh air supply
systems or air conditioning will normally

AUDITORIUMS, CONCERT sfie
HALLS, AMPHITHEATRES

SPORTS ARENA. OUTDOOR - Necotrcinrdveo ntsulSPECTATOR SPORTS new constructionordelp ntsud
-or development does proceed, a detailed analysis

PLYRUDof the noise reduct Ion requirements must be4PAGONS....made and needed noise insulation feature -NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS included In the design.
C40LF COURSES, RIDING -

STABLES, WATER RECREATION, CLEARLY UNACCEPTABLE
CEMTeIE construction or development sol

OFFICE BUILDINGS, BUSINESS -~ -~gnrlyntb netkn
COMMERCIAL AND
PROF ESSIONAL

INDUSTRIAL, MANUFACTURING
UTILITIES, AGRICULTURE

CONSIDERATIONS IN DETERMINATION OF NOISE-COMPATIBLE LAND U~SE
IiA. NORMALIZED NOISE EXPOSURE INFORMATION DESIRED munty Noise Exposure Areas greate than 658O3should be disevar-

Where sufficient data vasist, evaluate lard ume suitability with respect alie and conuldeqed located within ntormially unaccepstable eas.10a "om allsed" value of CNEL or Ldn, Normalized values areobtained by adding of Subtracting the constants dloscribed in Table 1 C. SUITABLE INTERIOR ENVIRONMENTS
so te masued r cacultedvale ofCNE orL~.One obtlort Of locating residential units relative to a know" noise

B. NOISE SOURCE CHARACTERISTICS sourctI0mianasuabe Interior noise environment at no
Wes"tasure d oE colflatdn nohse requcior efement.coped owithyeThe land umenoise comspatiblitay becomtnendasions should be viewed *th A un~deOr Cacnsdeatednion, redtoul goerfomn cV the m typsus cewlin relation to the speclric source of the noise. For example. aircraft ofab~le #r ditnder toenoiderasource shudgnte3iiu cetandl railroad noise is notmally loade up ofl hlmner siol nos novensorce

thin auto traffic but occurs less frequently. Therefore, differentsources iecldinit the ssmo composite noise expoure do not necessarily DJACPAL UTOREVRNE
cre&te the sane noise envitrifflent. The State Aeronautics Act uses D CETBEOTOREVRNET

6S d C N L as the crit rio w hi h a rpor s m st e ent ally m ee to A nother consideration, w hich In som e com snun iltle Is an ov e wrridinpsosec *"'n "~la ~uil from unacceptable exposure factor IS the desire for an acceptable outdoor noise environment.10 irraf nise I Oder10f~cllttthe Purposes of thse Act, one of When this ik the case, snort restrictive standards for land use corwtwhIch Ia to Oncuastou land 112" Compatible with the 65dBI CNEL patibillty, typically blwtemvru osdrd nralcriterion wherever possile, and in ardler to facilitate the ability of acetbloworta ln s tegorymuma benapproeriate.ll

airports to Comply with the Act, reidentile uses located in Coam. elw
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Lompoc Valley be submitted along with present and projected CNEL contours
for Vandenberg Air Force Base. This will allow evaluation of the effects
of noise on the general population as well as to provide data for plan-
ning of future land use.

Environmental Health Services concurs that the noise impact on the heav-
ily populated areas during the construction phase will probably be minimal.
It is expected that the ambient noise levels will be increased intermit-
tantly and cause some annoyance at various times, but this will be tempor-
ary in nature and should not be expected to present problems.

The construction phase, however, will significantly affect the workers on
site. All precautions must be taken to protect the worker. California
OSHA regulations allow an over-all exposure of 90 dBA for an 8-hour day.

Infrasonic frequencies are those which are below 16 Hz. Although the
Environmental Protection Agency (hereafter referred to as the EPA) has
stated that it does not appear that "exposure to infrasound, at intensi-
ties below 130 dB SPL, present a serious health hazard", the fact that
comprehensive studies have shown that there is a potential of danger to
man's health cannot be ignored. Mohr, et al, has shown that adverse ef-

Q.12 fects on man can result from high intensitylinfrasonics, ranging from 100
to 160 dB, for short periods (two minutes). The frequency spectrum from
a typical launch (during ignition) is, for the most part, expected to be
low (less than 50 Hz) and the sound pressure level is expected to range
from 105 to 110 dB in the Lompoc and cantonment area. It is also expec-
ted that sound pressure levels in these two areas during the liftoff will
be between 115 to 120 dB. Mohr has observed respiratory rhythm changes,
chest wall vibration, gag sensations, and post-exposure fatigue when ex-'
posure levels consisted of frequencies from 0 to 50 Hz and up to 145 dB.

The sonic booms which will be created as the Orbiter ascends and descends
warrants further studies. Substantial overpressures will be created, and
coupled with atmospheric factors, sonic booms can create serious struc-

q.13 tural damage, particularly if imperfections in the building have already
weakened it. Also, the possibility that repetitive sonic booms could
prove detrimental to struotures should be evaluated.

One environmental impact aspect which is not addressed is noise induced
vibrations. It is conceivable that structural damage could result from
vibratory energy transmission through the ground and air. Although thisQ.14 relationship is not clearly defined, it is recommended that studies be
conducted to assess the possibility of effect of noise-induced vibrations
on materials with respect to concomitant frequencies arl sound pressures
and distances from the launch site.

1. Mohr, G.C., Cole, J.M., Guild, E.C., and Von Gierke, M.D., "Effects
of Low Frequency and Infrasonic Noise on Man", Aerospace Medicine, J

Volume 36, Pages 817-824, 1965.
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There are some noise impact areas which cannot be immediately assessed.
These include the annoyance of residents by the increased launches and

Q.15the noise created by the Air Cushion Barge along with the winching pro-
cedures.

WATER RESOURCES AND QUALITY
The advent of the Space Shuttle Program means increased water consumptionin various parts of Santa Barbara County due to an increase in population,
and whether or not the increased demand will produce significant impact
upon available water resources must be carefully scrutinized. The pro-
jected increases in acre feet per year for the various areas are as fol-lows: Lompoc--62; Vandenberg--10; Santa Maria--32; Santa Barbara--471Goleta--57.

According to a U.S. Geological Survey by G.A. Miller (Open File Report
76-1831 April, 1976) on the ground water resources in the Lompoc area,
the estimated total ground water storage is 720,000 acre-feet (Lompoc
plain (main zone) 80,000, the shallow zone, 135,0001 Lompoc terrace 100,00Lompoc upland 400,000). Since 1941, there has been a decrease in ground
water storage in all areas. The decrease in the Lompoc plain measuresapproximately 38,000 acre-feet, 1,000 acre-feet in the Lompoc terrace, and25,000 acre-feet in the upland. The annual pumpage by the City of Lompoc
in 1970-71 was 3,700 acre-feet from the Lompoc plain. Vandenberg Air
Force Base also pumps from the Lompoc plain, and in 1971-73, they pumped
about 3,800 acre-feet. Also, the construction of the facilities for theSpace Shuttle Program will, it has been estimated, be one-half million
gallons per day. This is roughly 1.5 acre-feet per day. It is anticipated
that the bulk of the projected 62 acre-feet increase in consumption, dueto population increase as well as the construction needs, will be incurredin the Lompoc plain.

The ground water storage for the Santa Barbara-Montecito area, according
to the 1968 U.S. Geological Survey Water Supply Paper 1859-A, totals 281,
000 acre-feet, of which 184,000 acre-feet is in Santa Barbara and 97,000acre-feet is in Montecito (these figures are from 1959). In Santa Barbara,according to 1964 data, the storage had dropped to 178,000 acre-feet dueto below average recharge and continued withdrawal. In the Montecito area,
there had been little change in the ground water storage in the period from1959 to 1964. The term "perrenial-yield" is defined on the basis of long- •
term dependability of the water supply. In the Santa Barbara-Montecito
area, it is the "rate at which water can be pumped from wells year after

•i year without decreasing ground water in storage to the point where thepumping lift would become economically infeasible or where water of poor
quality would begin to intrude into the reservoir!. According to this same

t• report, it is estimated that the perrenial yield is between 1,700 and 2,000acre-feet per year in the Santa Barbara area. The data to accurately de-
termine the perrenial yield for the Montecito area is lacking but long-term estimation is approximately 2,500 acre-feet per year. However, in apublished report in January, 1973, Geo-Technical Consultants, Inc. of

Q-15 '. 3
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Ventura determined a practical perrenial yield of 1400 to 1500 acre-feet,
200 to 300 of which is derived from the Toro Canyon subunit. At the pre-
sent time, the City of Santa Barbara is pumping about 3,000 acre-feet per
year while the safe yield is 2,000 acre-feet. However, the City operates
on a conjunctive basis, pumping more from surface reservoirs during the
wet years. Zn the Monteciot area, it is estimated that 860 acre-feet per
year will ultimately be pumped from the ground in order to meet the maxi-
mum demand in addition to the approximate 400 acre-feet pumped from pro-
vate sources in recent years.

According to data obtained from the Goleta County Water District, the
storage capacity of the entire Goleta basin is about 200,000 acre-feet in
the upper 400 feet. However, due to various reasons, which include sea
water intrusion, quality degradation, water rights, possibly subsidence
and native vegetation disruption, much of the 200,000 acre-feet is unusaba
Since the drought and the consequent heavy pumpage, it is estimated that
there is 15,000 acre-feet of recharge (over and above the amount which is
taken Out) and 10,000 acre-feet of "do-water" storage. The District is
presently pumping about 5,500 acre-feet per year while the safe yield is
4,310 acre-feet (from a study completed in 1976). However, the Goleta
County Water District is on a mini-conjunctive use in that an ordinance
which was passed in May 1973 restricts the District from over-drafting the]
ground water basin. From May, 1973, until 1975, there was much more rain-
fall and most oi* the water was pumped from surface sources (Cachuma).
The amount which was saved during this period is presently being taken out
due to the fact that since 1976, Santa Barbara County has been experiencir
a drought situation.

The increase in consumption of water means a simultaneous increase in the

J., discharge of waste water. This increase in volume of waste water is not
expected to present any problems in the Santa Barbara or Goleta areas as
the treatment facilities are designed to adequately handle much more than
the anticipated increase. However, the Lompoc and Santa Maria facilities
are operating almost to capacity and therefore, concurrent construction o.;
additional treatment facilities must be planned for.

The Space Shuttle Operations may also affect the quality of water in Sant,
Barbara County. Spills of fuels and lubricants (including gas and oil),
which can contaminate surface runoff and eventually to into the Santa Yne:
SRiver and Honda Creek will probably ultimately reach the ocean. One can-

Q.16 not say that their impact on water quality will invariably be *to some mi.
imal short term extent" because it is not certain that the like will "quit
ly dilute". Tidal dissipation can only mean that the area of contaminatic
will become greater. In addition, the cumulative effect of spills is not
accounted for. Also, do spills onto the ground mean a change in ground
water quality; that is, the total dissolved solids and mineral contents o.
the ground water in the Lompoc area is relatively high and will spills in.
crease these values?

The quality of ground water in the Lompoc area is definitely affected by

S!Q 16
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the discharge of sewa*e effluent. In fact, so much so that it may limit
the use of the ground water. The sewage effluent, according to the U.S.
Geological Survey 76-183 referred to earlier, is high in total dissolved I
solids and chloride content, two major constituents of the criteria for j
water quality in the Lompoc area. It is strongly recommended that further

Q.17evaluation be given to the effects that such discharge will have on ground
water quality in the Lompoc area. 3

SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL
The increase in population will mean an increase in the volume of solid I
waste disposal throughout the County. At the present time, evaluation of
the available land fills indicate that they will be adequate to handle
the anticipated increase in solid waste generation.

i

I
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similar to those in the Desert Region. For instance. due to the
location of a large number of windmills in a small area, formation
of eddies near the sea surface can occur, which leads to more sea
salt particulate formation offshore. Furthermore, large-scale wind
extraction can disturb local sea-land breeze patterns and consequently
reduce the onshore dispersion of air pollutants.. Since high pollutant
concentrations of photochemical oxidants, particulate matters nitrogen
dioxide and sulfur dioxide are experienced by the Coastal Region, wind
energy systems can possibly exacerbate air quality conditions.

Since much of the coastal area is presently urbanized, the introduction
of a work force to construct a wind energy facility in an offshore area
will have negligible effects on the coast. In a large portion of theI
coast, housing is readily available to house the work force.

Health and safety risks are minimal for offshore windmills. The
exceptions are risks to low flying planes, ships, and migrating birds.

Offshore wind energy systems may disrupt the visual quality of the
coastal area due to the prominance of large wind tower structures. TheI
extent of this impact will depend upon the number of windmills and
their distance from shore. The deterioration of the coast's visual
environment may impact the recreation industry which is becoming I
increasingly important to the region's economy.

2.3 DESERT SCENARIO

2.3.1 Regional Characteristics

The Desert Region is the most sparsely populated area of the State (seeLi Figure 2-1). Most desert residents are located in the rapidly growing
southwest portion of the region (see Figure 2-8). The largest population
concentration is in the Riverside-San Bernardino metropolitan area (2.28,
2.29, 2.30). The remainder of the desert population resides primarily in
either retirement commnunities such as Anza Borrego, Palm Springs, and
Morongo Valley, or on military bases including Twentynine Palms Marine
Base and Edwards Air Force Base (2.6).

Although the Desert Region can currently be characterized as relatively
unurbanized, by the year 2000 a significant increase in the amount of
property devoted to urban land-use will have occurred. Nevertheless,
only minor amounts of cr0opland and vacant acreage will be converted to
urban use (see Figure 2-9) (2.28-2.30).

Any of the ten technologies evaluated in Volume II will require long
transmission lines which could disturb archaeological artifacts, create
soil erosion, and damage the aesthetic quality cf the desert. They
might also increase the incidence of Valley Fever.

With the exception of several retirement conmmunities, young and middle-
aged residents predominate in the Desert Region. The percentage of 18
to 54 year-olds is higher in the northern portion, while in the southern
portion, such areas as the Imperial Valley contain a large number of
residents under the age of 18.
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SALBERT R.IEYNOLDS oltI 1ý

ý ilronme~ntal Quai~ty' Coordinator

105 9. Anapamu St.
r Santa Barbara, Calif. g3101

Ttolphonao266-1611 • - .

OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
?I

October 28, 1977

TiO: Albert F. Reynolds, Environmental Quality Coordinator

F"OM: Cecilia Ann Terry

IRE: Space Shuttle EIS and Possible Effects upon Human Health,S~Agriculture, and Natural Vegetation

While issues of 2"ormental impact are generally adequately alluded to in
the Draft EIS, sate issues are addressed on the basis of often inadequate

t data and indicates the need for increased documantation. These issues
P fall into three general categories: 1) Little is said regarding the
ri sensitivities of native plants (especially those of biological interest) to

HCL, 2) Little is said regarding the possible additive or synergistic
effects of HCL and AL2 03 or other fuel constituents on plants or animals,
3) No indication is made in the EIS as to the likelihood of natural floral
commnity curpositicn change in the area as a direct result of increased
acidity caused fruon rainout frum the ground cloud.

A The EIS states that . . . "the presence of AL203 in the cloud may act as
nucleating centers and be capable of enhancing aerosol growth during this
"initial period. Under especially high humidity conditions these droplets

9 may enlarge and precipitate from the cloud (rainout) as an acid ran." While
,tiis acid rain may not pose nuch anticipated problem in Icrpoc, it should be

SQ pointed out that cloud movement towards Icm•oc could damage crops in the
area that are sensitive. Those crops which are marketable on the basis
of their appearance could suffer loss. This could be mitigated by prohibiting
launches during t!.ose meteorological conditions ciducive to cloud movwent
into lacuoc (expected only about 5% of time accoreiing to EIS).

Furthermore, the impact of the ground cloud movement towards Tranquillon
mountain and other nearby mountains was inadequately addressed. This area
supports a relictual, nort'h coastal flora (a biologically interesting ccmmunity)
on the north-trending slopes. Frequent expcsures to fog and drizzle are

20 expected here. This wuld indicate a high probability of large amounts of acid
rainfall. In addition, at the higher elevations, vertical distance betweenthe ground cloud stabilization level and ground level will decrease, making

ground level concentrations in the cloud higher than those predicted for

0"-19



the flat-lands. This could mean an increase in the acidity of the rainfall in
addition to the more frequent accurance of rainfall that could be expected here
as opposed to the flat-lands. The EIS does not address this issue or what may
happen to the cammmd.ties of natural plants exposed over time to acid rainfall

While losses to agricultural crops in Iaqpoc area may occur, these would likely
be temporary losses since most crops in the area are row crops and subject to
seasonal replanting: A damaged crop would thus be replaced. However alongS .21 the normal ground cloud path, the natural flora would be subject to a more
frequent occurance of the acid rainfall condition. Studies should be made to
determine the effect of this acid rainfall on the possible long-term coummunity
change.

There is no indication in the report as to how the RL and AL203 might affect.
lichens and mosses, which would be most impcted in those mountain areas east
of the launch site. Lichens and mosses would logically be the most easily andSreadily damaged by a water-based pollutant such as an acid rainout. The

Q.22 momtain areas support large populations of mosses, fungi and lichen upon and
around the trees and shrubs.

Little information is knOwn as to how HML and AL20 3 will affect animals and
humans. The National Acadav of Science has published reccruim ations as tc
the exposure limits to the public of HCL and Cl., gases. While the ground cloud
maximum expected 10-minute concentrations beloO 500 ft. elevation will be less
than half these limits, little is known as to the possible additive or synergistic
effects of the HCL and the AL203. The ground cloud will contain tiny suspended

q.23 particles of AL203, in the range of 1 micron and smaller. It is krno that
particles i this range if inhaled will penetrate the alveolar spaces in the
lungs, and the draft EIS so states. However, the ground cloud also contains
HRI, which will absorb into the AL2 03 forming acid 15articles. Little is krnc*m
about the behavior and effects of such acid coated particles, especially on
live lung tissues. In addition, at higher elevations, the cxmoentrations one
would be exposed to could be higher making a greater likelihood of adverse

,• :effects. 7he possible adverse effects of the pollutants at higher elevations,
both to plants and people are not covered in this document.

Q-20
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I RESPONSE TO COMMENTS FROM
COUNTY OF SANTA BARBARA

OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

Q.1 The amount of nitrogen oxides in a typical ground cloud at stabilization

is 2,500 kg (5,500 ib) (reference NASA DEIS' July 77, page 60). At the

peak of Space Shuttle activity (subsequent to 1984), the launch rate will

be one flight approximately every 18 days. The Santa Barbara APCD rule

limiting new sources of air pollution to 10 pounds per hour emission of

NO would appear reasonable for continuous source emissions. This rule
x

would allow 4,320 lb of No over an 18-day period for each new source. A
x

typical Space Shuttle launch every 18 days and the amount of NO producedX
instantaneously cannot really be compared to a continuous point source.

If two or three new sources emitLing the allowed 10 pounds of NO per hour
were located in Lompoc, the "new source rule" would allow them to operate

without filing an air quality impact analysis. Together over a span of
18 days, they would contribute a total of 8,640 to 12,960 pounds of NO* x

H which is considerably more than that released instantaneously by a Shuttle

launch once every 18 days.

Q.2 Safe operation of the Shuttle system has been a primary criterion during

all aspects of the program. As in the case of past programs, the flight

tracks are selected so as not to fly over any populated areas. Land use

'planning for Vandenberg is based on the concept of buffering populated

Areas from those areas where hazardous operations occur. Over 90 percent

of the Base is devoted to open space for this reason. A major factor in

launch site selection is its remote location, and transportation routes

for hazardous substances have been chosen to minimize the exposure of the

general public in the event of an accident. The public would be excluded

or evacuated from areas that are considered hazardous during operations.

Observation areas for all unprotected personnel and the public will be

located many miles from the pad. Therefore, there is little chance that

residents or spectators will be impacted by ground cloud fallout. Research

conducted by the Aerospace Hedicitis Research Laboratory has shown that a
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synergistic effect between alumina and HCL isi not evident. However,

other researchers have indicated that a synergistic effect is-possible.

This problem-is iinder study.

Q.3 To limit threats of adverse effects of hypergolic fuels to both the

public and launch personnel and ecological systems on Vandenberg, exten-

sive research Is being conducted in two major areas. The first involves

exposure to personnel working at the various facilities-where fuels are

handled. The USAF School of Aerospace Medicine is conducting research to

develop and evaluate personnel monitors and area monitors capable of

detecting leaks of these materials at threshold limit values. Development

is required because we know of no such direct sensing instruments available

at this time. Secondly, the USAF Civil and Environmental Engineering

Development Office, Tyndall APB, Florida, is conduct 'Ing research to deter-

mine the most environmentally acceptable disposal methods. All receipt and

handling areas will have scrubbers or incinerators. However, the choice

of either method will be based upon technical evaluations of the secondary

pollution problem, i.e., toxicity of the resulting stack gases and/or

treatment of the scrubber water. A scrubber now under study by NASA looks

Very promising. Also being studied are proper disposal methods for spills.

The SAMSO Propellant Group has been formed to monitor all these researchI
efforts. Results will be included in a supplement to the Shuttle Environ-

mental Statement.

Q.4 Primary access to Vandenberg Air Force Base is provided by the State High-

ways indicated in the FEIS and by a number of County roads and highways

including the Lompoc-Casmalia Road, Vandenberg Road (part of each being

County Highway S-20), Floradale Avenue, and Central Avenue. For the most

part, these roads do adequately serve the area. However, there is some

congestion at the Main Gate and Pine Canyon Gate during morning and

evening peak traffic hours. This is indicated by traffic counts reported

in Table 3.2.6-1 of the DEIS. In general, the public access roads to the

Base could handle some Increase In traffic without hampering the flow of

traffic. However, at the intersectiohL of the Main Gate and Pine Canyon

Gate, any additional traffic would create further congestion, and extend

the existing traffic delay (U.S. Air Force, 1974 (137, revised May 19771.
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Al1• Base units have been divided into groups with working hours starting

at 15 minute Intervals between 0700 and 0800. Two peak periods remain

(0730 and 0800) and further redistribution of arrival and departure times

would reduce existing levels of congestion.

Q.5 The commuter routes described in Section 5.2.1.7 and identified in Figure

5.2.1-B, represent routes associated with the workforce required by the

Construction and Activation period. This is a temporary phase of the pro-

ject and will draw on a labor force from an area which includes the major

urban centers of Santa Barbara and neighboring counties. The routes

represented in Figure 5.2.1-B are the most likely access routes for these
relatively distant workers who are temporarily employed at VAFB. These

workers will no doubt create additional congestion at the principal Base

gates, a situation which could be substantially mitigated by scheduling
arrival and departure times to avoid existing peak periods of arrival and

departure. Such a staggering would alleviate congestion at critical
intersections of the local highway network as well.

Section 5.2.2.7 refers to traffic patterns associated with the Operations
phase of the project. In this case, the bulk of the workforce will be

local residents including those living in the Vandenberg Village and Mission* ji Hills areas. As indicated in the comments, these areas will utilize the

Lompoc-Casmalia Road and Santa Lucia Canyon Road for access to the prin-

ucipal VAbe gates. These routes, which relate to the Operations phase,

should be shown in Figure 5.2.1-B, along with Central Avenue and Floradale
Si • ~Avenue.-i

IA
There are several projects which would improve highway access and traffic

flow. Improvements to Lompoc-Casmalia Road between State Route 1 and
Highway 246, are included in the County Program in the near future.
Widening of Central Avenue from State Route I to Floradale Avenue was

completed in 1976. Improvement of S-20 between the Main Gate and Pine

Canyon Gate is part of the Santa Barbara County Road Improvement Program i-
ji for FY79 [U.S. Air Force, 1975 (137), revised May 1977).
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Commuted congestion at the principal VAFB gates$ an existing problem, can

be alleviated through additional redistribution of arrivals and departures

times for the workforce. Table 2.7-1 indicates that more than half the

present traffic arrives during the 0730 And 0800 quarter-hour periods.

Q.6 Table 3.2.6-1 does suggest that peak period traffic congestion near VAFB

does exist. The proposed project, with its slight increases in traffic,
will exacerbate this problem unless mitigating measures are taken. Some

improvements in the highway network are included in present and future

plans. Improvements to the Lompoc-Casmalia Road between State Route 1 and

Highway 246, are included in the County Program in the near future. Wide-

ning of Central Avenue from State Route 1 to Floradale Avenue was completed
in 1976. Improvements of S-20 between the Main Gate and the Pine Canyon
Gate of VAFB are part of the Santa Barbara County Road Improvement Program
for FY 79 [U.S. Air Force, 1975 (137), revised May 1977].

As the comment suggests, however, congestion can exist at specific points

for limited periods due to peak levels of traffic, which may be a sizable
proportion of average daily traffic. Under existing circumstances, all
Base units have been divided into groups with working hours starting at.

15-minute intervals between 0700 and 0800. Even with this practice, how-

ever, congestion persists. One can see from Table 3.2.6-1 that the bulk
of the traffic arrives during two of the periods-around 0730 and 0800.

Additional redistribution of arrival times at these gates will serve to

not only reduce congestion at the gates, but at critical intersections

throughout the local highway network.

Q.7 To ensure the safe transport of flammable or explosive materials through
"populated areas, the California Legislature has established regulations on

this subject in Division 14 of the Vehicle Code. The regulatlons provide

for:

* Special licensing of drivers.

e Special inspection of transporting vehicles.

o Safe design and construction of liquid cargo-carrying vehicles.
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a Establishment of routes and safe stopping points.

9 Supplying drivers with msps of approved routes.

Design and construction criteria are established by the State Fire Marshal

and all other criteria by the State Highway Patrol. Routes established by

the Highway Patrol for the transportation of explosives in Santa Barbara

County are shown on Figure 5.2.2-B. Generally, routes follow U.S. Highway

101 and State Highways 1 and 246 with special by-pass provision for the

more built-up areas of Lompoc.

Delivery of propellants will depend on~the number and types of Orbiter

missions and the amount of losses, from storage tanks. Present weekly ,

tanker estimates (one tanker carries 6,000 gallons) for hypergolics, liquid

oxygtn, and liquid hydrogen will require about 75 tankers from Los Angeles

suppliers (McDonnell Douglas Astromatics Company, 16 January 1976, Don.

Barnes, telephone communication, SAMSO-HDRS-,ISC-39), Other fuels and

gases will be required, in lesser quantities.
/ . ',

Such vehicles therefore represent a comparative rarity in regional traffic .

flows. The low, probability of an accident can be further reduced by

ensuring that delivery periods do not coincide with ,peak traffic periods.

It is possible, although.'unknown at this time, that propellaht requirements 4

for the Shuttle wll be, equAl to or, less than requiremenqs for the existing

.,expendable launch programs ,thus resulting in a net decline in transportation

of these mat riars.

Q.8 The assuption that 80 percent of the jobs will be filled by present resi-

dents refers to the labor force applied to the Operations phase of the

project, with some of 'these personnel being involved in the Activation

phase as well.' The '20 percent nrw residents" was a worst-case assumption,

because Air Force sources indicate that all of these personnel may-be

transferred from existing Base activities. A specific example is the exis-

ting expendable 'launch vehicle program. If that were the case, there would

be no influx of new workers •and dependents and thus no impact on traffic.

The 70 percent assumption, on the other hand, refers to the indirect jobs

generated by the project but filled by existing residents. This rests on

Q-2' ,
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the assumption that the bulk of the di&ect jobs would be filled by

existing residents and thus the increase in local consumption expenditures

would be limited to only those direct personnel who are new to the area.

The actual mix of existing and new residents gaining jobs created will

depend on the phase of the business cycle generally, and the local labor

market situation that prevails at the time the project is undertaken. The
heavier unemployment locally at the time, the larger the proportion of jobs

which will be filled by existing local residents. Because both in the

county and state unemployment rates have been quite high, relative to

typical rates of the 1950a and 1960s, and because these rates have not

decreased markedly during times of prosperity and move up rapidly in times

of stagnation or recession,, the 70 percent assumption seems reasonable.

Q.9 Lompoc Airport, with 40 based aircraft and an average of less than 300

operations per week, is the closest general aviation facility to VAFB.

It can expect to experience some minor increase in traffic associated

with contractor officials during the Construction and Activation phase

of the project. During the Operations phase periods of substantial

traffic at Lompoc may be experienced at times of launch and Orbiter

landing events. These peaks, however, will be of limited duration and

attendance can be expected to decline after the first several flights.

Q.10 The CNEL data presented In the FEIS (paragraph 3.1.8, Figure 3.1.8-B) was

obtained from existing literature on the subject (FEIS reference #40).

No new measurements were taken. The CNEL lines on Vandenberg AFB were
developed by comparing base traffic to the average daily traffic informs-

tion found in the reference, The noise contours resulting from air traf-

fic are based on 27,000 air operations per year. Of those operations,

6,750 involved a touch-and-go fuel stop operation. The remainder were

low approaches and departures where the runway was not touched. In

general, only minor increases in vehicular traffic are expected. However,
Vandenberg AFB is preparing an Air Installation Compatibility Use Zone
(AICUZ) document to be released in tid-78 to the public. This document

I is based on accurate (measured) average daily traffic figures for the

!• Base and reflects the overall notse contours in Ldn. The Ld and CNEL
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systel ar similar except that Ld assesses a penalty for night operations.

Teresults of this study and the projected impact of the proposed Shuttle

program will be included in the aforementioned supplement.

Q.1 ByExecutive Order, the Air Force Occupational Health and Safety S~tandards

msbeconsistent with those of teOccupation Safety and Health

Act Inthe case of noise exposure, extensive Air Force research has

standard is rigorously enflorced for all Air Force military and civilian

personnel. The Air Force does not have the authority to enforce this

criteria and the use of hearing protection on civilian contractor personnel

even if they are working on a military installation. However, all contrac-

tors must comply with OSHA as a requirement in their contracts.

Q.12 At frequencies below 50 Hz, sound pressure levels are expected to range

from 103 to 110 dB in Lompoc and the Base cantonment area. At most, the

duration of the noise will extend between the time the main engines are

fired at T minus 4 seconds and the completion of ascent to 50,000 feet at

It~ plus 72 seconds; a period of 76 seconds. Within this period, persons

inth cntnen aeaan omocwilexperience ojcinbenoise,

priualfothaprxmt10scnsof peak lees

Q.13 The effect of sonic booms upon structures is addressed in Response A.2 of
Appendix A. The degree of vibration induced In a particular structure is

governed by the pressure signature d'stributio n over the structure and

the physical properties of the structure. The severity of damage depends

upon tL~e condition of the structure and cannot be readily generalized.
Every structure accumulates damage and weakness as it ages. Repetitive
exposure to sonic booms could hasten this process, and shorten the expected

lifetime of the structure. According to British studies, a structure or

structural element which is near the end of its lifetime could be vulnera-

ble to damage from a sonic boom. (1

Q.14 Vibrational resonance within structures can lead to magnification of over-
(Q2)

pressures. Resonance may be associated with both structural members
and enclosed volumes, such as rooms. Overpressure magnification factors
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of 2 or more may result from room resonances. Unfortunately, further

research is necessary before specific impacts can be quantified.

Q.15  The proposed hovercraft facility at Vandenberg is no longer being planned

for. A decision has been made to adopt the Shallow Draft Barge (SDB)

concept (discussed in Appendix B of the Draft EIS) as the favored method

of External Tank delivery to the Base. This EIS has been changed to

reflect that decision. Noise at that facility will be minor relative to

launches.

Q.16 Accidental minor spills of fuels and lubricants (gas or oil) will be

localized to paved areas or soils exposed during construction. The quan-

tities involved are expected to be too small (measured in terms of a few

liters) to create a detectable impact on groundwater quality. These and

large spills would be either contained In a local area or cleaned up and

removed to a controlled waste disposal site. The relatively low rainfall

and lack of infiltration on paved or compacted areas eliminates the risk

of contaminants being flushed below the ground surface.

Q.17 In general, many water uses can add dissolved materials, thereby increasing

their concentration in the effluent. This is true of municipal water use

as well as irrigation use and others. The incremental addition of dissolved

solids resulting from increased water use by population associated with the

Shuttle program will be quite minor. Comparing the 62 acre-feet per year

of additional water used in the Lompoc area with the 14,500 acre-feet per

year total use shows that less than a half a percent could be affected.

Because return flows are higher in TDS by a fractional portion, the con-

centration effect is even loes, on a percent basis. When this 62 acre-

feet is further (hypothetically) compared with the hundreds of thousands

of acre-feet of groundwater in the Lompoc area, the potential for degrada-

tion is relatively insignificant. Some increase in TDS will occur if water

of a higher salinity is retur ted to the aquifer; however, the specifics of

the Lompoc area indicate the effect of the Shuttle will be negligible.

Q.18 The Air Force will review the studies in question to further assess the

probability of a missile fragment striking a sensitive area of the LNG

facility.
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cOr '%osses incurred from Space Shuttle operations will be investigated through

he Air Force's legal office at Vandenberg Air Force Base. As stated in

the EIS, intervening topography and the remoteness of the launch site reduce
th posbesvrt fcrp'n te aae ascae ihgon
cloud movements toward Lompoc. Despite the 5 percent probability of ground

A
cloud movements toward the Lompoc Valley. the likelihood of measurable

damage is much lower. The low ecpected likelihood of damage does not, atj

the present time, merit an alteration of acceptable launch conditions. 1

Q.20 The discussion of acid rainfall impacts on natural plant communities an

found in Section 5.1.2.7 of the EIS, particularly pages 5-41 through 5-44,

represents the best available information to date. It should be noted that

an acid rainfall event (if it occurs) is not expected to be a frequent

occurrence. This is based on the fact that, to date, no such event has

occurred from Titan launches at Vandenberg.

Q.21 The Air Force is currently studying this problem to determine exhaust-

Iinduced effects from pact and present Titan launches at VAFB. To date,A
no biotic effects from toxic exhaust constituents have been detected on

I'A
Vandenberg AFB. Moreover, an acid rainfall event has not been observed

from Vandenberg Titan launches. Presently, studies by NASA are underway

I to determine the biological effects of acid rain.

Q.22 The subject you address is one that was considered during the preparation

of this Statement. To date, however, studies in this regard have not been

carried out. in the event of an acid rainfall, some damage to lichens

and mosses is expected; the extent or degree of this possible damage, how-

ever, is not known. Regardless, the expected infrequency of such an event

and the low probability of repeated events occurring in the same area

support a conclusion that such impacts, if they occur, would be very minor.

AQ.23 The possible adverse effects of pollutants at higher elevations is dis-

cussed in Section 5.1.2.7, specifically on page 5-43.
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Qi ICAQ Sonic Boom Panel Report DOC 6694, SBP/II, 12 October 1970, reprinted I
in Noise Control 1971, Hearings Before the Subsommittee on Public Health

and Environment, House of Representatives, 92nd U.S. Congress, June 16-24,

19' 1. Serial No. 92-30 USGPO.

Q2 National Bureau of Standards, The Effects of Sonic Boom and Similar

Imulsive Noise on Structures, Environmental Protection Agency, 31 Decem-

her 1971.
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I~.1P~ .,~COUR1TQ OF SJA RTH BJBIRBJI1RH

t DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING
I ENGINNIUING BUILOgNG
It123E. Anspom St. UIIYIT A. JOHNSON

SANTA BARBARA I'le~n~nI Director
CALIFORNIA

I Septenter 30, 1977

~ Off ice Of the SeCretary of the Air ftros

")Ishington, D. C. 20330 ______

Th County of Santa Barbara Planning Deprtment is in the process of devieiqi-
ing a land use plan, to imlaime.nt the provisions of the Coastal Act of 1976.
At1mJgh Vandenberg AM8 is wemput frau the Coastal Act of 1976, a, base
activities, particularly the Space Shuttle Program, do affect County lands
within the Coastal, Zone. 6 hawe reviewed portions of the Draft LLIS.and
wmild requet that the following questions/sugestions be adfresaed in the
Final E. 1.S.;

.1 1. Will thea sonic bomaffect only San Niguel IsLand?

2. *&at impact will the sonic bo.have an reraional boating activities
.2 in the vicinity of the Owmal Islazids, i.e., do you plan to evacate

boats frau the vicinity of the is'ad at the times of eachi launch~?

3. *tat will be the freq~voy and duration of closures of the Ociaty Parks
at Jalana and Oceman Peac? Northern Santa Barbara County eqri a~

ý3shortage Of c~trities for beach access and recreaition. Closing County
Parks, eeialy if sidi closure werett occur dbring wedinndu will

,~4. Will Point Sal State Beac also be closed during laurviaes?

5. Since the Lapcarea will u~erience same influx of population~ as a
result of cermtmict.ion and operation of the Rume Shuttle, northern Santa
Barbara County's already limited coastal recr eational resouces will be

5 Impacted. Has Vandenberg AMB considered opening other areas of its
coastline for beach acons. and recreation to a=c Sp, I te increiasied recre-
ational deffand?

1166. Will Space Shuttle cpertions have any ingact on tanker traffic in the
Santa Barbara 0bannieli, includ4ing potent"ia IM tankers?
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS FROM
COUNTY OF SANTA BARBARA
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING

R.1 No. Sonic boom effects and boom footprints are presented in Section 5.1

k ~of the FEIS. See Figure 5,l.2-D through -I.e

R.2 Sonic booms produced by the Space Shuttle should have very little, if any.

impact on recreational boating activities in the vicinity of the Channel

Islands. Only 6 launches are planned over a ten year period that will

produce sonic booms in the vicinity of the islands, At the highest pre-

dicted overpressure (30 pst) directly in the focus znne, no physiological

damage will occur to people or significant structural damage to their

boats. Evacuation of recreational boats from the vicinity of the Channel
Islands will not be required by Space Shuttle launches.

R&3 The most frequently used Space Shuttle launch azimuth of 193 degrees willA

not require closure of Jalama Beach or Ocean Park. The Vandenberg AFB

beach area south of Ocean Park and Surf Station will be closed during

Space Shuttle launches. For minimum launch azimuth trajectories, Jalama

Beach ma be closed two or three times a year at the most.

R.4 Point Sal Beach is located on North Vandenberg and will not be subject

to closure as a result of Shuttle launches.

R.5 The impact of minor increases in population and occasional closure of

Jalama Beach for short periods is not considered a significant impact

j ~ to the local coastal recreational resources. Increased recreational

demand has not been quantified, but would be very low. At this time

the Air Force has no plans to open any additional areas of Vandenberg

to the public.

R.6 The only impacts that Shuttle operations will have on marine traffic

in the Santa Barbara Channel will relate to the very small increases .
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in traffic resulting from the transit of barge. carrying Shuttle

vehicle components to Vandenberg and from the launch of the vehicle

j Itself. Increased marine traffic will, present a small navigation

safety hazard due to the greater opportunity for accidents (ship

collisions, etc.). Ship traffic In the channel is not considered

I especially heavy and the incremental contribution of Shuttle related

traffic is very small. Additional information is provided in Section

5 of the FEIS. A tanker In the channel could be exposed to some

I hazard if it was in transit through certain downrange areas. How-

ever, the location of these areas and the times when operations could

pose hazards will be published in the Notice to Mariners.

Ij

t I
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COMMENTS FROM "

SANTA BARBARA COUNTY-CITIES kREA PLANNING COUNCIL
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Santa BaRBaRa County - Cities
A!ZeAptanninr ouncit

1306 Serft Bertre Street
Sonti Bebers. Col. 93101

lSow) go& 1611

October 7, 1977

Mr. Jaes P. Boatright
Deputy for Installations Management
Deputy Assistant Secretary

' Deportment of the Air Force
Washington, D. C. 20330

Dear Mr. Boatright:

In accordance with your letter dated August 12, 1977, we have
reviewed the draft Environmental Impact Statement of the

. , proposed Space Shuttle Program, Vandenberg Air Force Base,
California. The following comments as we interpret they may
relate to the programs of this Area Planning Council are
"offered below for your consideration.

1. The Area Planning Council is also the Airport Land Use
Commission for Santa Barbara County. We are in the for-
mative stages of preparing an Airport Land Use Plan, andSS.Z ~although our preliminary finding do not conflict with • •

yours, it should be noted that such a study is in pro-
gress on a cooperative arrangement with the Base Civil
Engineer Command.

2 With reference to the above, to what degree will activi-
ties from the space shuttle increase the use of Lompoc
Airport? Will noise impacts result from such increased' ~use?

S. 3 3. Page vi: "Land use . . . (small amount of agricultural
land .... )"

What is the estimated acreage and is it prime agricul-

tural land?

SS.4 4. Page 2-1: (Paragraph 3.) Suggest you convert and/or

V reference 208 hours to days.

S. Page 3-103: Solid Waste Disposal section.

Would be appropriate to discuss recycling of waste mater-
S.5 ials. Also, reference to the Solid Waste Management Plan

"for Santa Barbara County.
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Mr. James P. Boatright
October 7, 1977
Page 2

6. Page S-64-65: Is phrase "except South Coast" an assumption? If so,
s.6 it should be stated as such.

S,7 7. Should not a consideration be made to an AICUZ plan for VAFBT?

.We are pleased to have had the opportunity to review the Draft Environ-
mental Impact Statement for this program and anticipate further developmentwith enthusiasm. 

i

, I
e rely

Cli ord Petrie
Executive Secretary

CP:rm

cc: Colonel S.F. Martino
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS FROM
SANTA BARBARA COUNTY-CITIES AREA PLANNING COUNCIL

S.1 Tt has been noted that such a study is in progress.

S.2 Construction and operation of the Shuttle program will cause some

additional traffic at the Lompoc Airport. This increase would b~ej

small based on the limited local population increase expected as a

consequence of construction and operations. It is conservatively

expected that traffic will increase by no more than 50 operations per

week. (Moat VIP traffic would utilize the field at Vandenberg.)

The Lompoc Airport does not handle a large traffic volume at present

(see Section 3.2 of the EIS) and could accommodate additional Shuttle

related operations without difficulty. Increaaed operations at

Lompoc would cause a slight alteration of noise level (CNEL) contours

.11 around the airport. However, additional traffic would not signifi-

cantly displace the current CNEL contours. Land use surrounding the

Lompoc Airport is generally agricultural, with limited commercial

development near the intersection of Central Avenue and H Street.

Existing residential and other noise sensitive land uses are

generally well removed from the airport area. Based on these facts,

noise impact from increased operations should be insignificant.

S.3 Table 4.2-3 in the FEIS details the amount of additional urban land

41 (by-category) required for the Shuttle program through 1990. It is

.;reasonable to assume that almost all new urban land will displace

existing agricultural lands.

Most new urban land will be infill a~long the fringes of existing

communities in the North County area. Although much of this land

may have the potential for high agricultural productivity, it would

j not be considered prime farmland. This is because typical parcel

sizes would be small and land values (and taxes) would be relatively

high. Agricultural operations in such areas are usually marginal

from an economic standpoint.

S- 3



S.4 The 1•IS now also dseuibeas the 208 hour minimum turnaround time for

launch activities an 8 2/3 calendar days.

8.5 The nIS now iuelvdes a brief description of waste material recycling

programs as part of Section 3.2.6. Also, this section includes

reference to the County Solid Waste M4anagement Plan.

S.6 Reference to pages 5-64 to -65 appears to be Incorrect. No response

to this question is possible,

S.7 The existing Air Installation Compatibility Use Zone (AICUZ) plan for

Vandenberg is out of date and a new plan is currently being prepared.

The new plan will be compatible with the Base Master Plan, which is

briefly described in Section 4 of the FEIS.

IA
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Adviorpteunbero 1-- 197 .cL'Jstri ------

Depty ori Iestallationstt......
Deus A2itn Serear

Washington, D.C. 20330

Dear Fr. Boatright:

This is in response to your request of August 12, 1977, for comments on
the draft environmental statement (DES) for the proposed Space Shuttle
Program, Vandenberg APB. California. Wegiste reviwf the DES and note
that the undertaking will affect six archeological sites that may be

eliibl fo inluson n te Ntioal egiterofHistoric Places.

Pursantto Section 106 of the Niational Historic Preservation Act of
196(16 U.S.C. 470f, as amended, 90 Stat. 1320) Federal agencies must,

I' prior to the approval of the expenditure of any Federal funds or prior
to the granting of any licenste, permit, or other approval for an under-

E taking. afford the Council an opportunity to comment on the effect of
the undertaking upon properties included in or eligible for Inclusion in

the National Register of Historic Places. However, we also note that
106 with respect to the proposed undertaking. Accordingly, we look
forward to tiorking with the Air Force in accordance with the "Procedures
for the Protection of Historic and Cultural Properties" (36 C.F.R.
Pert 800) at the appropriate time.

Nevertheless, until the requireumnts of Section 106 are met, the Council
considers the DES incomplete In its treatment of historical, archeological,
architectural and cultural resources. To remedy this deficiency, the
Council will provide, in accordance with its "Procedures," substantive
commnts on the effect of the undertaking on these properties. Please
call Michael H. Bureman at (303) 234-4946 to assist you in completing
this process.

Sincerely yours,

I ouis; S. Wall
,-seistant Director, Office of

I ý0Review and Compliance

TAN coew"cl Lan indepraewsk*suit of 114 Bwrutis'Bemevbc of the Fedevu Govroevnts ckergod by fb, Acto/
O~dckr 11, 1966 to evi sbe Presidenst and Congress in the feld ol Histovk Prev,~ehjow.

A,
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RMPONSE TO CONMTS FROM
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HISTORIC PRBSERVATION

I :

Tl The Air Force is fully aware of its responsibilities under Section 106

of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. Actions are presently

underway for obtaining the Advisory Council's coments. The completed

nomination form have been sent to the State Historic Preservation

Officer.

The Air Force will take no attion prior to receiving the Advisory Council's

comments on these proposed activities at Vandenberg AFB.

z-it~ I
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¶W HE AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS

September 30, 1977
[ i P. O. Box 4416

San Pedro, Ca. 90731(213) 548.6279

TO: SAMSO-DEV

FROM : Millie Payne, Executive Secretary

RE: Space Shuttle Operation, Vandenberg Air Force Base

The American Cetacean Society is a nonprofit corporation engaged in educationali•:and conservational activities relating to marine mammals and their environment,
with emphasis on cetaceans. As such, we are extremely cuncerned about the effect
of powerful sonic booms on the marine mammal populations of the Channel Islands
and wirrounding waters.

San Miguel Island is the only place on earth where six species of pinnipeds
haul and and breed. It is unacceptable that these animals be subjected to booms•- ~reaching J/•'O psf. Physiological effects can only be speculated upon; but hearingloss and spontaneous abortion are serious possibilities. Pinnipeds, when frightened, I
stampede toward the water, and widespread pup mortality is the result. This hasf been observed many times.

U.1 Clearly, routing the shuttle away from San Miguel and the other channel islands 1
is indicated.

The wateus in question are inhabited throughout the year by several species of
cetaceans, many of them on the U.S. Endangered Species List. Blue, finback,
humpback, minke and sperm whales are seen comnonly around the islands, along with• pods of pilot whales, kl1ler whales, common dolphins, white sided dolphins and Dall
porpoises. The extremely rare northern right whale also is known to inhabit these
waters.

t A very high percentage of the entire population of the California gray whale migrates
through these waters twice every year, between October and April. The southern
migration includes all pregnant females. The Pacific gray whale stock is the only
one remaining of this species.

The perception of cetaceans is primarily accoustical. The potential for signifi-
cant, even disastrous damage to these populations from sonic booms must be recognized
and eliminated.

U.2 Until it can be established that powerful sonic booms will not adversely affect
cetaceans, they must not be allowed to occur over cetacean habitat.

U-1



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS FROM
THE AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY

NATIGNAL HEADQUARTERS

U.1 Consideration of alternative launch directions to avoid the Channel

Islands, and San Miguel in particular, has been discussed in

Responses C.11 and D.2. Should additional information become avail-

able to address this impact, it will be incorporated in an amendment

to the EIS.

U.2 Impacts to cetacean habitats have been incorporated into Section

5.1.2.7 of this FEIS. Reference is also made to Comment D-2.

U-4
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CALIFORNIA WIL[D]LIFE 'J'RUS'P
3435 HERMOSA AVENUE 0 HERMOSA BEACH, CALIFORNIA 90254

TELEPHONE (213) 372-0285

Cctover 5, 1977

I.DWARD S. LOOSLI

Cffice nf the Secretqry of the AIr Force

9,h Intor. D.C. 20330

re: Draft EIS for Space Shuttle, v'sndenberp Air Force 3:rc.

The Cslifornia Wildlife Trust feels that t-he discussior
of a-dr.dazered and Threatened Species in this draft z.Id is
insdequgte.

The (ntire paragraph 5 or paee 3-?1. needs _rqplificýt1.(,, .
The ZIR should est&blish the California l.east tern ictivities
*round San Antonio Lasoon. The last sentence which states
that"it is not knoiin whether the endergerned subspecies F. s.

V.1 beldir'i occurs there also," is not sufficient for a Firýl
EIR. It is necessary to establish whether the Ueldirc Ts
Sqvannah Sprrov is present srd the Lone "each Cfflce of the
Calif. Department of Fish and Game will assist in identiflcatlon.

The California Tule Elk should be added to the last
sentence of page 3-?7. Along with the southern see otter
and Guadslupe fur se.l, the Tule Elk (rare) once vsnred over

V.2 the project ares. Vandenberg' it within the historic breedin:"
eres of the Tule Elk and althouzh these exclusive California
ms.mmgls do not exist nt the present time, suitable hnbitnt
is present.

Sincerely,

Edward S. Loosli

Director-California Wildlife Trust

V-iI PRESERVE, RESTORE, AND CHERISH OUR NATURAL LANDS



RESPONSE TO COMMENTS FROM
CALIFORNIA WILDLIFE TRUST

V.1 Additional information concerning the activities of the California

least tern and the occurrence of Belding' s savannah sparrow around

San Antonio Lagoon are included in Section 3.1.9.3 of the Final

Environmental Statement.

V.2 Information relating to the California tule elk is incorporated in

the Draft EIS, and is found on page 3-67 in the terrestrial verte-

brate discussion.
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COMMIENTS FROM

LOMPOC VALLEY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

(Letters of September 30 and October 7, 1977)



ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

ASSOCIATION

205 NORTH H STREET
LOMPOC, CALIFORNIA 93435 (805) 730.3315

September 30, 1977

Department of the Air Force
Headquarters Space & Missile Systems Organization
Los Angeles Air Force Station, P. 0. Box 92960
Worldway Postal Center, Los Angeles, Ca. 90009

Attention: Lt. Colonel Earl Jones

Dear Sir:

This letter confirms our Board of Director's views which I stated
during your public presentation of the Space Shuttle Environmental
Impact Report in Lompoc, Wednesday,, September 18th.

The Lompoc Valley Economic Development Association is a non-profit
organization supported by local citizens interested in achieving the
common goal of reducing our high unemployment rate and to establish
some meaningful employment for our 800 or so students who graduate from
the local high schools each year.

Since 1957 when Lompoc was primarily an agricultural town of 5,500
we have grown to a population approximating 46,000 and have found our-

Vanenbrg irForce Base. During the intervening years of 1957 to
date, our community has made great strides in expanding residential
areas, utility systems, public and safety services of all aspects, all
in support of the influx of personnal primarily occasioned by the
ballistic missile and space programs conducted by Vandenberg Air Force
Base.

Upon the advent of the Space Shuttle. Program, we the citizens of
Lompoc) feel that we are just as much an integral part of supporting
the program as you in the military or the aerospace contractors. We
share your views that if the United States is to continue to progress
in space exploration we must develop new and sophisticated programs.
We, in the Economic Development Association, feel that Lompoc's role
in support of the Space Shuttle Program is an exciting follow-on to
earlier programs conducted at Vandenberg Air Force Base and are proud
to be a part of it.

This organization sees no adverse environmental impacts to our
local area.

arm cha
Director

W.-1
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i ~Assocu ow

205 NORTH H &TRECrT -:

LOMPOC, CALIFORNIA 93436 (805) 736.3315

October 7, 1977

Mr. James F. Boatright, Deputy
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force
(SAF/MIQ) V
Washington, D. C. 20330

SDear Mr. Boatright.: A.!

for Although this office was not listed on the original distribution
list, we have secured a copy of your Environmental Impace Analysis
for the Air Force Space Shuttle Program and make the following com-r
ments in accordance with your letter dated 12 August 1977:

This letter confirms our Board of Director's views which I
stated during your public presentation of the Space Shuttle Environ-
mental Impace Report in Lompoc, Wednesday, 18. September.

The Lompoc Valley Economic Development Association is a non-
j jprofit organization supported by local citizens interested in

achieving the common goal of reducing our high unemployment rateand to establish some meaningful employment for our 800 or• so students i

who graduate from the local high schools each year.

Since 1957 when Lompoc was primarily an agricultural town of
5,500 we have grown to a population approximating 46,000 and have
found ourselves almost totally dependant upon the labor force
established at Vandenberg Air Force Base. During the intervening
years of 1957 to date, our community has made great strides in ex-
panding residential areas, utility systems, public and safety services
of all aspects, all in support of the influx of'personnel primarily
occasioned by the ballistic missile and space programs conducted by
Vandenberg Air Force Base.

Upon the advent of the Space Shuttle Program, we, the citizens
of Lompoc, feel that we are just as much an integral part of support.
ing the program as you in the military or the aerospace contractors.
We share your views that if the United States is to continue to
progress in space exploration we must develop new and sophisticated

W-2_ L



Mr. James F. Boatright, Deputy October 7, 1977
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force Page 2

programs. We, in the Economic Development Association, feel that
Lompoc's role in support of the Space Shuttle Program is an exact-
ing follow-on to earlier programs conducted at Vandenberg Air Force
Base and are proud to be a part of it.

This organization foresees no adverse environmental impact to
our local area, conversely, the socio/economic advantages to be
realized will far outweigh those minor environmental considerations
which will be occasioned by the Space Shuttle Program. If the
Space Shuttle Program fails to materialize and no new programs are
instituted at Vandenberg, the Lompoc Valley will suffer additional
economic problems over those experienced during the last few years
while Vandenberg phased down many existing programs.

Sincerely, .J

Director

CCC:mb
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS FROM
LOMPOC VALLEY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATO1N

No response to these comnents is required.

W-4
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1100 LaSalle Canyon RoadSLompoc CA 93436

September 29, 1977

"SASO/DEC
P.o. Box 92960
World Way Postal Centerj Los Angeles CA 90009

S~~Gentlemen: , .

This is a statement for the record concerning the Space Shuttle Program
at Vandenberg AFB.

I live in LaSalle Canyon, Santa Barbara County, west of Lompoo, and have
a concern as to the security of the LaSalle Canyon watershed when the
Space Shuttle Program becomes operational. This concern is based on the A
fact that approximately 10 families living in the canyon are relying on
a water table that is near the surface and is shallow in depth. The water

j table Is approximately 18 feet at the mouth of the canyon proceeding to Ii
50 feet, more or lese, on down the canyon. The depth or the water t~ble
is 18-30 feet at the mouth and increases as it proceeds down the canyon.
Another problem with the water in this area is that the underlying diatomite
prevents deeper wells from producing more or better water.

If, during the launch process, a malfunction should occur which would
cause the missile in total to crash in the LaSalle Canyon watershed,

X .1 what would the short and long term impact be to the water downstream to
the residents? Who would be responsible for the health hazard and who
would "fix" the water problem? It is not sufficient to say that a missile

X,2 could not or would not hit the ground in total (not destroyed)--past
*! •' performsnce has proven otherwise.

It should also be noted that no consideration was given to the LaSalle
X9 . 3 Canyon Creek in the Environmental Impact Study, This is strange due to

the fact that even in the dryest of seasons LaSalle Creek has running water.

Sincerely,

E. EASTIN

,__ __ __ ___ _ _ Li....i1J•
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RESPONSE TO COM4ENTS FROH .M
JOHN E. EASTIN

gA

X.1 Launch auimuth ranges from 158 to 201 degrees, or slightly to the east and

west of due south, respectively. Figure 1.2-A of the Draft EIS summary,

(pg. 1-2) illustrates the launch direction. La Salle Canyon drains

northerly along the eastern border of the Point Arguello missile facility
and is over 6 miles (1O.5 km) northwest of the launch site. The area of :
concern is thus out of the Space Shuttle Launch corridor and quite distant

from areas in which an explosion, catastrophic accident might occur.

Should a Space Shuttle main engine fail on lift-off, a Return to Launch

Site..(RTLS) or Abort Once Around (AOA) procedure would be followed. This

is summarited in Section 2.4 of the DEIS summary.

An emergency, such as an explosion, fire or major fuel spill at the SLC-6

launch site, could release large quantities of hydrazines and/or cryogenic

fuels. However, little impact would be expected on TA Salle Canyon.

This is because the launch pad is topographically isolated from La Salle

Canyon by a 500 foot (152 m) ridge and the area is not in the trajectory
of a launch.

The cryogenic materials would eventually evaporate to the atmosphere and
probably not reach groundwater and surface sources. Hydrazine would also

evaporate and dissipate with little, if any,,effect on La Salle Canyon.

Short term effects would be dominated by the consequences of a fire, if

ono should occur. HCl, if released, could dissolve in water on the surface

and affect pH and chloride concentrations until flushing occurs. These

effects would be relatively short term, and limited to water exposed on

the surface. Long term effects on groundwater supplies are not likely

because none of the materials released would remain to enter the aquifer.

X.2 Funds for claims against the government for damages resulting from Air

Force activities are processed through the Base legal office. A form is

available for this purpose.

X-2



1.3 The HItS primarily focused upon the major surface end groundwater

sources on and near Vandenberg. flow occurs in numerous spring@ tn Point

Arguello and flows not only to the north In areas such an La Salle
SCanyon, but also to the eat end south of Tranquillon lidge. The Intent

of the environmental description was to characterise this occurrence of

fresh water, and not provide a detailed description of each Individual

spring. Published data were not available to characterise the hydrology

and quality of many small spring&. |

iJ
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COMMIENTS FROMI

THE RESOURCES AGENCY OF CALIFORNIA
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$PICA OF THU SRCMIARY EOMUND 0. DOWN JR. Air Resources Board
GOVERNOR OF Colorado Piver Board

1R114 iRCiSll BUILDING CALISORNI A * F rancisco vay Conservatioi and '

1411 NINTH STRUNT Development Commi 6l6on

011111 tote Lands Commisson mt~
(916) 445-5656 State R esolamtion B roardsltate Wolftes qlources Control Board

perti ent ml Conseervation Regional Water Quality Control Boardh
aprtment of Fish and GCme EnorgV Resources Conservation nid

partmmnt of Nevisation and Development Commission A
Ocean Development Califtomia Coastat Commission
outmeqt of PaIrk and Recreation Calilornie Conservation Corps
ariment of Water flRsource. Stit1 COsetat Conservenoy

apar~tment of Forestry
THE RESOURCES AGENCY OF CALIFORNIA

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA ii

1977 DEC 5

Department of Air Force I
Space and Missile Systems Organization
Los Angeles Air Force Station
P. 0. Box 92960
Worldway Postal Center A *:
Los Angeles, CA 90009

Attention: Mr. Roig-DEV I,

Gentlemen:

The State of California has reviewed the Environmental Impact
Analysis Process, Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS),
Space Shuttle Program, Vandenberg AFB, California, August 1977,
which was submitted to the Office of Planning and Research
(State Clearinghouse) within the Governor's Office.

This review, which meets the requirements of Part II of U. S.
Office of Management and Budget Circular A-95 and the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969, was coordinated with the
Departments of Water Resources, Health, Transportation,
Navigation and Ocean Development, Food and Agriculture,
Conservation, Fish and Game, and Parks and Recreation; the
Energy Resources Conservation and Development Commission; the
Solid Waste Management Board; the State Lands Division of the
State Lands Commission; the Public Utilities Commission; the
State Water.Resources Control Board; and the Air Resources Board.

As you are aware, the State of California strongly supports
research and development of a variety of space programs.
Please contact us if you wish assistance in resolvirg concerns
expressed in the following comments on this document.

Water Qpualty

Because the water used during launching on the pad is proposed
Y.1 for treatment and reuse or disposal, a discussion of the effect

.Y-1
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Department of Air Force

Page 2

of its disposal and the adverse impacts on hydrology and
water quality is required,

We consider that the possibility of stream and ground water
contamination will be much greater than stated, due to the

I Y.2 long-term effects of the project. The total project should be
evaluated rather than considering each individual segment
separately.

It is also estimated that contamination of tideland areas can
Y.3 be a very serious problem with much greater long-term effects

than stated.

Oil spill and gas leaks at the facility could contaminate
Y.4 the beaches - Ocean and Jalama - resulting in no public

recreation use.

Waste Discharge

The DEIS indicates that waste discharges will occur from
several of the support operations, including the parachute

Y.5 refurbishment facility and solid rocket booster disassembly
facility. Sections of the DEIS that discuss impact on water
quality should address these discharges from support operations.

Waste discharges from the facilities which are not discharged
to the Vandenberg Air Force Base sewer system are subject to

Y.6 regulation by the State. Any proposed waste discharges should
be approved, as required under Section 13260 of the State Water
Code.
Preservation of Historic Resources

The subject document has stated that "the supersonic maneuvers
of the Orbiter during its descent from space will unavoidably

-I cause sonic boom overpressures. Should these become focused
dilin areas containing relics or structures of historic nature,

damage t: the more fragile portions...could occur" (page 5-77).
Ac the Mission La Purisima Concepcion is located within the proposed
undertaking's area of potential environmental impact, and the
DEIS states that the windows of the mission will be vulnerable

Y.7 to damage, the report should indicate what effect (if any) will

repeated sonic boom overpressures have on the relatively
friable and fragile adobe brick construction of the mission.

As the "normal sonic boom overpressure" cited (2.1 psf) is

expected to create adverse effects on the 190-year old mission

walls, and also because there is a possibilitV that the 2.1

psf figure may be exceeded, the applicant should submit to

the State data addressing these concerns with recommendations

for mitigating any adverse effects.

Y-2A



Department of Air Force
Page 3

GeolosL

The applicant should use the "Fault Map of California," 1975,
DMG, by C. Jennings, to update and include all of the study

Y.8 area, (see Figure 3.1.2-c) as far north as Point Sal. We
also suggest that the applicant refer in this section to the
USGS report, "Preliminary Map Showing Recency of Faulting in
Coastal Southern California", M.F. 585, by Ziony, et al, 1974l.

Y.9 The geologic section of the DEIS should mention t''e offshore
faults and their seismic significance.

Specific reference should be iale to studies proje:-tini, the
Y.10 Frob.ble maximum Intenrity or magnitude of future aarthquakev

at Vanderberg AFB.

Because soil liquefaction is stated to be a possible geologic

Y.ll hazard, specific site investigations should be perforineid pr!or
to construction of facilities.

Wildlife Resources

The DEIS is inadequate with respect to the following•:

Section 3. Description of the Existing Environment

Page 66 through 74

The Federal Resister recently (August 11, 1977) listed
the following endangered and threatened animals and
plants which have not been considered. These are:

Animals

San Clemente loggerhead shrike - Endangered
Island night lizard - Threatened

Y.12 San Clemente sage sparrow - Threatened

Plants

San Clemente broom - Endangered
San Clemente bushmallow - Endangered
San Clemente Island larkspur - Endangered
San Clemente Island indian paintbrush - Endangered

The tables are erroneous because of misuse of the federal c]ap :3-
Y.13 ification, "threatened". The only officially listed

Y-3



Department of Air Force
Page&

threatened speoles in California are southern sea otter,
Island night lizard and San Clemente sage sparrow. All
occur in the project region.

Belding's savannah sparrow, (Passeroulus sandwiohensis
beldlngi) occurs in the project region but not In the

Y.su projecitarea. The northernmost nesting area for thisa
subspecies as .oleta Slough,e based on 1977 survey data.h

Status of nesting by California least terns in northern
'Santa Barbara County and southern San Luis Obispo County
is not yet adequately documcnted. Nesting has probably
occurred in this region regularly the past several years,
but only two instances of nesting have been verified
by the Department of Fish and Game since 1969. In 1971L

I.1 isa colony of at least three breeding pairs nested on the
south side of the Santa Ynez River mouth, west of the
railroad tracks. In 1977, approximately 25 pairs were
found nesting on the south side of the Santa Maria River
mouth. Nesting colonies may have gone undetected by
researchers in these areas in other years and in other
river mouth areas in the project region.

Based on recent reports of peregrine falcons seen by U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service personnel and of suspected

Y.16 nesting on the Channel Islands, a comprehensive survey
is necessary to document peregrine falcon use in
the area affected by the space shuttle program.

Section 5. Environmental Impacts of the Proposed Project

Page 34

An adequate discussion of overpressure effects on breeding
activity and egg damage to avifauna Is necessary. We are

Y.17 particularly concerned regarding the effects on rare,
endangered, and threatened species. The effects of over-
pressure could be salnificant, not minor as stated in
Section 7, page 1(3).

Page 41

Both tie short-term and long-term chronic effects of
acid ground clouds and acid rainouts on animal and plant
physiology and bird eggs within the project area and

Y.18 adjacent areas should be thoroughly discussed.
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This section does not discass the program's possible effects
on nongame species within the project area and region. The

Y.19 document should address possible impacts on all wildlife
species which may result from the proposed project.

Section 7. Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

Page 3 1
Under "Suggested Mitigation Measures..." we recommend that
Vandenberg APB prepare and implement a wildlife management

Y.20 program to provide for the management, enhancement, and
protection of wildlife resources. To be effective, this
program should be headed by a full time wildlife biologist
with an adequate staff. With this staff VandenberS could
recommend management, enhancement, and preservation programs
which could mitigate for some of the impacts from the
Space Shuttle program.

Because the implementation of the Space Shuttle Program will
impact endangered and threatened wildlife and plants, the

Y. 21 project sponsor must, under Section 7 of the Endangered
Species Act, enter into consultation with the U. S. Fish
"and Wildlife Service. !

All mitigation measures being developed in the Space
Shuttle Environmental Protection Plan should be includedY.22 in this document. The mitigation measures proposed onpages 3 and 4 are inadequate.

Y,23 In addition, if the program is enlarged or substantially modified,
a supplemental or revised DEIS will be required. 4

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment. 1

Sincerely,

L. FRANK GOODSONf
Assistant Secretary for Resources

co: Director of Management Systems
State Clearinghouse
Office of Planning & Research
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814 4

(SCH No. 77100329)

U. S. Dept. of the Air Foroe
Washington, D.C. 20330
Attn: Mr. James Boatwright
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS FROM
THE RESOURCES AGENCY OF CALIFORNIA

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Y.1 Reference is made to Response ,4 of Appendix G for a discussion of the

quantity and constituent makeup of deluge water associated with each

launch and the steps that will be taken in the event that disposal is "

required. Land disposal of 80,000 gallons of treated deluge water will i
occur no more often than the peak average frequency of proposed Shuttle

launches at Vandenberg (that is, about once every 20 days). This repre-

sents a minimal impact to the existing hydrology of the area. In the

event that these disposed waters come into contact with existing subsurface

waters, changes in water quality would be slight with respect to nonhazar-

dous constituents only. Direct discharge of treated deluge water into

surface waters is not planned.

Y.2 See above Response Y.l. All other wastewaters generated in the Shuttle -i

program will either be discharged to treatment facilities or hauled to an

acceptable landfill disposal site. Stream or ground water contamination

from highly improbable catastrophic events is a possibility; however,,

safety and contingency mitigation measures will be part of the Shuttle

program and are being designed to keep all potential impacts related to

catastrophic events to an acceptable level.

Y.3 The proposed hovercraft facility, at Vandenberg is no longer being planned.

A decision has been made to adopt the Shallow Draft Barge (SDB) concept

(discussed in Appendix B of the Draft Environmental Statement) as part of

the proposed action. This Final Environmental Statement has been changed

to reflect t.. z decision and pertinent discussions associated with poten-

tial tidelands contamination during construction and operation of the SDB

facility have been included. No other Shuttle activity is expected to

impart impacts to tidelands areas.

Y.4 Ocean and Jalama Beaches are sufficiently removed from any currently

proposed Shuttle activity, and no contamination impacts are expected.
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Y.5 See above Responses Y.1 and Y.2. Wastewaters from the Parachute Ref ur-

bishment Facility will be discharged to the Base treatment plant. Those

from the Solid Rocket Booater Disassembly Facility, now planned for loca-

tion at Port Hueneme, will be treated prior to discharge into the Naval

Facility's sewerage system.

Y.6 The Air Force will obtain all necessary approval in this regard prior tof

the implementation of proposed Shuttle operations. No actions requiring

such approvals are planned as being necessary during the Construction

phase.

Y.7 La Purisima Mission Concepcion would conceivably be exposed to sonic boom
overpressures of 2.1 puf, but only under circumstances involving an

emergency return of the Orbiter necessitating a more inland flight path.

This would, however, constitute an unintentional infrequent event. Under

normal or aborted returns, the Mission would be exposed to sonic boom

will occur to the Mission as a result of repeated exposure to these low

level overpressures. The State Historic Preservation Office and the

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation have been consulted and are

i.are of the potential impacting situation.

Y.8 Consideration will be given to the use of the suggested fault map as wellil

as other related maps in forthcoming supplements. Time constraints do

Inot permit the evaluation of that material for this FES planning document.I

Y.9 Two faults-the Santa Ynez Fault and the Honda Fault--do extend into the

marine environment and have been considered in Section 3.1.2.4 of this

Statement. Their seismic significance has also been indicated in general

terms. Consideration will be given to other offshore faults in forth-

coming supplements to this planning document.

Y.10 Reference has been made in Section 3o.1.24 to studies by the California

Division of Mines and Geology concerning probable maximum intensities of

ftiture earthquakes In the inland portion of Vandenberg.
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Y. 11 As stated in Section 3.1.2.4 of this Statement, planned Shuttle activities

-statement In based on engi~neering site Investigations that have been

carried out to date.

-Y.12 Information pertaining to the recently designated endangered and threatened

plants has been incorporated into Section 3.1.9 of this Final Environmental

Statement.

Y.13 Information contained in the tables in question was derived from literature

that is appropriately referenced in the text preceding the tables.

Y.14 This information has been incorporated Into Section 3.1.9.3 of this Final

,Environmental Statement.

.Y.15 Information associated with the occurrence of least toern at the mouth
of the Santa Maria River has been incorporated into Section 3.1.9.3 of

this Final Environmental Statement.

Y.16 Biological surveys thus far carried out under Air Force authorization have

not yielded any documentation of the presence of peregrine faloons at

VAFB. Further biological studies are planned with respect to the Shuttle

program. Should these raptors be observed, details associated with the
observation(s) will be documented.

Y.17 A detailed discussion pertaining to the Impacts of Shuttle generated sonic
booms on avifauna has been incorporated into Section 5.1.2.7 of this Final

Environmental Statement.*

Y.18 Reference is made to the initial portion of the "General Response to
Concerns Expressed in the Public Hearing" contained in Appendix A of this
document inasmuch as It deals with the study history of acid ground cloud
impacts. Information contained in Section 5.1.2.7 of this Statement repro-
sents the most up*-to-date evaluation on the ground cloud/biology impacting

situation.
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Y'19 Some of the impact assessments presented in Section 5.1.2.7 of this

Statement are keyed to habitats and are discussed in general with respect

to nongame animals. Furthermore, there are many instance* in that Section

where impacts.on specific nongame species are also discussed.

Y.20 The suggested wildlife management program Is one that has been already

Implemented at VAYS. This program is headed by a full-time natural
resources planner. I

Y.21 Consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has been formally

requested.

Y.22 The referenced Environmental Protection Plan is still under preparation

and will be made part of the design specifications and operational

requirements for Space Shuttle facilities,

SY,23 Should the Shuttle program at VAFB be enlarged or substantially modified, 1S
the Air ,Force will issue supplements to this Statement. It should be
noted that forthcoming supplements are planned primarily to update impacts 1
associated with the proposed action as documented herein.

A
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